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$nrtotriirtion.

THIS volume is dedicated to the millions of busy people in this

country who have no leisure to ransack libraries and peruse books,

to glean the valuable knowledge here presented in a condensed form. The
mother bending anxiously over her sick child ; the sportsman who sees

his friend fall wounded by his side ; the toilers in factories injured by
accident ; the housekeeper to whom economy of time means additional

strength and leisure for improvement; the wife anxious to make home
beautiful for her husband ; the gay young girl who desires to know the

rules that govern the social world, the best means of enhancing her

charms, or the latest dainty device in fancy work; the woman whom
misfortune has suddenly forced into the crowded ranks of the bread-

winners; the youth who wishes to become an expert in out-door sports;

the writer uncertain how to prepare MSS; the little ones longing for

some new game—all will find the Home Manual a guide, counsellor,

and friend, ever ready to aid. Who can tell from what hours of anxiety

its timely assistance may guard many a household ?

]Sreither time nor labor has been spared in the effort to secure the latest

and best authorities in each department. "With the exception of some few

pages, the text has been specially written for this volume, which is offered

to the public by its publishers with the certainty that it will receive a

cordial welcome in all American homeSj.







lEtitjuette.

TIQUETTE may be defined as a code of un-

written laws for the protection and comfort

of society. Some may sneer at their value,

some may possibly lay undue stress upon

them; but it will invariably be found that

there is a sound and sensible reason, more or

less easily discoverable, underlying every rule.

It is possible that a few persons may be to-

tally indifferent to the good opinion of their

fellow-mortals; but many people of refined

feelings, " Nature's gentlewomen and gentle-
" men," have often suffered keen embarrassment

and mortification, and been exposed to unkind criticism from a lack of

knowledge of some little details of the customs observed among well-bred

people. This department of the "Home Manual" is intended to supply,

in a condensed form, ample information for the guidance of all who
desire to know "just what to do" in the usual routine of business and

social intercourse. The compiler has consulted the best authorities on

these subjects, and is confident that no one who possesses the book will

fail to find clear directions for the settlement of any doubtful points in

the routine of daily life.

ETIQUETTE OF ENTERTAINMENTS.

Dinners.—A dinner party is regarded by many persons as the most
formal and, at the same time, the most elegant mode of entertaining guests

—

it is certainly the one which most severely taxes the resources of the hostess.

Any woman not positively ill-bred can fill the position of hostess at a
', ball ; but it requires tact, readiness, and a thorough knowledge of society

-to make a dinner party, in the ordinary parlance, " go off well." E"o mat-
ier how exquisite china, glass, fioral decorations, silver, and linen may
be, if the hostess is a dull or awkward woman, the banquet will not be a
success, for a proper selection of guests and the power of drawing them
into gay and brilliant conversation is quite as needful as any of the
material accessories.

2
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Yet while this is the entertainment of all others most dependent upon
the individuality of the host and hostess, there are certain fixed rules—as

in all social matters—^which must be observed, and certain suggestions

may be of service.

The first point to be regarded is the choice of guests.

Invite those who will probably be agreeable to one another, and avoid

including many silent or excessively loquacious persons. People who de-

sire to monopolize conversation are as objectionable at a dinner party, as

those who wrap themselves in the cloak of silence and seem utterly un-

conscious that anything more is expected than due attention to the dishes

set before them.

If the host and hostess sit one at each end of the table, avoid having

four, eight, or twelve persons, or any number which can be dividedby four,

because, in seating the guests, it will then be necessary to place two
ladies or two gentlemen side by side, a very undesirable arrangement.

The hostess should inform each gentleman which lady he is to take

in to dinner—or have cards giving this information placed on the hall-

table,—and if the gentleman is not acquainted with the lady, he should re-

quest his hostess to present him.

The host should be the first to go in to dinner, his companion being

either the most distinguished or the oldest lady present, the wife of the

most eminent man, a stranger, or a bride.

The hostess, on the contrary, should go last ; having for her com-

panion the husband of the lady whom the host is escorting, if the dinner

is given for a married couple. Otherwise her escort should be the most

eminent or the oldest gentleman present, or a stranger.

The seat of honor—at the host's right hand—should be given to the

lady whom he escorts to the dinner, the one on the left being assigned to

the lady whose age or position entitles her to the second place.

The same rule is observed in seating gentlemen on the right and left

of the hostess. A gentleman should draw out a lady's chair and assist

her in moving it up to the table again, unless there is a servant to per-

form this duty.

In serving the dishes, the servants should begin upon the right of the

master of the house, ending with the hostess, and with the guest on their

mistress's right, ending with the host.

IS'ever correct a servant in the presence of the guests ; if mistakes

occur, seem to be unconscious of them. Give the clearest possible instruc-

tions in advance, and unless servants are both stupid and ignorant, there

will be little fear of any serious mishap. One waiter to each four persons—
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if there is a butler to do the carving—is sufficient ; and if really well-

trained, one for every six persons will be enough. Many persons now

prefer that servants should not wear gloves in waiting on the table, but

use instead a napkin with one corner wrapped around the thumb, to keep

his hand from touching the plates and dishes. This is a custom borrowed

from our English cousins.

To insure the comfort of the guests, the following precautions should

be observed. Servants should wear thin-soled shoes, the noise of their

footsteps being unpleasant, and many hostesses prefer to have a dining-room

carpeted, even in summer, that the sound may be still farther deadened.

N'o clattering of plates and dishes should be allowed. Comfortable chairs

should be provided, each lady being Supplied with a footstool, and care

should be used in keeping the room at an equal temperature, neither too

cool, nor too warm. There must be ample light, but it should fall on the

table from a sufficient height to prevent any glare in the eyes.

IN'ever have the table so crowded that the waiters cannot easily at-

tend to the needs of the guests. It is hardly necessary to say that no

formal dinner should be announced by ringing a bell. A servant should

enter the drawing-room and say in a low tone :
" Dinner is served," or

merely bow as soon as he can catch the hostess' eye.

"W^hen seated, the gloves should be removed and placed in the lap

under the napkin. If the first course is raw oysters, begin to eat at once

;

the custom of waiting for others is out of date.

The hostess should call into requisition all her tact and knowledge

of society to set her guests at ease. N'o accident must disturb her. If

her rarest china or most precious bit of glass is broken, she must appear

not to notice it. If any one has had the. misfortune to arrive late, she

must welcome him or her cordially, though her duties to her other guests

have not permitted her to wait in the drawing-room more than the

fifteen minutes permitted by etiquette to the tardy. She must think

only of encouraging the timid, inducing the taciturn to talk, and enabling

all to contribute their best conversational powers to the general fund of

entertainment. The same rules, of course, apply to the host.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR ARRANGING THE TABLE AND SERVING THE COURSES AT A
DINNER PARTY.

The table-cloth should be of the finest quality, ornamented with lace

or embroidery, if desired ; but the latest edict of fashion precludes the

introduction of any colored materials that do not wash. Indeed it is well

for those whose means will not permit them to follow every passing

caprice of fancy to remember that fine white table linen is always
suitable.

The room may be lighted with either white or colored candles or

lamps. Many persons prefer to have a portion of the light fall from
side brackets or sconces on the wall.

Decorations should always be arranged in such a manner that they will

not interfere with the guests' view of one another. At present the prefer-

ence is for low dishes of fiowers of delicate perfume ; all those which have

a strong fragrance, such as tube-roses, etc., should be avoided, as the odor

is apt to become oppressive in a warm room.

Jfever make an ostentatious display of plate, flowers, or ornaments of

any kind ; nothing is more vulgar than the appearance of a desire to

impress your friends with a show of wealth. «

At a large dinner, a card bearing the name of the guest should be

laid beside each plate.

Each person should have a plate, two large knives, a small knife and
fork for fish, three large forks, a tablespoon for soup, a small oyster-fork

for raw oysters, and a goblet for water.

The knives and oyster-forks should be placed on the right, the other

forks on the left of the plate, but never at the top.

Bread should be cut in thin slices, and laid on a napkin on the left

of each plate. Place tbe'glasses at the right of each plate, and take care

that the proper glasses are used for the various kinds of wine.

Commence the dinner with raw oysters, then serve one or two soups,

either a white and a clear, or a white and a brown soup ; but never serve

two kinds one after the other.

Follow the soup or soups with fish, serve the entrees—two may be

ofiered at an elaborate dinner—then the roast, then Eoman punch, then

the game and the salad.
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Salad may b& served either with the game or as a separate course.

In the latter case serve cheese and bread and butter with it. The bread

can be cut very thin and carefully buttered, or the butter and bread can

be served separately. Ifpreferred, the cheesecan be served as aseparate course.

Follow the cheese and salad with the sweet dishes and ices, then

serve the fruit, and lastly the bonbons. Coffee can be served in the

drawing-room, when the courses have not occupied too much time, or at

the table, according to the preference of the hostess.

Black coffee, which should be made very strong and clear, must be

served in very small cups, with tiny coffee-spoons.

Some vegetables, such as asparagus, sweet corn, or macaroni, can be

offered by themselves ; but hostesses should beware of making the meal

tiresome by a needless number of courses.

It is not allowable, however, to serve more than two vegetables

with one course, nor to offer anything except potatoes or potato salad

with the fish.

Hot plates must be provided for hot meat courses, entrees, etc., but

never for salads, cold meats, nor hot puddings, which will keep warm
without help.

A fork, or knife and fork, as may be necessary, should be placed on

the plate passed to each guest at each course, when the knives and forks

first laid on the table have been used.

Everything except the lights and ornaments should be removed from
the table before the dessert is served, the crumbs being brushed off with

a crumb-scraper or a napkin, a clean one of course.

Finger bowls, set on handsome china or glass plates, with a fruit

napkin or embroidered doily between, should be placed on the table for

the fruit course. The dainty embroidered doilies, however, must never be
used, and substantial fruit napkins should be supplied when any fruits

that stain badly are served.

Where there is more than one servant, a second waiter carrying the

proper vegetables should follow the first, who passes the meat or fish.

The lady next the host should first be helped, and the others in turn,

after which the gentlemen should be served. But when there is only one
servant the guests may be helped in the order in which they sit, beginning
with the lady at the host's right, then passing to the one at his left, leav-

ing the host himself to be served last.

It should be remembered by givers of dinners that too many courses
are objectionable. In the best society of our large cities fewer dishes are
offered than was the case several years ago.
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TEAS AND AFTERNOON RECEPTIONS.

These are among the most informal entertainments given, and the

difference between a large afternoon tea and an afternoon reception is lit-

tle more than the name, though the latter is perhaps a shade more formal.

The day and hour of an afternoon tea may be written on a visiting

card. For an afternoon reception, an " At Home " card is used. Only
simple refreshments should be served at an afternoon tea. Thin slices of

bread and butter, sandwiches, fancy biscuit or cake, tea, coffee, or choco-

late, ice-cream, and bouillon are offered. Punch and lemonade—but no

wine of any kind—may be added if desired ; and also salted almonds,

cakes, candies, and other dainty trifles.

At an afternoon reception the table may be supplied with oyster-

salads, pStes, boned turkey, ice-cream, coffee, and bonbons.

Care should be taken to have the simple refreshments offered at an

aftemoan tea of the very best quality. English breakfast tea is now pre-

ferred, served with cream, cut white sugar, or slices of lemon for those

who like tea made in the Russian style.

The hostess should shake hands with her guests and receive them
cordially ; any formality is out of place on an informal occasion.

If the number of guests is small, the hostess should walk about the

room, talking with her visitors ; if large, she should remain near the

door, and have the aid of other ladies, who should entertain the guests,

ask them to take refreshments, and make introductions when necessary.

At a large and elegant afternoon reception the windows may be

darkened, the gas lighted, and musicians employed, if the hostess desires.

LUNCHEONS.

The hostess may make this meal as simple or as elegant as she

chooses. A formal luncheon party, however, is very similar to a dinner.

If the occasion is a ceremonious one, the table is set in the same

manner as for a dinner, and the dishes are handed by the servants ; but

the guests enter separately, instead of arm in arm.

At a large lunch-party either one long table, or several little ones may
be used. If the latter method is preferred, take care that the servants

have ample room to pass between them.

Each plate should have beside it two knives, two forks, one or two

spoons, and a water-goblet.

The first course should consist of fruit or of raw oysters, or of bouillon
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or chicken consomme, served in cups, set on plates, and supplied with

teaspoons.

Tea and coffee must be served at the table, but their use is optional.

If the entertainment is informal, the hostess should pour them ; if formal,

the servant should pass them in small cups on a waiter.

If the lunch is informal, the sweets may be already on the table

when the guests take their seats, if the hostess prefers ; but vegetables

must always be served from the side-board, and the hostess should help

the chops, cold meats, etc. Many persons, however, never serve vege-

tables at an informal lunch, and the utmost freedom of choice in the

selection of dishes is allowable. Cold meats, salads, oysters, croquettes,

fish, French chops, beef-steak, and omelette are most frequently served.

When there are several courses, the plates should be changed at each

course.

At formal lunches it is a pretty custom to provide a bouquet for each

lady, grouping them in the center of the table to form a large central

ornament, and distributing them to the guests at the close of the meal.

Many hostesses present each guest with some pretty trifle as a

souvenir of the occasion, but this is not obligatory.

Guests should arrive punctually, and if the occasion is a formal one,

word should be sent at once if, after accepting an invitation, any sudden
occurrence prevents one from going.

Either a white or a colored table-cloth may be used, but it must be
one that will wash. Both etiquette and good feeling forbid gossip or
scandal at a ladies' lunch party, and nothing is more ill-bred than to
afterward make ill-natured criticisms upon the hostess or the entertain-

ment she has provided.



(ffartrs anJr dtaXls.

IT sometimes happens that persons new to society laugh at " paste-board

politeness," but a fair consideration of the convenience of cards will

fihow that, like all the other laws of the code termed, for lack of a better

word, etiquette, these little representatives of ourselves have a very sensi-

hle reason for their existence.

First, what should their style be? Plain paste-board, of good quality,

engraved in fine script. Glazing, fancy designs, embossed or gilt borders,

or odd shapes, are considered vulgar by well-bred people.

If chance compels the use of a written card, let the writing be in

pencil rather than in ink, thus showing that its use is a matter of accident.

The proper size for a gentleman is smaller and more oblong in shape

than that chosen by ladies, and unless he has some other title, " Mr."

should precede the name.
9
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The titles properly placed on cards are those of army and navy offi-

cers, physicians, judges, and ministers of the gospel, but neither militia

nor any other complimentary titles are allowable.

Ladies now have the entire name—^with the prefix of " Miss " or

" Mrs." engraved on their cards, as " Mrs. John Morris Eames," " Miss

Edith Lloyd Richardson."

Custom sanctions the engraving of the address on all visiting cards,

and some ladies add the reception day engraved in the left-hand comer.

In some cities there is one exception to this rule. A young lady, during

her first winter in society, does not use a separate visiting card, but has

her name engraved on that of her mother or chaperon.

A single gentleman, if he prefers, can have his club address engraved

on his card, instead of the number of his residence.

A widow can use on her cards either he.r own or her husband's name,

as choice may dictate ; though she has legally no right to retain the latter,

custom sanctions it.

The oldest unmarried lady belonging to the oldest branch of a family

alone has the right to use the name prefixed by "Miss," without the

initials. For instance, in the case of an unmarried aunt and niece of the

same name, the aunt's cards should be engraved " Miss Lancaster," the

niece's " Miss Fanny Lancaster."

It is customary for a young lady to have her name placed below her

mother's or chaperon's on the same card, as

:

cyf^^Jt^y^^U.

A husband and wife must have separate visiting cards ; the custom
of engraving the names of both on the same card is now out of date.

Black bordered cards should always be used by persons who wear
mourning.

RULES FOR LEAVING CARDS.

In making the first call of the season, a lady leaves with her own
her husband's, and those ot her sons and daughters. After a dinner

party, a lady leaves her husband's cards with her own.
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A married lady, when calling on another married lady, leaves two
of her husband's cards with her own—one for the wife and one for the

husband.

When calling at a house where there is another lady besides the

hostess, the visitor should leave two cards of her own, and two bearing

her husband's name.

When calling on a mother and daughters, a lady should leave two cards.

Strict etiquette directs that the caller's name should be sent up by
the servant and the card left on the hall-table ; but this rule is rarely

observed, because few servants can repeat a name correctly.

When paying a first call to several ladies—not mother and daughters

—^a card should be left for each. When calling on the guest of a house, a

card should be left for the hostess also, even if she is a stranger to the

visitor.

When calling at a hotel, it is allowable, and even desirable, to write

the name of the person for whom the visit is intended upon the card, to

avoid the chance of mistakes ; but this should never be done at a private

residence. Cards should be left or sent on the day of a reception, if ill-

ness, a death in the family, or any other cause prevents the acceptance of

the invitation.

Cards should not be turned down at the corners, nor bent over at one

end—the fashion is now out of date.

In sending a first invitation to a person on whom the hostess has

never called, cards should be enclosed with the invitation ; but, if pos-

sible, a call should precede a first invitation.

After a proper interval of time, cards of condolence may be acknowl-

edged (by sending mourning cards enclosed in an envelope).

In large cities, in case of a change of residence, cards are sent out

bearing the new address ; but this is not the custom in small places.

Persons about to quit any place, either permanently or for a long

time, should leave in person or send by mail cards bearing the letters

p. p. 0.—" Pour prendre cong6," " pays parting calls."

Invitations to an afternoon tea, reception, or wedding, if one is unable

to attend, should be acknowledged by cards sent by mail, or by a mes-

senger.

Cards.niay also, be sent out by mail to persons living in neighboring

towns, or subui^bs so far away that it is difficult to pay visits in person.

When a lady has set apart a certain day during the season to receive

callers, visits should be paid oli that day ; but when special cards have

been issued for a series of reception days, it would show ignorance of
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etiquette, on the part of any person not invited, to call on any one on such

days.

Calls should be paid within a week after the receipt of invitations to

a dinner party.

Residents of large cities should call in person upon all their ac-

quaintances at least once a year, and pay additional visits to all from

whom invitations have been received.

Calls should also be made in the following cases :

When an engagement or marriage has taken place in the family of

an acquaintance, or when an acquaintance has recently returned home
after a long absence.

Older residents in a street or city pay the first visit to later comers,

and this first visit must invariably be returned in person within a week.

If while calling a second visitor arrives, the first comer should take

leave as soon as it is possible to do so without being abrupt.

Gentlemen should ask for the mistress of the house, as well as for the

young ladies of the family.

Etiquette permits a gentleman—a stranger—to call upon a lady

under the following circumstances : If she has invited him to do so, if he

brings a letter of introduction, or if an intimate friend of the lady or of

the family presents him.

A gentleman should leave his umbrella, overcoat, and overshoes in the

hall ; but in paying a morning call it was formerly customary—and to

some extent the custom is still observed—to bring the hat and cane into

the drawing-room, and either hold them or place them on the floor beside

the chair ; but at the present time, they are quite frequently left in the

hall, and on this point the caller is free to consult his individual preference.

It is optional with the hostess whether or not to rise from her seat

and cross the room to greet a visitor, or to accompany to the door a lady

who is taking her departure. But in these, as in all other cases where
the rules of etiquette are not imperative, it is well to remember that the

course which sets the guest most at ease will always be the choice of a
kindly nature.

In houses where it is the custom to have a servant open the hall-door,

the hostess should ring the bell at the first signal of the visitor's departure.

But where such service is desired it is better to have the servant stationed

at the hall-door during calling-hours. This is especially necessary when
a lady has a day set apart for receptions.

Ten or fifteen minutes is the usual length of a formal call, half an
hour is the extreme limit.
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A hostess should never accompany a gentleman to the door and, it is

almost needless to add, that she should never pay this attention to a lady

if, at the same time, other ladies are calling whom she would be obliged

to leave in the drawing-room.

INVITATIONS.

Send out all invitations at the same time, and in ample season ; never

invite any one at the last moment, except an intimate friend, who will

pardon lack of ceremony. Invitations for a large reception, dinner, or

luncheon should bo issued one or two weeks in advance; and for a ball?

in the midst of the season, two or three. But invitations to dinner and

luncheon may be written, if the hostess prefers.

For any large or formal occasions, such as receptions, balls, and din-

pers, use plain cards, or note paper, engraved in plain script. Notes of

invitation must be very carefully written on plain white paper of the best

quality, but rather small size, and with due heed to the proper arrange-

ment of Avords. Thus, Dr. and Mrs. A. B. Cox must be on the same line.

The following may be adopted as a correct form for notes of invitations

to evening parties

:

Mrs. yohn yohns

requests the pleasure of

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Smedley's company

on Monday evening, March 6th,from nine to twelve o'clock.

A suitable form of acceptance is as follows

:

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stnedley

have much pleasure in accepting

Mrs. John Johns' kind invitation

for Monday evening, March the 6th inst..
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A courteous form of regret is as follows

:

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Smedley

regret that a previous engagement

to drive with Mrs. Black, deprives them of the pleasure

ofaccepting Mrs. fohn Johns' kind invitation

for Monday evening, March 6th.

A prompt reply must invariably be made by all who recognize the

obligations of courtesy, and it may be well to give one or two examples of

an uncivil manner of replying, into which well-meanipg persons some-

times fall through ignorance or carelessness

:

Mr. and Mrs. Claude Johnson regret that they cannot accept Mrs.

Thomas White's invitation for Friday evening.

A still ruder form is: Mr. and Mrs. Claude Johnson decline Mrs.

Thomas White's invitation for Friday evening.

Dinner invitations are written or engraved in the name of both hus-

band and wife

:

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Clayton

request the pleasure of

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas White's company at dinner

February eighteenth, at seven dclock.

An acceptance should be worded as follows

:

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas White

accept, with pleasure,

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Claytons hind invitation to dine with them

on Thursday, the iSth inst , at seven o'clocTc.
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To return to regrets, the following rule is given in London Etiquette :

*' All regrets from persons who are not able to accept invitations should
contain a reason for regretting." This rule is as rigidly observed in the
best society of America as it is in England.

Persons in mourning regret that a recent bereavement prevents them
from accepting; those vrho are going out of town regret that intended
absence prevents them from accepting. "A previous engagement" is

given as an excuse when there is an engagement at home or when one has

no inclination to accept ; therefore, it is always desirable for those who
really regret the necessity of declining, to specify what the engagement
is.

Invitations—except those to weddings and dinner parties—should be

issued in the name of the hostess.

It is considered good form for a widower to send out invitations for

receptions and dinners in his own name and that of his eldest daughter,

if she has been several years in society, or in his own name alone. Eecent

custom allows hostesses to send invitations by mail, in which case two
envelopes should be used.

R. S. V. P., the initials of a French phrase whose English form is

" the favor of an answer is requested," may be written below an invitation

on the right hand side where an answer is especially necessary. Its use,

however, is becoming less and less frequent in the best circles, many well-

bred persons being of the opinion that it conveys the inference that the

recipient of the invitation requires a reminder of an ordinary act of

courtesy. Invitations should never be addressed to Miss Jones and escort, or,

—when sent to a gentleman and his wife or fiancee,—Mr. Smith and Lady.

Another form, though sometimes used by well-bred people, is regarded

by many as objectionable, and, therefore, would better be avoided, namely,

Mrs. Z. T. Lee and family.

Invitations to large entertainments, receptions, weddings, etc., may
be sent to persons in mourning if the bereavement has not occurred

within a month ; bat etiquette permits them to refuse without assigning

a reason, sending, however, on the day ofthe entertainment, black-bordered

visiting cards, which announce the cause of their absence. Invitations

to dinners and luncheons should never be given to persons in recent

afflictions.

Always direct an answer to an invitation to the person or persons

who issue it, even though they may be strangers to you. Always answer

an invitation to dinner or luncheon at once, accepting or refusing pos-

itively. The reason is obvious, the number of seats being limited, a
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prompt reply gives the entertainer an opportunity to supply your place.

Should illness, a death in the family, or any other reason prevent the

keeping of a dinner-engagement, a letter or telegram should be immedi-

ately sent, stating the fact.

When issuing invitations to a family, direct one to the husband and

wife, one to the daughters, and one to the sons.

N^otes of invitations to a gentleman should be addressed Mr. B. 0.

Hale, vever B. 0. Hale, Esq. Gentlemen must never be invited without

their wives, nor ladies without tlieir husbands, unless to entertainments

given exclusively to gentlemen or to ladies.

Visiting-cards must not be used either to accept invitations or to

regret the necessity of declining them.
In closing, let it be most emphatically stated that all invitations

should be answered as promptly as possible. The French assert that it is

as necessary to give an immediate answer to a note requiring a reply as it

is to a verbal question.

ETIQUETTE OF MOURNING.

There is much difference of opinion in regard to the adoption of
mourning dress, and excellent reasons may be advanced in support of

both sides of the question.

It is expensive, dismal, injurious to the health, and depressing to the
feelings at a time when the heart has most need of cheer, urge some per-

sons, and the statements are true. Yet it is also a great protection to those
who really feel that the loss they have sustained makes the fulfilment of
many social duties impossible ; it serves as a shield in going out on neces-
sary errands ; it checks thoughtless allusion, which might give pain and
in families which have always observed the custom, it would seem like a
mark of disrespect to omit making the change of dress which habit has
sanctioned.

The period of mourning, however, has been shortened of late, and
the time during which it is usually worn is as follows: For a husband or
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wife, two years ; for parent, brother or sister, one year ; for a young child,

six months ; for an infant, three months.

For the space of a year no formal visits are paid, no gay entertain-

ments are given in the house, nor is it considered decorous to attend the

theatre or other places of public amusement while deep mourning is worn-

Some persons say that a mourning veil should never be seen in a theatre,

and it is certain that the sight of a person robed in deep black is

extremely incongruous in any scene of gayety.

The ladies of a family, before a funeral, see no one except the most

intimate friends, and if they prefer can with propriety deny themselves

even to them. The gentlemen must of course see the clergyman, under-

taker, and others ; but no member of the family, except in a case of ab-

solute necessity, should appear in the streets until after the funeral ; there

are always friends who are ready to do what is needful.

I^otes of invitation are usually sent to the pall-bearers, who assemble

at the house and accompany the body to the grave. It is optional with

the ladies of the family whether they do or do not attend the remains to

the last resting place.

After the funeral only the members of the family return to the house,

and it is not expected that a widow or mother will see any one except her

nearest relatives for several weeks. "Whenever possible, the charge of a

funeral is given to an undertaker who makes all necessary arrangements,

prepares the rooms, etc. The usual custom is to dress the body in the

garments worn in life ; but young people are frequently laid out in white

robes. Floral offerings are beautiful; but in large cities the display -be-

came so ostentatious that the request " please omit flowers" is often seen

at the end of a death notice.

'No invitations of any kind whatever should be left at a house of

mourning until after the lapse of a month. Then cards to balls, weddings,,

and general entertainments may properly be sent ; but when persons who
have worn black are ready to resume their social life, cards should be left.

on all their friends and acquaintances.

"Wives wear the same mourning for their husband's kindred as they

would for their own, and observe the same rules.

Letters of condolence should be dispatched as promptly as possible •,

but, unless the writer is in mourning, black-bordered paper should not.

be used. It is a duty from which most persons shrink, for all who have

suffered loss by death, must feel how well-uigh hopeless are all attempts

to console. Yet the sincere sympathy of friends can never be unwel-

come to the mourner, and the message of remembrance should never ba

deferred.
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ETIQUETTE OF LETTER WKITING.

Use thick, plain, cream-white paper, except for business letters; then

ruled note paper is allowable.

Fold all letters evenly, and put the stamp in the upper right hand

corner. Never use stamped or yellow envelopes, except for business cor-

respondence. Remember to enclose a stamp when writing to a stranger

•concerning your own affairs.

Use sealing-wax if you understand how to make a handsome seal

;

but never make an impression with a thimble or similar article.

Use postal cards for ordinary business communications ; never for

friendly correspondence or in writing to any one who might be annoyed

\ y having his or her occupation made public.

Take the trouble to spell correctly. Be careful to write dates, num-
bers and proper names plainly. Date a note, at the conclusion, on the left

hand side of the page ; a letter at the beginning, on the right hand.

Sign a letter with a full name, or with the last name and initials.

In business correspondence sign "yours respectfully," "your obedient

servant," " yours truly," or " yours sincerely." Place the name and ad-

dress of your correspondent at the upper left hand comer of the page.

Let your signature suit the style of the letter—a business communica-
tion should bear a formal, a friendly note, a cordial conclusion.

Never use any title prefixed to your name. Instead, write " Please

address Miss or Mrs. A. B." In directing a letter to a married woman,
use her husband's full name, or last name and initials, never her own.
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N"ever use the husband's title in directing to the wife, as Mrs. Rev.
John Jones, Mrs. Gen. Paul Revere.

Always add Esq. to a gentleman's name—unless he has some other
title—on all letters, except notes of invitation.

Never cross a letter, never put the most importalit part of it in a
postscript, and never sign one in the first person, if the epistle has been
written in the third. Never fail to answer promptly.

Always write to a hostess, after making a visit at her house, and ex-

press appreciation of her hospitality.

Never address a letter to a bishop, " Bishop of Doane ;" nor to a
doctor of divinity, " Dr. Clarke ;" nor give to an Army or Navy officer a
title belonging to a lower rank.

"Write to a clergyman as " Rev. JonasSampson ;" to a doctor of divinity

"Rev. Samuel Lane,D. D. ;" to a bishop," Right Rev. Simon Lincoln, D.'

D. ;" to a judge, member of Congress, mayor of a city, member of a State

Legislature, etc., as " Hon. St. Clair Smith," and in the case of a member
of Congress, add M. C. to the name, as " Hon. James Lamson, M. C."

Do not put " Present," "Addressed," " Kindness of Mr. Grimes," or
" Favored by Mr. Jones," when a letter is to be sent by a messenger.

This fashion is now nearly obsolete.

ETIQUETTE OF SPEECH.

Perhaps the two words in the English language whose use just now
is most perplexing are " lady," and " gentleman," for if misapplied they

become vulgarisms, and so nice is the discrimination that the employment
of these terms has been pronounced the most delicate test of any
person's familiarity with good society. The most simple rule that can be

given, is that a man is always a man to a man, never a gentleman ; to a

woman he is sometimes a man and sometimes a gentleman ; but a man
would far more frequently call a woman a " woman " than he would term

her " a lady." "When applying an adjective, the use of the term " man,"

or " woman," is almost invariajsle, for instance :
" I met an agreeable

woman the other day," " He is a very clever man."

Yet a man would say, " a lady, a friend of mine," not, " a woman, a

friend of mine." And he would ask :
" Which of the ladies did you

take in to dinner ? " by no means, " which of the women did you take in

to dinner ?"

In speaking of the number of persons, one would say :
" There were

a great many ladies at the reception, but very few men." A lady would

aay : " Are there many men here who are friends of yours," not, " are
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there many gentleman here who are friends of yours," or, " I have invited

two or three men to dinner," not, " I have invited two or three gentlemen

to dinner."

" Good-morning " and "good-afternoon" are also sometimes stumbling

blocks. At a morning call, the use of the words would be old-fashioned.

" How do you do ? " and " Good-bye," must be employed instead. But

between strangers, people meeting on business affairs, or superiors and in-

feriors, the only proper expressions are " good-morning " and " good-after-

noon."

It is hardly necessary to say that both slang and profanity should be

avoided, as well as the habit of using meaningless exclamations, such as

:

" Oh, my ! " or " goodness ! gracious
!

" etc.

Pronounce distinctly—Coming, speaking, reading, writing, and simi-

lar words must not be shorn of their final consonant and converted into

comin', readin', writin', etc.

Errors of pronunciation are not always committed through ignorance.

Educated people frequently lapse into them from mere carelessness, and it

is by no means uncommon to hear catch turned into ketch, can into ken,

fellow into feller, window into ivinder, or pillmo into piller. Dew and due

become doo, secretary is often secatary.

Route should be pronounced as though it were written root, not rowt

and tour should be called toor not tower.

Gents for gentlemen, pants for trousers, vest for waist-coat, and party for

"person are so fully recognized as vulgarisms that perhaps a warning against

them is hardly necessary.

Another frequent blunder is to use the word sick indiscriminately for

all forms of illness. It should be applied only to nausea. Avoid what
has been termed " newspaper English ;" for instance, do not say " trans-

pire " for " happen," nor "donate " for " give," " female ** for " woman " or
" lady " " folks " for family."

Be careful not to drop the h from words in which if should be
sounded, as "w'en" for "when," "w'ite" for "white," "w'ere" for
" where."

Do not commit grammatical errors. One of the most common is

don't for does not. Don't is a contraction of do not. Therefore the don't
is not allowable. Either avoid the contraction altogether, or say doesn't.

Aint for isn't is another common blunder. Isn't is the abbreviation
of is not. Aint, if used at all, should take the place of am not ; but it is

always an awkward expression, and would be better omitted. A gross
error, frequently committed by persons who would be expected to know
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bettei, are " I," or " they done it," for " I did it," " they did it," « I seen
it," for "I saw it," and "He would have went," for "he would have gone."

An error in taste is the too frequent repetition of the word " please."

Say instead, " Will you do me the favor ? " " Will you kindly," " will
you oblige me," etc.; remembering that this caution is not against
"please," for occasional, only for its constant use.

In conclusion avoid, as the worst possible violation of the etiquette of
speech, any correction of a slip of grammar or error in pronunciation
committed by another person, made in a way which could mortify or hurt
the offender's feelings. If it is necessary for any reason to refer to the
matter, use the utmost consideration and courtesy, choosing a time when
no one else is present.

ETIQUETTE OF FAMILY LIFE.

Good manners, it has been said, are too often a cloak that is flung

aside like a burden, as soon as the threshold of home is crossed. Yet,
surely there is no spot on earth, where kindness and consideration for

others—^the foundation of etiquette—aire better displayed, or more appre-

ciated, and attention to the rules briefly given below will do much to

ensure the comfort of the household.

Be as courteous in the family circle as when among strangers.

Let the house be kept in good order for daily use, not merely when
guests are expected.

Have a seat at the table, a room, and a welcome for any friend

who may chance to arrive.

Let the gentlemen of the family avoid smoking all over the house,

or strewing cigalr stumps, ashes, or burned matches on floors or tables.

Make no needless noise to disturb the rest of the household, when
coming home late at night.

Do not sit between any one and the light or the fire.

Do not allow children to take possession of the most comfortable

chairs or the most pleasant seats.

Do not fail to rise and ofl:er a chair to any older person who may enter-

Never enter any one's room without knocking.

Never precede an older person in entering nor leaving a room, nor in

going up-stairs.

Never fail to be as punctual as possible in attendance at the meal-

hours. Never feel that sharing the expenses of the household confers a

right to give needless trouble.
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ETIQUETTE OF SHOPPING.

For Employees.—N'ever fail in courtesy to a customer ; but never

proffer advice to aid in making selections, unless requested to do so.

Never make any distinction between tbe rich and the poor.

IsTever forget that a customer cannot always decide what to purchase

until he or she has seen the new goods, and that any one has an undoubted

right to go to a store and look through the stock for a reasonable time,

without buying anything.

N'ever talk to another employee when customers are waiting ; never

show temper if goods are not purchased.

Never allow any one to buy damaged goods without stating their

condition.

For Customers.—^Never look over goods without any intention of

buying them—merely to "kill time."

Never set out on a shopping excursion without first deciding as far

as possible what to buy.

Never take a costly piece of goods—nor any piece—into a better light

without first asking the clerk's permission to do so.

Never let the door of a shop slam in the face of any person, nor permit
a stranger to hold it open without any acknowledgment of the courtesy.

Never speak sharply nor rudely to an employee.

ETIQUETTE OF THE STREET.

Courtesy requires the return of all civil greetings—those of servants
included. Only the most serious causes can justify " a cut."

In bowing, the head should be bent ; a mere lowering of the eye-lids,

affected by some people, is rude ; but etiquette does not permit a familiar
nod, except between business men, or very intimate friends. In passing
and repassing on a public promenade or drive, bows are exchanged only at
the first meeting. In carrying canes, umbrellas, and packages, care should
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be taken that they do not inconvenience others. In meeting on a street-

crossing, gentlemen should make way for ladies, and younger persons for

older ones.

In driving or walking, always keep to the right.

A gentleman shonld always offer his arm J;o_a, lady m_the.eveiuag.~.

In the day he should do so only under lihefollowing circumstances : when
the pavement is slippery, when there is a crowd, or when his companion

is old or needs support.

In escorting two ladies, he should offer his arm to one, and let the

other walk by her side. " Sandwiches " are never desirable.

ETIQUETTE OF THE HORSE-CARS.

For Ladies.—^Never accept a seat from a gentleman without acknowl-

edging the courtesy by a bow and an audible expression of thanks.

!N"ever show any sign of displeasure if, on entering a crowded car, no

seat is offered.

Jj'ever—if young and strong—expect an old gentleman to resign his

seat.

Never place baskets or bundles in the laps of other people.

N'ever hesitate, if ill or greatly fatigued, to courteously ask a gentle-

man if he will resign his seat, giving the reason for the request.

For Gentlemen.—Never beckon to a lady, in order to resign a seat

;

but rise first and offer it courteously.

Never show reluctance to pass tickets or fares in cars not supplied

with conductors.

Never stand on the platform of a crowded car, so that a lady will be

forced to push her way off. Step down into the street if necessary.

Never take a seat while ladies are standing.
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ETIQUETTE OF BUSINESS.

Never forget that time is precious to some persons, though you may

be ready to waste if.

Never fail to settle all debts as promptly as possible.

Never fail to have all the details of an agreement decided so far as they

can be, before the transaction is concluded.

Never forget that a contract can be broken only by the consent of all

the parties concerned.

Never keep washer-women, seamstresses, nor any one dependent upon

daily labor waiting for payment.

Never endorse a note, unless able and willing to pay its full amount.

Never adopt a disagreeable manner when requesting payment of a

debt.

Never buy on credit, if cash can be had.

Never show false pridenor affect a manner commonlyknown as "being

above one's business."

Never shirk labor, nor fail to devote the whole attention to the work

in hand.

Never forget that a character for fair dealing is a capital that cannot

be lost. Never think it unnecessary to learn the minutest details of any

business, and never imagine that success in any business can be attained

without a thorough training for it.

Never fail to be courteous in all business intercourse ; a pleasant

manner will do much to ensure success.

Never insist upon entering any business office, if told that its occu-

pant is not at leisure.

Never address a letter to a firm in any way except Messrs. John
Smith & Co., Gentlemen.

Never send a manuscript to an editor without enclosing stamps for

return postage, if you desire to have it sent back if not available.

Never write business letters in a rambling nor needlessly curt style,

and never place Messrs. before the signature of a firm.

Never annoy an editor by constant letters of inquiry ; remember that

your manuscript is not the only one he receives, and exercise due patience.
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BTIQUEXTB OF TRAVELLING.

For Ladies.—^Dress neatly in well made clothing of suitable material

and simple style, wear as little jewelry as possible, and carry the smallest

amount of baggage by hand.

Have the initials or full name on all trunks.

iN^ever attract attention by loud talking, laughing, or constant

giggling and, if under the escort of a gentleman, do not annoy him with

needless requests.

Always repay a gentleman any travelling expenses, no matter how
trivial.

When travelling alone, if possible, be met at the station by some

friend. In arriving at a station in a large city where she is a stranger, a

lady should avoid taking a hack, choose instead horse-cars, or the stages

plying between stations.

Always acknowledge, by an expression of thanks, any courtesy

offered, but young ladies should avoid entering into unnecessary conver-

sation or accepting favors from men who are strangers.

Remember that in the Old World, especially on the continent of

Europe, it is not the custom for ladies to walk alone in city streets.

Older ladies are privileged to offer advice or assistance, should

occasion require, to young ladies travelling alone.

For Gentlemen.—It is courteous for a gentleman to offer to buy tickets,

and check the baggage of a lady who is travelling under his care; but he

should first take her to the ladies' waiting-room, not leave her

standing on a crowded platform. He may also offer to get her refresh-

ments, newspapers, or books, and—if the journey is a long one—invite her

to walk up and down the platform at the stations. If, by any accident,

the friends expected fail to meet a lady at the station, the gentleman es-

corting her should, if possible, go with her to her destination.

A gentleman may offer to help a lady, even if she is a stranger,

whenever she seems really in need of aid. For instance, if- she is laden

with many parcels, or has several children with her who must be trans-

ferred from boat to car, or station to station.

Two gentlemen may talk together if agreeable to both ; but it is wise

to discuss only general topics.

Gentlemen may offer to open or shut a window for ladies ; but should

never presume upon a chance civility thus extended, by attempting to use

it as a means of entering into conversation with them. While not

regarded by all persons as obligatory, it is always courteous for a gentle-
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man to offer his seat to a lady who is standing in any public convey-

ance.

'Ho gentleman should smoke in cars or other places when ladies are

present, spit on the floors in cars or stations, be disobliging in a smoking-

car, by refusing to change his seat to accommodate a party who may
desire to play some game, or accept a light, or any trifling civility from

a fellow passenger, without any expression of thanks.

For Both.—Before entering boat, train, or car, give the passenger*

who are in the act of leaving time to get off.

E'ever take a seat just vacated without waiting to see if its former

occupant intends to return.

iN'ever grumble about the trivial discomforts that fall to every travel-

ler's lot, nor make comparisons—unfavorable to the latter,—^between one'a

own home and the place where one happens td be.

Never crowd nor jostle in passing on or off cars or ferry-boats ; never

occupy more than one seat in crowded conveyances. If parcels, etc., have

been placed on an empty seat, cheerfully remove them whenever it is

needed. N^ever take the seat beside any person in a steam-car, without
asking if it is engaged.

Ifever forget that partition walls on steamers and sometimes in hotels

are very thin, and be careful to relate no family secrets for the benefit of

the person occupying the next chamber or state-room.

l^ever incommode fellow-travellers by opening a window which forces

them to sit in a draught—it may be an affair of life and death to delicate

persons.

ETIQUETTE OF THE TABLE.

iJI'ever lean far back in a chair nor sit on the side nor edge of it.

]S"ever sup soup noisily, nor from the end of the spoon.

ISTever grasp the blade of the knife, hold it by the handle.

Never eat rapidly, and never eat with a knife.

Never cut up the food in small pieces on the plate.

Never leave a spoon in a tea-cup, pour tea into a saucer to cool, nor
drink from a saucer.

Never use a steel knife for fruit.

Never peel apear or peach and then take up the juicy fruit inthefingers;
Never put food on the back of the fork.

Never tip the plate to obtain the last remnant of the soup.
Never put potato-skins, fruit parings, nor anything of the kind on the

table-cloth.
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Never bite mouthfuls from bread, always break it, never cut hot
bread or biscuit open.

Never hesitate to take the last piece of any dish that may be offered

—to refuse would imply a doubt'whether the hostess had made sufficient

provision for her guests.

Fever break a boiled egg into a cup nor eat it with a tea-spoon, it

should always be eaten from the shell with an egg-spoon.

Never hold a wine-glass by the bowl.

Never fasten a napkin at the neck, nor tuck it into a button-hole.

Never leave a napkin unfolded if the hostess folds hers.

Never leave the table until the meal is over.

Never read newspapers, books, or letters if others are at the table

with you.

Never eat onions nor garlic, except when dining alone.

Never play with napkin, fork, nor any other article.

Never use a spoon to eat vegetables—a fork is the proper thing.

Never put your own knife into the butter-dish nor into any other

intended for general use.

BEIEF RULES FOR THE ETIQUETTE OF THE TABLE.

In conclusion a few rules supposed to be familiar to every one, but

too often ignored, may be of service. Spread the napkin over the knee,

hold the fork with the handle in the hollow of the left hand ; when in the

right, use it with the prongs upward, holding it between the finger and
thumb.

Wipe the lips before drinking, in order not to soil the glass.

Avoid bending over the plate, drooping the head too low, thrusting

the elbows out, or sitting with the back turned toward the person in

the next chair.

Be careful not to take large mouthfuls nor to eat too heartily.

ETIQUETTE OF THE CLUB.

While it may be said that there are few members of clubs who do

not have a sufficient knowledge of the rules of etiquette governing them,

there are always some who desire information on certain points, and it is

for the benefit of the latter that the following brief directions are given

:

Never fail to become familiar with the regulations, and to rigidly

obey them.

Never feel that you have no right to vote against the admission to a

small social club of any one whose society is not agreeable to you. It
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would destroy the pleasure of such a club if all its 'members were not

congenial.

Ifever allow personal prejudice to influence you in voting upon the

admission of a new member of a large dub. Consider only the following

points: Is the gentleman's record clear, and is he in all respects a worthy

associate for gentlemen.

I^ever persistently propose for membership of a small club a name
that has been refused.

l^ever be disagreeable nor disobliging to fellow-members. A gentle-

man should be as courteous in a club-house as he would be in his own.

Never talk loudly in reading-rooms or library, and never misuse

books, newspapers, nor other club property.

]^ever seem selfish, monopolize the best arm-chair, make a practice

of dining early to secure an extra share of a favorite dish, nor require

special attention from waiters.

Never grow angry over political or religious discussions, and never

take any property of the club away from the building.

Never mention the names of ladies in the club.

Never show curiosity about other inembers.

Never send an employee out of the club-house on any private errand

without first requesting permission of the clerk or superintendent.

Never bring dogs or other pets to a club.

Never, while the guest of a club, take the liberty of introducing any
one else ; but the guest of a club is expected to avail himself of all the

privileges of its members.
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ETIQUETTE OF WEDDINGS.

All families do not give dinners, balls, or five o'clock teas, but nearly

every house, sooner or later, throws wide its doors to wedding-guests

;

therefore there is no form of entertainment whose details are so generally

interesting.

The styles are as varied as the circumstances of the brides, yet the

simplest home wedding—to avoid criticism—demands the observance of

certain rules, as well as the most gorgeous Fifth Avenue marriage. And
fortunately the simplest home wedding, by the exercise of a little taste

and care, may be as attractive as the stateliest ceremonial.

First, a word about the engagement. We have no formal ceremony

of betrothal, such as exists among some foreign nations, but a girl's wel-

come by the family of her fiance should be prompt and cordial. Any
delay may cause her keen unhappiness.

It is the custom in many cities for the mother of the expectant hus-

band to invite the fiancee and her family to a dinner as soon as possible

after the engagement, and these near relatives are first informed of the

probable date of the wedding-day.

In selecting the engagement ring a diamond solitaire is usually pre-

ferred, if the purse will permit ; a flat gold band is the next choice.

Gifts are usually packed wherever they are bought, and are sent

directly from the shop to the bride. The variety is endless, ranging from

the costliest silver and jewels, clocks, lamps, fans, odd bits of furniture,

camel's hair shawls, etc., down to a pretty vase, a bit of embroidery,

a picture, or a piece of china: painted by the hand of a friend.

No one should hesitate to send a present whose money value is small,

such gifts are often the most welcome, and a present which owes its exist-

ence to the donor's own labor is regarded as especially flattering.

The display of the wedding presents is a point to be decided according

to the bride's wishes. Some people think it ostentatious, others devote

much time and care to their arrangement, and it is undoubtedly gratifying

to many to be permitted to see them.

One rule, however, is invariable—the bride must acknowledge every

gift by a personal note.
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After the wedding invitations are issued, the hride does not usually

appear in public.

The bride-groom can lavish whatever gifts he pleases on the bride,:

and, if a wealthy man, often presents the bridesmaids with a souvenir of

the occasion, a fan, bracelet, ring, or bouquet. He buys the wedding ring

and furnishes the bride's bouquet ; but there his privilege or duty ends.

The bride's family supply the cards, carriages, and wedding entertain-

ment.

WEDDING IN A CITY CHURCH.

The bride at a fashionable church wedding usually wears the con-

ventional bridal dress of some white material with train and veil. She

drives to the church with her father, who gives her away ; her mother and

other relatives, who have arrived in advance, occupy front seats.

The bridal procession is formed by the ushers, who walk first

two and two, followed by the bridesmaids, also two and two ; then the

child-bridesmaids, if this pretty custom is adopted, and then the bride,

leaning on her father's right arm. Sometimes the children lead the others.

At the altar the ushers separate, moving to the right and left, the brides-

maids do the same, thus leaving room for the bridal pair.

When the bride reaches the lowest step, the bridegroom comes for-

ward, takes her right hand, and leads her to the altar, where both kneel.

The clergyman, who should be already in his place, motions to them'

to rise, and at once begins the marriage ceremony.

The newly made husband and wife pass down the aisle arm in arm,

enter the carriage, and are driven home, followed by the rest of the party.

To avoid the long delay of drawing off the glove, brides now cut the

finger of the one on the left hand, so that it can be slipped aside to allow
the putting on of the ring ; this is the routine almost invariably followed^

at all church weddings. The bridal procession usually enters accompanied'
by the music of a wedding-march, and slow music is sometimes heard
while the clergyman is pronouncing the vows.

At ultra-fashionable weddings the attempt is sometimes made to fol-

low the English fashion of a wedding-breakfast.

The etiquette of this entertainment, as yet novel on our shores, is as
follows

:
The guests are invited a fortnight in advance, and are expected

to send their replies immediately, the occasion being quite as formal as a
dinner-party.

On reaching the house where the breakfast is given, the gentlemen
leave their hats in the hall

; but the ladies do not take off their bonnets.
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After speaking to the bride and groom and the host and hostess, the

company chat together till breakfast is announced, when the party go to

the table in the following order : First, the bride and the groom, then

the bride's father escorting the groom's mother, then the groom's father

with the bride's mother, then the best man with the first bridesmaid,

then the rest of the bridesmaids, attended by gentlemen who have been

especially invited for the purpose, and finally the remaining guests in the

order directed by the bride's mother. The dishes provided are bouillon,

salad, birds, oysters, ices, jellies, etc. ; with champagne and other wines

;

but neither tea nor coffee is served.

The health of the bride and groom is proposed by some gentleman

appointed, usually the father of the groom ; response is made by the

father of the bride. The groom sometimes responds and proposes the

health of the bridesmaids, and the best man replies. But unless all are

gifted in impromptu speech-making—a rare case—the situation is apt to

be awkward ; and the " stand up," breakfasts are usually far pleasanter

and more social. The latter plan also enables the hostess to invite more

guests and the occasion is far less formal.

After remaining from one to two hours with her guests, the bride

retires to change her wedding costume for her travelling dress, and is met

by the groom in the hall. The father, mother, and intimate friends

exchange farewell kisses with the bride, and the pair drive away amid

a shower of rice and slippers.

The best man's duties are as follows :
" He goes with the groom to

the church and stands beside him at the altar, until the bride's arrival,

then he holds the groom's hat. He attends to the payment of the

clergyman's fee, follows the bridal party out of the church tod, on

reaching the house, aids in presenting the guests.

The bridegroom's relatives sit at the right of the altar or communion
rails at the groom's left hand, and the bridemaids take their seats at the

left at the bride's l§ft hand. The bridegroom and best man take their

places at the left hand of the clergyman. The groom takes the bride'a

right hand, and, of course, she stands at his left ; her father's place is a

little behind her.

At the end of the ceremony the officiating clergyman congratulates-

the newly married pair, the bride takes her husband's left arm and passea

down the aisle with him.

"Wedding-cake is no longer sent ; but it is put up in boxes, neatly tied

with white ribbons, and each guest, upon quitting the house, takes one>

if he or she desires.
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A widow must never be attended by bridesmaids, nor must she wear
veil or orange blossoms ; the proper dress at church is a colored silk and
bonnet, and she should be accompanied by her father, brother, or some
near friend.

A HOUSE-WEDDING IN THE CITY.

A fashionable wedding at home calls into requisition the services of

both florist and caters ; the former to decorate the rooms, the latter to

furnish the marriage feast. All sorts of floral devices are invented, from
the marriage bell, monogram, and umbrella, to a bower of ferns large

enough to receive the bride and bridegroom.

The part of the room to be occupied by the bridal party should be

separated by a white ribbon. After the clergyman has taken his place,

the bride and groom enter together, followed by the mother, father, and

other friends. Hassocks should be ready for the bridal pair to kneel

upon.

SIMPLE HOME-WEDDINGS.

Where money is lacking to defray the charges of florist andcaterer, or

in places remote from cities, where their assistance cannot be had, the lov-

ing hands of friends decorate the rooms with the largesse of foliage and

blossoms nature ofiers, and the table nateily be supplied with simple dishes

such as the household means can furnish. "Wedding-cake, light cakes,

ices, and coffee arranged on a table prettily ornamented with flowers is a

sufficient entertainment at a quiet home-wedding, and let it be added, is

in far better taste than a more ostentatious display which is beyond the

means of the family, and leaves a burden of debt behind.

The rules for invitations, calls, etc. are the same, save of course that-

the wording of the invitations is varied to suit different circumstances,

whether the marriage ceremony is performed at church or at ho;iie, and

whether the wedding entertainment is costly or simple.

In fashionable circles after the return of the bridal party, the mem-

bers of both families give a dinner in their honor, and the bridesmaids,

if able to do so, give them some entertainment.

Brides sometimes announce, when sending out their wedding-cards,

two or more reception days ; but they do not wear their wedding-dresses,

though their toilettes may be as handsome as they desire.

When invited to balls or dinners, however, the wedding-dress is per-

fectly appropriate for a bride to wear—of course without the wreath and

veil.
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F late years a pleasant custom has grown up of

naming the different anniversaries of the mar-

riage-day, and celebrating them with appro-

priate ceremonies. The rarest of all is of

course the " diamond wedding," at the close

of seventy-five years of wedded life, so rare,

in fact, that no description of it is necessary

;

next in order is the golden, the fiftieth anni-

versary, also very infrequent, and too often

fraught with sorrowful memories of the dear

ones who have passed into the shadow-land.

The gifts appropriate to the occasion are, of course, gold. If any article of

dress worn at the first wedding—^veil, hand\;erchief, or fan—is still in ex-

istence, it is donned by the bride, and she carries a bouquet of white

flowers.

The card of invitation is in gold letters, and a recent form runs as

follows

:

/(i^y

)\ ist.'i^ez (^y^^>r-~^ J/<i!>^?W C>^#«^-^^'*«^

o^'^9^e,

34
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Flowers, too, are frequently given at golden weddings—preferably

yellow ones—^but on a recent occasion one of the most admired floral

offerings was a superb flat basket of roses, bearing in violets the dates of

the marriage and its anniversary.

The silver wedding, occurring twenty-five years after the marriage-

day, is apt to be a far more joyous occasion than the golden one. The

bride and groom are usually still in life's prime instead of being near the

end of their earthly pilgrimage ; their children are in the bloom of youth,

and the circle of friends is yet numerous enough to fill the places of those

who have early fallen from the ranks of the battle of life. The cards are

printed in silver letters, frequently in the following form

:

^<^64-

Cx^T e€^a^€ €> e^c^.

'i^'t^'j^.

Many persons do not hav« their names at the end, while others order

an exact copy of the marriage-notice, taken from the newspaper of the

period.

Gifts of silver being inexpensive, as compared with gold, almost all

who receive invitations send some present, which may be as trivia! or as

costly as the donor chooses. They are usually marked " Silver Wedding,"

or bear some appropriate motto with the initials of the couple enclosed

in a true lover's knot. The variety of articles is almost endless,—silver

clocks, photograph frames, belt-clasps, mirrors, brushes and combs, and

other toilet articles set in solid silver, and the long array of table-ware.
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The entertainment is similar to that supplied at any reception, with

the addition of a large wedding-cake, containing a ring, which the bride

cuts just as she did twenty-fiye years before.

The twentieth anniversary bears the name of the " linen wedding ;

"

but many persons consider it unlucky to celebrate it, and the Scotch have

a superstition that one or the other will die within the year if any allu-

sion to it is made.

The crystal wedding is celebrated on the fifteenth anniversary of the

marriage. The cards of invitation are frequently crystalized, and the

gifts embrace every variety of glass-ware.

" Tin weddings " are occasions of universal jollity, and much inge-

nuity is exercised in devising amusing gifts. One young wife received

from' her father-in-law a check, marked " tin," enclosed in an elaborate tin

pocket-book. All the tin utensils that can be used in the kitchen and

household are also lavished without stint.

Tin funnels holding bouquets of flowers and tied with ribbons are

usually numerous, and the glittering metal, adorned with bows of every

hue, is really very effective displayed on a table. The invitation is usually

printed on a bit of tin.

' The fifth anniversary is dubbed the wooden wedding, and affords an

opportunity for the bestowal of beautiful gifts in wood-carving, handsome

pieces of furniture and picture frames, as well as the regulation wooden
rollers, chopping trays, etc. , for the kitchen. Bits of birch-bark are fre-

quently used for the invitations.

One year after the marriage is celebrated by the iron wedding, when
—as its name implies—all the gifts are of this indestructible metal. This

and the anniversaries previously mentioned are the ones usually cele-

brated ; but some other dates have received the following designations

:

Paper—the second anniversary.

Leather—the third.

Straw—the fourth.

"Woolen—the seventh.

Pearl—the thirtieth.

Coral—the thirty-fifth.

Bronze—the forty-fifth.

Invitations to any of these occasions should be appropriate in design.
For instance, the pearl wedding cards should be printed on pearl colored
stationery, the coral wedding cards on pink, the bronze wedding on
bronze, etc.
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WHAT TO SAT, AND WHEN TO SAY IT.

T is true the new comer into

society often discovers that

his or her greatest difficulty

lies in finding just the right

thing to say at the right time.

N'o one desires to sit silent and
apparently stupid in the midst
of a circle of people who are

gaily chatting together, and,

indeed, under some cir-

cumstances, the most in-

sipid of " small talk " is

far better than no talk at

all. Fortunately it is an
art which can be culti-

vated, and though a " bril-
'^

liant conversationalist,"

like a genius, is born and not made, it is within the power of any one

possessing average intelligence, tact, and good nature to become that wel-

come addition to every gathering known as "an agreeable person."

"While, of course, no stereotyped phrases to suit every occasion can

be given, a few suggestions may be of service to persons who desire to

acquire the power of uttering graceful and pleasing things at the fitting

moment, and a few general rules may aid those whose complaint is, that

they " never know what to say."

There are many little topics of common interest, even among those

who meet for the first time—mutual friends, similar pursuits, professions,

and tastes. The art lies in their speedy discovery. In this respect, men
seem to be gifted with far more readiness of perception than women.

37
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The first principle of the art of making small talk is, probably, due

consideration in choosing a subject which would be likely to prove agree-

able to the person with whom one is to converse. The best help in

ascertaining this; is to bear in mind the person's age, sex, and social

position, which will almost invariably afibrd sufficient indications to

enable one to form a tolerably accurate idea of the best subject to broach

for the time.

Having secured an idea, it is better not to commence by broadly

stating a fact or positively expressing an opinion, because this plan would

either practically dispose of the subject, or perhaps be met with " Indeed,"

"Ah," or some other monosyllable, because if a different opinion was

held by the person to whom the remark was made, he might not care, if

a stranger, to directly contradict the view.

The object to be reached is to glide gradually into conversation,

and the appearance of desiring to hear the ideas and opinions of others

is far more likely to draw out their conversational powers, and afford an

opportunity to display one's own,than to be curtly and egotistically explicit.

To imply by the manner an interest in the person with whom we are

conversing is flattering ; but to

ask questions of a personal na^

ture—evincing either idle curi-

osity or heedlessness—is by no

means complimentary, and can-

not fail to be disagreeable.

Mental exertion is as requi-

site to the successful mastery of

the art of conversation as to the

practice of any other art.

Many are prone to imagine

that, without the least exertion,

a sudden torrent of brilliant

ideas floods the brain of the

clever talker, and envy his gifts,

never dreaming that they are

but the natural exercise of ordi-

nary intelligence.

N"ext to the good talker

ranks the good listener, who is

always considered a most agree-

able companion. The latter in-I/ADY BANSOLFH CHtTBCHILI,.
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variably appears to be deeply inter-

ested in the conversation and shows
much tact in asking a question or
putting in a remark just at the
right time.

In conversing with new ac-

quaintances, persons who, are not
reserved by nature often show a
certain reserve of manner because,

having no knowledge of the tastes

and ideas of the strangers, they
hesitate to start any topics save

the most commonplace. The power
of easily making small talk dispels

this reserve, and renders its fortu-

nate possessor master or mistress

of the situation.

One of the severest tests of the

ability to make small talk is the

morning call, because it entails fif-

teen minutes conversation with the

person called upon, an easy matter
to any one who has a ready flow of talk;

who have little idea of what ought to be said.

After the first exchange of greetings the weather usually comes to the

fore ; but this topic also is speedily exhausted and one needs to introduce

some subject capable of being enlarged upon. If guest or hostess has
newly come to the city, either from a summer absence or a journey, the

fact introduced into the talk might easily lead to a pleasant chat for the

remainder of the call, the newcomer speaking of the incidents of travel or

the attractions of the summer resort, the old resident, if that topic shows
signs of failing, mentioning the pleasures or advantages to be obtained in

the town during the winter.

If either has recently returned from a trip to Europe a wide field for

talk is opened by comparing mutual experiences, or asking questions con-

cerning the most interesting features of the principal places that have been

visited.

If two or three callers are present, the hostess, even if averse to mak-
ing a formal introduction, should try to render the conversation general,

incidentally mentioning the names of her visitors, that each may become

MISS CHAMBEBLAIN.

but a source of dread to those
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aware of the other's identity. When the time for leave-taking has

arrived, a graceful mode of exit is to allude to any little plan that may

have been formed for another meeting, as

:

" Then you will let me know if I may expect you next Monday ?

Good-bye."

Or, " then I shall hope to see you at the Charity Fair on Saturday?

Good-bye." To which the hostess might reply

:

\" Certainly, I will come. Good-bye."

Or, " I shall be there, if possible. Good-bye."

When there is nothing to add to the farewell, a good form is : "I

think I must say good-bye," and the hostess answers

:

" Good-bye, I am so glad to have seen you."

Persons who have just been introduced to each other during a call,

at a tea, or on any other occasion, often have some little difficulty in

starting a conversation unless aided by a suggestion from the person

making the introduction, yet it is just at this time that pleasant, bright,

*' small talk " is moat valuable in removing stiffness and creating a good

impression.

The mention of the place from which either person comes, the fact

of a recent return from a journey, or interest in any special pursuit on the

part of either of the strangers by the person making the presentation is a

valuable aid.

Delicate flattery, conveyed by inference, is one of the most satisfactory

methods of making a good impression on a new acquaintance, reluctant

as the majority of people may be to acknowledge the fact.

This, however, is not broad, blunt, insincere flattery, whose very

grossness overshoots its mark ; but a pleasant, graceful manner of con-

veying appreciation of any special merit or talent the new acquaintance

may possess. For instance :
" I hope you are to sing this afternoon ; I

have often heard of your lovely voice."

Or, "I am glad to meet you. Our mutual friends, the Conways,
have said so many pleasant things about you."

The former remark might lead, by diverging from the owner of the
" lovely voice," to a pleasant chat about music and musicians in general

;

the latter would afford an opportunity for the exchange of familiar talk

concerning the Conways—^when they had been last met, etc.

The dinner-party is usually considered the severest test of any indi-

vidual's conversational powers, and some society men—perhaps some
ladies, also,—^make a study of collecting a store of telling little anecdotes
for conversation.
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Others naturally possess so ready a wit that they are always prepared

to make a brilliant repartee, or an apt rejoinder. The difference is that

the gay readiness of one can always keep all the guests amused, though
he may have said nothing especially worth recollecting, while the witti-

cisms of the other might he worth storing in the memory for repetition

on some future occasion.

Conversation on domestic affairs and the tribulations occasioned by
servants, etc., should always be avoided in general society. Few, indeed,

are interested in the failures or successes of the last cook, or a minute

description of infantile diseases.

A far worse error than this,—since it indicates a malicious dispo-

sition,—is ill-natured gossip concerning the affairs of others. While
some thoughtless listeners may be momentarily amused, the impression

left upon the mind is always unfavorable to the speaker.

Another class of remarks to be avoided is sometimes humorously

mentioned as being "things one would rather not have said." Some
luckless persons, either from want of tact or disregard of the feelings of

others, appear to hav& a positive genius for the utterance of these un-

pleasant " home-truths," and, it is needless to say, are by no means popular

in social circles.

Among such speeches may be mentioned the following :
" How very

badly your wife looks ; she needs a warmer climate
;
you should send her

somewhere at once
; "—to a man whose narrow income renders it impos-

sible for him to follow the advice.

Or, " what a pity your daughter's engagement is broken ; Mr. Howard

is such a fine fellow."

Or, " how much your little daughter looks like her Aunt Sarah, the

resemblance is more striking every time I see her." "Aunt Sarah " being

a notoriously plain and unattractive member of the family.

Or, again : " How very unbecoming that red bonnet is. People with

auburn hair should never wear red." This to a young girl who can afford

but one best bonnet a season, and who is perfectly aware iftiat her choice

has been unfortunate.

Music, the last new novel, and the last fashions in dress are frequent

and usually suggestive topics to ladies, with an occasional discussion of

shops and dress-makers. Young girls usually talk of their special amuse-

ments and (occupations.

The small talk between persons of opposite sexes who are but slightly

acquainted rarely soars above common-place topics, nor is it natural that

it should do so, since its purpose is merely to pleasantly fill a few chance
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moments. It commonly begins with inquiries concerning absent friends

—^the lady, perhaps, asking if the gentleman has seen the Smiths lately.

If he has, it aflEbrds him an opportunity to say where and when, men-

tioning any little incident connected with the meeting. If he has seen

them in any city, the attractions of the place can be discussed.

A few brief imaginary conversations, illustrating the suggestiouB

previously given, may serve to make them more clearly understood.

AT AN AFTERNOON TEA.

Strangers having been introduced, and exhausted the convenient

subject of the weather, one remarks

:

" What beautiful hair that little girl has."

" Yes, and the present style of wearing it is so becoming to children;

it is very picturesque."

" Yes, and the Kate Greenaway costumes carry out the illusion ; the

little people look as if they had just stepped out of a Christmas book."

From this it would be easy to pass on to books in general, artists, or

pictures, as the speakers' tastes might lead them.

AT A DINNER PARTY.

It is very desirable to fall into easy conversation immediately after

any introduction ; but especially so when two persons, who have previ-

ously been strangers, are sent to dinner together by the host. To main-

tain total silence until seated at the table will be apt to give each person

the impression that his or her companion is dull and stupid.

The occasion, however, does not call for very profound remarks,,

almost anything will serve the purpose. For instance, the gentleman
may say :

" We must be careful not to step on that elaborate train," re-

ferring to the costume of a lady preceding the pair.

" Yes, indeed, "that would be a mishap. But trains are graceful in

spite of their inconvenience."

Her companion must answer

:

" Oh ! I admire them, of course. Only I have such a dread of step-

ping on them and bringing down the wrath of the fair wearer on my
devoted head."

"Are you apt to be unlucky in that way ? And do you think a
woman must necessarily be enraged, if her gown is trodden upon ?"

" Oh
!
if you want my real opinion, I should say the woman who

could stand that test must be a rare exception to the generality of her
sex ; but here are our places. We are to sit this side, I believe."
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Having seated themselves, and exchanged a few comments (of course
flattering), on the table decorations, the lady, wishing to ascertain

whether her companion was one of the silent diners-out, might say:

" Some people do not care to eat and talk at the same time, but
prefer to let what few comments they make come in between the
courses."

"A man must be a dull fellow who cannot do both, with satisfaction

to his neighbor if not to himself."

" Then I may talk to you without fear of interrupting your enjoy-

ment of your dinner? But you speak as though it were easier to please

your neighbor than yourself."

" Set down that speech to my gallantry. Ladies are so good natured
that they take the will for the deed, while my modesty precludes my
taking credit for any efforts of mine."

" I often find that the men who are least ready to take credit are the

most worthy of it ; so I shall expect great things at your hands."

" I fear I have unintentionally raised your expectations, and that you
will be doomed to disappointment."

" If that proves to be the case, perhaps it will be my own fault, and
after all expectation is the better part of life."

" Has realization always fallen short of expectation ?"

" In some degree ; but I fear I am a little inclined to let my imagina*

tion soar away with me."
" Imagination is the safest companion you could have in your flight,

and the one of whom you would be the least likely to grow weary."

" Do you never weary of your own thoughts—^your own visions, and.

your own companionship ?"

" Yery often ; but then I am more practical than poetical
;
you volatile

feminine personages are always floating to more etherial regions."

" I am not so foolish as to indulge in day-dreams," the lady might

answer, " I think people whose lives are full of duties, have little leisure

for such amusement. But to change the subject to a topic less etherial

—

how delicious these Pat6s de Cailles are. Still, the way the poor little

birds are kept alive in boxes at the markets i^ very cruel."

" To fatten them, I suppose. No doubt it is rather uncomfortable.

You ladies are so tender-hearted. But how about the birds you wear in

your hats ; and the wings that deck them ? Are not the gaily feathered

fowl sacrificed to your vanity ?"

" Perhaps so, but not tortured, etc.
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AT A MUSICALS.

Some one might remark :
" That was a French song ? Are you famil-

iar with the language ?"

" I can read it fairly well, that is all. But my sister is an excellent

J^rench scholar. Are you not, Barbara 1"

" Yes, I suppose so. But I was at school some time in Paris."

" Oh ! that is such an advantage," a third speaker might remark,

" I think one ought to go abroad to acquire a language."

"Do you?" a fourth might answer. "Now I think it is easiest to

acquire a language in early childhood, when the mind is impressionable

and the memory retentive."

A fifth might chime in : " That may be when the child has a real

gift for the languages, but not otherwise."

Or, alluding to a song just finished, some one might remark :
" What

a fine voice Miss Seymour has ! Did you ever hear her before ?

"

" Yes, indeed, very often. She attends a great many of these parties,

-I fancy. I am tolerably familiar with her list of songs, etc."

AT A RECEPTION.

" Won't you let me find you a

seat somewhere? Don't you hate

^ crowd ? " A man who was thor-

oughly at his ease might say to a

lady to whom he had just been pre-

sented.

" Oh no, I like to see a room
full of people. It looks as if they

appreciated one's invitations."

" I am afraid you look at a crush

from a hostess' standpoint. How
you ladies always make everything

a home question
!

"

" I'm not so sure of that. You
say you hate a crowd, yet if you
should come to my " at home " next miss ames.
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Thursday and find onlyia few people there, you would probably go away
thinking that I must be a very unpopular woman."

" Then you want to prove that crowded rooms are the standard by
which to judge of the hostess' popularity ? I never regarded them from
that standpoint ; but you may be right. In that case I shall expect to be-

unable to get further than your door Thursday night."

" That is rather a far-fetched compliment. I hope you will never be
kept away by a crowd when the question of seeing me is concerned ; but
you need have no fear this time, I have sent out very few invitations."

This is about as far as the talk could easily be carried on so slender

a thread ; but it could be readily turned into another direction by the

question :
" Is this the first entertainment of the kind you have given in

your new house ?
"

"Why no indeed. I asked you to a party we gave three months
ago, and you were out of town I believe, or something."

" Something ? Why 1 was ill for six weeks, unable to go anywhere,.

and when one has been out of society for a time, it is wonderful how
hard it is to fall into the routine again."

" Do you mean that people forget to send you invitations, or that

you don't care to accept them ?
"

"A little of both, I confess that the routine of social duties is a little

wearisome when one feels not quite up to the mark ; there seems such a

sameness and uselessness about the whole thing that one begins to wonder

whether it is not a huge mistake."

" Oh, you are growing morbid. Society is well enough, so far as it

goes. I would not try to set the world right, if I were you ; but mak&
the best of things as they are, that's my philosophy."

" It is an easy going view of things ; but hardly the highest ground

to go upon."

If-the lady wished to discuss the question whether, and in what way,

it is woman's mission to elevate society and remodel some of its laws,

this would afford an opportunity of drawing out her companion's views

and convictions ; but if not, she could easily turn it into another channel,

though starting with the last remark. " The highest ground ? Perhaps

not. But I like to be sure of my ground, and avoid dangerous subjects,

opposing other people's opinions, etc. But I find one is apt to say the

wrong thing."
" People who are sensitive or crotchety, are hard to get on with—one

can't help rubbing them the wrong way."
" I think sensitive people, or people whose vanity and self-love are
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perpetually on the alert for a slight, are so much more tiresome than'

people with a crotchet. One can humor the crotchet aside from the

individual."

" I don't know about that ; I don't think you were specially inclined

to humor either my crotchet or myself just now."
" Oh, that is very different. It would not be a good thing for you

if I did."

" How do you know ? Suppose you try it JUst for once, etc."

A little badinage of this sort, blended with common sense, lends, as

it were, a dash of color to the conversation.

AT A BALL.

The fashion of saying, " May I have the pleasure of dancing with

you ? " has given place to a less formal method, and a young man now
accosts a young lady with, " I hope you have kept a dance for me,"
^' Won't you spare me a dance ? " or " Shall we take a turn ?" The young
lady does not answer :

" I shall be very happy," a reply which has disap-

peared with "May I have the pleasure?" but says: "I'm afraid I have

none to spare except number ten, a quadrille," or " I am engaged for the

next five dances ; but I'll give you one, if you come for it a little later."

Another form of invitation :
" Are you engaged for this dance ?

"

Some silly girls sometimes answer by sajnn^ "I do not think lam,"
while perfectly aware that they are not, and the young men are quick to

see through the evasion by which the maiden seeks to conceal her lack

of partners. A clever girl escapes from the dilemma by the prompt an-

swer: "I am very glad to say I am not,"

thus inferring that she might have been en-

gaged, had she defeired ; but preferred wai1>

ing for the chance of dancing with him—

a

suggestion flattering to the gentleman.

Ball-room small talk is not expected to

rise above the common-place. The materials

supplied by the entertainment itself are very

limited—the band, the flowers, the floor, the

supper. Dull people usually -ring the changes

on these themes. For instance, " What a good
band it is

!

" "How well the band plays !

"

"It's a capital band!" "What a pleasant

ball-room this isj" "I think this floor is

very good." " Don't you think the floor slip-
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pery, etc., etc. Sucu phrases, by dint of constant repetition, are apt to

weary the listener, and people who can get away from them do well to

branch off to vary the monotony.

In response to the query :
" I suppose you are very fond of dancing ?"

a young lady, instead of making the usual answer: " Yes, I am, very,"

might say :
" Yes, I am fond of it ; but there are other things I like

quite as much," thus giving her partner an opportunity to enquire what
amusements interested her.

Simple affirmatives and negatives close the avenues of talk.

«Yes, I am," "No, I am not," "Yes, I do," "No, I do not," give

little encouragement for farther efforts. If such answers are necessary,

try to qualify them. Instead of a blunt " No, I am not," it would be

better to say :
" I do not think I am very fond of it. Do you care for it

much?"
A ball-room is especially the place for airy nothings. " This is our

dance, I think," a gentleman might say ; " you are not afraid that I am
not able to pilot you through the crowd ?" If the lady answers : " No,
not at all," her partner would have to seek some other opening for con-

versation ; but were she to respond :
" No, I shall believe in you till you

prove my confidence misplaced," the young man could reply that " he

was proud of her confidence," he " considered himself put on trial, as it

were," or that she " should have no occasion to regret her trust."

If a lady wishes to compliment her .
partner on his waltzing, she

might ask if he had spent much time in Germany. To which he would

respond :
" How did you guess that ?" or, " No, indeed, why did you

suppose so ?" This would afford an opening for the reply :
" Germans

usually waltz so well, I thought you must have learned the art there."

Ornaments worn in a ball-room often suggest gay conversation to

ready-witted people. For instance: "I envy that butterfly on your

hair, close to your e&r. What a chance to whisper secrets, lucky butter-

fly!"

The answer might be : " Oh, no, the butterfly is not so happy as you

think ; I shut it up in a velvet case when I go home, lest I should lose

it. Now, you could not be shut up, and you wouldn't like it, if you

could."

Or, the lady might reply, jestingly

:

" Unlike you, my butterfly has no feeling, so it doesn't appreciate its

happiness, a trait, I believe, characteristic of butterflies. You ought to

know something about it."

Here the retort might follow

:
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" You are kind enough to anticipate my future ; I haven't found my
wings yet ; I am still in a chrysalis state."

If the lady wanted to have the last word, she might say:

" Then you are safer to hold, if not so pretty to keep, and I think

you could not do better than to remain a chrysalis for the present."

In conclusion, it may be said that in the art of small talk—^as in

every other art—^"practice makes perfect." No hard and fast rules to fit

every occasion can be given; but persons who really desire to please, and

who will take the time and trouble requisite to carry out the above sug-

gestions, will ere long find themselves included in the class known as

"people everybody is glad to meet."



ALLS.
When calling at a friend's house where there

are other visitors, previously strangers to you,
should you invite them to call as well as the
hostess ?

No. It is not necessary.

* *
*

A gentleman is paying an evening call.

Shortly after another visitor arrives. Should the
first take leave or remain ?*

Take his leave by all means—^not instantly, but after the interval of
a few moments. Too abrupt a departure might indicate a dislike to the
new-comer. But it is extremely "bad form" for one person to attempt.
to " sit out " another.

* *
*

In going up-stairs to a parlor on the second floor, which should lead

the way, the hostess or the guest ?

The guest.

*

Two young ladies meet while paying a call at the house of a third.

"When one guest rises to take leave, should the other also rise and remain,

standing until she has taken her departure ?

It would be more courteous for her to do so.
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Is it proper for a gentleman to write to a lady with whom his

acquaintance is very slight, asking permission to call at her home ?

Better make the request verbally, if possible. If circumstances pre-

vent, he may write respectfully.
* *
*

A gentleman living a few miles away writes to a lady, stating that

he will call on a certain evening. Should she reply ?

Not unless she wishes to do so. The gentleman must take his chance

of finding her at home. Yet it is perfectly proper, if she desires, to write

a few lines informing him that she will be glad to receive him at the

time named. If she has any engagement for the evening, a note should

be sent to notify him of the fact, otherwise, the natural inference would

be that she did not care to see him.

T TABLE.
How should a fork be held ?

With the concave side uppermost.
* *
*

What reply should be made to the question:

" Which part of the chicken do you prefer ?"

" White meat," or, " Dark meat."
* *
*

At a dinner or lunch, after having been

served once, would it be bad form to say:

" No, thank you," in reply to the second offer

of a dish ?

No.

* *
*

Should one say :
" No, thank you," to a servant ?

Yes.
* *
*

Should the napkin be left unfolded at the end of a meal ?

Yes, napkins should never be folded.

* *
*

Is it allowable for a man to eat his meals with his coat off?
Certainly not. No well-bred man would think of doing so.
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Should teaspoons be placed in the holder with the bowls up or down ?

It would be better to put a teaspoon on each saucer; but if a
" holder " is essential, put the bowls down.

* *
*

In drinking tea at breakfast—from a coffee-cup—is it ever proper to

leave the spoon in the cup, not in the very act of drinking, but in the

intervals ?

N'o.
* *
*

Is it proper to use a knife and fork in eating asparagus, or should the

stalks be taken in the fingers ?

Never use a knife. Many well-bred people take the stalks in the

fingers. If a compromise is desired, use the fork only.

* *
*

Is it proper to dip a piece of bread into a coffee-cup or egg-cup to

moisten it with the contents ?

N^ot according to American ideas, but some well-bred foreigners do it.

KESS.
What costume is suitable for a gentleman

to wear on board a yacht ?

If on a cruise, or where the party consists

exclusively of men, a blue flannel or serge suit

with white waist-coat would do. If ladies are

present, a black diagonal cutaway coat, white

or black waist-coat, light trousers, and light

derby hat.
* *
*

Wh9.t is the proper material for a dress-

suit?

Bla<gk broad-cloth or diagonal.
» *
*

Is it proper for young ladies to wear evening dresses while receiving

^calls .at home in the evening ?

No, a ball-dress would be an absurd costume for home wear.

* *

On what occasions is it proper for a man to wear a " tourist shirt?*

"When yachting, playing ball or tennis, or in the woods.
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"What is the proper neck-tie to wear witli a double-breasted black

frock coat, at an after-noon wedding ?

A silk four-in-band.
* *
*

"Wbat kind of scarf is it proper to wear witb a tweed suit ?

A blue polka-dot or solid color four-in-hand.

*

Is it proper to wear one,

two, or tbree studs in a shirt

front with a dress-suit ?

Three studs are most gen-

erally worn, but one is perfectly

allowable.
* *
*

Is it proper for a young bus-

iness man to wear a high silk

hat during business hours?

It is not the custom in cities.

Strictly speaking, a high hat

should only be worn with a frock

coat or dress-suit.

* *
*

"Which is the proper choice

for a man calling in the evening

on a lady—a black cutaway coat,

waist-coat, and grey trousers, or

a full-dress suit ?

In winter, th^ dress suit.

In summer, the rules ofetiquette

are less rigid, and there would
be no objection to the former.

* «
*

Is it proper to wear a black

silk hat in summer, if a man dis-

likes the light colored ones ?

No, it is contrary to custom.
* *
*

"What gloves should be

chosen for street and evening

wear?
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Eor tlie street—^the proper color is brick or tan.

white or lavender with broad, black stitching.

For evening

—

* *
*

Is it proper to wear a black cutaway coat at the funeral of a near

relative ? .

Yes.
* *
*

Is it proper to wear a frock-coat at a military dinner given at

8 o'clock in the evening ?

"No, a dress-coat is the proper choice.

* *
*

"Would it be proper to attend the theatre in full dress before going

to a ball, if one occupies a box and keeps out of sight of the audience ?

No, society sanctions full dress only at the opera.

* *
*

Is it proper for a lady to wear diamonds when travelling ?

No, nor is it good form to wear many diamonds at any time except

in full evening dress
* 4f

*

What should a widow wear for a wedding-gown ?

She may wear a bridal dress like any other bride, with the exception

of the veil and orange blossoms, but many widows prefer pearl-grey or

some other delicate shade rather than white.

To
friends.

N^TKODUCTIOl^S.
Should a wife and husband be introduced as

" my wife," " my husband," or as Mr. ot- Mrs?

The latter, "Mrs. A,, Mr. X"
* *
*

If two young men meet three young ladies,

one of the young men being acquainted with

one of the young ladies, who introduces him

to her friends, should the young man present

his friend to all the young ladies, or only to

the one with whom he is acquainted 1

the one he knows. She Qan then present the young man to her
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Should acquaintances whom one meets hap-hazard in the street, or at

a public entertainment, be introduced to one another ?

ISo, there is no necessity for doing so.

« *
*

Is it necessary to acknowledge an invitation to a church wedding ?

Formerly invitations to church weddings required*no answer. Of

late some persons send acceptances, regrets, or failing these, their cards.

* *
*

Is it allowable for a young man, on being presented to a young lady,

to shake hands with her ?

Not unless she first offers hers.

* *

In introducing a lady and gentleman, whose name should be men-

tioned first ?

The lady's.
* *
*

If two ladies walking together meet a third with whom one of the

two friends is unacquainted, which of the names, in making the introduc-

tion, should be mentioned first ?

It makes no difference.

*

Should a lady be presented to a gentleman or a gentleman to a lady ?

A gentleman should always be presented to a lady.

IFTS.
What is a suitable gift to send when invited

to a golden wedding—if the purse will not per-

mit the souvenir to be gold ?

Flowers are always appropriate. For the

occasion named, yellow ones are especially de-

sirable.

* *
*

Is it allowable for a lover to give his fian-

cee a bracelet instead of a rins ?

Certainly, but a ring is the usual choice,
because it can be constantly worn.

* *
it-

Is it " good form " for the bride to give the groom a present ?

Yes, if she desires.
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Is it proper for a gentleman to give a lady a ring to replace one she

has lost ?

Not unless he is engaged to her.
* *
*

What is the proper time to send a gift to a mother-in-law ?

Before the wedding, at the same time the bride's is forwarded.
* *
*

In sending a birth-day card, is it proper to enclose another bearing

the words " With the compliments of
—

" ?

Yes.
* *

Is it allowable for a young girl to accept a gift, even the most trifling,

from a young man unless a card accompanies it ?

Etiquette forbids any unmarried woman to accept gifts of any value,

except from men who are related to her, or from her fianc6. Flowers,

fruits, or candy, however, can be received, and, if sent anonymously, the

fact does not render their acceptance improper.
* *
*

What would be a suitable birth-day present for a man to send a

young lady ?

A bouquet of flowers or a box of nice confectionery.

Should the donors of wedding-gifts be thanked verbally or by letter?

In writing, if possible.

Is it proper for a young lady who is en-

gaged to receive evening visits regularly from

former admirers ?

Certainly not.
* *
*

Is it allowable for a man, who is engaged

to one young lady, to take another one to the

theatre, or send her flowers ?

S'o engaged man has a right to show at-

tention to any one except his fiancee.

* *
*

Is it necessary for a man who has been accepted by a young lady, to

ask her father's consent, if he has no intention of marrying immediately?

Yes, he should ask the parents' consent at once, and frankly state his

financial condition and future prospects.
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Has a young lady a right to ask her lover for an engagement ring?

There could scarcely be a greater breach of etiquette.
* *
*

What is considered the most suitable engagement ring?

A diamond set in gold.
* 4f-

*
How long is it allowable for persons to be engaged ?

Until they are able to marry.
* *
*

If a man who is engaged to a lady has set no time for the wedding,

can he be compelled to name a date ?

* *
*

Can an engaged man call on his fiancee every evening ?

Certainly. He is expected to do so.
* *
*

On which finger is the engagement ring worn ?

On the third finger of the left hand.
* *
*

Is it proper for an engaged couple to walk arm-in-arm in the street?

Yes, the lady is at liberty to take the arm of her fiance, if she desires.
* *
*

Is it good form for a lady to ask her fiance to take her to drive ?

It is not improper,but ladies usually wait for their lovers to take the

initiative, especially in the early days of the engagement.
* *
*

Has a man a right to break his engagement with a girl, giving her no

explanation ?

Certainly not. Xo man, who is a gentleman, would do it.

Is it improper for a man who is in mourn-
ing to wear a dress-suit to the theatre, if he
wears a black tie and studs ?

By no means. A dress-suit is proper to

wear in the evening, whether the person is in

mourning or not.
* *
*

Is it improper for a person in mourning
to use mourning stationery for a business

letter I

'Not improper, but unnecessary.
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Is it proper for a person who is in mourning to wear colored flowers?

Hardly, but it is often done. "White flowers are so easily obtained

that the colored ones are not necessary.
* *
*

How long should a very young widow wear a veil over her face, and,

after putting the veil back, how long should it be worn?
Six months or a year over the face, and as long as she wishes after-

wards, but not less than two years.
* *
*

Should a man who is in mourning wear a white or a colored waist-

coat ? «

A white waist-coat.

Are colored shirts allowable ?

No.

EDDINGS.
Should the ushers at a church-wedding

be invited to return after the ceremony to

the house of the bride, when no reception is

given and only the immediate members of

the family are expe«ted to be present ?

It is not absolutely necessary, but it

would be more courteous to invite them.

Under the circumstance named, they would

doubtless have sufficient good taste to de-

cline.

In presenting a wedding gift, the sender being acquainted with the

bridegroom, can it be addressed to the bride ?

Certainly.
* *
*

At a large wedding—in the country—is it allowable to use Japanese

doilies instead of napkins ?

Certainly not. Have a sufficient supply of napkins for the guests.
* *
*

Should the bridegroom kiss the "bride directly after the marriage ?

N'ot if he desires to follow the latest rule of etiquette.
* *
*

Is there any objection to invite young married men to serve in the

capacity bi ushers at a small home-wedding?
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The sole objection is that it is not the custom. Etiquette requires

that the ushers at all weddings shall be unmarried men.
* *
*

How should cards announcing the marriage of a lady who has been

divorced and taken her maiden name be worded ?

In the usual way.

*
Who should invite the ushers at a wedding, the bride or the bride's

parents ?

Neither. It is the bridegroom's privilege to invite the ushers, but

he should consult th^bride's preferences.
* *
*

"What portion of the expenses of a church wedding should the bride-

m pay?

The clergyman's fee.

groom pay ?

* *

What is considered a suitable fee to give to the minister who per-

forms the marriage ceremony ?

From twenty-five to fifty dollars.

* *
*

Is it proper to issue invitations for a wedding only two months after

a death has occurred in the family ?

Yes, if it is a very quiet one, limited to friends and relatives.

* *
*

Does the best man at a church wedding precede or follow the groom?
He follows him.

* *
*

Is it proper for an engaged man to fix the date of his marriage six or

eight months ahead ?

Certainly.
* *
*

Should a bride bid her friends good-bye when departing on her

wedding tour, or should she slip quietly away ?

She should bid them good-bye by all means, any other course would
be rude.

* *
*

At a home-wedding is it necessary for the best man to take the maid
of honor in to supper or to pay her any special attention?

* *
*

He need not devote himself solely to her, but he should see that she

is attended to.
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Should the bride's mother or the groom pay for the announcement
cards, if the cards bear simply the names of the bride and groom with
the announcement of their marriage ?

The bride's mother.
* *
*

At a church-wedding, without music, is it allowable for the bride to

wear a white dress and veil ?

Yes, with or without music, a bride has the privilege of wearing

bridal-dress.
* *
*

How should a wedding invitation to a lady and her fiance be ad-

dressed—^the sender of the invitation not being acquainted with the fiance?

Write to the lady and ask for her fiance's address. Then send him a

separate invitation.
* *

In sending a wedding invitation to a firm, should separate invitations

be addressed to the partners, including their wives, or should one be sent

to the firm.

Business methods must never be introduced into social afiairs. Send

each member of the firm a separate invitation addressed to himself and

his wife.
* *

Is it necessary to send a wedding-present when invited only to the

reception ?

N'ot necessary, but customary.
* *
*

Is it " good form," to kiss the bride at the close of the marriage

ceremony ?

The custom is almost obsolete.

* *
*

Should wedding-cards be sent to the fiancee of the bridegroom's friend

if the bridegroom is not acquainted with the lady ?

Certainly.

*
Should a note sent to a person living in the same town be forwarded

by mail or messenger or delivered in person ?

Either way is perfectly proper.
* *

In sending a present to a young lady who is to be married on the

same day, should the accompanying card bear the words "with best

wishes," or " with congratulations and .best wishes ?"
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" "With best wishes," congratulations should be addressed only to the

groom.
4f- *
*

Which is the proper way to address a letter, Mr. A. D. Saunders, or

A. D. Saunders, Esq. ?

Until quite recently the custom has varied in this country, but the

rule is now given that all letters exc^t notes of invitation shall be directed

to , Esq.
* *

"When sending out announcement cards of a private wedding, is it

necessary to state on what days and between what hours the bride and

groom will be at home.

It is better to name certain days, but it would be perfectly proper to

have the cards read : At home after June.

ISCELLAJ^EOUS.
In entering a room at a reception or

party, should the lady take the gentleman's

arm?
This was the custom some years ago;

now the fashion is so decidedly obsolete that

it would appear almost ridiculous.

* *
*

In passing an acquaintance on the street,

going in the same direction, should one turn

and greet him ?

Certainly ; it would be extremely rude not to do so.

* *

Should more than one invitation be sent to a family where there are

sons and daughters ?

One invitation is sufficient for each married couple in a family, and

each single adult member of the family should also receive one.
* *
*

On entering a public dining-room with a lady, does the gentleman
precede her ?

Yes.
* *
*

Is it allowable for a lady, when visiting a friend, to invite her to a

matinee ?
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Yes, but as a rule guests should not propose excursions, lest they
should interfere with the plans of their entertainers.

* *

When a lady and gentleman are travelling together, which should
leave the car first ?

The gentleman, to help her out.

* *
*

Should a man offer to shake hands with a lady or leave it to her to
make the offer ?

As a rule a man should not offer to shake hands with a lady. In his
own house, however, if he knows her well, he
should welcome her with a cordial grasp of the

hand.

*
On which side of a lady should a man ride?

Never on the skirt side, if possible to avoid
it.

* *
*

Is it proper for a young man well acquainted

with young ladies to shake hands with them
while they are standing after church waiting

for their carriage, or should he merely bow and
enter into conversation?

He can do either.
* *
*

"When a lady has been visiting in a friend's

house, is it customary at the end of her stay to

fee the servants ?

Certainly. It is a matter of course.

If a gentleman accompanies a lady to church, is it proper for her to

lead the way up the aisle and choose the seat ?

Certainly.
* *
*

If a gentleman escorts a lady to a party, is he bound to go with her

to the supper-table, or is it proper for him to choose any one he desires ?

He must see that the lady he accompanies is provided with supper,

but he is not obliged to stay by her.
* *
*

Should R. S. V. P. be placed on notes of invitation ?

Recently it has been thought better not to do so, because the act
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might be interpreted as a hint that the recipient does not understand the

courtesies of life. All invitations should be answered, therefore the

letters R. S. V. P., which merely represent the French phrase for "please

reply," are not needed.

*

Should bouillon be drunk out of the cups or sipped from a spoon ?

It should be drunk out of the cups.

* *
*

Should letters of introduction be sealed, and how should they be

delivered ? .

They should not be sealed. If in any way connected with business,

present in person; if merely social, forward by mail with the send-

er's card and address enclosed.

If a gift is presented enclosed in a box or wrapper, should it be

opened in the donor's presence ?

Certainly. Open the package and look at the contents in order to

express the pleasure the present aflfords.

* *
*

Should a lady express her thanks to a gentleman for a gift of flowers

in writing or verbally ?

In writing, unless she expects to see him in an hour or two.
* *
*

What is the correct way for a gentleman to ask a lady if he can

escort her home?
Say merely: "May I have the pleasure of accompanying you to

your home ?
"

* *
*

Which should precede in going up and down stairs, the lady or the

gentleman ?

The gentleman should precede the lady in going up stairs and follow
hfer in going down.

« *
*

Is it proper for a young man, when calling on a young lady, to pre-

sent a btanch of flowers or a box of candy ?

Certainly. It will be apt to make him a welcome guest.
* *
*

Is it proper for a young man to ask a young girl at their first meet-
ing to address him by his Christian name ?

Certainly not. It would be great presumption.
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"Would it be proper for a lady to ask a gentleman to reimburse ber

for a dress be accidently soiled at a sociable, or sbould the gentleman

offer to pay for it?

Either would be extremely improper. She should simply accept his

apology courteously, and let the matter drop.

* *
*

A gentleman calling in the evening on his aunt, is presented to a

young lady, who is also caJling. Sbould he offer to escort the young

lady to her home ?

Certainly.
* *
*

When a lady enters a room where there are other ladies, which

should speak first ?

The ladies in the room.
* *
*

Is it proper for a gentleman to visit a lady more than three evenings

in the week ?

Certainly not, unless he is engaged to ber.

* *
*

Is it good form for two young ladies to go from one city to another

on the cars without an escort in the evening to meet a gentleman to

attend the theatre, and then return ?

By no means, unless the, gentleman is a near relative, and a suitable

escort is provided to meet them at the station on their return.

* *
*

On entering a theatre, concert-room, or other place of public amuse-

ment, should the lady or gentleman go first ?

The gentleman, unless the way is perfectly open and clear.

* *
*

Is it necessary for a lady to thank a gentleman who has escorted ber

home?
Certainly. Always express thanks for any courtesy.

* *
*

Is it proper for a girl of seventeen to go alone to matinees in a city ?

Certainly not.

*

Is it polite to thank a lady or gentleman for having treated one to

ice-cream or soda?

Yes.
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What !fe the proper . hour in the evening for a gentleman to call on a

lady?

Any time between 8 and 9 : 15 P. M.
* *
*

Is it good form for a man to give a lady money to put in the contri-

bution-box at church?

ITo ; she is supposed to have her own funds for such purposes. If sh)2

requests a trifling loan, that alters the case.

* *
*

If a gentleman is walking with two ladies in the evening, is it proper

for him to offer his arm to one only ?

Certainly ; the second lady should walk by the side of her friend.

* *
*

How should one address an unmarried lady, of whose age one is

ignorant ?

Dear Madam.
* *
*

Is it allowable for a gentleman who is corresponding with a young

lady to enclose postage stamps for replies ?

By no means. Unless in a business correspondence, the act would be

insulting.
* *
*

Is the address " My dear friend " in a letter incorrect ?

JSTot if it is by persons who are on terms of intimate friendship.

* *

Is it rude for a man not to remove his hat when a lady enters an

elevator '(

If it is an office or business elevator, perhaps not. But the courtesy

is always advisable; and men who desire to be ranked among gentlemen,

will do well to follow the rule " When in doubt, raise the hat."
* *
*

Which arm should a gentleman offer to a lady ?

Either. In the street the one which places him next to the curbstone.
;

* *
*

If a man sends a lady a note by special delivery, requesting an imme-

diate reply, is it a breach of etiquette to enclose a special delivery stamp,

;

on the assumption that the lady would not be provided with one ? s

* *
*

If a man seated in a railroad car beside a lady who. is a stranger to
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him is greeted by a male acquaintance, should he lift his hat in returning

the salute (out of courtesy to her) ?

It is not obligatory, but it would be courteous.

*

Is it bad form for a lady walking with a gentleman after dark to

take his arm if he neglects to ofier it ?

Yes, unless he is a very intimate friend. It is of course a breach of

etiquette on the gentleman's part, but she should not remind him of his

error.
* *
*

Is it proper for a gentleman to smoke while walking in the street

with a lady ?

Certainly not.

A young man in the Army, who has been intimately acquainted with

a young lady, writes to her family to ask permission to correspond with

her. Is it proper for her to write the first letter ?

Certainly, if she desires to do so.

* *
*

If a gentleman meets a lady in a large retail store and wishes to talk

with her, is it allowable for him to replace his hat after removing it

to bow ?

Yes, for in a large store, where a number of people are passing to

andrfro, the same rules apply as when persons meet in the street.

* *
*

A lady in calling on a friend early in the evening met the latter'^,

brother and a stranger. On leaving the house both gentlemen went with

her to the horse-cars. She bowed to the stranger and shook hands with

her friend's brother. "Was it a breach of etiquette not to shake hands

with the stranger also ?

No. A bow is sufficient for a lady to bestow on a new acquaintance.

* *
*

Is it bad form to offer a gloved hand ?

No.
* *
*

Is it the proper thing for a gentleman to ofter his arm to a lady—to.

whom he is neither married nor engaged—while escorting her after dark?

Certainly it is proper. Not to do so would be regarded as a lack of

courtesy.
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If a gentleman meets, in a restaurant, a lady with whom he is very

well acquainted, is it proper for him to seat himself at the table without

being invited, and if so, should he pay for her meal ?

No, he should not take the seat unless invited to do so. If he is in-

vited, and the lady has not already ordered her meal, he may request per-

mission to order for both, and then pay the bill.

* *
*

Should a gentleman bow first when meeting a young lady whose ac-

quaintance he has made at a ball ?

No, it is the lady's privilege.
* *
*

After having shaken hands with a lady who is an intimate friend,

should a gentleman lift his hat on taking leave of her ?

Certainly.
* *
*

Is it proper for a lady to bow to a gentleman who is walking on the

other side of the street, in a small town where the streets are narrow ?

Perfectly proper.

*

Is it allowable for a gentleman to offer his arm to a young lady on

their first walk ?

Yes, if the walk is taken after dark.
* *
*

Should a gentleman ask a lady to come and sit near him, or take a

seat near her ?
*

He should sit near her—it would be a gross breach of etiquette to ask

her to sit near him.
* *
*

How should a gentleman ask a lady to take his arm ?

He would say : " "Will you take my arm ?"

* *
*

Is it proper for a lady who is receiving guests at a small evening en-

tertainment at her own house to stand in the back parlor, thus compelling!

the guests to pass through one room in search of her? >•

No, she should stand near the door where her guests enter.

* «
*

Is it necessary for a lady to invite a gentleman to call again ?

Yes, if it is his first visit, otherwise not. But a lady can usually,

'

without giving a formal invitation, find some pleasant way of expressing

a desire to see a friend again.
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A lady moving into a village was not called upon by a near neighbor.

Later this neighbor left the place, returning some months after to visit a
friend of both persons. Should the former call ?

By no means. "WTiy extend a courtesy to one who showed no desire

to make the acquaintance of the new-comer?
* *
*

Can a lady pay her own travelling expenses when escorted by a

gentleman ?

Certainly. She should not permit any other arrangement.
* *
*

Is it necessary for intimate friends, at the end of an evening's or

afternoon's enjoyment, to express their appreciation of it to the host or

hostess?

Yes.
* *
*

Which is the proper course—^for a lady to invite a gentleman to call,

or for the gentleman to ask if he may call ?

It depends wholly on circumstances. The custom differs in different

places.
* *
*

What should a lady answer when a gentleman who has been presented

to her says on leaving, " I've been pleased to meet you ?"

A bow and a smile are a sufficient reply.

* *
*

Is it proper for a lady to send her card to a gentleman whom she has

met twice ?

No. Give him a verbal invitation to call when you next meet him.
* *
*

Should an invitation to a school concert be answered, if the recipient

cannot attend and, if so, to whom should it be addressed.

Certainly, to the person who sent the invitation.

*

Is it proper for a gentleman who is accompanying a lady in a street-

car to rise and give his seat to another lady ?

Yes.
* *

When a lady is introduced to a gentleman, should she speak, or

merely bow ?

Better make some pleasant remark, if she is fortunate enough to

-have a ready flow of small talk.
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Is it " good form " for a gentleman to call on a young lady whom he

has met frequently, but who has never invited him to do so ?

^o.
V * *
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How should a letter to a young lady be addressed ? "With the Chris-

tian name written in full, or merely with the initials ?

It is immaterial, unless the lady has unmarried sisters. In that case,

if she is the oldest, omit the Christian name ; if younger, it must be used.

* *
*

In declining an invitation to an evening-party, is it necessary to put

the words " with regrets " on your card ?

I^ever use a card to decline an invitation to a party. "Write a formal

note in the third person.
* *
*

A gentleman who is paying devoted attention to a young lady invites

her to pay a visit at his house. Is it good form for her to go ? She knows

no other members of the family.

Certainly not. She must wait for a special invitation from the family.

* *
*

If a gentleman, on meeting a lady for the first time, escorts her home,

should she invite him to call ?

Yes, if she has sufficient knowledge of him to be sure that he will be

a desirable acquaintance. As a rule, however, invitations to call are not

extended on first acquaintance.
* *
*

"When a gentleman has met a lady several times, but has received no

invitation to call, is it proper for him to ask permission to do so ?

Yes, if the degree of acquaintanceship warrants it, and he has no rea-

son to suppose that the lady is reluctant to number him among her

visitors.
* *
*

In sending invitations, should the outside and inside envelopes read

the same, the address only being placed on the latter ?

Yes.
* *
*

How should an envelope, containing an invitation to a brother and

two sisters be addressed ?

"Write the brother's name on one line, and " The Misses " one line

below. But it is far better to use a separate envelope for the brother.

* *
*

Is it proper to uae tooth-picks at the table ?

No. Yet it is a breach of etiquette frequently committed by people

otherwise well-bred.
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Should a ticket given by a friend to any public affair be considered

in the same light as an invitation and acknowledged by a call ?

Not necessarily.
* *

When a gentleman escorts a lady home in the evening, should she

invite him to come in?

That depends upon the hour. Not if it is later than 9.30 P. M.

*

Is it proper for a lady to dance with a gentleman who has been

presented to her only a few minutes before the dance begins ?

Certainly.
* *
*

A society gave a reception at the house of one of its members.

Several of the gentleman's friends, who were not invited to the entertain-

ment, considering themselves slighted, cut his acquaintance. Were they

right ?

Certainly not, the gentleman may not have been at liberty to invite

to a meeting of the society any persons who were not members. The

friends showed a sad want of good sense.

* *
*

A gentleman and lady, residents of the same city, met at a summer
resort. After the lady^s return to town, she sent the gentleman a card.

Should he consider it an invitation to call?

Yes, but it would have been better had she invited him verbally.

* *
*

When giving a party to introduce a daughter into society, should all

the society people of the place be invited ?

No, only those on the visiting list of the lady who gives the enter-

tainment.
* *
*

How should a man recognize his own or his friend's servants in the

street ?

By a nod and a pleasant word.

* *
*

Is it proper for a young man to ask a young girl whom he has in-

vited to take a walk or a pleasure excursion to meet him at his place of

business ?

Certainly not. He should call at her residence.



^KHE PRESIDENXla HQUSB IS tSOO.

mtitiutttt anir iBntertaittments in 212aasf)ington.

^ISr all countries the style of stationery and the form of
invitations to social affairs change frequently. In
our own land the size of cards of ceremony fluctu-

ates from the very small bits of pasteboard, engraved
in the finest possible script, to the large square

cards of the present fashion, engraved in bold,

beautiful old English or script, and often ac-

companied by the personal card—^nearly equal

in size—of the entertainers.

It must be admitted that the larger cards

and text used now are more beautiful and digni-

fied than the insignificant ones of the past The
Presidents' invitations have changed from the olden to modern times,

always representing the taste of the person occupying that exalted position.

Some of our executives have paid no attention whatever to these

affairs, while others have devoted much consideration to the detail and
style of even these trivial matters. We have before us a number of invi-

tations from the Executive Mansion. "While all are of the larger form,

the quality of paper, the style of engraving, and the taste displayed, are

very different and in keeping with the progress of the last decade.

71
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During President Grant's administration, the letter "G" was used on

the stationery.

thi^m^mtmii |lt^. (Sfiwtt

-—^^^^^^^../^ ^K^c^^ g^-^^^>^

'

atamnei^en'C'^M&

j4^ anauiM^iii^

The elegant and tasteful President Arthur used the coat-of-arms of

the United States, in gold, on all invitations issued tor occasions of cere-

mony. The stationery was of the finest quality, thje tint a delicate cream

color.
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Official people must follow the lead of the President in matters of

ceremony, and often display much taste in their elaborate menus and
cards. As the current coin with which society pays its debts, these tiny

pasteboards play an important part.

Thomas JeiFerson was the first to issue the canons of etiquette for

the society of Washington, which have, with minor changes, governed it

to the present day. •

All cards bear either engraved, printed, or written, the name, resi-

dence, and rank of the person using them, and officials add a separate

card designating the office, as for instance : The Vice-President, the Chief

Justice, the Secretary of State, the General of the Army, the Admiral of

the Navy, etc.

At the beginning of every session of Congress all officials, or other

persons holding an established social position in Washington, should pay

their respects to the President and the ladies of the "White House. This

is done by calling and leaving a card, every one paying the first visit to

the President, the Chief Justice, and the Speaker of the House of Repre-

sentatives. All other officials, including the Representatives, make the

first call upon the Senators. The officials of the Executive Departments,

of course, call upon the President, Chief Justice, Senators, and Repre-

sentatives.

These visits are always returned by the persons receiving them, the

President and his family, who neither make nor return calls, being the

sole exception to this rule. It is optional whether they are repeated, or

the acquaintance is continued.

Persons giving entertainments should always call upon their intended

guests before sending out the invitations—which should be done at least

ten days prior to the occasion.

In social visiting, it is customary to turn the corners of the- card to

indicate the object of the call ; as for instance: Turning down the upper

left hand corner means a social visit ; the upper right corner, a congratu-

latory one ; the lower left hand, a parting call ; and the lower right hand

corner, a call of condolence. Calls of condolence and congratulations

should always be paid very promptly. Many persons are extremely care-

less about making calls after accepting invitations, a negligence which is

an unmistakable evidence of bad breeding. After having accepted hos-

pitality from any one, politeness demands that you should speedily pay a

formal visit in acknowledgment of the courtesy extended to you.

Menu cards bearing the names of the guests laid beside the

plates at dinners or lunch parties, are sometimes very elaborate affairs,
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and afford an opportunity for the display of great taste in their selection

and arrangement. Some of these souvenirs are exquisite specimens of

hand-painting or etching, and are really little gems in their way ; the

material is generally paper, but sometimes satin ribbons or choice bits of

silk are used.

Inthese latter days, table decorations have become marvellously beau-
tiful

;
the use of flowers is so universal that the resources of the florists

are often taxed to the utmost to devise acceptable novelties. In the Ex-
ecutive Mansion, on occasions of state dinners and ladies' luncheons given
by the President and ladies of the White House, some very remarkable
effects have been produced.
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During President Hayes' administration, Mrs. Hayes gave an even-

ing reception to the diplomatic corps, Congress, the army and navy, and
other distinguished officials of Washington, which was one of the most
brilliant entertainments ever witnessed in the "White House. The quan-

tity of flowers used in decorating the entire mansion was enormous, the

corridors. East Room, Green Eoom, Blue Room, Red Room, state dining

room, and private dining room being adorned with rare exotics. The
tables in the state and private dining rooms were superbly ornamented.

Every imaginable device was most exquisitely executed—floral flags,

umbrellas, fountains, enormous groups of lilies-of-the-valley and violets,

orchids, roses, carnations, and other fragrant flowers, made a bewilderingly

beautiful scene.

Under President Arthur's administration, on various occasions, the
most superb floral decorations ever beheld were displayed in the city of
"Washington. At one entertainment, a beautiful bridge, uniting the At-
lantic and Pacific, extended almost the full length of the table ; the floor

was ofsmilax, the railings and posts of carnations, and the feathery green
of the asparagus. At the end of the bridge rose a most exquisite floral

column, surmounted by a beautiful gas-light, with the shade exquisitely

wrought of flowers. Beneath this bridge lay a mirror, which reflected

the whole structure.

Again, at a dinner party given to the Justices of the Supreme Court
and Congress, the table was shaped like the letter " T," in the middle of

P>iA/4 . ciWa>n-

,

which stood the Temple of Justice, with its exquisite wreaths and festoons

of rare flowers, roof of carnations, and dome of beautiful orchids, floored

by a mirror with a lovely fountain in the centre. At each end were other

floral designs, representing the Scales of Justice and many other appro-

priate devices.

To obtain flowers enough for such elaborate decoration, the conserva-

tories of Philadelphia, New York, and Boston were ransacked, "We might
mention, in addition, many superb entertainments that have been given
by the cabinet officials, foreign ministers, and private citizens of "Wash-

ington, where, perhaps, more nas been done in that line than in any other

city in the Union.
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Washington has now become the

Mecca of so many Americans, who
desire to pass a few weeks of the gay
season in our beautiful national cap-

ital, or in the transaction of political

business spend more or less time in

the city, during the session of Congress, that no summary
of the rules of etiquette, however brief, can be regarded

as complete without mention of certain points in which
its customs are peculiar to itself; because, in addition to

the resident population, it contains a class of officials who
are to be found nowhere else in America.

At the head of this official society stand, of course, the President of

the United States and his wife, and it includes all officers elected by
the people or appointed by the President in' the three branches of the

Government, as well as the officials appointed by the President in the

various Departments, with the members of their families. This includes

officers of the Army and l!^avy, and Marine Corps
;
persons holding Gov-

ernment offices in different States of the Union, and officers of the Diplo-

»matic or Consular services of the United States, who may chance to be in

the city.

Another class includes members of the Diplomatic and Consular

Corps of foreign countries, officers of foreign governments, and officers

of State or municipal governments of the United States who may be in

the city.

The remaining class comprises residents from other places, visitors

whose social position at home entitles them to recognition, and permanent

residents—either men of wealth or those who are engaged in mercantile

or professional business.

These three classes compose the cpmplex web of what is termed

"Washington society, and a knowledge of its rules will tend to smooth

the pathway of all who desire to enter its circle, whether for a longer or

shorter period.

The order of official rank, as established by constitutional recogni-

tion, law, and usage, is as follows

:
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The President.
o , a ^. je

The Vice-President, who is also the President of the benate. it

the office of Vice-President is vacant, the President of the Senate pro

tempore.

The Chief Justice of the United States.

Senators.

' The Speaker.

Representatives in Congress.

Associate Justices of the United States.

CHIEF JUSTICE MELVILLE W. FULLER.

The Members of the Cabinet, in the order of succession to the Presi-

dency, as fixed by Act 19, 1886.

The members of the Foreign Diplomatic Corps, in the order of the

presentation of their credentials to the President. Foreign members of

International Commissions, and official counsel, with the Legations of

their countries, take their places with the Secretary of State.

The General of the Army and the Admiral of the Navy.

The Governors of States.

The Chief Justices and Associate Justices of the Court of Claims.
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Circuit and District Judges of the United States.

Chief Justices and Associates of the Territories and District of

Columbia.

The Lieutenant General and Vice-Admiral.

Major-Grenerals, Eear Admirals, and Officers of the Staff of equal rank.

Brigadier-Generals and Commodores, Chiefs of Semi-Independent
Civil Bureaus, Chiefs of Departmental Bureaus in the order of their

chief officers.

Colonels, Captains of the Navy, Staff officers of equal rank, the

Colonel of the Marine Corps.

Consuls-General and Consuls of Foreign Governments, according to

date of exequator, and the same of the United States, according to

seniority of service.

Lieutenant-Colonels and Majors of the Army and Commanders and
Lieutenant-Commanders of the Navy, and Staff" Officers of equal

rank.

The Commissioners of the District of Columbia, Governors of

Territories, Lieutenants of the Army and Navy.

Captains, First and Second Lieutenants of the Army, Lieutenants,

Masters, and Ensigns of the Navy, and Staff officers of equal rank.

Assistant Secretaries of Executive Departments, Secretaries of Lega-

tion, Secretaries of the Senate and House of Representatives, and Clerk of

the Supreme Court.

The order of precedence in each branch of the Executive, Legislative,

iTudicial, Military, Naval, and Marine Services, is governed by the order

of rank and regulation. The wives of persons occupying these various

official positions take precedence with their husbands.

, CALLS.

The President never returns calls, except those from a Sovereign,

President, or ruler of an independent government, who invariably pays

the first visit. The Vice-President and Senators receive first calls from

the Associate Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States, the

Cabinet, the Foreign" Ministers, and others below them. The same rule

applies to their families.

Representatives in Congress call first upon all persons in the higher

grades, as also does the Speaker off the House.

The Associate Justices of the Supreme Court receive the first call

from all officers except the President, Vice-President, and Senators.

The Secretary of State and other members of the Cabinet receive the
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first call from Foreign Ministers, but the families of Cabinet Ministers

call first upon the families of Diplomatic Ministers.

A distinguished stranger visiting "Washington pays the first call upon
a resident official of equal rank.

Any newly appointed official, no matter what may be his rank, pays

the first call upon those above him, and receives the first from those in

lower grades.

Strangers arriving in Washington should pay the first call and leave

a card, and this visit should be returned within two days. The rule

applies to both social and official visits.

*A11 these regulations in regard to calls of etiquette paid by officials

apply to the ladies of their families, with the sole exception of the first

call paid by the families of Cabinet Ministers upon the ladies of the

Diplomatic Corps.

THE SEASON.

The social season begins with the receptions at the White House, and

by the Cabinet Ministers on IN'ew Year's Day, and ends with the begin-

ning of Lent.

The Congressional season commences on the first Monday in Decem-

ber, and ends with the session, or earlier, if it is prolonged until the

summer.

RECEPTIONS.

These entertainments are usually held only during the season, and

are given on fixed days by the wives of the higher officials and other

ladies prominent in society. ITo invitations are required, and any repu-

table person who is suitably dressed can attend. Gentlemen may also go-

either with or without ladies. The host is present or absent, as inclina-

tion dictates.

The usual hours are from three to six. The reception days, allotted

by the sanction of custom to the wives of the different officials, are as

follows

:

Mondays, the families of the Justices of the Supreme Court of the

United States, and ladies living on Capitol Hill.

Tuesdays, families of the Speaker and Representatives in Congress,,

and of the General of the Army.

Wednesdays, families of the Cabinet Ministers.

Thursdays, families of the Vice-president and Senators of the United

States.
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Fridays, ladies residing in the West end, but not members of the

official circle.

Saturdays, the reception of the Mistress of the "White House. Ladies

not in the official circle may select any one of the days mentioned, if the

11^,

MRS. BENJAMIN HAKEISON.

fact of residing in the same neighborhood with certain officials renders it

more convenient for their callers. The etiquette of the reception is very

simple. Hand a card to the usher, if there is one, and he will announcf

the visitor's name. Exchange the usual civilities, and then pass on to
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On leaving, take leave of the host and hostess. A gentleman can

hold his hat in his hand, but the overcoat should be left in the hall, and

not put on till after he has paid his parting compliments to the hostess.

Ladies never remove their wraps and bonnets.

The proper dress for a gentleman is a frock coat and grey or other

lighttrousers,tan colored gloves,

and unobtrusive cravat. Ladies

wear handsome street costumes.

EVENING RECEPTIONS.

The usual hours for these

entertainments are from eight

to twelve—often they are pro-

longed until still later. N'o one

is expected to attend them ex-

cept by special invitation, and

the etiquette observed is the

same as at a ball. Both ladies

and gentlemen go in full dress

—^ladies wear the most elegant

evening toilettes, and gentlemen

the regulation evening suit

—

black dress coat, black trousers,

white tie, pearl-colored gloves,

stitched with black.

Guests on arriving are

shown to dressing-rooms to re-

move their wraps. If there is no one to announce the names, the gentle-

man, if unacquainted with his host, mentions his own and then that

of the lady accompanying him.

TITLES.

In addressing the President, Mr. President.

In addressing the Cabinet Ministers, Mr, Secretary, Mr. Postmaster

General, etc.

Custom sanctions the use of the title Mrs. Secretary in speaking of

the wives of Cabinet Ministers ; but in addressing them say simply Mi's.

ORDER OF RANK OP THE CABINET MINISTERS,

As arranged by the statute fixing the order of their succession to the

Presidential office in case of the death of the President, Vice-President,

and President of the House of Representatives:

^^^J"A-^
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1. The Secretary of State.

2. The Secretary of the Treasury. •

3. The Secretary of War.
4. . The Attorney .General.

5. The Postmaster General.

6. The Secretary of the N'avy.

7. The Secretary of the Interior.

(There was no Secretary of Agriculture at the time the statute was passed.)

85

SATURDAY AFTERNOON RECEPTIONS.

These are held every Saturday afternoon during the season by the

lady presiding over the "White House, and are more especially intended

for ladies, though gentlemen are not excluded. The dress is the same as

for the afternoon receptions of the ladies of the Cabinet, On the way to

the red parlor, leave a card in the receiver in the corridor and pass on to

the blue parlor, where the receiving party will be found. The etiquette

of presentation is the same as for the evening receptions given by the

President.

Callers usually promenade in the East Room and visit the beautiful

conservatories.
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FORMS OF INVITATIONS.

Carti Reception of a Cabinet Minister.

^=^^-^.
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REPLY TO INVITATION OF CABINET MINISTER.
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PUBLIC EVENING RECEPTIONS OF THE PRESIDENT.

The hours are from 8 to 11 P. M., and. Thursday is the evening

usually selected. No invitations

are sent, any one suitably dressed

may attend. Full evening cos-

tume is most proper ; but trav-

ellers or others may wear any

handsome dark dress without a

bonnet.

', The following routine is ob-

1 served: On reaching the en-

I

trance ladies are shown to the

cloak-rooms, where their wraps

are left, checks being given for

them. Then they join the

throng, and on entering the

room where the President and

his wife are receiving, each per-

son should mention his own

name, and that of the lady ac-

companvinsc him to the official
MRS. WANAMAKER. ^.v/iiij^«."j_ g,
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who makes the introductions to the

President. This is usually the en-

gineer in charge of the public build-

ings, or the marshal of the District

of Columbia.

He presents the gentleman to the

President, and the former, after shak-

ing hands, presents the lady he is es-

corting, and both pass on to the lady

receiving, who stands at the Presi-

dent's right. An official stands ready

to present the couple ; the lady may |^

either bow or shake hands, the gen-

tleman should merely bow. Then

pass on immediately to give place to

others, leaving the reception-room

without delay. ITever linger for even

the slightest conversation. The length

of time for remaining in the "White

House is optional—within the hours mrs. noble.

named for the reception. When ready to leave the house, returi^to the

cloak-room for the wraps, and proceed to the carriage. ISo farewell to

the President and his wife is expected. iN'o refreshments are served.

CALLS ON THE PKESIDENT AT HIS OFFICE.

Strangers desiring to call on the President are sometimes at a loss to

know what forms to observe, and a brief description may be useful.

On reaching the "White House, ask for the ante-room of the Execu-

tive office, and hand a card to the official in charge, who will deliver it at

the proper time. Then take a seat and wait to learn whether you can be

received by the President. This may not be even on that day, if public

business is urgent.

If the caller merely desires to see the President, he should write on

his card " to pay respects." This will insure the earliest reception possible.;

5

When shown into the Executive office mention your name and resi'

dence—if a stranger bow, exchange a shake of the hand, and after a feW

words move on, making way for others. If the party includes several the

first to enter should introduce the others, stating their position, if they

have any local importance, and their object in coming to the capital, bu'

as briefly as possible.
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MRS. RUSK.

Callers who have business

must await their turn, and on
entering remain standings—^un-

less invited to sit down—and
state clearly and concisely the

purpose of the visit.

CALLS ON CABINET OFFICERS.

The visitor on going to the

Department—which should be

done between the hours of 9 and
2—proceeds to the ante-room of

the Secretary's office, sends in

his card, and waits for a notifi-

cation that he will be received.

On being shown in, observe the

usual niles of a business inter-

view, remembering that time is

precious to public men.

CALLS ON SENATORS AND REPRESENTATIVES.

A visitor desiring to call on a Senator should go to the ante-room or

the senate, at the east end of the senate lobby, send in his card to the

official in charge, and wait a reply.

The Senators frequently desire the messenger to show the caller into

the Senators' reception-room,known as the marble-room,where hejoins him.

If the call is paid to a Representative, the visitor sends in his card by
the door-keeper. In both cases it is well to write on the card " for Senator,"
—"for Representative"—and in the left hand " to pay respects," if the

call is not on business.

If he desires to meet a Senator or Representative from another State,

it would be .well to send a card to one of the Members of Congress from

his own State, if he knows any of them, and request an introduction

either by personal presentation or by card.
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MKS. ANDREW JACKSON

MRS. VAN BUREN.

MRS. ABIGAIL FILLMORE.

MRS. JAMES K. POLK.

•Cf^.vA-fJ\\l;v'

MISS HARRIET LANE.

MRS. ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
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MRS. ANDREW JOHNSON.

MBS. LUCY WEBB HATES.

JIRS. TJLVSSES S. GRANT.

MRS. JAMES A. GAEPIELD. MRS. MARY A. MC ELBOY.

MISS ROSE ELIZABETH CLEVELAND.



YISITORS to "Washington rarely fail to make a pilgrimage to the

national cemetery, formerly the home of G-eneral Robert E. Lee.

The main entrance is through wide gates, on either side of which

stand two marble columns brought in 1873 from the portico of the build-

ing formerly occupied by the government as the war department. Three

of these pillars bear the names of Scott, Lincoln, and Stanton.

There are several burial fields, but the largest one is quite near the

mansion, where a level plain, many acres in extent, contains thousands of

graves stretching in parallel lines almost as far as the eye can reach.

Close in the rear of the house is a huge granite tomb, near which

almost every one lingers, touched by the pathos of the thought that here

lie 2,111 heroes whose very names are unknown. Their bodies were

gathered after the war from the road to the Rappahannock and the

battle-fields of Bull Run. The entire number of the silent host interred

in this " God's Acre" is 16,264.

93
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The mansion itself was built by George "Washington Parke Custis,

"Washington's adopted grandson, when, on attaining his majority, he

came into possession of the estate. It is beautifully located on the brow

of a hill on the Virginia bank of the Potomac—^here a mile in width

—

directly opposite Washington, and its broad portico affords a superb view

across the glittering " River of Swans " of the capital, dominated by the

snowy marble column erected to the memory of Washington, and the

majestic Capitol crowning its own hill-top two long miles away.

ARLINGTON MANSION.

The house, a two-story brick structure one hundred and forty feet

long, covered with a sort of plaster stucco, painted a yellowish brown, con-

sists of a central building with a deep, wide portico, supported by eight

massive columns, and two wings. A large door opens from the portico

into a wide hall running directly through to the rear and separating the

rooms on the ground-floor. At the right is a large dining-room, from
which open several smaller apartments, while the space on the left of the

corridor is occupied by two parlors and a conservatory. The second story
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contains quite a number of tolerably spacious cbambers, now the residence

of the officialwho has charge of the military cemetery. The ground-floor

is scantily furnished with a few chairs and desks.

Prior to Colonel Lee's departure to enter the Confederate Army, the

Arlington mansion contained a very large number of "Washington relics,

brought by Mr. Custis—^to whom they had been bequeathed by his grand-

mother, Lady "Washington—from Mount Vernon and when in the

spring of 1861 the Lee family quiited Arlington most of its treasures

were left.

The United States forces soon took possession of the estate, and the

government seized the relics, which may now be seen in the National

Museum.
In 1869, Mrs. Lee'made an attempt to regain possession of them, but

Congress refused to grant her petition. Being entailed property, Arling-

ton could not be confiscated ; but as the taxes on it were not paid, it was

offered for sale in January, 1864, and purchased by the government for

$23,000. The IvTational Military Cemetery was laid out in May, 1864.



S»oH»iet0' l^ome.

ONE of the loveliest drives near "Washing-

ton is through the grounds of the

Soldiers' Home, an institution which

provides a pleasant refuge for all soldiers of

the regular army who have served twenty

years in the ranks, or who from aijy cause

have become permanently disabled.

The fund for the purchase was obtained

by General Scott from assessments upon the

large towns and cities in Mexico occupied

by our troops, sales of captured government

tobacco, etc., amounting in all to about $200,-

000, from which, after certain sums were

distributed among the rank and file, and

given to the wounded in hospitals, $118,000

96
soldiers' home.

STATUE OF GENEBAI. SCOTT.

remained unused at

the close of the Mex-

ican war, and was de-

voted tothepufr

chaseofthefarm

of George W.
Riggs, to which

"Harewood,"
the property of

the late "W". W.
Corcoran, was
added.

Theexpenses|

of maintaining

the place are de-

frayed by a tax

of 12J cents a

month on the

pay of every en-

listed man ia

the army.
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The grounds comprise five hundred acres of lawn and woodland,

through which wind beautifully-kept roads.

The Home proper is of white marble in the form of the Roman figure

I, formed of the old building known as the " Scott building " having been

the first erected, and the new wing just completed called the " Anderson

building." In these are barracks and the general mess-hall, which is a

beautiful room ; beneath it is the kitchen with its steam cooking arrange-

ments, the billiard and card-room, carpenter and shoe shops, book-bindery,

THE president's SUMMEB HOME.

etc. All the work pertaining to the care of the Home and necessities of

the inmates is done by the men as far as possible, thus making it self-

supporting. There is also a large red brick barracks building, known as

the "Sheridan building" with the library or reading hall just beyond,

where well-stocked cases, tables, and easy-chairs are found. The Presi-

dent's cottage was the original country house of Mr. Kiggs, and, on the

purchase ofthe farm, was retained unchanged, and, owing to the necessity of

the constant presence of Mr. Lincoln in Washington, was occupied byhim
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as a summer retreat, a custom which was followed by other Presidents,

Mr. Arthur being the last. Probably it may never again be used for the

purpose. To keep or place it in repair, such as would be fitting our chief

executive, would require an act of congress appropriating the money, as it

would not be a proper expenditure of the funds raised from the tax on the

soldiers, and owing to the crowded condition of the Home it will be used

in the future as additional barracks, the musicians occupying it at present.

When President Arthur lived there he forbade the expenditure of a dollar

upon it, paying for everything from his own purse. Around the drive,

to the right of the Home, are the quarters of the Governor, the Quarter-

master, and the Doctor, ofiicers in charge of the Home. The board which

controls the expenditure of moneys and general management of the Home
consists of the General of the Army, the Quartermaster General, the Cdm-

missary General, the Judge, Advocate General, and the Governor of the

Home, who is always a retired officer of the Army of the rank of Colonel.

VIEW'S IN THE PARK OP SOLDIES S HOME.
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"All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy."

—

old proverb.

Samlet.—" Will you play upon this pipe ?
"

GuUdenstem.—"I know no touch of it, my lord."

—

shakespeajib.

The musician spends years in acquiring tlie skill and knowledge

necessary to evoke the best music of which his chosen instrument is

capable. The engineer must devote much time, thought, and energy,

before he masters his profession, and can be entrusted with the sole charge

of his engine. Now what musical instrument is so delicate, what

mechanical device is so complicated as the human body, and yet how few

children are taught the simplest rules of physical culture. The mind is

trained and tasked for many hours, during many days, while the body is

left to fend for itself. A slow, aimless promenade, or several hours' dance

in a hot room, represent about the only exercise a girl takes after she has

entered her teens ; boys are better off, for most of them love the open air,

100
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but how few are symmetrically developed, as they might be, did they

learn to manage their bodies as the musician does his instrument and the

engineer his machine.

ARCHEKT.

Tor exercising and strengthening every muscle of the body, as well

as training the eye and steadying the nerves, few, if any pastimes, excel

archery. Having its origin in pre-historic times, it comes to us with an

accumulation of legends, both in poetry and prose, that no other sport can

boast. Italian or Spanish yew is the best material for the bow, but one

of either costs $50, while a bow of lemon wood can be bought for $10. Its

length should be equal to, or a little in excess of, the height of the person

using it. Desirable as a good bow is, a perfect arrow is indispensable.

The best target arrows have a hickory shaft, a horn nock with its notch

for holding the bowstring ; three peacock or goose-wing feathers or vanes

set at equal distances around the shaft and just above the nock, a very

hard and heavy triangular piece of wood called the foot at the point end

of the shaft ; and a steel ferrule covering the end of this foot. The Eng-

lish shilling is the standard of weight marked on target arrows ; a fifty

pound bow and a 4|^ or 5 shilling weight arrow would be suitable for the

use of an athlete. To acquire the habit of drawing steadily, and always

to the same distance, hold your bow in your left hand nearly vertical but

a little to the right, the arrow resting upon the knuckle of your left hand,

the first three fingers of your right hand closed around the string with

the arrow nock between the first and the second. Extend your left arm
and, with your right hand, draw string and arrow a little below the line

of the chin and then loose your hold. Learn to keep the left arm per-

fectly steady, as the slightest movement destroys your aim. When by
constant practice you have mastered these points, you are ready to learn

how to shoot.

BASE BALL.

Though evolved from some of the older English games, America may
justly claim base ball as her national game. Played with great celerity,

the balls pitched and batted often with tremendous force, accidents un-

fortunately are not rare, but most of the dangers can be avoided by quick-

ness, watchfulness, and a determination to do nothing reckless. An
amateur club needs but a dozen bats and two or three balls, but the pro-

fessionals add largely to this simple equipment. George E. Stackhouse, an

authority on baseball, has given in print the meaning of the following

:
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TECHNICAL TERMS.

The game of base ball has its regular technical phraseology. An
explanation of some of the terms in common use is necessary to an under-

standing of the game.

Assistance on Strikes in Pitching.—The pitcher is given assistance

when he strikes a batsman out. In the League the record goes into the

table, but in the American Association it is credited in the summary.

JBox.—The " box " is the pitcher's position, or the little square in the

centre of the diamond.

Balk.—A balk entitles a base-runner to a base, and is made when

the pitcher performs any of the preliminary movements in delivering the

ball to the bat, but fails to throw the ball. This rule, however, is seldom

if ever enforced. N'early all the pitchers make numerous balks during a

game, but the umpire seldom calls them.

Battery.—This technical term applies to the pitcher and catcher.

"What part of a battery a catcher is nobody has ever been able to

find out.

Battery Errors.—Are the misplays of the pitcher and catcher, such

as wild pitches, passed balls, called balls, and hitting the batsman.

Block.—A block ball is a ball stopped by an outsider. The ball baa

to be returned to the pitcher in his position before a base-runner can he

put out.

Called Balls.
—"When a pitcher throws six balls and they are not

where the batsman wants them, the batter is sent to first base on called

balls.

Change of Pace.—Applies to the pitcher when he alternates in his

delivery between a slow and swiftly pitched ball. Many pitchers depend

largely for effectiveness upon such change of pace.

Chances.—A chance means an opportunity of a fielder to put an

opponent out.

Curve.—Th.& curve applies to the twisting or curving of the ball.

Dead Ball.—A dead ball is one that strikes the batter or his clothing

or the bat, without his striking at it. It is also dead if it strikes the

umpire before it reaches the catcher.

Fair Ball.—Is a ball pitched squarely over the plate at the height

asked for by the batter, and whether that individual strikes at it or not

it is called a strike by the umpire.

Strike.
—"When a batsman hits at the ball, but the bat and ball fail

to collide. "Three strikes" retire a player if the catcher holds the ball.
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Head Work.—The term is applied to a plaj'er who uses judgment in
his work.

High BalL^A batsman calls for a high ball when he wishes the
pitcher to put the ball over the plate at a height above the waist, but
below the shoulder.

Low Ball.—A fairly pitched ball which goes over the plate at a
height between the player's belt and knee.

Out of Form.—Means just what one would suppose it meant. A
pitcher losing his effectiveness or a batter being unable to hit the ball.

Wild Pitch.—^A ball pitched out of the catcher's reach. It counts

against the pitcher's record.

A. B.—^In a score sheet means times at bat. Base on called balls are

not counted in times at bat.

Passed Ball.—A ball fairly pitched by the pitcher, but which the

catcher fumbles or allows to pass him.

i?.—Stands for "runs."

IB.—^In a score means " bingle base hits.

"

P. 0.—^In a score means " put out.

"

A;—Stands for assists. "When a player throws a ball to a baseman

who puts an opponent out, the thrower gets an assist.

T. B.—Total number of base hits.

M—^The enemy of all base ball players ; and under this head all

blunders in fielding are credited.

Muffin.—^Is a term applied to poor players or when a player drops or

misjudges a batted or thrown ball.

Hot Balls.—The lightning like shoots thrown or hit to the infielders.

Fly Catch.—A ball caught in the air by a player.

Foul Tip.—A foul ball caught by the catcher sharp and speedy from

the ball. It is a most difficult catch to make.

Napping.—When a player through carelessness or sleepy-headedness

is caught off his base.

Double Play.—Two players put out on one ball, or before the ball is

pitched to the bat again.

Triple Play.—The same as above, except that three players are put

out instead of two.

Run Out.
—"When a player is caught between the bases and put out.

Wild Throw.—A ball thrown out of the reach of a player.

Running Catch.—A ball caught while running rapidly.

Duhs.—Poor players.
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BOATING.

Whether the propelling power be the ancient one of oars, the more

modern one of sails, or the latest invented one of steam, traversing the

water has always been a favorite recreation. Though rowing was the

earliest known mode of navigation, it was never accoimted an amusement

until the present century. Gradually the wide, heavy boats and clumsy

oars, used only for transportation and commerce, have given place to the

graceful canoe, light as a cockle, and the slender racing shell, long and

tapering as an arrow, and almost as swift in its flight. Besides this

diminution in weight two inventions have helped to add to the popularity

of rowing ; the first was substituting the outrigger for the oldfashioned,

rowlocks, the second was employing the sliding seat in place of the

stationary. But rowing is an acquired art, whereas paddling comes

natural ; and as the racing shell is the ideal craft for the first, so the cedar

canoe is the boat par excellence for the second, and both are preferableto

yachting where exercise is the chief object ; but where pleasure is the

Tfiotif of an excursion on the water, the dancing yacht with her glistening

sails, rattling cordage, luxurious seats, and breezy deck, must forever take

the lead. Less romantic, but more independent than the latter, is the

steam-launch with its puffing, fussy, little engine, its gay awning, and

its three or four bladed screw. Like all other pleasure outfits the steam-

launch will vary much in cost, from a few hundreds to many thousands of

dollars. The prospective guest of a hospitable yachtsman would do well

to master some of the most frequently recurring

NAUTICAL TERMS.

Abaok.—The situation when the wind blows upon the forward sur-

face of a sail.

Abaft or Aft.—Toward the stem.

About.—To put the vessel on the other tack.

Anchors.—The "bowers " are the largest anchors of a merchantman
and weigh from 4,000 to 5,200 "lbs ; " sheet " anchors are smaller and are

carried on the sides of the ship; "stream" anchors are carried inboard

and vary from 300 to 1,900 lbs; " kedges " are light anchors for warping|
the vessel into a new position; " boat " anchors are for .the ship's
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The anchor is " foul " when caught in the cable ; " tripped " when dis-

engaged from the ground ; "apeak " when the vessel is over it and the

cable perpendicular. Large vessels should ride with a length of cable

, out six times the depth of water. Yachts carry anchors weighing 1 to

1^ lbs. per foot of water line length.

Apron.—A timber at the back of the stem to strengthen it.

Ardency.—Tendency to fly up into the wind.

Athwart.—Crosswise.

Back Stay.—A wire or rope extending from the heads of the upper

masts to the vessel's side. " Preventer " back stay, an extra stay while

carrying heavy sail.

Ballast.—^Heavy materials placed in the hold, or built into the keel,

to give the vessel stability. Iron, lead, stone, brick, gravel, and sand are used.

Banker.—^A vessel engaged in the bank fisheries.

Bands.—Strips of canvas sewed on to prevent the sail from splitting.

Barsb.—^A large and handsome rowboat, with numerous pairs of

oars, for the use of flag officers and high officials. Also a large unrigged

freighting vessel.

Bark.—^A three-masted sailing vessel, having square sails on the

fore and main masts and fore-and-aft sails on the mizzen mast.

Bateau.—^A narrow, flat-bottomed, broad skiff, sharp at both ends,

with flaring sides used by lumbermen while rafting logs in the northern

forests of America.

Batten.—A long, thin strip of wood, from one to three inches broad

used in drawing the curves while laying off the lines of a vessel.

Beam.—Greatest width of the vessel. " Beams" the timbers reach-

ing across the vessel, upon which the deck planks are nailed.

Bearding Line.—^The inner edge of the rabbet on a vessel's stem and

stern post, and the upper edge of the rabbet on the keel ; it is the line

where the inner surface of the planking comes in contact with those

timbers.

Beating.—Tacking to windward.

Belay.—To fasten the end of a rope by turns around a pin or cleat.

Bend.—To make a sail fast to boom or yard, or a rope to an anchor,

spar, or another rope.

Bilge.—^The curvature in a ship's hull, between the side and the

bottom.

Body Plan.—A drawing to show the vertical cross sections of a vessel.

BiTTS.—Vertical posts or timbers projecting above deck.
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Boatswain.—A ship's officer whose duty it is to summon the crew,

and see that they perform their work quickly. He is also general over-

seer of the rigging and canvas.

BoBSTAT.—^A stay extending from the bowsprit to the cutwater.

BoLTROPE.—^A superior and flexible kind of cordage for roping sails.

Boom.—The pole which spreads the foot of a fore-and-aft sail, spin-

naker, or studding sail.

Bowline.—A rope attached by bridles to the cringles on the wind-

ward leech of a square sail, to keep it steady, while the ship is sailing to

windward.

Bowsprit.—The strong spar, projecting from the bow, to spread the

foot of the jibs.

Box Haulin6.—^Veering the ship short round on her heel, by laying

the forward sails aback, and keeping the after sails full.

Braces.—Ropes attached to the ends of the yards for hauling the

yard around.

Brails.—Ropes to draw up the foot, leech, and other parts of fore-

and-aft sails, for furling.

Bridles.—Short ropes attached to the bowline cringles of sails.
'

Brig.—A two-masted vessel, having square sails, with the addition

of a large fore-and-aft sail on the main mast.

Brigantine.—A two-master, square rigged on the foremast, and

sloop-rigged on the mizzen mast.

Bunt.—The middle cloths of a square sail.

Broach to.—^To fly up into the wind.

BuNTLiNES.—^Ropes fastened to the foot rope or square sails and pas-

sing up over the yard, to draw up the sails with.

Bury or Housing.—That part of the mast below the deck.

Cants.—The frame timbers in bow and stern, which do not stand

square to the keel.

Canvas.—The strong flax or cotton cloth of which a sail is made;
hemp canvas was used during the Civil War, but not now.

Cat-Harpins.—The rigging close underneath the top.

Carling.—^Half-sized beams, introduced between the deck beams j

and short timbers extending from one beam to another.

Cat-Head.—A strong short timber projecting from the side of the

bow, on which the anchor is hoisted.

Cat's-Paws.—The spots on the surface of the water when ruffled by
light puffs of wind.
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Carvel-Built.—When the edges of the streaks of outside planking
meet each other so as to form a flush surface. " Clinker-built " means that
the edge of one plank overlaps that of the next.

Clinker-Built.—See " Carvel-BuiLT."

Catamaran.—Two or three canoes, or canoe-like hulls, secured
parallel to each other by beams and ties, which support a deck ; the
whole provided with a jib and fore-and-aft sail.

Channels.—Short shelves of oak plank projecting from the sides of
the hull to give additional spread to the shrouds.

Chock.—A small piece of wood fitted into or upon the top of a large
timber to make good a deficiency.

Cross-Jack.—The square sail bent on to the mizzen lower yard in

the merchant service ; in the navy this sail is never carried.

Cutter.—A single-masted vessel sharp-built, with a running-in bow-
sprit, carrying fore-and-aft mainsail, gaff or club topsail, fore-staysail, and
jib. Also, one of the medium-sized small boats of a ship, clinker built.

Clamps.—Heavy strakes of ceiling, covering the inside surface of the

fraines, underneath the beams.

Composite.—A form of vessel construction in which the frames,

knees, and deck beams are of iron, and the outside planking and decking
are of wood.

Capstan.—A perpendicular windlass around which the cable is

passed for hoisting the anchor ; it is operated by movable spokes or bars,

called handspikes or capstan bars.

Ceiling.—The planking on the sides and floor ofthe interior ofthe hull.

Cleats.—Pieces of wood to which the ropes are belayed.

Clew.—The two lower corners of square sails and fore-and-aft sails.

Combings.—The raised wood work around a hatch or cockpit to pre-

vent water washing into the hatchway.

Centre of Effort.—That point in the sail area, where, if the whole

force of the wind were concentrated, its effects would be the same as when
dispersed over the whole area.

Clipper.—A trading vessel built for great speed, either a schooner,

brig, bark, or ship.

Close-Hauled.—The trim of a vessel's sails when she is sailing as

nearly as possible toward the quarter from which the wind blows.

Clew-Garnets.—Tackle attached to the clews (or lower corners) of

square sails, for hauling the clews up to the yards.

Companion-Way.—Ladder or steps leading to the cabin.
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Courses.—The fore sail and main sail of a ship.

Chain-Plates.—The iron straps or plates on the side of a vessel, to

which the shrouds and backstays are fastened.

Cringles.—Rings of ropes, formed around iron thimbles ; they are

fastened to the sails as a convenient means of attaching ropes.

Cross-Teees.—Bars of wood, placed athwart ships at the junction of

a lower mast and topmast, to unite them and to spread the topmast stays.

Down-Helm.—To put the helm arlee.

Davits.—^Pairs of wooden or iron cranes, placed at the vessel's sides

or stern for hoisting up the small boats.

Displacement.—The volume of water displaced by the immersion of

a vessel's hull ; the total weight of the vessel, equipment, and cargo.

Down-Haul.—A rope passing up along a stay and fastened to the

upper comer of the sail, to pull it down with.

Dead-Eyes.—^Wooden blocks, the lower one firmly fastened to a

chain plate ; the upper one to the lower end of a shroud or backstay

;

the two blocks are united by a small rope called the lanyard.

Draught.—The depth of water required to float a vessel.

Drag.—A vessel sails with a drag when she is deeper in the water

aft, than forward.

Earinss.—The upper corners of all square sails and fore-and-aft sails.

Fashion Timber.—The aftermost frame, which is secured to the ends

of the transoms.

Fid.—The wooden key that holds the heel of the topmast in position.

Foot.—The lower edge of a sail.

Forb-and-Aft.—Lengthwise of the vessel.

Forecastle.—The part of a vessel before the foremast. Top gallant

forecastle, the raised deck in the bow of a large vessel, built for conveni-

ence in handling the anchor and jibs.

Frigate.—A war ship with one gun deck below the main deck, and

carrying from forty to fifty cannon.

Frame.—One of the ribs of the vessel, upon which the outside plank-

ing or plating, and the ceiling inside, are fastened. It is composed of

"floors" which cross the keel, "futtocks" which reach upward along

the sides ;
" top-timbers," and " stanchions " which support the bulwarks.

Furling.—The operation of rolling up a sail close to the yard, stay,

mast, or boom, and winding a rope or gasket around it to keep it in

position.

FuTTocK.—See " Frame."

Gaff.—The pole to which the head of a fore-and-aft sail is bent.
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G-ALLBT.—A war vessel propelled by oars.

Garboabds.—The heavy strips of outside planking next to the keeh
Gaskets.—Plaited ropes used for tying a sail to the yard when it ia

furled.

Goose-wings.—The clews of a square sail, which are let down (while

the bunt or body remains furled), so as to show a mere scrap of sail while

scudding before a storm.

Grapnel.—^A small anchor with several claws,

Gkommbts.—Rings of rope.

Gunwale.—The upper rail on the side of a boat or vessel.

Halliards.—Ropes used for hoisting sails and yards.

Harpin.—^In shipbuilding, a temporary streak of plank nailed to the

frame timbers at bow and stem to keep them in position.

Hawse-pipes.—The iron pipes in the bow through which the anchor-

cables are run out.

Hoist.—That part of a fore-and-aft sail which is extended by hoist-

ing; a top-sail has "depth;" a course has "drops;" but "hoist" is applied

to all sails by many.

Hounds.—The swell in the upper end of a mast, on which rests the

frame of the top and the weight of the topmast and rigging.

Horse.—A bar of iron, with a stout ring of iron on it, which spans

the deck in front of the foremast or aft of the steersman, for the jib and

main sheets to travel on.

Jib.—-The triangular head sail, which is spread by a stay running

from the head of the foremast to the end of the bowsprit. Jib-topsail^

the headsail next forward of the jib. Flying-jib, the next forward of that.

Balloon-jib, a large light headsail spread in light breezes in place of the

other jibs of a yacht. Jib-foresail, the forestaysail of a sloop.

JiBBOOM.—A pole secured on top of the bowsprit and projecting

beyond the same ; used for spreading additional head sails.

Jibe.—While sailing before the wind, to bring the boom from one

side over to the other.

Jigger-mast.—The small mast in the stern of a yawl ; also, the after-

most mast in a four-masted vessel.

Jigger-tackle.—A light small tackle, consisting of a double and

single block for hauling up the bunt of a topsail.

Jolly-boat.—One of the small boats of a large vtisel ; it is clinker

built, and broad and bluff in form.

Jury-mast.—A temporary mast set up in place of one that has been

lost.
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Keel.—^The back-bone timber of a ship, on which the whole struc-

ture is built. The stem and stem-post are virtually continuations ofthe keel.

Keelson.—A heavy timber, placed upon the floor timbers over the

keel and fastened with bolts driven clean through frames and keel.

Knee.—A natural elbow or crook of timber, used to connect the deck

beams with the side of the vessel. Hanging knees are perpendicular

;

lodging knees, horizontal.

Knot.—The nautical or geographical mile, representing one-sixtieth

part of a degree on a great circle of the earth. In order to allow for the

differences in circumference of the earth, the knot is considered by the

United States Survey as one-sixtieth of a degree on the circumference of

an exact sphere, having the same surface as the earth. The knot, or

nautical mile, is 6,080J feet. The land mile is 5,280 feet.

Knight-heads.—The strong frame timbers in the bow of a vessel,

€ach side of the stem, rising up to the gunwale and serving to help hold

the bowsprit in position.

Lacing.—The rope used to secure the heads of the sails to the yard

or gaff.

Lanyard.—The small rope rove through the holes in the dead-eyes

in setting up the shrouds of a vessel and serving to draw the shrouds taut.

Larboard.—The left hand side of a vessel.

Large.—A favoring wind when it comes upon the beam or quarter

;

ithe vessel advances with sheets slackened or flowing and the bowlines are

•jiot In use at all. Sailing-large is sailing with a favoring wind.

Lateen-sail.—A triangular sail, hanging from a yard which is tilted

Tip at an angle of about 45° with the deck.

Laying off, or Down.—Delineation of a ship's lines to full size on a

smooth floor.

Leech.—The sides of square sails and the after edge of a fore-and-

aft sail.

Lee Helm.—When the helm has to be kept over to the leeward side

to press the vessel's head closer into the wind.

Leeward.—The side away from the wind.

Linings.—The pieces of canvas sewed on various parts of a sail to

preserve it against chafing and injury.

Log-line.—The apparatus for measuring a vessel's speed.
LoG-BOOK.—The daily record of the progress of the vessel and inci-

dents of the voyage.

^

Luff.—The forward edge of a fore-and-aft sail. To luff is to steer

.up into the wind.
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Lug-sail.—^A quadrilateral sail, spread at the top by a yard, which is

hoisted to the mast by a block set on the yard about one-third of its

length from the forward end. Seen in the fishing boats of Louisiana.

Lurch.—A sudden roll of the vessel.

Marlinq-spike.—A round, tapering piece of wood or iron, used to

separate the strands of a rope to introduce anotherj when splicing.

Masts.—^The stout perpendicular poles which ^stain the sails of a

vessel. In two-masted vessels they are called respectively the fore and
main. In three-masters they are called the fore, main, and mizzen. A
fourth mast would be called the jigger, and a fifth, the mizzen jigger. If

the height of the sails require an upper mast, the latter is called the top-

mast ; if one above that, the topgallant mast, which is made in one spar,

but is marked off into topgallant, royal, and skysail masts.

Moulding.—The width of any timber in a direction from inside the

vessel outward.

Martingale or Dolphin Striker.—A short, perpendicular spar

beneath the end of the bowsprit.

Metaoentrb.—The point where a vertical line drawn through the

centre of buoyancy is met by another vertical line, drawn through the

new centre of buoyancy when the vessel is inclined to one side.

Missing Stats.—Failure to go about while trying to tack.

Mizzen.—See "Mast."

Oakum.—^Tarred rope picked to pieces and used for caulking seams

in the planking.

Orlop Deck.—The lowest or false deck in a ship-hold ; it is usually

a row of beams only. Contraction of " over-loop.

"

Partners.—Planks thicker than the rest of the deck to support the

masts where they pierce the deck.

Peak.—The outer end of the gaff.

Points (Reef-points).—^Pieces of white cordage, whose lengths are

nearly double the circumference of the yard or boom, attached to the

sails in rows, and used for lessening the area presented by a sail to the wind.

Pitching.—The rising and falling of a vessel, fore-and-aft, when

among waves.

Port.—The larboard or left hand side of the vessel.

Plank Sheer.—The heavy plank which covers the opening between

the frame timbers at the level of the deck.

Quarter.—That part of the vessel aft of the main mast.

EiBBON.—A long piece of timber four to six inches square, used to

keep the frames in place while they are being planked.
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Rail.—See "Gunwale."

Rake of the Masts.—The inclination backward of a mast, intended

to bring the weight of the mast, sails, and rigging, and effort of the sails

further aft.

Rolling.—Oscillations from side to side.

Ratlines.—Ropes fastened across theshrouds like the steps ofa ladder.

Rabbet.—A groove in a piece of timber cut to receive another piece.

Reef.—A strip of the sail which is taken up and fastened to the

yard or boom by the reef points in order to shorten sail. Large sails

have either three or four reefs. Balance reef, the last reef.

Running Rigging.—All the running ropes and lines of a vessel

attached to the sails and flags and employed in the handling of them.

Scud.—To drive before a gale.

Serving.—To wrap narrow strips of old canvas and tarred yam around

a rope to prevent it from chafing.

Schooner.—A vessel with two or more masts with fore-and-affc sails.

Sheet.—The strong rope fastened to the clew of a sail to haul and

keep it in place.

Shelf.—A thick plank fastened to the inside of the frames to support

the ends of the beams.

Shouldbk-of-Mutton Sail.—A triangular sail, spread from the mast

instead of a yard, as in the Chesapeake Bay canoes and buck-eyes.

Siding.—The width of any timber parallel to the outer surface of the

vessel.

Slings.—The middle part of a yard or boom, or, more accurately,

the ropes and chains fastened thereto to take its weight and promote ease

of handling.

Slackness.—The tendency of the vessel's head to fall away from the

wind, showing that the center of effort is too far forward of the center of

lateral resistance.

Sloop.—A one-masted vessel, carrying a fore-and-aft mainsail, a gaff

topsail and a large jib spread by a fixed bowsprit. In modern sloop

yachts the jib is divided into a staysail, spread by a stay coming down to

the knightheads, a jib and a jib topsail ; and the gaff topsail is replaced

by a large quadrilateral sail, with a light pole at head and foot ; a spin-

naker is used in light winds.

Ship.—A three-master, square-rigged on each mast.

Spanker.—The large fore-and-aft sail on the mizzen mast on large

vessels. Also called Spencer and Driver.

Spinnaker.—A large triangular sail spread in light winds by sloops
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when sailing before the wind ; it is hoisted along the mast and the foot is

spread by a boom.

Splice.—The union of two ends of a rope by interweaving the strands,

Speit.—A pole for spreading a fore-and-aft sail, extending from the

mast near the foot of the sail to the upper after corner of the sail.

Square Sails.—Sails spread upon yards hanging crosswise ofthe vessel.

Starboard.—The right hand side of the vessel.

Stat.—A large, strong rope extending from the head of a mast to

the knjghtheads, or to the foot of the mast next forward of it.

Staysail.—A sail spread upon a stay.

Standing Rigging.—The shrouds, stays, and other permanent rigging.

Stem.—The large frame timber at the extreme bow of a vessel, which

is practically a continuation of the keel ; the ends of the planking are

secured to this timber.

Steerage.—That part of the space between decks, forward of the

after cabin.

Stern.—The aftermost end of a vessel.

Stebving.—The angle of elevation of the bowsprit with the level of

the sea, being about 17° in large vessels.

Streak or Strake.—One breadth of planking.

Stability.—That quality arising from the form of a vessel and the

position of the weights, which, when she is inclined out of an upright

position, tends to bring her back again. Stability tends to keep the

vessel perpendicular to the surface of the water, whether the water is

level or in the form of a wave.

Stiffness.—The quality which keeps a ship upright, in spite of the

force of wind and waves. Too great stiffness is undesirable.

Stanchions.—The frame timbws which support the bulwarks.

Studding Sails.—Certain sails which are set as wings 4,o square sails^

in light breezes.

Stream Anchor.—See "Anchor."

Shrouds.—^The strong hemp or wire ropes, attached at the upper end

to the heads of the lower masts and at the foot to the chain plates on the

sides of the vessel ; they secure the masts against the rolling and pitching

of the vessel and the pressure of the wind upon the sails. Topmast-

Shrouds—Shrouds extending from the head of the topmast to the frame

of the top of the lower masts. By the aid of the ratlines tied across the

shrouds, the sailors ascend from the decks to the tops and yards above.

Tack.—The lower forward corner of a fore-and-aft sail ; the lower

windward comer of a square sail or studding sail. The vessel is on the
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starboard tack when the wind blows against the starboard side ; on the

p(yrt tack when the wind blows on the port side.

Taut.—Stretched tight.

Taunt.—High or tall ; an epithet applied to masts.

Tarpaulin.—A large piece of tarred canvas, used to protect hatch-;

ways and property from rain or spray.

Trysail.—-A fore-and-aft sail, set on the fore and main lower mast

of a ship. A small fore-and-aft sail for a sloop while cruising.

Treenail (pronounced trunnel).—The wooden nails, usually made of

locust or white oak, used for fastening the planking and ceiling of a

vessel to the frame timbers.

Tonnage.—The cubical capacity of the interior of a vessel ; one ton

is 100 cubic feet.

Top.—The large platform at the head of either the lower mast or

the top mast, which affords standing room to the sailors engaged in

manipulating the sails or keeping watch of the horizon for other vessels

or land.

Trestle-trees.—A strong snug wooden frame placed around a mast

and resting on the hounds, to secure the foot of the mast above and to

take the weight of the same.

Throat.—The inner edge of the gaff against the mast.

Transom.—One of the horizontal, thwartship timbers, composing the

stem frame, and fastened to the stern post on its forward side.

Topping Lift.—The strong rope brought down from a block under

the top to the outer end of the boom of a fore-and-aft sail, to take the

weight of the boom and lift it so that it will clear the roof of the cabins.

Yangs.—Traces used to steady the gaff extending from the gaff on

£ach side to the bulwarks, where they»are hooked and drawn tight.

Up-helm.---To put the helm to windward.

Waist.—That part of a ship between the forcastle and the quarter.-

Waterway.—The large square log, laid on the ends of the beams,

-close against the frame timbers, and bolted to both, to give the hull

rigidity.

Wear.—To come around on the other side of the wind without

tacking, an operation requiring plenty of sea room. In this operation,

the bow is turned away from the wind.

Wales.—The heavy outside planking above the bilge. Sometimes

calkd the "bends."

Weather Helm.—When the vessel tends to come too close into the

wind, the helm is put to windward to keep her head off.
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"Windlass.—The apparatus in

the bow of a vessel for hoisting the

anchor ; it has a horizontal

around which the cable is passed ; it

is operated by hand levers or by steam.

"Windward.—Toward the direc-

tion from which the wind blows.

"Whale-boat.—A long, narrow

rowboat, carvel built, sharp at both

ends, steered with an oar, from 20 to

50 feet in length and from 4 to 10
'

feet beam, with a small pole mast and sail, very fast and able.

Yard.—A spar suspended athwartships from a mast to spread the

head of a square sail.

Yaw.—To deviate from the course.

A few useful facts may be of assistance to the amateur waterman.
A suit of sails, if well taken care of, will last white and clean for

three years.

Avoid stretching a new sail all it will bear at first ; draw it out
gradually, to prevent tearing should it be wet, while new.

The day on shipboard is divided into six periods of four hours each,

and time is signalled by taps on a bell, each period ending with eight

bells. The taps are as follows

:

1 bell 12..30 o'clock.

2 bells.

4
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CAMPING OUT.

Despite our boasted civilization and culture there is enough of the

original savage in the majority of men and women to make them tho-

roughly enjoy a season of camping out with its hundred and one priva-

tions, its comical make-shifts, its homely occupations done in the spirit

of play, but its blessed freedom from fashionable toilets, inane watermg-

place gossip, and ordinary, every-day, nineteenth-century routine. If one

does not belong to a regular party of campers, owning an acre or so of

ground with a permanent cottage erected thereon, among the mountains,

on the shores of a lake, or by the restless sea, then one's camping outfit

must include one or more tents according to the size of the party. A
Sibley tent is conical, with an opening at the top which, affording an

escape for smoke, permits of a fire being kindled, should the nights turn

cold or a rainy spell set in. The ordinary A tent is less expensive and

will shelter from four to six persons, but the wall-tent is best of all and

will prove the most satisfactory. A buffalo robe to spread on a pile of

fir, pine, or hemlock twigs, with blankets for covering, makes a bed which

renders that city pest, insomnia, an impossibility. A coffee pot, a frying

pan, and a kettle are the only cooking utensils absolutely necessary, with

a portable oven, if one desires the luxury of hot bread. Beside* these,

the campers will need a goodly supply of servicable knives, forks, and

spoons, tin cups and plates ; soap, matches, candles, twine, needles and

thread, a hatchet, a pair of scissors, some nails of assorted sizes, and a

lantern. The kind and quantity of provisions to be transported to camp

will depend upon the length of one's stay and the remoteness from civili-

zation. Canned fruits, vegetables and soup, crackers, cheese, salt, pepper,

mustard, spices, molasses, vinegar, sugar, tea, coffee, Indian meal, self-

raising flour, baking soda, dried beef, rice, lemons, eggs and potatoes will

none of them come amiss. In making up your party, select healthy, good

tempered, congenial people, each of whom will be willing to do his or her

share of the necessary work. When ready to pitch your tent choose a

location having a pleasing outlook, within easy access to wood and water,

and with a natural shelter, if possible, in the direction from which storms

are likely to come at that season. A trench should be dug around each

tent to carry off the water, should there be rain. The bill of fare will
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vary with the tastes of the ciampers and the resources of the neighbor-
hood. An old hand at the business gives the following directions for a
clam bake: "Build an oven of flat stones about three feet square.
Around the edge of the oven place stones making a bin. In the oven
place kindlings with larger wood placed crosswise on top. Upon this

upper layer place stones about six or eight inches square. The kindlings
are lighted, and when the wood has burned away, the hot stones form a
bottom for the oven. Cinders should be removed with a stick or poker
to prevent smoke from injuring the food. Cover the stones with fresh

seaweed for a depth of two inches, and on it lay a bushel of clams which
have been washed in fresh water. The fish, which are split down the
back, cleaned, and seasoned with salt and pepper, are wrapped in a cloth.

The onions are peeled, potatoes washed and the ends cut off. In husking
the corn leave on the inner layer jf the husk to keep it clean. The clams
are spread so that the vegetables may be placed on them. The onions are

first put on, then the potatoes, followed by the corn and the fish. A
lobster is a very desirable addition. The food must be put in quickly,

else the oven will cool. Cover the pile with cloth, and over all heap sea-

weed to confine the steam. In thirty or forty minutes remove the cover-

ing from one corner only in order to keep the bulk of the food warm.
The party then help themselves. Drawn butter with pepper and salt

forms a nice sauce for the clams." In making tea, allow a teaspoonful

for each person, and a tablespoonful for each of coffee. Both beverages

should be made with freshly boiled water, and allowed to steep ten or

fifteen minutes before using.

CROQUET.

Less than fity years ago. Dr. Guyard, practicing at Pau, in the

south of France, desired for his patients some out-door amusement, not

too fatiguing, but with sufficient interest to keep them in the open air

and moving about for several hours at a time. Being a man of resource,

he invented the game of croquet. Easily learned, requiring no violent

exertion, admitting of fresh, pretty toilets and much pleasant chatting, it

was a pronounced success, and its fame rapidly spread to every part of

the civilized world. Played at first on any ordinary lawn, with wooden
balls and long-handled mallets, science had neither part nor lot ; but

within the last ten years a desire for scientific playing has revolutionized

the game. The grassy lawn has given place to a smooth, level, sanded

court of exact dimensions, the wooden balls have been superseded by
hard rubber spheres, and the long-handled mallets have been discarded in

favor of short handles and long, rubber-tipped heads. The flaring arches
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of the old game have been replaced by narrow wickets, but little wider

than the diameter of the balls. These changes render skill and fine

playing possible, and have given rise to a ^National Association, com-

posed at present of fifteen clubs.

CYCLING.

Beginning in Germany, with the clumsy velocipede, propelled by

touching the tips of the toes to the road, human ingenuity has been at

work raising the rider high above the ground, altering the location of

the saddle, substituting steel wire for wooden spokes, a rubber tire for

the clattering, metal-bound one, reducing the weight and increasing the

speed, until to-day the ideal bicycle weighs only from 40 to 45 pounds,

and causes so little fatigue that a good wheelman can travel a hundred

miles a day, while a horse could carry him only about thirty or forty

miles in the same time. There are three distinct styles of bicycles—

a

large driving wheel in front and a small trailing wheel in the rear; a

small steering wheel in front, and the large driving wheel in the rear

;

and that having the two wheels of almost equal size. The distinguishing

feature of the tricycle is that the rider sits between two wheels, of the

same size ; the tandem has two seats, one in front of the other ; while the

sociable accommodates two riders side by side. It is only necessary to

add that there are npw in the United States 100,000 riders of the " silent

wheel," including men and women, to show how popular is this form of

exercise, combined with pleasure.

FISHING.

When the disciple of Izak Walton has secured a holiday which he

decides to devote to angling, his outfit, if he is not already provided,

must depend upon the fishing ground selected and the variety of the

finny tribe he wishes to catch. Since fly-fishing does away with angle-

worms or minnows for bait, it is the favorite ; and the wily fisherman

will learn betimes how to make several varieties of flies that, if one kind

fails to allure the prey, another may be substituted. Buy American
tackle, as it is far better than the English. Though floats are cheap, a

large cork will answer every p . rpose. Lines are of silk, linen, hemp,
cotton, or silk and hair braided together. For catching such varieties as

the trout, salmon, and bluefish, a reel is necessary. In selecting hooks,
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see that they are sharp and well barbed. Black bass bite at minnows,
email frogs, crickets, etc. Large bluefish are generally trolled for ; the
lines are each furnished with a metal or bone squid, over which an eel

skin, turned inside out, is drawn. Graylings bite at caddis worm and
dark colored artificial flies. Muscalonges are trolled for with a stout

linen line and a spoon hook from two and a half to three inches

long. Eed snappers are trolled for with a silver squid or caught with
rod, strong line, and large hook, baited with porgee or mullet.

A HOME GYMNASrCM.

GYMNASTICS.

To the healthy, happy, country child spending most of the time out

of doors—agoing for the cows, tending to the poultry, snaring rabbits,

cliinbing trees, chopping wood, tossing hay, and a hundred similar

pursuits,—gymnastic exercise is superfluous ; but to the city-bred child,

living perhaps in boarding-house or hotel, athletic training of some sort

is a necessity. All else being equal, the stronger and healthier the body,

the more vigorous the intellect. In a country where pulmonary diseases

are so prevalent, and among a people so subject as the Americans to

nervous complaints, whatever tends to increase the capacity of the chest

will lessen the first, while such exercise as quickens the circulation and

assists in renewing the tissues is the only sure cure for the second. The

busiest of us may surely find an opportunity six or eight times ,a day to

draw in a long, deep breath, retain it an instant, and then as deliberately

let it escape. Raise yourself on your toes, ten, fifteen, twenty times iii

succession, increasing the number each day until you are able to do it a

hundred times without fatigue. Acquire the habit of walking briskly

and, if possible, take a run every day ; but in the latter exercise, persevere

in keeping the mouth shut and compelling yourself to breathe through

the nose. At first you experience a feeling of suffocation and an almost

irrisistible desire to gasp ; courage ! compress your lips tightly and in a

little while the disagreeable sensations pass away ;
you have gotten what

the professionals call your second wind; your lungs fill themselves

naturally and regularly, your mouth and throat remain moist instead of

becoming dry and parched, as would have been the case had you yielded

to the desire to pant, and you have learned the Indian's secret that enables

him to run steadily for hours.
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Of course, where it is practicable, systematic training under the super-

vision of a teacher, who will know where your weak points lie, and

appoint such exercises as shall correct them, will be the best and most

satisfactory. These hints are for the busy people who think they have

not time for athletic training. But of whatever nature your calisthenie

exercises may be, never omit the brisk rubbing down before retiring at

night, it opens the pores, quickens the circulation, and removes the minulsg
'

worn out particles of the scarf skin.

HORSEMANSHIP.

Horseback riding, once so universal in this country, gradually fell

into disuse until the equestrian, whether man or woman, venturing to ride

through the city streets to gain the shady park or quiet country roads,

attracted almost as much attention as a parade or that joy of the small

boy, a circus. Fortunately, however, there has been a revival of this

delightful, healthgiving exercise and all who can are eagerly acquiring

this most beneficial accomplishment. In choosing a horse the points of

vital importance are legs, strong ; hips, wide ; chest, deep ; back, short;

with eyes and wind perfectly sound. The riding equipments demand

much care in their selection ; there are three kinds of bits, the snaffle, the

curb, and a combination of the two. A handsome pig skin saddle is the

best, as even an ordinary horse looks much better for being properly

equipped. None but good riders should use a spur ; for ordinary exercise

a whip is all that is necessary. The proper dress for a man is a short coat

and a pair of tight trousers, a high hat, jockey cap, or soft felt hat. A
woman should wear a neatly fitting tailor made waist, and a skirt reach-

ing just below the feet when in the saddle ; high boots, trousers meeting

the tops of these boots and a high hat. The short skirt is weighted and

has two elastic straps which are adjusted after mounting, one passing

over the right instep, the other under the left heel. The "West Point rule

for mounting, which leaves the left hand free, is the best for a man ; a

woman places her right hand on the pommel of the saddle, her left foot
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in the left hand of her assistant, her left hand on his right shoulder, and
his right hand under her left armpit. Her assistant counts audibly " one,

two, three," and at "three" she springs and he straightens himself thus

lifting her into the saddle. Sit firmly in the saddle, expand the chest by
throwing back the shoulders and keeping them equally square to the

front ; keep the head erect, hold the reins in the left hand and keep the

arms down, the elbows just touching the sides but not pressing against

them. Having mastered the art of riding, there are exciting and invigo-

rating sports that may be indulged in ; as polo, hunting buffalo, deer,

wild foxes or, where none of these are practicable, a drag hunt furnishes

a good excuse for a brisk ride, a good supper, and a merry time generally.

In a drag hunt a bag of anise seed is dragged for several miles the day
before, and left snugly hidden away.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY.

For luring the invalid into the invigorating sunshine ; for developing

artistic instincts, delicacy of touch, proper appreciation of the beautiful,

and for the collection of pleasant souvenirs, amateur photography stands

unrivalled. Though sums as large as $10,000 have been spent on this

recreation, very good results have been obtained with a $10 camera ; and
although one lAay devote his life to the study and still find something to

learn, the process has been so simplified that even a child can master it.

A substantial and satisfactory outfit may be purchased at from $25 to $40,

while the detective camera preferred by some tourists cost $50. The
novice will do well to remember that the " dry plate," before being used,

must never be examined by any except a red light, and the " ruby lantern"

will therefore be an important item in his outfit. After a little practice,

however, he will learn to adjust his plate in the holder while in absolute

•darkness. The plate should be touched only along the edges but must be

carefully dusted before being put into the holder. Having selected his

view, the operator's first care must be to adjust the legs of his tripod so

that the camera is level. Next he covers his head and instrument with

the " focussing cloth," uncaps the lens, and slides the movable front for-

ward or backward until the blurred image he saw at first has grown clear

and distinct ; then he caps the lens, takes out the ground glass, slides in

its place a plate holder ; meanwhile keeping all but the front of his

instrument carefully shrouded with the " focussing cloth ; uncaps his lens,

counts the requisite number of seconds, and replaces the cap. Cloudy

days, dimly lighted rooms, and moonlight scenes require a longer exposure.

As instantaneous pictures cannot be taken with a cheap lens, the device

for securing such impressions is only fitted to costly cameras.
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KIPLB AND SHOT-GTJN.

As an amusement having a practical side, a knowledge of the use of

firearms stands pre-eminent. In choosing a gun, let it be the breech-

loader, selected in reference to the measurements of its prospective owner.

A boy's gun may be purchased for $15, but for a man it is better policy

to buy a $50 double-barreled one. Though cartridges may be bought

ready-made, the thorough sportsman will delight in their manufacture.

A cleaning-rod costs $1, but just as good a one can be whittled at a cost

only of time and dexterity. Before experimenting with a loaded gun,

practice position and aim. Having set up your target, take up your

position, at say thirty yards away. Fix both eyes on the target, raise

your gun, supporting the barrel with your left hand, and having the fore-

finger of your right on the trigger. Notice the position when the bead

on your gun is in a line with your eyes and the target. Practice this

until you can take proper aim even with your eyes closed. Having

learned to aim and fire, accustom yourself to treating your gun always as

if it were loaded. I'I'ever draw it through a fence, from a wagon or a

boat by the muzzle. N"ever point it at a companion, and in the field

carry it over the shoulder, with barrels pointing upward, or reversed and

pointing at the ground. If the weapon is a rifle, remember the increased

length of range, which makes a rifle bullet dangerous a mile or two away.

Game hunted in America includes quail, snipe, grouse, woodcock, ,,

wild geese, and ducks, pigeons, plover, squirrels, raccoons, deer, elks,

fnoose, and mountain goats.

ssga^'"S"*^"*"'?'!^!?'"'''!^
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TRAPPING.

Where gunning is impracticable, trapping is often an important

auxiliary for adding a dainty dish to the camper's meal or for ridding

hen-house or cabbage patch of the midnight marauder. "Where the trap

is needed for continual use, the manufactured steel one is most satisfactory

because of its greater durability, but the amateur trapper will derive

much more pleasure if he makes his trap himself. For squirrels or rab-

bits a wooden box 24 inches long and from 8 to 10 inches wide, having

the bait attached to a trigger inside, in such a manner that nibbling the

bait causes the door to shut, is simple but effective. The cell' trap used

for muskrats, minks, and weasels has a swinging wire door hinged to the

top and resting on the bottom of the trap ; the door will open only in-

ward. The hungry pest easily pushes the door open and when it falls

shut he is ensnared. The professional trapper does not wash the pelt,

because that rots it, nor use alum nor salt to cure it, because they would

unnecessarily shrink it. If it is the skin of a deer, moose or buffalo, he

dries it by stretching it on the ground, driving wooden pegs at the corners

to keep it even. Pelts should always be cured in a moderately dry place,

and on a flat surface.

SWIMMING.

However pleasant a pastime boating may be, it should never be

indulged in until one has learned to swim. Smooth, shallow water with

a shelving shore is best for the beginner. "Wade out to the depth of three

or four feet, wet your head, then turn your face toward the land. Return

until the water is no deeper than your arm is long ; support yourself by
letting the tips of your fingers touch bottom, now lie down, letting the

body sink below the surface, but throwing the head back so that the chin

is about on a level with the surface, one arm and both legs being free

practice the stroke, and occasionally raise the supporting hand, until you

have gained enough confidence in the upholding power of the water to

trust yourself to its buoyancy. Then wade out several feet further and

attempt to swim in, putting down the supporting arm as at first, if this

attempt prove a failure. Learn to swim in clothing. The ability to do. so

may be invaluable in an emergency ; to keep the eyes open under water

and, if attacked by cramp, change the manner of stroke, make several

quick motions with the member affected, regardless of pain, but if the

cramp continues, float back to shore, the great danger lies in becoming

frightened. In learning to dive, it is well to plug the ears with oil-

saturated raw cotton. Never bathe in less than two hours after a hearty

meal ; seldom remain in the water above 30 minutes, and always wet the
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head before entering the water. .Dr. Benjamin Howard, of 'Sew York,

prescribes the following treatment in apparent cases of drowning

:

1. Upon the nearest dry spot expose the patient to a free current of

air. Rip the clothing away from the waist and give a stinging slap

upon the pit of the stomach. If this fails to arouse the patient, proceed

to force and drain away the water which has entered the chest and

stomach, according to the following rule

:

2. Turn the patient upon his face, the pit of the stomach being

raised upon a folded garment above the level of the mouth. For a

moment or two make steady pressure upon the back of the stomach and

chest and repeat once or twice until fluid ceases to flow from the mouth.

3. Quickly turn the patient upon his back, with the bundle of

clothing beneath it, so as to raise the lower part of the breast bone higher

than the rest of the body. Kneel beside or astride of the patient, and so

place your hands upon either side of the pit of the stomach and the front

part of the lower ribs that the fingers fall naturally in the spaces between

them and point toward the ground. Now, grasping the waist and using

your knees as a pivot, throw your whole weight forward, as if you

wished to force the contents of the chest and stomach out of the mouth.

Steadily increase the pressure while you count " one, two, three." Then

let go suddenly, after a final push which springs you to an erect kneeling

position. Remain erect upon your knees while you count " one, two';

"

then throw your weight forward and proceed as before. Repeat the

process at first about five times a minute, increasing gradually to about

fifteen times a minute, and continue it with the regularity of the natural

breathing which you are trying to imitate. If another person be present,

let him with the left hand hold the tip of the tongue out of the left side

of the mouth with the comer of a pocket-handkerchief, while with the

right hand he grasps both wrists and pins them to the ground above the

patient's head.

4. "When breathing first returns, occasionally dash a little cold

water violently into the face. As soon as breathing "has been perfectly

restored, strip and dry the patient rapidly and completely, and wrap him
in blankets only. Give hot brandy, a teaspoonful every five minutes, the

first half hour ; and a tablespoonful every fifteen minutes for an hour
after that. If the limbs are cold, apply friction. Allow abundance of

fresh air, and let the patient have perfect rest.

Practical suggestions: Avoid delay. Promptness is of first import-

ance. A moment lost at the start may be a life lost. Do not waste any
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time trying to give shelter, because shelter oftener harms than helps the

patient.

Preveht crowding around the patient. However difficult it may be

to enforce this rule, it must be enforced. Friends must not obstruct the

circulation of air, nor engage the patient in conversation when rallying.

Take special care to avoid giving stimulants before the patient is

well enough to swallow. Injudicious attempts in this direction tend to.

obstruct respiration and may choke the patient.

Avoid hurried and irregular motions. The excitement of the moment
is always great and is likely to agitate an inexperienced man. Just as a

flickering candle moved carelessly goes out, so the heart, when its beating

is imperceptible, needs little cross motion or interruption to stop its action.

The movements of Rule 3 should, therefore, be performed with delibera^

tion and regularity.

Avoid an overheated room. The animal heat which is needed cannot

be supplied from without ; it must be generated within the system. This

is best promoted by a free current of air and internal stimulants. The
vital heat resulting is best retained in the patient's body by blankets alone.

Avoid giving up the patient too soon. At any time within one or

two hours you may be on the very threshold of success, though no sign of

it be visible. Several times success has been known to follow half an

hour's apparently useless effijrt. Rest and careful nursing should be

continued for a few days after resuscitation, because otherwise various

chest troubles might ensue.

LAWN TENNIS.

For more than five hundred years, some variety of tennis has been

known and played. Originating in France, it was a favorite amusement

in Spain and Italy before it made its way to England
; yet Chaucer refers

to it in 1380 as a well-established and popular game. Henry VIII and

Elizabeth in England, Louis XI, Louis XII, Francis I, Charles IX, and

Henry IV, of France, were all devoted to the sport of Court Tennis, from

which the modern Lawn Tennis is descended. In laying out a court, let it

extend from north to south with a margin of fifteen feet at the ends and

ten feet at the sides. In a court of 78 feet, the base lines should be 27

feet, the service lines- 21 feet from the net. Marble dust is the best

material for marking. A good service is the most important feature of

the game. A clever method of practice suggested by an expert is to fasten

a hoop about two feet in diameter upon a three-foot stake backed by a

wall. Take your station 40 feet away and practise serving through the
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hoop. Unless you are left-handed, it is best to keep a little to the left of

the court. Watch your opponent's eye ; he will generally glance in the

direction he means to serve. " The proper moment to take a bounding

ball is when its upward momentum is spent, and it is about to fall."

Of all out-of-door games, lawn-tennis now ranks as prime favorite.

It is a very easy matter to learn to play ; but to fully enjoy the

exhilarating amusement, a suitable costume should be provided. The

best material for this is flannel, because it affords the most perfect protec-

tion against cold and heat. The style must be without draperies—^any

catalogue of paper patterns wUl supply pretty designs. One of the best

is a pleated skirt, with a Jersey jacket matching it in color. Sew the

skirt on a sleeveless waist lining, which, if possible, should be of the

color of the Jersey waist. This answers several purposes, the Jersey will

lit better over it, the colored lining will prevent the white under-clothing

from showing through the meshes, as it stretches during the different,

changes of position in the game, and the weight of the skirt will be

removed from the hips to the shoulders thus affording far more freedom

of movement.

The head-covering should be either a crocheted Tam O'Shanter, or a

soft cap of the dress material. The shoes, if possible, should have rubber

soles, but if these cannot be obtained, take the heels from a pair of ordi-

nary shoes, and they will answer the purpose very tolerably.
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The best ground for the court is turf, though asphalt, and earth, mixed
with fine gravel, are sometimes used.

The balls must not measure less than 2^ inches, nor more than 2J
inches in diameter, and their weight must not be less than 1 and ^ ounces
nor more than two ounces.

The following rules have been adopted by the United States National
Lawn-Tennirs Association, and will enable any one who studies them to

readily learn the game. It is not, however, invariably necessary to have
an umpire or referee.

RULES FOR LAWN-TENNIS.

1. The Game.—The choice of sides, and the right to serve in the

first game, shall be decided by toss
; provided that, if the winner of the

toss choose the right to serve, the other player shall have choice of sides,

and vice versa. If one player choose the court, the other may elect not to

serve.

2. The players shall stand on opposite sides of the net ; the pkyer
who first delivers the ball shall be called the server^ and the other the

striker-out.

3. At the end of the first game the striker-out shall become server,

and the server shall become striker-out ; and so on, alternately, in all the

subsequent games of the set, or series of sets.

4. The server shall serve with one foot on the base line, and with

the other foot behind that line, but not necessarily upon the ground.

He shall deliver the service from the right to the left courts alternately,

beginning from the right.

5. The ball served must drop between the service line, half-court line,

and side line of the court, diagonally opposite to that from which it was

served.

6. It is a fault if the server fails to strike the ball, or if the ball

served drop in the net, or beyond the service line, or out of court, or in

the wrong court, or if the server do not stand as directed by law 4.

7. A ball falling on a line is regarded as falling in the court bounded

by that line.

8. A fault cannot be taken.

9. After a fault the server shall serve again from the same court

from which he served that fault, unless it was a fault because he served

from the wrong court.

10. A fault cannot be claimed after the next service is delivered.
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11. The server shall not serve till the striker-out is ready. If the

latter attempt to return the service, he shall he deemed ready.

12. A service or fault, delivered when the striker-out is not ready,

counts for nothing.

13. The service shall not be volleyed, i. e., taken before it has touched

the ground.

14. A ball is in play on leaving the server's racket, except as pro-

vided for in law 6.

15. It is a good return, although the ball touch the net; but a

service, otherwise good, which touches the net, shall count for nothing.

16. The server wins a stroke, if the striker-out volley the service, or

if he fail to return the service or the ball in play ; or if he return the

seBvice or the ball in play so that it drops outside of his opponent's court;

or if he otherwise lose a stroke, as provided by law 18.

17. 'The striker-out wins a stroke, if the server serve two consecu-

tive faults ; or if he return the ball in play so that it drops outside of his

opponent's court; or if he otherwise lose a stroke, as provided by

law 18.

18. Either player loses a stroke, if he return the service or the ball

in play so that it touches a post of the net ; or if the ball touch him or

anything that he wears or carries, except his racket in the act of striking

;

or if he touch the.ball with his racket more than once ; or if he touch the

net or any of its supports while the ball is in play ; or if he volley the ball

before it has passed the net.

19. In case any player is obstructed by any accident, the ball shall

be considered a lei.

20. On either player winning his first stroke, the score is called 15

for that player; on either player winning his second stroke, the score is

called 30 for that player ; on either player winning his third stroke, the

score is called 40 for that player ; and the fourth stroke won by either

player is scored game for that player, except as below. If both players

have won three strokes, the score is called deuce ; and the next stroke

won by either player is scored advantage for that player. If the same

player wins the next stroke, he wins the game ; if he loses the next

stroke, the score returns to deuce ; and so on, until one player wins the

two strokes immediately following the score of deuce, when game is

scored for that player.

21. The' player who first wins six games, wins the set ; except as

follows: If both players win five games, the score is called games all;

and the next game won by either player is scored advantage game for
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that player. If the same player' wins the next game, he wins the set; if

he loses the next game, the score returns to games all; and so on, until

either player wins the two games immediately following the score of
games all, when he wins the set. But individual clubs, at their own
tournaments, may modify this rule at their discretion.

22. The players shall change sides at the end of every set ; but the
umpire, on appeal from either player, before the toss for choice, may
direct the players to change sides at the end of every game of each set,

if, in his opinion, either side has a distinct advantage, owing to the sun,

wind, or any other accidental cause ; but if the appeal be made after the

toss for choice, the umpire can only direct the players to change sides at

the end of every game of the odd or deciding set.

23. "When a series of sets is played, the player who served in the last

game of one set shall be striker-out in the first game of the next.

24. The referee shall call the game after an interval of five minutes

between sets, if either player so order.

25. The above laws shall apply to the three-handed and four-handed

games, except as below

:

26. In the three-handed game, the single player shall serve in every

alternate game.

27. In the four-handed game, the pair who have the right to serve in

the first game shall decide which partner shall do so, and the opposing

pair shall decide in like manner for second game. The partner of the

player who served in the first game shall serve in the third, and the

partner of the player who served in the second game shall serve in the

fourth ; and the same order shall be maintained in all the subsequent

games of the set.

28. At the beginning of the next set, either partner of the pair

which struck out in the last game of the last set may serve, and the same
privilege is given to their opponents in the second game of the new set.

29. The players shall take the service alternately throughout the

game ; a player cannot receive a service delivered to his partner ; and the

order of service and striking out once established shall not be altered,,

nor shall the striker-out change courts to receive the service, till the end

of the set.

30. It is a fault if the ball served does not drop between the service

line, half-court line, and service side-line of the court, diagonally opposite:

to that from which it was served.

31. In matches, the decision of the umpire shall be final. Should

there be two umpires, they shall divide the court between them, and the

decision of each shall be final in his share of the court.
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ODDS.

A bisque is one point wliicli can be taken by the receiver of tbe odds

at any time in the set except as follows

:

(a) A bisque cannot be taken after a service is delivered.

(b) The server may not take a bisque after a fault, but the striker-

out may do so.

One or more bisques may be given to increase or diminish other odds.

Half-fifteen is one stroke given at the beginning of the second, fourth, and

every subsequent alternate game of a set.

Fifteen is one stroke given at the beginning of every game of a set..

Half-thirty is one stroke given at the beginning of the first game, two

strokes given at the beginning of the second game, and so on, alternately^

in all the subsequent games of the set.

Thirty is two strokes given at the beginning of every game of a set.

Half-forty is two strokes given at the beginning of the first game,

three strokes given at the beginning of the second game, and so on, alter-

nately, in all the subsequent games of the set.

Forty is three strokes given at the beginning of every game of a set.

Half-court: The players may agree into which half-court, right or

left, the giver of the odds shall play, and the latter loses the stroke if the

ball returned by him drop out-side any of the lines which bound that

half court.

TOSS.

This pretty, new open air game, often played at lawn-parties, is very

quickly learned and affords much amusement.

Provide a decorated waste-basket, two stakes, one red and one blue,

—

if the game is to be played by two parties,—and nine card-board circles,

three blue, three white, and three red.

Set the basket on the turf and thrust the stakes into the ground

directly opposite to each other and each one six feet from the basket.

The object of the players is to throw the disks into the basket. They
are rated according to the color, blue counts three, white two, and red

one.

When played by sides, each plays five rounds, ninety being the

"highest score possible for any player, but it is optional whether sides are

taken or not. The account is kept by the hostess, and the player who has

the highest score receives a prize.
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OUT-DOOE GAMES FOR CHILDREN.

Across the ocean, in the " Vaterland," the little German children have

quite a variety of games, usually played in the open air, some of which

doubtless will be new to their American cousins.

CATCHINa THE WBASBL.

The whole party, except one, form a circle. The one who is left out

runs two or three times round the ring, and then drops a handkerchief at

the feet of a playmate, who must dash swiftly forward to catch the " wea-

Bel"—^namely, the one who flung down the handkerchief. "While running,

she sings :
" Catch the weasel in the wood. Now I've lost it ; now I've

found it. Catch my nimble little weasel." When the game is well

played, it is very lively and amusing. All the girls watch to see where
the weasel drops the handkerchief, and, while running, the little weasel

tries to give the pursuer as much trouble as possible by jumping to the

right or left, by breaking through the ring, and leaping forward and

backward. When the "weasel " is caught, the pursuer takes her place.

THE DRILL.

This is another merry little game, which makes a great deal of fun.

The children stand in a row on the soft grass, with the exception of
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one, who acts as captain. The game is most amusing when only two

know it—^the captain and the first one in the line, who is called the cor-

poral. When all are in place, the captain stands in front and puts them

through a comical drill, giving one order after another :
" Cough, Laugh,

Slap your cheeks. Clap your hands," etc. The whole company must

obey the command at once.

After a number of orders, the captain cries : " Kneel down !" Every

girl drops on her left knee, and the captain- makes them all move close

together, and then gives the orders :
" Load I aim "—^upon which every

one stretches out her right arm till the command comes : " Fire !" The

corporal then gives her neighbor a sudden push, and down goes the whole

line on the turf.

WEAVING GARLANDS.

This graceful little game is like a dance. The girls stand in a row,

with joined hands; one remains perfectly still while the others dance

around until the whole line is wound into a knot, singing : " Let us lovely

garlands wind." Then they dance the other way, singing : " l^ow the

wreath we will unbind," until they form a straight line.

LITTLE WASHEK-WOMEN.

This game somewhat resembles weaving garlands. The players

stand opposite to one another in couples, each girl with her right

hand clasping her companion's left. Then they swing their arms, slowly

and gracefully, first three times toward the right and then three times

toward the left, singing :
" This is the way we wash the clothes, wash

the clothes, wash the clothes." Then they unclasp their hands and rub

them together as washer-women do in rubbing their clothes, singing:

" This is the way we rub our clothes, rub our clothes."

The third movement is very pretty. The couple clasp hands just as

they do at first, then raise their arms in an arch on one side and slip

through so that they stand back to back, then raise their arms in the

same way on the other side, and again slip through so that they stand

face to face again. This must be done very quickly, thrice in succession,

while the players sing :
" This is the way we wring the clothes, wring

the clothes, wring the clothes," and then stopping suddenly clap their

hands, singing :
" And hang them on the bushes." "When several couples

have learned the game well, it is a very pretty sight.

THE FLYING FEATHER.

In this game the little girls join hands, and dance around in a ring on

the turf, trying meanwhile, by blowing a bit of down, to keep it in the
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air. When tlie players are skillful, they can often dance for fifteen min-
utes without letting the feather come to the earth.

BLIND man's march.

An open space of turf is chosen and a tree, stake, or pole selected for

a goal, on which all sorts of trifles, fruit, garlands, flowers, etc., are hung
as prizes. Then a circle is drawn around the goal, about six or eight feet

distant. The players first dance hand in hand around the ring, then in

couples around the tree, and finally form two straight lines. Lots are

then drawn to decide which row shall make the blind march first, and all

in that rank are blind-folded and led by the others forty or fifty paces

away from the ring and formed in couples in a semi-circle. The game is

prettier when a march is sung, to which the blind-folded couple keep
time. Only a very few reach the goal ; most go far astray. Ifany couples

disagree about the direction to be taken, they can separate and each pur-

sue a different path. "Whoever reaches the tree, or even stands inside the

circle when the game is over, receives a prize. The march is considered

at an end when the singing ceases. Then all the players take off their

bandages.

There is plenty of laughing, for the couples are generally standing

everywhere except near the tree. The game begins again by the other

side commencing the blind march.

THE BEGGAR.

A life-size pasteboard figure of a man holding a hat in his hand is

needed. This hat has a hole, which serves as an opening to a calico bag.

The players, standing at a certain distance, try to throw a coin or some

small fruit into the beggar's hat. The one who succeeds most frequently

receives some trifling prize.

THE NAUGHTY STRAW MAN.

A straw figure, completely dressed, is fastened to a tree in such a

way that it hangs about a foot from the ground. He must have one arm
fastened akimbo to his side, and the other hanging free. After the play-

ers have had their eyes bandaged and been furnished with a stick, the

game begins. The object is to thrust the stick through the opening.

Whoever succeeds in doing so can claim a prize. Of course, it often hap-

pens that the player misses, and receives a light pat for the clumsiness

from the straw man's hanging arm. If any player misses the goal and

passes the naughty straw man, the bandage is removed, and the player is

considered out of the game.
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CORONELLA.

This pretty game is played by one child, and requires an ivory or a

wooden ball, fastened by a string half way down a wooden stick which

ends in a point at one end and has a small leather cup at the other. The

ball has a hole on the side opposite to the string, and the object is to toss

it into the air as far as the string will let it go, and as it falls catch it

alternately in the cup and on the point of the stick.

m-DOOR GAMES.

THE SEERESS.

Two little girls come into the room where the others have gathered.

One pretends to be a doctor, the other a somnambulist or seeress, who
knows more than ordinary people. The doctor says that s*b.e can discover

the deepest secrets by falling into a magnetic sleep, and then passes her

hand three times over her eyes, muttering a few unintelligible words,

which sound like " Hocus pocus, abracadabra," and finally ties a black

handkerchief over the sleeper's eyes to keep the bright light from dis-

turbing her.

Then the questions begin.

The doctor walks up to the nearest spectator, takes her pocket hand-

kerchief, and then turns to the sleeper.

" Does the seeress see what I hold in my hand ?
"

" A handkerchief."

" Is it white or colored ?
"

" Colored."

" What is the color—black, blue, or red ?
"

" Blue."
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" Is it figured, plaided, or striped ?
"

"Plaided," ,

The replies usually astonish the company ; but the mystery is very

simple.

The doctor and seeress have agreed on certain words by which the

sleeper's answers are guided. Thus hold is the word for handkerchief.

When two things are named, as " white " or " colored," the last is always

the correct one ; and if three are named, the somnambulist must choose

the middle one. When the game is well played, it creates a great deal of

amusement.
LITTLE MARKET WOMEN.

Each player takes the character of a huckster. One sells cherries,

another cakes, a third old clothes, a fourth eggs, etc.

They pace around the room, and as soon as the name of any one of

them is called, she must shout her wares as loudly as possible. The
buyer then enquires for the wares, and receives the answers : " I haven't

it, ask somebody else." For instance : The player who begins the game
calls " pears." The pear-dealer instantly screams, " Pears ! Pears ! Buy
some ^resh pears !

" The first speaker then asks :
" Have you apples,

too ? " " 1^0," replies the pear-seller, " go to the water-carrier."

As soon as the water-carrier hears her name, she begins to shout

""Water! Water!"
" Have you any raspberry vinegar ? " asks the pear-seller. " No, go

to the umbrella-dealer."

" Umbrellas ! Umbrellas !
" calls the umbrella-dealer.

" Have you sun-shades, too ? " asks the water-carrier.

" No," she replies, " go to the cherry-huckster."

The cherry-huckster shouts : " Sweet cherries ! Sweet cherries ! Four
pennies a pound."

The umbrella-dealer asks :
" Have you black cherries, too ?

"

" No, go to the flower girl."

As soon as the flower girl hears her name, she begins to call :
" Beau-

tiful roses ! Buy my roses !

"

These examples will give an idea of the game which, when well

played, is a very merry one. The larger the number who take part in it,

the greater the fun.

Every seller who does not instantly offer her wares as soon as she

hears her name must pay a forfeit, and every buyer who asks for the

wrong article, for instance flowers from a fruit-dealer, must be sentenced

to the same punishment.
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THE COMICAL CONCERT.

This is a very lively game, and often affords nmch amusement, when

introduced at fairs, or children's festivals.

The children stand in a circle and each one tries to imitate the music

of some instrument. One pretends to play on the violin by drawing the

right hand to and fro over the lefb arm, another raises both hands to her

lips, as though blowing a horn, another drums on the table, as if it were

a piano, a fourth seizes the back of the chair and touches the rounds aa

though it were a harp, a fifth pretends to beat a drum, a sixth to play on

the guitar, a seventh to turn the handle of an organ. The greater the

number of players the better. This, however, is only the beginning of

the game ; every musician must try to imitate the soimds of the instru-

ment as nearly as possible. For instance

:

Bum, bum, bum, for the drum,

Twang, twang, twang, for the harp,

Toot, toot, toot, for the horn, etc.

This strange mixture of sounds and gestures produces a very comical

effect, when all enter into the game with spirit.

In the centre of the circle stands the " leader," whose duty ft is to

teat time as ridiculously as possible to make the others laugh. He or she

must hold a roll of music or a baton.

In the midst of the tumult the leader must suddenly give the signal

to stop, and ask

:

" Why don't you play better?"

The person addressed must instantly give a suitable answer.

The harp-player should say

:

" Because the harp-strings are too loose."

The pianist should reply

:

" Because one of the piano keys won't sound."

If there is any delay in the answer, or if an unsuitable one is given,

a forfeit must be paid.

THH JOUBNET TO JERUSALEM.

The players take their seats in a row, and before them stands the

speaker who is to describe a journey to Jerusalem.

Each one receives a name, which must be a word that will occur

frequently in the story, such as : ship, sailor, sea, island, neighborhood,
nation, storm, tree, sun, air, etc. Whenever this word is uttered in the

story the person who bears it must rise and turn slowly round and round,
until another person's name is mentioned.
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If any one whose name is called forgets to turn, she receives a blow

with a handkerchief, or is obliged to pay a forfeit. "Whenever the word

"Jerusalem" occurs in the story, the whole group must rise and turn

around.

The point is to mention all the words often enough to keep the

players spinning. Of course, all sorts of adventures must be invented,

the more thrilling the better. The imagination has a wide field, and if

the story-teller is skillful enough to make the tale comical, the listeners

may become so interested that they will forget to turn around.
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l^oto to fie Beautiful.

Since no subject, it is said, interests

women more than that of the best means of

preserving and increasing the charms be-

stowed by nature, it is surely well to follow

a course of treatment based upon sound

hygienic rules and recommended by physi-

cians of experience, rather than to incur tli&

risk of injuring health and—what, alas ! in

the eyes of many a maiden is of far more

importance—beauty, by purchasing, hap-

hazard, any quack so-called "beautifying

lotion " that may chance to be widely adver-

tised.

The following pages have been compiled

from the best authorities on a subject so im-

portant to the fair sex, if deemed trivial by

the "lords of creation," and the utmost

care has been used to exclude all cosmetics whose use would be injuriouar^
*1

THE COMPLEXION.

Of first importance to the would-be beauty is the care of the complex-

ion, since a sallow or muddy skin will spoil the charm of the most regular

features, and to better understand the reason for the course of treatment

recommended, a few words concerning the structure and functions of the

skin may be valuable.

133
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It consists of two layers, the true skin, lying underneath, and the
cuticle, which covers and protects it. The true skin, besides the arteries,

veins, and nerves, contains millions of little glands opening by tiny tubes
upon the cuticle, through which the processes of transpiration and perspi-

ration go on. Any check in these processes is attended with danger.

Hence the injury accomplished by applying artificial varnish to the sur-

face of the cuticle. The health and beauty of the skin depend chiefly on
the freedom with which its pores can act. If they are choked by the

application of foreign substances, black deposits will form, blotches will

appear, nay, sometimes serious disfigurements are caused by the chemi-

cals employed in the manufacture of certain cosmetics.

The cause of the injury to thd skin occasioned by the use of " hard "

water, is the presence of lime and magnesia, which, combining with the

fatty acid of soap, forms a greasy substance which- fills the pores of the

skin, inducing them to crack and widen. Rain water is said to be the

great specific for the complexion, and two of the most noted French
beauties of former days are reported to have used no other cosmetic.

Besides the lotions, washes, etc., which may with benefit be used on

the skin, certain general rules must be observed by those who desire to

have and retain a beautiful complexion.

First, all kinds of salted and pickled food, raw or smoked meats, and
rich and greasy compounds, such as pork, bologna sausage, pate de foie

gras, etc., must be avoided. The more nearly the diet can be confined to

milk, fruit, and farinaceous foods the better.

Over-eating is a source of much injury to the skin. Only three meals

should be taken during the day, the last, three hours before retiring.

Daily exercise in the open air is essential, and thorough ventilation of

the sleeping room must be secured. Shun tight lacing, and have the

weight of the clothing supported by the shoulders.

These general directions may seem to some persons unnecessary, but it

is of little service to apply local treatment without due observance of the

laws of hygiene.

If one resides in cities, where the air is often impure, the vapor and

Turkish baths, frequently taken, will be of marked benefit to the com-

plexion. If these are not obtainable, an ordinary bath must be had

every morning ; but the face should be washed in rain water.

Two or three times a week the face can be washed with a lather of

al&olutely pure soap, or with a little Fuller's earth sprinkled in the hand or

flesh glove. But care must be taken to wash it off thoroughly. JVever use

any of the so-called " medicated soaps," such as tar, carbolic acid, or sulphur.
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An excellent cleansing lotion known as " virginal milk," to be used

instead of either soap or Fuller's earth, has come down from the days of

our grandmothers.

It is prepared as follows

:

VIRGINAL MILK.

One quart of rose water, orange water, or elder-flower water, to which

is added, drop by drop, stirring constantly, one ounce of simple tincture

of benzoin. A few drops of glycerine and twelve or fifteen minims of

tincture of myrrh may be added.

Care must be taken to use simple, not compound tincture of benzoin.

The latter has aloes and other ingredients which would be harmful.

After washing, dry the face thoroughly with a soft towel, and then

powder it ; but do not use the ordinary violet or nursery powder, which

is far too coarse for the purpose. Oxide of zinc is harmless, and so is

magnesia, but well prepared poudre-de-riz " rice " powder- is far better

than either. *

Before going to bed the face should be washed in soft water, dried,

and then rubbed thoroughly from forehead to chin with cold-cream,

applied with the hand, and then wiped off with a soft towel. As the

cold-cream offered for sale is not always pure, it is safer to prepare it by

the following directions

:

Pure white wax 1 ounce.

Spermaceti 2 ounces.

Almond oil ^ pint.

Melt these ingredients slowly together, stirring constantly with a

silver spoon in a glazed earthen vessel.

Then add:

Glycerine 3 ounces.

Otto of roses 12 drops.

Stir till nearly cold, then let the mixture settle.

This preparation should not be applied every night. The frequency

of its use must depend on the condition of the skin.

Steaming the skin, which may be done by the aid of a common
kitchen steamer, is excellent for the preservation of the complexion,

especially if the pores are choked, and the surface of the cuti-

cle is inclined to look greasy and yellow. The effect of the steam should

be aided by gentle rubbing with the hand. Five or ten minutes of this

steaming and shampooing, twice or thrice a week, will do wonders in pre-

venting premature wrinkles, and also in removing acne and " black-heads."
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It is wiser to use the steam-bath at night, to avoid the danger of chill

from the out-door air after the pores have been opened. Caution must of

course be observed in the use of the steam. Do not let it come near

enough to scald.

SEBORRHEA.

Greasiness of the Skin.—This is a very common complaint, and is

caused by want of tone in the sebaceous glands, which either secrete more
oily matter than can be used, giving an oily look to the skin, or if this

matter is blocked in issuing, swell and show small black heads under the

cuticle.

Here also local treatment will be of no avail without due observation

of general hygienic rules. Saline mineral waters should be taken ; fruit

and salads made of dandelions and water-cresses should be eaten at break-

fast; shower-baths, either lukewarm or cold, according to the season,

should be used, and hot crowded rooms and rich foods scrupulously

avoided. Change of climate is of the greatest value. Warm, moist

climates are very injurious in these cases, while removal to high, dry, and

cold regions will almost instantly benefit, and frequently cure the most

obstinate diseases.

In connection with this general treatment, certain local remedies

should be applied.

Stimulating and astringent washes are required. The following, to

be used for bathing the face morning and evening, is excellent

:

Dried rose leaves 1 ounce.

White-wine vinegar \ pint.

Rose-water \ pint.

Pour the vinegar upon the rose leaves and let it stand for a week ; strain

and add the rose-water, throwing the leaves away. The lotion may be used

either undiluted, by wetting a corner of a soft cloth with it, or a tablespoonful

may be put into a cupful of rain-water.

In cases where the oiliness is excessive, apply the following, two or

three times a day :

Sulphate of zinc 2 grains.

Compound tincture of lavender 8 minims.

Water (distilled) 1 ounce.

Mix the ingredients thoroughly. Sometimes the skin is so oily that it must

be wiped with a soft rag dipped in benzine to cleanse it sufficiently to permit

the operation of the wash.

Rubbing with flesh gloves and electric brushes, bathing with toilet

vinegar, and steaming are all excellent methods of treating seborrhea.
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The best vinegar—if obtainable—is tbe vinaigr6-de-toilette of the

Soci6t6 Hygi^nique. Toilet vinegars are frequently made with diluted

acetic acid, into which are infused rose-leaves, lavender, verbena, or some

other perfume. All toilet vinegars should be much diluted. The best

time to use them is in the morning after bathing, in order to cool the skin,

remove any appearance of greasiness, and give tone to the epidermis.

But they must on no account be used soon after soap has been applied, be-

cause the acid of the vinegar will decompose the soap and seriously.injure

the skin.

Always avoid any liquid washes that contain any metallic powder

in solution, or any earthy substance. Such cosmetics dry on the skin,

forming a solid coating over the pores, render the complexion hard, rough,

and blotched, and cause premature wrinkles and crows' feet. Speaking

generally, all skin diseases should be treated by vapor baths, either once

a day, or three or four times a week, as necessity may require. In addi-

tion, there must be no excess in eating or drinking ; regular hours must

be kept, daily exercise must be insisted upon, good ventilation main-

tained, and rain water only used for bathing the skin.

It should also be remembered that sea-air and sea-bathing must be

avoided by those who have any eruption of the skin. Persons living

near the sea should move inland before essaying any form of treatment.

Sometimes the mere change of air will cure cutaneous diseases. In other

cases, it is advisable to adopt a inilk diet. If this cannot be done, all

fermented drinks and butcher's meat should be given up.

ACNE.

The commonest form of eruption on the face is acne, or "black

points,"—sometimes erroneously called " grubs,"—^which generally appear

on the nose, cheeks, and chin. The plan of squeezing out the "Mack
points" is useless, since they are merely an oily secretion, which turns

black on exposure to the air. The only mode of cure is by attention to

the general hygienic rules previously given, aided by steam-baths and

rubbing the affected parts with the hand while in the bath.

These baths should be taken early in the day, but never directly

after breakfast or any other meal.

In addition, use the following wash, dipping a soft bit of linen into

the lotion, and rubbing the pimples with it night and morning

:

Sulphur prseeip 1 drachm.
Spt. rectificati 1 ounce.

The mixture should be thoroughly shaken before using, and applied night

and morning, after the face has been thoroughly washed in very hot rain-water.
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Another useful lotion is nip,de as follows:

Sulphuris prsecip 5 ss

Etheris sulphurici 5 iv

Spiritus vini rect | iii-ss

It is well, also, to take an occasional dose of flowers of sulphur—two
teaspoonfuls in a teacupful of warm milk about an hour before break-

fast. Stir the powder until the mixture is smooth.

Or, the medicine can be taken in the form of pills

—

pilula calcii

mlphidi—^two or three a day.'

When acne occurs in small, hard pimples, forming in groups on the

forehead, chest, and back, the best remedy is to apply lotions composed

of equal parts of strong spirit and water, or two parts of vinegar

to one of water. Coffee, ale, beer, wines, and all ricli, greasy food,* pickles,

and hot rolls must be avoided. The diet should consist of fresh and

stewed fruit, water-cresses, lettuce, or dandelion salad, and an abundance

of green vegetables and brown bread. Care must also be taken to secure

thorough ventilation in the sleeping apartment.

Another less common form of acne, called acne moUuseum, sometimes

appears on the forehead and around the nose. It looks like seed-pearls

sunk in the skin, and is caused by the sebaceous glands which, being un-

able to get rid of their contents, swell and become hard. The best remedy

is to prick them with the point of a needle, press out the mass, and then

bathe the empty sac with toilet vinegar, or spirit and water.

HERPES.

This is a troublesome eruption frequently seen in children and young

people. Eed patches appear, causing great irritation and a burning sen-

sation. After a period varying from a few hours to one or more days, a

cluster of very small blisters forms on the patch, which at last becomes a

scab. Herpes usually appears at the corners of the mouth, and is then

called herpes labialis.

The best remedy is a milk diet, with an occasional dose of castor oil.

No local treatment is necessary.

NETTLE RASH.

This affection looks like the red marks caused by the stroke of a

whip, and causes a pricking, tingling feeling, like a stinging nettle, hence

its name. It is generally caused by indigestion, and some people have it

after eating oat-meal or even eggs.

In its chronic form, it is almost always occasioned by some internal

disease, and a physicianshouldbe consulted. Ifacute, use the followingwash

:
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Carbonatis ammonia 1 drachm,

Plumb acetatis ., 2 drachms,

Aquae rosearum 8 ounces.

If the eruption is due to indigestible diet, it is well to take a dose of

castor-oil, and afterward to avoid such food as shell-fish, preserved meats,

salty or greasy dishes, particularly pastry. Green vegetables, salad, and

ripe fruit should be freely eaten.

FLUSHIN& OF THE FACE.

This affection usually indicates a general disturbance of the health,

and may be due to either anaemia or plethora. If the former, tonics,

nourishing food, plenty of exercise, and fresh air are required. If the

latter, ajperient and cooling medicines, active walking, and manual labor

are the best remedies. In both cases neither bandages nor laces should be

allowed to impede the circulation of the blood in any part of the body,

the sleeping room should be thoroughly ventilated both night and day,

and a couple of ripe pears, oranges, or figs should be eaten every morning

while fasting. If they cannot be had, dried figs, soaked in water over

night, or stewed prunes may be substituted.

Flushing can sometimes be checked by bathing the face in very hot

water, or putting the hands and feet in hot water to which a handful of

mustard may be added. Extreme nervousness and hysteria cause flushing

;

but in this case it is only a symptom and cannot be treated except by

curing the disease. Eating rapidly, reading, writing, or using the eyes

and brain during or immediately after a meal frequently occasion it. No
exertion should be demanded of mind or body for at least a quarter of an

hour after every meal ; but a nap in an arm-chair is far less beneficial than

a little gentle exercise in the open air.

TAN AND FRECKLES.

These discolorations are of two kinds—summer and winter freckles.

The former, due to the action of the sun's rays, soon pass away ; but to

aid their removal the following is an excellent lotion

:

Sal-ammoniac (powdered) 1 drachm,
Distilled water 1 pint,

Eau de Cologne 2 fluid drachms.

Mix and apply with a rag, night and morning.

Another and more powerful wash is:

Bichloride of mercury 6 grains.

Hydrochloric acid (pure) 1 fluid drachm.
Distilled water ^ pint.

Mix these ingredients thoroughly, then add;
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Rose-water
,

1.2 fluid ounces of each.
Rectified spirit

Glycerine 1 ounce.

Mix, and use night and morning.

In cases where the skin is uniformly discolored and browned, the
following wash will be more efficacious :

Fresh lemon juice "I

Rose-water I Equal parts.

Rectified spirit

Mix thoroughly. The next day strain the clear portion through muslin,

and bathe the face every night and morning with the lotion, wiping the skin

afterward with a soft towel.

TO WHITEN THE SKIN.

Put one quarter of an ounce of red rose leaves into one quarter of a

pint of fresh lemon juice and one quarter pint of brandy. Press, strain,

and pour into bottles. It is best to decant the day after the infusion.

CHRONIC TAN AND FRECKLES.

Permanent tan and freckles are due to different causes from the sun-

heat, and require different remedies. Usually there is some disf":.der of

the liver; but there may be another disease.

If they are liver-spots the color will be yellowish-brown, the surface

smooth, and the edges sharply defined. They most frequently appear on

the fore-head, temples, and around the regions of the mouth. As the

stains are beneath the epidermis it is difficult to remove them by external

applications, yet the following lotion has often proved beneficial

:

Hydragyri chlor. corrosivi gr. vi

Ammonii chloridi purificati 3 ss

Mist, amygdalae amar § iv.

Mix as a lotion.

This wash should be used twice a day, and its effect aided by a

*• liver-pili," Podophyllum is best.

Another excellent lotion is the following

:

Hydragyri chloridi corrosivi gr. vi

Zinci sulphatis 3 ss

Plumbi-acetatis 3 ss

Aquae rosse 3 iv.

Mix as an ointment.

Should this wash prove irritating, use the following ointment:
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Bismuthi sub-nitratis 3 i

Ungeneti hydrarg. ammon 5 i

TJngeneti aquae rosse ad g i

ERYTHEMA.

Sometimes an eruption of small pink spots suddenly appears on the

face, neck, and arms. The disorder usually lasts only a few hours, rarely

longer than a day, and is often supposed to be caused by the stings of

insects ; but it is a mistaken idea, the trouble being due to irregularity of

the bodily functions, debility, indigestion, or want of fresh air. A tonic

is generally needed and quinine commonly effects a cure. The more

serious cutaneous diseases, such as eczema, erysipelas, etc., need the care of

a physician, therefore no fonn of the treatment is suggested here.

REDNESS OF THE SKIN.

Many women are much annoyed, when the season for wearing ball

dresses comes around, by the red and rough appearance of their arms and

necks. Powder is useless to remedy the evil, since the white coating

speedily rubs off upon the broadcloth of the wearer's luckless partner.

There is a very simple expedient, however, which only requires a little

time and patience in the application. Ten minutes' friction every night

with a sponge and warm water,* followed by the application of some cool-

ing emollient, such as cold-cream, rarely fails to make the skin smooth and

white, but of course some little time must be allowed for the process.

To whiten the hands, use a flesh brush and nearly hot water. Eub
briskly, and be careful to dry thoroughly. At night apply a little almond

^aste, or work an almond tablet round and round as one would use soap

-when washing; then, after a little friction, wipe the grease lightly off, and

there will be no need to sleep in gloves.

I^ever use scissors, except for a torri nail or some other accident, but

employ instead the little pointed bone instrument which can be had at

any druggist's for keeping the skin away from the nails, and cleaning the

tips. For the removal of stains or trifling discolorations, rub a few drops

-of lemon juice on the dry hands, and work them about until nearly dry.

ON THE USE OF ROUGE.

The widest difference of opinion exists as to the desirability of using

rouge, yet since there are many persons who, spite of argument, will ap-

ply it to supply their fading bloom, it is best that they should have the

beautifying agent in a harmless form. And, in point of fact, there is less

danger in applying many preparations of rouge than in many of the forms

* The OrSmefraide aux Qmcombres, sold by the Postal Toilet Co., Box 255, P. O., Washing-

ton, D. C , is the best preparation known to the writer for this purpose.
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in which white face powder is offered for sale. The best rouge is manu-
factured from carmine—obtained from cochineal—carthamum, and orcanet.

A cheaper and inferior quality is made of red sulphur of mercury or of

Vermillion. The former—red sulphur of mercury—is exceedingly dan-

gerous and should on no account be applied to the skin. But the use of

the others cannot be said to imperil the health.

Carthamum powder is obtained from a plant known as " bastard saf-

fron," and when used as rouge is usually mixed with talc de Venise, which
is often used with benefit as a dressing for wounds, and therefore can

surely be safely recommended as a cosmetic.

The best of the liquid rouges may be prepared as follows:

Powdered carmine 1-^ drachms,

Liquid ammonia 5 drachms.

Put the above mixture into a bottle with a glass stopper, stand it in a cool

place, and shake it well occasionally until thoroughly mixed. Then add the

following, in which two drachms of essence of rose have been mixed :

Rose-water 8 ounces.

Rectified spirit 1^ ounces.

When completely mixed, dissolve in the liquid fine gum arable one-half

ounce, let the whole stand a few days, then bottle.

Carmine, which gives the color to the mixture, dissolves completely

in liquor of ammonia, so that its purity can thus be readily ascertained.

The preparation is known by the name of " Bloom of Roses."

THE FIGURE.

A perfect figure is rarer than a beautiful face, for the sin of tight

lacing is sure to produce high shoulders and excessively large hips, and

even the women of the present generation are slow to renounce a practice

dear to their grandmothers. Corsets should support without compress-

ing, and now it is fortunately an easy matter to obtain garments manu-

factured to fill these requirements. Those made of canvas are best be-

cause they permit the escape of perspiration.

The extremes dreaded by women who have lost the slender, yet

rounded proportions of youth are obesity and leanness, and since the

complaints of the victims of the former are most frequently heard, the

remedies shall be first considered.

OBESITY.

Over-plumpness is frequently hereditary and often coupled with an

inert and placid temperament, which renders persons indisposed to take

the exercise which would tend to prevent the accumulation of fat. Peo-

ple who are really determined to reduce their "too, too solid flesh,"
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however, must resolve to do valiant battle with the demon indolence, for the

first command is : Rise early in the morning.

The hours of slumber must be restricted to seven, and if the weather

is pleasant, a brisk walk should be taken before breakfast ; if wet, some

active exercise should be had for half an hour indoors.

Breakfast should begin with ripe raw fruit. Only a small quantity

of tea is allowable, without milk or cream, and as little sugar as possible.

Bread, too, must be eaten very sparingly. Remember that all sugary and

starchy foods are fat producing.

Substitute rusks, biscuit, or toast for ordinary bread, eat no sago,

tapioca, macaroni; in short, no farinaceous food of any description.

Avoid sweet dishes and pastry, and never drink cocoa, beer, or wine.

Use toast and water or, at dinner, half a tumbler full of lemonade. Never

take more than half a tumbler full of liquid at any meal, the less liquid

that can be taken the better.

Certain minei-al waters are valuable, among them the Priedrichshall

Bitter Water and Ilunyadi Janos may be commended. Their value is

doubtlesg due to their aperient qualities, for constipation inevitably tends

to corpulfence. A good remedy is a plateful of stewed prunes, or pears

eaten before breakfast. Green vegetables may be included in the bill of

fare ; but not potatoes which, owing to their fattening power, must not be

touched.*

White fish, (but not salmon nor cod), raw fruit, pickles, and salad,

with the herbaceous vegetables, should constitute the principal portion of

food, and the salad may be dressed with vinegar and oil. If there is a

necessity for more substantial food, eat from five to six ounces of cold

game or poultry. But avoid pork, including ham and bacon, also white

bread, especiallj' rolls, using instead brown, and, if possible, at least a

day old.

Persons in the habit of drinking wine must limit themselves to a

single glass of Sherry or Bordeaux. A famous French doctor. Trousseaux,

advised corpulent patients to take at each meal thirty-one grains of bicar-

bonate of soda.

Three meals a day must be the limit for persons who wish to rid

themselves of superabundant fat, and nothing should be eaten between

them. If the dinner hour is six or seven, and the hour for retiring eleven

or twelve, a light supper consisting of a little toast, a tumbler of Bordeaux

wine and water, is allowable.

In addition to the above regimen, Turkish baths, if obtainable,

materially assist in reducing flesh. Two such baths should be taken
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weekljj followed by massage, and a cup of coffee as a stimulant while in

the cooling-room. Meanwhile, never omit, morning and evening, to go
through with a certain amount ot gymnastic exercises—the best being to

make the motions of briskly running without stirring from the spot.

While practicing, the hands should rest on the hips, and no corsets should

be worn. Atter leaving the bath, all the fleshy parts of the body should

be rubbed, kneaded, and pounded slowly and thoroughly ; but by no
means with sufficient force to bruise or hurt the skin. The exercise and

friction should be continued until there is a sensation of fatigue. After

a time half an hour's practice will not be found too wearisome.

Before commencing this course of treatment, be weighed and test its

effect by the scales every fortnight. Faithful attention to the above

directions should insure a loss of from two to four pounds every three

weeks. Turkish baths will greatly expedite the process. But observance

of the rules is requisite ; there must be no acceptance of tempting dishes,

no lying in bed later than seven, and no interruption of the gymnastic

exercises.

HOW TO GAIN FLESH.

Many are the methods recommended for the reduction of flesh, but

it is rare to see any directions for covering bones too prominent for beauty.

The natural supposition of most persons would be that a course of

treatment directly opposite to the one just recommended for obesity would

secure the result desired. And in the main, this is true, yet certain ex-

planations are required, or some very necessary details might be omitted.

And here again the question of temperament must not be overlooked.

A nervous, anxious person will never gain flesh like a placid, quiet one.

Worry is fatal to avoirdupois. The first step toward a comfortable de-

gree of plumpness, therefore, is to avoid fretting and irritability, and this

will doubtless be more difficult for nervous persons than the hygienic

rules to be observed.

The first of these is to retire early and remain in bed as late as the

performance of necessary duties will permit. Before rising drink a cup

of warm boiled milk or cocoa, then take a warm—not hot—^bath, and

dress leisurely. At breakfast drink more boiled milk, cocoa, or chocolate

;

but neither tea nor coffee. Eat mashed potato cooked with batter or

cream or, if more palatable, sweetened wheat or oat-meal porridge. Fresh

bread is better than toast, and honey and cream-cheese may be added to

the bill of fare. For lunch take slightly warmed milk, mixed with an

equal portion of ApoUinaris or soda-water, otherwise it might be hard

to digest. Eat no meat; but use instead potatoes, eggs, tapioca, sago,
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or custard puddings, macaroni, and salad served with plenty of oil ; but

neither vinegar nor pickles.

Dinner should consist of vegetable soup, fish, preferably cod, turbot,

mackerel, or oysters, and puddings, sweet-meats, and fruits. Some per-

sons who are especially desirous to gain a becoming plumpness give up

flesh-meat and poultry, and adopt a diet composed solely of soup, milk,

vegetables, fruits, grains, sweet-meats, fish, and eggs.

Drink nothing of an acid nature and use the sugary and oily foods

as much as possible. Use very little salt ; but as much mustard as may
be desired. A nap either before or after dinner is beneficial. Two great

aids to fattening are to eat very slowly, chewing every morsel thoroughly,

and to have the meals served frequently.

Daily exercise must be regular and moderate. Horse-back riding is

admirable, and singing is also extremely beneficial, because it draws an

abundant supply of air into the lungs, and causes a vigorous series of eon-

tractions of the expiratory muscles, which thus renders the chest more

elastic and helps to secure nutrition of the tissues.

If thinness becomes extreme, so that there is actual wasting of the

flesh, and the shoulder-blades and breast-bone appear distinctly, medical

aid must be obtained, for such a condition indicates actual disease.

But where there is no positive disorder, attention to the above direc-

tions will almost invariably transform an angular figure into one possessing

a graceful degree of roundness.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHEST AND BUST.

The best local treatment is gentle friction—the utmost care being

taken neither to chafe the skin nor to cause the slightest sensation of bruis-

ing—for five minutes, morning and evening, with a lotion compounded of

equal parts of linseed oil and virginal milk. (Directions for making the

latter will be found among the recipes for the improvement of the com-

plexion.) At the same time small doses of cod-liver oil should be taken

several times a day.

A valuable aid to this treatment is an hour's daily practice of scales

and vocal exercises, the regular use of dumb-bells, and the performance of

calisthenic exercises specially intended for the enlargement of the chest

and lungs.

THE TEETH.

Any actual disease of the teeth must of course be treated by the den-

tist ; but much may be done to delay or avert decay.

The worst foe to their preservation is excessively hot food or drinks,

and strong acids are also extremely injurious. The latter, therefore.
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should never be used as dentifrices because, though they whiten the

enamel, they are sure to destroy it in time. All tooth-powders and tooth-

washes should be either astringent, antiseptic, alkaline, or wholly inert.

Alkalines neutralize the acidity caused by the decomposition of the food

particles which accumulate around the teeth, and which, if allowed to

remain, occasion the deposit of tartar, and finally the receding of the

gums and the loosening and decay of the teeth.

The benefit derived from astringent and antiseptic tooth-washes and

powders consists in hardening and preserving the gums, while so-called

" inert " ones, such as chalk, pumice-stone, etc., have merely a medical

effect. But all compositions sold as tooth-powders which contain either

alum or tartaric acid should be shunned with the utmost care. A distin-

guished French surgeon dentist says that if one were to try to invent a

preparation to destroy the teeth in the shortest possible time, nothing,

better could be had than a mixture of these two substances.

Very finely pulverized charcoal is one of the best tooth-powders

known, because of its whitening and antiseptic properties. An excellent

method of preparing charcoal tooth-powder is the following

:

Areca nut charcoal 5 ounces.

Cuttlefish bone 2 ounces.

Raw areca nuts, pounded 1 ounce.

Pound and mix, then add two or three drops of oil of cloves or cassia.

Another excellent powder is

:

Powdered bark 3^ ounce.

Myrrh }( ounce.

Camphor 1 drachm.

Prepared chalk 1 ounce.

When the enamel on the teeth turns brown, a little lemon juice put

on with a soft rag is excellent to whiten them. But it should be used

very seldom, and the mouth must be thoroughly rinsed with pure soft

water afterward.

Be careful always to brush the teeth before going to bed, and always

pass the brush well behind the front teeth, both in the upper and the

lower jaw. In the morning, after brushing, rinse the mouth with a

tumblerful of water into which a few drops of tincture of myrrh has

been poured.

N'ever permit a decayed tooth to remain in the mouth. If it cannot

be filled, have it extracted ; its presence is always dangerous to the sound

teeth.
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MOLES AND WARTS.

The former class .of blemishes, satirically termed "beauty spots," are

sometimes raised above the skin, sometimes on a level with it. They are

sometimes merely discolorations, sometimes covered with a hairy growth.

The coloring matter is deep beneath the upper skin, so that a scar

remains if they are removed either by the knife or hot iron. The very

test treatment for their eradication is the same as that recommended for

superfluous hairs—electrolysis. The manner of operation is the same as

that described for superfluous hairs, only more than one sitting is neces-

sary, and the galvanic action should continue as long as it can be borne.

As already stated, electrolysis is the best method of removing all

discolorations and excrescences on the skin, but if this treatment cannot

be had, large pendent warts may be removed by winding around them a

silk or silver thread and, after they shrivel and drop off, cauterizing the

end with -nitrate of silver. Common warts can be cured by repeatedly

applying strong acetic acid, caustic potash, nitric acid, tincture of chloride

of iron, or hydrochloric acid. All these remedies, however, it must be

remembered, are liable to leave behind marks which may be a greater

"blemish than the original disfigurement. Before using them a thin layer

of soft wax or spermaceti should be spread around the mole or wart to

protect the skin. Children and young people of feeble constitutions

often have numerous warts of all sizes on the hands and fingers. In such

cases some medicine is needed in connection with the application of a

paste consisting of equal parts of glacial acetic acid, precipitated sulphur,

and glycerine. It should be freshly made and spread over the parts.
ft

EEMOVAL OF SUPERFLUOUS HAIR.

This blemish is frequently a source of much discomfort to brunettes,

for superfluous hair not only grows much more freely on dark than on

fair complexions, but is of course much more conspicuous when the hue

is black.

There are two kinds, the soft, fine down called lanugo by some

medical authorities, and the stiff, scattered hairs, resembling those in the

eyebrows, which often appear on the chin and upper lip, and are specially

conspicuous on moles and other local disfigurements.

Before discussing various methods of removing superfluous hair or

rendering it less conspicuous, it should be said that, unless absolutely

disfiguring, it is wiser not to interfere with it. Some persons are extremely

sensitive to any appearance of this sort and fancy disfigurement where

none exists. The slight downy line on the upper lip of a brunette
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frequently adds a charm by lending a piquante expression to the features.

From the earliest ages various means have been employed to attain the

desired object. The first, of course, were mechanical, but among the

Oriental nations the secret of chemical depilatories, which will instantly

and safely remove superfluous hair, has been known for centuries.

The principal mechanical method is to pluck out each individual

hair with tweezers. Another way is to use a hard composition, readily

softened by heat. A mass of this, in a soft condition, is pressed upon the

hairs to be removed, and then allowed to cool and harden, firmly enclosing

them in its substance, after which it is forcibly jerked away, bringing

the hair with it. A third method is in the use of prepared pumice stone

or some similar material, which rubs the hairs away piecemeal. These

old plans may now be dismissed as barbarous and generally useless. By
means of a properly combined chemical solvent science has rendered it

possible to immediately remove all superfluous hair from the skin. But

unhappily all these depilatories are not harmless, many of them containing

arsenic, which should never be brought thus into contact with the skin.

Persons cannot be too careful in using depilatories unless absolutely sure

that they contain no harmful ingredients.

Where the growth of superfluous hair or down is not so marked as

to require a depilatory, yet so noticeable as to be annoying, it may be

rendered much less plainly visible by using peroxide of hydrogen, com-

bined with an alkaline solution for toning down the color of the hair.

A recipe for this bleaching process is as follows

:

BLEACH FOR DOWN OR INSIGNIFICANT SUPERFLUOUS HAIR.

Equal parts of strongest solution of ammonia and absolute alcohol.

This forms solution No. 1. ISo. 2 consists of the strongest possible

solution of peroxide of hydrogen. After washing the hairs thoroughly

with soap and hot water, apply l^o. 1 persistently for five minutes with a

camel's hair brush, then, without drying, apply ISTo. 2 with another brush

for five minutes more.

A recipe for use as a prevention of the growth of superfluous hair

where, though not yet marked, its increase is feared, is compounded as

follows

:

CREAM TO BE APPLIED AFTER USING A DEPILATORY.

Oxide dX zinc 80 grains.

Camphor 60 grains.

White wax 100 grains.

Sweet almond oil 2 grains.
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Melt the wax and camphor in the almond oil, add the oxide of zinc and

stir till cold. The hair having been removed by the non-arsenical depilatory

prescribed above, a little of this cream should be thoroughly rubbed into the

skin.

LOTION TO PREVENT THE APPEAKANCE OF SUPEKFLUOUS HAIR.

Alcohol 2 ounces.

Solution of potassium hydrate •§ ounce.

Menthol 20 grains.

Balsam of tolu 100 grains.

Rub a little, after washing at night and in the morning, well into the

skin where it is feared the hair may appear.

It may be desirable to add in conclusion that attempts have recently

been made to remove superfluous hair by electrolysis. But, as the electric

current has to be separately applied to each individual hair, the time, labor^

and expense are so great that this method will probably be used princi-

pally, if not exclusively, for the removal of thtf large stiff hairs which

often appear on the moles and, while of very large size, are few in number.

AVRINKLES AND CROWS-FEET METHODS OF TREATMENT FOR REMOVAL.

The skin of the face wrinkles exactly for the same reason and by the

same mechanism that the skin of an apple shrivels. The pulp of the

fruit under the skin shrinks and contracts as the juices dry up, conse-

quently the skin, which was once tight and smooth, now being too large

for the contents, shrivels and lies in folds. Similarly, when the sub-

cutaneous fat of the cheeks and brow, which in youth is abundant, especi-

ally under the eyes and at the corners of the mouth, begins to be absorbed

and to disappear, the cuticle which, so long as this fat lasted, remained

smooth and even, begins to shrivel and fall into lines because it is no-

longer fitted to the lining which was formerly beneath it.

Crows-feet may be simply defined as the many angled wrinkles which

so commonly appear beneath the eyes. Dr. Kingsford believes that, in

many cases, the formation of wrinkles may be prevented, and the skin of

the face kept smooth to an advanced age, by the following mechanical

treatment : Having slightly oiled the fingers, the skin of the face is to be

gently but firmly rubbed in a direction contrary to that the wrinkles

threaten, to take ; that is vertically if the lines are forming horizontally,

and vice versa. This should be done at least once daily, and the operation

continued for fully five minutes at a time. The hands may be changed

in case of fatigue, the fingers being twice or thrice freshly oiled, and tha

pressure should be even, firm, and gentle. Since this treatment was ad-

vocated, a new and valuable toilet adjunct for the treatment of crows-feet
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and wrinkles has been introduced in the shape of wool-fat.* This remark-

able substance is the actual gloss or fatty matter of the hair and skin.

Science has at last succeeded in isolating this body in a state of great

purity from the fibres of the sheep's-wool ! Its value consists in the fact

that both the skin and the hair will greedily absorb it, whereas

all ordinary oils and fats are not absorbed, bu tlie on the surface as a greasy

film. It will at once be seen that this substance afibrds the means of

restoring a full, smooth, and rounded outline of the skin by replenishing

Bub-cutaneous fatty tissue. This is not saying that wrinkles will now be

things of the past, but by means of this wool-fat, science has afforded a

wonderful aid in the prevention and removal of them. Cold cream pre-

pared from this wool-fat and cucumber juice is very readily absorbed by

the skin, and is regarded as invaluable for the removal and prevention of

crows-feet and incipient wrinkles.

Another point is that those who are at all liable to wrinkles or crows-

feet cannot be too careful to use soft water for washing and all toilet pur-

poses. Hard water, that worst

enemy of a good complexion, hard

en s and stiffens the skinbychoking
it with a compound of lime and

soap, thus rendering it peculiarly

liable to wrinkle. Pull particu-

lars of the use of water for toilet

purposes will be given in another

article. Free exposure to extremes

ofweather—^heat, cold, and wind

—

must also be avoided.

The above remarks, however,

do not apply to the few very deep

and strongly marked lines visible

on some faces almost from child-

hood. I refer to the two deep

lines which sometimes exist round

the mouth, or the two or three that

often radiate from between the

eyebrows across the forehead, or lie

across the forehead horizontally.

These, of course, cannot be re-

moved or lessened by any known
remedy. But when caused by any

* Lanula Cream, an excellent preparation of wool-fat, can be obtained from the Postal

Toilet Co., Box 255 P. O., Washington, D. C.
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]jeculiar habit of frowning, or holding the features in any fixed position,

as in reading, or looking intently at any object, or thinking profoundly,

the utmost care should be taken to break the habit, to prevent the in-

crease of these lines to a marked and disfiguring extent.

HINTS CONCERNING THE CARE OF THE HAIR.

Oils and pomades are objectionable because they soil the head, but

there are lotions which contain the least possible quantity of grease and

3^et afford the needed nourishment. A really good quinine wash, made

with bay rum and just a suggestion of eantharides and oil of rosemary,

will not be at all greasy to use, while greatly benefiting the growth and

color of the hair.

"When grey hairs appear in the fringe over the brow, the choice lies

between a dye and a restorer, and for this special purpose the dye has the

advantage of instantly making the front hair match the back.

When the white hair is scattered over the whole head, it is almost

impossible to attempt to use dye—unless a good hair-dresser is regularly

€mployed to keep the locks the same color. This leaves one merely the

choice of a restorer. Some of the latter are really only dyes under an-

other name. If the first two or three applications color the hair, they

are not restorers, and there will be great difficulty in making the back

hair match the rest.

A stainless restorer, which gradually brings back the original tint,

varies in effect according to the hair; but if the greyness is not caused

merely by age it generally takes effect in a few weeks, and there is no

unpleasant gummy feeling, and no superfluous dye to rub off upon the

pillows or brushes.

When the hair is very light, and yet falls out and breaks, a quinine

wash should be used nightly, as this does not darken the roots.

The fashion of wearing the hair piled on the crown of the head is

injurious, but more harm is done during the night, than in the day. In-

stead of merely loosening it and twisting it carelessly on the top, it

should be brushed downward into the natural position, the scalp sponged

with bay rum or quinine, and then braided in two or three loose plaits.

This insures a cool head during the night, and aids in maintaining the

health of the scalp.

DYES AND RESTORERS.

When, after cases of short and severe illness or long continued ill-*

health, the hair falls out, as the saying goes, " by the handful," it should

be cut quite short and kept clipped for at least a twelvemonth, rubbing

the scalp regularly with some wash possessing tonic qualities.
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Another point to be carefully noted is the manner of cutting the hair.

The weakest and thinnest growth, when the hair has a marked tendency
to fall out, is almost invariably along the central parting and about the
crown. At these parts, therefore, the hair should be clipped more fre-

quently than anywhere else, and the utmost care should be used to keep
the hairs on the top of the head shorter, or, at any rate, as short as at the
sides and back, where the growth is stronger. Unfortunately, however,
the opposite course is generally pursued, the locks at the sides and back
being often very closely clipped, while the hair on the crown and along

the parting is left quite long.

The advantage to be derived from keeping it closely clipped is that

the hair bulbs give the short hair and the new growth the nutriment that

would be absorbed by the length. The air and the light, too, can pene-

trate to the head far more freely than when the locks are twisted up,

compressed, and pinned tightly down; and friction can be much more
easily applied. The value of the latter treatment, daily and regularly

given, is very great, because it tends,to restore vigor and tone to the hair

bulbs. Chrease, however, must never be used ; it will fill the pores of the

skin and injure the delicate new growth. A weak solution of the essen-

tial oils of thyme or rosemary, strong rosemary tea, or ammonia, very

much diluted with water, may be rubbed in to stimulate the growth.

Many persons, when in a debilitated condition, or after fevers, are an-

noyed by loose " scurf" or " dandruff." An excellent preparation for its.

removal, and also as a cleansing wash at any time, is made as follows

:

Yolk of one egg.

Rain water > 1 pint.

Rosemary spirit ^ 1 ounce.

Beat the ingredients thoroughly together and use it -warm, rubbing the-

lotion into the skin of the head.

The color of the hair is produced by the presence of a certain amount

of some mineral ingredient in the cells. Blonde hair has magnesia ; ches1>

nut and brown hair contain a large proportion of sulphur and very little

iron, while in black and dark hair iron exists in a large quantity. White

and grey hair have only a very little sulphur and no iron at all. The

reason that black or dark hair usually turns grey much sooner than fair

. hair is because the supply of iron usually fails long before the sul-

phur.

Acting on a theory drawn from these facts, efforts have been made

to restore the color of the hair by rubbing into the roots a wash composed

of sulphur or iron in a form supposed to be capable of ready absorption.
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by the hair-bulbs. Compounds made with this object in view are termed

restorers ; those which color the hair itself are called dyes.

N'either iron nor sulphur can do harm applied in the above manner,

but most dangerous consequences may result from the use of preparations

of copper, bismuth, or lead.

As the hair almost always begins to turn grey first on the temples

—

some persons assert that it is because, when soap is used on the face, it

comes in contact with that portion of the hair—that is the place where

dye is most needed, and, alas, where any discoloration of the skin is most

objectionable. The following recipe for a hair restorer or " darkener

"

will, therefore, be found valuable, and also has the merit of being easily

prepared.

Rust of iron 1 drachm,

Old ale (strong and unsweetened) 1 pint,

Oil of rosemary 12 drops.

Put these ingredients into a bottle, cork it very loosely, and shake it

daily for ten or twelve days ; then pour off the clear part for use. Care must

be taken not to let the wash come in contact with anything that rust-stain will

injure.

RECIPES FOR DYEING AND CURLING THE HAIR.

Many persons, dissatisfied with the color ]!^ature has bestowed upon

their locks, resort to dyes to produce whatever hue may happen to please

their fancy, and though the writer has no sympathy whatever with this

course, and sincerely believes that Nature's arrangement of the coloring

of hair, eyes, and complexion is rarely improved by the interference of

Art, in deference to the wishes of those who desire to use such recipes

the following are given:

The dyes for coloring the hair red, reddish-yellow, and auburn must

be applied by an experienced hair-dresser, and as such a person can

always supply the necessary preparations, it would be useless to mention

them here.

If a dark dye is needed, the following recipe may be used

:

Green sulphate of iron 2 drachms.

Common salt , 1 drachm.
Bordeaux wine 12 fluid ounces.

Let these ingredients simmer together for five minutes in a covered,

glazed pipkin ; then add :

Aleppo nut-galls (powdered) 2 drachms,
and let them simmer again, stirring occasionally. When cool, put in a table-

spoonful of French brandy, cork the liquid up in a bottle, and shake well.

After two days, pour off the clear portion for use.
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Another dye, which will color the hair light-brown, chestnut, or

hlack, according to the degree of dilution, is made as follows

:

Nitrate of silver 28 grammes.

Rose-Tvater 225 grammes.

Dissolve thoroughly.

To dye light-brown, dilute with twice the quantity of water; chest-

nut, the same quantity ; for black, use undiluted. The natural color of

the hair, also, has an effect upon the shade produced.

If a very deep black is desired, use the recipe given below, but it

must be made freshly just before using, or it will fail to produce the

desired color

:

Sulphuret of potassium 3 drachms.

Distilled water 2 fluid ounces.

Moisten the*hair with the mixture, let it dry, and then apply:

Nitrate of silver IJ drachms.

Distilled water 2 fluid ounces.

(Dissolved.)

Keep the solution of nitrate of silver in a blue bottle.

The unbound hair must, be exposed to the light for a few hours

before the effect will be apparent. A rag or sponge, wet with the solu-

tion of the sulphuret of potassium, slightly diluted, will remove any

stains left on the skin by the dye ; but, in order to avoid such stains,

smear pomatum over it to avoid contact with the dye.

Before using any of the liquids named, thoroughly cleanse the hair

from dust and grease, by washing it with hot water containing a pinch

of soda or borax, and dry perfectly before applying the dye, which can

be best put ou >vith a soft tooth-brush. Eepeat the process about once in

every six weeks.

CARE OF THE EYE-LASHES.

No matter how beautiful the eye itself may be, the loss of the lashes

always destroys its loveliness, and is a serious disfigurement.

One frequent cause is the formation on the lids, during sleep, of a

greasy paste, which hardens, and, on being carelessly removed, pulls the

lashes with it.

The remedy is to wash very delicately in the morning with cold

water, and afterwards apply the following lotion, whose tonic properties

are excellent. Do not let it get into the eyes

:
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LOTION.

Borax 4 grains.

Syrup of quinces 1 dr.

Distilled black-cherry water 1 oz.

Many persons anoint the lids in the morning with a little sweet oil,

before attempting to wash off the deposit.

FLUID FOR CURLING THE HAIR.

Many of the mixtures for curling the hair are injurious, but the

recipe given below will be found harmless:

Dry salt of tartar (carbonate of potash) 1 drachm.

Cochineal (powdered)
-J
drachm.

Liquor of ammonia 1 drachm.

Essence of rose 1 drachm.

Glycerine ^ ounce.

Rectified spirit 1^ ounce.

Distilled water 18 ounces.

Mix the ingredients and let them stand for a week, stirring frequently,

then filter. Wet the hair slightly while dressing, and as it dries the lotion

will take effect.

If the hair is to be waved or curled daily, a simpler preparation ia

advisable.

Mix ten or twelve grains of carbonate of potash with a pint or more

of warm water and soap. Pears' is excellent for the purpose. Froth the

water by stirring briskly, and moisten the hair with it, dipping the

brush into the mixture and damping every part. Then, before it dries,,

curl it on kid or wire rollers. Do this on going to bed at night, and in

the morning the hair will be crisply curled. Never apply heated irona

to the hair, they will surely injure the hair-tubes, making them wither

and die.
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HE necessity of commencing physical training

in the earliest childhood, in order to obtain

health, grace, and beauty, was well nnder-

BtooA by the ancient Greeks, and is now, year

by year, becoming more and more recognized

by the present generation.

If mothers desire handsome, well-formed,

vigorous sons and daughters, they must })estow

the same care and trouble on their physical

as on their mental culture, never permitting the

just balance between the two to be destroyed.

Beauty, strength, and health are blessings.

of priceless value ; but the mother can do much toward securing them.

To begin with the earliest days of a child's existence, every mother,

whose health will permit, should nurse her own infant. After weaning,

the milk of cows, goats, or asses should, for at least a year, be the principal

nourishment, with the addition of some light farinaceous food.

161
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Hereditary tendencies must not he ignored; for, alas, the children

must suffer for the violations of nature's laws committed by parents and

grandparents.

It is also a well-known fact that a wet-nurse may transmit disease to

the infant entrusted to her charge. Therefore, too much care cannot be

exerted in the selection of such a person.

Having mentioned the fact that children inherit certain constitutional

peculiarities from their ancestors, it is obvious that their physical training

should be modified by consideration of the weaknesses and diseases of the

families from which they descend.

For instance, children of families in which valvular disease of the

heart is known to exist, should not be encouraged to take violent gym-

nastic exercise ; the boys should not play base-ball, or row in University

races ; the girls should not play lawn-tennis.

On the other hand, children who inherit a tendency to pulmonary dis-

ease should take as much active out-door exercise as possible; nourishing

food in small quantities should be frequently given, and, if circumstances

will permit, they should live in a dry climate, where the soil is gravelly

or sandy.

The general method to be pursued by parents who wish to train their

children to be healthy men and women is as follows: First, from earliest

infancy, children must have an ample supply of pure air and good food.

Nurseries, if possible, should face the east, in order to have the benefit

of the morning sun, and should be light, large, and thoroughly ventilated.

Never let children younger than fourteen or fifteen wear stays of any

kind ; until then a jean waist, to support the underclothing, is all that is

needed. During childhood the bones easily yield to pressure, and

stricture of any kind may produce deformity ; therefore, great care must

be taken not to spoil or impede the development of the form by artificial

bandages, either corsets, garters, waist-strings, or an excess of weight

hanging from the hips. All garments made for children should hang

from the shoulders. A sash tied lightly around the frock sufficiently

marks the waist. Stockings should be held up by supporters. Garters

impede the circulation, and thus sometimes cause varicose veins.

In variable climates, children should wear high-necked frocks and

sleeves reaching at least to the elbow. Out-of-doors, stout shoes must be

worn as a protection against wet, for children have an inveterate desire to

wade through puddles. In-doors the feet should be as little compressed
j

as possible, and, therefore, shoes are better than boots, unless in cases

where there is any special reason for using the latter, such as cold feet,'
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chilblains, weak arikles, etc. Under no circumstances should high-heeled

or pointed boots or shoes be worn by children—all their foot-gear should

be made with broad, square toes, and a simple lift at the heel, not more
than a quarter, or at the most half an inch high.

During infancy, the little ones should be allowed to roll and tumble
about on the floor at will. Never be anxious to make them stand ; if done
before the legs are strong enough to bear their weight, weak ankles,

curvature of the thighs and legs, and other deformities may ensue.

Five years of age is the very earliest period at which to commence
teac hing them any regular gymnastic or calisthenic exercises. The object

of such training is to develop muscular strength, make the limbs agile

and supple, increase the capacity of the lungs, fortify the constitution,

regulate the digestive functions, equalize the circulation, facilitate the

development of the intellect, create and preserve beauty of figure, grace

of movement, and the due proportionsiand roundness of the limbs.

For the above reasons both girls and boys should be trained to all

kinds of physical exercises, using, of course, proper caution in regulating

their training.

Swimming is one of the very best of these exercises, because it gives

action to nearly every muscle of the body, requires deep and regular

respiration ; and, besides, healthful gymnastic movement lends a new and

keen pleasure to existence. But it is an art which should be early

learned and carefully taught. It is a most valuable exercise for persons

of lymphatic, enfeebled, or scrofulous constitutions, and those suffering

from curvature of the spine, nervous excitability, hysteria, or over-work.

But it is never desirable, and sometimes dangerous, for persons who have

any weakness of the lungs or heart.

Swimming should first be practiced in sea-water, because, owing to

its greater density, it affords the body more support than fresh water.

The costume ought always to be made in such a way as to impede

the movements of the limbs as little as possible, and a leather belt, strong

enough to enable the body to be lifted by it, should occasion require,

ought always to be worn.

Swimming and floating lessons should be given in nearly tepid water,

and their length at first must be limited to half an hour. If headache,

shivering, or coldness of the hands and feet should appear, the pupil

must instantly leave the water and dress after having the body rubbed

dry with warm, rough towels. Delicate girls and women who have

remained a long time in the water are greatly benefited by a hot foot

bath.
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G-ymnastic exercises are also valuable, not only for children who,

living in towns, are unable to obtain much oulxioor exercises, but fof

those in the country. Mere running about over hill and dale, though

beneficial in strengthening the constitution, often renders children awkward
and I'ound shouldered, unless there is a daily drill in regular, orderly

movements. The body needs training as much as the mind, the eye

must learn quickness, the hand steadiness, the limbs grace, the neck and

head an erect carriage, the whole body ease. Out-door sports which

combine physical culture with orderly motion and the discipline necessary

to acquire the requisite skill are far more beneficial than the careless

roaming through woods and fields which is by many considered all that

is needful for their children.

Lawn tennis, now very popular, is an excellent kind of training

;

but, as has been said, not desirable when any weakness of the heart is

known or suspected. Archery is also a most beneficial and delightful

amusement. In wet or cold weather, when girls cannot enjoy ou1>door

sports, dancing, g^mes of battledoor or shuttlecock, graces, gymnastics,

calisthenic exercises should be daily practiced. Dr. Schreber's system is

excellent, and so, too, is that known as the Swedish or Ling, because

they require no apparatus of any description, are easily taught, and

occasion no great fatigue. Dr. Schreber's is merely a series of ryhthmic

movements of the body and limbs, performed as follows

:

HOME GYMNASTIC EXERCISES.

(1) Describe a circular movement with each arm twenty times in

succession. Extend the arm forward, outward, and upward, thirty times

in succession, drawing eight or ten deep breaths between each series.

(2) Execute a circular movement from the waist, swaying the upper

part ofthe body slowly round—the hands meanwhile resting on the hips

—

thirty times.

(3) Extend the leg as nearly as possible at right angles with the body

twelve times each side, taking eight or ten deep breaths between each series.

(4) Extend and bend the foot twenty times each side
;
perform the

gesture of reaping or sawing thirty times ; bend each knee rapidly twenty

times ; draw eight or ten deep breaths.

(5) Raise the arm swiftly and rapidly, as in the action of hurling a

lance, twelve times ; throw out both arms at the same time twenty or

thirty times ; take eight or ten deep breaths.

(6) Trot on one spot, resting the hands on the hips, and lifting the

feet briskly, from one hundred to three hundred times. Draw eight or

ten deep breaths.
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(7) Jump with the hands on the hips, and the head and hody erect

fifty or a hundred times. Take eight or ten deep breaths.

These motions, whose regular execution will occupy half an hour or
more, should be performed without haste, resting at intervals ; if necessary,

but with all the vigor, and energy that can be put into them. Each
movement must be complete, thorough, and separated by a distinct pause
from the preceding and following movements. The performer's strength

must not be unduly taxed by the exercises ; all pain and exhaustion must
be avoided. Delicate girls, or those suffering from temporary or periodic

'

indispositions, must modify or shorten the exercises. The room where
the practice takes place must be airy, cumbered with little furniture, and,

if possible, uncarpeted. The dress must be light and perfectly loose, with
neither tight heavy skirts, nor impeding weights, and light shoes without

heels should be worn. The time for the exercises should be either before

breakfast, or about an hour before the noon-day meal.

SPORTS AND OCCUPATIONS.

Another valuable means of physical training is the culture of the

voice. Daily exercises in singing and reading aloud are among the very

best methods of developing the lungs and chest. Where there is any ten-

dency to consumption, catarrh, bronchitis, nothing more valuable can be

recommended. At least half an hour each morning should be devoted

to scales and other exercises of the voice, and an hour's reading every

evening will prove of the utmost benefit. A really good reader has it in

his or her power to afford as much pleasure to many persons as a fine

musician, and the accomplishment is one that well repays the time neces-

sary to acquire it.

If strong enough, the girl or boy should stand in front of a book-rest,

the shoulders thrown well back, the chest forward, and the arms hanging

by the side. If seated, the attitude should be comfortable and easy, with

the arms resting loosely in the lap. To obtain the full advantage from

the exercise, the voice must be clear and strong, and the pronunciation

distinct, every syllable being plainly enunciated, the sound must not be

permitted to drop toward the end of the sentence, the breath must be

well sustained, and 'a pause of at least half a minute allowed at the end of

the paragraph.

Shy, nervous children are apt to gabble, and the defect can be cured

only by means of the confidence gained through constant practice.

Another desirable means of physical training is horse-back riding. It

promotes muscular development and gives tone to the whole system, while
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it tends to bestow confidence and grace of movement, to dispel nervous-

ness and timidity, and to train the hand and eye. From a hygienic point

of view it is especially valuable in cases of general debility, and of any

disorder that is liable to become chronic ; for instance hysteria chorea,

scrofula, hypochondria, tendency to consumption, dyspepsia, anaemia,

chlorosis and all nervous complaints.

Ten or twelve is as early as it is desirable for girls to begin to ride.

Prior to that time the bones are so soft and pliable that they are liable to

become affected by the posture in the side-saddle, and, if indulged in to

excess during early childhood, curvature of the spine or even of the

thigh-bone may be caused. When girls approach the age of fifteen care

should be taken to regulate any forms of exercise as violent as horseback

riding in accordance with possible fluctuations m their health.

After riding there is no exercise more beneficial than dancing ; the

only drawbacks are the late hours, confined air, and excitement of the

ball-room. Practice in the art at home may be most earnestly recom-

mended. If instruction in dancing is not attainable, an excellent method

of acquiring a graceful, erect carriage is to walk up and down with some

moderately large and heavy object balanced on the head.

But in the desire to give abundant physical training, do not let it

occupy an undue share of time ; for it must be borne in mind that rest is

no less necessary for growing girls than exercise. Do not let children sit

on narrow benches without support ; on the contrary, delicate children

will be much benefited if they can rest the spine by lying back in a con-

venient chair, or on a reclining board for an hour, with only a small

cushion under the head, the knees straight, and the arms either crossed

on the chest or resting bj' the sides. Some forms of out-door sports are

better suited for boys than for girls, and among these may be named

cricket, rowing, and cycling. In place of these, let the girls try the

exercise required by domestic work at home. Xo one can foresee the

vicissitudes of life, and a knowledge of the ordinary routine of the house-

hold machinery is valuable to every girl who expects in the future to

take charge of a home of her own. Yet days which might otherwise

drag wearily can be devoted to obtaining a knowledge of common daily

duties, and active girls will derive much entertainment, as well as profit,

from this important branch of a woman's education.

THE CARE OF THE COMPLEXION, TEETH, AND HAIR IN CHILDHOOD.

Very j^oung children almost invariably possess clear, blooming com-

plexions ; but, alas ! the charm often begins to fade at the age of seven,

and sometimes even earlier.
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To preserve a beautiful skin, two important matters must be heeded—^ventilation and the quality of the food. The first essentials for the
development and preservation of beauty are pure air and sunlight.

Nurseries should face the east, and be airy, spacious rooms, with high
ceilings and uncurtained beds. Children ought to run about out-doors

as much as possible, and be encouraged to play in the yard or garden
instead of in the house.

Their fare should be of the plainest and simplest description, cou-

sisting mainly of milk and milky foods, ripe fruit, and all sorts of farina-

ceous dishes, such as sago, maccaroni, tapioca, rice, vermicelli, hominy,
etc. ; children do not need meat, seldom like it, and almost invariably

prefer sweet and milky foods.

Pure water is the best drink for them ; but if that cannot be had,

apollinaris water may be substituted.

Coffee, tea, cocoa, and chocolate are all bad for children, making the

skin thick and yellow, and often causing heartburn, indigestion, and sick-

headache. Nothing is so good for children as milk and water—^milk at

breakfast and supper ; water at the mid-day meal.

Every morning each child should have a tepid bath of rain-water, if

possible. The nurse must never be allowed to wash two or more children

in the same bath. The very best soap must be used, and of all kinds the

best are the uncolored and unseented transparent varieties. To reap the

full benefit from the bath, children must be well rubbed from head to foot

with a rough Turkish towel after leaving the water. Friction is necessary

in order to secure a healthy skin and good circulation.

Do not let little girls run about in the summer sun-shine with unpro-

tected faces, or they will doubtless get freckled, and freckles are some-

times hard to remove. Large sun-bonnets or broad-brimmed hats should

always be worn, and after a long walk in the summer-sun the face should

be bathed with a little elder-flower water. "When the children are quite

young, the length and thickness of the eye-lashes can be increased by

carefully clipping the ends every month or six weeks. The utmost care,

however, is necessary, in order to avoid harming the eye. The eye-brows

may be thickened in the same way. If a child's nose has a tendency to

turn up—in common speech to become a " snub "—or seems inclined to

grow unduly broad at the base, it may be coaxed into better shape by

careful daily pressure. In childhood the cartilage that forms the frame-

work of the nose can easily be affected by external pressure and training.

One of the most important aids to personal beauty is a good, strong,

even set of teeth. The handsomest woman's charm is spoiled as soon as
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she opens her mouth, if her rosy lips display bad teeth. In childhood,

the enamel is extremely delicate, therefore hard brushes should never be

used, and only a soft brush of badger's-hair be employed once or twice a

day. Tooth-powders are quite unnecessary for children who are living on

simple milk foods. A little weak myrrh and tepid water is quite sufficient

to cleanse both the teeth and the gums. If the second teeth appear in an

even row, they will require no attention ; but if they come irregularly,

they will need to be frequently pressed iuto position—it is better to secure

the assistance of a good dentist, if possible—^the first teeth, called milk-

teeth, must always be removed as the second ones appear. If they are

suffered to remain in the gums, they will force the second teeth ftom

their proper places, and either make them project like tusks, or take the

places of the other teeth, thus spoiling the regularity of the set, and

perhaps affecting the shape of the mouth.

At the first appearance of any spot of decay, the child should be

taken to the dentist to have the tooth filled.

"With regard to the treatment of the hair in childhood, opinions are

somewhat divided ; but it would certainly seem more reasonable that the

plan of keeping it short, thereby enabling the sustenance that would be

distributed through the length to go to the root, is the better. Another

advantage secured is the absence of the wear of curl-papers, hair-pins,

€tc., and the convenience of daily washing the head in warm, soft water.

Itfeither oils nor lotions should be used on children's heads. If the hair

shows a tendency to fall out, unnaturally, the use of an electric brush

"will be beneficial, and, with the occasional application of a quinine lotion

and strict attention to general hygiene, will almost always cure the

disorder.

Early hours for retiring must be rigidly enforced—an hour and a

half, or two hours at the utmost, after their last meal—and they must

not be allowed to rise late in the morning. Children should be up by

seven, or even half past six o'clock in the summer, and by eight in win-

ter. If they can have a little exercise out of doors before breakfast, so

much the better.

CHILDISH TRICKS.

The utmost care in the observance of the directions previously given

will be baffled if the tricks to which many children are addicted are not

carefully watched and corrected. These, being indulged in more or less

all day, or, at any rate, during the time not spent in play or study, fre-

quently cause great disfigurement of the face, hands, or figure. Among
them may be named biting the nails, sucking the thumb, rubbing the
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eye-brows, distorting the mouth, drawing in the lower lip, sitting with

the feet turned inwards, rounding the shoulders and narrowing the chest,

by sitting bent over books with the elbows thrust forward, and the chin

resting on the palms. Such faults, easy to correct at first, become con-

firmed habits, which are extremely hard to break ; and it is useless labor

for the mother to try to shape by pressure the undue width of her child's

nose, or to push prominent teeth into a proper position, if the child Itself

still more frequently thrusts its fingers into its nostrils, or by sucking the

thumb thrusts the teeth forward and outward.

Older children can be reasoned with, and thus induced to correct

their awkward habits ; indeed, the physical education can never be thor-

oughly and properly carried out unless the children themselves are

encouraged to aid in the work. As soon as they reach an age at which

they are capable of understanding the elements of physiology and hygiene
—a, period that will, of course, vary with different individuals—they

should receive thorough instruction in both branches. If the mother is

not conversant with these sciences, she should send her children to pri-

vate classes, conducted by competent teachefs, who are capable of giving

full explanations in clear and simple words. "When this mode of educa-

tion becomes more general, young girls will cease to consider unnaturally

small waists desirable, high French heels ornamental to the foot, or dress-

improvers a graceful addition to the human form, and there will be a

corresponding decrease in the number of red noses, enlarged toe-joints,

corns, and crooked spines, and in the cases of indigestion and hysteria.



mitt of SnbalitiiS.

TREATISES on the care of the sick are Hsadily

confined to the ventilation of rooms, nui-siiig of

the patient, administration of medicines^ etc. •

yet every physician will admit that the diet has no little

share in building up a system enfeebled by disease, and as this subject has

been comparatively overlooked, a few pages devoted to the explanation of

the different kinds of diet and their effect upon the system may be of-

service to many an anxious watcher beside a yick-bed.

GENERAL DIRECTIOifS.

The various foods are divided into se^en classes, stimulant, laxative^

astringent, tonic, emollient, analeptic, and watery. The first, the stimu-

lant, contains foods rich in nutritive qualities, and includes all albuminous^,

mucilaginous, and feculent substances, whether animal or vegetable, all

plants and herbs containing bitter principles ; in general, all the more solid

and generous foods and drinks, together with aromatic and pungentherbsipt

spices, and condiments.

This diet is useful where there has been loss of appetite for a long

time, nervous nausea, convalescence after infectious fevers, and in cases of

illness where there is prostration of the physical powers, slow circulation,

faintness, and feeble digestion. Bat it must be carefully avoided in cases

of heart disease, aneurism of the blood-vessels, liver complaint, or any

tendency to apoplexy, gout, o^* gravel.
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The tonic consists of the same foods as the first, without the herbs,
spices, and condiments, and is valuable in the chronic states of exhaustion
and weakness following long illnesses, which have enfeebled and shattered
the system, also where the brain has been weakened by mental strain,

and should be permanently used by lymphatic, scrofulous, and weak
persons.

The laxative and astringent diets, of course, comprise the foods and
drinks which possess these qualities, the former including fruits, stewed,
baked, or raw—salads, oils, green vegetables, etc. ; and is specially val-

uable in cases of scorbutic disease. An astringent diet is useful in

chronic diarrhoea, hemorrhage, and various kinds of fluxions. A milk-
diet is often employed for this purpose, with astringent herbs and grains.

Eice possesses this quality and, when boiled in milk or water, will often

cheek obstinate diarrhoea.

The emollient is known in common parlance as a " light diet," and
consists mainly of vegetables, fruit, jellies, thin soups, and watery
broths. It is suitable in severe illness—hemorrhage, dysentery,

pleurisy, pneumonia, gastritis, typhoid fever, and during the first day or
two after serious surgical operations.

The analeptic is sometimes termed a milk diet, and is one of the

most useful known to the medical profession. It is extremely nutritive

and emollient, and includes milk, light puddings, farinaceous soups and
gruels, custards, and drinks prepared from pearl barley and other fine

meals. It is used in acute stages of illness ; fevers, diseases of the chest and
throat, dyspepsia, cancer, kidney diseases, hysteria, rheumatism, and
inflammation of the intestines.

The last, or water diet, consists of fruit and acid drinks, and includes

grapes, nectarines, oranges, peaches, lemonade, and any substance combin-

ing vegetable acids with giimmy or sugary qualities. This is especially

useful in hot climates, and in cases of plethora, acute inflammation,

repletion, brain fever, and some forms of insanity. The effect is to lower

the circulation, thereby lessening any tendency to fever, and in the main
to refresh, cool, and soothe an overheated or irritated system. Aneurism
of the arteries and internal cancer are often greatly benefited by a fruit

diet ; but the effect must be carefully watched and, should exhaustion or

lowering of the heart's action supervene, small quantities of albuminous

or farinaceous foods must be*quickly given.

In the treatment of certain violent disorders, total abstinence from

food of every kind—even fruits—is necessary. Tor instance, apoplexy,

cerebral-congestion, concussion of the brain, rupture of the blood-vessels.
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capital operations, and dangerous wounds of the bowels, stomach, or

internal organs. Fasting is also advisable in certain stages of scarlet

fever, small-pox, erysipelas, and other diseases characterized by strong

febrile symptoms, that the circulatory and respiratory functions may be

favorably modified, and the morbid action reduced as much as possible.

To assuage the thirst which characterizes such diseases, either

demulcent or acidulated beverages should be given from time to time

through the day and night,

BARLEY WATER.

The most beneficial and palatable of these drinks is made in the

following way : "Wash one tablespoonful of pearl barley in cold water,

pour off the water, and add the barley, two or three lumps of sugar, the

rind of one lemon, and the juice of half a lemon
;
pour over the whole

a pint of boiling drinking-water, and let it stand covered on the stove or

fire-place two or three hours to keep warm ; then strain the mixture and

let it cool,

LEMONADE.

An excellent way of preparing this refreshing drink is to cut a good

sized lemon into four or five pieces, add a few lumps of loaf sugar, and

pour on a pint of boiling water. Cover and let it stand until cool.

If needed at once, lemonade can be made with cold water ; but the

lemon juice must then be squeezed from the fruit, and the sugar melted

in hot water and added to the cold water with the juice, Whether hot

or cold water is used, the mixture must be strained to remove the pips

and pulp of the fruit.

TOAST-WATER.

An English drink, which some invalids prefer to either of the bever-

ages already mentioned, is made with stale bread, thoroughly browned

before a clear fire. As soon as it is removed from the toasting-fork, put

it into a jug, and pour over it from a pint to a quart of boiling water,

according to the amount of bread. Cover and let cool.

TAMARIND WHET.

A cooling and somewhat laxative drink is made by putting two

tablespoonfuls of the fruit into a pint of milk, while it is boiling, stir-

ring the mixture well, and then straining it. It should not be used until

cool, and should always be freshly made,

ORGEAT.

This pleasant demulcent drink is made by blanching two ounces of

sweet almonds and two bitter almond seeds, pounding them with suffi-
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cient orange-flower water to make a paste, and then rubbing the mixture

into a quart of boiled milk and water—.equal quantities of each. Strain

and sweeten. This preparation is both nutritive and emollient.

RICE-WATER.

An extremely valuable drink in cases of diarrhoea, dysentery, and
kindred disorders is thus prepared : Wash an ounce of Carolina rice in

cold soft water, then steep for three hours in a quart of water kept sim-

mering and slowly raised to boiling point. Strain, and cool the liquid

before using.

LINSEED TEA.

A beneficial drink in acute pulmonary disorders is made as follows

:

Take an ounce of bruised linseed and two drachms of bruised liquorice

root, put them into a jug, and pour over them one pint of boiling water.

After the tea has been allowed to "draw" three or four hours, strain,

sweeten to taste, and serve it hot. A little lemon peel may be added for

flavoring.

Iced milk is excellent in treating diseases where nausea or diarrhoea

is present, and also in diseases of the throat or stomach. As a rule ice

may be freely used to relieve febrile thirst, and remove any unpleasant

taste in the mouth ; but in giving it to persons who are in a state of

stupor or extremely weak, care must be taken that the pieces are small

enough to preclude any danger of choking them. Q-um-water, orange-

ade, isinglass milk, or any of this class of drinks may be iced.

CORDIAL FOR EXTREME EXHAUSTION.

Where there is severe collapse or exhaustion, the following mixture

will be of the utmost service. It can be quickly made, and demands no

great skill in the composition. Take two ounces of first-rate cognac

brandy, four ounces of cinnamon, the yolks of two fresh eggs, and half

an ounce of powdered loaf sugar Beat up the eggs and sugar briskly,

add the cinnamon water and brandy, stir the whole well, and administer

in teaspoonful doses. In cases of great necessity the quantity of brandy

may be doubled ; but the patient's age, sex, constitution, and habits of

life must be considered.

GENERAL RULES FOR THE FOOD OP INVALIDS.

It should always be remembered that, as a rule, nothing made for

the sick-room is fit to be used a day after it has been prepared, and neither

food nor drink, save in cases of absolute necessity, should be kept in the

invalid's chamber, whose atmosphere and temperature are apt to hasten

decomposition, especially when there is any milk in the compounds.
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Another point to be borne in mind is that the food should suit the

invalid's taste, be tempting in appearance, and daintily served.

Soiled or crumpled napkins should never be placed on the invalid's

•waiter, and the prettiest china should not be regarded as too good to hold

the sufferer's food and drink.

Before serving any meal, the patient's hands and face should be

washed and the mouth rinsed with water containing a few drops of tincture

of myrrh.

An error frequently made in preparing dishes for the sick-room is

the use of too much salt in the flavoring.

This should be very sparingly used, since it is apt to impede di-

gestion, irritate the mucous surfaces, and cause unnatural thirst, which is

especially injurious in cases of debility, tendency to fever, etc. There-

fore only sufficient salt should be used to make the dishes palatable, the

flavoring being given by ginger, spices, pepper, bay-leaves, parsley, mint,

-celery, horse-radish, and similar stimulating vegetable substances.

A distinguished English physician's study of the relative digestibility

of various kinds of food led to the following conclusions, here put in the

most condensed form

:

Fish is the most digestible of any kind of animal food ; game and

poultry rank second ; and then beef, mutton, pork, and veal, in the order

named.

Roasting renders all meats more digestible than either boiling or

frying. "White fowl is more digestible than game, and fresh fish than fish

salted. Milk and all milky products are more digestible tban any of the

articles mentioned except the fish, and boiled milk is more digestible than

raw. Cream is more readily digested than butter or cheese. Eggs, when

lightly cooked, are as easily digested as boiled milk. Beef tea and meat

broths of all kinds are as hard to digest as pork. Feculent vegetables

are as digestible as milk, eggs, and fish ; bread is more difficult to digest

than potatoes ; starchy foods, if unmixed with grease, are very easily

digested. Fresh green vegetables may be ranked in ease of digestion with

poultry and, finally, the most digestible of all foods are fruits. Of all the

processes of cooking for fish or flesh, boiling is best, and vegetables of

«very description are most digestible when steamed. A boiled potato is

watery, tasteless, and lacking in nutritive qualities ; a potato steamed in

its skin is delicious to the taste and rich in nutrition. Asparagus, one of

the best and most delicate foods for invalids, is often ruined in cooking.

It should be loosely tied in a bundle and then set upright in a deep covered

fsaucerpan filled with just enough water to keep the stems covered ; the
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steam is sufficient to cook the heads, and the stalks are made soft and

tender by this process. Instead of the twenty minutes allotted to

asparagus boiled in the usual way, this plan requires forty ; but at least

one-third of the stalk will be made delicious, and the heads will retain

their full flavor. This mode of cooking vegetables is recommended in

Sir Henry Thompson's valuable little work, " Food and Teeding," the

samS plan, of course, should be adopted for celery, sea-kale, vegetable mar-

row, cauliflower, and similar foods ; but it must not be forgotten that twice

as much time miust be allowed as when food is cooked in the usual manner.

Lastly, it should be remembered that the peculiarities of individual

cases, or the condition of the stomach, may often render it necessary to

modify the above directions, for every general rule is liable to exceptions.

BROTHS.

The popular belief in the valuable nutritive qualities of beef tea is

now opposed by many physicians, chemistry having proved that in the

process of boiling—^the usual mode of making it—the really nutritious

portion—^the albuminous matter—frequently escapes, and is skimmed off

with the " skum " that rises to the top of the boiling mass. The chief

value consists in certain stimulating and restorative qualities, which

render it useful in exhausted states of the system. 'Many invalids, how-

ever, do not find it palatable, and a far more valuable preparation can be

made from fish-stock—-preferably haddock—^flavored with pot herbs and

other vegetables.

Fish can often be digested by persons whose stomachs will not bear

the coarser kinds of animal food ; and sea fish contain certain strengthen-

ing qualities of the utmost value, which can be much more easily intro-

duced into the system in the shape of food than in that of drugs. Every

one knows the value of the oil extracted from the cod's liver—which

CGij^ins phosphorus, iodine, and bromine.—but it is extremely disa-

greeable to the taste, and often therefore fails to assimilate, so it is far

preferable to obtain the same result by means of fish broth prepared in

an acceptable form. To prepare such broth scientifically, with a view to

' obtaining the largest amount of its nutritive qualities, the fish, whilst

uncooked and unboned, should be broken up in small pieces and placed

in cold water. Then proceed as follows

:

FISH-BKOTH.

To one pound and a half of ray, skate, cod, haddock, or any other

fishj put two pints of water, which should be poured over it in an earthen-

ware jar, which must then be set in a saucepan of hot water and placed
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over a moderate fire to boil gently for about an bour. Meanwbile put in

a stewpan with a little fresb butter, one or two small carrots and onions

;

cut the carrots in pieces and the onions across; cover them with slices of

leeks, some sprigs of parsley, mint, thyme, marjoram, a little celery seed,

a bay leaf, and a few cloves. Moisten with a little hot water, and set it

to simmer over a slow fire. At the end of an hour add more hot water,

and stir until the contents are well mixed and colored, l^ext add the

fish-stock, and pass through a strainer to prevent the possibility of

having any bones in the broth.

LENTIL BROTH.

A very palatable and nourishing broth can also be made without fish-

stock, using instead a puree of peas or lentils. To make it, take two or three

pounds of dried peas or beans, wash them, and boil them for several hours,

adding water occasionally as required. Stew half a pound of rice for two

hours in half a gallon of water, with a little butter, a mealy potato, a

turnip, carrot, onion, head of celery, a couple of Jerusalem artichokes,

and a leek or two, all cut into dice. Then add the pea broth, with a

little pepper and salt, parsley, one or two bay leaves, some thyme or mint,

and a few cloves. Boil, and if thickening is required, stir in a little

cream just before serving.

MACARONI SOUP.

Another very nourishing and valuable soup can be made by soaking

four ounces of the best macaroni in cold water for two hours, then throw-

ing it into a pint of boiling milk and water—two parts of milk to one of

water—^with some salt, pepper, a tablespoonful of stale bread-crumbs,

and a small onion, with a little spice. Boil all the ingredients gently

together, strain through a sieve, then let the whole simmer and, before

taking up, add a gill of cream and a few peppercorns.

Yermicelli and sago can be used for broth in the same way.

OYSTER BROTH. •

In the colder seasons of the year oyster broth is recommended aa

very nourishing for convalescents. Make as follows: To one pint of

fish-stock add two dozen oysters, a little butter according to the taste,

two ounces of fiour, a little grated nutmeg, and one teaspoohful of Chili

vinegar. Next add one quarter of a pint of cream or rich milk, and

stir over the fire till it boils gently. Toast should be served with all

these broths.

CHICKEN BROTH.

Make in the same manner as the fish broth, and serve hot with small

slices of crisp, freshly made toast.
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OMELETTE.

The first requisites are a china fire-proof omelette pan, with a wooden
handle, and a clear, steady fire which gives out a good heat. Then break
three or more fresh eggs, according to the size of the omelette—never

less than three, beat the yolks and whites separately and thoroughly in a
basin; have the omelette pan ready, quite hot; put in one ounce of good
butter, turn in the beaten eggs, add immediately a sprinkling of tine

sweet herbs chopped very small—marjoram, basil, lemon, thyme, parsley

and chives—^with a little pepper and salt. When the omelette has begun

lo settle, turn one half over on to the other with a broad silver knife,

and serve at once in the omelette pan.

A richer omelette is made by adding a spoonful of cream and a little

piece of butter to the eggs, and whipping the whole together before

pouring into the pan. The art of making omelettes consists in the

rapidity of making, and in the quantity and quality of the heat used.

RACAHAT.

This is a delicious food for invalids, and can be obtained at most

first-class pharmacists in all large cities. It is an Arabian preparation

of fine lentil flour, rice, and cocoa. Directions for cooking are supplied

with it, and they must be carefully followed.

OATMEAL JELLY.

Soak half a cup of oatmeal in one quart of water over night. Boil

for two hours in the water in which it has been soaked. Add a quarter

of a teaspoonful of salt and strain into a mould. It should be cooked in

a double boiler.

CHICKEN PANADA.

Boil a young chicken half an hour. Eemove the skin and, when

cold, cut off the white meat and pound in a mortar to a paste, adding a

little of the water in which it was boiled. Season with salt, and, if

desired, a very little nutmeg. Add more of the water and boil three

minutes. It should be as thick as cream.

CHICKEN JELLY.

Remove the skin from a chicken, and boil till tender. Take the

meat from the bones, allowing them to remain in the water and boil

longer. Chop the meat fine, season with salt, pepper, celery salt, and a

very little mace or nutmeg. "When the water in which the chicken

boiled is reduced to a small cupful, strain and mix with the chicken.

Put into a mould to harden.
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BROILED SWEETBREAD.

Pour boiling water over a nice breast sweetbread, and cook five oj

ten minutes. Split, and wipe dry. Broil in a double broiler over a clear

fire until well browned. Sprinkle with salt, and rub a little butter over it.

OYSTER TOAST.

Toast a small slice of bread and put it in a little earthen dish. Poui

over it two-thirds of a cup of raw oysters, sprinkle with salt and pepper,

and put a piece of butter as large as a nutmeg on the top. Set the dish

in a hot oven until the oysters are cooked.

MILK JELLY.

A dainty and nourishing Italian dish is prepared as follows: Beat

several eggs—from four to six—whites and yolks together, adding two

dessertspoonfuls of powdered sugar or less, according to taste, then 'add

gradually a pint of fresh milk, beating all the time. Flavor with vanilla,

cinnamon, almond, or any flavoring that may be preferred. Pour into a

mould and put it on the fire in a bain marie (often called a double boiler)

till it thickens to the consistency of jelly. "When cold, pour it out and serve.

ORANGE AND LEMON JELLIES.

These are pleasant to the taste, but must not be allowed to take the

place of more substantial foods, as they contain little nourishment. Use

isinglass, never gelatine, to stiffen them. Care should be taken, in all

invalid cookery, to secure the freshest and purest ingredients. The

butter, milk, and cream must have no mixture of manufactured fats,

oils, or thickening material, besides being absolutely sweet and fresh to

the taste and smell.

BEEF ICE.

Chop one pound of lean beef and put in a tin dish with one pint of

cold water. Cover tightly, and put on the stove. Let it be fifteen

minutes coming to a boil. Boil three minutes.. Drain off, add salt to

taste, and freeze. Patients suffering from fever can sometimes take this

when they cannot relish hot beef tea.

To freeze put it into a pint pail, and set that in one a few sizes larger.

"Fill the space between with snow or pounded ice and fine salt. Turn the

inner pail round and round a few minutes in the freezing mixture. Open

.

it and scrape off with a silver knife the cream which has frozen to the

sides of the pail. Cover again, and repeat till the mixture is sufficiently

frozen. A saucer of ice cream can be frozen very quickly in this way.
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HINTS AS TO THK WAY AND TIME OP GIVING FOOD TO INVALIDS.

Persons suffering from acute disorders, attended with fever, should,

in the earlier and severer .stages, be kept strictly on a diet of albuminous

broths, and either acid or milky drinks. Any of those for whose prepa-

ration directions have been given would answer. Very little food should

be eaten at a time, and there should be a pause between each spoonful.

The best time to give food is in the morning, between the hours of eight

and twelve o'clock, because the pulse is then more likely to be normal

and the temperature lower than later in the day, so that the digestive

organs are better able to assimilate nourishment.

At night nothing should be given except some light beverage, such

as barley-water, lemonade, or tamarind milk, and even these should be

administered with caution.

When convalescing after an acute disorder, soriie persons have an

extraordinary appetite, and ask for solid food, which they may have

liked in health ; for instance—^beef-steak, sausages, or even beans and

bacon. Such wishes must never be indulged, for food of this sort will be

almost certain to cause a relapse, which may prove dangerous. Until the

health has been so far restored that the patient can take plenty of exer-

cise in the open air, only one meal of animal food should be permitted

each day, and this should not consist of anything more difficult to digest

than the white meat of poultry. During the first period of convalescence,

even the poultry or fish would better be omitted, and instead the patient

should eat an egg lightly poached on toast, asparagus, or sea-kale, pre-

pared by steaming in the manner previously directed and served on

toast with some simple sauce, custard pudding, ground riee boiled with

milk, racahat, or an omelette.
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WELL-KNOWN
English ophthal-

mic optician, in

\ a little treatise

on the subject

of the treat-

ment of the

eyes, gives

the follow-

ing brief

and simple

directions,

which every one vs^ould do well to follow

:

1. Never look at an intensely bright light for any length of time.

2. Carefully avoid exposing the eyes to a very brilliant light after

they have been in darkness, such changes being extremely injurious. In

some cases blindness has resulted.

3. Persons using microscopes should incline them as much as possible

in a horizontal direction. Looking down into them, when they are held

upright, fills the eyes with blood by stopping the circulation in the neck.

When adjusting a very bright lamp-flame, if you wish to do it slowly,

look at the flame through a slit formed by almost closing two or three

fingers. This will prove a great protection to the sight.
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HOW TO BEAD BY LAMP-LIGHT.

The best lamp for reading or sewing is an oil lamp moving up and
down on a rod, with an opal glass shade open underneath, white on the

inside and dark-green on the outside. The lamp should be fixed so low
down on the rod that the light is reflected strongly on the object, while

the flame cannot be seen by the reader. It is commonly known by the

name of the German Student-lamp.

The worst possible position for either reading or writing is facing the

light, and it will be found that while, with the back turned to the light,

a person with weak eyes can read or write for two or three hours without

inconvenience, half an hour in the other position will cause pain and
inflammation.

The reason is perfectly simple. The light should fall on the book or

the paper, while the eyes are in the shadow—the shadow of the head.

To give a practical illustration of this, let any person stand before a

looking-glass and, in an otherwise dark room, hold a candle behind the

head and observe in the glass the size of the black opening to the retina

of the eyes. Then bring the candle round, ^nd the contraction of the iris

will at once be strikingly shown ; the central black window of the eye

will be reduced to half its former size. Then let the one-sided light fall-

ing from the left hand, so often recommended, be tried, and it will be

found that the left iris is far less expanded than the right. That is, the

eyes are forced to act irregularly, or with an unequal strain upon the ex-

quisitely constructed system of muscular fibres constituting the sphincter

pupillse.

As the protection of the retina depends upon the ready response of

these to the sight, their healthy action and preservation for old age are

of the greatest importance.

In case of children there is another advantage in the back light.

If the windows are fairly high, the shadow of the head falls on the book

only when the pupils lean forward, and to escape it they avoid the bad

habit of thus leaning and pressing the breast-bone against the edge of the

desk. The best light of all is that which falls from above in such a man-

ner that the eyes are protected from glare by the shadow of the forehead

and eye-brows, while no shadows rest upon the books or desks. But of

course this can only be obtained where there are no rooms above.

Always lean well back in reading and hold the book up. Never

bend forward and face the light. Never read by fire-light, nor when
lying down in bed. If, during illness, it is necessary to do so, do not

hold the book up over the face ; but put it on the pillow and read with
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the face downward, and the back turned toward the light. If the eyes

are weak, never sleep in a position facing the window. Turn the side of

the bed instead of its foot toward the window, and lie with your face

tumeS. away from the light.

Never read books printed in small type, if large type editions can

be had, and do not read in railway trains. But those who disregard this

injunction will find it much easier and less injurious if a large card or

envelope is held just under each line, moving it down as each line is read.

No needle-work with dark materials should ever be done by arti-

ficial light.

"When looking at pictures in a gallery, do not stand under them and

raise the eyes only, stand at some distance from them and raise the whole

head, or rather throw it back sljghtly.

GENERAL CAKE OF THE EYES.

The use of tinted writing paper is very beneficial ; but the colors

selected should be gray, neutral, or bluish-green. Reddish-brown, pink,

yellow, or strongly yellowish-green should be avoided.

Looking for any length of time through wire-gauze window-shades

is injurious to the sight. The veils worn by ladies, if thick, are also

harmful.

The eyes should be kept cool. It is a good plan to sluice them

—

keeping them closed—every mornii^g with cold water. The constant use

of this tends to strengthen and preserve the sight ; but if the eyes are

actually inflamed, water of the same temperature as the air in very cold

weather may increase the inflammation, and tepid water will be more

beneficial.

Slight inflammation
, in the eyes may be relieved by bathing them

with cold or nearly cold tea, or a little Goulard water, to be had from

any apothecary.

CARE OF infants' AND CHILDREN'S EYES.

Infants should never be exposed to the full glare of the sun. Men
shade their eyes with the brims of their hats, and ladies carry parasols.

But infants wear nothing to protect the forehead ; they are constantly

to be seen in their perambulators with their faces exposed to the full

glare of the sun, and I have often observed them, when left by careless

nurses in this position, with their eyes closed, moving uneasily about,

unable to find relief.

In schools, children usually suflEer from too little light after having,

while infants, been exposed to far too much of it.
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By studying in school-rooms where there is a deficiency of light,
children stoop over their books or take any method of bringing them
nearer to their eyes to assist their imperfect vision of the letters. Thus
the sight becomes strained and often seriously impaired and, if the
practice is long continued, myopia or shortsightedness will result.

FATIGUE OF THE EYES.

When the eyes have been used for a long time by artificial light and
become fatigued, it is useful to have at hand a wash, composed as
follows

:

Rose or Elder-flower water ... two ounces.

"Wine of Opium .... one-half drachm.
French Brandy one drachm.

Mix and occasionally bathe the eyes with a fine piece of sponge, the
relief will be felt at once. It.will allay inflammation and preserve the
sight. The eyes should be closed while being bathed, but if a small
quantity of the wash gets in, it will be beneficial.
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amtat to TBo mmu agaamng for ti)c lioctor.

EMERGEI^CIES.

SUFFOCATION.

"lA * NDER this head may he enumerated all cases of

loss of consciousness produced hy drowning, ex-

posure to smoke, charcoal or illuminating gas,

the foul air of a sewer, old mine, or well, choking

or hanging, for in every case the result is the

same : air has been kept from the lungs, thus

causing suffocation. The person may also hare

been poisoned bj the nature of gas he has in-

haled, but this makes no change in the treat-

ment to be pursued.

The patient is usually wholly insensible.

The breathing may be very faint or have ceased entirely, the face is often

purple and swollen, and the lips livid. Yet all these signs are not always

present, especially in cases where the suffocation is due to exposure of gas.

What to do.—It is hardly necessary to say—first remove the cause

of the suffocation. Take the person out of the water, cut the rope. Even
if hours have passed, do not hesitate to act promptly, cases of resuscita-

tion have occurred after the lapse of several hours, not only in apparent

drowning, but when suffocation has been due to other causes.

Eor any case of suffocation, proceed as follows

:

184
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Dash cold water into the face, give the patient a sudden slap on the

pit of the stomach, and hold ammonia under the nose. If these simple

means are not sufficient to restore breathing, try artificial respiration by

the following method, known as Sylvester's, and usually regarded as the

most successful.

ARTIFICIAL KESPIRATION.

The chest is first made to expand, causing the air to be taken in

just on the principle that a pair of bellows fills with air when opened.

Then the chest is made to contract, its capacity for holding air is re-

duced, and the air is forced out. By causing these two movements to be

performed alternately, we have first inspiration and then expiration, the

two together constituting respiration or breathing Wrap the finger in

one or two thicknesses of a handkerchief, and wi.pe out the mouth and

back of the throat ; then place the patient on his back with the shoulders

resting on a roll of clothing, which should raise them sufficiently to let

the head fall back and rest on the ground or fioor. Then let some one

seize the tongue with a dry handkerchief and draw it forward to leave

the passage to the windpipe free. If there is no one to perform this

office, draw the tongue well out and tie it against the lower teeth, by

laying the centre of a dry strip of cloth on the tongue, crossing it under

the chin, carrying the ends around the neck and tying them at the side

of the throat. Or, if a rubber band is to be had, slip it over the tongue

and under the chin.

E'ext kneel behind the unconscious person, grasp the arms just above

the elbows, draw them up over his head, rather quickly, but steadily, un-

til his hands touch the ground or floor above his head. This should be

done in the time needed to count one, two. The movement expands the

chest and permits the air to enter the lungs. Next lower them so that

the elbows will come to the sides, and the hands cross on the pit of the

stomach, and press them gently but strongly against the sides and chest.

Do this in the time needed to count three, four. The movement forces

the air out of the lungs. Continue these two motions—^which constitute

artificial respiration—^very deliberately about twelve or fourteen times a

minute. Do not stop until the patient breathes naturally, or until life is

tindoubtedly extinct.

If the patient makes an effort to breathe, even though only a gasp,

wait a moment to see if he will breathe again, if not, renew the artificial

respiration, but it should now be timed by his efforts to breathe. Also,

when efforts at breathing commence, try putting hartshorn to the nose,

dashing cold water on the patient, and slapping.
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During the continuance of the movements to produce artificial res-

piration, the chest may be gently rubbed with warm flannel.

Artificial respiration should be kept up for an hour and a half, even

if there is no sign of life, or until a physician has pronounced that life ia

extinct.

failure to detect any pulse at the wrist, or to distinguish the beat-

ing of the heart by inexperienced persons, gives no certain proof of the

presence of death.

As soon as natural breathing is established, the patient should be

placed in a warm bed, with hot water bottles or hot bricks at each side

of the body, between the thighs, under the arm-pits, at the soles of the

feet and on the pit of the stomach. Use friction and warmth of all kinds

till the vitality is fully restored. As soon as possible—when the patient

can swallow—^give warm drinks—^hot tea or coffee, or whiskey and water,

one teaspoonful at a time. If difficulty in breathing obstinately contin-

ues, put a large mustard plaster on the chest.

DROWNING.

When a person is taken from the water, whether really drowned or

only apparently so, the face may be swollen and purple, the lips livid and

the eyes bloodshot, in which case death, or unconsciousness, is probably

due to suffocation by the exclusion of air from the lungs, or by drawing

water into them.

In other cases the person may seem pale and flabby—then the patient

has probably fainted in the water, or there has been some failure of the

heart.

The treatment should be applied on the spot, unless the weather is-

excessively cold ; when the body may be removed to any place of shelter

that is near. The first thing to be done is to restore respiration, then

warmth and circulation.

Send at once for a physician, blankets, dry clothing, and stimulants.

Strip the patient to the waist and rub dry, letting the chest and

shoulders meanwhile remain exposed to the wind. "Wipe out the throat

and mouth with the finger wrapped in one or two folds of a handkercliie£

Then turn the body over, face downward, and resting on one arm, the

abdomen being supported by a large roll of clothing or a folded blanket.

Place your hands one on each side of the small of the back, and apply

rather a steady pressure in order to expel any water that has been swal-

lowed. Next turn the patient again on his back and, if breathing has not

begun, try to cause it by the following simple methods. Apply smelling-
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salts to the nose and tickle it with a straw or feather. Dash cold water
on the breast and face, or use alternately hot and cold. The sudden
changes cause eflbrts to breathe. Give the patient a slap on the pit of the
stomach with the open hand.

If natural breathing is thus restored, proceed to restore warmth and
circulation by the directions given under the headiag of suffocation.

But they must be very quickly applied and, in case of failure, resort im-
mediately to artificial respiration, which has been already fully described

in the account of the treatment of persons who have become unconscious

by suffocation.

HEAT-STROKE OR SUN-STROKB.

Long exertion in a hot, close atmosphere is even more likely to

produce this condition, than direct exposure , to the sun's rays. Certain

symptoms precede it, which should instantly be heeded, as head-ache, a

feeling of weakness at the pit of the stomach and the knees, and some-

times vomiting and dimness of vision. Sometimes loss of consciousness

comes on gradually, sometimes without warning. The head, face, and
body are usually burning hot, and dry. The cessation of perspiration,

when one is very warm, should always be regarded as a dangerous

symptom. Strip the person, wrap the body in a sheet, and keep it wet

by frequent sprinkling with cold water. Continue this till consciousness

returns and the body feels cool. When the above directions cannot be

followed, put cloths dipped in ice-water,—or the coldest to be had,—on
the head, back of the neck, and hands, loosen all tight clothing, and al-

ways put the sufferer in the shade and in the coolest place at hand.

BURNS.

If a person's clothing is on fire throw him or her down, wrap any

woolen article- such as a rug, piano cover, or coat around the body, keep-

ing it around the throat if possible to prevent inhalation of the flames, and

roll the person about till the flames are smothered, then pour on water till

the last spark is out. Cat away the clothing with scissors, if any sticks

to the skin make no attempt to remove it. Keep the air from burns and

keep them warm. Excellent remedies are : covering with a layer of sweet

oil, fresh lard, vaseline, or cold cream. Then wrap in cotton batting,

flannel, or even several thicknesses of cotton cloth, if nothing else better

is at hand.
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BITES AND STINGS.

Dogs.—If there is the least suspicion that the dog is mad, wash the

iurt with water, as hot as can be home, and cauterize thoroughly with

lunar caustic.

If on the arm or leg, tie a bandage or handkerchief around the limb,

above the bite—^between it and the heart—and keep it on till the doctor

comes. If lunar caustic cannot be had, put common salt on the wound.

If neither is at hand, bathe the injury thoroughly. Caustics should be

used by the physician as soon as he arrives. Have the animal kept until

the question whether it is mad is settled ; but it is wise to immediately

"take the above precautions.

Snakes.—^Instantly tie a handkerchief, bandage, or even a string very

tightly a short distance above the wound. This is to delay the circulation

of the poison through the system. The patient himself or some one else

should immediately suck the wqund, which can be done without danger,

unless there is a cut or sore on the mouth or lips. Then wash the injury

with warm water, apply diluted hartshorn to it, and take internally every

three hours from five to fifteen drops of ammonia water—^the former is a

dose for a child five years old. Lunar caustic should be applied if it can

be had. The poison is apt to cause sleep, so stimulants should be given

—whisky is regarded as one of the best remedies for rattlesnake bites.

HEAT EXHAUSTION.

Sometimes the face, instead of being flushed, is pale, the skin is

moist and even cool, the pulse quick and feeble.

Then there should be no effort to reduce heat, as in the other case

;

but give slight stimulants, let the patient rest in a cool, quiet room, and

give the stimulants gradually. Do not use any cold applications. Put

the patient in a blanket. Personis who have once been affected by heat

or sun-stroke should be very careful about exposing themselves in future,

as they are very liable to a second attack.

Have an extra covering within reach, in case of a sudden change of

weather during the night. N^ever stand still out of doors after walk-

ing, especially on a street corner.

LIGHTNING STROKE.

Persons rendered unconscious by a stroke of lightning show a lessen-

ing of the strength of circulation, and a weakness of the pulse, while the

breathing is slow and sighing. Give stimulants, apply heat to the body,

and secure absolute rest.
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FAINTING.

If in a crowded place where it is impossible to lie down, sit in a
chair and drop the head between the knees as soon as the sensation of

faintness comes on, and it will quickly pass off. If a person has become
unconscious, fainted " dead away," place him or her flat on the floor, or
on a bed or lounge, with the head lower than the body. Dash cold water
into the face, apply ammonia or smelling salts to the nose, and as soon as

the sufferer begins to recover, give a drink of cold water, or a little brandy.

Never let a person who has fainted remain in an erect position.

FROST BITE.

N'ever permit warm water, warm air, or a fire anywhere near the

parts frozen until the natural temperature is nearly restored, and then

the utmost care must be used to avert serious consequences. Rub
the frozen part with snow—the patient being in a cold room—^and

apply ice-water. The circulation should be restored very slowly.

When reaction comes on, warm milk containing a little stimulant of
some kind should- be given.

STRAINS AND DISLOCATION.

Dislocation of the Jaw.—This is by no means uncommon, and may be-

brought on by yawning or laughing, if the accident has ever occurred to

the person before.

The mouth is wide open, the chin thrown forward, the patient finds it

almost impossible to speak or swallow, and an unnatural hollow may be

felt behind the ear. If only one side is dislocated, the chin will be turned,

toward the opposite side, if both, the chin will be central.

Protect the thumbs with a napkin, to avoid having them cut by the^

teeth, and thrust them into the mouth, resting them on the upper surfaces-

of the back teeth of the lower jaw, then press the thumbs downward, at

the same time raising the chin with the little and ring finger of both

hands. If these movements are made at the same time, and with sufficient

force, the jaw will slip into its place. For several following days the jaws

should be kept as quiet as possible. Good soup or any other nourishing^

food that may be swallowed without chewing should be given. To pre-

vent any motion of the jaw, support it by passing a cravat under it and

tie the ends on the top of the head.

Dislocation of the Neck.—While this is fortunately a very rare accident,,

it is mentioned here because it is absolutely necessary to act immediately.

The cause is a heavy fall on the side of the head, which is found to-

be turned on one side and fixed.
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Place the person on the back, then let whoever has the nerve plant

one knee against each shoulder and, taking the head in a firm grasp, pull

gently and, at the same time, turn it into its proper place. .

Dislocation of the Shoulders.—Sometimes in these cases it is a very

easy matter to replace the armboue. Lay the patient on his back and

sit down by his side at the injured side, facing him. Take off the shoe

from the foot nearest to the sufferer, and set the foot firmly on the arm-

pit of the dislocated shoulder. Pull down the arm and, while doing,

draw it over in front of his body to the other side. This process will

often push the head of the bone into its place. If the elbow remains

away from one side, the arm is not in place.

Dislocation of the Fingers.—The bones can usually be restored to

their places by strong, steady pulling, aided by a little pressure on the

parts of the bones nearest to the joint. They should be shown to a

sargeon as soon as possible ; but dislocations of the thumb often baffle
'

the skill of the best medical practitioners.

SPRAINS.

Fingers and lorist.—Where the injury is inflicted on the wrist or

ifinger, cold moist applications are usually the best. If the wrist is hurt,

the hand and fore-arm must be laid on a straight splint and secured by

a soft bandage, or wide strips of sticking plaster, one passing round the

hand, and one or two round the arm above the wrist.

Eest of the injured part is absolutely essential ; but either hot or

cold applications may be used, according to the relief experienced.

Ankle.—In this case, as in all other sprains, the injury is due to the

twisting or partial tearing of the ligaments about a joint ; but in sprains

of the ankle there is also sometimes a fracture of the ends of the bones.

If possible immerse the injured joint in water as hot as the patient

can bear, keeping it at this temperature for an hour and a half by adding

hot water as fast as it cools. Then put on a moderately tight bandage in

such a way as to prevent any movement of the joint. Succjess depends on

the absolute prevention of any motion.
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HEMORRHAGES.

WHEN" only the small blood-vessek are cut, there is merely an oozing

ofblood;but ifa vein is opened, there is a steady flow of dark red or

purple blood. If an artery is cut, the blood comes out in jets, and is

bright red. This is the most serious form and requires instant care. But
it often happens in a deep wound that both arteries and veins are severed,

and the blood mingles, making it impossible to distinguish ; therefore

only those methods of stopping bleeding that will answer in all cases are

given here. First, place something on the opening to stop the flow,

either the fingers or thumb, or a piece of cloth folded and bound firmly

on. If these methods do not succeed, the flow must be stopped by press-

ing the artery at some point between the heart and the wound. To do

this the situation of the arteries must be learned, that persons may know
-where to apply the pressure. Unless the injury is in the leg or arm, the

flow of blood must be checked by pressing the fingers, or a pad and band-

age, directly over the bleeding point, because if the hurt is in the body
the arteries conveying the blood to the wound cannot be reached.

Many a life might have been saved, had the simple means of stopping

bleeding from wounds in the extremities been generally known.

In the upper arm the artery lies on the inner side of the bone, on a

line with the seam of the coat, and under the biceps muscle. Press the

thumb deep under the muscle toward the bone, and the bleeding will

cease. In the upper part of the thigh, the artery is in front of the groin,

just below the centre. By pressing firmly with both thumbs on this

spot, the flow of blood from the leg will be stopped.

To stop the flow of blood to the head, press the large artery in the

neck just above the collar-bone. The blood that supplies the shoulder,

-arm-pit, and arm flows through the artery under the collar-bone. To stop

' it, stand behind the injured person and press the extended fingers deep

•down behind the collar-bone toward the centre of the chest.

INSTANT TREATMENT OF ANY BLEEDING WOUND.

Lay the sufferer down at full length, raising the head a very little.

Remove the clothing from the injury. If there is a clot of blood in the

hurt, and bleeding still continues, wipe away the clot. Eold a cloth into

a hard pad. If possible, bring the edges together and lay the compress

over it. If this cannot be done, lay the compress on the wound and hold

it until it can be fastened with a bandage. To stop a violent hemorrhage

temporarily, thrust the fingers or thumb into the wound to close the

openings of the vessels.
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BLEEDING FROM THE LEG.

Lay the patient down, lift the foot till the limb is nearly straight.

If there is a large clot of blood in the wound, wipe it out ; then put on a

pad and bind it firmly in place. If the flow of blood stops, do nothing

till the doctor comes. If not, roll a handkerchief tightly, or get a round,

flat stone, or anything else that is hard and about the size of an egg.

Put it over the artery about an inch below the groin, on a line which

runs from the inner crease of the groin to the inner side of the knee.

Then tie another handkerchief, suspender, or strip of cloth over the pad

around the thigh. Pass a stick through this, and twist till the pad is

pressed deeply into the thigh, and the blood stops flowing. This is what

is known in surgery as a tourniquet, and by its means any bleeding of

the leg can be checked, even when a limb has been amputated.

BLEEDING FROM THE ARM.

Can be stopped in the same way. Put the tourniquet midway be-

tween the arm and the shoulder.

When there is bleeding from places where pressure cannot readily be

applied, put a piece of ice on the compress, letting the cold water reach

the wound. Ice helps to cheek bleeding, therefore use either very cold or

very hot water to cleanse a bleeding wound. Warm water increases the

flow of blood.

BRIEF RULES TO REMEMBER.

Put the injured person down at full length, raise the bleeding limb,

press the wound with the fingers or a pad. If that fails, compress the

main artery between the heart and the wound with the fingers or a

tourniquet.

GUN-SHOT WOUNDS.

Keep cold wet cloths saturated with laudunum on the wound to

prevent inflammatory swelling and, if there are symptoms of shock, give

doses of whisky, wine, or brandy, and apply heat to the surface of the

body. If the part is badly shattered, it is better not to apply the clotha

to the wound cold. If there is much bleeding, follow directions already

given
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FOREIGN SUBSTANCES IN THE EYES, NOSE, EARS,
STOMACH, ETC.

EYES.

I EVER rub the eye. If the substance is small,

the flow of tears caused by the irritation will

often suffice to remove it. If not, draw
down the lower lid by the fore and middle
fingers, while the sufferer looks upward, and
carefully examine the inner surface of the

lid for the object. If not found the upper
lid should be turned over, and this can be
accomplished in the following way: Tell

the patient to look downward, then take the

centrelashes ofthe upper lid between the fore-

finger and thumb of the left hand, drawing
the lid downward and a little way from the eye-ball. Then place the

smaller end of a pencil or pen-holder held in the right hand on the centre

of the lid about half an inchfrom the margin and with a quick movement
turn the lid over the point of the pencil, which should at the same mo-
ment be pressed slightly downward. Then by pressing the lid slightly

backward against the eye, the whole surface is displayed. If the object

is visible it can be gently wiped away with a bit of soft cloth or by a

stream of soft water from a sponge. If sand or dust has got into the eye,

proceed in the same way. After it has been removed, the irritation pro-

duced may make the patient imagine it is still there. Never use a poultice

or thick cloth on the eyes.

Lime in the eye is a dangerous matter. Turn the lid and allow a
mixture of one part vinegar to eight of warm water to run freely over the

surface. Then apply a few drops of sweet or castor-oil and wash the eye

thoroughly by pouring into it a stream of luke-warm water from a sponge.

An oculist should be seen as soon as possible.

OBSTRUCTIONS IN THE NOSE.

Any obstruction in the nostril of a child is usually from some object

thrust into it in play, such as a button, bean, pebble, or fruit-stone. To

get rid of them, first try blowing the nose hard, or endeavor to produce

sneezing by giving snuff or tickling the nose, or tell the child to draw in

a long breath and then give him a smart slap on the back. Some one of

these plans may dislodge it, if not, the sooner a physician is sent for, the

better, for in some cases, for instance when peas or beans have lodged in
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the nose, the moisture causes them to swell and they sometimes prove

very difficult to extract.

If a physician is not to be had, the attempt may be made to remove

the obstruction by a bent hair-pin, a bodkin, the handle of a salt-spoon,

or something of that kind. But this must be done with extreme care.

OBJECTS IN THE EAR.

The removal of objects from the ear is a far more delicate and

dangerous matter than from the nose, and special instruments are usuafly

needed. Yet, if it is impossible to obtain medical aid, something may
be done. But always remember that the outer passage to the ear is very

deep and extremely delicate. Any rough treatment may produce serious

injury.

If the object is a metal or a mineral substance, syringe the ear

thoroughly, the patient should meanwhile hold the head with the face

bent far down, as in this position gravity lends some assistance. Very

gentle efforts may be made to remove the obstruction by means of a

crochet needle, a bodkin, or an ear-spoon, if the latter can be had. But

always bear in mind that great harm may be done by the least harshness.

If live insects get into the ear, oil or glycerine or salt and water

may be poured in. Oil, however, is pronounced by most medical au-

thorities to be the best remedy.

STOMACH.

When coins, marbles, slate pencils, or nails are swallowed, never

-give a purgative. Give plenty of good, solid food, batter pudding,

porridge, etc., so that the foreign substance will be surrounded and

carried through the intestines without injuring them.

WIND-PIPE.

If any object gets lodged in the wind-pipe, a blow on the back with

the palm of the hand, or a quick, strong squeeze of the chest may aid in

dislodging it.

HEMORRHAGES.

The sight of blood is always alarming, and frequently so terriies

-nervous people that they are unable to give the necessary help. The

remedies, however, are very simple, and can be quickly and easily ap-

jplied by the most inexperienced.

Nose.—Bleeding from the nose is often merely an effort of nature to

get rid of an excess of blood that has accumulated in the system ; but, on

the other hand, it may be so great as to endanger life. If this is the case,

of course medical aid should be instantly summoned ; but, meantime, the
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"best remedy is to snuff salt and water or vinegar up the nostrils. A
strong solution of alum in warm water is also beneficial ; but vinegar is

pleasanter, and will rarely fail to stop the bleeding.

Lungs.—If the hemorrhage is from the lungs, the blood is bright-red,

nearly the shade of red ink, and usually frothy. It is seldom profuse, yet,

as it is usually coughed up and received in a handkerchief, it is apt to seem
so. The stain spreading over the texture of the handkerchief makes it

difficult to estimate. The hest treatment is perfect rest in bed, with the

body supported hy pillows in a sitting posture, and the swallowing of

lumps of ice. If the patient is not too weak to bear it, put cold appli-

cations on the chest, and a mixture of salt and vinegar, in doses of one

teaspoonful every fifteen minutes, is often helpful.

Stomach.—^When the bleeding is from the stomach, the color is usually

very dark, and it somewhat resembles coffee-grounds. If mingled with

any other contents of the stomach, its appearance may be altered. Give

ice-water or cracked ice, and teaspoonful doses of vinegar. Eest in hed is

absolutely necessary, and cold applications to the stomach may be

beneficial.

Bowels.—Give injections of ice-water, and apply ice to the abdomen.

INTERNAL HBMOERHAGES.

Where the bleeding is internal, ice-cold water should he laid on the

abdomen. The patient should be placed in bed and rest there without a

pillow, and with the head lower than the body.

ACCIDEN"TS ON" RAILROADS AND IN FA0T0RIE8.

I
INJURIES from machinery range from very slight and simple wounds

to the most severe ones. Many a limb or portion of a limb is cut or

torn away. Accidents of this sort very frequently occur when medical aid

cannot be obtained for some little time, and it would be desirable if some

one on every train, and in every room of a manufactory, had some idea

of the proper things to do before a doctor arrived.
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Every surgeon will bear witness that the most common cause of death

from severe accidents is due to the shock that follows them, and therefore

directions for its treatment will be given before proceeding to an account

of the means to be used for the relief of the injuries themselves.

SHOCK.

The symptoms are extreme pallor, a cold, clammy skin, very feeble

pulse and breathing, pinched face, dull eyes, drooping eyelids, dilated

pupils, bewilderment or dullness of the mental faculties, sometimes even

stupor. A person in this condition may die very soon, and certainly will

die ere long unless the vital forces can be rallied.

Prompt, energetic, and steady measures must be adopted by those

who are striving to relieve them ; heat must be applied at once to the

whole body, if possible ; but especially to the pit of the stomach and the

region of the heart. For this purpose use a hot bath, hot fire, hot cans,

hot bottles,heated blankets; in short, anything hot that canbe obtained most

speedily. At the same time give a teaspoonful of brandy or whisky in a

tablespoonful of hot water, every ten minutes, for several hours.

This condition may be caused by fright, a blow on the pit of the

stomach, sudden and severe pain, or even by drinking a great deal of ice-

water. It is very common after severe gun-shot wounds.

TRIFLING INJURIES.

Under this head may be included cuts or tears.

The parts should be cleaned as gently arid carefully as possible, by

letting luke-warm water run freely over them. Then put any displaced

skin or flesh into its proper position, and lay a clean white cloth, soaked

in laudanum, or alcohol and water, on the wound. Bind on loosely with

a handkerchief or anything that will serve for a bandage.

LACERATIONS OB LARGE TEARS.

First remove any dust, splinters, or fragments of clothing, then wash

with lukewarm water. ITature's forceps, the thumb and finger, are in

everybody's possession, and no one need be afraid to use them with proper

care. A clean Jinen or muslin cloth or a sponge may also be used; but

the utmost care must be taken to have these articles absolutely clean.

After the cleansing is completed, the injured parts must be replaced

in position and retained by bandages, sticking-plaster, or the hands of

some careful person. If a splint is needed, it can usually be had in a

mill or on a railroad. !N"o matter how clumsy it may be, it should be

large enough to hold the injured part still and, in case of a limb, the joint

above and the joint below the injury. '
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Sometimes these injuries occasion little pain. If, however, the suf-

fering is severe, laudanum should be given—about thirty drops to an
adult. Cold or hot cloths—whichever afford most relief—should be ap-

plied to the wound.
CRUSHED FINGERS AND TOES.

These should be carefully washed, modeled into the proper shape,

dressed with a piece of soft white cloth soaked in hot or cold water, and
laid in a small splint.

When completely torn off, the stumps need amputation by a medical

man. While awaiting his arrival they should be cleansed, a cool, wet
dressing applied, and then left for the physician's inspection.

CRUSHED HANDS AND FEET.

Wrap them in something soft and warm, like cloth, or cotton, or

wool. Cold should never be used except when the bleeding is profuse.

Support the injured part by some kind of splint and raise it to a level

with the body. The sufferer should lie down, unless some other position

is necessary to move him, or is directed by the physician. These injuries

rarely give much pain, but are usually followed by the symptoms of

shock, for whose treatment directions have been given.

When torn or cut off by . wheels, the stumps " should be treated as

described, and the limb placed so that the injured part is higher than

any other.

CRUSH OF THE ARMS OR LEGS.

Treat as for the hands or feet; but the prostration is usually

greater, and the need of stimulating by warmth and heat more urgent.

Do not remove the clothing, except to cut away and replace by warm
coverings.

CRUSHES OF THE CHEST AND LOWER PARTS OF THE BODY.

These nearly always occasion death in a short time. All that can be

done is to secure rest, apply warmth and moderate stimulation. Make the

sufferer as comfortable as possible, and try to prepare him for the almost

inevitable end.

HEALTH HINTS.

'Never go to bed until the feet are thoroughly dry and warm. In

passing out from any heated building into cold air, keep the mouth

tightly shut ; by inhaling the air through the nose it will be warmed

before reaching the lungs, and thus prevent the sudden chills which so

often end in pneumonia or other serious diseases. Never sleep with the

head exposed to a draught from an open window.



poisons anU antiiotes.

HE remedies to be used in cases of poisoning of

course vaj-y widely; but two general direc-

tions are universally applicable—to get rid

of tbe poison as quickly as possible, and to-

fc/-^. t'^^K ^j*^ remember tbat the value of the remedy

r k niv"*^ increases in the exact ratio of the promptness

with which it can be obtained.

Some poisons, by irritating the lining

membrane of the stomach, naturally produce

vomiting, so that, by the aid of an emetic,

the whole contents will be speedily ejected.

Others have no tendency to cause nausea,

and then the quickest methods for inducing it must be employed. Of

these the best are draughts of hot water mixed with salt or mustard,

tickling the throat with a feather, thrusting the finger down it, etc.

Some poisons, however, paralyze the stomach, and the only resource

is the stomach-pump. But this is sometimes diflicult to obtain, and

always liable to do harm if used by inexperienced hands.

VEGETABLE POISOJSTS.

POISON OAK, IVY, AND SUMACH.

Many persons are so sensitive to the influence of these plants that^

even without touching them, their mere vicinity will cause symptom&

much resembling those of erysipelas.

The best remedy is said to be frequent bathing in water, as hot as

can be borne. If used immediately after exposure, it will sometimes

prevent the eruption. Later it relieves the itching sensation, and gradually

198
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dries up the swellings. In addition, "lead water and laudanum"
is valuable as a lotion. But persons sensitive to these poisons should
be on the watch for the plants when roaming through the fields or

woods.
DEADLY NIGHTSHADE.

This is found growing wild almost everywhere in the Eastern States,

and cases of poisoning from eating its purplish fruit are by no means
uncommon, especially among children.

Symptoms.—The enlargement of the pupil of the eye is always a
prominent symptom; the limbs grow heavy and tremors run through the
body. The mucous membrane of the nose, mouth, and throat become
extremely dry, and there is sometimes a singular bluish appearance of the
lips. The action of the kidneys is increased, and the drug is always to be
found in the urine—indeed the chief point by which to ensure recogni-

tion of the poison is that the urine of any person suffering from the:

effects of belladonna (deadly nightshade) will dilate the pupil of the eye

of another person or animal.

Treatment—Give sulphate of copper or sulphate of zinc to empty
the stomach, and then administer ten drops of the compound solution of

iodine in a tablespoonful of water. Opiates should be given and cold ap-

plications laid on the head. If the strength fails, use stimulants—brandy

or other alcoholic liquors. The patient must lie down during the whole
course of treatment, with the head low, so that the blood can flow toward

the brain. Hot coffee is a valuable aid, both as an antidote to the poison

and on account of its stimulating properties.

STRAMONIUM, OR " JIMSON WEED."

The symptoms are the same as those produced by the poison of

nightshade, and the same treatment should be pursued.

POKE BERRIES AND POKE ROOT.

This very familiar plant, though the young stalks are often used in

the spring as " greens," is poisonous, and the effects doubtless would be

more frequently felt if the active principle were not removed by boiling.

The berries, however, are sometimes eaten by children.

Symptoms.—Excessive nausea, followed at last by vomiting, which is

accompanied by great depression. The pulse and breathing are very slow,

and convulsions sometimes set in. '

Treatment.—Empty the stomach at once by emetics and give liquor,

fifteen drop doses of ether, or Hoffman's anodyne. One grain dose of
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opium, or half a teaspoonful of laudanum, or half an ounce of paregoric

may be used instead.

MONKSHOOD—WOLFSBANE.

This plant, though excessively poisonous, is cultivated in gardens for

the sake of its beautiful blue flowers. When it grows wild, it has some-

times been mistaken for horse-radish, and eaten with dangerous results.

It is used in medicine under the name of " aconite^" and as some persons

are very sensitive to its influence, cases of poisoning have occurred from

taking the ordinary dose.

Symptoms.—When a fatal dose has been swallowed, the effects usually

appear in from five to thirty minutes. First there is irritation and con-

striction of the heart, followed by tingling of the mouth, lips, and whole

surface of the skin, like the pricking of chestnut-burrs, then great weak-

ness, dimness of vision, difficult breathing, slowness of the pulse. Death

is caused by the paralysis of the nerve centers.

Treatment.—Give anything containing tannin, either a solution of the

tannin itself, a decoction of oak bark, or plenty of strong black tea.

Administer an emetic of mustard, or sulphate of zinc, or use a stomach

pump. Then milk or sweet oil should be given, and, if there is any dan-

ger of collapse, brandy, whiskey, or gin may be administered either by

injection or by the mouth, and warm applications should,be made to the

hands, feet, spine, and stomach. It is absolutely necessary for the sufferer

to lie down ; on no account must he or she rise or even sit up.

HEMLOCK OR CONIUM.

This plant, known in the most ancient times, is a native of Europe,

whence it was brought to this country. It flowers in July and emits a

strong mouse-like odor, long inhalation of which produces symptoms of

poisoning.

Symptoms.—Weakness of the limbs, drooping of the eye-lids, drowsi-

ness, and dizziness. The utterance is affected, and if the dose has been

fatal, paralysis of the extremities follows and convulsions set in.

Treatment.—Tannin, strong tea, decoction of oak-bark, aqua ammonia,
diluted with six times its bulk of water, or, if that is not at hand, a few

drops of lye in plenty of water. Tickle the throat to produce vomiting,

•give strong coffee and compel the patient to take plenty of exercise.

DIGITALIS.

The common name is fox-glove,—the extract from the plant is known
in medicine as digitalis—and it is classed among cumulative poisons.
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hence the danger in using it of sometimes finding it produce the effects

of an over-dose.

Symptoms.—Vomiting, pain in the bowels, and purging. The grass-
green color of the matter thrown off is said to be a distinctive symptom.
Sometimes these symptoms immediately follow the dose, sometimes a con-
siderable interval of time elapses. The most marked symptom is the ex-
treme depression of the action of the heart, the pulse becomes irregular,

at times almost imperceptible, the pupils are dilated, and the vision is

dimmed or fails entirely. Death usually results suddenly from stoppage
of the heart, caused by some trifling exertion, such as an attempt to sit

up in the bed.

Treatment.—^First get rid of the poison by giving emetics, warm
mustard water, ipecac, etc.,—tickling the throat or using the stomach-
pump ; tannin or strong tea, paregoric or laudanum, wine, and large

quantities of strong coffee are recommended. The patient must be kept
constantly lying down, and not permitted to rise or sit up in the bed.

TOBACCO.

The first effects produced .by the use of this plant have been experi-

enced by almost every smoker.

Symptoms.—Nausea, purging, weakness, trembling, and profuse per-

spiration. When a fatal dose has been taken, there is also burning pain

in the stomach, while the other symptoms increase. The body begins to

grow cold, the trembling fits are more frequent, spasms supervene, and
finally convulsions and death.

Treatment.—The first thing to be done when a large dose has been

swallowed is to empty the stomach by a dose of sulphate of zinc, or any
other means that may be convenient, or with a stomach-pump. Then
administer tannin or strong tea—which contains it—followed by iodide

of potassium in ten grain doses, or five drop doses of compound solution

of iodine, well diluted with water. Brandy and ten drop doses of am-

monia are beneficial in stimulating the circulation. Injections of strych-

nine and artificial respiration may be resorted to in extreme cases.

ARNICA.

This is a common household remedy, though of somewhat doubtful

Value.

Symptoms.—On first swallowing arnica there is a burning sensation

in the mouth and throat, followed by, greatly increased secretion of saliva,

ifausea and vomiting follow, accompanied by diarrhoea, like that which
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attends cholera. Extreme depression of the whole system follows the'

first increase of respiration, circulation, and temperature, and is accom-

panied by violent headache, dilated pupils, and paralysis of the muscles..

STRYCHNINE STRYCHNIA.

This poison acts upon the nervous system and throws the patient inta

convulsions. The time between swallowing the poison and feeling the

effects varies according to the form in which it has been taken. If a so-

lution is used, it speedily begins its deadly action on the spinal cord ; if

mixed with food, a longer time is necessary. If an emetic is to be of any

service in cases of poisoning from strychnine, it must be administered

immediately, as the convulsions prevent swallowing.

OPIUM.

This is one of the poisons most frequently taken, both from design^

because it is supposed to produce an easy death, and from mistake,,

because it is so much used as a medicine.

Symptoms.—^Very soon after taking a large dose of opium the patient

is overwhelmed by a stupor against which he vainly struggles and, unless

some counteracting remedy is promptly given, death soon ensues.

Treatment.—There is no known antidote to opium. The first step to

be taken is to administer a prompt emetic. Ten grains of sulphate of

copper or a scruple of sulphate of zinc will answer, but if these cannot

be had, give three tablespoonfuls of mustard in a quart of water, or the

same amount of salt instead of the mustard. Keep the patient moving

about, compelling exertion by every possible means, and when there is no

farther hope of removing the poison, give a cathartic. If this latter

attempt to clear the stomach and bowels proves thoroughly successful-

otherwise it would be a fatal mistake—give some acid drink, a glass of

vinegar and water or lemonade, followed by a cup of hot, strong coffee^

without sugar or cream, every half hour, gradually lessening the quan-

tity and frequency of the dose. Finally, after the effects of the drug have

wholly passed away, let the patient sleep.

MORPHINE.

This is the active principle of opium, of which it constitutes about

ten per cent. It bears a close resemblance to quinine, which has beea

the cause of frequent mistakes.

Symptoms.—The same as opium, and the treatment is the same.
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LAUDANUM.

This drug varies in strength from the plain tincture of opium to

"black drop."

Symptoms and Treatment.—Same as for opium.

PAREGORIC.

This is camphorated tincture of opium, and is so weak that it is

rarely taken j in over-doses except by delicate children. Paregoric forms
the basis of " soothing syrups."

Symptoms and Treatment.—Same as for opium.

MINERAL POISOITS.

PHOSPHORUS.

This, one of the most fatal drugs known, is the principal ingredient

in ordinary matches, and also in many of the rat and insect poisons in

common use. It is slow in operation—death- resulting in from two to

three or four weeks after taking the poison—a fortnight being the most

common period.

Symptoms.—These develop more slowly when the poison has been

absorbed from matches than when it has been taken in the form of the

various vermin exterminators so commonly sold. A sensation of nausea

and burning, followed by vomiting, are the first symptoms. The odor

of phosphorus can be frequently perceived in the matter ejected from the

stomach, and it is often luminous in the dark. The stomach is painful

and tender to the touch, and these sensations, with the vomiting, usually

continue several days, at which time the matter thrown off contains par-

ticles not unlike coffee-grounds in appearance, constituting what is termed

" black vomit." The patient may have either constipation, diarrhoea, or

dysentery, and the matter cast off from the bowels may or may not be

luminous in the dark. Hemorrhage from all the mucous surfaces is very

common, the hands and feet become insensible, and afterwards paralyzed.

Sometimes there is violent delirium, and death is usually preceded by

convulsions.

Treatment.—The hope of success in saving the patient after the more

serious symptoms appear is extremely slight, but if the antidotes are

given early enough, the chance of prevention is very fair, especially if the

poison has been taken in the solid form.
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As soon as it is known that phosphorus has been swallowed, give at once

in large quantities its antidote, sulphate of copper (blue vitriol), so that it

may perform the double work of antidote and emetic. After the stomach

has been thus thoroughly emptied, administer hydrated magnesia to

cause purging, and then give small doses of the sulphate of copper.

Acid French oil of turpentine, if obtainable, is an excellent antidote. The

rectified oil, known as the spirits of turpentine, is useless. Of course, as

in all cases of accident and injury, a physician should be summoned as

quickly as possible.

ARSENIC.

This poison, taken in large doses, causes nausea and vomiting, which

should be increased by giving ipecac, mustard and water, or salt and water.

Symptoms.—Vomiting, purging—the discharge mixed with blood

—

difficulty of breathing, low, feeble pulse, intense thirst, and cold extremi-

ties. If the dose is fatal, convulsions follow.

Treatment.—Large doses of chalk or magnesia, mixed with water,

sugar and linseed oil, or chalk and sweet oil, should be frequently repeated

for the purpose of coating the lining membrane of the stomach, and thus

preventing the action of the poison. Then procure as quickly as possible,

hydrated sesquioxide of iron. But, as it is absolutely necessary that this

should be fresh, it is better to make it. To do this obtain from the

druggist several ounces of the lersulphate of Iron ; or, if that cannot

be had, the Persulphate of Iron will answer. Put it in a glass and pour

over it magnesia, soda, or ammonia. The former, as it is also an anti-

dote, is best for the purpose. Strain the mixture througha cloth—

a

handkerchief will do—and give a tablespoonful or even more of the paste

which will remain in the cloth. This substance is the hydrated

sesquioxide of iron, and is a specific antidote to the arsenic.

If only a small dose of the poison has been swallowed, or if the

treatment has been sufficiently prompt, the violent symptoms will soon

pass away, after which broth or any light food may be taken. The
inflammation of the stomach and bowels which will remain requires the

same treatment as inflammation from any other cause; but chronic inflam-

mation or permanent paralytic results may follow.

PARIS GREEN.

This salt of arsenic is very commonly used to destroy bugs and
insects, and many cases of poisoning have resulted. The symptoms and
treatment are the same as for arsenic.
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Test.—A simple way of discovering whether a person has been poi-

soned by arsenic is to throw some of the matter ejected on a hot iron—it

the fumes give out an odor resembling garlic, the presence of arsenic may
be confidently believed.

COPPER.

Many cases of poisoning proceed from having eaten food cooked in

copper vessels which, having been left with grease or acid standing in

them, collect what is known as " verdigris," acetate of copper, or blue

vitriol (sulphate of copper) a very poisonous substance which, being taken

into the stomach with the food, instantly causes severe illness.

Another source of trouble arises from the practice of putting copper

coins into a jar with vinegar pickles to improve their color.

Symptoms.—Severe pains in the stomach, nausea, and vomiting, the

matter ejected being tinged with green or blue and tasting of copper.

Treatment.—^After the stomach has been emptied by means of an
emetic or stomach pump, mix the whites of half a dozen eggs in a quart

of water and give the patient a wine-glassful every three or four minutes.

"When the whole has been taken, give a dose of some cathartic and apply

cloths wet in hot water to allay the inflammation.

BLUB VITRIOL OR SULPHATE OF COPPER.

This is used in many disinfecting fluids, and cases of poisoning

by them sometimes occur. The symptoms and treatment are the same as

for copper.

MERCURY.

This is a metal very useful in medicine, yet chronic poisoning by the

drug is not uncommon when given by a physician's prescription, though,

occurring under his eye, it is easily checked. Ointments in which mer-

cury forms a large ingredient, such as " blue ointment " and " red oint-

ment " are often used without prescription, as are also the favorite

cathartic medicines, blue mass and calomel. It is also used in manufac-

tures, gilding, mirror-making, etc., and as it gives off fumes at a very low

temperature, it is inhaled by persons using it and serious cases of poison-

ing have followed.

Symptoms.—The general symptoms are headache, loss of memory,

trembling, partial loss of control over the muscles, convulsions, and finally

insanity. Persons whose occupations oblige them to handle the metal

should be watchful of such warnings. But before any extreme points

have been reached, the symptoms of mercurial poisoning become
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unmistakable. The gums grow tender to the touch, the glands in the neck

and throat swell, the breath is offensive, and a blue or dark slate-colored

line forms between the teeth and the gums. These effects are known as

salivation.

Treatment.—^Where the case is chronic, stop the administration of the

poison. Let the patient take nourishing food and regular exercise. A
dose of from five to ten grains of iodide of potassium should be given

every day.

CORKOSIVE SUBLIMATE.

This mercurial salt is an intensely active poison.

Symptoms.—A feeble rapid pulse, extreme thirst, great difficulty of

breathing and a bloody discharge from the stomach. It is so commonly

used as a vermin and insect exterminator that accidents from its use are

frequent.

Treatment.—Excite vomiting as quickly as possible by giving large

draughts of warm {not hot) water and sugar, and by tickling the back

part of the throat. Then mix the whites of a dozen eggs in a quart of

water, and let the patient drink a wineglassful every two or three min-

utes. Fortunately white of egg is an antidote, and one which can gen-

erally be quickly and easily obtained.

RED PRECIPITATE.

Red oxide of mercury is in very common use as a poison for insects,

and is sometimes swallowed by accident. The symptoms and treatment

are the same as for corrosive sublimate.

LEAD.

There are many ways in which the poison may be conveyed into the

system—by drinking water that has flowed through lead pipes, by eating

food which has been put up in soldered jars, or, as in the case of painterSj

by absorbing it through the pores of the skin. When taken in the latter

form, it gradually accumulates until it results in chronic lead poisoning^

known as " lead colic " and " lead palsy."

Treatment.—^First cut off the supply of poison, from whatever source

it may come. Then give regularly aperient carbonated drinks, keep the

bowels open by mild saline cathartics, and doses of from five to ten

grains of potassium iodide, dissolved in a tablespoonful of water, admin-

istered three times each day till a cure is effected.
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SUGAR OF LEAD.

Cases of poisoning by this salt, " acetate of lead," are quite frequent,

as large quantities of it are contained in nearly all eye-washes and many
lotions.

Symptoms.—^Acute pains in the stomach and bowels, with excessive

nausea and vomiting.

Treatment.—Give alum, carbonate of soda, or carbonate of potash,

in warm water in large draughts to cause vomiting, which will afford

relief. If these should fail, give a scruple of the sulphate of zinc (known
as white vitriol), which, combining with the lead, will form a harmless

salt ; and destroy the activity of the poison, which may then be removed

from the system by means of emetics and cathartics.

ZINC (including chloride, acetate, and sulphate of zinc).

Large doses of any of these zinc salts act as irritant and feebly

caustic poisons.

Symptoms.—Burning and constriction in the throat, burning sensa-

tions in the stomach, nausea, strong metallic taste in the mouth, vomit-

ing, profuse cold perspiration, cramps, and occasionally other nervous

symptoms.

Treatment.—Like all irritant poisons, the remedies must be very

promptly given. The antidotes are soap and water, baking soda in

water, in the proportion of one tablespoonful to a pint, lime water, strong

tea, tannin, or a decoction of oak bark, followed by mucilaginous drinks,

whites of eggs, or milk to soothe the inflammation. Stimulants may be

required later.

ANTIMONY TARTAR EMETIC.

Tartar is a compound of antimony and potash, and was formerly

often used in medical practice.

Symptoms.—Thename of thedrug being derived from itspowerful emet-

ic effects, one of the most prominent symptoms, as may be supposed, is per-

sistent vomiting. This is followed by purging and , if violent, the discharges

bear a close resemblance to the so called "rice-water" excreta of cholera.

The face becomes pallid, the skin icy cold, the pulse is weak and irregular,

and there is great nervous and muscular prostration. Larger doses cause

still severer symptoms—intense pain at the pit of the stomach, a shrunken,

anxious expression of the countenance, coldness of the breath, loss of the

voice, and cramps make the case bear a close resemblance to Asiatic

cholera.
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Treatment.—^The stomach will probably empty itself by the action of

the drug, therefore no other emetic need be administered. Strong tea,

decoction of tan bark, catechu, rhubarb, or best of all, tannin, should be

administered at once. The application of heat to the hands, feet, spine,

and pit of the stomach, and small doses of diluted brandy may also be

advisable.
NITRATE OF SILVER—LTTNAR CAUSTIC.

It sometimes happens that in touching ulcera in the throat with

lunar caustic a piece is broken off and swallowed. In case of such an ao

cident, instantly give the antidote, which is common table salt. Dissolve

in warm water, and let the patient swallow enough to cause vomiting.

MISCELLANEOUS.

IODINE.

This is so commonly used as a medicine that accidents from it are

frequent.

Symptoms.—^The yellow stain of the preparation may often be seen

about the lips or on the clothing. When swallowed it causes a sensation

of burning in the stomach, and heat in the throat, and the pungent me-

tallic taste is also characteristic.

Treatment.—The antidote for iodine is starch, which may be admin-

istered in the form of ordinary starch and water, flour and water, or mixed

arrow-root—^whichever is handiest. Vomiting should then be caused by

warm water mixed with mustard, or by tickling the throat with a finger

or a feather, if needful. Iodide of starch is deep blue, so the matter

ejected will be of that color. Milk should be given afterward until there

are no farther symptoms of inflammation.

Symptoms.—These are very marked. The face grows pale, the mus-

cles rigid, the heart's action quick and stiff. During the paroxysms,

which last some time, respiration is suspended, and the muscles are drawn

into knots all over the body.

Treatment.—Remove all tight clothing from the sufferer's body, arid

lay him on his back in a cool, quiet place. Then fit a paper cone over

his face, and in the top of it put a sponge or handkerchief saturated with

chloroform, so that the air he breathes will be charged with it. Keep

him under the influence until, when the chloroform is removed, the spas-

modic symptoms do not return. If the dose has been large it will be
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several weeks before the patient can move about, and be will doubtless

be obliged to take, for some time, a tonic composed of phosphates of iron,

quinine, and strychnine. If chloroform cannot be had, use opium, mor-
phine, ether, chloral, or any narcotic at hand, until the chloroform can

be procured.

HYDEOCYANIC ACID PRUSSIC ACID CYANIDE OF POTASSIUM CYANIDE
OF SILVEK.

The cyanides of silver and potassium owe their poisonous qualities to

pruHsic acid, the deadliest poison with which any human being is likely

to come into contact. Few people have anything to do with the acid

itself; but the cyanide of silver is largely used by photographers, and
the cyanide of potassium, in spite of its deadly qualities, is sometimes

applied to removing stains from linen ; so poisoning by prussic acid is

always a possibility. The flavor of cherry-laurel water, oil of bitter

almonds, peach-kernels, etc., is caused by this poison, and their use may
be dangerous—indeed, it is by no means uncommon to have children

made ill by eating peach-kernels.

Symptoms.—^In most cases poisoning by either the acid or its salts

causes instant collapse and death, so that the only thing to be done is to

decide the cause by means of the odor of bitter almonds. Small doses

cause excessive weakness, nausea, and great nervous depression.

Treatment.—Ammonia, well diluted, followed by oxide of iron,

should be administered immediately, and artificial respiration should be

practiced, if necessary. Then give some hot stimulant, such as brandy

and water. Perfect rest and quiet are needful.

CORROSIVE ACIDS—^NITRIC, MURIATIC OR HYDROCHLORIC, SULPHURIC.

These acids, in the strict sense of the word, are not poisons ; but in

their concentrated form they destroy the tissues with which they come in

contact, and are thus more fatal than many real poisons.

Symptoms.—^N'itric acid stains the skin and tissues yellow ; sulphuric

acid turns them black. The physical sensations are intense burning pain

in the mouth, throat, and stomach, accompanied by the general efiects of

the corrosive poisons.

Treatment.—This must be immediate. Give chalk and water, soap,,

magnesia, lime water, soda, (baking or washing) diluted lye or, if nothing

else can be had, calsomine knocked from the wall and pounded up in

water. These, by forming a chemical combination with the acid,

neutralize its action. Then give milk, eggs, and oil, to protect the tissues.

To counteract the depressing effects, give opium or morphia injections of
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beef-tea and brandy. Nay, it may even be necessary to inject ammonia

directly into the veins, to save the patient from collapse.

CARBOLIC ACID.

This is in such general use as a disinfectant, a preventive of decom-

position, and, in a weak solution, a liniment for bruises, that accidents

from swallowing it are by no means infrequent.

Symptoms.—Strong carbolic acid softens the tissue of the mucous

membrane till it presents a greyish-white appearance. The physical sen-

sations are severe pain and burning in the throat and stomach, swelling

of the tongue, dizziness, and finally convulsions.

Treatment.—Large quantities of olive and castor oil should be swal-

lowed, with frequent and abundant drinks of sweet milk. If neither

sweet oil nor castor oil are on hand, any other bland oil will answer the

purpose till the doctor comes.

OXALIC ACID.

This preparation is familiar to housewives under the name of "salt

of sorrel," " salt of lemon," and being often kept on hand for the removal

of ink and other stains, is sometimes swallowed by mistake.

Symptoms.—Like other corrosive acids, oxalic acid poisoning pro-

duces burning of the throat and stomach, profuse vomiting, whose matter

,is sometimes mixed with blood, and extreme debility, whose effects

almost amount to paralysis, while the pulse becomes so weak as to be

nearly imperceptible. A strong dose will destroy life in half an hour.

Treatment.—Give lime, washing or baking soda, chalk, magnesia, or

ammonia diluted with water, every three or four minutes. Magnesia is

best, because it acts so quickly that no emetic is needed. Still, it is wiser,

under any circumstances, to thoroughly empty the stomach by means of

an emetic.

LYE—CAUSTIC SODA—CAUSTIC POTASH.

Deatbs have occurred by accidental swallowing of these caustics,

which act like hartshorn, only with much more quickness and severity,

affecting the whole mouth, throat, and stomach. Blood appears in the

discharges from the stomach and bowels, followed by cold sweat and hic-

cough, the immediate precursors of death.

HARTSHORN—AMMONIA—AQUA AMMONIA—SPIRITS OF AMMONIA.

This well-known fluid, if swallowed instantly, acts on the mouth,

tongue, and throat, violently swelling and inflaming the mucous lining.
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On reaching the stomach it quickly enters into the circulation, increasing

the heart's action, and speedily causing fever.

Treatment.—When a dose of ammonia has been swallowed, follow it

as soon as possible with vinegar, and then give sweet-oil, flaxseed tea,

mucilage, or other familiar demulcents. A cold bath may be needed to

subdue the feverish symptoms.

POISONING BY DECAYED MEAT, ETC.

Certain changes which occur in animal substances cause severe cases

of poisoning. Sausages, meat-pies, fish, cheese, and various other foods

have occasioned serious trouble.

Symptoms.—Ifausea and headache. In fish poisoning dizziness and

nettle rash usually appear. Vomiting is common, followed sometimes by

collapse.

Treatment.—Emetics, alum, or mustard and water, followed by a dose

of Epsom salts, followed by Vichy water, seltzer, or anything of the sort.



Ci)e Mot^n's Mt^itim €i)cst.

N" travelling or for use at home, it is very desirable to have
at hand a few remedies valuable in accidents or

sudden sickness.

A small boK will hold the following articles

:

Absorbent cotton.

Sticking plaster—rubber plaster is best,

because it requires neither heat nor moisture

for its application.

Bandages of muslin or flannel.

Thread and needles.

Pins.

Vaseline.

1. Aromatic spirits of ammonia.
2. Tincture of Assafcetida.

3. Oil of cloves. •

4. Hoffman's Anodyne.

6. Syrup of Ipecac.

6. Laudanum.
7. Magnesia.

8. Mustard.

9. Paregoric.

10. Spiced syrup of rhubarb.

11. Turpentine.

To these may be added, if there is room, camphor-water, essence of

ginger, lime-water, and sweet spirits of nitre.

QUANTITY.

The best quantity of the eleven medicines first named would be two
fluid ounces—with the exception of N"o. 3 (the oil of cloves) a fluid drachm
ofwhich would suffice, No. 7 (magnesia) and No. 8 (mustard) one ounce of

which would be enough. See that the bottles containing the laudanum
212
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and paragoric are of an entirely different shape from those which hold the

other medicines, and that they, and also the bottle containing the oil of

cloves, are marked poison. By way of still farther precaution, each one

should have tied around the neck a ribbon or string which can be felt in

the dark. See that the proper dose is marked on the label of each bottle.

DIKECTIONS FOR USB OF MBi)ICINBS.

1. Ammonia.—Aromatic spirits of ammonia, not hartshorn, is ex-

tremely valuable to relieve sickness at the stomach, and even vomiting in

nervousness. G-ive an adult twenty-five drops, a child ten drops, in a

wine-glassful of water. This may be given every ten minutes, almost

without limit.

2. Assafcetida. Tincture of assafoetida is a tonic to the nerves, and

also very soothing to the bowels. Dose for an adult, one teaspoonful ; for

a child, twenty drops, in a tablespoonful of water. It can often be used

as an injection, when it could not be given by the mouth. In the latter case

. put for an adult a tablespoonful, and for a child, a teaspoonful in a small

"tea-cupful of warm water.

3. Cloves. Oil of cloves is an excellent remedy to use as a local ap-

plication in toothache, and also,—given in doses of three drops for an

adult, and one drop for a child—affords speedy relief for indigestion. It

may be administered rubbed into a little sugar or in a teaspoonful of

sweet oil.

Hoffmann's Anodyne is admirab^p in cases of hysterics, nervous fright,

or chills. The dose for an adult is one teaspoonful in a wineglassful of

water. It is a medicine rarely needed by children ; but in the case of a

very nervous child, half the dose for an adult can be given.

Ipecac. Syrup of Ipecac is an emetic ; but must be used in abun-

dant quantities. The dose for an adult is a large tablespoonful, and for a

child as near a teaspoonful as possible ; there should be no hesitation in

giving a sufficiently large dose. It is often of great service in cases of

poisoning, convulsions, croup, whooping-cough, and asthma.

Laudanum. Laudanum is the tincture of opium, and has all its

properties. It is one of the most valuable drugs, though a dangerous

one. But there is no fear of poisoning with any preparation of opium if

care is taken not to give more than the ordinary dose, not to give oftener

than once in half an hour, and to stop as soon as the pain lessens or there

are any symptoms of drowsiness. Occasionally small doses will cause

great alarm ; but it may be considered safe to give twenty drops of

laudanum to any adult who is suffering severe pain and to repeat the
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dose every half-hour till the pain is lessened or symptoms' of drowsiness

appear. One of the signs of the effect of opium on the system is a con-

traction of the pupil of the eye. On the appearance of this symptom, the

use of any preparation of opium should be stopped.

One drop of laudanum given every hour will often prove successful iu

speedily checking diarrhoea. Yet ten or fifteen drops may he given to

an adult, afCer each, movement, if the smaller quantity is not sufficient.

Pure laudanum is the best possible application to cuts and bruises.

A soft cloth soaked in it can be bound on, and occasionally wetted with

it, without removal. It quiets pain and promotes healing. The same

treatment is very soothing in faceache, toothache, and earache, even in

rheumatism and neuralgia.

7. Magnesia. Magnesia is a remedy usually given to children for the

relief of constipation. The dose is one teaspoonful, which may be

administered either in water or milk. For sour stomach a pinch i*

sufficient.

8. Mustard. In using ground mustard for plasters, always mix it with

an equal quantity of flour. Even then its effect is speedy, and it should

be removed in a few minutes or as soon as the skin begins to redden.

When it is necessary to leave a mustard plaster on for more than a few

minutes, make it in the proportion of one part mustard to three or four

of flour. Care should be taken to remove it as soon as the skin is red, it

must not be allowed to make a blister.

As an emetic, put a teaspoonful of the ground seeds into a teacupful

of lukewarm water.

9. Paregoric.—An opium preparation, containing, besides other in-

gredients, some camphor. It is the best preparation for children because

the dose can be more easily measured than laudanum. An infant a few

hours old can stand three drops, and in a few days, five. Any time after

six months, twenty may be given. An adult can take a teaspoonful. It

can be used in all cases for which laudanum is recommended.

10. Shubarb.—Spiced rhubarb is an excellent laxative for the bowels.

A teaspoonful is the dose for an adult or a small child. It is valuable in

the early stages of diarrhoea in children, as it has a healing, soothing in-

fiuence.

11. Turpentine.—Spirits or oil of turpentine can be used whenever

mustard has been recommended for external application. Dip a soft

flannel or muslin cloth in turpentine, wring out nearly dry, lay on the

surface, and cover with oiled silk or a few thicknesses of dry cloth to pre-

vent co-operation.
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Red Pepper may sometimes be applied instead of mustard, though its

action is more energetic. When moistened and applied to the skin, red

pepper first causes a sensation of warmth and later of intense fiery burn-

ing. If left on long enough it will raise a blister, but this should be

carefully avoided. Red pepper may be used in cases of colic or cholera

morbus, as it quiets pain by acting as a counter irritant, and stimulates

the nervous and circulatory systems. In nausea it sometimes relieves by

the latter process.



atdLxx antr jfooti of infants.

PROMIjSTENT and very successful English physician,

Dr. Chavasse, sums up the result of years of practice

in the following

:

FOUR RULES FOR THE TREATMENT OF INFANTS.

1. Plenty of wat6r for the skin.

2. Plenty of milk for the stomach.

3. Plenty of fresh air for the lungs.

4. Plenty of sleep for the brain

Without an abundance of these four

requisites, he says, perfect health is utterly

impossible.

In reference to the first rule, he opposes the use of cold water for

bathing, and denies its strengthening power, stating that it is likely to

cause a chill and subsequent inflammation. Hot water he also disapproves,

as having a tendency to weaken the child and make it more liable to

contract diseases, and recommends as best for the purpose, tepid water

used with Castile soap, which is less irritating to the skin than ordinary

soaps ; care being taken not to let it get into the eyes, lest it should pro-

duce inflammation, or at any rate smarting.

216
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A sponge is better than flannel, because it enables a little stream of

water to be poured over the child, thus acting like a miniature shower
bath. In giving general directions for the infant's bath, he says

:

"A babe ought, every morning of his life, to be thoroughly washed
from head to foot ; and this can only be properly done by putting him
bodily either into a tub, or into a bath, or into a large nursery-basin half

filled with water. The head, before placing him in the bath, should be

first wetted (but not dried) ; then immediately put him into the water,

and, with a piece of flannel well soaked, cleanse his whole body, particu-

larly his arm-pits, between his thighs, his groins, and his hams ; then take

a large sponge in hand, and allow the water from it, well filled, to stream'

all over his body, particularly over his back and loins. Let this advice

be well observed, and you willfind the plan most strengthening to your

child. The skin must, after every bath, be thoroughly but quickly dried

with warm, dry, soft towels, flrst enveloping the child in one, and then

gently absorbing the moisture with the towel, not roughly scrubbing

nadrubbing his tender skin as though a horse were being rubbed

down.
" The ears must after each ablution be carefully and well dried with a

soft dry napkin ; inattention to this advice has sometimes caused a

gathering in the ear—a painful and distressing complaint ; and at other

times it has produced deafness.

" Directly after the infant is dried , all the parts that are at all likely

to be chafed ought to be well powdered. After he is well dried and

powdered, the chest, the back, the bowels, and the limbs should be gently

rubbed, taking care not to expose him unnecessarily during such friction.

He ought to be partially washed every evening ; indeed it may be neces-

sary to use a sponge and a little warm water frequently during the day,

namely, each time after the bowels have been relieved. Cleanliness is one

vf the grand incentives to health, and therefore cannot be too strongly in-

sisted upon. If more attention were paid to this subject, children would

be more exempt from chafings, " breakings-out," and consequent suffering,

than they at present are. After the second month, if the babe be delicate,

the addition of two handfuls of table-salt to the water he is washed with

in the morning will tend to brace and strengthen him.
" With regard to the best powder to dust an infant with, there is noth-

ing better for general use than starch—the old-fashioned starch made of

wheaten-flour—reduced by means of a pestle and mortar to a flne powder

;

or violet powder, which is nothing more than finely powdered starch

scented, and which may be procured of any respectable chemist. Some
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mothers are in tlie habit of using white-lead ; but as this is a poison, it

ought on no account to be resorted to.'

" Remember that excoriations are generally owing to the want of

water—^to the want of an abundance of water. After sponging the parts

where the excoriations appear with tepid rain water, holding him over hia

tub, and allowing the water from a well-filled sponge to stream over the

parts, and then drying them with a soft napkin (not rubbing, but gently

dabbing with the napkin), there is nothing better than dusting the part*

frequently with finely powdered native carbonate of zinc. The best way
of using this powder is tying up a little of it in a piece of muslin, and

then gently dabbing the parts with it.

"An infant who is every morning well soused and well swilled with

water, seldom suffers either from excoriations or from any other of tha

numerous skin diseases. Cleanliness, then, is the grand preventive of, and

the best remedy for, excoriations. Naaman the Syrian was ordered ' to

wash and be clean,' and he was healed, " and his flesh came again like

unto the flesh of a little child, and he was clean."^ This was, of course,.

a miracle ; but how often does water, without any special intervention,,

act miraculously both in preventing and in curing skin diseases

!

"An infant's clothes, napkins especially, ought never to be washed

with soda ; the washing of napkins with soda is apt to produce excoria-

tions and breakings-out. ' As washer-women often deny that they use

soda, it can be easily detected by simply soaking a clean napkin in fresh

water and then tasting the water ; if it be brackish and salt, soda has

been employed.' " *

In regard to feeding infants, Dr. Chavasse is most positive in hia

opinion that nothing can be so beneficial as natural food supplied by the

mother's milk. Next in order he recommends a wet nurse, then asses'

milk—which, however, is difficult to obtain— and finally goat's milk.

Either of the latter should be milked fresh, as wanted, and should be given

by means of a feeding bottle.

If neither asses' nor goat's milk can %e had, the following recipe

should be given from the very commencement.

New milk, the produce of one healthy cow,
Warm water, of each, equal parts;

Table salt,* a few grains

;

Lump sugar, a sufficient quantity to slightly sweeten it.

1 In one case related by Eoop (Journ. de Phwrm., xx. 603), a child was destroyed by it.

2 2 Kings, V. 13, 14.

' Communicated by Sir Charles Locock.
* Liebig, the great chemist, asserts that a small quantity of table salt to the food is essential

to the health of children.
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The milk itself ought not to be heated over the fire,* but should, as

above directed, be warmed by the water ; it must, morning and evening, be

had fresh and fresh. The milk and water should be of the same temperature

as the mother's milk, that is to say, at about ninety to ninety-five degrees

Fahrenheit. It ought to be given by means of a feeding-bottle, and care

must be taken to scald the bottle out twice a day, for if attention be not

paid to this point the delicate stomach of an infant is soon disordered.

As he grows older the milk should be gradually increased, and the water

decreased, until nearly all milk be given.

" There will, in many cases, be quite sufficient nourishment in the

above ; T have known some robust infants brought up on it alone. But
if it should not agree Avith the child, or if there should not be sufficient

nourishment in it, then some of the following foods may be tried. The
one that has been found the most generally useful is made by boiling the

crumb of bread for two hours in water, taking special care it does not

bum; then add a little lump sugar or brown sugar, if the bowels are

constipated, to make it more palatable, add also a little new milk, the

milk of one cow increasing, as the babe grows older, until it is nearly all

milk, using only sufficient water to boil the bread ; the milk should be

poured boiling hot upon the bread.

" (2) Cut thin slices of bread into a basin, cover the bread with cold

water, put it in an oven for two hours to bake ; take it out, beat the bread

up with a fork, sweeten slightly, and add a little milk. This is an

excellent food.

" (3) If neither of the above should agree with the infant, though if

properly made they almost always do—tous-les-mois—may be given. This

tous-les-mois is the starch obtained from the tuberous roots of various

species of canna, and is imported from the "West Indies. It is very similar

to arrow-root and is probably called tous-les-mois because it is good to be

eaten all the year round.

"(4) Another good food is the following: Take about a pound of

flour, put it into a cloth, tie it up tightly, place it in a saucepanful of

water, and let it boil for four or five hours ; then take it out, peel off the

outer rind, and the inside will be found quite dry, which grate.

"(5) Another way of preparing an infant's food is to bake flour

(biscuit-flour) in a slow oven, until it is of a light fawn color.

" (6) An excellent food for a baby is baked crumbs of bread. Crumb
some bread on a plate

; put it a little distance from the fire to dry, when

' It now and then happens that if the milk be not boiled, the motions of an infant are
offensive ; when mch is the case let the milk be boiled, but not otherwise.
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dry, rub the crumbs into a mortar, and reduce them to fine powder; pass

them through a sieve, set them into a slow oven, and let them bake until

a light fawn color. A small quantity, either of the boiled or of the baked

flour, or of the baked crumbs of bread ought to be made into food in the

same way as gruel is made, and should have a little milk added and be

slightly sweetened, according to the state of the bowels—^with either lump

or brown sugar.

" Baked flour sometimes causes constipation. In such cases a mix-

ture of baked flour and prepared oatmeal in the proportion of two

parts of flour to one of oatmeal, will be both nourishing and regulating to

the bowels. " One tablespoonful of it, mixed with a quarter of a pint of

milk, or milk and water, when well boiled, flavored, and sweetened with

white sugar, produces a thick, nourishing, and delicious food for infants

or invalids."

" (7.) The following is also a good and nourishing food for a baby

:

Soak, for an hour, some best rice in cold water ; strain, and add fresh

water to the rice ; then let it simmer till it will pulp through a sieve
;

put the pulp and the water in a saucepan, with a lump or two of sugar,

and again let it simmer for a quarter of an hour ; a portion of this should

be mixed with one-third of fresh milk, so as to make it of the consistence

of good cream.

" (8.) If a child's bowels are relaxed and weak, the milk must be boiled.

In such conditions, the following is a good food. Into five large spoon-

fuls of the purest water rub smoothly one dessertspoonful of fine flour.

Set over the fire five spoonfuls of new milk and put two bits of sugar

into it ; the moment it boils, pour it into the flour and water, and stir it

over a slow fire twenty minutes.

" The above recipes give a large and thoroughly tested variety of foods

from which to select, as it is sometimes difficult to find one that will suit •

but as soon as any one of them is found to agree, keep to it. A baby re-

quires simplicity in food.

"Another point to be remembered is the necessity of great care and

attention being observed in the preparation of any of the above articles

of diet. A babe's stomach is very delicate and will revolt at ill-made,

lumpy, or burnt food. Great care ought also to be observed as to the

cleanliness of the cooking utensils. The above directions require the

strict supervision of the mother.

"Whatever artificial food is used should be given by means of a bottle,

not only because it is a more natural way of feeding a baby, as it causes

him to suck as though he were drawing from the mother's breast ; but
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tlie act of sucking causes the salivary glands to press out their contents,,

which materially aids digestion.

" The food ought to be of the consistence of good cream and should be.

made fresh. It ought to be given milk-warm. Attention must be paid
to the cleanliness of the vessel, and care should be taken that the milk be
that of one cow and that it be new and of good quality, otherwise it will
turn acid and sour, and disorder the stomach.

"Very little sugar should be used in the food, any large quantity
injures the digestion. A small pinch of table salt should be added U.

whatever food is used.

" Nevertheless, a child is better without artificial food during the first

three or four months of his life, then it will be desirable to feed him.

twice a day, so as to gradually prepare him to be weaned, if possible, at

the end of nine months. In such cases the food mentioned above will be
best for him, commencing without the cow's milk ; but gradually adding
it, as less mother's milk and more artificial food is given."

Under the third rule of " plenty of fresh air for the lungs," Dr.

Chavasse recommends that a child should be taken out of doors in fine

summer weather a fortnight after its birth. In winter it should not go
under a month and then only in the middle of the day. After two
months he should breathe the open air more regularly and, after the ex-

piration of three months, the child should be carried out every day, even if

it is wet under foot, provided it is fine above, and the wind is neither in

an easterly nor in a northeasterly direction. He must of course be well

clothed ; but his face should not be covered with a veil or handkerchief

when he is taken out of doors. Under such circumstances it is impossible

for him to receive any benefit from the invigorating eflfects of the fresh air.

To secure "plenty of sleep for the brain," Rule 4, Dr. Chavasse-

directs that the child should be in a comfortably warm, but well-venti-

lated room, and laid in a cradle that has no head, or on a bed whose cur-

tains are not drawn. "He should not have a handkerchief or veil laid

over his face, as either will make, the air impure. If flies annoy him,

put a piece of net over him, as he can readily breathe through its meshes.

" The dress, whenever a child is put down to sleep, should be loose in

every part ; be careful that there are no strings upr bands to cramp him

"In conclusion: If an infant from his birth be properly managed,—if

he has an abundance of fresh air for his lungs,—if he has plenty of exer-

cise for his muscles (by allowing him to kick and sprawl on the floor),

—

if he has a good swilling and sousing of water for his skin,—if, during

the early months of his life, he has nothing but the mother's milk for his
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stomach,—^he will require very little medicine—^the less the better ! He
does not want his stomach to be made into a doctor's shop ! The grand

thing is not to take every opportunity of administering physic, but of

using every means of withholding it ! A babe who is always, without

rhyme or reason, being physicked, is sure to be puny, delicate, and un-

healthy, and is ready, at any moment, to drop into an untimely grave

!

>Ss«^



directions for ti)e iaanasemcnt of ti)c 3iclt=room anJr tfte

i^ursins of cr|)iHiren.

IN sickness select a large and lofty room ; if in the town, the
back of the the house will be preferable—in order to

fkeep the patient free from noise and "bustle—as a

sick-chamber cannot be kept too quiet. Be sure

that there be a chimney in the room—as there ought
to be in every room in the house—and that it be
not stopped, as it will help to carry off the im-

pure air of the apartment. Keep the chamber
well ventilated, by, from time to time, opening
the window. The air of the apartment cannot

be too pure ; therefore, let the evacuations from
the bowels be instantly removed, either to a

distant part of the house, or to an out-house, or to the cellar, as it might

be necessary to keep them for the medical man's inspection.

Let there be a frequent change of linen, as in sickness it is even more
necessary than in health, more especially if the complaint be fever. In an

attack of fever clean sheets ought, every other day, to be put on the bed

;

clean body-linen every day. A frequent change of linen in sickness is

most refreshing.

If the complaint be fever, a fire in the grate will not be necessary.

Should it be a case either of inflammation of the lungs or of the chest, a

small fire in the winter time is desirable, keeping the temperature of the

room as nearly as possible at 60° Fahrenheit. Bear in mind that a large

fire in a sick-room cannot be too strongly condemlfled ; for if there be fever

—and there are scarcely any complaints without

—

an large fire only increas-

es it. Small fires, in cases either of inflammation of the lungs or of the

chest, in the winter time, encourage ventilation of the apartment, and

thus carry off impure air. If it be summer time, of course fires would be

improper. A thermometer is an indispensable requisite in a sick-room.

In fever, free and thorough ventilation is of vital importance, more

especially in scarlet fever ; then a patient cannot have too much air ; in

scarlet fever, for the first few days the windows, be it winter or summer,,

must, to the widest extent, be opened. The fear of the patient catching

cold by doing so is one of the numerous prejudices and baseless fears that
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haunt the nursery, and the sooner it is exploded the better it will be for

human life. The valances and bed-curtains ought to be removed, and

there should be as little furniture in the room as possible.

If it be a case of measles, it will be necessary to adopt a different

course; then the windows ought not to be opened, but the door must

from time to time be left ajar. In a case of measles, if it be winter time,

a small fire in the room will be necessary. In inflammation of the lungs

or of the chest, the windows should not be opened, but the door ought

occasionally to be left unfastened, in order to change the air and to make it

pure. Remember, then, that ventilation, either by open window or by

open door, is most necessary in all diseases. Ventilation is one of the best

friends a doctor has.

In/ewer, do not load the bed with clothes ; in the summer a sheet is

sufficient, in the winter a sheet and a blanket.

In /ever, do not be afraid of allowing the patient plenty either of cold

water or of cold toast and water; N^ature will tell him when he has had

enough. In measles, let the chill be taken off the toast and water.

In croup, have always ready a plentiful supply of hot water, in case

a warm bath might be required.

In child-crowing, have always in the sick-room a supply of cold water,

ready at a moment's notice to dash upon the face.

In fever, do not let the little patient lie on the lap ; he will rest more

comfortably on a horse-hair mattress in his crib or cot. If he have pain

in the bowels, the lap is most agreeable to him: the warmth of the body,

either of the mother or of the nurse, soothes him ; besides, if he be on the-

lap, he can be turned on his stomach and on his bowels, which often

affords him great relief and comfort. If he be much emaciated, place a

pillow upon the lap when he is nursed, and let him lie upon it.

In head affections, darken the room with a green calico blind; keep

the chamber more than asually quiet ; let what little talking is necessary

be carried on in whispers, but the less of that the better ; and in heaA

affections, never allow smelling salts to be applied to the nose, as they only

increase the flow of blood to the head, and consequently do harm.

It is often a good sign when a child, who is seriously ill, suddenly

becomes cross. It is then he begins to feel his weakness, and to give,

vent to his feelings. " Children are most always cross when recovering

from an illness, however patient they may have been during its severest

moments, and the phenomenon is not by any means confined to children.'"

' George McDonald, M.A.
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A sick child must not be stuffed with much food at a time. He will

take either a tablespoonful of new milk or a tablespoonful of chicken-

broth every half hour, with greater advantage than a teacupful of either

the one or the other every four hours, which large quantity would very

probably be rejected from his stomach, and may cause the unfortunately

treated child to die of starvation

!

If a sick child be peevish, attract his attention either by a toy or by

an ornament ; if he be cross, win him over to good humor by love, affec-

tion, and caresses, but let it be done gently and without noise. Do not

let visitors see him ; they will only excite, distract, and irritate him, and

help to consume the oxygen of the atmosphere, and thus rob the air of its

exhilarating health-giving qualities and purity ; a sick-room, therefore, is

not a proper place either for visitors or for gossips.

In selecting a sick-nurse, let her be gentle, patient, cheerful, quiet,

and kind, but firm withal ; she ought to be neither old nor young ; if she

be old, she is often garrulous and prejudiced, and thinks too much of her

trouble, ; if she be yoimg, she is frequently thoughtless and noisy ; there-

fore choose a middle-aged woman. Do not let there be in the sick-room

more than, besides the mother, one efficient nurse ; a great number can be

of no service—^they will only be in each other's way, and will distract the

patient.

Let stillness, especially if the head be the part affected, reign in a

sick-room. Creaking shoes^ and rustling silk dresses ought not to be

worn in sick-chambers—they are quite out of place there. If the child

be asleep, or if he be dozing, perfect stillness must be enjoined, not even

a whisper should be heard.

If there be other children, let them be removed to a distant part of

the house ; or, if the disease be of an infectious nature, let them be sent

away from home altogether.

In all illnesses—and bear in mind the following is most important

advice—a child must be encouraged to try and make water, whether he

ask or not, at least four times during the twenty-four hours ; and at any

other time, if he expresses the slightest inclination to do so. I have

known a little fellow to hold his water, to his great detriment, for twelve

hours, because either the mother had in her trouble forgotten to inquire,.

or the child himself was either too ill or too indolent to make the attempt.

See that the physician's directions are, to the very letter, carried out.

Do not fancy that you know better than he does, otherwise you have no

' Nurses at these times ought to wear slippers, and not shoes.
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business to employ him. Let him, then, have your implicit confidence

and your exact obedience. What you may consider a trifling matter,

may frequently be of the utmost importance, and may sometimes decide

whether the case shall end in life or death !

COMPLALSTTS m WHICH WARM BATHS ARE BENEFICIAL.

Warm Baths.—1. Convulsions : 2. Pains in the bowels, known by

the child drawing up his legs, screaming violently, etc. ; 3. Restlessness

from teething ; 4. Flatulence. The warm bath acts as a fomentation to

the stomach and the bowels, and gives ease where the usual remedies do

not rapidly relieve.

Precautions to be Observed in Giving Warm Baths.—Carefully ascertain,

before the child be immersed in the bath, that the water be neither too

hot nor too cold. Carelessness, or over anxiety to put him in the

water as quickly as possible, has frequently, from his being immersed

in the bath when the water was too hot, caused him great pain and

suffering. From 96 to 98 degrees of Fahrenheit is the proper tem-

perature of a warm bath. If it be necessary to add fresh warm water,

let him be either removed the while, or let it not be put in when very

hot ; for if boiling water be added to increase the heat of the bath, it

naturally ascends, and may scald him. Again, let the fresh water be put

in at as great a distance from him as possible. The usual time for him to

remain in a bath is a quarter of an hour or twenty minutes. Let the

•chest and the bowels be rubbed with the hand while he is in the bath.

Let him be immersed in the bath as high up as the neck, taking care that

he be the while supported under the arm-pits, and that his head be also

rested. As soon as he comes out of the bath he ought to be carefully but

quickly rubbed dry; and, if it be necessary to keep up the action on the

skin, he should be put to bed between the blankets ; or, if the desired

relief has been obtained, between the sheets, which ought to have been

previously warmed, where, most likely, he will fall into a sweet, refresh-

ing sleep.



CHAVASSE, while strongly opposing the
doctrine of a mother treating serious diseases,

except m urgent cases, where no physician cfm
he obtained, and delay may mean death, urges

the necessity of her knowing the symptoms
of disease. He asserts that if parents were
better informed on such subjects many chil-

dren's lives might be saved. By her knowl-
edge of the symptoms, " aided by having the

physician's advice in time, she would nip

disease in the bud, and the fight might end

in favor of life, for ' sickness is a fight between life and death.'

"

Sir Charles Locock, an English medical authority in the department

of children's diseases, also advocates the advantage of having a mother
conversant with the. actual treatment of some of the more urgent infantile

ailments, stating that while it is excellent advice to caution parents not

to supersede the doctor, and try to manage the case themselves, much
valuable and irremediable time may be lost, when a medical man is not to

he had. "Take a case of croup," he adds, "I can speak from my own
experience when I say that an emetic, given in time, and repeated to free

vomiting, will cut short any case of croup. "Whenever any remedy is

the more valuable by its being administered in time, it is surely wise to

give directions for its use, though in all cases a physician should be called

as promptly as possible.

The urgent diseases which this eminent physician considers may be

treated by a mother, when a doctor cannot be summoned quickly or at all,

are: Croup, child crowing, inflammation of the lungs, diphtheria, diarrhcea,

dysentery and shivering fit. He sums up by saying: "These directions

ought to be made as complete as possible, and the objection to medical

treatment being so explained as to induce mothers to try to avoid calling

in a physician is not so serious as that of leaving them without any guide

in those instances where'every delay is dangerous, and yet where medical

assistance is not to be obtained or not to be had quickly."

Full directions, as given by Drs. Chavasse and Locock for the treat-

ment of the above named diseases, will be given in the order named, and
227
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may be the means, we trust, especially in neighborhoods remote from

physicians, of saving the sunshine of many a home.

CROUP.

" It is unusual for a child until he is twelve months old to have

croup ; but, from that time until the age of two years he is more liable to

it than at any other period. The liability after two years gradually

lessens, until he is ten years old, after which time it is rare.

"A child is more liable to croup in a low and damp, than in a high

and dry neighborhood ; indeed, in some situations, croup is almost an

unknown disease ; while in others it is only too well understood. Croup

is more likely to prevail when the wind is either easterly or north-

easterly.

"There is no disease that requires more prompt treatment than

croup, and none that creeps on more insidiously. The child at first seems

to be laboring under a slight cold, and is troubled with a little dry cough;

he is hot and fretful, and hoarse when he cries. Hoarseness is one of the

earliest symptoms of croup ; and it should be borne in mind that a young-

child, unless he be going to have croup, is seldom hoarse ; if, therefore,

your child be hoarse, he should be carefully watched, in order that, as

soon as the croup be detected, not a moment be lost in applying the

proper remedies.

"His voice at length becomes gruff, he breathes as though it were

through muslin, and the cough becomes crowing. These three symptoms

prove that the disease is now fully formed. These latter symptoms some-

times come on without any previous warning, the little fellow going to

bed apparently quite well, until the mother is awakened, perplexed and

frightened, in the middle of the night, by finding him laboring under

the characteristic cough and the other symptoms of croup. If she delay

either to send for assistance, or if proper medicines be not instantly given,

in a few hours it will probably be of no avail, and in a day or two the

little sufferer will be a corpse.

"When once a child has had croup, the after attacks are generally

milder. If he has once had an attack of croup, I should advise you

always to have in the house medicine—a four-ounce bottle of ipecacuanha

wine—to fiy to at a moment's notice ; but never omit, where practicable,

in case of croup, whether the attack be severe or mild, to send immedi-

ately for medical aid. There is no disease in which time is more precious

than in croup, and where the delay of an hour may decide either for life

or for death.
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" If medical aid cannot be procured, adopt the following measures.

First : Look well to the goodness and purity of the medicine, for the life

of the child may depend upon the medicine being genuine. This medicine

is ipecacuanha wine.

"At the earliest dawn of the disease give a teaspoonful of ipecacuanha

wine every five minutes, until free vomiting be excited. In croup, before

he is safe, free vomiting must be established, and that without loss of time.

If, after the expiration of an hour, the ipecacuanha vine (having given

during that hour a teaspoonful of it every five minutes) is not sufficiently

powerful for the purpose—although it generally is so (if the ipecacuanha

wine be good)—^then let the following mixture be substituted

:

'.' Take of—Powdered Ipecacuanha, one scruple
;

Wine of Ipecacuanha, one ounce and a half.

Make a mixture. A teaspoonful to be given every five minutes, until

free vomiting be excited, first well shaking the bottle.

"After the vomiting, place the child for a quarter of an hour in a

warm bath.^ "When out of the bath, give him small doses of ipecacuanha

wine every two or three hours. The following is a palatable form for the

mixture

:

Take of—Wine of Ipecacuanha, three drachms
;

Simple Syrup, three drachms
;

Water, six drachms.

Make a mixture. A teaspoonful to be taken every two or three hours.

" But remember, the emetic which is given aX first is pure ipecacuanha

vine, without a drop of either loater or of syrup.

" A large sponge, dipped out of very hot water, and applied to the

throat, and frequently renewed, oftentimes affords great relief in croup,

and ought, during the time the emetic is being administered, in all cases

to be adopted.

" If it be a severe case of croup, and does not in the course of two

hours yield to the free exhibition of the ipecacuanha emetic, apply a

narrow strip of Smith's tela vesieatoria to the throat, prepared in the same

way as for a ease of inflammation of the lungs. With this only differ-

ence, let it be a narrower strip, only one-half the width there recom.

mended, and apply it to the throat instead of to the chest. If a child

has a very short, fat neck, there may not be room for the tela ;
then you

ought to apply it to the upper part of the chest, just under the collar-

bones.

1 See "Warm baths,"—directions and precautions to be observed.
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" Let it be understood that the tela vesicatoria is not a severe remedy

;

that the tela produces very littl* pain—not nearly so much as the appli-

cation of leeches ; although, in its action, it is much more beneficial, and

is not nearly so weakening to the system.

" Keep the child from all stimulants ; let him live on a low diet, such

as milk and water, toast and water, arrow-root, etc. ; and let the room
be, if practicable, at a temperate heat—60 degrees Fahrenheit, and be

well ventilated.

" Thus it is evident that the treatment of croup is very simple, and the

plan might be carried out by an intelligent mother. iN'evertheless, it is a

duty, at the very onset of the disease, to obtain a physician, if possible.

" Another point to be emphasized is that, if the child is to be saved,

the Ipecacuanha Wine must be genuine and good. This can only be assured

by having the medicine from a thoroughly reliable druggist. Again, if a

child has ever had croup, always keep in the house a four-ounce bottle of

ipecacuanha wine, which may be resorted to at a moment's notice, in case

there is the slightest return of the disease.

" Unfortunately, ipecacuanha wine is not a medicine that keeps well

;

therefore a fresh bottle ought to be obtained every three or four months,

either from a physician or a druggist. As long as the wine remains clear

it is good ; but as soon as it becomes turbid it is bad, and ought to be re-

placed by a fresh supply.

" What not to do.—^Do not give emetic tartar; do not apply leeches;

do not keep the room very warm ; do not give stimulants ; do not omit

to have always in the house a four-ounce bottle or three or four one-ounce

bottles of ipecacuanha wine."

CHILD-CROWING OR SPURIOUS CROUP.

" This is a disease sometimes mistaken for genuine croup. But it is of

more frequent occurrence than the latter, and requires a different plan of

treatment. The ailment very rarely occurs except during teething, and

is most dangerous. But if a child who is subject to it can escape suffoca-

tion until he has cut the whole of his first set of teeth—twenty—he is

then as a rule safe.

" Child-crowing comes on in paroxysms. The breathing in the inter-

vals is quite natural—indeed, the child seems perfectly well. Thus the

dangerous nature of the disease is overlooked till an unusually severe

paroxysm recurs, and the little patient dies of suffocation.

" The symptoms in a paroxysm of child-crowing are as follows: The
child suddenly loses and fights for his breath, and in doing so makes a
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noise very much like that of crowing ; hence the name child-crowing.
The face during the paroxysm becomes bluish or livid. In a favorable
case, after either a few seconds, or even, in some instances, a minute, and
a frightful struggle to breathe, he regains his strength, and is, until an-
other paroxysm occurs, perfectly well. In an unfavorable case, the upper
part (chink) of the windpipe remains for a minute or two closed, and the
child, not being able to breathe, drops a corpse in his nurse's arms. Many
children, who are said to have died of fits, have really died of child-

crowing.

"The description has been intentionally made full, because many lives

might be saved if a mother knew the nature of the complaint, and the

great need during the paroxysms ofprompt and proper measures. Too often,

before a physician has had time to arrive, the child has breathed his last,,

the mother being perfectly ignorant of the necessary treatment."

"Hence, it is vitally important to give clear information in a work of

this kind.

Treatment of Child-Crowing.—" The first thing, of course, to be done
is to send immediately for a medical man. Have a plentiful supply of

cold and of hot water always at hand, ready at a moment's notice for

use. The instant the paroxysm is upon the child, plentifully and p6r-

severingly dash cold water upon his head and face. Put his feet and
legs in hot salt, mustard, and water ; and, if necessary, place him up to

his neck in a hot bath, still dashing water upon his face and head. If

he does not come round, sharply smack his back and buttocks.

" As soon as a physician arrives, he will lose no time in thoroughly

lancing the gums and in applying other appropriate remedies.

" Great care and attention ought, during the intervals, to be paid to

the diet. If the child is breathing a smoky, close atmosphere, he should

be immediately removed to a pure one. In this disease, indeed, there is

no remedy equal to a change of air—to a dry, bracing neighborhood.

Change of air, even if it be winter, either to the coast or to a healthy

farm-house, is the best remedy. Where, in a case of this kind, it is not

practicable to send a child from home, then let him be sent out of doors

the greater part of the day ; let him, in point of fact, almost live in the

open air. I am quite sure, from an extensive experience, that in this

disease, fresh air, and plenty of it, is the best and principal remedy."

INFLAMMATION OF THE L0NGS.

" If the child has had a shivering fit, if his skin be very hot and very

dry ; if his lips be parched ; if there be great thirst ; if his cheeks be
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-flushed ; if he be dull and heavy, wishing to be quiet in his crib or cot;

it' his appetite be diminished ; if his tongue be furred ; if his mouth be

burning hot and dry ; if his urine be scanty and high-colored, staining

tlje napkin or the linen ; if his breathing be short, panting, hurried, and

oppressed ; if there be a hard, dry cough, and if his skin be burning hot,

then there is no doubt that inflammation of the lungs has taken place.

" No time should be lost in sending for medical aid ; indeed, the hot,

dry mouth and skin, and short, hurried breathing, would be sufficient

cause for your procuring immediate assistance. If inflammation of the

lungs were properly treated at the onset, a child would scarcely ever be

lost by that disease.

" Treatment of Inflammation of the L/angs.—Keep the child to one

room, to his bed-room, and to his bed. Let the chamber be properly

ventilated. If the weather be cool, let a small fire be in the grate;

otherwise, he is better without a flre. Let him live on a low diet, such as

weak black tea, milk and water, and toast and water, thin oatmeal

gruel, arrow-root, and such simple beverages, and give him the following

mixture :

"

Take of—Wine of Ipecacuanha, three drachms
;

Simple Syrup, three drachms
;

Water, six drachms :

Make a mixture. A teaspoonful of the mixture is to he taken every four

hours.

" Be careful that you go to a respectable chemist, in order that the

quality of the ipecacuanha wine may be good, as the child's life may depend

upon it.

" If the medicine produces sickness, so much the better ; continue it

regularly until the short, oppressed, and hurried breathing has subsided,

and has become natural.

" If the attack be very severe, in addition to the above medicine,

at once apply a blister, not the common blister, but Smith's tela vesieatoria

—a quarter of a sheet, which ought to be fastened on to a piece of stick-

ing-plaster, taking care to apply the tela vesicatoria (which is on paper)

to the warmed plaster, so as to securely fasten the tela vesicatoria on the

sticking-plaster. The plaster should be rather larger than the blister, so

as to leave a margin. Any respectable chemist will understand the above

directions, and will prepare the tela ready for use. If the child be a

year old, the blister ought to be kept on for three hours, and then a piece

of thin, dry, soft linen rag should be applied for another three hours.

At the end of which time—six hours—^there will be a beautiful blister.
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wMch must then, with a pair of scissors, be cut, to let out the water;

and then the blister is to be dressed, night and morning, with simple

cerate on lint.

" If the little patient be more than a year, say two years old, let the

tela remain on for five hours, and the dry linen rag for five hours longer,

before the blister, as above recommended, be cut and dressed.

" If in a day or two the inflammation still continues violent, let

another tela vesicatoria be applied, not over the old blister, but let a

narrow strip of it, on sticking-plaster, be applied on each side of the old

blister, and managed in the same manner as before directed."

" It would be difficult to speak too highly of Smith's tela vesicatoria.

It has saved the lives of scores of children, and is very far superior to the

old-fashioned blistering plaster. If the above rules are observed, it seldom

fails to rise ; . it gives much less pain than the common blister, and when
the effect desired has been produced, it readily heals, which cannot be said

of the common fly-blister, more especially with children.

" The sheet anchors then, in cases of the inflammation of the lungs of

children, are ipecacuanha wine and Smith's tela vesicatoria. But, as has

already been stated, the utmost care must be observed in having the

ipecacuanha wine genuine and good. This can only be done by getting

the medicine from a thoroughly reliable chemist.

" Ipecacuanha wiue, when genuine and good, is, in many children's

diseases, one of the most valuable of medicines.

Whxit must not be done.—"Do not, on any account," Dr. Chavasse

urge's, apply leeches. They draw out the life of the child, but not the

disease, avoid—^let this be carefully heeded—^giving emetic tartar. It is

one of the most lowering and death-dealing medicines that can be given

to either an infant or a child. Whoever tries a dose will never be inclined

to poison a baby with such a preparation. Many years ago, I myself

gave it in inflammation of the lungs and lost many children. Since leav-

ing it off', the recoveries of patients by the ipecacuanha treatment, com-

bined with the external application of Smith's tela vesicatoria, have been

in. many cases marvelous.

" Avoid broths and wine, and all stimulants. Do not put the child

into a warm bath, it only oppresses the already oppressed breathing.

Moreover, after he is out of the bath, it causes a larger quantity of blood

to^rush to the head and back to the lungs and to the bronchial tubes, and
thus feeds the inflammation. Do not, by a large fire, keep the tempera-

ture of the room high. A small fire, in the winter time, encourages

ventilation, and in such a case does good. "When the little patient is on
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the mother's or on the nurse's lap, do not burden him with a heavy-

blanket or with a thick shawl. Either a child's thin blanket, or a thia

woolen shawl, in addition to his usual night-gown, is all the clothing

necessary."

DIPHTHERIA.

" This dreaded disease, which by many is supposed to be of modem
origin, was known in very ancient times. Homer, and Hippocrates, the

father of physic, have both described it. Diphtheria first appeared in

England in the beginning of the year 1867, since which time it has never

left its shores.

" The symptoms are as follows: The little patient, before the disease

really shows itself, feels poorly, and is " out of sorts." A shivering fit,

though not severe, may generally be noticed. There is heaviness and

slight head ache, principally over the eyes. Sometimes, but not always,

there is a mild attack of delirium at night. The next day he complains,

of slight difficulty of swallowing. If old enough, he will complain of

constriction about the swallow. On examining the throat, the tonsils will

be found to be swollen and redder—^more darkly red than usual. Slight

specks- will be noticed on the tonsils. In a day or two an exudation will

cover them, the back of the swallow, the palate, the tongue, and some^

times the inside of the cheeks and the nostrils. This exudation of lymph

gradually increases until it becomes a regular membrane, which puts on

the appearance of leather ; hence its name diphtheria. This membrane

peels ofi" in pieces ; and if the child be old and strong enough he will

sometimes spit it up in quantities, the membrane again and again rapidly

forming as before. The discharges from the throat are occasionally, but

not always offensive. There is danger of croup from the extension of the

membrane into the windpipe. The glands about the neck and under the

jaw are generally much swollen ; the skin is rather cold and clammy ; the

urine is scanty and usually pale ; the bowels at first are frequently relaxed*

This diarrhcea may or may not cease as the disease advances.

" The child is now in a perilous condition, and it becomes a battle

between' his constitution and the disease. If, unfortunately, as is too often

the case—diphtheria being more likely to attack the weakly—the child

be very delicate, there is but slight hope of recovery. The danger of the

disease is not always to be measured by the state of the throat. Some-

times, when the patient appears to be getting well, a sudden change for

the worse rapidly carries him off. Hence the importance of great caution^

in such cases, in giving an opinion as to ultimate recovery.
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" Enough has heen said to show the terrible nature of the disease, and

the duty ot summoning (at the earliest possible moment) an experienced

physician.

" There is no doubt of the contagious character of the sickness. There-

fore, when practicable, the rest of the children ought instantly to be

removed from the room to a distance. I say children, for it is emphati-

cally a disease of childhood. When adults have it, it is the exception,,

and not the rule.

''Treatment to Pursue.—Examine well into the ventilation, for aa

diphtheria is frequently caused by deficient ventilation, the best remedy

is thorough ventilation. Look well both to the drains and to the privies,

and see that the drains from the water-closets and from the privies do not

in any way contaminate the pump-water. If the drains be defective or

the privies be full, the disease in your child will be generated, fed, and

fostered. !N"ot only so, but the disease will spread in your family and all

around you.
•' Keep the child to his bed-room and to his bed. For the first two or

three days, while the fever runs high, put him on a low diet, such as

milk, tea, arrow-root, etc.

" Apply to his throat every four hours a warm barm and oatmeal

poultice. If he be old enough to have the knowledge to use a gargle,

the following will be found serviceable :

"

Take of—Powdered alum, one drachm;

Simple syrup, one ounce

;

Water, seven ounces

:

To make a gargle.

" The best medicine for the first few days of the attack is one of the

following mixtures
:

"

Take of—Chlorate of potash, two drachms

;

Boiling water, seven ounces and a half;

Syrup of red poppy, half an ounce

:

To make a mixture. A tablespoonful to be taken every four hours.

Or,

Take of—Diluted sulphuric acid, one drachm

;

Simple syrup, one ounce and a half;

Infusion of roses,' four ounces and a half;

To make a mixture. A tablespoonful to be given every four hours.

'Let the infusion of roses be made merely with the rose leaves and boiling water.
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As soon as the skin has lost its preternatural heat, beef tea and

chicken broth ought to be given. Or, if great prostration should super-

vene, in addition to the beef tea, port wine, a tablespoonful every four

hours, should be administered. If the child be cold, and there be great

sinking of the vital powers, brandy and water should be substituted for

the port wine. Remember, in ordinary eases, port wine and brandy are

not necessary, hut in cases of extreme exhaustion they are most valuable.

As soon as the great heat of the skin has abated and the debility has

.set in, one of the following mixtures will be found useful

:

Take of—Wine of iron, one ounce and a half;

Simple syrup, one ounce

;

Water, three ounces and a half:

To make a mixture. A tablespoonful to be taken every four hours.

Or,

Take of—Muriated tincture of iron, half a drachm

;

Simple syrup, one ounce

;

Water, three ounces

:

To make a mixture. A tablespoonful to be taken three times a day.

" If the disease should travel downward, it will cause all the symp

toms of croup, then it must be treated as croup ; with this only difference,

"that a blister {tela vesicatoria) must not be applied, or the blistered surface

may be attacked by the membrane of diphtheria, which may either cause

death or hasten that catastrophe. In every other respect ' treat the case

as croup, by giving an emetic, a teaspoonful of ipecacuanha wine every

five minutes, until free vomiting be excited, and then administer smaller

doses of ipecacuanha wine every two or three hours, as I recommended

for the treatment of croup,

" What not to do.—Do not, on any account, apply either leeches or a

blister. If the latter be applied, it is almost sure to be covered with the

membrane of diphtheria, similar to that inside of the mouth and of the

throat, which would be a serious complication. Do not give either calo-

mel or emetic tartar. Do not depress the system by aperients, for diph-

theria is an awfully depressing complaint of itself; the patient, in point

•of fact, is laboring under the depressing effects of poison, for the blood

has been poisoned either by the drinking water being contaminated by

fecal matter from a privy or from a water-closet; by some horrid

drain ; by proximity to a pig-sty ; by an overflowing privy, especially if

vegetable matter be rotting at the same time in it ; by bad ventilation, or

by contagion. Diphtheria may generally be traced either to the one or
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to the other of the above causes; therefore let me urgently entreat you
to look well into all these matters, and thus to stay the pestilence. Dip-
theria might long remain in a neighborhood, if active measures be not
used to exterminate it.

" The causes are : Bad and imperfect drainage ; want of ventilation ;.

Overflowing privies, low neighborhoods in the vicinity of rivers ; stagnant

waters; indeed, everything that vitiates the air, and thus depresses the

system, more especially if the weather be close and muggy
; poor and

improper food ; and last, though not least, contagion. Bear in mind, too,

that a delicate child is much more predisposed to the disease than a

strong one.

DIARRH(EA.

If at first there are abundant and loose discharges, rest and a milk,

diet will frequently effect a cure. If the discharges are small, give

tincture of rhubarb or castor oil. The patient should be kept quiet and

if possible on his back. If after the medicine has operated, the disease

continues, give chalk mixture and tincture of kino, in the proportion of

three-fourths chalk mixture to one-fourth tincture of kino, and if there

is much pain, add a few drops of paregoric to each teaspoonful. Dose

of the mixture for a child three years old, one teaspoonful every three

hours. The medicine should be well shaken before .using. A little

Jamaica ginger and the essence of peppermint may be given in water.

A mixture used by Dr. Francis Minot, of Boston, has been very success-

ful in the early stages of this disease and, if a physician's aid cannot be^

obtained, should be given.

Tincture of Rhubarb 1 ounce.

Sulphate of Magnesia 1 ounce.

Syrup of Ginger i ounce.

Cinnamon Water Ij ounces.

Mix thoroughly. Dose—One teaspoonful in water every three hours for-

a child of three or four years.

As soon as possible consult a physician, and try to ascertain the causes.

The most common ones are bad drainage, bad air in the sleeping-room, hot.

weather, exposure to cold, raw winds or to dampness, especially"toward

dusk and in early autumn. Improper food, too, is frequently at fault, such

as unripe fruit, cake, or other indigestible things. If the child has a wet-

nurse, a change may be required. A cure is often very rapidly effected

by removing the little invalid to the country. For infants using the-

bottle, Mellin's Food is best.
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DYSENTEKT.

This painful disorder is often caused by a neglected diarrhoea. It

is more dangerous than the latter because its character is inflammatory,

and as it often attacks a delicate child, it requires skillful treatment

;

hence great care and experience are needed by those who have charge of

the patient.

Symptoms.—^" The child has probably had an attack of diarrhoea—or

bowel complaint as it is often called—^for several days, having had a dozen

or two of motions, many of them slimy and frothy like " frog-spawn,"

during the twenty-four hours. Suddenly the character of the motion

changes—from being principally stool it becomes almost entirely blood

and mucus ; he is dreadfully griped, which causes him to strain violently

every time he has a motion—screaming and twisting about, evidently in

the greatest pain, drawing his legs up to his belly, and writhing in agony.

Sickness and vomiting are always present, helping to rob him of Ms
remaining strength. His face is the picture of distress. If he has been

a plump, healthy little fellow, you will see his face in a few days become

old-looking, care worn, haggard, and pinched. Day and night the enemy

tracks him (unless proper remedies be administered) ; no sleep, or, if he

sleep, he is every few minutes roused. It is heart-rending to have to attend .

a bad case of dysentery in a child—the writhing, the screaming, the

frequent vomiting, the pitiful look, the rapid wasting and exhaustion,

make it more distressing to witness than almost any other disease a

doctor attends ; but if no physician can be had, pursue the following

directions.

" What to do.—If the child be at the breast, keep him to it, and let

him have nothing else, for dysentery is frequently caused by improper

feeding. If your milk be not good, or if it be scanty, instantly procure a

healthy wet-nurse. Lose not a moment ; for in dysentery moments are

precious. But, suppose that you have no milk, and that no wet-nurse

can be procured: what then? Teed him entirely on cow's milk—the
milk of one healthy cow ; let the milk be unboiled, and be fresh from the

cow. Give it in small quantities at a time, and frequently, so that it

may b« retained on the stomach. If a tablespoonful of the milk make
him sick, give him a dessertspoonful; if a dessertspoonful cause sickness,

let him only have a teaspoonful at a time, and let it be repeated every

quarter of an hour. But remember, in such a case the breast milk—the
breast milk alone—is incomparably superior to any other milk or to any

ether food whatever.
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" If he be a year old and weaned, tten feed him, as above recom-

mended, on the cow's milk. If there be extreme exhaustion and debility,

let fifteen drops of brandy be added to each tablespoonful of new milk,

and let it be given every half hour.

"Now with regard to medicine. I approach this part of the treatment

with some degree of reluctance—for dysentery is a case requiring opium,

and opium I never like a mother of her own accord to administer. But
suppose a medical man cannot be procured in time, the mother must then

prescribe or the child will die ! What then is to be done ? Sir Charles

Locock considers 'that in severe dysentery, especially where there is

sickness, there is no remedy equal to pure calomel, in a full dose, without

opium.'" Therefore, at the very onset of the disease, let from three to

five grains (according to the age of the patient) of calomel, mixed with

an equal quantity of powdered white sugar, be put dry on the tongue.

In three hours after let the following mixture be administered

:

Take of—Compound Ipecacuanha Powder, five grains

;

Ipecacuanha Wine, half a drachm ;

Simple Syrup, three drachms
;

''

i

Cinnamon Water, nine drachms :

To make a mixture.^ A teaspoonful to be given every three or four

hours, first well shaking the bottle.

Supposing he cannot retain the mixture—^the stomach rejecting it as

soon as swallowed—what then? Give the opium, mixed with small

doses of mercury with chalk and sugar, in the form of powder, and put

one of the powders dry on the tongue every three hours

:

Take of—Powdered Opium, half a grain
;

Mercury with Chalk, nine grains
;

Sugar of Milk, twenty-four grains

:

Mix well in a mortar, and divide into twelve powders.

Now, suppose the dysentery has for several days persisted, and that,

• during that time, nothing but mucus and blood—that no real stool—has

come from the bowels, then a combination of castor oil and opium ^

ought, instead of the medicine recommended above, to be given.*

iLet this mixture, or any other medicine that may be prescribed, be always made by

a respectable druggist.

2 The late Dr. Baly of England, who had made dysentery his particular study, con-

sidered the combination of opium and castor oil very valuable in dysentery.
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Take of—Mixture of Acacia, three drachms

;

Simple Syrup, three drachms
;

Tincture of Opium, ten drops (not minims)
;

Castor Oil, two drachms
;

Cinnamon Water, four drachms :

Make a mixture. A teaspoonful to be taken every four hours, first well

shaking the bottle.

A warm bath, at the commencement of the disease, is very effica-

cious ; but it must be given at the commencement. If he has had dysen-

tery for a day or two, he will be too weak to have a warm bath ; then,

instead of the bath, try the following: "Wrap him in a blanket which has

been previously wrung out of hot water,, over which envelop him in a

dry blanket. Keep him in this hot, damp blanket for half an hour

;

then take him out, put on his night-gown and place him in bed, which

has been, if it be winter time, previously warmed. The above " blanket

treatment " will frequently give great relief, and will sometimes cause

him to fall into a sweet sleep. A flannel bag filled with hot powdered

table salt, made hot in the oven, applied to the bowels, will afford much

comfort.

What not to do.—Do not give aperients, unless it be, as before ad-

vised, the castor oil guarded with the opium ; do not stuff him with

artificial food ; do not fail to send for a judicious and an experienced

medical man ; for, remember, it requires a skillful doctor to treat a case

of dysentery, more especially in a child.

SHIVERING FIT.

This is something demanding immediate attention, as nearly all

serious illnesses commence with it. Severe colds, influenza, inflammation

of different organs, scarlet fever, measles, smallpox, etc. Therefore

send for a doctor instantly if one can be had, a few hours of judicious

treatment, at the commencement of an illness, are frequently of more

avail than days and weeks after the disease has gained a firm footing.

Treatment to pursue.—Instantly have the bed warmed and put the

child to bed. Apply either a hot bottle or a hot brick, wrapped in flan-

nel, to the soles of his feet. Put an extra blanket on his bed, and give

him a cup of hot tea.

As soon as the shivering fit is over, and he has become hot, gradually

lessen the extra quantity of clothes on his bed, and take away the hot

bottle or the hot brick from his feet.

What not to do.—Do not give either brandy or wine, as inflammation

of some organ might be about taking place. Do not administer opening
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medicine, as there might be some "breaking out" coming out on the skin,

and an aperient might check it.

While it may be said that all diseases are urgent, in the sense that, in

all cases, the more promptly proper remedies can be used the more rapid

will be the recovery ; those above mentioned require especially speedy ac-

tion. There are, however, several other so-called " childish diseases," a

knowledge of whose symptoms and treatment may be of infinite value

to mothers, though the advice cannot be too often and too emphatically

reiterated, that a physician should always be secured as soon as possible.

Among this latter class of ailments, the most dreaded are scarlet fever

and scarlatina, which are, in fact, one and the same disease, scarlatina being

the Latin name of scarlet fever and used commonly to designate a mild form.

CHILDISH DISEASES.

MEASLES.

"Measles commences with symptoms of a common cold ; the patient is

at first chilly, then hot and feverish ; he has a running at the nose, sneez-

ing, watering and redness of the eyes, headache, drowsiness, a hoarse and

peculiar ringing cough, which nurses call ' measle-cough,' and difficulty

of breathing. These symptoms usually last three days before the erup-

tion appears ; on the fourth it (the eruption) generally makes its appear-

ance, and continues for four days and then disappears, lasting altogether,

from the commencement of the symptoms of cold to the decline of the

eruption, seven days. It is important to bear in mind that the eruption

consists of crescent-shaped—half-moon shaped—patches ; that they usually

appear first about the face and -the neck, in which places they are the best
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marked ; then on the body and on the arms ; and, lastly, on the legs, aiul

that they are slightly raised above the surface of the skin. The face is swol-

len, more especially the eyelids, which are sometimes for a few days closed.

" "Well, then, remember, the running at the nose, the sneezing, the ^pecu-

liar hoarse cough, and the half-moon shaped patches are the leading features

of the disease, and point out for a certainty that it is measles.

" The principal danger in measles is the ajffection of the chest. The
jnucous lining membrane of the bronchial tubes is always more or less

inflamed and the lungs themselves are sometimes affected. The only

way to ' throw out the eruption,' as it is called, is to keep the body

comfortably warm, and to give the beverages ordered by the physician

with the chill off.

" Treatment to pursue.—The child ought to be confined both to his room

and to his bed, the room being kept comfortably warm ; therefore, if it

be winter time, there should be a small fire, in the grate ; in the summer
time, a fire would^ be improper. The child must not be exposed to

draughts ; notwithstanding, from time to time, the door ought to be left

a little ajar, in order to change the air of the apartment ; for proper

ventilatidh, let the disease be what it may, is absolutely necessary.

" Let the child, for the first few days, be kept on a low diet, such as

milk and water, arrow-root, bread and butter, etc.

" If the attack be mild, that is to say, if the breathing be not much af-

fected (for in measles it always is more or less affected), and if there be

not much wheezing, the acidulated infusion of roses' mixture^ will be all

that is necessary.

" But suppose that the breathing is short, and that there is a great

wheezing, then, instead of giving him the mixture just advised, give him

a teaspoonful of a mixture composed of ipecacuanha wine, syrup, and

water,^ every four hours. And if, on the following day, the breathing and

the wheezing be not relieved, in addition to the ipecacuanha mixture, ap-

ply a tela vesicatoria, as advised under the head of inflammation of the

lungs.

"When the child is convalescing, batter puddings, rice, and sago pud-

dings, in addition to the milk, bread and butter, etc., should be given;

.and, a few days later, chicken, mutton-chops, etc.

" The child ought not, even in a mild case of measles, and in favorable

-weather, to be allowed to leave the house under a fortnight, or it might

bring on an attack of bronchitis.

1 Prescription given in directions for treatment of diphtheria, page 235.

2 Prescription given in directions for treatment of inflammation of the lungs, page 232.
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''Whatnot to do.—Do not give either 'surfeit water' or wine. Do
not apply leeches to the chest. Do not expose the child to the cold air.

Do not keep the bed-room very hot, but comfortably warm. Do not let

the child leave the house, even under favorable circumstances, under a

fortnight. Do not, while the eruption is out, give aperients. Do not,

' to ease the cough,' administer either emetic tartar, or paregoric—^the

former drug is awfully depressing ; the latter will stop the cough, and
will thus prevent the expulsion of the phlegm."

SCARLET FEVER.
t

Symptoms.—The patient is generally chilly, languid, drowsy, feverish,

and poorly for two days before the eruption appears. At the end of

the second day, the characteristic bright scarlet fever efflorescence, some-

what similar to the color of a boiled lobster, usually first shows itself.

The scarlet appearance is not confined to the skin ; but the tongue, the

throat, and the whites of the eyes put on the same appearance ; with this

only difference, that on the tongue and on the throat the scarlet is much
darker ; and, as Dr. Elliotson accurately describes it,

—" the tongue looks

as if it had been slightly sprinkled with Cayenne pepper." The eruption

usually declines on the fifth, and is generally indistinct on the sixth day

;

on the seventh it has completely faded away. There is usually, after the

first few days, great itching on the surface of the body. The skin, at the

end of the week, begins to peel and to dust off', making it look as though

meal had been sprinkled upon it.

The question : what is the difference between scarlatina and sparlet

fever? is often asked. They are, in fact, one and the same disease,

scarlatina being the Latin for scarlet fever. But in a popular sense, when
the disease is mild, it is usually called scarlatina. The latter term does

not sound so formidable to the ears of iiatients or of parents.

There are three forms of scarlet fever,—the one where the throat is

little, if at all affected, and this is a mild form of the disease ; the second,

which is generally, especially at night, attended with delirium, where

the throat is much affected, being often greatly inflamed and ulcerated

;

and the third (which is, except in certain unhealthy districts, compara-

tively rare, and which is very dangerous), the malignant form.

"Aperient medicines," says Dr. Chavasse, from whose valuable work
this description of scarlet fever and its treatment—in which he has liecn

marvellously successful—is taken, " should never be given'. They are in

my opinion highly improper and dangerous, both before and during the

period of eruption. It is my firm conviction that the administration of
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opening medicine, at such times, is one of the principal causes of scarlet

fever being so frequently fatal. This, is, of course, more applicable to the

poor, and to those who are unable to procure a skilful medical man.
" The principal dangers in scarlet fever are : The affection of the

throat, the administration of the opening medicine during the first ten

days, and a peculiar disease of the kidneys ending in anasarca (dropsy),

on which account, the physician ought, when practicable, to be sent for

at the onset, that no time may be lost in applying proper remedies."

HOW TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN SCARLET FEVER AND MEASLES.

It is of the utmost importance to distinguish between the above men-

tioned diseases, the treatment required being radically difierent. In

measles the patient ought to be kept moderately warm, and the drinks

should be given with the chill off; while in scarlet fever the patient

ought to be kept cool—indeed for the first few days, cold; and the drinks,

such as spring water, toast water, etc., should be administered quite

cold.

The following are the points to be noted : Measles commences with

symptoms of a common cold ; scarlet fever does not. Measles has a

peculiar hoarse cough ; scarlet fever has not. The eruption of measles is

in patches of a half-moon shape, and is slightly raised above the skin

;

the eruption of scarlet fever is not raised above the skin at all, and is one

continued mass. The color of the eruption is much more vivid in scarlet

fever than in measles. The chest is the part principally affected in

measles, and the throat in scarlet fever.

"There is an excellent method of determining, for a certainty, whether

the eruption be that of scarlatina or otherwise. I myself,, have, in several

instances, ascertained the truth of it: 'For several years M. Bouchut has

remarked in the eruption of scarlatina a curious phenomenon, which

serves to distinguish this eruption from that of measles, erythema,

erysipelas, etc., a phenomenon essentially vital, and which is connected

with the excessive contractability of the capillaries. The phenomenon in

question is a lohite line, which can be produced at pleasure by drawing

the back of the nail along the skin where the eruption is situated. On
drawing the nail, or the extremity of a hard body (such as a pen-holder),

along the eruption, the skin is observed to grow pale, and to present a

white trace, which remains for one or two minutes, or longer, and then

disappears. In this way the diagnosis of the disease may be very dis-

tinctly written on the skin ; the word '^ Scarlatina " disappears as the

eruption regains its uniform tint.'"
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"If," says Dr. Chavasse, " the following rules are carried out, and my
directions obeyed to the letter, I can promise that if the scarlet fever he

neither malignant, nor complicated with diphtheria, the plan I am about to

advise will, with God's blessing, usually be successful."

" Send the child to bed, throw open the windows, be it winter or

summer, and have a thorough ventilation ; for the bed-room must be kept
cool, I may say cold. Do not be afraid of fresh air, for the first few days,

it is essential to recovery. Fresh air, and plenty of it, in scarlet fever, is the

best doctor a child can have, let these words be written legibly on your mind.

"Now for the throat—The best eJ:<erna? application is a barm and oat-

meal poultice. How ought it to be made, and how applied ? Put half a

teacupful of barm into a saucepan, put it on the? fire to boil ; as soon as it

boils take it off the fire, and stir oatmeal into it, until it is of the consis-

tence of a nice soft poultice ; then place it on a rag, and apply it to the

throat ; carefully fasten it on with a bandage, two or three turns of the

bandage going round the throat, and two or three over the crown of the

head, so as nicely to apply the poultice where it is wanted—that is to say,

to cover the tonsils. Tack the bandage: do not pin it. Let the poultice

be changed three times a day. The best medicine is the acidulated infu-

sion of roses, «weetened with syrup.' It is grateful and refreshing, it is

pleasant to take, it abates fever and thirst, it cleans the throat and tongue

of mucus, and is peculiarly efficacious in scarlet fever; as soon as the fever

is abated it gives an appetite. My belief is that the sulphuric acid in the

mixture is a specific in scarlet fever, as much as quinine is in ague, and
sulphur in itch. I have reason to say so, for, in numerous cases, I have

seen its immense value.

"IS'ow, with regard to food—^If the child be at the breast, keep him
entirely to it. If he be weaned, and under two years old, give him milk

and water, and cold water to drink. If he be older, give him toast and

water, and plain water from the pump, as much as he chooses ; let it be

quite cold—the colder the better. Weak black tea, or thin gruel, may be

given, but not caring, unless he be an infant at the breast, if he take

nothing but cold water. If the child be two years old and upwards,

roasted apples with sugar, and grapes will be very refreshing, and will

tend to cleanse both the mouth and throat. Avoid broths and stimulants

of every kind.

" "When the appetite returns, you may consider the patient to be safe.

The diet ought now to be gradually improved. Bread and butter, milk

' For the prescription of the acidulated infusion of roses with syrup, see page 235.
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and water, and arrow-root made with equal parts of new milk and water,

should for the first two or three days be given. Then a light batter or

rice pudding may be added, and in a few days afterward, either a little

chicken or a mutton-chop.

" The essential remedies, then, in scarlet fever, are, for the first few

days—(1) plenty of fresh air and ventilation, (2) plenty of cold water to

drink, (3) barm poultices to the throat, and (4) the acidulated infusion of

roses' mixture as a medicine.

"Xow, then, comes very important advice. After the first few days,

probably five or six, sometimes as early as the fourth day, watch carefuUy

and warily, and note the time, the skin will suddenly become cool, the child

will say that he feels chifly ; then is the time you must now change your

tactics

—

instantly close the windows, and put extra clothing, a blanket or two,

on his bed. A flannel night-gown should, until the dead skin has peeled

off", be now worn next to the skin, when the flannel night-gown should be

discontinued. The patient ought ever after to wear, in the day-time, a

flannel waistcoat. His drinks must now* be given with the chill off'; he

ought to have a cup of warm tea, and gradually his diet should, as I have

previously recommended, be improved.
" There is one important caution I wish to impress upon you,

—

do not

give opening medicine during the time the eruption is out. In all probability the

bowels will be opened : if so, all well and good ; but do not, on any account,

for the first ten days, use artificial means to open them. It is my firm convic-

tion that the administration of purgatives in scarlet fever is a fruitful

source of dropsy, of disease, and death. When we take into consideration

the sympathy there is between the skin and the mucous membrane, I

think that we should pause before giving irritating medicines, such as

purgatives. The irritation of aperients on the mucous membrane may
cause the poison of the skin disease (for scarlet fever is a blood poison) to

be driven internally to the kidneys, to the throat, to the pericardium

(bag of the heart), or to the brain. You may say, ' Do you not purge, if

the bowels be not open for a week ?
' I say emphatically, ' No !

'

'

" I consider my great success in the treatment of scarlet fevier to be

partly owing to my avoidance of aperients during the first ten days of

the child's illness.

"If the bowels, after the ten days, are not properly opened, a dose or

two of the following mixture should be given

:

Take of—"Simple syrup, three drachms
;

Essence of senna, nine drachms.

To make a mixture. Two teaspoonfuls to be given early in the morning
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occasionally, and to be repeated in four hours, if the first dose should not

operate.

" Let us now sum up the plan I adopt

:

" 1. Thorough ventilation, a cool room, and scant clothes on the bed
for the first five or six days.

"2. A change for temperature of the skin to be carefully regarded.

As soon as the skin is cool, closing the windows, and putting additional

clothing on the bed.

"3. The acidulated infusion of roses' syrup is the medicine for

scarlet fever.

"4. Purgatives to be religiously avoided for the first ten days at

least, and even afterward, unless there be absolute necessity.

" 5, Leeches, blisters, emetics, cold and tepid spongings, and painting

the tonsils with caustic, inadmissible in scarlet fever.

"A strict antiphlogistic (low) diet for the first few days, during which
time cold water to be given ad libitum. •

" The patient not to leave thehouse in the summer under the month

;

in the winter, under six weeks.

" What not to do.—^Do not, then, apply either leeches or blisters to

the throat ; do not paint the tonsils with caustic ; do not give aperients

;

do not, for the first few days of the illness, be afraid of cold air to the

skin, and of cold water as a beverage ; do not, emphatically let me s:-ay,

do not let the child leave the house for at least a month from the com-

mencement of the illness.

" My firm conviction is, that purgatives, emetics, and blisters, by de-

pressing the patient, sometimes causes ordinary scarlet fever to degenerate

into malignant scarlet fever.

" He must not be allowed to go out for at least a month from the. com-

mencement of the attack, in the summer, and six weeks in the winter ; and

not even then without the express permission of a physician. It might

be said that this is an unreasonable recommendation, but when it is con-

sidered that the whole of the skin generally desquamates, or peels off", and

consequently leaves the surface of the body exposed to cold, which cold

flies to the kidneys, producing a peculiar and serious disease in them,

ending in dropsy, this warning will not be deemed unreasonable.

" Scarlet fever dropsy, which is really a formidable disease, generally

arises from the carelessness, the ignorance, and the thoughtlessness of

parents in allowing a child to leave the house before the new skin is

properly formed and, hardened. Prevention is always better than

cure.
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" During the last seventeen years I have never had dropsy scarlet fever,

ami 1 attribute it entirely to the plan of treatment recommended, and in

not allowing my patients to leave the house under the month,—until, in

iact the skin that has peeled off has been renewed.

" Thus far with the regard to the danger to the child himself, Now,

if you please, let me show you the risk of contagion that you inflict upon

families, in allowing your child to mix with others before a month at

least has elapsed. Bear in mind, a case is quite as contagious, if not more

so, while the skin is peeling off, as it was hefore. Thus, in ten days or a

fortnight, there is as much risk of contagion as at the beginning of the

disease, and when the fever is at its height. At the conclusion of the

month, the old skin has generally all peeled off, and the new skin has

taken its place ; consequently there will then be less fear of contagion to

others. But the contagion of scarlet fever is so subtle and so uncertain

in its duration, that it is impossible to fix the exact time when it

ceases.

" Let me most earnestly implore you to ponder well on the above im-

portant facts. If these remarks should be the means of saving only one

child from death or from broken health, my labor will not have been in

vain."

MODE OF PTIRIFYXKG A HOUSE FROM THE CONTAGION OF SCARLET FEVER.

Let every room be lime-washed and then white-washed ; if the con-

tagion has been virulent, let every bed-room be freshly papered (the

walls having been previously stripped of the old paper and then lime-

washed) ; let the bed, the bolsters, the pillows, and the mattresses be

cleansed and purified; let the blankets and coverlids be thoroughly

washed, and then let them be exposed to the open air—if taken into a

field, so much the better ; let the rooms be well scoured ; let the windows,

top and bottom, be thrown wide open ; let the drains be carefully

examined ; let the pump water be scrutinized to see that it be not con-

taminated by fecal matter, either from the water-closet or from the privy

;

let privies be emptied of their contents—remember this is most important

advice—then put into the empty places lime and powdered charcoal, for

it is a well-ascertained fact that it is frequently impossible to rid a house

of the infection of scarlet fever without adopting such a course.

Let the children who have not had, or who do not appear to he

sickening from scarlet fever, be sent away from home—ifto a farm-house

so much the better. Indeed, leave no stone unturned, no means untried,

to exterminate the disease from the house and from the neighborhood.
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WHOOPING COUGH.

" This disease is not inflammatory, but purely spasmodic. It is, how-

ever, usually accompanied with more or less bronchitis—inflammation of

liie mucous membrane of the bronchial tubes—^for which reason it is neces-

sary in all cases to consult a physician, that he may watch the progress of

the disease and nip inflammation in the bud.

" Whooping-cough is emphatically a disease of the young ; it is rare for

adults to have it ; if they do, they usually suffer more severely than chil-

dren. A child seldom has it but once in life. It is highly contagious, and

therefore frequently runs through a whole family of children, giving much
annoyance, anxiety, and trouble to the mother and the- nurses ; hence

whooping-cough is much dreaded by them. It is amenable to treatment.

Spring and summer are the best seasons of the year for the disease to

occur. This complaint usually lasts from six to twelve weeks—sometimes

for a much longer period, more especially if proper means are not employed

to relieve it.

""Whooping-cough commences as a common cold and cough. The cough,

for ten days or a fortnight, increases in intensity ; at about which time it

puts on the characteristic " whoop." The attack of cough comes on in

paroxysms.
" In a paroxysm the child coughs so long and so violently, and expires so

much air from the lungs without inspiring any, that at times he appears

Bufibcated and exhausted ; the veins of the neck swell ; his face is nearly

purple; his eyes, with the tremendous exertion, seem almost to start from

their sockets ; at length there is a sudden inspiration of air through the

contracted chink of the upper part of the wind-pipe—^the glottis—causing

the peculiar "whoop;" and, after a little more coughing, he brings up

some glairy mucous from the chest ; and sometimes, by vomiting, food

from the stomach; he is at once relieved, until the next paroxysm occurs,

when the same process is repeated, the child during the intervals, in a

favorable case, appearing quite well, and after the cough is over, instantly

returning either to his play or to his food. Generally, after a paroxysm

he is hungry, unless, indeed, there be severe inflammation either of the chest

or of the lungs. Sickness, as I before remarked, frequently accompanies

whooping-cough ; when it does, it might be looked upon as a good symp-

tom. The child usually knows when an attack is coming on ; he dreads it,

and therefore tries to prevent it; he sometimes partially succeeds ; but if he

does, it only makes the attack, when it does come, more severe. All

causes of irritation and excitement ought, as much as possible, to be

avoided, as passion is apt to bring on a severe paroxysm.
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"A new-born babe, an infant of one or two months old, commonly

escapes the infection ; but if at that tender age he unfortunately catch

whooping-cough, it is likely to fare harder with him than if he were

older—the younger the child the greater the risk. But still, in such a

case, do not despair, as I have known numerous cases of new-born

infants, with judicious care, recover perfectly from the attack, and thrive

after it as though nothing of the kind had ever happened.

"A new-born babe laboring under whooping-cough is liable to con-

vulsions, which is, in this disease, one, indeed the greatest source, of

danger. A child, too, who is teething and laboring under the disease is.

also liable to convulsions. When the patient is convalescing, care ought

to be taken that he does not catch cold, or the " whoop " might return.

Whooping-cough may either precede, attend, or follow an attack of

measles.

" What to do.—In the first stage, the commencement of whooping-

cough : For the first ten days give the ipecacuanha wine mixture. A
teaspoonful three times a day. If the child be not weaned, use a milk

and farinaceous diet. Confine him for the first ten days to the house,

more especially if the whooping-cough be attended, as it usually is, with

more or less of bronchitis. But take care that the rooms be well venti-

lated, for good air is essential to the cure. If the bronchitis attending

the whooping-cough be severe, confine him to his bed, and treat him as

though it were simply a case of bronchitis.

Take of—Diluted nitric acid, two drachms
;

Compound tincture of cardamon, half a drachm
;

Simple Syrup, three ounces
;

Water, two ounces and a half.

Make a mixture.—One or two teaspoonfuls , or a tablespoonful, according

to the age of the child—one teaspoonful for an infant of six months, and two

teaspoonfuls. for a child of twelve months, and one tablespoonful for a child of

two years, every four hours, first shaking the bottle.

" Let the chest and the spine be well rubbed every night and morning

either with Roche's Embrocation, or with the following stimulating

liniment (first shaking the bottle)

:

Take of—Oil of cloves, one drachm;

Oil of amber, two drachms
;

Camphorated oil, nine drachms

:

Make a liniment.

" Let him wear a broad band of new flannel, which should extend

round from his chest to his back, and which ought to be changed eveiy
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night and morning, in order that it may be dried before putting on
again. To keep it in its place, it should be fastened by means of tapes

and with shoulder straps.

" The diet ought now to be improved—he should gradually return to

his usual food ; and, weather permitting, should almost live in the open
air—fresh air being, in such a case, one of the finest medicines.

" In the third stage, that is to say, when the complaint has lasted a
month, if by that time the child is not well, there is nothing like a change

of air to a high, dry, healthy country place. Continue the nitric acid

mixture, and either the embrocation or the liniment to the back and
chest, let him continue to almost live in the open air, and be sure he does

not discontinue wearing the flannel until he be quite cured, and then it be
left off by degrees.

"If the whooping-cough has caused debility, give him cod-liver oil,

a teaspoonful twice or three times a day, giving it to him on a full

stomach after meals.

"But, remember, after the first three or four weeks, change of air and
plenty of it, is for whooping cough the grand remedy.

" Do not apply leeches to the chest—it is not wise to take blood out

of a child laboring under whooping-cough ; the disease is quite weakening

enough to the system of itself without robbing him of his life's blood
;

do not, on any account whatever, administer either emetic tartar or anti-

monial wine ; do not give either paregoric or syrup of white poppies ; do

not drug him either with calomel or with gray powder ; do not dose him
with quackmedicine ; do not give him stimulants,but rather givehim plenty

of nourishment, such as milk and farinaceous food, but no stimulants

;

-do not be afraid after the first week or two, of his having fresh air, and

plenty of it—for fresh pure air is the grand remedy, after all that can be said

and done, in whooping-cough. Although occasionally we find that if the

child be laboring under whooping-cough and is breathing a pure country

air, and is not getting well so rapidly as we could wish, change of air to

a smoky, gas-laden town will sometimes quickly effect a cure ; indeed,

some persons go so far as to say that the best remedy for an obstinate

case of whooping-cough is for the child to live the greater part of every

day in gas-works.
^^ During a 'paroxysm, of Whooping Com^A.—If the child be old enough,,

let him stand up ; but if he be either too young or too feeble, raise his

head, and bend his body a little forward ; then support his back with

one hand, and the forehead with the other. Let the mucus, the moment
it is within reach, be wiped away with a soft handkerchief out of his mouth.
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" In an obstinate case of whooping-eougli, the best remedy, provided

there be no active inflammation, is change of air to any healthy spot. A
farm-house in a high, dry, and salubrious neighborhood, is as good a

place as can be chosen. If, in a short time, he be not quite well, take

him to the sea-side ; the sea breezes will often, as if by magic, drive away

the disease."

BEONCHITIS.

To enable the inexperienced to distinguish between an attack of bron-

chitis and one of inflammation of the lungs, the following description of

the differing symptoms of the two diseases is given

:

" In bronchitis the skin is warm but moist ; in inflammation of the

lungs it is hot and dry ; in bronchitis the mouth is warmer than usual

but moist; in inflammation of the lungs it is burning hot; in bronchitis,

the breathing is rather hurried, and attended with wheezing ; in inflam-

mation of the lungs it is very short and panting, and is unaccompanied

with wheezing, although- occasionally a very slight crackling sound may
be heard ; in bronchitis the cough is long and noisy ; in inflammation of

the lungs it is short and feeble ; in bronchitis the child is cross and fret-

ful ; in inflammation of the lungs he is dull and heavy, and his counte-

nance denotes distress.

We have sometimes a combination of.bronchitis and of inflammation

of the lungs, an attack of the latter following the former. Then the

symptoms will be modified, and will partake of the character of the two

" Treatment to Pursue.—Confine the child to his bed-room and, if very

ill, to his bed. If it be winter time, have a little fire in the grate, but be

sure that the temperature of the chamber is not above 60 degrees Fahren-

heit, and let the room be properly ventilated, which may be effected by

occasionally leaving the door a little ajar.

" Let him lie outside the bed or on a sofa ; if he be very ill, inside the

bed, with a sheet and a blanket only to cover him, but no thick coverlid.

If he be allowed to lie on the lap, it only heats him and makes him rest-

less. If he will not lie on the bed, let him rest on a pillow placed on the

lap ; the pillow will cause him to lie cooler, and will more comfortably

rest his wearied body. If he be at the breast, keep him to it ; let him
have no artificial food, unless, if he be thirsty, a little water and toast. If

he be weaned, let him have either milk and water, arrow-root made with

equal parts of milk and water, toast and water, barley-water, or weak,

black tea, with plenty of new milk in it, etc. But, until the inflammation

has subsided, neither broth nor beef-tea."
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"Now, with regard to medicine, the hest medicine is ipecacuanha

mne, given in large doses, so as to produce constant nausea. The ipecac-

uanha abates fever, acts on the skin, loosens the cough, and, in point of

fact, in the majority of cases will rapidly effect a cure. Let a teaspoon-

fill of the mixture be taken every four hours.

" It in a day or two he be no better, but worse, by all means continue

the mixture, whether it produces sickness or otherwise, and put on the

chest a tela vesicatoria, prepared and applied as I recommended when
treating of the inflammation of the lungs.

" The ipecacuanha wine and the tela vesicatoria are my sheet-anchora

in bronchitis, both of infants and of children. They rarely, even in very

severe cases, fail to effect a cure, provided the tela vesicatoria be properly

applied, and the ipecacuanha wine be genuine and of good quality.

" If there be any diflaculty in procuring good ipecacuanha wine, the

ipecacuanha may be given in powder instead of the*wine. The following

is a pleasant form:

Take of—Powder of ipecacuanha, twelve grains

;

White sugar, thirty-six grains.

Mix well together, and divide into twelve powders. One of the powders

to be put dry on the tongue every four hours.

" The ipecacuanha powder will keep better than the wine, an impor-

tant consideration to those living in country places ; nevertheless, if the

wine can be procured fresh and good, I far prefer the wine to the powder.

"When the bronchitis has disappeared, the diet ought gradually to be.

improved^rice, sago, tapioca and light batter-pudding, etc., and in a few

days either a little chicken or a mutton chop, mixed with a well-mashed

potato and crumb of bread, should be given. But let the improvement

in the diet be gradual, or the inflammation might return.

" What not to do.—^Do not apply leeches. Do not give either emetic

tartar or antimonial wine, which is emetic tartar dissolved in wine. Do
not administer either paregoric or syrup of poppies, either of which

would
, stop the cough, and would thus prevent the expulsion of the

phlegm. Any fool can stop a cough, but it requires a wise man to rectify

the mischief. A cough is an effortof nature to bring up the phlegm,

which would otherwise accumulate, and in the end cause death. Again,

therefore, let me urge upon you the immense importance of not stopping

the cough of a child. The ipecacuanha wine will, by loosening the

phlegm, loosen the cough, which is the only right way to get rid of a

cough. Let what I have now said be impressed deeply upon your mem-
ory, as thousands of children are annually destroyed by having their
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coughs stopped. Avoid, until the bronchitis be relieved, giving him
broths and meat, and stimulants of all kinds. For further observations

on what not to do in bronchitis, turn to what not to do in inflammation

of the lungs. That which is injurious in the one case is equally so in

the other."

SIMPLE REMEDIES FOR CONSTIPATION.

The practice of giving- " opening medicines," cannot be too much
deprecated ; but where it is absolutely necessary, one or two teaspoonfuls of

syrup of senna, repeated if needful in four hours, will generally answer

the purpose ; or, for a change, one or two teaspoonfuls of castor oil may
be substituted ; honey, too, is excellent, a teaspoonful given either by it-

self, or on a slice of bread.

But it is infinitely better, when possible, to open the bowels by a

judicious regulation of the diet. Bran-bread with molasses is excellent

for the purpose, and as molasses is wholesome, it may be substituted for

butter when the bowels are inclined to be costive. A roasted apple, eaten

with raw sugar, is another excellent mild aperient for a child. Milk-

gruel—that is to say milk thickened with oat-meal^—forms an excellent

food for him, and often keeps his bowels regular, and thus (which is a

very important consideration) supersedes the necessity of giving h.m aa

aperient. An orange (taking care he does not eat the peel or the pulp),

or a fig after dinner, or a few Muscatel raisins, will frequently regulate

the bowels.

Stewed prunes is another admirable remedy for the costiveness of a

child. The manner of stewing them is as follows : Put a pound of prunes

into a brown jar, add two tablespoonfuls of raw sugar, then cover the

prunes and the sugar with cold water
;
place them in the oven, and let

them stew for a few hours. A child should, every morning, eat a half

dozen or a dozen of them, until the bowels are relieved, taking care that

he does not swallow the stones.
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HE increasing desire to possess pretty rooms

has led to various ingenious devices on the

part of those, who, not having a well-filled

purse with which to purchase the latest in-

ventions of upholsterers and cabinet-makers,

are forced to make deft fingers and busy brains

supply their needs. Even articles relegated

to lumber-rooms have been brought out and

converted into "things of beauty," for the

adornment of parlor or chamber, and the

woolen rags that accumulate in every house

can be turned, by the expenditure of a little

time and patience, into rugs that will be very pretty additions to sitting-

room or chamber.

COFFEE-BAG RUG.

Cut the coffee-bag—if not procurable, any coarse sacking may be
substituted—into the size and shape desired ; then cut pieces of woo]
into strips half an inch wide, and, with a coarse needle, darn them in and
out lengthwise through the material, not drawing them flat to the founda-

tion, but leaving loops nearly an inch in height between each stitch. Taste

in arranging the colors is of course needed. After the darning is finished,

the whole surface is evenly clipped. A very pretty style is to make a

black border, and fill in the centre with grey, dotted at intervals with
circles of blue or scarlet. Or the centre may be darned hap-hazard with
a variety of bright colors. Other combinations will suggest themselves

255
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to the. worker, wlio must necessarily be guided somewhat by the hues of

the rags from which she is to manufacture the rug.

SET OF FURNITURE.

The most ordinary wooden furniture can'be transformed, by the aid

of a little paint and some cretonne, into as dainty a set for the "best bed-

room," as the heart of woman could desire.

Begin with the bedstead, which we will suppose to be of the

ordinary pattern, with head and foot board of nearly the same height.

Paint first with white and outline with bands of red, or the color almost

every one admires—pale blue—if the paper will permit.

Next take a wooden hoop painted to match the bedstead and suspend

from the ceiling by a brass chain above the bed. Buy ten yards of some

pretty thin material—dotted swiss, scrim, or cheese-cloth will answer-

cut into two lengths, sew them together, then pass through the hoop and

sew two of the edges together. This will fall behind the bed and keep

the curtains from separating. A ruffle of the same material or a border

of lace sewed to the edge will add to the efiectiveness of the drapery.

Next loop the curtains back just above each corner of the head-board

with ribbon bows of a harmonizing color.

DRESSING-TABLE.

Choose a small table with a drawer, and hang above it a mirror in a

frame painted to match the colors of the furniture. Cover the top of the

table with the same material as the hangings of the bed, lined with a

contrasting color, gather around the edge a flounce—also lined if practi-

cable—deep enough to reach the floor, and hang above on the wall a mir-

ror in a wooden frame painted to match the furniture, with drapery like

that of the bed, caught above it with knots of ribbon.

WASH-STAND.

This piece of furniture should be painted to correspond with the

other articles, and finished by a dainty white cover, fringed at the ends,

with embroiderj'^ above. Choose, if possible, a toilet set to match the

colors of the room.
CHAIRS.

Common wooden chairs of the kind styled "kitchen " may be made

extremely pretty by painting to match the colors of the furniture and put-

ting on the seats cushions stuffed with excelsior and covered with cretonne.

To make a delightful little sewing-chair, have the legs of one sawed

off about one-third their length, the back ones a trifle shorter than the front.

For the rocker, add a cushion tied across with bows at the top of the

back, as well as on the seat. If fortunate enough to possess in addition
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one of the old-fashioned settees often found in country farm-houses, paint

it to match the other pieces of furniture, and tie cretonne covered cush-

ions on the seat and back.

BOOK-CASE.

An old bureauj minus the looking-glass, belonging to any cottage-set,

can be converted into a pretty book-caseby paint, brass handles, and on the

top a set of shelves made by fastening two upright boards on the side of

the bureau, and three across. Screw brass rings into each end of the top

shelf, slip a bamboo rod through the ends, and hang on the rod curtains

of any heavy material that harmonizes in color.

WAEDROBB.

A very pretty wardrobe can be improvised from two boards, five

feet in height, and one in width, with two other boards crossing at the

top and bottom. Fasten casters into the four corners at the bottom, and

screw brass rings into each end of the top board.

Make a pair of curtains full and long enough to fall from the top to

the bottom, hem the tops, slip a brass wire through the hem, and pass the

ends of the wire through the brass hooks. Then screw into the upper

board the double hooks that can be obtained in any hardware store for

the purpose.

MANTEL-PIECE.

Many houses contain the high old-fashioned wooden mantel-pieces,

painted to imitate yellow grained black marble, which are an " eye-sore
"

to the luckless owner. An artistic friend of the writer, having endured

the aflliction of one of them till, as she declared, "patience ceased

to be a virtue," hit upon a plan which converted the monstrosity

into an ornament, all by the aid of a little paint. After ebonizing the

entire surface, a spray of flowers was painted in each panel, care being

taken to select blossoms whose tints harmonized with the decorations of

the room. In a chamber furnished with white and blue, a mantel-piece

of this kind would be pretty painted white, with the panels outlined in

blue. This demands no skill. If desired, some geometrical design or

figure in outline can be painted in each panel. Above the mantel-piece

fasten two shelves, the upper one shorter than the lower—supporting them

on brackets.

HALL-SEAT.

Still another clever plan for transforming a very ordinary article into

a decorative one was devised by a lady with a scanty purse. A plain

wooden school bench was stained to imitate cherry, and supplied with a long

cushion covered with cretonne, finished at each cornerwith cordsand tassels.
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MIRRORS.

A broken looking-glass, usually considered one of the most useless

things possible, can be restored to more than its pristine beauty by cut-

ting the fragment into a square, round, or diamond shape, as the fracture

best permits, and mounting it in a wooden frame, which may be gilded or

painted with any design the worker's skill can compass. Plush frames,

too are extremely pretty.

WINDOW DRAPERIES.

A novel window curtain designed by a German lady merits descrip-

tion. It is made of squares of the yellow silk ribbon used for tying

bundles of cigars. These squares are joined together by bands of antique

lace insertion until the desired length is obtained. The top and bottom

are neatly hemmed, and the lower edge is finished by a border of white

lace, a row of fringe, or small gilt ornaments.

MORE COSTLY ARTICLES FOR ROOM DECORATIOIS'.

The descriptions given for converting inexpensive, old-fashioned,

shabby, and dilapidated articles into useful and pretty pieces of furniture

will afford sug-

gestions for

many other sim-

ilar plans; but

we must not for-

get to mention

more costly bits

of decoration,

whose manufac-

ture, aided by

the description

and illustra-

tions, will pre-

sent no difficul-

ties.

Eiff. 1 shows

a painted tam-

bourine made to

serve the pur-

pose of a pho-

Fig. 1. tograph frame.

Photograph Frame.
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The design of Cupid climbing a bulrush is so clearly, given in the illustra-

tion that no one who has any skill in painting, will have the slightest

difficulty in copying it. The drapery is light blue silk, and tlie ribbons

may be either two shades of the saftie color or in contrasting tints.

TENNIS BACKET -WALL-POCKET.

Fig. 2 displays a tennis racket decorated with folds of plush so ar-

ranged as to form a wall-pocket. A pretty novelty to adorn the room of

some college student who is an adept in the game.

BRIC-A-BRAC TABLE.

Fig. 3 shows a novel design for a bric-a-brac table, which will help

many a housekeeper to solve the problem of how to conceal a fire-place in

summer, or at any time when not" in use. The pattern can be easily

followed by any cabinet-maker, and the table should then be painted

either white and gold, or any tint that harmonizes with the room in

which it is to be placed. By means of a removable brass rod, screwed on

at the back of the table, curtains of silk or plush are arranged to fall before

the fire-place.

SCRAP •basket.

Fig. 4 shows a beau-

tiful scrap basket. The

model illustrated was

fourteen and a half in-

ches high, lined with

soft rose-colored silk,

and draped with pale

green and rose. The

style is not only grace-

ful and pretty in itself,

Fig. 3.
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but will afford suggestions for numerous variations,

and a tasteful scrap basket is always welcome.

KEWSPAPBR HOLDER.

Fig. 5 illustrates one of the new designs for the

convenient newspaper wall pockets which are now
made in numerous materials and styles. The foun-

dation is usually cloth, embroidered in various ways.

The model in the cut is more elaborate. Upon a

back-ground of terrarcotta cloth the word newspapers

was cut in clear letters from

the cloth and appliqued up-

on a band of plush. Below
it a spray of large marguer-

ites and leaves was traced,

under which was inserted a

circle of terra-cotta plush.

The banner is lined with

silk or satin, and a second

piece of satin, fastened only

at the top and bottom,

serves to form the pocket.

The top is fastened to a brass

or gilt rod, suspended by
a cord
match-
ing the

f o u n-

dation
of the
holder. Fia. ^

DUSTER BAG.

Fig. 6 represents a beautiful duster bag; the

material is a rich shade of garnet plush, handsomely

embroidered in chenille; but, of course, both fabric

and colors can be varied indefinitely to suit the taste

of the maker.

FiQ. 6.
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Fig. 7.

PALM LEAP WALL POCKET.

Fig. 7 is a new variety of palm leaf wall
pocket. The outer fan is cut in the shape
seen in the illustration ; both are gilded or
painted with any of the new metal paints,

and then edged with plush and a border of

pale green plaited rushes. Other combinar
tions of trimming will suggest themselves.

A large bow of ribbon finishes the handle.

CHINESE LANTERN WORK-BASKET.

Fig. 8 is a beautiful work-basket shaped

like a Chinese lantern. The height of the

model is nine inches

and a half. The cov-

ering is cream canvas, daintily embroidered in

Oriental coloring?, and a large full bow of scarlet

ribbon decorates it on one side.

WHITE AND GOLD SEAT.

Fig. 9 represents a beautiful and novel piece

of drawing-room furniture, a seat of unique shape
—^which any cabinet-maker, however, can copy

from the cut—^upholstered in bright crimson plush,

richly embroidered. After the cabinet-maker has

finished the

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

seat in ordi-

nary wood,

paint white

and varnish,

—or use white enamel paint if ob-

tainable—then cover the seat with

embroidered or plain plush, bro-

cade, or any material that suits the

fancy.

WORK-STAND.

Fig. 10 is one of the ever use-

ful work-stands idealized to fill a

comer in the drawing-room and hide
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from sight the half finished embroidery cr more prosaic bit of sewing

with which chance moments may be filled. An ordinary " folding stand,"

which can be shut up if space is narrow, is painted in white enamel,

gilded, or stained with cherry, lined with a satin bag of some contrasting

color, and tied with long ribbons.

PRETTY LITTLE COSTVEl^IElSrCES.

PIN SCREEN.

If0. 1 is a useful and charming novelty—a pin screen for the dressing-

table or bureau— the pattern is cut from stiff paper, according to the fol-

lowing measurements. The first panel is six inches long on one side and

five inches on the other, curved at the top, as seen in the illustration; the

second is five inches long on one side and four inches on the other, the

smallest panel being only four inches on the longest side and

three inches on the shortest ; each has the same curved

1 first, and all are straight at the bottom. Take

cardboard, not too heavy, cut two panels of

each size, and cover them with siirah of some

delicate shade, joining them neatly together

with fine sewing silk ; then with double

thread join the three panels loosely together,

,
that they may be made to stand up like a

screen. Each one is then painted with some

delicate blossom in water colors. The pini
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at the top are small English pins; those at the bottom, forming the rollers,
are large silver headed or bra^s headed ones. Those used for pinning the
bows of bonnet strings are suitable.

BUTTON BAGS.

Take twelve inches of three pretty shades of ribbon three or four
inches wide ; three shades of green may be chosen, or two white and one
yellow, a real buttercup yellow, or the golden browns and yellow are

lovely. Join the edges to within an inch
of the end, making them only six inches
long, and hem the tops neatly—a hem
about three-quarters of an inch is a nice

size. Now work eyelets, two on each side of each of
the three bags, and run a cord of some pretty con-

trasting color, or one to match, if desired, through
them, to draw them up. A little brass ornament of

any kind can be put on the outside bag, and may also

be sewed on the bottoms. The outside bags should be painted ; on one a
flower, on the other a motto for buttons. One seen in New York by the
writer had

:

" Three little bags are we,
All for buttons, one, two, three

;

Pull the string and then you'll see

Three little bags are we."

PACHA PINCUSHION.

This is a present which will be appreciated by any young girl who
likes to see pretty things on her bureau. Cut from satin a circular piece

three inches in diameter, then gather a bias piece to fit it and sew firmly

to the round. Shirr the upper part of the piece till the opening at the

top is the same size as the satin round underneath, thus forming a puff

which is stuffed with soft wool wadding.

Next make a second cushion the exact size of the circular opening,

cover it with silk, or cotton cloth, and fasten it to the under one. !N'ext

cut from black or white cloth or flannel a circle two or three inches larger

than the small cushion, and shape the extra size into points. Embroider

on each one a small design, and edge with a row of feather-stitching.

The round center should also be outlined with a row of feather-stitching,

and the middle must then be filled up with an embroidery of bright col-

ored silks in any fancy stitches or patterns to give an Oriental effect.

Finish the end of each point with a tassel, and sew one also between
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every two points. These tassels are prettiest when made of silk, but split

zephyr wool combining the colors of the embroidery may be substi-

tuted.

When the cloth cover is finished, the circle inside the points should

exactly fit the small cushion, over which it must be firmly fastened, the

points and tassels lying on the satin puff below, which is larger or smaller

according to the width of the bias strip. Since individual taste will vary

in regard to this point, it is an excellent plan to cut the round bottom and

bias strip from cotton cloth, stufiing the puff loosely and placing above it

the upper cushion with its cover, when the effect can be instantly seen.

Alterations can then be made when the satin is cut or, if none are desired,

the cotton may be kept for a pattern till the next cushion is wanted, for

few persons are content with one.

The colors can be varied to suit the room and the taste of the maker.

One designed for a bride had a white satin puff, white cloth cover em-

broidered with white silk and pearl beads, and white silk tassels.

These directions are so explicit that no illustration is necessary.

LETTER HOLDER.

A very ornamental holder for letters answered or unanswered is made
of tinted card-board or heavy rough water-color paper, which can be had

in delicate pink, blue, and gray. , The first piece is ten and one-half inches

long by nine inches wide; the second

piece is seven and three-quarters inches

long and the same in width ; the third is

but five inches long, and five wide.

Around the top of each sketch a conven-

tional or set row of wild roses ; then paint

them, adding a few grasses drooping from
beneath each. At both ends of every row
a few rose leaves are painted. On the

largest or longest piece, which we will call

No. 1, is painted in gilt letters the word
" lettres ;" on JSTo. 2 (the second in size) is

painted in gold '' repondu" (answered); on
No. 3 (the smallest) is painted, also in gold,'

"a repondre" (to be answered). These
three pieces are laid one above another, the largest at the bottom ; holes
are punched all across the bottom and half way up on the sides of the
smallest card. They are then laced together with the narrowest ribbon
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manufactured, and full bows made at the ends. A bunch of ribbon also
ties the first and second card just above the top of No. 3. At the top of
ITo. 1 two holes are punched to run the ribbon through, and tie in a full

bow some distance (four or five inches) above the top of the pocket to hang
the case by.

JEWEL CASE.

A very pretty jewel-case was made by covering an old-fashioned rub-

ber tobacco-pouch with chamois-skin. This can be done
by opening it out and cutting two pieces of chamois
just the size of the pouch. One is then cut in two
straight across from one side to the other (this is for

the side which is opened). Join by overcasting the two
circles of chamois and slip over the rubber pouch, with
the seam inside, hem down the chamois upon the rubber

at the opening, and your jewel-case is finished ; but a

bit of painting adds to its attractiveness. Pansies are

pretty, but any other design can be used.

SHOE-BUTTON CASE.

This pretty and useful little afiair is made of rib-

bons of two colors or shades.

Two pieces of two-inch ribbon, each fourteen inches long, are required.

^Fringe out the ends for about half an inch, then lay them together

so that one will form the lining for the other. About two inches from

the two ends feather stitch them together, forming pockets of this shape

for the buttons. At the top of these pockets, cut very

V
small holes, through which to run very narrow ribbons

tied at the outside edges into small bows, which are ex-

tended into ends about four or five inches long and again

tied into a full bow. This loop is used to hang the con-

venient little article on a gas-jet or keyboard. In the cen-

tre a spool of black linen thread, whose ends, after having

the paper soaked off", have been gilded, is tied by running

a bit of very narrow ribbon through the two wide

ribbons, and then through the hole in the spool, and tying

at each end in a little bow, Ifear the spool is tacked a

piece of white flannel or felt, with pinked or clipped
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edges, into which coarse needles are thrust. There are now needles made
specially for sewing on shoe-buttons.

NECKTIE CASE.

This represents a very pretty necktie case, always an acceptable

gift to a gentleman. It is not at all difficult to make by anyone who haa

the slightest experience in fancy work. Select plush or

silk of any favorite color, and ornament with hand paint-

ing, embroidery, or any decoration preferred; then line

with quilted satin, folding so that it forms the pockets for

the ties. When finished and closed like a book, it should

measure about half a yard long by five and a half inches

wide. A little sachet powder sprinkled on a sheet ofwad.

ding should be placed between the cover and the lining.

The case illustrated is bronze plush embroidered with a

monogram in gold thread, lined with pale blue satin, and

finished with a blue and gold cord. One corner is turned

down to show the lining.

Another variety is made of the same size and shape;

but instead of being soft, firm pieces of card-board are

used covered with satin, the inner portion crossed by
bands of silk elastic, under which the neckties are

to be placed. The cards are then neatly sewed together,

show, put a small cord along the edges. This kind of case is far better

for use in travelling than the soft ones, as it keeps the ties from being

crushed, if the trunk or bag is carelessly packed.

If the stitches

odd bits

WHAT TO DO WITH ODDS AND EKDS.

HEEEVER fancy work is done—and there

are few households without some one who
is fond of making pretty trifies—scraps

accumulate, bits of velvet, plush, and satin,

ends of' silk and chenille, etc. But ingeni-

ous persons find even these bits useful, and

the following description of what has been

done with them will undoubtedly suggest

other plans for utilizing the pile of remnants.

Sofa cushions, of which every fashion-

able drawing-room now displays an infinite

number and variety, can be easily made from
ofplush mounted on silk, satin, or serge ofany of the new art colors.^
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Cut the pieces that may be on hand into scrolls, conventional leaves, or any
'pattern best suited to their shape, and sew them on the foundation, ad-

ding veinings and fancy stitches in colored silks and outlining the whole

with Japanese gold thread, rope silk, or chenille. Another mode of dec-

oration, if the size of a " left over " bit of plush will permit, is to orna^-

ment the upper left hand comer with a spray of painted or embroidered

flowers, and then arrange a drapery of plush.from the upper right hand

corner across the right side of the cushion to the lower corner on the op-

posite side.

A popular variation of the square shape is the " meal-bag " cushion,,

stuffed to look like a sack about three-quarters full, and tied around the

neck with a bow and ends of ribbon. The portion above the ribbon is

lined with a contrasting color, glimpses of which appear here and there

among the folds. These " meal-bags " can be made in any material, and

.may be ornamented either with the conventional pattern described above,

or with a large monogram, for which smaller pieces of plush would suf-

fice—outline with rope silk or gold thread.

Two three-cornered pieces of plush, silk, velvet, or brocade can be

used by putting them on opposite corners of a square piece of linen or

stout calico, and filling the space between with a strip of embroidery

placed diagonally across. It is not even necessary that the triangular

pieces should be the same size, for if the strip of embroidery does not

divide the cushion into two halves of precisely the same size, the effect

is equally good. Smaller scraps can be used in the same way for blotters

and newspaper holders.

Straight pieces of material can be converted into wall-pockets. A
strip thirteen inches long and seven or eight wide will make one of very

convenient size, capable of holding a tumbler with a few flowers or small

pot of growing ferns, which will be a pretty ornament to hang in any

room. To make it, line the two long edges of the material with ribbon

or silk for the width of about an inch and a half, then join the ends neatly

together, the side which is to form the bottom of the pocket very closely

—about an inch and a half from the bottom—and sew it up. The other

end is drawn up about the same distance from the top, just tight enough

to allow a tumbler of ordinary size to be slipped in and out easily. Add
a loop of ribbon, finished with a bow and ends, to hang it by. Quarter

of a yard of plush, 27 inches wide, and three yards of ribbon an inch and

a half wide, will make two of these little pockets.

The articles mentioned require tolerably large remnants of material

;

but very small pieces of plush and velvet can be cut into various shapes
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and used to decorate chairbacks, handkerchief or glove cases. Some per-

sons are very ingenious in inventing designs or copying the quaint figures

on Oriental china or rugs, and the queer animals seen on eastern embroid-

eries copied in plush or velvet and mounted on Tussore silk vi^ould be very

effective. The edges should always be finished with a couching of gold

thread or silk. To cut velvet or plush without fraying, it must first be

pasted on thin muslin or tissue paper. It should then be pasted on the

material to be decorated, and the edges couched or ornamented in any

way desired.

The following recipe for embroidery paste will prove very satisfac-

tory. Mix three tablespoonfuls of flour and as much resin as will lie on a

shilling with half a pint of water until smooth, pour into an iron sauce-

pan, and stir till it boils. When it has boiled five minutes turn it into a

basin. As soon as it is quite cold, it is ready for use. Odd designs of

birds and animals cut out of Turkey red cotton and applied to cream-

colored material are effective for decorating splashers, night-dress cases,

brush-and-comb cases, or shoe-bags.

Patchwork is a convenient waj'^ of using small pieces of a variety of

materials. The old box, star, and octagon patterns are all popular ; and

a still more favored design is the crazy-work, which by the exercise of

taste can be made very attractive. Any firm material, such as linen,

calico, or cretonne can be used for the foundation. This is completely

covered with the scraps of material of all shapes and sizes, lightly tacked

on, and this is the point where taste is necessary in the selection of har-

monizing colors. "When all are in place, the edges of each must be se-

cured by working over every joint with fancy stitches, such as herring-

bone, feather, or coral stitch. The larger pieces are often still further

decorated by embroidering or painting flowers, monograms, birds, feath-

ers, etc. Braiding is also used ; but though gold braid is extremelyeffec-

tive when first put on, its use is not advisable, as it speedily tarnishes,

thus rendering the whole piece of work shabby. It is far better to choose

the gold-colored rope silk, whose effect is very similar.

Even scraps of faded or hopelessly ugly silks and velvets, worn rib-

bons, etc., unfit for patchwork, can be cut in strips from four to ten inches

long and about an inch in width—if the silk is very flimsy, it should be

cut half an inch wider—sewed together, wound into balls, and then sent

to be woven like "rag carpets." A ball weighing one pound and two
ounces will make one square yard of the silk fabric, which has a decid-

edly Oriental effect. It will look better if there is a great deal of red and

yellow blended with the dark shades ; indeed it is well to put in a bit of
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some bright hue as often as once in a yard. Soiled silks can be dyed for

this purpose.

Portieres bordered with plush are very handsome, and the material

is also suitable for table-covers, scarfs, book-cases, curtains, etc. A hand-

some piano scarf was bordered for a quarter of a yard in depth with plain

black silk woven in the same manner and finished with a silk fringe com-

bining all the " happy go lucky " colors of the center.

Some persons like to follow their own taste in crazy work, using

silks of any color fancy may select ; but others can do nothing without

explicit directions. For the latter class an effective pattern of patchwork

is made by joining pieces about six inches square, arranged in rows of

dark and light squares, fastened so that the corners of each light square

touch the corners of other light squares, leaving a space between to be

filled by the dark piece. It is better, if the scraps will permit, to cut the

dark squares from velvet or plush and the light from silk or satin. The
joints are covered by working them over in colored silks in herring-bone,

or some other fancy stitch, and a design may be worked in the centre of

each square. The stitches need not be varied, and can be done in silk of

one shade—preferably gold color. But when different shades are employ-

ed, it ^s an excellent way to use up odds and ends of filoselle or embroid-

ery silk.

Another method of utilizing them is by embroidering the corners of

the gay silk handkerchiefs, introducing any bits Qf tinsel, gold and silver

thread or spangles left from other work. With the centers covered with

plush or velvet, they make very handsome covers for little tables.

Bits of Java canvas, Holbein linen, or any material on which cross-

stitch is worked, will make charming little scent-bags, either in the form

of " meal-bags " like the sofa-cushions previously described, or in the

shape of a miniature bolster. For this a roll of cotton wool thickly

sprinkled with sachet powder is covered with calico, the ends being drawn

in. A small design should be worked on the linen in cross-stitch. Then'

cover the little bolster with the bit of embroidery—first fringing or but-

ton-holing the ends—and tie the bows and ends of very narrow ribbon.

A full frill of lace can be added at each end, or a remnant of fringe is a

graceful addition.



I^ints for t^e l^ousetfll'-

" Nothing lovelier can be found in woman, than to study householdgood."—yLivtos.

jHOME is pre-

eminently
woman's
k ingdom,
and every
'

' house - mo-
ther," using

the tender
German
name, should

reign an un-

crowned
queen. If

Heaven has

entrusted to her the responsibility of rich-

es, and like Solomon's lilies of the field she

need neither toil nor spin, she should still

be able to direct, for sooner or later, she

must render an account of her stewardship.

When she must be at once mistress and

maid, subject as well as sovereign, these

hints may be of service. The gourmand
lives to eat, but the wise man eats to live.

Though rules for cooking will not be inclu-

ded in this article, there are a few sugges-

tions that will render that occupation eas-

ier ; therefore let our first visit be to

THE KITCHEN.

If you bum coal, see that the stove is

thoroughly cleaned out in the morning be-

fore a fresh fire is started, for in no other

way can you secure a clear, bright fire dur-

ing the day. Be sure that the ashes are

sifted, and slightly dampen the cinders be-

fore using them, for this promotes combus-

tion.

Since American enterprise has succeeded

in supplying reliable time-keepers at so

low a figure, every kitchen should reckon a

clock among its outfit. Having learned

from cookerj'-books, verified by personal

experiment, the average length of time

270

required for cooking the usual meats, poul-

try, vegetables, etc., make a list of these

and hang it up in some convenient place in

your kitchen. A small scrubbing-brush for

cleaning such vegetables as are cooked in

their skins, as potatoes and beets ; a pair of

sharp-pointed scissors for opening fish,

small birds, etc. ; a wall pin-cushion con-

taining, besides pins and needles, a large

darning-needle for sewing up poultry ; a

bag with a thimble, coarse thread, soft cot-

ton for the darning-needle, twine, and nar-

row strips of muslin for tying up bunches

of asparagus ready for cooking ; a coarsely

crocheted or netted bag for boiling cauli-

flower in ; a box containing nails of differ-

ent sizes, tacks, a gimlet, and a hammer

;

several small boards to set hot pots and

pans on, while dishing their contents, and

a linked chain dish-cloth for scouring the

inside of pots and pans when they have

been used to cook any article that sticks,

may all with advantage, be added to the

usual kitchen furnishing. All cooking

utensils should be kept free from soot, as

less fire is required to boil the contents of a

bright, clean saucepan or kettle. Should

they have been neglected and have become

very black, rub them with a flannel rag

dipped first in oil, then in powdered brick,

and polish with a dry flannel, and a little

more brick-dust. All pots and pans are

easier to wash if a little hot water is

poured into them, when their contents

are emptied out, then place them on the

rack at the back of the stove or on the

hearth until it is convenient to wash them.

When onions have been boiled or firied,

after washing the vessel, put several spoon-

fuls of ashes in it, pour on boiling water

and let it stand for awhile on the stove.

Silver should always be washed in clean,

hot water, as soap dulls the polish. In
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-washing up after meals take the glasses

/first, next the silver, then such dishes

as are not greasy, and lastly, those which
are ; these are best -washed through two
waters. Never let knives lie in water,

as this discolors and loosens the handles
;

the practice of placing knives in an old jug
and pouring hot water on them, is also to

"be deprecated, as the intense heat of the

blade is com-
municatedtothe

.shank, which

melts the ce-

ment, and in

time loosens the

handle. Always

have two cloths

for cleaning
knives ; wet the

first with water,

•dip it into fine

ashes or brick-

.dust, andrubthe

knife free from

•spots ; then pol-

ish with the sec-

ond cloth, dry,

add a little more
of the ashes or

dust; lastly,

wipe on a clean,

•dry towel. Corn-

cobs dried in the

oven, nut-shells,

and bones
should all be
used for kind-

ling.

Though the tea-

towels should be

washed and aired every day, it is a good plan
to have two sets of them ; Monday morning
the set that has been used during the pre-

vious week, goes into the regular wash, is

ironed and darned, should any breaks ap-

pear. A small lump of sugar, added to the
starch, -will keep clothes from sticking to

the irons, but there should always be a
piece of beeswax sewed in th^ top of £.n old
stocking, on which to rub the latter. Two

P'*'-'
•
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need attention, spread a piece of coarse

canvas or old bed ticking before the fire-

place, so as to protect your carpet, remove

the ashes, and attend to any polishing nec-

essary. Brush down the Vfalls, carefully

dust the picture frames, and then begin

your sweeping. Use a whisk to rid the

corners and the edges of the carpet of dust,

then gently, but with a steady stroke, sweep

all the dirt into the middle of the room,

and take it up in a dust pan. Repeat

this operation to secure any dust that

may have blown back. Should the carpet

be very dusty, moist tea leaves scattered

over the floor before beginning to sweep,

will gather up most of the fine dust and

prevent its rising and settling on the walls,

etc. It freshens and cleans a carpet won-

derfully to wipe it thoroughly with a

woolen cloth wrung out of water mixed

with household ammonia. Ink stains may
be removed with salt. If they have dried,

slightly moisten the salt with water,

scatter it over the stains, and keep gently

brushing it back and forth until it is quite

black, substitute more salt, and so con-

tinue until all the ink is drawn out of the

carpet and absorbed by the salt. If the

ink is freshly spilled, you need not dam-

pen your salt. Should your window panes

need washing in freezingly cold weather,

best do it with a soft cloth dipped in

alcohol ; at other times a little whiting

dissolved in the water adds to the brilliant

transparency of the glass. In all cases

polish with old newspapers. Having at-

tended to your windows, once more care-

fully dust the walls, pictures, gas-fixtures,

and all cornices and mouldings; draw
down your shades ; unpin and drape your

curtains ; fold up the dust sheets so as to

gather up all the dust that has set-

tled on them, and carry them from the

room, which is ready now to be put in or-

der.

If you burn lamps, keep them scrupu-

lously clean. Wicks soaked in strong

vinegar and" dried before being used, will

not smoke. Two or threfe times a year

the part of the lamp containing the wick

should be boiled in water in which wash-

ing soda has been dissolved ; this will im.

prove the quality of the light and obviate

the danger of an explosion. Never raise

a lighted lamp quickly in a perpendicular

direction, as this is apt to send a strong

current of air down the chimney, driving

the flame into the oil, and causing an ex-

plosion. Lift the lamp gently in a slightly

slanting direction. Nickel plated lamps
must never be washed with soap, as this

spoils the polish and makes them look

like pewter. Wipe them, instead, with a
soft cloth dipped in vinegar. Lamp chim-

neys, even of flint glass, are less liable to

crack if immersed in cold wates, which is

gradually heated to the boiling point and

then allowed ta cool. Do not remove the

chimney until the water is quite cold.

Lamps are more satisfactory when at-

tended to every day.

A dainty addition to any room is one of

the now popular rose-jars. A delightful

potpourri can be made by the following

tested receipt

:

^ peck of rose leaves,

}4 pound of common salt,

yi pound of bay saltj

}4 pound of common brown sugar,

I oz. of storax,

I oz. of benzoin, ^
I oz. of ground orris root,

I oz. of ground cinnamon,

I oz. of ground mace,

I oz. of ground cloves.

All the above are to be pounded and

mixed by a druggist.

Add all sorts of sweet flowers and the

leaves of orange and lemon verbena, but

no leaves that are not in themselves

aromatic. Put the ingredients in a rose-

jar and stir frequently with a wooden

spoon.

After thoroughly cleaning and airing

your room, close it, open your rose-jar for a

while, and the delicate perfume adds that

touch of refinement that proclaims the

personal supervision of the mistress.
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SUGGESTIONS ABOUT SERVANTS.

SERVANTS' ACCOUNT.

NAME.
DATS OF BNSAGBMSNT.

RATE.
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work of washing. Care should be taken to

choose a plain dinner—steaks or chops,

potatoes, and some ready-made dessert.

The afternoon is occupied by finishing the

washing, hanging out the clothes, and get-

ting the tea, which must be a meal easily

cooked ; for the " tidying up " of the kitchen

is yet to be done before the girl can rest.

It will be a great assistance, in places where

the visiting is sufficiently informal to permit

it, if some member of the family opens the

door on busy days.

Tuesday, by general consent, is assigned

to the work of ironing ; and here it will

usually be necessary for the mistress to

"lend a hand," and aid in clear-starching

and ironing the fine clothing.

Wednesday is devoted to baking part of

the cake, bread, and pies that will be needed

during the week. In this work the mistress-

helps by washing the currants, stoning the

raisins, beating the eggs, and making the

light pastry. Often a lady who has a taste

for cooking makes all the desserts, cakes,

and pies. She should never consider it

.extravagant to supply herself with the best

•cooking utensils—egg-beaters, sugar-sifters,

double-boilers, etc., and, if a good house-

keeper, she will find both pride and pleas-

ure in her jars of home-made pickles and
preserves.

Thursday the maid must sweep the house

thoroughly, for this work, if the carpets

are heavy, requires strength. The mistress

then dusts room after room, and, last of all,

the servant follows with a step-ladder to

wipe oflF mirrors and windows.

Friday is commonly occupied in general

louse-cleaning : scrubbing the floors, clean-

ing the brasses and silver, scouring the

inives, and putting linen-closets and draw-

ers in order.

Saturday is filled with baking bread

and cake, preparing the Sunday dinner

that the servant may have her Sunday
afternoon out, and the toil of the week
closes with a thoroughly swept and orderly

house, a clean kitchen, and all the cooking

done except the meat and vegetables for

the Sunday dinner.

Of course the routine given above will

not suit all families ; many persons may
prefer to make a diflFerent apportionment

their work ; but whatever the system fixed

upon may be, it should be rigidly carried

out, and the maid should receive all the

help in her manifold duties that punctuality

and order bestow.

Under the most favorable circumstances

it is a credit to any mistress to carry on the

work of a house through the week, with

three meals daily, and to accomplish it she

must be capable of doing much of the light

work herself and be careful to secure a

strong and willing maid servant.

CARE OF THE SPARM ROOM.

One of the joys of house-keeping is the

pleasure of exercising hospitality, but it is

useless to deny that the enjoyment we
derive from our friends' visits is at least

somewhat curtailed, if we are compelled to

make a.general revolution in all the house-

hold arrangements in order to secure a

chamber in which to place the welcome

guest.

Therefore, if possible, every home should

haveone " spare chamber, '

' only—do not let

itbe the bestand brightestroom in the house.

A visitor's stay is but short, and to adopt

that plan would mean closing one of the

cheeriest and sunniest apartments for half

the year and relegating some member of

the family to an inferior room, which by

the exercise of a little taste and skill, might

be rendered very charming quarters for

friends, who, since they come to spend most

of their time with their hostess, are not ex-

pectedto remain many hours in theirrooms.

After the convenience of the regular in-

mates of the household has been consider-

ed, choose the pleasantest room remaining

for the guest, or, if but one is left, use

every device to render it as pretty and as

comfortable as possible.

An excellent plan for the fitting up of a

spareroom is to put adado ofmattingaround

the walls to protect them from the wear

and tear of visitors' trunks, which too often

deface the paper, and even by too frequent
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opening and shutting, make holes in the

plaster.

For a summer guest-room an English

writer suggests, as exquisitely cool and
pretty, white paint, paper of pale green,

and green cretonne curtains with a pattern

of lillies of the valley, white enamel furni-

ture, and an eider down quilt covered with

pale green silk for the bed. Dainty as

this would be, however, it is open to two
drawbacks—many persons object to green

as being liable to contain arsenic, and
charming as such decorations might be in

summer, they would produce a chilling

effect in the dull days of autumn and win-

ter, and the majority of house-keepers need
a spare room that will be attractive all the

year around.

Nevertheless the description affords valu-

able hints for fitting up a room. Rose-color

could be substituted for the pale-green, or

in a chamber facing north, Indian-red

would not be too brilliant.

Four pillows and four or five good blan-

kets should always be supplied to the spare

room bed, three pairs of sheets, and twelve

pillow-cases, four of which should be em-

broidered with a monogram in the centre

or otherwise decorated, as should also one
pair of the sheets. The pillow-cases should

be removed at bed-time and folded up. A
white counter pane is always pretty, and a

Madras coverlet flung over the bed in sum-
mer has a very dainty effect.

If the household accommodations are

limited to one spare room, it should always

contain a double bed, otherwise only one
person could be entertained ; married cou-

ples thus being excluded from hospitality.

Even if the chamber is small, it does not

matter, provided that the bed is comfort-

able.

Spend thought, care, and as much money
as the purse can afford in makingthe spare

room cheery and pleasant, and above all

let it be always in such order that it can be
ready to receive a guest at a half hour's no-
tice.

If there is nothing to be done except to

put clean sheets on the bed there will be

no domestic turmoil caused by rushing to

and fro to procure this, that, and the other
necessary article, while our guests are made
uncomfortable by the consciousness of the

trouble they have occasioned.

Another point to be remembered is not
to lumber the drawers and shelves of the
spare room with garments or household
furnishings put away for storage. Nothing
gives a guest a sense of greater discomfort

than to see a collection of household goods
hurriedly tumbled out of their receptacles

to make way for her belongings.

No article intended for the spare room
should be allowed to be used elsewhere,

otherwise something will be forgotten when
the guest arrives to take possession. See
that a clothes hamper, a pin-cushion, a

match-box, supplied with matches, are fur-

nished. Another convenient article is a

pretty wall-cupboard for holding medicine

and toilet bottles, which if no place is pro-

vided for them, are apt to be set on the

dainty toilet-cover, where they leave sticky

rings.

Of course any careful hostess will see

that the soap-dish has a fresh cake of soap,

that the water in the pitcher is pure, and

that clean towels in abundance, neatly fold-

ed, hang on the rack.

SOME VSfAYS TO MAKE HOME BEAUTIFUL.

Small rooms should always have light

paper, as this adds to the apparent size. In

choosing a carpet for such a room, avoid

large figures ;
where economy is an object,

that carpet wears best which is evenly

woven, soft and pliable to the touch, and

has but little float work. In hanging pict-

ures, see that the light really comes from

the direction that it appears to do in your

picture. In the bed-room a dry-goods box,

furnished with wooden castors, at the cost

of twenty-five cents for the four, and neat-

ly covered with chintz or cretonne, the top

stuffed with ten cents' worth of Eureka

packing, will be found not only a comfort-

able seat, but a most welcome addition to

the room, should it be without closets, ot

the furniture not include a wardrobe. A
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much smaller box, similarly covered, makes
a convenient receptacle for shoes. A win-

dow with a southern exposure is a real

treasure, for with small expense a wide

board can be fitted on the sill and two

others at equal distances across the window,

thus giving you three shelves capable of

containing fifteen or twenty pots. All the

dififerent varieties of the geranium, coleiis,

begonia, and ivy, sweet scented violets,

Chinese primroses, cyclamen, mignonette,

etc. , do well in a window garden, and will

keep you supplied with a cluster of

flowers and bright leaves, or a flowering

plant for the center of your dinner table.

When the latter is used, if you have not

one of the expensive china flower pots in

which to set the clay one, a pretty substitute

may be made by crocheting a cover of mac-

ram^ thread. Stiffen this with starch

made with strong coffee instead of water,

draw it over a clean flower-pot, and let it

thoroughly dry ; then varnish and add a

hint of gilding here and there—gild the

handles—and if you desire a bit of color,

add a bow of ribbon, which may be varied

to suit the requirements of the occasion.

Waste no space in your sunny window with

palms or ferns, as these do better away from

strong sunlight. Fern pans are constant

sources of wonder and delight. Any kind

of a pan will do—a discarded baking-pan

that does not leak, when treated to a coat

of green paint, will answer every purpose.

Fill your pan in early autumn with wood
soil, and then collect your treasures. Here
is a pretty arrangement-^center, jack-in-

the-pulpit, a circle of ferns, at each end a

cluster of dandelions with an outer circle

of wild strawberry and hepaticas.

FOR THE COMFORT OF THE HOUSEHOLD.

If your house is small and your family

large, a folding screen in each bed-room
becomes a necessity. Very pretty inex-

pensive ones may be made by covering the

wooden frame—a light clothes-horse will

do—with coarse canvas, and on this arrang-

ing pictures cut from illustrated papers

;

when the canvas is entirely covered, var-

nish the whole and be happy in the knowl-

edge that you have added a most important

adjunct to your bed-room furniture, as well

as provided many an hour's amusement for

a sick child in hunting out the various pict-

ures. Should there be a sick person in

your household, what greater luxury than

cool water, especially if the illness be

accompanied with fever. To secure this

without ice, melt a handful of coarse salt

and a tablespoon ful of saltpetre in a quart

of water poured into a shallow pan ; fill a

stone jar with fresh clear water ; cover its

mouth with a plate ; set it in the pan ; thor-

oughly saturate a heavy cloth in water,

and with it cover the jar, tucking the ends

of the cloth into the shallow pan ; set the

whole arrangement, if possible, in a

draught. Renew the water in the pan each

day, but the salt and saltpetre need not be

added more than once a month. Firm,

sweet butter can be secured in the same

way. To return to the sick child, nothing

secures a quiet night's rest, after the fatigue

of lying in bed all day, better than to rub

the body gently all over with a Turkish

towel. For delicate persons who cannot

bathe freely in cold weather, and who do

not take much exercise, this dry rubbing

should be part of the daily toilet. Intelli-

gent discrimination in the food selected

will add much to the comfort of the house-

hold. Solid food may be divided into three

classes : those that keep the body warm
and give it strength ; those that keep the

body in repair ; and those that keep the

brain and nerves in good order and make
the bones strong and hard. The first are

such as contain starch, as potatoes, corn,

rice, etc.
; fat, as in meat, butter, cheese,

milk, etc. ; and sugar, which is found in

beets, milk, and fruits. The second con-

tain albumen, as in the white of an egg;

fibrine, as in fish and the lean part of meat-

gluten, as in brown bread, oatmeal, and

kindred substances ; and casein, the solid

part of milk in cheese. The third contains

mineral substances, as water, common salt,

and many of the fresh vegetables. A full-

grown man requires twenty-one ounces of
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solid food daily ; sixteen ounces ofstrength-

giving ; four ounces of the flesh-repairing
;

and one ounce of mineral food. Then he

should take about three pints of liquid

every day. Aside from milk and sugar,

there is no real nutriment in tea ; but when
not allowed to stand too long it is a gentle

stimulant to the nerves, and it also hinders

the wear and waste of the body. Coffee

has the same effect on the body as tea, with

a slight difference ; it does not hinder wear

and waste so much, but, as it contains a

little sugar and a little fat, it adds to our

strength. Cocoa and its kindred beverages

contain fat, albumen, and gluten in the pro-

portion of one-half its own weight, besides

the valuable properties of tea and coffee

;

consequently, the wise and truly economi-

cal housewife will encourage its use as a.

preparation. Pure water, besides being re-

freshing, helps the digestion and supplies

much of the requisite one ounce of mineral

food. As much of one's comfort depends

upon one's health, it would be well to re-

member what Mrs. Samuel A. Barnett in

"The Making of the Home" calls the

Seven Golden Rules of Health :

First: Wholesome and regular food,

well masticated, is necessary to good health.

Second: Regular heat, obtained from

food, clothing, fire, and exercise, is neces-

sary.

Third: Cleanliness is necessary ; this in-

cludes clean air, clean clothes, clean homes,

clean water, and clean skins.

Fourth and Fifth: Light and exercise

are necessary to good health.

Sixth : Proper intervals of rest are es-

sential.

Seventh : Self-control is necessary.

TO MAKE HOME PI,EASANT.

Small courtesies are to home life as the

•drop of oil to machinery which saves need-

less wear, and secures smoothness and

quiet. Make it a rule to begin the day with

a bright good morning and a pleasant

smile for each member of your household.

If reproof is necessary, let it be given in

private and never while you are irritated

yourself. Do not be stingy with your words
of praise and always expect that those with
whom you associate will do what is right

and honorable. It is often a merciful re-

straint on a child to feel that "mother"
believes in him, and a certainty of appre-

ciation and commendation is one of the

greatest incentives to exertion. Mark the

recurring festivals of Christmas and Easter,

the anniversaries of birth and marriage,

and even the old-fashioned St. Valentine's

Day by some little present for the dear

ones. It may be only a knot of flowers

from your sunny window ; a delicately

browned cake from your orderly kitchen
;

a dainty trifle of needlework from your in-

dispensable workbasket, or a loving letter

should the dear one be away from home
;

but no matter how insignificant the present

in itself may be, the lo.ve, the kindly

thought, the flattering remembrance im-

plied are worth far more than money can

ever buy. Good music is a fruitful source

of pleasure, and children should be encour-

aged to sing, as it expands the lungs and
strengthens all the respiratory organs.

Strive to acquire a voice like Cordelia,

"soft and low, an excellent thing in wo-

man," for then, even if your singing is not

scientific, it will be a pleasure to listen to

your voice. Make a practice of reading

aloud yourself, and encourage your chil-

dren to do so
;
good books cultivate and re-

fine while they amuse us. Dancing, when
indulged in within the sacred precincts of

home, is both a graceful and a healthful

recreation ; the home billiard-table, shared

with father, the game of cards with mother,

the croquet or lawn tennis with sister,

would often prove the salvation of the

bright, restless boy to whom anfusement is

a positive necessity which, if not supplied

by home, will be sought for elsewhere with

what direful results too many heart-broken

wives and mothers can testify.

THE CONCI,DSION OF THE WHOI,E MATTER.

We can give no better summing up of

this important matter concerning the mak-

ing of a home than to quote again from

Mrs. Barnett

:
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"To be a home-maker is not an easy

task. It requires much patience, bravery,

foresight, and endurance. It calls for some
knowledge, thought, and skill. It demands
great hopefulness, tenderness, and, above

all, unselfishness ; but, though it is so dffi-

cult, it is none the less a grand privilege

—

a privilege which none dare think slight-

ingly of; for is not the position of home-

maker one which, nobly performed, will

bring to every good woman the promise

spoken of in the Bible, that ' her children

will arise and call her blessed? '
"



i^leasant Witrct for Nimble jFinsets.

YEE, since those early days, when Mother Eve
made her famous apron of fig leaves, fancy
work of some description, the creation of
dainty devices out of otherwise useless odds
a<id ends, has been a favorite pastime with
women to occupy their spare moments. The
work is divided into many branches, and
each branch has many subdivisions and
modifications, but all are pleasant and each

requires nimble fingers.

PATCHWORK.

This is one of the oldest styles of fancy work, but one of the best to

use up all the odds and ends that accumulate where a lady is her own
dressmaker and milliner. Fig. 1, composed of squares and triangles, is a

simple as well as effective design. In the blocks composed of triangles

only two colors should be used. For a sofa pillow, the squares might be

of plain silk or velvet, embroidered in prettily contrasting silks ; while

the triangles would look well if made of brocade. A comfort made of

scraps of cashmere, wadded with wool and lined with silesia, not only

looks bright and pretty thrown across the foot of the bed, but is a light

and warming covering during the " forty winks " that " grandma" needs

to indulge in at twilight.

Crazy patchwork, to be endurable, must, after all, have " method in

its madness." Distinct artistic skill in the grouping and harmonizing of

Colors is indispensable to the beauty of the final result. The separate bits,

if not decidedly handsome in themselves, may be embroidered, painted, or

enlivened with a design in applique.

KNITTING.

To Cast On:—^Measure off a length of thread equal to four times the

width required in the completed knitting. For instance, you wish to knit

a wash-rag one-quarter of a yard wide then, at a distance of one yard from

the end of your thread, make the first stitch. Allowing this take-up, you

hold the thread under your second, third, and fourth fingers of your left
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hand, over your first finger, around your thumb from left to right, over the

first finger of your right hand, under the second, over the third, and

around the fourth. Hold the needle in your right hand, between the

thumb and first finger ; let it lie on the thread as it passes from the left

to the right hand ; insert its point beneath the thread, where it passes

over the first finger of the left hand ; with the first finger of the right

hand pass the thread around the point of the needle ; draw the loop so

made beneath the thread that lies across the first finger of the left hand,

and you will find a small loop on the needle and a large one around your

left thumb ; slip your thumb from this loop,, and with your left hand pull

the thread until the large loop has been drawn into a knot close to the

base of the small loop on the needle. Repeat until you have the required

number of stitches.

To Cast or Bind Off:—Knit the first and second stitches, draw the

first over the second, knit the third and draw the second over it ; so pro-

ceed until all the stitches have been used, pass the thread through the

last stitch and draw it up. Always bind off loosely unless directed to do

otherwise.

To Knit Plain

:

—^Insert the right-hand needle into the first stitch on

the left-hand needle, pass the thread around the point of the right-hand

needle, and draw the loop thus formed through the stitch, at the same
time dropping the old stitch from the left-hand needle. Continue in this

way to the end.

To Purl, Bib, or Seam

:

—Bring the thread to the front ofyourwork,that
is, the side nearest you; pass your right-hand needle through the stitch

from right to left, keeping it in front of the left-hand needle; draw the

loop thus formed through the stitch on the left-hand needle ; slip off the

old stitch and, if the next is to be knit plain, remernber to pass your thread

to the back of the work again, before commencing to knit the plain stitch.

To Bib:—Any given number of stitches knitted plain and purled

alternately.

To Widen, Increase, or Make a Stitch

:

—Pass the thread around the

right-hand needle before inserting it in a stitch on the left-hand needle.

To Pick up or Baise a Stitch

:

—Pick up the thread that lies between
the stitches and knit a stitch in it.

To Knit Two Together, Decrease, or Narrow:—Take up two stitches

on your right-hand needle and knit them together as if they were one

;

or, slip one stitch over another as in binding off.
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VEST FOE INFANT IN FANCY-RIBBED STITCH.

Required 1 oz. of white Andalusian wool, and a pair of ivory knitting

needles, No. 12. Cast on 60 stitches. Knit 1 row plain. The next row
begins the pattern. 1st row—^knit 2, purl 2, and repeat to the end of the row.

2d row—the same as the 1st,, making a ribbing in the usual way.

Eepeat till 6 rows are done. 7th row—knit plain the whole way.

8th row—purled the whole way. 10th row—purl 2, knit 2, and repeat

to the end of the row. This is to reverse the rib of the 1st pattern.

JRepeat till 6 rows are done. 16th row—knit plain the whole way.

17th row—purled the whole way. Then repeat from the 1st pattern row
till 10 patterns in all are completed. 81st row—knit plain, increasing

one stitch at the beginning and at the end of the row. 82d row—^knit

3, purl the rest till the last 3, which knit plain. 83d row—knit plain,

increasing at the beginning and end as before. 84th row—the same as

the 82d row. 85th row-^the same as the 81st row. 86th row—the same

as the 82d row. 87th row—the same as the 81st row. 88th row—you

have now 68 stitches ; knit 3, purl the rest, knit 3 last. 89th row—knit

plain without further increasing. 90th row the same as the 82d row,

91st row—^the same as the 89th row. 92d row—the same as the 82d row.

93d row—knit 13, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2,

knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2,

knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 13. 94th row—knit 3, purl 10, knit

2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2,

knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2, knit 2, purl 2,

knit 2, purl 10, knit 3. 95th row—the same as the 93d. 96th row—the



g>uc«f30 in Hift.

BY WILLIAM MATHEWS.

UCCESS in life is an object of almost universal

desire. It is the prize for which men of all

professions are contending,—^the object forwhich

heads are aching, hearts are panting, hands are-

working, in all countries and in all ages. Tet,,

keenly as it is coveted, there are writers who
sneer at it and at those who point out the ways-

of obtaining it. Men who have written on

" Self-Help," and the art of " Getting on in the

"World," have been characterized as authors who
have " l)owed the knee to the Moloch ofSuccess,"

« and who have taught, explicitly or implicitly^

" the most aosolute selfishness." A recent Scotch writer complains that

fiiilure has not its Plutarch as well as defeat, " The life of the barrister

who was not made Lord Chancellor, the life of the curate who did noi be-

come Bishop of' London, the life of the soldier who died a plain lieuten-

ant, are lives," he says, " that I should like to know a little more about.'*

As if -anything could be more depressing,—more fatal to all aspiration,

hope, or enthusiasm,—than such biographies ! That success may be won
too dearly,—^that it is a positive loss instead of a gain, when attained at

the cost of higher interests,—is, indeed, most true ; but to win it by legit-

imate means is not only justifiable, but a duty and an honor. Individual

success is essential to the common weal ; it implies an increased subjection

of the earth to man, a multiplication of the means of common enjoy-

ment, and an improvement of the arts which exalt and embellish life. To
prostrate one's self before what success has won, be it power, riches, or
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luxury, it has been justly said, is flunkeyism; but to honor the qualities

that have won success fairly, is worthy worship, not to be condemned or
restrained. "It is veneration for that type of manhood which most nearly
approaches the divine, by reason of its creative energy."

Properly to estimate success, we must consider what it implies. Suc-

cess, to an average man, means a tight house, clothing for all weathers,

nutritious food, good medical attendance, newspapers and magazines, a
good seat in the concert or lecture-room, or in the railway cars, the ability

to rest when overtaxed in body or brain, and, above all, personal inde-

pendence and self-respect. To an educated man, success means, besides

all these, books, pictures, and music ; intercourse with intellectual, culti-

vated, and well-bred people ; the ability to travel in his own land or in

foreign lands ; in short, the indulgence of any of the intellectual tastes.

and pursuits which an advanced civilization creates and fosters, and
which can be gratified only by those who inherit wealth or win it in the-

pursuit of their callings. The love of money may be " a root,"—that is,,

one of the roots—" of all evil ;" but it is the root of a prodigious amount

of good, too ; and the value of money was never before so great as now..

As civilization advances, science multiplies with ever-increasing rapidity

the comforts and luxuries of life, and money is the magician that places

them at our command. It is precisely because gold and silver mean so

much, because life is now so rich in possibilities, that the want of money
was never before felt so keenly as to-day.

But what is the secret of this success to which we all aspire ? By
what act or acts may it be won ? I answer first, that success, being the

survival of the fittest, implies certain qualities of mind and heart, the

germs of which are generally inborn, or implanted so early as to be prac-

tically the same thing, but which may be greatly strengthened by culture,

For men of a certain constitution there are no rules. For the man of

iron frame and quick-pulsing blood, of fierce, indomitable perseverance,,

of mingled audacity and coolness, and especially of a grim combative-

religiosity which deepens and concentrates while it sobers all eager

acquisitive longings,—for such a man now, as in all ages past, it has been

justly said, the world is a prey. " The industrial age is like the age of

war. A Napoleon would be the first man in any peaceful profession

which he adopted. But men of this stamp, even if it be the highest, are-

for that very reason rare. It is said that one family of tigers requires a

.

beat as large as Middlesex." But to the mass of men,—to all but one in a
hundred thousand,—success is not thus pre-assured. It is a prize for

which they must struggle and strain long and late.
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The modes in wMcli men win success are almost infinitely diversified,

though there are certain ruling qualities common to them all. Some men,

ordinarily indolent or negligent, have fits and starts of activity, when

they break out in sallies of fortunate boldness,—working double tides,

and concentrating years of labor into months,^and absolve their race for

power or fame by a series of irregular but giant bounds. Among eminent

writers Byron was such a man. He had a volcanic brain, which, in one

of its eruptions, threw off " The Corsair " in ten days, and in another,

" The Bride of Abydos " in four. " I am like the tiger, " he said ;
" if I

miss the first spring, I go grumbling back to my jungle again ; but if I

do it, it is crushing." There are other men, who, ever ardent and im-

petuoas, provoke opposition by their vehemence,. or overreach the mark,

yet succeed in the end. Another class, coldly cautious and silently per-

severing, seem to weary o,ut the jealousy of fortune by their untiring

vigilance and unconquerable patience. Again, there are those who are

characterized by an exquisite delicacy of perception and of contrivance,—

by a tremulous sensibility which is alive to the most hidden dangers, and

•a nicety and dexterity of hand that can unravel the most knotty and

perplexing difliculties. Finally, there is a class the very opposite of these,

who win wealth, place, or honor, by sheer native sense and plodding

energy, which ignores all hair-splitting distinctions and over-nice scruples,

and cuts the knots it cannot untie.

In reading the lives of successful lawyers, nothing strikes us more

than the variety of their natural gifts, plans of study, degrees of industry,

and modes of life, when called to the bar. Thurlow at l^ando's coffee-

house, the idlest of the idle, and Eldon studying with a wet towel round

his head ; Murray practicing before a looking-glass, and "Wedderburn in

the green-room; Saunders with a gla^a of brandy or "a pot of ale at his

nose;" and EUenborough. writing and setting before his aching eyes,

"Read or starve !"—Kenyon loving law, and Romilly hating it; Story

dabbling in politics, and Choate sternly ignoring them ; cases like these

seem to baffle all speculation, and to show that the ways to legal distinc-

tion are widely diversified. But to all classes of successful men there are

some qualities which are common,—qualities without which their failure

would have been inevitable,—and it is these qualities vvhich, in this

paper, I wish to point out. But, before doing this, let me say a few

words on the notion, so paralyzing to endeavor, which attributes the suc-

cess or failure of men to luck.

That there is such a thing as luck (that is, that men fail in accom-

plishing their purposes through causes beyond their control), is beyond
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dispute. Some of the greatest men have believed in good or bad fortune,,

or chance. Frederic the Grreat attributed his conquest of Silesia in part,

to " a certain good fortune, which often waits upon ybuth, and denies it-

self to advanced age." IvTapoleon believed in his star and christened

Massena, "the spoiled child of fortune." He declared that military

science consists in calculating all the chances accurately in the first place,

and then in giving accident exactly, almost mathematically, its place m
one's calculation. After you have eliminated from any man's career all

that can be regarded as the natural results of his conduct, much still re-

mains which is purely fortuitous. Was it not luck when Justin Martyr-

was convertedthrough a chancemeetingwith an aged andkindly christianbe-
liever? Did not Faust discover the art of printing by looking at the prints .

of his horse's shoes in the soil, before mounting him ? Was not the suspen-

sion bridge suggested to Samuel Brown, by the sight of a spider's web ?

Did not Sir Charles Eastlake owe his first rise in his profession to a

chance, which he seized, of painting a portrait of the first ISTapoleon ?

On the other hand, did not L'ficure, when young and poor, obtain the

place of dentist to King Stanislaus, on the very day on which the king

lost his last tooth ? Did not Chatterton poison himself just at the very

time when the feet of one, who would have relieved his poverty, were-

tumed toward the miserable street in which he died ? There is no doubt

that " environment " has much to do with success, and turns the scale for-

or against a man when other things are balanced. Gralton has well ob-

served that a certain moral temperature is necessary to develop certain

talents,—^without it, they prove abortive.

Let us acknowledge, therefore, that there is an element of chance in

human affairs,—that man is, to some extent, the creature of circumstances.

But let us remember, too, that he is endowed with the power of acting

upon circumstances, and shaping them to his will. In a vast majority of

cases he may make his circumstances. Instead of bemoaning those which

are adverse, he should regard them as the very tools he is to work with,

.

—^the stepping-stones he is to mount by. The difliculties that determined

men conquer are their palaestra,—their gymnasia,—their exercise and

stimulant. Did any seeker after knowledge ever battle with greater

difficulties than a glover's apprentice of Glasgow, Scotland, of whom
it ' is related that, living "with a relative too poor to afford him a

candle, or even much fire, he read books in the street by the light of a

shop-window, and, when the shop closed, climbed a lamp-post, and,,

holding on to it with one hand, held his book in the other, and thus mas-

tered its contents ? Yet, he persevered in spite of discouragements, till

.
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he became the most eminent scholar of his country. Who, again, will

whine about his difficulties, when he thinks of Cockraun, the London

cab-driver, who, a few years ago, Avon a prize for the best essay on the

effects of Sunday cab-driving, by a paper of 19,000 words, which he wrote

in the open air, on the top of his cab ?

Need I say that a wise choice of one's profession is essential to high

success ? As a plant cannot flourish in a temperature contrary to its

nature,—as an Arctic animal droops and dies in a tropical climate,—so is

it with mental and moral qualities ; they require a suitable atmosphere

for a vigorous growth. The man who would thrive in his calling must

choose one which will enable him to follow the natural bent of his mind,

—in which nature will second effort. What can be more painful than

for a man to discover, after he has fixed himself in the groove along

which he is to work for the rest of his days, that he has mistaken Ms
calling ? Waste, it is said, is the law of the world ; but none is more

conspicuous, more painful to witness, than the waste of talent. In every

calling we see men laboring at tasks for which nature never designed

them,—cutting blocks with razors, doing fine work with broad axes,

fighting with one hand tied. The men who have made their mark in the

world have differed from those who have failed, not more in mental

power than in their self-knowledge and perception of their inborn apti-

tudes. Pope " lisped in numbers," and at twelve feasted his eyes in the

picture-galleries of Spencer ; Murillo filled the margin of his school books

with drawings ; Mendelssohn was but sixteen when he read Wieland's

Shakespeare, and, with all the vigor of the eagle sunning his newly-per-

fected pinions, threw off the immortal overture to the Midsummer
Night's Dream. William Pitt was but seven when he told his tutor how
glad he was that he was not the eldest son, for he " wanted to speak in

the House of Commons, like papa." The late Lord Westbury, Lord

High Chancellor of England, was but five years old when his profession

was decided upon and his future eminence foretold. Mrs. Martineau did

not choose authorship, but wrote because " things were pressing to be

said, and there was more or less evidence that I was the person to say

them."

On the other hand, what a wretched life was that of Haydon, the

painter ! A man of great, almost first-rate ability, he failed in his career,

not, as he thought, through the world's injustice or insensibility, about

which he was perpetually growling, but because he chose the wrong means

of making his ability felt and acknowledged. His bitter disappointments,

his life-long succession of half-successes worse than defeats, were due to
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the initial error'of mistaking a passion for a power. " A fine critic, a

Tivid sketcher of character, and a writer of singular clearness, point, and
eloquence, was spoiled to make an artist ; sometimes noble in conception,

but without sense of color, and utterly inadequate to any but the most
confused expression of himself by the pencil."

Hardly less than mental ability, are bodily health and vigor necessary

to success. In the learned professions, especially, great constitutional

strength and power of endurance are absolutely indispensable. The
demand on the vitality of a successful clergyman, lawyer, doctor, archi-

tect, or engineer, is continuous and exhausting. Talents alone, however

^ne, will not ensure success. The axe may be sharp, and may be " driven

.home " with the utmost force ; but the power of dealing reiterated and

prolonged blows is equally needful. In other words, the mind may be

keen, carefully cultured, and full of knowledge and resources ; but, to

achieve great results it must be capable of sustained energy—of intense

and long-continued labor—so as to be fresh and elastic after many hours,

^nd even days, of effort, whether at the desk, in the court-room, the

senate, or the chamber of disease. It is true there have been men who,

in spite of ill health, have done great and memorable things. Richelieu,

"baflling conspirators and signing death-warra.nt8, with one foot in the

grave ; the gouty Torstensohns in a litter, leading armies and astonishing

Europe by the rapidity of his movements ; "Wolfe, capturing Quebec in

. spite of rheumatism and gravel ; Scott, dictating romances with cramp

in the stomach, which makes him roll about in agony ; Henry Bulwer,

going down to the House of Commons with a hectic, suffocating- cough,

to make a speech on the Irish Church, which is inaudible to more than

ten or a dozen members who close up to him—all these are illustrious
.

-examples of the soul triumphing over the body's weakness. It is true,

^Iso, that it is a working constitution which the professional man needs,

not that of an athlete ;—the capacity of prolonged mental effort, not the

physique of the gymnast or the stroke-oar, or the brawn of the gladiator.

It is true, also, that physical vigor is needed more in some professions

than in others. But.in all it is indispensable to leadership, and he who

-lacks it must not think to command. Such a constitution is generally

inherited, not made
;
yet, it may often be acquired by strict attention to

the health of body and mind, l^futritious food, regular open-air exercise,

:abstinence from narcotics and unhealthful stimulants, the daily use of the

bath and flesh-brush, an abundance of sleep, and regular habits, are the

means by which a good working coustitution may be gained and

isecured.
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One of the most dangerous gifts is versatility. T& be felt in the

world, one must be a man of one thing. Having ascertained the thing

which he can do best,—which it is his mission to accomplish,—the aspi-

rant must throw into it all the energies of his soul, and sternly confine

himself to it alone. " This one thing I do," is not merely an Apostolic

resolution,—it is the injunction of universal experience. Singleness of

aim must be added to energy, persistence, and patience, or these qualities

will fail of their purpose. Narrow men,—men of single and determined

purpose,—are edged men, and cut their way through obstacles more

readily than men of broad culture. Many sidedness is desirable, in itself;

but a blade which is designed both to shave and carve, will neither shave

so well as a razor, nor carve so well as a carving knife. The German

scholar who died regretting that he had not confined his labors to the

dative case, was one-sided, but he understood the secret of mastery. Com-

pression and concentration are indispensable elements in obtaining the best

results of effort. The stream which moves with swiftness and energy,

when shouldered between opposite cliffs, becomes an unsightly swamp
when left to spread itself over a wide and level plain.

Many men of fine abilities fail through their violation of this rule.

Instead of bending all their faculties toward one point, they split them-

selves in opposite directions, just as a salamander, cut in two, runs for-

ward with its front, and backward with its hind part. In every calling

this is disastrous, but emphatically in the learned professions. The law-

yer, doctor, and preacher need to steel their hearts against every tempta-

tion to scatter their energies. The law is a jealous mistress, impatient of

a divided allegiance. It is true that Talfourd was both a successful bar-

rister and a successful author ; but " such a phenomenon recalls the black

swan, or rather the aloe, that blossoms once in a hundred years." It is

true also that concentration does not imply the rejection of collateral aidi

It matters not how many are the tributary streams, if they all flow into

the great Amazonian river of your action. But hundreds of young law-

yers fail because they are impatient of slow results, and turn aside from

resolute study to auxiliary pursuits, such as rent-qoUecting, negotiating

loans, etc., that yield an immediate revenue. It almost makes one shiver

to think that Daniel "Webster came near wrecking his splendid possibili-

ties on this reef. His father, who was poor and had run in debt for the

education of Daniel and his brother, obtained for the former an appoint-

ment as clerk of the county court, with a salary of fifteen hundred dol-

lars. It seemed a large sum to a family so long pinched by poverty, and

Daniel was eager to accept the appointment. " I had felt the res angusUR
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domi," said he, " till my very bones ached." But Mr. Gore, with whom
he was reading law in Boston, advised him to decline acceptance of the

appointment, and he did so, though with many pangs, and though his

father was nearly heart-broken by his decision. Had he accepted the

place, he would, perhaps, have remained a clerk to the end of his days.
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GrNORANCE of the best methods of transacting ordinary

.business with banks has been a source of so much
f difficulty and annoyance, that the following brief rules

(furnished by a gentleman of much practical experi-

ence) can hardly fail to be of service

:

1. Before attempting to open a bank account,

obtain a proper introduction.

2. E^ever draw a check unless the money is

in the bank, or in your possession to deposit.

3. Never draw a check and send it to any one

in another place, expecting to have the funds

on deposit before the check can be returned. Inquiry concerning such

checks is sometimes made by telegraph.

4. Ifever exchange checks with any person. It discredits you, and

is of no benefit to your friend.

5. Never give your check on condition that it is not to be used for

a certain time. There is great danger that it will be presented.

6. Never take a check sent to another person, pass it through your

bank without charge, and give him your check for it. Your bank will

be certain to discover it.

7. Do not give your check to a stranger. If your bank should lose

lay it, there would be unkind feeling toward you.

8. When you send your checks out of your own city, to pay bills,

write the name and address of the person to whom the payment is made

:

'Pay to Albert Stanley & Co., of New York. This will warn your bank,

if presented at its counter.

9. Don't be so foolish as to expect that because you deposit your

funds in the bank, it ought to pay your overdrafts.

10. Don't imagine that you can treat one bank badly and stand well

with others. Remember that there is a Clearing House.

\
11. Never quarrel with your bank. If you are dissatisfied, go else-

where, but don't leave your discount line unprotected. Never consider it

unreasonable if your bank refuses to discount an accommodation note.

Understand that in the estimation of a bank an accommodation note is

one for which no value has passed from the endorser to the drawer.
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12. If you want an accommodation note discounted, tell your bank

frankly that it is not, in their opinion, a business note. If you take a

note from a debtor with an agreement, verbal or written, that it is to be

renewed in part or in whole, and you have the note discounted, and then

ask to have a new one discounted to take up the old one, tell your bank

about it.

13. Never be so foolish as to say that you will guarantee the pay-

ment of a note you have already endorsed.

14. Give your bank credit for general intelligence and the under-

standing of its own business. It is, probably, much better informed than

you suppose.

15. Don't try to convince your bank that the paper or security it has

declined is better than it supposes. This is sheer folly.

16. Don't quarrel with the teller because he does not pay you in the

bills you desire. He probably does the best he can.

17. In your intercourse with bank officers, treat them with the

courtesy and frankness you would desire, if you were in their position.

18. Never send stupid or ignorant messengers to transact your busi-

ness at the bank.



I^elpful Suggestions Otoncerning ©rtrinarg ISusiness

transactions.

FOE, THE nSTEXPERIEN'CED.

BY WILKING B. COOLET.

HE purpose of this sketch, the commencement

of a woman's business career, is to convey a

useful knowledge of the simplest essentials to

the successful conduct of everyday business

transactions to those who, through lack of

experience and training, have no definite

conception of the import and purpose of or-

dinary commercial terms and practices.

There are many who are required by

force of circumstances to enter, in a measure,

the business world ; but, unfortunately for

them, the requisite understanding of this sub-

ject cannot be readily gained from text-books ; and if it could, the as-

pirant for knowledge often knows not where to seek for it. The widow

suddenly bereft, the daughter animated by a praiseworthy desire to add to

the scanty family income by embarking in a small business enterprise,

are too often confronted at the outset, and retarded in success afterward,

by a lack of business experience, and constrained to rely upon the unsym-

pathetic, and perhaps unscrupulous, aid of others.

As of primary importance, I would impress upon all to whom these

suggestions may commend themselves, the necessity of keeping an exact

record of business transactions of every kind whatsoever. Ifothing, even

of the most trivial character, should be entrusted to the memory solely.

The failure to record a transaction at the time it occurs is apt to lead to

disagreement and dispute, and, in financial affairs, may affect the liability

of the parties concerned.

In all commercial business, therefore, books should be kept; and

here, usually, a mountain of perplexity rises before the timid adventurer.

"What account-books shall I buy and keep? is a pertinent query.

For your purpose you will probably require a blotter, or day-book, a

cash-book, and a ledger, which may be obtained at small cost at any

stationer's establishment.

293
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You need learn and remember, for the present, but a few essential

particulars of the science of book-keeping, and these I shall endeavor to

make very plain. I'or the first lesson, please thoroughly familiarize

yourself with the following

:

1. When a customer purchases goods, and does not pay for them,
you must charge or debit him with the value thereof.

2. "When a customer who owes you for goods previously bought
pays you money on account, or in full of his bill, you must credit him
with the sum paid.

3. "When you receive cash, the cash account must be charged or

debited with the money.

4. "When you pay out cash, the cash account must be credited with

the amount.

5. "When you pay cash to a person whom you owe, you should

charge or debit the amount to such person.

6. "When you buy goods on credit, you must credit with the value

thereof the person from whom they are purchased. -

There is nothing in this that is likely to confuse the beginner.

Debtor is abbreviated Dr., Creditor, Cr.

To elucidate the correct application of the principles mentioned, I

shall assume a series of every-day store sales, purchases, and payments, as

having occurred, and shall then.show, by means of forms, how the several

transactions should be entered in the books.

For example:—Mrs. John Brown has rented a convenient little corner

store in the town of Empire, and has stocked it with a tempting array of

groceries and provisions. She relies for success in the undertaking upon

the patronage of neighbors and friends who know her to be deserving

and industrious, and to possess excellent judgment as to the quality of

the commodities which she is to dispense. "With $50.00 in change in the

till, she throws open the door of her modest establishment on the first

morning of her venture, and customers present themselves. Here is a

statement of enough of the business of that memorable first day to answer

the present purpose

:

. Sales on Credit:

To John Smith—10 pounds sugar at 8c. ; 25 pounds flour at 4c.

;

1 pound ham at 20c. ; 2 pounds crackers at 12ic. ; 3 loaves bread at 5c.

To Eichard Jones—2 pounds rice at 8c.; a box cocoa at 25c.; 3 pounds

sugar at 8c.; 1 barrel apples at $3.00. To Mary Martin

—

I pound tea at

$1.00 ; I bushel of potatoes at SOc; 1 pound coffee, 28c.

Sales for Cash:
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1 pound rice, 8c.; 1 dozen loaves bread at 5c.; 1 pound candles, 20.;

4 pounds sugar at 8c.; 1 dozen eggs, 28c.; 3 pounds butter at 30c.

In addition to these, Richard Jones, who purchased goods to the

amount of $3.65, paid $2.00 on account ; and Mrs. Brown, encouraged by

the extent of her first day's business, paid to Samuel Reed, her landlord,

her rent in advance for one week, amounting to $5.00, and purchased

from the agent of Barton & Co., of Philadelphia, a choice supply of fancy

crackers, costing $8.75, for which she paid cash.

Mrs. Brown, being methodical as well as industrious, had carefully

entered each item during the day in her blotter or day-book, and this is

the page as it appeared at the close of the day.

1888.

Oct.



Dr.

1888
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Mrs. Brown, in her subsequent experience, found it necessary to open

a bank account, to draw and receive checks, to give and accept promissory-

notes, to calculate and charge interest against some of her tardy custom-

ers, and to attend to various other details of her thriving business. It

will be shown how, with ordinary care and attention, it is easy to become

a model merchant.

Mrs. Brown prospered as time went on, as any one may who possesses

fair adaptability, and understanding of the branch of business in which

he engages, who is industrious, and spends a little less than he earns.

For a time she experienced no little difficulty in making change.

Unaccustomed to mental processes, subtraction proved a stumbling-block,

until some practical friend, observing her hesitancy, suggested that the

calculation of the amount of change due could be very easily made by

addition, with less risk of error and considerable diminution of mental

labor.

For example, if one purchases goods costing $2.67 and tenders in pay-

ment a five dollar bill, the novice would probably attempt to subtract the

lesser sum from the greater. The experiment need only be tried to prove

how much simpler it is to commence with the amount of the purchase,

and add change until the sum total reaches five dollars.

She soon found that it would be very convenient, indeed almost

necessary, to mark upon her wares the cost price and the selling price

thereof, but did not like to put the former in plain figures, for no

merchant desires to advertise his profits. Accordingly she adopted the

expedient long resorted to by business men of selecting some word or

words of ten letters to represent the ten numerals, and thus avoided the

undesirable publicity. It was necessary to find words in which no letter

was repeated, and she selected the two words, "Brick House," as her

marking guide. A visitor who saw upon a package of goods the charac-

ters, "•
g^^/' would have no conception of their meaning ; but Mrs. Brown

understood at a glance that the goods in question cost her $2.50, and that

she was willing to sell them for $3.00, as may the initiated who know
her key, to wit

:

BRICK HOUSE
12345 67890

Some of Mrs. Brown's patrons were dilatory in discharging their in-

debtedness to her. She needed the money, and therefore on the first day

of the ensuing month transmitted itemized bills to them. This is a

specimen bill

:
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MK. JACKSON BOE,
TO MRS. MAEY BROWN,

Empire, N. Y., December 1st. 1888.

DR.

1888.

Sept. 5
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whose obligations were invariably met with promptness, no objection wa9

made to the acceptance of her promissory note, payable at a suitable date

in the future. This is a good form of note, and the one which was or-

dinarily employed

:

Empire, N". Y., December Ist, 1888.

$65.00.

I^inety days after date I promise to pay to the order of Chubb & Day,
the sum of sixty-five dollars, with interest from date, without defalca-

tion, for value received. (Signed) Mary Brown.'

Mrs. Brown soon learned the meaning oipercentage. One per cent, of

any quantity signifies one one-hundredth of that quantity ; three per cent.,

three one-hundredths, etc, , abbreviated thus : 1%, 3^,10%. To calcu-

late percentage, it is only necessary to express the required percentage

decimally, that is, to point off the numbers as hundredths, or two places

to the right of the decimal point, thus : .01= 1 % , ,05= 5 % , and then to

multiply the quantity by the rate per cent. As, for example

:

What is seven per cent, of $165.

$165
.07

$11.55= answer.

At first, however, the meaning of a double trade discount was not

so clear to her. Goods bought at a discount of 15% will cost a different

sum from that which the same goods will cost if purchased at discounts

of 10% and 5%, because, in the latter case, the discounts are deducted in

succession, first the 10% and then the 5% from the remainder, thus:

$75 $75.00 $67.50
.10% 7.50 3.37

7.50 67.50 $64.13= cost

.05%

3.37,50

A bank account proves of great convenience to almost all business

people, since by its means they become measurably independent of all

other modes of transferring money. They need seldom have recourse to

the post-office for that purpose, nor are they then required to ask favors

of other merchants, or to purchase from banks drafts for which a charge>

is ordinarily exacted.

What is of quite as much importance, it affords the merchant a

handy method, free from expense, of collecting drafts, checks, notes, etc..
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received in course of business, and, besides, tbe bank provides a most
secure repository for funds which otherwise, in most cases, would be sub-

• jected to danger of loss, theft, or destruction.

To the man or woman of business, therefore, it is a good thing to be
familiar with banking customs, and if the volume of business be large,

dealings of greater or less extent with one or more banks are almost

indispensable.

I shall try to state, plainly, some things that Mrs. Brown, whose
experiences I have been relating, learned about bank accounts and

checks:

She soon ascertained that at least two or three times a week she

would have on hand more cash than she needed for the current demands

of her business, and more than she cared to keep by her. Having con-

sulted her friend, the cashier of the local bank, she was advised to

deposit sudi moneys therein, and in return for her patronage, was prom-

ised every accommodation which the bank could afford. Therefore, from

time to time, she placed her surplus, in even dollars, on deposit, first

having described the money carefully on a slip furnished by the bank,

thus:

Deposited in First I^Tational Bank, Empire, E". Y.,

December 10, 1888, by Mrs. Mary Brown.

Bills—Tens, 5 $50
" Fives, 3 15
" Twos, 5 10

Silver coin, Dollars, 5

Total $80

She was furnished by the bank with a small pass-book, in which the

teller recorded, on the left-hand pages, every sum deposited, and with a

book of blank checks, for her use.

Checks may be drawn payable to bearer or to order. IJsually the

latter is preferred, because, if a check so drawn be lost before presenta-

tion, it cannot be collected without the endorsement of the person named

as the payee.

A check payable to order is usually in this form

:

No. 45. Empire, N. Y., Dec. 15th, 1888.

The First National Bank.

Pay to Richard "Wellston or order,

,

Fifty-seven Dollars.

$57.00. Mary Brown.
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If Richard "Wellston desire to collect this check in person, he must

sign his name across the back, being careful to make his signature agree

as to spelling with the designation in the check, and must present it to

the paying-teller of the bank. If he desire to transfer it to Mark Jessup,

he must make an indorsement in this form

:

Pay to Mark Jessup, or order

:

Richard "Wellston.

If he desire to transfer it so that any person may collect it, he may
•simply sign his name across the back, and the check is then payable to

bearer.

"When indorsement is made to a designated' individual, the latter

may again indorse, specially or generally. The person to whom a check

is last indorsed must sign his name across the back to collect the same.

One thing methodical Mrs. Brown did not forget, viz., <to keep an

exact account upon her check stubs t)f the amounts deposited in bank,

and the amounts drawn out by check. Thus she knew at all times the

precise amount remaining to her credit, and was enabled to verify her

pass-book at such times as her account was settled by the bank officers.

Her check stubs looked like this, the left being the blank backs of the

preceding page of stubs

:

Balance brought forward $110 00

Dec. 1, 1888, Deposited. 3800

$148 00
33 00

• Balance forward $115 00

No. 7.

December 3, 1888.

To William Jotnson,

for groceries.

$15 00

No. 8.

December 5, 1888.

To Eobert Paisley,

for coflfee.

$8 00

No. 9.

December 6, 1888.

To Wistar & Combes,

for crackers.

$10 00

$88 00
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At the close of the first month her account was settled at the hank
and stated in the pass-book, in which, oh the right-hand side, opposite

the entries of the deposits, were given the numbers and amounts of the-

checks drawn by her, and presented and paid during the course of the

month, and a balance was struck. The paid checks, as is customary,,

were returned to her with the book, and served the purpose of receipts.

It is prudent to be veVy careful in writing the amounts in checks.

Leave no blank spaces in the line for the amount. If there be any spare

room, fill it up with heavy dashes. It is, perhaps, the better way to-

commence at the extreme left, and place the dashes, if there be room, at.

the right, thus

:

Rp.i)pfnt.y- Wivp. - Tinll/irs.

It is also important to exercise great care in writing amounts, par-

ticularly such as are susceptible, by means of easy or slight alterations,

to change to larger sums. For example, write two very plainly, for

nothing is simpler than to change it to five, thus

:

Two Five.

Likewise, leave no blank spaces after such small amounts as six,

seven, eight, nine, for at most two letters, and, in one case, a single addi-

tional letter will multiply the amount ten-fold, thus

:

Seven

Seventy

Eight

Eighty

Two may almost as readily be altered to

Twort<2/.

The business man's, and especially the business woman's path is^^

not, by any means, altogether one of roses, whatever may be the delights

of congenial employment and of the anticipation of success in the

chosen work. The mercantile field is full of ugly stumps which must

needs be pulled up or plowed around or destroyed.

Mrs. Brown's career was no exception in this respect. She had

essayed to carry on what is termed a credit business, and some of her
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customers were none too prompt in meeting obligations. All accounts

long unpaid represented to her so much idle capital which might be

earning profits if otherwise judiciously employed, and in her own protec-

tion she was constrained to charge against and exact from such, " interest

"

on their unpaid accounts.

Ifow, without disparagement to the sex, I venture the statement that

a knowledge of the mode of computing interest is not often a feminine

accomplishment, and that most ladies otherwise shrewd, and perhaps

skilled in the ways of the shop-keeper, would be at their wits' end if re-

quired to apply such a calculation to a business transaction in which,

nevertheless, they might be greatly interested.

"Women, in common with men, should be able, when it becomes

necessary, to solve such problems for themselves, to the end that they may
be proof against the extortions of the usurer and the unscrupulous.

Interest is that which is paid for the use of money. Interest is usu-

ally computed at the rate of six per cent, per annum on the basis of twelve

months of thirty days each. I shall try to explain what has always seemed

to me the easiest rule for ascertaining interest upon this basis.

So long as the period of time for which the interest is to be computed

is composed of whole years only, the question is a very simple one. The

interest on one dollar for one year at six per cent, is six cents. It is there-

fore only necessary to multiply the number of years by six cents (.06) and

again multiply the result obtained by the number of dollars, thus

:

Interest on ^55 for 5 years at six per cent.

:

5 (number of years.)

.06 (interest on $1.00 for 1 year.)

.30 (interest on $1.00 for 5 years.)

55

150

150

3.50 (interest on $55 for 5 years.)

It is really not at all difficult to calculate the interest at the same

rate for a part of a year consisting of months without fractions of a month.

The interest on fl.OO for one year is six cents ; therefore for every two

months the interest is one cent, and if wo divide the number of months by

two and call the result cents we shall be quite correct. Thus the interest

on $55 for 5 years and 8 months at six per cent, will be found by the fol-
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lowing calculation. I purposely retain the same amount and the same
number of years, so that the learner may follow the process step by step.

6 years ^ 2)8 months.
.06

.04

.30 .30

.34

65

170
170

18.70 answer.

Again, the interest for one year is six cents, and for two months is

one cent—one cent for every sixty days—ten mills for every sixty days

or one mill for every six days. We should then divide the number of

days by six and call the result mills. The next calculation will show how
to ascertain the interest on $55 at six per cent, for 5 years, 8 months, and

18 days.

5 years — 2)8 months — 6)18 days.

.06

.04 .003

.30 .04

.30

.343

55

1715
1715

$18.86,5 answer.

Now that the reader probably understands completely the reasons

for the rule, the latter may be concisely stated, thus

:

Multiply the year by .06 ; divide the months, by two and call result

cents ; divide the days by six and call result mills ; add the three results

thus obtained and multiply the total by the number of dollars.

To find the interest at any other rate, one need only calculate it first

at six per cent., divide it by six, thus obtaining the interest at one per

cent., and then multiply by the desired rate per cent. For example

:

Interest on $55 for 5 years, 8 months, and 18 days at 7 per cent.
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6 years — 2)8 months — 6)18 days.

.06 .

.04 .003

.30 .04

.30

.343

55

1715
1715

6)$18.86,5 at 6 per cent.

3.144 at 1 per cent.

7

$22.00,8 at 7 per cent.

Henry Caller, a business man in a village close by Empire, had long

been indebted to our friend for groceries furnished for the use of his

family. Mrs. Brown had first politely requested by letter the payment

of the money due, but without result. She had even amiably offered to

accept payment of the sum in instalments, a good plan often to induce

debtors to liquidate their bills ; but her efforts proved fruitless. In doubt

as to whether to consider the money irrevocably lost or not, she consulted

her acquaintance, the cashier of the Empire Bank, who devised a scheme

which proved entirely successful, much to her joy.

It transpired in the course of conversation with the cashier that Mrs.

Brown had bought of Farmer Oonley, living in the neighboring village

above mentioned, a considerable quantity of produce, and that the farmer

had not yet called for his price. By her friend's advice she drew a draft

on the debtor, in favor of Farmer Conley, payable thirty days after date,

to be deposited for collection in the bank in the village, " for," said the

cashier, " Mr. Caller, your debtor, is in business, and sooner than injure

his business reputation in his own village by dishonoring such a draft, he

will pay the money, however much against his will such a course may
be." The sequel proved the correctness of his conclusions. Mrs. Brown

drew the draft in the following form

:
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As a general rule a draft is presented to the person upon whom it is

drawn, so that the latter may signify his intention in regard to the pay-

ment thereof at maturity. If willing to pay, he signifies that fact by ac-

cepting the draft ; that is writing across its face the word "accepted," the

date, and his signature, thus

:

Accepted

:

February 1, 1889.

Henky Caller.

Drafts are customarily deposited for collection in bank. *

The time of payment of a draft may be reckoned from the date of

the draft or from " sight " thereof, as it is termed. In the latter case the

draft would be worded like the following

:

t^JntM.-^ eCoMA a^€ei, atnht ^aj^ ^ ^A0 o-Mci, o.^ ^^^^onatei

The time of the draft in such case commences to run from the date

of acceptance.

A BANK DRAFT is somewhat different. It is an order by one bank to

another to pay a sum of money to a designated person, and is a convenient

form of exchange. Banks usually furnish such drafts free of charge for

premium as an accommodation, to their patrons or those who keep stand-

ing accounts. In form a bank draft is like this

:

•=Q^ &^^t, ^ov A <»e c*</et a^ ^^caneA j^AnAom, <=^^<e»

As stated, such drafts may generally be obtained upon payment of

the face value thereof. They are convenient, and, more than that, the

employment thereof tends to remove almost wholly the risk of loss of

money in transit.
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HE ancients

reckoned
seven gate-

ways to the

soul :—two

eyes, two
ears, two
nostrils,

and on e

moutli —
arguing
from this,

that one
should use

his gift of

speech far less than any of his other senses.

Each century that rolls overtheworld makes
the habit of close observation more neces-

sary to success in all the walks of life, and
the business man who wishes to reap all the

benefits of the passing hour, must keep eyes

:and ears open, while he weighs his words

and prevents his tongue from making rash

promises, or giving utterance to any state-

ment other than the truth.

In a recent work on "Business," James
Piatt enumerates twelve qualities as abso-

lutely necessary for the business man who
means to succeed. These are, health, edu-

cation, observation, industry, perseverance,

arrangement, punctuality, calculation, pru-

dence, tact, truthfulness, and integrity.

Health.—Our bodies are God's taberna-

cle, and as such, should be carefully cared

for; there is, too, so intimate a relation

between the mind and the body that to en-

:sure the best work from the former, we
must carefully attend to the demands of

the latter. The habit of early rising, the

avoidance of late hours, regularity in tak-

ing one's meals, simplicity of diet, a re-

course to fresh air. Bathing, and out-door

exercise as tonics rather than to alcoholic

stimulants, the faculty of withdrawing the

mind from business cares for seasons of
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rest and relaxation, are all important fac-

tors in keeping the body in a healthy con-

dition. Learn, too, to carefully distinguish

between strength and health. A uniform-

ly well-developed body, capable of endur-

ing fatigue and climatic changes, is of

much greater value than one in which cer-

tain sets of muscles have been trained to

the performance of some phenomenal feat,

at the expense of the rest of the sys-

tem.

Education and Observation.—Edu-
cation increases a man's chances of success

in a distinct ratio, and the habit of accurate

observation is one of nature's best school-

masters. Every little child proves the

truth of the last suggestion. For the first

four or five years of its life, how much it

learns from observation alone, and how
well it generally applies that knowledge,

then, when its so-called education begins,

how often the habit of observation is lost

;

the child's head is crammed with isolated

dates and facts, but eye and ear are alike

closed to what is going on in the world

about him. The best education is that

which teaches a child to think, and so ap-

propriate what he leams to his own indi-

vidual needs, tliat his mind is strengthened

and developed by this mental pabulum, as

his body is by properly masticated and

well-digested food.

Industry.—"Whatsoever ye do, do it

heartily as unto the Lord." Here is the

key-note to all true industry. The cheer-

ful, unwearied performance of our daily

tasks, dignifies them and lifts them from

labor to the higher plane of work. Indus-

try is the " open sesame " to success. The

man who spends his time, Micawber-like,

waiting for "something to turn up," can

rarely profit by the golden opportunity

when it does come, but the industrious,

like Bacon's wise man "make more op-

portunities than they find."
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Perseverance.—The ants are "a very

little people," yet they teach us the great

lesson of perseverance : one grain of sand

at a time, they excavate their underground

dwelling and pile up the hills around its

entrance. But they never try to take more

than one grain at a time, however large

their excavation is to be. So with human
afifairs ; do not borrow trouble, do not try to

•do two days' work in one, do not be dis-

couraged. Nothing is gained by worry, but

much by resolution and continuity of pur-

pose. For a lad to try first one occupation

and then another is so much lost time, let

him rather deliberately and thoughtfully

make his choice and then resolutely per-

severe, remembering that each difficulty

conquered, each day's experience gained,

are so many rounds in the ladder of life by

which he is climbing to ultimate success.

Arrangement.—"Order isheaveu's first

law," and the man who systematizes his

work has gone a long way toward accom-

plishing it. If you are in trade, be thor-

oughly master of your business, appoint

each assistant his work; be conversant with

every detail, cognizant of your financial

position and ready to meet each obligation.

As mistress of a household, system in your

domestic arrangements will seem to add
hours to the day and an extra pair of hands
to do the work.

Pdnctuauty.—If "time is money,"
then the unpunctual man is a spendthrift

that will soon be bankrupt. All engage-

ments or appointments for a fixed time

should be as scrupulously fulfilled, as busi-

ness men valuing their credit, discharge

their monetary obligations. Those seeking

interviews should enclose a stamp for a
reply, which, when received, may, with ad-

vantage, be acknowledged, and then the

time for the interview having arrived, show
your appreciation by presenting yourself

punctually. Having promised any mer-
chandise ata certain time, let no cost or trou-

ble deter you from redeeming your promise.
Cai,cui<aTion.—This element has been

called "the mind of business ;" by it a man
can determine what amount of stock to

carry, also what expenditure for improve-
ments, what rate of profit, and how many
employees the extent of his business will

justify. The careful adjustment of outlay

in reference to income, will enable one to

pay his debts and lay by something for the

proverbial "rainy day."

Prudence—Some one has wittily said,

"a prudent man is like a pin, his head
keeps him from going too far." Watch
carefully the signs of the times, be sure of

your own capabilities and resources efore
you launch out into any larger wa^ of do-

ing business or more expensive manner of

living. If you have a good situation, be

very sure of your ability to control and
direct before attempting to go in business

for yourself. Above all, be contented with

honest and reliable ways of earning a living

and give a wide berth to speculations,

though they promise to double your in-

vestment each year.

Tact.—If life were represented by a

stage coach, tact would be the springs, it

lessens the jolting and renders what would
otherwise be a wearisome journey, a pleas-

ant trip. True tact is innate, yet it may be

acquired to a certain extent by the un-

flinching and persevering observance of

the "golden rule."

Truthfulness.—Deserve a reputation

for truthfulness and, other things being

equal, your success is assured. Let your

customers, your daily companions, and

your friends feel that you are to be relied

upon, that in all cases j'our "word is as

good as your bond, " aud it will be to you

in adversity as the rock upon which the wise

man builded. Trickery, sharp practice,

the tacit falsehood of offering in your busi-

ness goods which appear well, but will not

stand the test of use, the daily lie of marry-

ing for money, influence, or social position,

all these may prosper for a time, but they

are the shifting sand upon which if a man
build, when misfortune comes, as come it

surely does to all, his business, his reputa-

tion, aye, his character itself, is involved in

the mighty ruin because he builded upon

the sand.
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INTBGRITY.—This is the crowning jewel

of human character, the one element of the

twelve that includes all the others; for integ-

rity means honesty and he that is strictly

honest in all his relations to God, himself,

and his fellow man, will conscientiously

care for his health ; diligently improve

every opportunity of enlarging his educa-

tion ; store his mind, and in many instances

regulate his conduct by close observation ;

protect himself from the moral leprosy of

idlenffis by cultivating habits of judicious

industry ; overcome obstacles to success,

by perseverance ; prevent confusion by

thoughtful arrangement; save precious

time \iypunctuality ; adjust his expenditure

to his income by calculation ; shun snares

and pitfalls by prudence; avoid cheat-

ing any man of his due of courtesy

and consideration by tact ; and secure re-

spect and confidence by his truthfulness.

In short the ideal business man is honora-

ble, upright, and just ; a man of principle

rather than expediency ; a man who could

fearlessly say, " if I had to climb even up to

Heaven by the mean and crooked ways I

have witnessed others adopt, I'd rather stay

grovelling in honest dust to the end."

HINTS ON BUSINESS MATTERS.

Letters on Business.—These should be

short, clear, and to the point. No unneces-

sary words, no repetition. The letters

should be distinctly formed. Each subject

should be in a separate paragraph, the letter

written on the full size sheet of note paper,

in order that all, or as much as possible,

may be contained on the same page. The
residence, post-town, and date should be

plainly written, and always sign your

Christian and Surname very distinctly.

Many whose writing is clear in other ways,

sign their names in such a manner that it

is impossible to read them ; and such sig-

natures are far more easily forged than

when boldly and simply written. It is ad-

visable to write at the bottom or top of the

letter the name of the person to whom it is

addressed, as, since envelopes are so much
used, it is rarely mentioned otherwise in

the letter. If written to a stranger, it is

desirable to give your full address at the

end of your letter, in order that the person

you write to may know how to direct the

reply. Suppose the signature is E. Jones

;

it would be puzzling to know whether to

direct to E. Jones, Esq., or Rev. E. Jones,

or Captain Jones, or if the letter is from

Mrs. or Miss Jones. It makes it much
clearer putting a line round the address

thus:

Edward J[ones, Esq.,

6, Conway Street,

Warwick.
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APPLICATION FOR A SITUATION.

f^pfUtpa i4df 'kki^, if^peH' «^^ <u4d ind-, TMd 4^

^/ -U- -m^f app^i'OiU-'P-o^ p^^i^pi- M^>pe444id, <f4PiM 44^

44'i>m imp 'ffHiPPH- fiHp4i>fM4- -OPpd i^4ptjM lMHl44-f iPH^
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LETTER ORDERING GOODS.

^i^pmMmd 'P^MkMfpf -lUr,

"P-Uiki^ <fO'im^ ^ ^ u^M^'

/^ M'Oi^mid'if' ^^^T^iM^-^ 7^-ai>^-H-^,

^^%^ i^if ^44dfr

//yfi.-'?, ..
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LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION.



^ut Montn in EU IPwsc.

HE crucial

test of any

nation's
civilization

is the posi-

tion, do-

mestic and

political, of

her wo-
men.

When God
crowned
His work
of creation

by making
man in His own image, and gave him do-

minion over the beasts of the field, the

fowls of the air, and the fish of the sea. He
also gave him woman to be his helpmate.

Gradually, however, she sank from this

God-given station to be the plaything or

worse, the slave, of man. With the dawn
of Christianity, she began once more to

take her rightful place. " Last at the

cross, first at the grave," she was no longer

the cipher in the world's problem, but a

definite quantity possessed of local and in-

dividual value.

But greater privileges and higher educa-

tion imply increased duties and responsi-

bilities. Knowledge is not only power, but

it is also the great incentive to human exer-

tion. If she would once more be man's
helpmate, she must fit herself for that

position, and every year the world is open-

ing more avenues by which she can in-

crease her store of knowledge, either for

the sake of education itself or for the in-

creased facilities it will affordher ofsuccess-

fully entering the ranks of bread winners.

To meet the demand for reliable in-

formation for those desirous of disposing

of their time, books containing either

general or specific suggestions are being

S12

published from time to time. Some of the

ways open to women, alphabetically con-

sidered, may be summed up as follows

:

Agriculture.—Here is a somewhat

neglected field for women, but the raising

of medical herbs and such as are used in

cooking, with the cultivation of early vege-

tables, will be found to repay the labor

and time expended. Those living in the

country have the best chance, but a sunny

yard or even a deep window box may be

made to yield gratifying crops of lettuce,

radishes, curly parsley, cucumbers, or

strawbeiTies, which, if not enough to sell,

would make pleasant additions to one's

bill-of-fare.

Artificiai, Flower Making.—This
trade is soon learned where the person has

natural artistic taste and nimble fingers;

but the demand for artificial flowers, de-

pending, as it does, upon the fashions, is

fluctuating, and the amount to be earned

is consequently uncertain.

Attendants in Asylums.—These in-

clude all grades of service : nurses, cooks,

waitresses, laundresses, seamstresses, etc

Bee-Keeping.—For those residing in

the country, this will be found a pleasant

as well as profitable occupation. The

prospective bee-keeper should prepare her-

self by the study of some reliable text,

book on the subject and then apply her

knowledge patiently and intelligently.

Boarding-House Keeping.—This is a

means of livelihood much over-crowded

and often underpaid, but a good financier

and capable housekeeper may reasonably

hope for her reward.

BookbindingAND Folding.—^This trade

is now mostly given up to women, and girls

can begin as early as thirteen or fourteen.

The work is generally paid by the "piece,"

and can be satisfactorily performed by un-

educated persons.
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Bookkeeping.—The chief requisites in

this branch are accuracy in figures, cor-

rectness in spelling and a good handwrit-

ing. The technicalities may be learned at

any business college.

Brass Founding.—Here is a clean and

comparatively light employment, but in-

jurious to health. Women now do the pol-

ishing, lacquering, burnishing, bronzing,

dipping and wrapping up.

Caretaking.—^This is especially suita-

ble for ladies in reduced circumstances who
are not young enough to commence train-

ing for any especial branch ; and a family

of means leaving home for any length of

time, would gladly entrust the care of the

house, and the direction of the servants to

such a one.

Chemists (druggists).—After a drug

clerk has passed a satisfactory examina-

tion,she can generally obtain a good situa-

tion. The chief requirements are Bnglish,

Latin, and arithmetic, with three years' ex-

perience at a college or with a practising

chemist.

China Painting.—A girl can begin as

soon as she leaves school. Her first work
is to cut out the printed paper patterns,

next she learns to transfer these to the

ware, and gradually rises to the higher

grades of the work. There are also mere-

ly menial positions that can be filled by
the uneducated.

Christmas Card Making.—This in-

dustry gives employment to many ladies,

is pleasant and remunerative. Much of it

is mechanical, and consists in copying

from designs.

Chromo-i<itho graphing.—At the

school of Chromo-lithography in London,
the apprenticeship lasts for three years,

students receiving a small pay during this

time, according to the quality of their

work.

Civil, Service Clerks.—Applicants for

the Classified Department Service must be

notless than 18 or over 45 at the time of the

examination
; must be citizens of the United

States
; must have previously filed an appli-

cation upon an ofiScial blank, and must not

be addicted to the use of intoxicating bev-

erages.

Clerkships.—In many departments of
commercial work, women are superseding

men. The requirements differ according

to the line of business needing a clerk, but
short-hand and book-keeping, with quick-

ness and accuracy in changing money are

always desirable.

Couriers.—A woman with a cheerful

disposition, thorough knowledge' of the

route to be taken, and good business ca-

pacity, can often secure a pleasant trip her-

self, by acting in the capacity of a courier.

She must look after the baggage, tickets,

hotel accommodations, packing of trunks,

and the general comfort and sight-seeing

of her employer.

Cutlery.—Women are employed as

scourers and dressers, and their work is the

scouring of goods with sand-paper.

Decorative Work.—Women now are

employed extensively in most branches of

decorative work ; including wood-carving,

hand-painting, enameling, gilding, advising

as to the /furnishing and upholstering ol

artistic houses, etc.

Dentistry.—Women are admitted for

training in many of the dental colleges,

and they are the only dentists permitted

to practice in the Eastern harems.

Designing.—Clever designers can al-

ways find a ready sale for their work, and

it is one of the occupations for a woman
that can be carried on in her own home.

Dispensers.—This is the latest branch

of work taken up by women. A good

knowledge of medical Latin, arithmetic,

and book-keeping are requisite, with pre-

vious hospital training.

Dressmaking.—Whether engaged in

for profit or to economize, this is an im-

portant study for women. When the latter

is the object it is sufficient to know how to

sew by hand, operate a sewing machine,

fit, drape, harmonize colors, copy de-

signs, adapt the prevailing fashion to

the individual, and cut the material to

the best advantage. When, however, dress-

making is to be one's business, to the above
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must be added practical knowledge as to

the management of work-rooms, giving

estimates, buying and selling, correspond-

ing on business matters, making out in

voices, estimatingrates of profit, calculating

prices to be charged, wages to be paid, and

the number of dresses that should be

turned out weekly by any given number

of hands.

Electro-plating.—Here is a clean and

healthy business, in which about one-sixth

of the labor is performed by women.

Embroidery.—Machine work has so

far superseded that done by hand that this

means of earning one's living is not so re-

munerative as formerly ; it is work, too,

that is very trying to the eyes and wearying

to the back. A skilful needlewoman may,

however, obtain employment with ecclesi-

astical furnishers, robe-makers, and art

needlework establishments.

Engraving.— Here, too, mechanical

processes have to a large extent super-

seded all but the highest class of work.

Women make successful engravers, but

only those with distinct artistic tastes and

strong eyesight should attempt the work.

Besides steel and wood engraving, there

are gold and silver, which require a course

of training lasting from three to six years,

but there is one advantage to a woman. As

it can be done at home, the accomplished

engraver need not lay aside her occupation

should she marry.

Factory Hands.—The hours, wages,

and requirements dififer with the kind of

work produced by each establishment, and
must be learned by application at the par-

ticular factory from which employment is

sought.

Feather Making.—Like artificial flow-

er making, the demand in this branch of

trade fluctuates with the fashions, but it is

an easy, as well as a pleasant employment
for young girls.

Fi,ORicui,TURE.—As there is always a de-

mand for sweet-scented flowers, any city

lady possessing a window with a southern

exposure can add to her income by raising

such as do well in pots or boxes. Sweet-

scented viole*J? and rose-buds at Christmas

command an almost fabulous price.

FruiT-FarminG. — Many women and

girls are employed now to sort, wrap up,

pack and label choice fruits prior to their

being shipped to market.

Glass Making.—Women are employed

in roughing, cleaning, etc., but the wages

are small.

Glass Painting and Staining.—Com<
paratively few women are engaged as yef

in these industries. Much natural ability,

with a knowledge of figure and free-hand

drawing are essential, with a thorough

training of from three to five years. The
extensive use of stained glass in private

houses is creating a greater demand for

this kind of work.

Glove Making.—Workers at this trade

are employed either in their own homes or

at a factory. Work is paid for by the

dozen, and is done both by hand and with a
'

machine.

Hair-dressing.—The time required tO'

learn this business, which should include

hair-cutting and shaving the head for the

sick, varies from nine months to a year.

Gentleness and pleasant manners are im-

portant characteristics.

Household Servants.—In no industry

is there such a constant demand as for re-

liable, competent household servants, and

many girls seeking employment in the

over-crowded, under-paid trades would dO'

well to turn their attention to domestic

service, where they would be sure of find-

ing comfortable homes, wholesome food»

and high wages.

Indexing.—Patience, system, exactness^

and punctuality are required for success in

this occupation. Of a kindred nature is-

the arranging of literary matter for compi-

lation, much of which is now entrusted to-

ladies.

Instruction by Correspondence.—
This system was introduced in England in

1871, and was for the benefit of ladies living

in the country,who wished to preparethem-

selves for some of the examinations open

to women. The plan is : Questions sent
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by instructor, answers returned by pupils,

corrected and returned by instructor.

Short essays and translations 'written and
submitted by pupils. Difficulties solved

and general directions as to books by the

instructor. Papers are generally returned

within a week.

Kindergarten Teaching.—Those de-

siring to adopt this style of teaching should

receive a thorough training in the true

Froebel method ; those fitted to give good
instruction in this system being always in

demand.

Laundry Work.—Only strong young
women, able to labor for ten or twelve

hours per day, should engage in this work.

In steam laundries, besides the workers,

women are also employed as superinten-

dents and clerks.

Librarians.—Ladies ofa literary tum,of
good education and address, can fulfil the

duties of a librarian or assistant admirably.

These duties are entering the names of

readers, indexing, booking subscriptions,

and attending to the requirements of the

readers.

Literary Work.—Women now may be
found in every department of literature,

and for such as possess real ability there is

always employment and fair remuneration.

Lithographing.—This is another of the

artistic branches in which women could do
good work, as it is employed in producing

fashion-plates and is not over-crowded.

Massage.—Although women are almost

entirely superseding men in this work,

none should engage in it but those who
are strong and healthy. Practical knowl-
edge of the Swedish gymnastics, anatomy
and physiology is absolutely necessary.

Matrons.—The duties and requirements

vary with the institution ; but whether it

be as matron in an insane asylum, hospital,

or home, she should possess a calm,

_
equable disposition, goodhealth,soundjudg-
ment, and considerable executive ability.

Medicai, Drawings.—Though not a
'

pleasant occupation, it has fallen almost
exclusively to women, because they are

said to be more painstaking and accurate.

Mii,ijNERY.—Taste and a good eye for
colors are requisite, with practical training,

to insure success.

Needle-women.—Those going out bythe
day can command higher wages ifthey can
cut and fit children's clothing, undergar-
ments, etc.

Nursing.—There is a growing demand
for trained nurses, and every facility for

those designing to adopt this profession, ta
fit themselves for the noble work.
Paper Bag and Box Making.—Most of

this work is now done by machinery, and
the wages for hand-work are low.

Photography.—Much ofthis work is en-
trusted to ladies, as the retouching of nega-
tives, coloring, mounting on cards, etc.,

and, as many ladies are learning to take the
pictures for amusement, it will not be long
before some adopt it as their calling.

Piano Tuning.—The requirements for

this work are a good "ear" and delicate

touch ; the mechanical part must be
learned from a practical tuner.

Plan Tracing.—Much of this work i&

now done by ladies. It requires thorough

knowledge of mechanical draughting with,

much practice.

Poultry Raising.—No branch of farm-

ing pays better than intelligent poultry

breeding. Select good stock, give personal

supervision each day to your fowls, adopt

a regular system whereby you sell your
eggs when they command a good price,

and use them for hatchingwhen the market

is down, and you will find a gratifying bal-

ance to your account at the end of the

year.

Printing.—Women make good com-
positors and there are some printing es-

tablishments in which all the work is-

done by their sex.

Proof-Readers.—Female proof-readers-

are now numerous, but the occupation is

fatiguing because of the constant mental

exertion. A good general education, famil-

iarity with quotations in foreign languages,

accuracy, quickness of eye, and a good

knowledge of orthography and punctuatiotL

are the essentials.
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Readers.—Persons learning short-hand,

literary men and women, and invalids often

require readers for an hour or two a day.

There is no fixed rate of compensation.

Reporting.—This is a branch of literary

work in which a knowledge of short-hand

is indispensable.

Shoppers.—Ladies engaging in this in-

dustry must keep themselves posted in the

latest fashions and fabrics, be good judges

of quality and probable durability of dif-

ferent materials, and capable of exercising

much discretion in their purchasing. Com-
pensation is a certain percentage from em-

ployers, and also from the stores patronized.

Teaching.—Whether in public or private

schools or in the family, teaching is always

•an honorable and fairly remunerative pro-

fession. Patience and tact are indispen-

sable to the successful trainer of the young.

Besides the English branches necessary for

a public school teacher, a governess should

be able to give instruction in one or more
ofthe foreign languages, music, calisthenics,

painting, dancing, and elegant deport-

ment.

Telegraphing.—Persons wishing to fit

themselves for this work must pay partic-

ular attention to their spelling and hand-

writing, and be well up in geography and
copying from dictation. The technical

part must be learned from a practical teleg-

rapher.

Telephoning.—This gives employment

to a large number ofwomen. The operator

must speak distinctly, and be a person of

intelligence, unwearied patience, and good

hearing.

Tobacco Strippers and Sorters.—
Women earn good wages who engage in

this sort of work. Cigarette-making is

also profitable, but requires a training of

from five to seven years.

Translating.—Ladies thoroughly con-

versant with any foreign language can turn

it to account by obtaining such work from

publishers, though as there is much compe-

tition the pay is low.

Type-Writing.—There is no more prom-
ising opening for a well educated, pleasant

mannered girl than that afibrded her by the

ability to use the type-writer. With prac-

tice a speed of about fifty words per minute

may be obtained in six months and gradu-

ally increased to eighty or one hundred.

Waitresses.—Many women engage in

this business. The requirements are neat-

ness and a good appearance generally, with

the ability to receive and execute orders

with dexterity and despatch. Those who
can carve as well as wait command higher

wages.



^oor Uit^uti's almanac.

HE way to

wealth, as

clearly
shown i n
the preface

of an old

Pennsylva-

nia alma-

nac, enti-

tled, "Poor

Richard
Improv-
ed."

Co ur-
teous read-

er : I have heard that nothing gives

an author so great pleasure as to find

his works respectfully quoted by oth-

ers. Judge, then, how much I must
have been gratified by an incident I am
going to,relate to you. I stopped my horse,

lately, where a great number of people

were collected at an auction of merchants'

goods. The hour of the sale not being

come, they were conversing on the badness

of the times ; and one of the company
called to a plain, clean old man, with white

locks : "Pray, Father Abraham, what think
you of the times ? Will not these heavy

taxes quite ruin the country ? How shall

we ever be able to pay them ? What would
you advise us to do ?

"

Father Abraham stood up, and replied

:

" If you would have my advice, I will give

it to you in short ;
' for a word to the wise

is enough,' as poor Richard says."

They joined in desiring him to speak

his mind ; and, gathering round him, he

proceeded as follows

:

"Friends," says he," the taxes are, in-

deed, very heavy, and, if those laid on by
the government were the only ones we had
to pay, we might more easily discharge

them
; but wehave many others, and much

more grievous to some of us. We are

taxed twice as much by our idleness, three
times as much by our pride, and four times
as much by our folly

; and from these taxes

the commissioners cannot ease or deliver

us, by allowing an abatement. However,
let us hearken to good advice, and some-
thing may be done for us. ' God helps

them that helps themselves, ' as poor Eich-

ard says.

" I. It would be thought a hard

government that should tax its people one-

tenth part of their time, to be employed in

its service ; but idleness taxes many of us
much more ; sloth, by bringing on diseases,

absolutely shortens life. ' Sloth, like rust,

consumes faster than labor wears, while the

used key is always bright, ' as poor Richard

says. ' But dost thou love life ? then do not

squander time, for that is the stu£F life is

made of, ' as poor Richard says. ' How
much more than is necessary do we spend

in sleep ? forgetting that the sleeping fox

catches no poultry, and that there will be

sleeping enough in the grave,' as poor

Richard says.

" ' If time be of all things the most pre-

cious, wasting time must be, ' as poor Rich-

ard says, 'the greatest prodigality;' since,

as he elsewhere tells us, ' lost time is never

found again, and what we call time enough

always proves little enough.' Let us then

be up and doing, and doing to the purpose

;

so by diligence shall we do more with less

perplexity. ' Sloth makes all things diffi-

cult, but industry all easy ; and he that

riseth late must trot all day, and shall

scarce overtake his business at night ; while

laziness travels so slowly, that poverty soon

overtakes him. Drive thy business, let not

that drive thee ; and early to bed, and early

to rise makes a man healthy, wealthy, and

wise, ' as poor Richard says.

" So what signifies wishing and hoping

for better times? We may make these

times better, if we bestir ourselves. ' In-

317
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dustry need not wish, and he that lives

upon hope will die fasting. There are no

gains without pains ; then help hands, for

I have no lands,' or, if I have, they are

smartly taxed. ' He that hath a trade hath

an estate ; and, he that hath a calling hath

an office of profit and honor,' as poor Rich-

ard says. But then the trade must be

worked at, and the calling well followed,

or neither the estate nor the office will en-

able us to pay our taxes. If we are indus-

trious, we shall never starve ; for, ' at the

working-man's house hunger looks in, but

dares not enter. ' Nor will the bailiff or the

constable enter ; for ' industry pays debts,

while despair increaseth them.' What,

though you have found no treasure, nor

Tias any rich relation left you a legacy
;

' diligence is the mother of good luck, and

God gives all things to industry. Then
plough deep, while sluggards sleep, and

you shall have corn to sell and to keep.'

Work while it is called to-day ; for you
know not how much you may be hindered

to-morrow. 'One to day is worth two to-

morrows,' as poor Richard says ; and, fur-

ther, ' never leavethattill to-morrow which

you can do to-day. ' If you were a servant,

would you not be ashamed that a good
master should catch you idle ? Are you
then your own masters? Be ashamed to

catch yourself idle when there is so much
to be done for yourself, your family, your

country, and your king. Handle your tools

without mittens ; remember that ' the cat

in gloves catches no mice,' as poor Rich-

ard says. It is true, there is much to be

done, and perhaps you are weak-handed
;

but stick to it steadily, and you will see

great effects, for ' constant dropping wears

away stones ; and, by diligence and patience

the mouse eat in two the cable ; and little

strokes fell great oaks.

'

"Methinks I hear some of you say,

' Must a man afford himself no leisure ?'

I will tell thee, my friend, what poor Rich-

ard says :
' Employ thy time well, if thou

meanest to gain leisure ; and, since thou

art not sure of a minute, throw not away
.an hour.' Leisure is time for doing some-

thing useful ; this leisure the diligent man
will obtain, but the lazy man never ; for ' a

life of leisure and a life of laziness are two

things. Many, without labor, would live

by their wits only, but they break for want
of stock ;' whereas industry gives comfort,

and plenty, and respect. ' Fly pleasures,

and they will follow you. The diligent

spinner has a large shift ; and now I have

a sheep and a cow, every one bids me good
morrow.

'

"2. But, with our industry, we must

likewise be steady, settled, and careful, and

oversee our own affairs with our own eyes,

and not trust too much to others ; for, as

poor Richard says,

' I never saw an oft-removed tree,
Nor yet an oft-removed family,
That throve so well as those that settled be.'

And again, 'three removes is as bad as a

fire ;' and again ; 'keep thy shop, and thy

shop will keep thee;' and again, 'if you

would have your business done, go,—if not,

send ; ' and again,

' He that by the plough would thrive,
Himself must either hold or drive.'

And again, ' the eye of a master will do

more work than both his hands' ;

' and

again, ' want of care does us more damage

than want of knowledge ; ' and again, ' not

to oversee workmen is to leave them your

purse open.'
'

' Trusting too much to others' care is the

ruin of many ; for, ' in the affairs of this

world, men are saved, not by faith, but by

the want of it ; ' but a, man's own care is

profitable ; for, ' if you would have a faith-

ful servant, and one that you like, serve

yourself. A little neglect may breed great

mischief; for want of a nail the shoe was

lost, and for want of a shoe the horse was

lost, and for want of a horse the rider was

lost,' being overtaken and slain by the

enemy ; all for want of a little care about

a horse-shoe nail.

"3. So much for industry, my friends,

and attention to one's own business. Butto

these we must add frugality, if we would

make our industry more certainly success-

ful. A man may, ifhe knows nothow to save

as he gets, ' keep his nose all his life to the
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grindstone, and die not worth a groat at

last. A fat kitchen makes a lean will ;

'

and

' Many estates are spent in the getting,

.^ince women for tea forsook spinning and knit-
ting.

And men for punch forsook hewing and split-

ting.'

"'If you would be wealthy, think of

saving, as well as of getting. The Indies

have not made Spain rich, becaus; her out-

goes are greater than her incomes.'

" Away, then, with your expensive follies,

and }'OU will not then have so much cause

to complain of hard times, heavy taxes,

and chargeable families ; for

* Women and wine, game and deceit.

Make the wealth small, and the want great,'

"And further, 'what maintains one

-vice would bring up two children.' You
may think, perhaps, that a little tea, or a

little punch now and then, diet a little

more costly, clothes a little finer, and a

little entertainment now and then, can be

no great matter. But remember, ' many a

little makes a mickle.' Beware of little

expenses :
' A small leak will sink a great

ship, ' as poor Richard says ; and again,

' who dainties love, shall beggars prove ;

'

and, moreover, 'fools make feasts, and

wise men eat them.

'

" Here you are all got together to this sale

of fineries and knick-knacks. You call

them goods ; but, if you do not take care,

they will prove evils to some of you. You
expect they will be sold cheap, and per-

haps they may, for less than they cost

;

hut, if you have no occasion for them, they

must be dear to you. Remember what

poor Richard says :
' buy what thou hast

no need of, and ere long thou shalt sell thy

necessaries.' And again, ' at a great penny-

worth pause awhile.' He means that per-

haps the cheapness is apparent only, and

not real ; or the bargain, by straightening

thee in thy business, may do thee more
harm than good. Por, in another place, he

says :
' many have been ruined by buying

good pennyworths.' Again, ' it is foolish

to lay out money in a purchase of repent-

ance ; ' and yet this folly is practiced every

day at auctions, for want of minding the

almanac. Many a one, for the sake of

finery on the back, have gone with a hun-

gry belly, and half starved their families

;

' silks and satins, scarlet and velvets, put

out the kitchen fire, ' as poor Richard says.

These are not the necessaries of life, they

can scarcely be called the conveniences

;

and yet, only because they look pretty,

how many want to have them ! By these

and other extravagances, the genteel are

reduced to poverty, and forced to borrow

of those whom they formerly despised, but

who, through industry and frugality, have

maintained their standing ; in which case

it appears plainly that 'a plowman on his-

legs is higher than a gentleman on his

knees,' as poor Richard says. Perhaps

they have had a small estate left them,

which they knew not the getting of; they

think ' it is day, and it will never be night ;

'

that a little to be spent out of so much is

not worth minding ; but ' always taking

out of the meal-tub, and never putting in,

soon comes to the bottom,' as poor Richard

says ; and then, ' when the well is dry, they

know the worth of water.' But this

they might have known before, if they had

taken his advice :
' if you would know the

value of money, go and try to borrow

some ; for he that goes a borrowing goes a

sorrowing.' As poor Richard says; and, in-

deed, so does he who lends to such people,

when he goes to get it again. Poor Dick

further advises and says :

Fond pride of dress is sure a curse
;

Ere fancy you consult, consult your purse.'

And again, ' pride is as loud a beggar as

want, and a great deal more saucy.' When
you have bought one fine thing, you must

buy ten more, that your appearance may

be all of a piece ; but poor Dick says, ' it is

easier to suppress the first desire than to

satisfy all that follow it ;' and it is as truly

foU^ for the poor to ape the rich, as for the

frog to swell in order to equal the ox.

' Vessels large may venture more.
But little boats should keep near shore.'

It is, however, a folly soon punished ;
for,

as poor Richard says, ' pride, that dines on
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vanity, sups on contempt
;

pride break-

fasted with plenty, dined with poverty, and

supped with infamy.' And, after all, of

what use is this pride of appearance, for

which so much is risked, so much suflFered ?

It cannot promote health, nor ease pain ; it

makes no increase of merit in the person
;

it creates envy, it hastens misfortune.

" But what madness must it be to run in

debt for these superfluities ! We are offered

by the terms of this sale six months' credit,

and that perhaps has induced some of us to

attend it, because we cannot spare the

ready money, and hope now to be fine

without it. But, ah! think what you do

when you run in debt
;
you give to another

power over your liberty. If you cannot

pay at the time, you will be ashamed to

see your creditor, you will be in fear when
you speak to him, when you will make
poor, pitiful, sneaking excuses, and by de-

grees come to lose your veracity, and sink

into base, downright lying ; for 'the second

vice is lying, S^e. first is running in debt,' as

poor Richard says ; and again, to the same

purpose, 'lying rides upon debt's back;'

whereas a free-born Englishman ought not

to be ashamed nor afraid to see or speak

to any man living. But poverty often de-

prives a man of all spirit and virtue. ' It

is hard for an empty bag to stand upright.'

What would you think of that prince, or

of that government, who should issue an

edict forbidding you to dress like a gentle-

man or gentlewoman, on pain of imprison-

ment or servitude? Would you not say

that you were free, have a right to dress as

you please, and that such an edict would be

a breach of your privileges, and such a
government tyrannical ? And yet, you are

about to put yourself under that tyranny

when you run in debt for such dress. Your
creditor has authority, at his pleasure, to

deprive you of your liberty, by confining

you in jail for life, or by selling you for a
servant, if you should not be able to pay
him. When you have got your bargain,

you may, perhaps, think little of payment

;

but, as poor Richard says, ' creditors have
better memories than debtors ; creditors

are a superstitious sect, great observers of

set days and times.' The day comes round

before you are aware, and the demand is

made before you are prepared to satisfy it

;

or, if you bear your debt in mind, the term,

which at first seemed so long, will, as it les-

sens, appear extremely short ; time will

seem to have added wings to his heels, as-

well as his shoulders. ' Those have a short

I^ent who have money to be paid at Easter.*

At present, perhaps, you may think your-

self in thriving circumstances, and that

you can bear a little extravagance without

injury ; but,

' For age and want save while you may,—
No morning sun lasts a whole day,*



^iibice to a Noting STtategman.

To My Friend, A. B. :—As you have de-

sired it of me, I write the following

hints, which have been of service to me,

and may, if observed, be so to you.

Remember, that time is money. He that

can earn ten shillings a day by his labor,

and goes abroad, or sits idle, one-half of that

day, though he spends but sixpence during

his diversion or idleness, ought not to

reckon thai the only expense ; he has

really spent, or rather thrown away, five

shillings besides.

Remember, that credit is money. If a

man lets his money lie in my hands after it

is due, he gives me the interest, or so

much as I can make of it during that time.

This amounts to a considefable sum where

a man has good and large credit, and

makes good use of it.

Remember, that money is of the prolific,

generating nature. Money can beget

money, and its offspring can beget more,

and so on. Five shillings turned is six,

turned again it is seven and three-pence,

and so on till it becomes an hundred

pounds. The more there is of it, the more
it produces every turning, so that the pro-

fits rise quicker and quicker. He that kills

a breeding sow, destroys all her offspring

to the thousandth generation. He that

murders a crown, destroys all that it might
have produced, even scores of pounds.

Remember, that six pounds a year is but

a groat a day. For this little sum (which

may be daily wasted either in time or ex-

pense unperceived) a man of credit may,
on his own security, have the constant pos-

session of an hundred pounds. So much
in stock, briskly turned by an industrious

man, produces great advantage.

Remember this saying : The good pay-

master is lord of another man's purse. He
that isknown to paypunctually and exactly

to the time he promises, may at any time,

and on any occasion, raise all the money
his friends can spare. This is sometimes
of great use. After industry and frugality.

WRITTEN IN THE YEAR 1 748.

nothing contributes more to the raising ofa

young man in the world than punctuality

and justice in all his dealings ; therefore,

never keep borrowed money an hour beyond
the time you promised, lest a disappoint-

ment shut up your friend's purse forever.

The most trifling actions thati;;affect a

man's credit are to be regarded. The sound

of your hammer at five in the morning, or

nine at night, heard by a creditor, makes
him easy six months longer ; but, if he sees

you at a billiard-table, or hears your

voice at a tavern, when you should be at

work, he sends for his money the next day
;

demands it, before he can receive it, in a

lump.

It shows, besides, that you are mindful

of what you owe ; it makes you appear a

careful as well as an honest man, and that

still increases your credit.

Beware of thinking all your own that

you possess,»and of living accordingly. It

is a mistake that many people who have

credit fall into. To prevent this, keep an

exact account for some time, both of your

expenses and your income. If you take

the pains at first to mention particulars, it

will have this good effect
;
you will discover

how wonderfully small, trifling expenses

mount up to large sums, and will discern

what might have been, and may for the

future be saved, without occasioning any

great inconvenience.

In short, the way to wealth, if you desire

it, is as plain as the way to the market. It

depends chiefly on two words, industry and

frugality ; M^&t\s, waste neither time nor

money, but make the best use of both.

Without industry and frugality nothing

will do and with them everything. He that

gets all he can honestly, and saves all he

gets (necessary expense excepted), will

certainly become rich, if that being who
governs the world, to whom all should look

for a blessing on their honest endeavors,

doth not, in his wise providence, otherwise

determine. An Oi,d Tradesman.
321



OTibil ^exiiiu in ti)c ^nitt'o States.

INCE the or-

ganization of

the Civil Ser-

vice Commis-
sion, in pur-

suance of an

Act of Con-

gress passed

January i6th,

1883, vacan-

cies in the

clerical force

employed by

the Govern-

ment have been filled by competitive

examinations. The act provided for

the appointment by the President of

three persons as Civil Service Commis-

sioners, not more than two of whom should

be adherents of the same political party.

It also gave the President the power to re-

move any commissioner and to fill any

vacancy in the commission. It also defined

the duties of these three men ; the first of

which was, "to aid the president, as he

may request, in preparing suitable rules for

carrying this act into effect ; said rules shall

provide for open competitive examinations

for testing the fitness of applicants for the

-public service. Such examinations shall

,
be practical in their character, and so far

,as may be shall relate to those matters

which will fairly test the relative capacity

and fitness of the persons examined, to

, discharge the duties of the service into

which they seek to be appointed. " " Ap-

pointments to the public service in the de-

partments at Washington shall be appor-

tioned among the several States and Terri-

tories, and the District of Columbia, upon

the basis of population as ascertained at

the last preceding census. '

' Besides the de-

partmental clerkships in Washington, the

Civil Service is applicable to those filling

positions in the various custom-houses and
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post-offices throughout the length and

breadth of the land. Examinations to fill

such vacancies are held at such times as the

public interests require and at such places

as best suit the convenience of the greatest

number of the applicants ; but, "in order

to secure uniformity and justice, the ques-

tions for all these examinations are prepar-

ed at Washington under the supervision of

the commission, and the examination

papers of all applicants for the depart-

mental service, are marked by the proper

Examining Board at Washington." The
first thing to be done by an intending ap-

plicant is to decide which branch of the

service he desires to enter. A considera-

tion which should have weight in settling

this question would be where he honestly

thinks he can do the best work, which

would be determined by his general or

special information and the natural bent

of his mind. The next step is to obtain

proper application blanks. If the depart-

ment service is the branch selected, then a

request for the proper blanks must be ad-

dressed to "United States Civil Service

Commission, Washington, D. C." If they

are wanted for the customs service, then

apply to the "Secretary of Customs, Board

of Civil Service Examiners, [city. State]."

If for the Postal Service, request them of

the "Secretary of the Postal Board of

Civil Service Examiners [city. State]."

In each of the latter cases mention the city

in which the custom-house or post-office is

located.

The ordinary departmental examinations

include the General and the Limited. The
first entitles the successful candidate to

places having salaries from $1,000 to Ji,8oo

or over ; the second commands from J720
to fgoo salaries. Those who pass the Lim-

ited examination cannot fill a position re-

quiring a General examination ; but those

who take the General may, with their own
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consent, be given a low place at first and

afterward advanced to the higher without

further examination. There are also Spe-

cial Examinations for places in the depart-

mental service, where technical qualifica-

tions are necessary ; at present these are

given for certain positions in the State

Department, the Patent, the Pension, the

Signal OflSce and the Geological Survey.

Circulars giving information as to the

range of subjects in any of these special

examinations will be sent upon appli-

cation to the Commission. Supplemen-

tary examinations in the French, German,

Spanish, Italian, and Scandinavian lan-

guages, in law, medical science, draft-

ing, stenography, type-writing, teleg-

raphy, and book-keeping are open
to those who have passed the general or

limited examinations, and a candidate

passing in any one of these subjects is

placed on a special register, and may be
appointed therefrom. In the Customs
Service there are three grades of examina-

tion : first, for clerks and store-Tceepers

;

second, for inspectors ; and third, for night

inspectors and messengers. In the Postal

Service there are also three grades of ex-

amination : first, for clerks ; second, for

carriers ; and third, for porters.

"No person who has failed on any ex-

amination can, within six months there-

after, be admitted to any other examination
without the consent of the Commission, in

writing. Consent to a re-examination is

given only where sickness or other dis-

abling cause occasioned the failure. No
person dismissed from the service for mis-

conduct can be examined within two years

thereafter."

" Every false statement knowingly made
in the application, or connived at in any
certificate which may accompany it, is good
cause, not only for exclusion from examin-
ation, but for discharge during probation
or thereafter.

"

"The Commission has no wish, on its

own account, to conceal the marking of

anyone, but the injustice and uselessness
of making public the failures to pass the

exam'uations, are manifest. The Commis-
sion and examining, boards will not, there-

fore, give the standing of applicants to

strangers."

"The Commission cannot advise persons

as to vacancies in the service, nor furnish

information as to the duties, salaries, course

of promotion, or other facts as to positions,

except such as may be found in its re-

ports."

" The civil service act and the rules make
no discrimination in regard to sex. The
examinations are open alike to both sexes.

The appointing officer in his requests for

certifications, declares whether males or

females are desired. The Commission must
certify from the sex named. If the sex is

not specified, the highest in grade, irrespec-

tive of sex, mustbe certified.
'

' For deciding

what persons.may be examined, the Com-
mission has laid down four general rules :

'
' ist. Only citizens of the United States of

the proper age can be admitted to the ex-

aminations, and no persons habitually using

intoxicating beverages can be appointed.

"2d. Everyone seeking to be examined

must first file an application upon an official

blank.

"3d. No discrimination is made on the

ground of political or religious opinions.

"4th. No person shall be entitled to be

examined for admission to the Classified

Postal Service ifunder sixteen or over thirty-

five years of age, excepting messengers,

stampers, and other junior assistants, who
must not be under fourteen years of age

;

or to the Classified Customs Service, or to

the Classified Departmental Service, if

under eighteen or over forty-five years of

age ; but no one shall be examined for ap-

pointment to any place in the Classified

Customs Service except that of clerk or

messenger who is under twenty-one years

of age ; but these limitations of age shall

not apply to persons honorably discharged

from the military or naval service of the

country, who are otherwise duly qualified.

"

Although each application must be ac-

companied by a certificate as to good

character, general ability, etc., from each
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of three persons acquainted with the appli-

cant for more than one year previous, more
than three certificates will not be received

or considered, and for these proper blanks

are furnished with the application pa-

pers.

Irfimited examinations embrace the follow-

ing subjects : dictation exercises
; writing

exact copy ofprinted paragraph ; correcting

false spelHig in a list of words : arithmetic

and letter writing to test the applicants

knowledge of English composition and
punctuation.

General examinations include, besides the

above, additional arithmetical test, and ex-

ercise in paraphrasing, grammar, geo-

graphy, American history, and Constitution

of the United States.

Since the Commission has the right to

alter its rules and regulations in such man-

ner and at such times as may best secure

the public good, candidates would do well,

when writing for application blanks, to

request also that the last annual report of

the Commission should be forwarded to

them. Read these rules carefully and fol-

low the directions exactly. During exami-

nation, pay attention to neat and legible

penmanship, correct grammar and, as far as

possible, concise expression.



STije Eanguasc of jFlotocrs.

kE owe to the Oriental nations the invention

of a floral language, which was introduced
naany centuries later into western Europe,
and has become to some persons an inter-

esting study. Young girls and lovers,

especially, delight in carrying on an ex-

change of bouquets chosen to express various

sentiments, and older persons find a certain

pleasure in learning the ideas associated

with their favorite blossoms. The following

vocabulary, though not intended to be ex-

haustive, contains most of the flowers best

known in this country and Englamd, with their accepted significations.

A novel and pretty entertainment for a summer evening can be given

by setting apart an hour for " floral conversation."

Large bunche^ of the various plants and flowers named must be

arranged on tables, from which the guests can select the blossoms needed.

Flowers. Sentiments.

ACACIA Concealed love.
Acanthus Arts.
Almond Hope.
Aloe Superstition.
Alyssum, Sweet Worth beyond beauty.
Amaranth , Immortality.
Amaryllis Splendid beauty.
Ambrosia Xove returned.
Anemone Expectation.
Anemone, Garden Forsaken.
Angelica Inspiration.
Apple-Blossom Preference.
Arbor-Vit^ Unchanging fr i e n d-

ship.
Arbutus, Trailing Welcome.
Ash, Mountain, (Rowan).. Prudence.
Aspen Tree Lamentation.
Asphodel Regrets beyond the

grave.
Auricula Avarice.
Azalea Romance.
Bachelor's Button Hope in love.
Balm Sympathy.
Balm of Gilead Healing.
Balsam Impatience.
Bay Leaf No change till death.
Beech Prosperity.
Bee-Orchis Industry.
Bell Flower Gratitude.
Bilberry Treachery.
Birch Tree Meekness.
Black Bryony Be my support.
Blue Bottle Delicacy.
Box Constancy.
Broom Neatness.
BuGLoss Falsehood.
Burdock Importunity.
BuiIERCUP Riches.

Flowers.

Calla LiLY.l
Calycanthus
Camellia
Camomile
Candytuft
Canterbury Bell
Cardinal Flower. .

.

Carnation, Yellow.
Cedar
Celandine
Chickweed
China Aster
China Pink
Chrysanthemum, Rose....
Chrysanthemum, White..
Chrysanthemum. Yellow.
Clematis
Clover, Red
Coxcomb
colchicum
Columbine
Columbine, Red
Columbine, Purple..,
Convolvulus, Major
Coreopsis
Cowslip
Cowslip, American. .

,

Crocus
Currants
Cypress
Daffodil
Dahlia
Daisy, Garden
Daisy, Michaelmas..
daisy, White
Daisy, Wild
Dandelion
Dead Leaves ...

Sentiments.

.Feminine beauty.
Benevolence.
Pity.
Knergy in action.
Indifference.
.Gratitude.
.Distinction.
Disdain.
I live for thee.

• Future joy.
.1 cling to thee.
I'll think of it.

. Aversion.

.In love.

.Truth.
.Slighted love.
.Artifice.

Industry.
Foppery.
My best days fled.

.Folly.

.Anxious.
Resolved to win.
.Dead hope.
Love at first sight.
.Pensiveness.
My divinity.
.Cheerfulness.
You please me.
Mourning.
Chivalry.
Forever thine.
I share your feelings.
Farewell.
Innocence.
.1 will think of it.

.Coquetry.
Sadness.

325
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Flowers. Sentiments,

Dock Patience.
Dogwood, Flowering .... .Am I indifferent to

you?
Eglantine •!wound tp heal.
Elder - Coin|)assion.
Klm Dignity.
Elm, American Patriotism.
Evening Primrose Inconstancy.
Evergreen , Poverty.
Fir Tree Elevation.
Flax I feel your kindness.
Forget-me-NOT True love.
Foxglove Insincerity.
Fuschia The ambition of my

love thus plagues
itself.

Fuschia, Scarlet Taste.
Gentian, Fringed Intrinsic worth.
Geranium, Apple Present preference.
Geranium, Ivy Your hand for next

dance.
Geranium, Nutmeg I expect a meeting-.
Geranium, Oak Lady, deign to smile.
Geranium, Rose Preference.
Geranium, Silver Leaf... Recall.
Gillyflower Lasting beauty.
Gladiolus Ready armed.
Golden Rod Encouragement.
Gorse Endearing affection.
Grape Charity.
Guelder Rose (Snowball) Winter.
Hawthorn Hope.
Heart's Ease Think of me.
Heart's Ease, Purple You occupy my

thoug^hts.
Hazel Reconciliation.
Heath Solitude.
Heliotrope, Peruvian Devotion.
Hellebore Scandal.
Henbane Blemish.
Hibiscus . - • - Delicate beauty.
Holly Foresight.
Hollyhock Fruitfulness.
Hollyhock, White Female ambition.
Honeysuckle Bond of love.
Honeysuckle, Coral The color of my fate.
Hop Injustite.
Horse-Chestnut Luxury.
House-Leek Domestic economy.
Hyacinth Jealousy.
Hyacinth, Blue Constancy.
Hyacinth, Purple Sorrow.
Hydrangea Heartlessness.
Ice Plant Your looks freeze me.
Iris Message.
Ivy Friendship.
Jessamine, White Amiability.
Jessamine, Yellow Grace; elegance.
Jonquil Return my affection.
Judas-Tree Betrayed.
Juniper Protection.
Kalmia (Mountain Laurel) Treachery.
Laburnum Pensive beauty.
Lady's Slipper Capricious beauty.
Lagerstroemea (Crape

Myrtle) Eloquence.
Larch Boldness.
Larkspur Fickleness.
Laurel Glory.
Lavender Distrust.
Lemon Blossom Discretion.
Lilac First emotion of love.
Lilac, White Youth.
Lily Purity; modesty.
Lily of the Valley Return of happiness.
Lily, Day Coquetry.
Lily, Water Eloquence.
Lily, Yellow Falsehood.
LrvE Oak Liberty.
Locust Affection beyond the

grave.
London Pride Frivolity.

Flowers. Sentiments.

Lotus ..Forgetful of the past*
Love in a Mist You puzzle me.
Lucerne Life.
Lupine Imagination.
Maiden's Hair Discretion.
Magnolia, Grandiflora. .Peerless and proud..
Mallow '. Sweetness.
Mandrake Honor.
Maple Reserve.
Marigold Cruelty.
Marigold, French Jealousy.
Marshmallow Beneficence.
Meadow Saffron My best days gone.
Mignonette Your qualities surpass

your charms.
Mint Virtue.
Mistletoe I surmount all diffi-

culties.
Mock Orange (Syringa)...Counterfeit.
Morning Glory Coquetry,
Moss Maternal love.
Motherwort Secret love.

Mouse-Ear Chickweed Simplicity.
Mulberry, Black I will not survive you.
Mulberry, White Wisdom
Mullein Goodnature.
Musk Plant Weakness.
Myrtle Love.
Narcissus Egotism.
Nasturtium Patriotism.
Nettle Cruelty ; slander.
Night-Blooming CereuS-. Transient beauty.
Oak Hospitality.
Oats Music.
Oleander Beware.
Orange Flower Chastity.
Orchis Beauty.
Pansy Think of me.
Parsley Entertainment.
Passion Flower Religious fervor.

Pea Appointed meeting.
Pea, Sweet Departure.
Peach Blossom My heart is thine.
Pear Tree Affection.
Peony Anger.
Pennyroyal Flee away.
Petunia Am not proud.
Phlox Our souls united.
Pine Time.
Pineapple You are perfect.
Pine, Spruce Farewell.
Fink Pure affection.
Pink, Double-Red Pure, ardent love.
Pink, Variegated Refusal.
Pink, White ; You are fair.

Pink, Yellow^ Disdain.
Polyanthus Confidence.
Poplar, Black— • Courage.
Poppy Consolation of sleep.

Pomegranate Foolishness.
Pomegranate Flower Elegance.
Primrose Early youth.
Privet Mildness.
Quince Temptation.
Ragged Rjobin (Lychnis).. Wit.
Ranunculus Radiant with charms.
Rhododendron Agitation.
Rose Beauty.
Rose, Austrian Thou art all that is

lovely.
Rose, Bridal Happy love.
Rose, Cabbage Love's Ambassador
Rose, China ^ Grace.
Rose, Daily That smile I would

aspire to.

Rose, Damask Freshness.
Rose, Hundred-Leaved.. .Pride.
Rose, Maiden's Blush.. *..Ifyou'll love me, you'll

find me out.
Rose, Moss Superior merit.
Rose, Moss-Rose Bud Confessed love.
Rose, Multiflora Grace.
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Flowers, S-'ntiments.

, MrSK CLUSTER Charming.
Rose, Sweetbkier Sympathy.
Rose, Tea Always lovely.

Rose, Unique Call me not beautiful.
Rose, White I am worthy of you.
Rose, White (withered) .... Transient im p r e s -

sions.

Rose, Wild Simplicity.

Rose, Yellow Decrease of love.
ROSE,YORKANDl,AHCASTER.War.
Rosebud .Young girl.

Rosebud, White The heart that knows
not love.

Rosemary Your presence revives
me.

Rue Disdain.
Saffron Excess is dangerous.
Sage Esteem.
Satin Flower (HiNARiA),.Sincerity.
Sensitive Plant Timidity.
SNAPDRAGON Presumption.
Snowball Thoughts of heaven.
Southernwood Jesting.
Spearmint. Warm feelings.

Star of Bethlehem Reconciliation.
Stramonium, Common Disguise.
Strawberry Perfect excellence.

Strawberry Tree (Arbu-
xis) Esteem and love.

Flowers, S'ntiments.

Sumac Splendor,
Sunflower, Dwarf Your devoted admirer.
Sunflower, Tall Pride.
Sweet William Finesse.
Syringa Memory.
Tansy I declare against you.
Thistle Austerity,
Thorns Severity.
Thyme Activity.
Tiger Flower May pride befriend

thee.
Trumpet Flower Separation.
Tuberose Dangerous pleasures.
Tulip Declaration of love.

Tulip, Variegated Beautiful eyes.
Tulip, Yellow Hopeless love.
Verbena Sensibility.
Violet, Blue Love.
Violet, White Modesty.
Violet, Yellow Modestworth.
Wall Flower Fidelity.
Weeping Willow ..Forsaken.
Wheat Prosperity.
Woodbine Fraternal love.
WoodSorrel Joy.
Wormwood Absence.
Yarrow Cure for heartache.
Yew Sorrow.
Zenn^ Absent friends.

BOUVARDIAS.
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STATE MOTTOES.

United States of America.—E Pluribus
Unum—" Many in one."

Alabama.—Here we rest.

Arkansas.—Regnant Populi—" The peo-
ple rule."

California.—Eureka—"I have found."
Colorado.—Nil Sine Humine—"Nothing

without Divine aid."

Connecticut.—Qui Transtulit Sustinet

—

" He who planteth still sustains.

"

Delaware.—Liberty and Independence.
Georgia.—Constitution, Wisdom, Justice,

Moderation.
Illinois. — State Sovereignty, National

Union.
Iowa.— Our liberties we prize, and oxir

rights we will maintain.
Kansas.—Ad Astra per Aspera—"Through

rough ways to the stars."

Kentucky.—United we stand ; divided we
fall.

IvOuisiANA.—J^ustice, Union, Confidence.
Maine.—Dingo—"I direct."

Maryland.—Crescite et Multiplicamini

—

" Increase and multiply."
Massachusetts.—Ense petit placidam sub

libertate quietem— "By the sword she
seeks peace under liberty."

Michigan.—Tuebor—"I will defend it"
Si quoseris peninsulam amoenam circum-
spice — "If thou seekest a beautiful
peninsula, behold it here.

"

Minnesota.— L'Etoile du Nord— "The
Star of the North.

"

Missouri.—United we stand ; divided we
fall. Solus populi suprema lex esto

—

"The public safety is the supreme law."
Nebraska. — Popular Sovereignty, Pro-

gress.

Nevada.—Volensetpotens—" Willing and
able. '

' All for our country.
NEW York.—Excelsior—"More elevated. '

'

Ohio.—Imperium in imperio.
Oregon.—Alis Volat Propriis—"Union.".
Pennsylvania. — Virtue, Liberty, Inde-
pendence.

Rhode Island.—Hope.
South Carolina.—Animis opibusque par-

ati—"Ready with our lives and property. '

'

Tennessee—Agriculture, commerce.

Texas.—The lone star.

Vermont.—Freedom and Unitjr.

Virginia.—Sic semper tyrannis

—

"Thus
we serve tyrants."

WestVirginia.—Montani semperliberi—
"Mountaineers are always freemeu."

Wisconsin.—Civilitas successit barbarum—"Civilization has succeeded barbarism."
Arizona.—Sitat Deus.
Dakota.—Liberty and union, one and in-

separable, now and forever.

District of Columbia.—Justia Omnibus.
New Mexico.—Crescit Euudo— "It in-

creases by going."
Washington Territory.—Al-Ki— " By
and by."

Wyoming.—Cedant arma togae—"Let mil-
itary yield to the civil power."

Florida, Indiana, Mississippi, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, North Carolina, Idaho,* Montana, and
Utah have no mottoes on their state seals.

FICTITIOUS NAMES OF STATES.

Wisconsin—Badger State.
Massachusetts—Bay State.
Mississippi—Bayou State.
Arkansas—Bear State.

Louisiana—Creole State.
Delaware—Diamond State.
New York—Empire State. Excelsior State.

Connecticut—Freestone State.
New Hampshire—Granite State.
Vermont—Green Mountain State.
Iowa—Hawkeye State.
Indiana—Hoosier State.
Pennsylvania—Keystone State.

Michigan—Lake State.

Texas—Lone-Star State.
Maine—Lumber State. Pine-Tree State.

Virginia—Mother of Presidents. Mother
of States.

Connecticut—Nutmeg State.
Massachusetts—Old Colony.
Virginia—Old Dominion.
North Carolina—Old North State.

South Carolina—Palmetto State.
Florida—Peninsular State.
Illinois—Prairie State.

North Carolina—Turpentine State.
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FICTITIOVS NAMES OF CITIES.
Hannibal, Missouri—BlufF City
Philadelphia—City of Brotherly love.
Brooklyn, N. Y.—City of Churches.
New Haven, Conn.—City of Elms.
Washington—City ofMagnificent Distances.
Boston, Mass.—City of Notions.
Naishville, Tenn.—City of Rocks.
Lowell, Mass.—City of Spindles.
Detroit—City of the Straits.

New Orleans—Crescent City.

New York—Empire City.

Louisville, Ky.— Falls City.

Rochester, N. Y.—Flour City.

Springfield, 111.—Flower City.

Cleveland, Ohio—Forest City.

Portland, Me.—Forest City.

dhieago, 111.—Garden City.

Keokuk, Iowa—Gate City.

New York—Gotham.
Boston, Mass.—Hub of 1;he Universe.
Pittsburgh, Pa.—Iron City.

Baltimore—Monumental City.

St. Louis, Mo.—Mound City.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Quaker City.

Cincinnati, Ohio—Queen City.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Queen City of the-Lakes.
Indianapolis, Ind.—Railr(Jad City.

Pittsburgh—Smoky City.

SIGNS 1TSED BT PHTSICIAJTS IH
WRITIIte PRESCRIPTIOKS.

lb, denotes a pound.

f , an ounce.

S, a drachm.
9, a scruple.

£^r., a gram.
R, recipe.

ana. of each alike.

CocA, a spoonful.
P. ^. equal quantities.

ss. half of anything.
iss. one and a half!

q. s. sufficient quantity.

g. pi. much as you please.
O. a pint.

M. 6oth part of a fluid drachm.
i. one of anything.
ij. two of anything.
tij. three of anything.
iv. four of anything,
jr. ten of anything.
xij. twelve of anything.
/. prefixed to dr. or oz. denotes fluid drachm.
^t. a drop,

g. iv. a cupful.

3. iss. to 5 ij. a wine glass.

./ .?• .S'f- a tablespooulul.

f- 3. ij. a dessertspoonful.

f- 3. i. a teaspoonful.
Pugillas, as much as can be held between
the thumb and finger.

HOW TO TEI.I, AJTY PEBSOBT'S AGE.

THERE is a good deal of amusement

in the following magical table of

figures. It will enable you to tell

how old the young ladies are. Just hand

this table to a young lady, request her

to tell you in which column or col-

umns her age is contained, and add to-

gether the figures at the top of the columns

in which her age is found, and you have the

great secret Thus, suppose her age to be

17, you will find that number in the first

and fifth columns ; add the first figures of

these two columns.

Here is the magic table

:

I



-A]i
OU/50

7|1E pi^ESS.
u/i?i5^m

SURELY never was Solomon's saying concerning the making of many
books more true than at the present time. From the Atlantic to

the Pacific, from Maine to Florida, almost everybody, it would

appear, is writing poems and prose, fact and fiction ;—for the newspapers,

the magazines, the publishers, and, as many an editor and reader could

'testify, a large number of these writers would stand a far better chance of

having their wares accepted, did they but heed a few simple rules. It is

by no means a rare occurrence to have Mss arrive at newspaper offices

and publishing houses with both sides of the pages covered with writing.

Therefore the few brief directions which busy editors have not time

to write—contained in these pages—may be of service in giving beginners

certain information they would otherwise obtain far more slowly, possibly

after a long series of Mss had been " returned with thanks."

330
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DIRECTIONS FOR PREPARING MS,

Never write on both sides of the sheet.

* *
*

Put the lines sufficiently far apart to ensure clearness, and leave a
margin at the top and bottom of the page.

* *
*

"Write a legible hand, and be very careful to make any foreign or

unusual word or proper name especially distinct.

* *
*

Eead MS over before offering it for examination—it is hardly fair,

because some one is to edit it, to leave the errors to be corrected by him.
* *
*

Make frequent paragraphs, always being careful to put the paragraph
mark (T) before every one.

* *
*

In erasing, show exactly where the erasure is to begin and where it is

to end.
* *
*

It will be a valuable aid to the reader of the MS if every period

ending a sentence is encircled.
* *
*

Begin every sentence with a capital. If it is not distinct, draw three

lines under the letter. "When the first words of a sentence are cancelled,,

or when the sentence is broken in two, draw three lines under the first

letter of the first word that is to remain, or the first word of the new
sentence.

*

Do not divide a word at the end of a line, it often leads to confusion

when the MS. is cut up for the printers. Never divide a word at the end

of a page.
* *
*

In revising proof, if a word requires erasure, try to put another in

the same sentence—if possible in the same line—to fill the space.

* *
*

If an additional bit of paper has been pasted on a leaf, fold the

piece forward over the writing so that it may not escape notice.

* *
*

The above directions apply to all MSS., those given below refer to

those prepared for newspapers.
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Date everything. If intended for use on any day, for instance

Sunday, or any department, note it on the envelope.
* *
*

Never address a MS. to any particular person on the staff of a news-

paper, unless his personal examination is necessary before it is given to

the printers.
* *
*

Put at the top of the first sheet of MS. the name of the writer.

In sending telegrams to a newspaper sign the full name. If a corre-

spondent employs a substitute to forward dispatches, the correspondent's

name should be signed.
* *
*

In sending items of news by mail to a newspaper in another city,

note the most important ones on the margin or on a separate sheet. If

there is anything specially worth inserting, which it is probable no other

paper will get, mark " exclusive."
* *
*

All news of whatever nature should be forwarded as soon as possible.

* *
*

ISTever permit personal feeling to influence communications, and never

write anything whose authorship you would wish to disown. Take the

utmost care to be thoroughly accurate.
* *
*

Write the head-lines if time will allow—if not, leave space enough

at the top of the first sheet.

4

SOME PERPLEXING GRAMMATICAL QUESTIONS.

One of the points most puzzling to writers and speakers is the cor-

rect use of the pronoun representing a collective noun. Perhaps the

clearest rule is the direction to use the singular form if the idea of unity

is to be conveyed, and the plural one if the idea is plurality. The number
of the verb is determined in the same manner.

"The crowd comes on in a compact mass and hurls itself at the

barrier. Dispersed by a volley of musketry they run in every direction

and yell fiercely as they go." If in doubt as to whether the intention is

to convey the idea of unity or plurality it is better to use the singular

form.
* *
*

Always repeat a name, rather than permit any uncertainty by using

a pronoun.
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When comparing only two things, use the comparative form. He is

the younger of the two sons.
* *
*

Put an adverh as near as possible to the word it is intended to-

modify.
* *
*

After all forms of the verb to be, use the same case as that whick
precedes it. It is I. lam sure you are she.

* *
*

When or, nor, as well as, and similar disjunctions separate two or-

. more singular nominatives the verb must be singular ; but if either nomi-

native is plural, the verb should be plural.

* *
*

The active infinitive must never be separated. This is one of the

most frequent errors in speaking and writing ; but it is as incorrect to-

say to thoroughly enjoy, as to say con rarely cur for rarely concur.

* *
*

The verbs shall and will are very frequently misused. The following-

simple explanation may serve as an aid in doubtful cases. Iwill, you shall,,

he shall express resolution on the part of the speaker, while I shall, you

mil, he will merely predict future events. Will used in the first person

expresses either a resolve or a promise, and can never be used in questions

with nominative cases in the first person. Would and should follow the

same rules as will and shall.
* *
*

Another frequent error is the use of the present tense in the place of'

the future. For instance Mr. Cameron dines here two weeks from to-

day, instead of Mr. Cameron will dine here two weeks from to-day.

* *
*

The following six verbs often prove stumbling-blocks in the pathway

of the.inexperienced. The directions given for their use are taken from,

a manual on the art of writing recently published

:

Present.
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Correct: He lays the book on the table.

He lay on the bed and laid the book on the table.

After he had lain a while, and had laid the book on the table, he rose,

raised the book, and sat down where he had set the chair.

Incorrect: I will lay down a while.

He raised up and then he set still.

I sat him in the chair.

PUNCTUATION MAKKS, AND BULBS FOR THEIR USB.

A comma (,) is used to mark a slight pause, and to divide a sentence

into parts.

A semi-colon ( ;
) denotes a longer pause> and divides compound

sentences.

The colon (
:
) is inserted between the principal divisions of a

Bentence, when the connection is very slight.

The period ( .
) marks the end of a sentence.

The dash (— ) shows a sudden change of subject.

The interrogation point (?) indicates a question.

The exclamation point ( ! ) shows wonder or astonishment.

The parenthesis ( ) contains something not essential to the sense.

Quotation marks (
" "

) are used to show that the quotation is

verbatim.

The hyphen ( -
) connects the sj'llables or parts of a word.

The caret (a) shows that some word, phrase, or sign ha? been

omitted.

The brackets ( [ J )
generally mark a correction.

The ellipsis (***) (— ) indicates the omission of letters or words.

The index (
|^"

)
points to something of special importance.

BRIEF RULES FOR PUNCTUATION.

A period is placed

:

1. After every declarative and imperative sentence.

2. After all abbreviations.

3. After numbers in the Roman notation.

A colon is placed :

1. Between the principal divisions of a sentence, when the connec-

tions are slight and the divisions are separated by some other mark.

2. After a sentence that commences a distinct quotation,

3. Between clauses whose connection is so slight that each one

might be a distinct sentence.
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A semi-colon is used

:

1. To separate a series of clauses depending Upon one principal

expression.

2. After an expression that introduces particulars.

3. Before a clause which especially explains the meaning of an
^sxpression.

4. To divide a sentence into sections^ when the parts are not so

independent as to require a colon.

A comma is placed

:

1. Between the particulars mentioned in a series of words of the

same construction.

2. Between each pair of words, when each pair is in the same

construction.

3. Before and after every parenthetical expression.

4. Before a quotation closely connected with the preceding words.

5. Between expressions that are repeated.

6. Before a phrase or clause that explains the meaning of a pre-

ceding clause.

7. Before all modifying expressions, unless they are closely con-

nected with the rest of the sentence.

8. Whenever a word is understood, unless the connection is close.

An interrogation point is placed

:

1. After every sentence, phrase, clause, or word which denotes a

direct question.

2. Enclosed in parentheses to denote doubt.

An exclamation point is placed

:

1. After every exclamatory sentence, clause, phrase, or word.

2. Enclosed in parentheses, to denote extreme surprise.

3. After most interjection points.

A dash is placed:

1. After a sudden turn in a sentence.

2. To mark an omission in the regular series.

3. To show the omission of a word, or part of a word.

4. Before the answer to a question, when both are on the same

line.

• 5. Instead of the parenthesis marks.

6. Before an expression repeated for special emphasis.

7. After a sentence introducing a quotation, when the quotation com-

mences a new paragraph.

8. To avoid too many paragraphs.
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Quotation marks are placed :

1. At the commencement of every paragraph, when the quotation

consists of more than one paragraph, but at the end of the last paragraph

alone.

2. To enclose any brief quotation.

3. At the commencement of each line, when a quoted passage requires

special attention.

4. When one quotation is included in another, the former has half

the first quotation mark before it, and half the second quotation mark
after it.

Parenthesis marks are used to enclose matter not connected with the

sentence.

Brackets are principally used to enclose corrections.

The hyphen is used to separate the syllables of a word.

The apostrophe marks a contraction.

The caret denotes the omission of letters or words.

The asterisk, dagger, and similar marks are used to refer to notes at

the foot or side of the page.

SIMPLE RULES FOR SPELLING.

Monosyllables ending in I, preceded by a single vowel, terminate in

U, aa fill, dell.

Monosyllables ending in I, preceded by two vowels, terminate with a

single I, as bail, seal.

The derivatives instill, distill, foretell, etc., follow the rule of their

primitives. So, too, do the words dullness, willful, etc., when the accent

falls on them.

"Words of more than one syllable take the double I, if the accent

falls on the last syllable, if it does not, they have only the single I at

the close.

"Words which end in e, lose the letter before the termination, ahle,

as move, movable, unless the e is preceded by g, as in charge, chargeable.

Monosyllables ending in a consonant preceded by a single vowel

double the consonant in derivatives, as ship, shipping. But if the con-

sonant is preceded by two vowels, the consonant is not doubled.

"Words containing more than one syllable, ending in a consonant,

preceded by a single vowel, double the consonant in derivatives, as

commit, committed, etc. This rule, however, has an exception, chagrin.

Participles ending in ing, formed from verbs terminating in e, drop

the final e ; but verbs ending in double e retain both.

There is one exception dye, retains its final e before ing.
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Nouns ending in ment and adverbs terminating in ly retain the final

e of the words from which they are derived ; as confine, confinement,

brave, bravely, except words ending in dge.

INouns ending in y, preceded by a vowel, take s in the plural—but if

the y is preceded by a consonant, the plural is formed by adding ies.

CORRECT USE OF CAPITALS.

A capital letter should be placed :

1. At the beginning of every sentence.

2. At the commencement of all appellations of the Deity, all proper

names and adjectives derived from them, and all official and honorary

titles.

3. At the beginning of every line of poetry.

4. Titles of books, headings of chapters and their divisions are

printed in capitals.

5. The exclamation 0! and the pronoun J are always capitals.

6. The days of the week and the months of the year begin with

capitals.

7. A capital letter should begin every quotation.

8. Names of religious denominations should begin with capitals.

9. A capital letter should begin each item of an account.

10. It is allowable to commence any word of very special importance

with a capital.

COME IN OUT OF THE RAIN-
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HE first aim to be kept in view by every writer

is to express bis or her meaning clearly, and

tbis, fortunately, is an art wbicb can be ac-

quired by all wbo choose to give the necessary

time and attention to its study. Vigor, ele-

gance, variety of style, and forcible expression

demand higher powers, and are in a measure

the gifts of nature. Yet even those whose

talents are of the highest order cannot afford

to dispense with instruction concerning the

method of clothing their thoughts in the most

appropriate form, and the following rules given

by a very successful English teacher, though written for beginners, can

hardly fail to afford some helpful suggestions, even to experienced writers.

CLEARIfESS AND FORCE.

Numbers in brackets refer to the Rules.

WORDS.

1 Use words in their proper sense.

"Write, not " His apparent guilt justified his friends in disowning

him," but " his evident guilt." " Conscious " and " aware," " unnatural

"

and " supernatural," " transpire " and " occur," " circumstance " and

"event," "reverse" and "converse," "eliminate" and "elicit," are often

•confused together.

This rule forbids the use of the same word in different senses. " It is

in my power to refuse your request, and since I have power to do this, I

juay lawfully do it." Here the second " power " is used for " authority."

This rule also forbids the slovenly use of " nice," " awfully," " deli-

'cious," " glorious," &c. See (2).

2. Avoid exaggerations.

"The boundless plains in the heart of the empire furnished inex-

haustible supplies of corn, that would have almost sufficed for twice the

population."

338
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Here " inexhaustible " is inconsistent with what follows. The words
" unprecedented," " incalculable," "very," and " stupendous " are often used

in the same loose way.

3. Avoid useless circumlocution and •' fine writing."

" Her Majesty here partook of lunch." Write " lunched."

"Partook of" implies sharing, and is incorrect as well as lengthy.

So do not use " apex " for " top," " species " for " kind," " individual

"

for " man," " assist " for " help," &c.

4. Be careful how you use the following words :
" not ....

and," " any," "only," "not or," "that." '

And.—See below, " Or."

Ant.—" I am not bound to receive any messenger that you send."

Does this mean every, or a single f. Use " every " or " a single."

Not.—(1) " I do not intend to help you, because you are my enemy,

.&c.," ought to mean (2),
" I intend not to help you, and my reason for not

helping you is, because you are my enemy." But it is often wrongly

used to mean (3), " I in^^end to help you, not because you are my enemy
{but because you are poor, blind, &c.) " In the latter case, not ought to

be separated from intend. By distinctly marking the limits to which the

iufluence of not extends, the ambiguity may be removed.

Only is often used ambiguously for alone. " The rest help me to

tevenge myself; you only advise me to wait." This ought to mean, "you
ouly advise, instead of helping ; " but in similar sentences "you only " is

often used for " you alone." But see 21.

Or.—^When " or " is preceded by a negative, as " I do not want butter

•or honey," " or " ought not, strictly speaking, to be used like " and," nor

like " nor." The strict use of " not .... or " would be as follows

:

" You say you don't want both butter and honey—you want butter or

honey ; I, on the contrary, do not want butter or honey—I want them both."

Practically, however, this meaning is so rare, that " I don't want

butter or honey " is regularly used for " I want neither butter nor honey."

But where there is the slightest danger of ambiguity, it is desirable to

use nor.

The same ambiguity attends "not ... . and." " I do not see Thomas
and John " is commonly used for " I see neither Thomas nor John ;" but

it might mean, " I do not see them both—I see only one of them."

' For, at the beginning of a sentence, sometimes causes temporary doubt, while the reader

38 finding out whether it is used as a conjunction or preposition.
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That.—The different uses of " that " produce much ambiguity, e. g,^

" I am so much surprised by this statement that I am desirous of resign-,

ing, that I scarcely know what reply to make." Here it is impossible

to tell, till one has read past " resigning," whether the first " that

"

depends upon " so " or " statement." Write :
" The statement that I am

desirous of resigning surprises me so much that I scarcely know &c."

4 a. Be careful in the use of ambiguous words, e. g. " certain."

" Certain " is often used for " some," as in " Independently of his earnings,

he has a certain property," where the meaning might be " unfailing."

Under this head may be mentioned the double use of words, such as

" left " in the same form and sound, but different in meaning. Even when

there is no obscurity, the juxtaposition of the same word twice used in two

senses is inelegant, e.g. (Bain), " He turned to the left and left the room."

I have known the following slovenly sentence misunderstood :
" Our

object is that, with the aid of practice, we may sometime arrive at the point

where we thinli eloquence in its most praiseworthy form to lie." "To lie"

has been supposed to mean " to deceive."

5. Be careful how you use " he," " it," " they," " these," &c.

(For " which " see 8.) The ambiguity arising from the use of he apply-

ing to different persons is well-known.
" He told his friend that if he did not feel better in half an hour he

thought he had better return." See (6) for remedy.

Much ambiguity is also caused by excessive use of such phrases as

in this way., of this sort, &c.

" God, foreseeing the disorders of human nature, has given us certain

passions and affections which arise from, or whose objects are, these

disorders. Of this sort are fear, resentment, compassion."

Repeat the noun : "Among these passions and affections are fear,

&c."

Two distinct uses of " it " may be noted. It, when referring to some-

thing that precedes, may be called " retrospective ;
" but when to something

that follows, "prospective." In "Avoid indiscriminate charity; it is a

crime," " it " is retrospective.' In "It is a crime to give indiscriminately,"
" it " is prospective.

The prospective "it," if productive of ambiguity, can often be

omitted by using the infinitive as a subject: " To give indiscriminately is

a crime."

' It should refer (1) either to the noun immediately preceding or (2) to some noun

superior to all intervening nouns in emphasis. See (25).
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6. Report a speech in the First, not the Third Person, where
necessary to avoid ambiguity. Speeches in the third person afford a

particular, though very common case, of the general ambiguity mentioned

in (5). Instead of " He told his friend that if he did not feel better &c,,"

write "He said to his friend, ' If I (or you) don't feel better &c.'
"

6 a. Sometimes where the writer cannot know the exact words,
or where the exact w^ords are unimportant, or lengthy and uninterest-

ing, the Third Person is preferable. Thus, where Essex is asking Sir

Robert Cecil that Francis Bacon may be appointed Attorney-General, the

dialogue is (as it almost always is in Lord Macaulay's writings) in the First

Person, except where it becomes tedious and uninteresting so as to require

condensation, and then it drops into the Third Person :

'' Sir Robert had nothing to say but that he thought his own abilities

equal to the place which he hoped to obtain, and that his father's long services

deserved such a mark of gratitude from the Queen."

6b. Omission of "that" in a speech reported in the Third
Person.—Even when a speech is reported in the third person, " that " need

not always be inserted before the dependent verb. Thus, instead of " He
said that he took it ill that his promises were not believed," we may write,

"
' He took it ill,' he said, ' that &c.' " This gives a little more life, and

sometimes more clearness also.

7. When you use a Participle, as "walking," implying
*' when," " while," " though," " that," make it clear by the* context

what is implied.

"Eepublics, in the first instance, are never desired for their own

sakes. I do not think they will finally be desired at all, unaccompanied

by courtly graces and good breeding."

Here there is a little doubt whether the meaning is " since they are,

or, if they are unaccompanied."

That or When.—" Men walking {that walk, or when they walk) on

ice sometimes fall."

It is better to use " men walking " to mean " men when they walk."

If the relative is meant, use " men that walk," instead of the participle.

When the participle precedes the subject, it generally implies a cause

:

''Seeing this, he retired." Otherwise it generally has its proper participial

moaning, e.g. " He retired, keeping his face towards us." If there is any

ambiguity, write " on seeing,"— " at the same time, or while, keeping."
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(1) " Ihough he was )

(2) '^Since he was >• Struck with terror,

(3) "If he is
)

'

(1) he nevertheless stood his

ground."

(2) he rapidly retreated."

(3) he will soon retreat."

8. When using the Relative Pronoun, use " who " and " which'*

where the meaning is " and he, it, &c.," " for he, it, &c." In other

cases use " that," if euphony allows.

" I heard this •from the inspector, who (and he) heard it from the

guard that travelled with the train."

" Fetch me (all) the books that lie on the table, and also the pam-

phlets, which (and these) you will find on the floor."

An adherence to this rule would remove much ambiguity. Thus

:

" There was a public-house next door, which was a great nuisance," means

and this {i.e. the fact of its being next door) was a great nuisance
;

"

whereas that would have meant " Next door was a public-house that {i.e.

the public-house) was a great nuisance." "Who," "which," &c., intro-

duce a new fact about the antecedent, whereas "that" introduces some-

thing without which the antecedent is incomplete or undefined. Thus,

in the first example above, " inspector " is complete in itself, and " who "

introduces a new fact about him ; " guard " is incomplete, and requires

" that travelled with the train " to complete the meaning.

It is not, and cannot be, maintained that this rule, though observed

in Elizabethan English, is observed by our best modern authors. (Probably

a general impression that " that " cannot be used to refer to persons has

assisted " who " in supplanting " that " as a relative.) But the convenience

of the rule is so great that beginners in composition may with advantage

adhere to the rule. The following are some of the cases where who and

which are mostly used, contrary to the rule, instead of that.

Exceptions :

—

(a) When the antecedent is defined, e.g. by a possessive case, modern English

uses who instead of that. It is rare, though it would be useful,* to say

" His English friends that had not seen him," for " the English friends, or

those of his English friends, that had not seen him."

(6) That sounds ill when separated from its verb and from its antecedents,

and emphasized by isolation :
" There are many persons that, though

unscrupulous, are commonly good-tempered, and that, if not strongly

incited by self-interest, are ready for the most part to think of the interest

of their neighbors." Shakespeare frequently uses who after that when

the relative is repeated. See " Shakespearian Grammar," par. 260.

'So useful that, on mature consideration, I am disposed to adopt "that" here and in

several of the following exceptional cases.
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(c) If the antecedent is qualified by that, the relative must not be that.

Besides other considerations, the repetition is disagreeable. Addison
ridicules such language as " That remark that I made yesterday is not

that that I said that I regretted that I had made."

(d) That cannot be preceded by a preposition, and hence throws the preposi-

tion to the end. "This is the rule </ia< I adhere to." This is perfectly

good English, though sometimes unnecessarily avoided. But, with some
prepositions, the construction is harsh and objectionable, e.g. " This is the

mark that I jumped beyond." " Such were the prejudices that he rose

above.'''' The reason is that some of these disyllabic prepositions are used

as adverbs, and, when separated from their nouns, give one the impression

that they are used as abverbs.

(e) After pronominal adjectives used for personal pronouns, modern English

prefers who. " There are many, others, several, those, who can testify, &c.''

(/) After that used as a conjunction there is sometimes a dislike to use that

as a relative. See (c).

9. Do not use redundant " and " before " which."

'

"I gave him a very interesting book for a present, and which cost me
five shillings."

In short sentences the absurdity is evident, but in long sentences it is

less evident, and very common.

"A petition was presented for rescinding that portion of the by-laws

which permits application of public money to support sectarian schools

over which ratepayers have no control, this being a violation of the

principle of civil and religious liberty, and which the memorialists believe

would provoke a determined and conscientious resistance."

Here which ought grammatically to refer to " portion " or " schools."

But it seems intended to refer to " violation." Omit "and," or repeat

" a violation " before " which," or turn the sentence otherwise.

10. Equivalents for Relative.

(a) Participle.—"Men thirsting (for ' men that thirst') for revenge are

not indifferent to plunder." The objection to the participle is that

here, as often, it creates a little ambiguity. The above Sentence may

mean, "men, loAen they thirst," or " iiAow^rA they thirst," as well as

" men that thirst." Often, however, there is no ambiguity
:
" I have

documents proving this conclusively.

(6) Infinitive.—Instead of " He was the first that entered " you can

write " to enter
; " for " He is not a man who will act dishonestly,"

"to act." This equivalent cannot often be used.

Of course " and which" may be used where "which" precedes.
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(c) "Whereby, "Wherein, &c., can sometimes be used for " by which" "in

which" so as to avoid a harsh repetition of " which." " The means

whereby this may be effected." But this use is somewhat antiquated.

{d) Ie.—" The man that does not care for music is to be pitied " can be

written (though not so forcibly), " if a man does not care for music,

he is to be pitied." It is in long sentences that this equivalent will

be found most useful.

(e) And this.—^" He did his best, which was all that could be expected "

can be written, " and this was all that, &c."

( f) "What.—" Let me repeat that which * you ought to know, that thai

which is worth doing is worth doing well." " Let me repeat, what

you ought to know, that what is worth doing is worth doing well."

(J) Omission of Eelative.—^It is sometimes thought ungrammatical to

omit the relative, as in " The man (that) you speak of." On the

contrary, that when an object (not when a subject) may be omitted,

wherever the antecedent and the subject of the relative sentence are

brought into juxtaposition by the omission.

10 a'. Repeat the Antecedent in some new form, where there

is any ambiguity. This is particularly useful after a negative: "He
said that he would not even hear me, which I confess I had expected."

Here the meaning may be, " I had expected that he would," or " that

he would not, hear me." "Write " a refusal, or a favor, that I confess I

had expected." See (38).

11. Use particular for general terms. This is a most important

rule. Instead of " I have neither the necessaries of life nor the means

of procuring them," write (if you can with truth), " I have not a crust of

bread, nor a penny to buy one."

Caution.—There is a danger in this use. The meaning is vividly.expressed, but

sometimes may be exaggerated or imperfect. Crust of bread may be an

exaggeration; on the other hand, if the speaker is destitute not only of

bread, but also of shelter and clothing, then crust of bread is an imperfect

expression of the meaning.

In philosophy and science, where the language ought very often to

be inclusive and brief, general and not particular terms must be used.

11 a. Avoid Verbal Nouns where Verbs can Ibe used instead.

The disadvantage of the use of Verbal Nouns is this, that, unless they

1
" That which,'' where thai is an object, e.g. " then (set forth) that which is worse," /Si.

John ii. 10, is rare in modern English.
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are immediately preceded by prepositions, they are sometimes liable to be
confounded with participles. The following is an instance of an excessive

use of Verbal Nouns

:

" The pretended confession of the secretary was only collusion to lay

the jealousies of the king's favoring popery, which still hung upon
him, notwithstanding his writing on the Eevelation, and affecting to enter,

•on all occasions into controversy, asserting in particular that the Pope was
Antichrist."

"Write " notwithstanding that he wrote and affected &c."

12. Use a particular Person instead of a class.

"What is the splendor oi the greatest monarch compared with the beauty

of a flower?" "What is the splendor of Solomon compared with the

beauty of a daisy ?
"

Under this head may come the forcible use of Noun for Adjective

:

" This fortress is weakness itself."

An excess of this use is lengthy and pedantically bombastic, e.g., the

following paraphrase for " in every British colony
: "—:" under Indian

palm-groves, amid Australian gum-trees, in the shadow of African

mimosas, and beneath Canadian pines."

13. Use Metaphor instead of literal statement.

" The ship ploughs the sea " is clearer than " the ship cleaves the sea,"

and shorter than " the ship cleaves the sea as a plough cleaves the land.."

Of course there are some subjects for which Metaphor should not be

used. See (14 a) and (14 b).

14. Do not confuse Metaphor.

" In a moment the thunderbolt was upon them, deluging their country

with invaders."

The following is attributed to Sir Boyle Roche: "Mr. Speaker, I

smell a rat, I see him brewing in the air ; but, mark me, I shall yet nip

him in the bud."

Some words, once metaphorical, have ceased to be so regarded. Hence

many good writers say " under these circumstances " instead of " in these

circumstances."

An excessive regard for disused Metaphor savors of pedantry : disregard

is inelegant. Write, not, " unparalleled complications," but " unprecedented

complications ; " and " he threw light on obscurities," instead of " he unravelled

obscurities."
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14 a. Do not introduce literal statement immediately after

Metaphor.
" He was the father of Chemistry, and brother to the Earl of Cork."'

" He was a very thunderbolt of war,

And was lieutenant to the Earl of Mar."

14 b. Do not use poetic metaphor to illustrate a prosaic subjects

Thus, we may say " a poet soars" or even, though rarely, " a nation soars^

to greatness," bu,t you could not say " Consols soared to 94J." Even

commonplace subjects may be illustrated by metaphor : for it is a metaphor,,

and quite unobjectionable, to say " Consols mounted^ or jumped to 94|."

But commonplace subjects must be illustrated by metaphor that i»

commonplace.

ORDER OF WORDS IN A SENTENCE.

15. Emphatic words must stand in emphatic positions ; ic
for the most part, at the beginning or at the end of a sentence..

This rule occasionally supersedes the common rules about position. Thus,,

the place for an adverb, as a rule, should be between the subject and

verb :
" He quickly left the room ;

" but if quickly is to be emphatic, it

must come at the beginning or end, as in " I told him to leave the room

slowly, but he left quickly."

Adjectives, in clauses beginning with " if " and " though," often

come at the beginning for emphasis :
" Insolent though he was, he waft

silenced at last."

15 a. Unemphatic words must* as a rule, be kept from the end
of the sentence. It is a common fault to break this rule by placing a.

short and unemphatic predicate at the end of a long sentence.

" To know some Latin, even if it be nothing but a few Latin roots^

is useful." "Write, " It is useful, &c."

So " the evidence proves how kind to his inferiors he is."

Often, where an adjective or auxiliary verb comes at the end, th&

addition of an emphatic adverb justifies the position, e.g. above, " is very

useful," " he has invariably been."

A short " chippy " ending, even though emphatic, is to be avoided. It is-

abrupt and unrhythmical, e.g. " The soldier, transfixed with the spear, writhed."

We want a longer ending, " fell writhing to the ground," or " writhed in th&

agonies of death." A "chippy" ending is common in bad construing from

Yirgil.
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Exceptions.—Prepositions and pronouns attached to emphatic words
need not be moved from the end, e.g. "He does no harm that I hear of."'

" Bear witness how I loved him."

N. B.—In all styles, especially in letter-writing, a final emphasis
must not he so frequent as to become obtrusive and monotonous.

15 b- An interrogation sometimes gives emphasis, "l^oone
can doubt that the prisoner, had he been really guilty, would have shown
some signs of remorse," is not so emphatic as " Who can doubt. Is it

possible to doubt, &c."

Contrast " No one ever names "Wentworth without thinking of &c."

with " But Wentworth,—who ever names him without thinking of those

harsh, dark features, ennobled by their expression into more than the

majesty of an antique Jupiter ?
"

16. The subject, if unusually emphatic, should often be
removed from the beginning of the sentence. The beginning of the

sentence is an emphatic position, though mostly not so emphatic as the

end. Therefore the principal subject of a sentence, being emphatic, and

being wanted early in the sentence to tell us what the sentence is about,,

comes as a rule, at or near the beginning: " Thomas built this house."

Hence, since the beginning is the usual place for the subject, if we
want to emphasize " Thomas " unusually, we must remove " Thomas "

from the beginning: "This house was built by Thomas" or "It was

Thomas that built this house."

Thus, the emphasis on " conqueror " is not quite so strong in "J. mere

conqueror ought not to obtain from us the reverence that is due to the-

great benefactors of mankind," as in " We ought not to bestow the

reverence that is due to the great benefactors of mankind, upon a mere-

conqueror." Considerable, but less emphasis and greater smoothness (19).

will be obtained by writing the sentence thus :
" We ought not to bestow

upon a mere conqueror &c."

Where the same subject stands first in several consecutive sentences, it.

rises in emphasis, and need not be removed from the beginning, even though,

unusual emphasis be required :

" The captain was the life and soul of the expedition. He first pointed,

out the possibility of advancing ; he warned them of the approaching scarcity

of provisions ; he showed how they might replenish their exhausted stock, &c."

17. The object is sometimes placed before the verb for empha-

sis. This is most common in antithesis. " Jesus I know, and Paul I

know ; but who are ye ? " " Some he imprisoned, others he put to death."'
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Even where there is no antithesis, the inversion is not uncommon

:

" Military courage, the boast of the sottish German, of the frivolous

and prating Frenchman, of the romantic and arrogant Spaniard, he neither

possesses nor values."

This inversion sometimes creates ambiguity in poetry, e.g. " The son the

father slew," and must be sparingly used in prose.

Sometimes the position oif a word may be considered appropriate by some,

^nd inappropriate by others, according to different interpretations of the

sentence. Take as an example, " Early in the morning the nobles and gentle-

men who attended on the king assembled in the great hall of the castle; and

here they began to talk of what a dreadful storm it had been the night before.

But Macbeth could scarcely understand what they said, for he was thinking

of something worse." The last sentence has been amended by Professor Bain

into " What they said, Macbeth could scarcely understand." But there appears

to be an antithesis between the guiltless nobles who can think about the

weather, and the guilty Macbeth who cannot. Hence, " what they said "

ought not, and " Macbeth " ought, to be emphasized ; and therefore " Macbeth "

ought to be retained at the beginning of the sentence.

The same author alters, '' The praise of judgment Virgil has justly con-

tested with him, but his invention remains yet unrivalled," into " Virgil has

justly contested with him the praise of judgment, but no one has yet rivalled

his invention "—an alteration which does not seem to emphasize sufficiently

the antithesis between what had been " contested," on the one hand, and what

remained as yet " unrivalled " on the other.

More judiciously Professor Bain alters, "He that tells a lie is not sensible

how great a task he undertakes ; for he must be forced to invent twenty more

to maintain one," into " for, to maintain one, he must invent twenty more,"

putting the emphatic words in their emphatic place, at the end.

18. Where several words are emphatic, make it clear which
is the most emphatic. Thus, in " The state was made, under the

pretense of serving it, in reality the prize of their contention to each of

these opposite parties," it is unpleasantly doubtful whether the writer

means (1) state or (2) parties to be emphatic.

If (1), "As for the state, these two parties, under the pretense of

serving it, converted it into a prize for their contention." If (2), write,

" Though served in profession, the state was in reality converted into a

prize fQr their contention by these two parties." In (1) parties is sub-

ordinated, in (2) state.

Sometimes the addition of some intensifying word serves to emphasize.

Thus, instead of " To effect this they used all devices," we can write " To
<?ffect this they used every conceivable device." So, if we want to emphasize
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fidelity in "The business will task your skill and fidelity," we can write
"Not only your skill but also your fidelity." This, however, sometimea

-leads to exaggerations. See (2).

Sometime antithesis gives emphasis, as in " You do not know this,
but you shall know it." Where antithesis cannot be used, the emphasis,
must be expressed by turning the sentence, as " I will make you know it,"'

or by some addition, as " You shall hereafter know it."

19. Words should be as near as possible to the words with
which they are grammatically connected. See paragraphs 20 to 29.
For exceptions see 30.

20. Adverbs should be placed next to the words they are
intended to affect. When unemphatic, adverbs come between the subject,
and the verb, or, if the tense is compound, between the parts of the
compound tense :

" He quickly left the room ;
" " He has quickly left th&

room ;

" but, when emphatic, after the verb :
" He left, or has left, the

the room quickly." > When such a sentence as the latter is followed by a
present participle, there arises ambiguity. " I told him to go slowly, but
he left the room quickly, dropping the purse on the floor." Does quickly
here modify left or dropping ? The remedy ^ is, to give the adverb its.

unemphatic place, " He quickly left the room, dropping &c.," or else to

avoid the participle, thus : "He quickly dropped the purse and left the-

room," or " He dropped the purse and quickly left the room."

21. " Only " requires careful use. The strict ^ rule is, that
" only" should be placed before the word affected by it.

The following is ambiguous

:

" The heavens are not open to the faithful only at intervals."

The best rule is to avoid placing "only" between two emphatic-

words, and to avoid using " only " where " alone " can be used instead.

In strictness perhaps the three following sentences :

(1) He only beat three,

(2) He beat only three,

(3) He beat three only,

ought to be explained, severally, thus :

(1) He did no more than beat, did not kill, three.

> Sometimes the emphatic Adverb comes at the beginning, and causes the transposition,

of an Auxiliary Verb, " Oladly do I consent."

'Of course .punctuation will remove the ambiguity ; but it is better to express oneself

clearly, as far as possible, independently of punctuation.

' Professor Bain.
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(2) He beat no more than three.

(3) He beat three, and that was all he did. (Here only modifies the

whole of the sentence and depreciates the action.)

But the best authors sometimes transpose the word. " He onZy lived "

ought to mean " he did not die or make any great sacrifice ;
" but " He only

lived but till he was a man " {Macbeth, v. 8. 40) means " He lived only till he

was a man." Compare also, " Who only hath immortality."

Only at the beginning of a statement = hut. " I don't like to importune

you, only I know you'll forgive me." Before an imperative it diminishes the

favor asked :
" Only listen to me." This use of only is mostly confined to

letters.

Very often, only at the beginning of a sentence is used for alone : " Only

ten came,"" Only Caesar approved." Alone is less ambiguous. The ambiguity

of only is illustrated by such a sentence as, " Don't hesitate to bring a few

friends of yours to shoot on my estate at any time. Only five (fifteen) came

yesterday," which might mean, " I don't mind a fewf only don't bring so

many as fifteen; " or else " Dont hesitate to bring a few more; no more than

five came yesterday." In conversation, ambiguity is prevented by emphasis

;

tout in a letter, only thus used might cause unfortunate mistakes. Write
" Yesterday only five Came," if you mean " no more than five."

22. When "not only " precedes "but also," see that each is

followed by the same part of speech.

" He not only gave me advice but also help " is wrong. Write " He
gave me, not only advice, but also help." On the other hand, " He not

only gave me a grammar, but also lent me a dictionary," is right. Take

an instance. " He spoke not only forcibly but also tastefully (adverbs), and

this too, not only before a small audience, but also in (prepositions) a large

public meeting, and his speeches v^ere not only successful, but also (adjective)

worthy of success."

23. "At least," "always," and other adverbial adjuncts,

sometimes produce ambiguity.

" I think you will find my Latin exercise, at all events, as good as

my cousin's." Does this mean (1) " my Latin exercise, though not

perhaps my other exercises
;

" or (2), " Though not very good, yet, at all

events, as good as my cousin's ? " Write for (1), " ISiy Latin exercise, at

all events, you will find &c." and for (2), " I think you will find my Latin

exercise as good as my cousin's, at all events."

The remedy is to avoid placing " at all events " between two emphatic

words.
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As an example of a misplacing of an adverbial adjunct, take " Erom
abroad he received most favorable reports, but in the City he heard that

a panic had broken oijt on the Enchange, and that the funds were fast

falling." This ought to mean that the " hearing," and not (as is intended)

that the "breaking out of the panic," took place in the City.

In practice, an adverb is often used to qualify a remote word, where the

latter is more emphatic than any nearer word. This is very common when
the Adverbial Adjunct is placed in an emphatic position at the beginning of

the sentence :
" On this very spot our guide declared that Claverhouse had

fallen."

24. Nouns should be placed near the nouns that they define.

In the very common sentence " The death is announced of Mr. John
.Smith, an author whose works &c.," the transposition is probably made
from a feeling that, if we write "The death of Mr. John Smith is

announced," we shall be obliged to begin a new sentence, " He was an

a,uthor whose works, &c." But the difficulty can be removed by writing
" We regret to announce, or, we are informed of, the death of Mr. John
Smith, an author, &c."

25. Pronouns should follow the nouns to which they refer

without the intervention of another noun. Avoid, " John Smith,

the son of Thomas Smith, who gave me this book," unless Thomas Smith is

the antecedent of who. Avoid also " John supplied Thomas with money:

he (John) was very well oflF."

When, however, one of two preceding nouns is decidedly superior to

the other in emphasis, the more emphatic may be presumed to be the noun

referred to by the pronoun, even though the noun of inferior emphasis inter

Tenes. Thus : "At this moment the colonel came up, and took the place of

the wounded general. He gave orders to halt." Here he would naturally

refer to colonel, though general intervenes. A conjunction will often show

that a pronoun refers to the subject of the preceding sentence, and not to

another intervening noun. " The sentinel at once took aim at the approaching

Soldier, and fired. He then retreated to give the alarm."

It is better to adhere, in most cases, to Rule 25, which may be called

(Bain) the Rule of Proximity. The Rule of Emphasis,^ of which an instance

was given in the last paragraph, is sometimes misleading. A distinction

might be drawn by punctuating thus

:

" David the father of Solomon, who slew Goliath." " David, the father of

Solomon who built the Temple." But the propriety of omitting a comma in

6ach case is questionable, and it is better to write so as not to be at the mercy

of commas.
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26. GlauseB that are grammatically connected should be kept
as close together as possible. (But see 55.) The introduction of

parentheses violating this rule often produces serious ambiguity. Thus,

in the following: "The result of these observations appears to be in

opposition to the view now generally received in this country, that in

muscular effort the substance of the muscle itself undergoes disintegra-

tion." Here it is difficult to tell whether the theory of " disintegration "

is (1) " the result," or, as the absence of a comma after " be " would

indicate, (2) " in opposition to the result of these observations." If (1) is

intended, add " and to prove " after " country ; " if (2), insert " which is
"

after " country."

There is an excessive complication in the following :—" It cannot, at

all events, if the consideration demanded by a subject of such importance

from any one professing to be a philosopher, be given, be denied that &c."

Where a speaker feels that his hearers have forgotten the connection

of the beginning of the sentence, he should repeat what he has said ; e.g.

after the long parenthesis in the last sentence he should recommence, " it

cannot, I say, be denied." In writing, however, this license must be

sparingly used.

A short parenthesis, or modifying clause, will not interfere with clearness,

especially if antithesis be used, so as to show the connection between the

different parts of the sentence, e.g. "A modern newspaper statement, though

probably true, would be laughed at if quoted in a book as testimony ; but the

letter of a court gossip is thought good historical evidence if written some
centuries ago." Here, to place " though probably true " at the beginning of

the sentence would not add clearness, and would impair the emphasis of the

contrast between " a modern newspaper statement '' and " the letter of a court

gossip.

"

27. In conditional sentences, the antecedent clauses must be
kept distinct from the consequent clauses. There is ambiguity in

" The lesson intended to be taught by these manoeuvres will be lost, if

the plan of operations is laid down too definitely beforehand, and the

affair degenerates into a mere review." Begin, in any case, with the

antecedent, "If the plan," &c. Next write, according to the meaning:

(1) " If the plan is laid down, and the affair degenerates &c., then the

lesson will be lost
;

" or (2) "... . then the lesson . , . will be lost,

and the affair degenerates into a mere review."

28. Dependent clauses preceded by " that " should be kept
distinct from those that are independent.
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Take as an example

:

(1) " He replied that lie wished to help them, and intended to make
preparations accordingly."

This ought not to be used (though it sometimes is, for shortness) to

mean

:

(2) " He replied . . . , and he intended."

In (1), " intended," having no subject, must be supposed to oe con-

nected with the nearest preceding verb, in the same mood and tense, that

has a subject, i.e. " wished." It follows that (1) is a condensation of:

(3) "He replied that he wished . . . , and that he intended."

(2), though theoretically free from ambiguity, is practically ambigu-

ous, owing to a loose habit of repeating the subject unnecessarily. It

would be better to insert a conjunctional word or a full stop between the

two statements. Thus

:

(4) "He replied that he wished to help them, and indeed he

intended," &c., or " He replied, &c. He intended, &c."

Where there is any danger of ambiguity, use (3) or (4) in preference

to (1) or (2).

29. When there are several infinitives, those that are de-

pendent on the same word must be kept distinct from those that

are not.
" He said that he wished to take his friend with him to visit the

capital and to study medicine." Here it is doubtful whether the mean-

ing is

—

" He said that he wished to»take his friend with him,

(1) and also to visit the capital and study medicine," or

(2) "that his friend might visit the capital and might also study

medicine," or

(3) " on a visit to the capital,an<^ that he also wished to study medicine."

From the three different versions it will be perceived that this

ambiguity must be met (a) by using " that " for " to," which allows us to

repeat an auxiliary verb [e.g. "might" in (2)], and (b) by inserting

conjunctions. As to insertions of conjunctions, see (37).

"In order to," and " for the purpose of," can be used to distinguish

(wherever there is any ambiguity) between an infinitive that exjpresses a

'purpose, and an infinitive that does not, e.g. " He told his servant to call

upon his friend, to (in order to) give him information about the trains,

and not to leave him till he started."

30. The principle of suspense. Write your sentence in such a
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way that, until he has come to the full stop, the reader may feel the

sentence to he incomplete. In other words, keep your reader in suspense.

Suspense is caused (1) by placing the " if-clause " first, and not last, in a

conditional sentence; (2) by placing participles before the words they

qualify ; "(3) by using suspensive conjunctions, e.g. not only, either, partly,

on the one hand, in the first place, &c.

The following is an example of an unsuspended sentence. The sense

draggles, and it is difficult to keep up one's attention.

" Mr. Pym was looked upon as the man of greatest experience in

parliaments,
|
where he had served very long,

|

and was always a man of

business,
|
being an officer in the Exchequer,

|
and of a good reputation

generally,
|

though known to be inclined to the Puritan party
; yet not

of those furious resolutions {Mod. JEng. so furiously resolved) against the

Church as the other leading men were,—^and wholly devoted to the Earl

of Bedford,—who had nothing of that spirit."

The foregoing sentence might have ended at any one of the eight

points marked above. "When suspended it becomes:

—

" Mr. Pym, owing to his long service in Parliament in the Exchequer,

was esteemed above all others for his Parliamentary experience and for

his knowledge of business. He had also a good reputation generally >

for, though openly favoring the Puritan party, he was closely devoted to

the Earl of Bedford, and, like the Earl, had none of the fanatical spirit

manifested against the Church by the other leading men."

30 a. It is a violation of the principle of Suspense to introduce

unexpectedly, at the end of a loiSg sentence, some short and
unemphatic clause beginning with (a) "... . not " or (b) "

. . . .

which."

(a) " This reform has already been highly beneficial to all classes of our

countrymen, and will, I am persuaded, encourage among us industry,

self-dependence, and frugality, and not, as some say, waste/idness."

Write " not, as some say, wastefulness, but industry, self-dependence,

:and frugality."

lb) " After a long and tedious journey, the last part of which was a

little dangerous owing to the state of the roads, we arrived safely at

York, which is a fine old town."

Exception.—When the short final clause is intended to be unex-

pectedly unemphatic, it comes in appropriately, with something of the

gting of an epigram. See (42). Thus

:
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" The old miser said that he should have been delighted to give the

poor fellow a shilling, but most unfortunately he had left his purse at

home

—

a habit of his."

Suspense naturally throws increased emphasis on the words for which
we are waiting, i.e. on the end of the sentence. It has been pointed out

above that a monotony of final emphasis is objectionable, especially

in letter-writing and conversation.

31. Suspense must not be excessive.

Excess of suspense is a common fault in boys translating from Latin.

" Themistocles, having secured the safety of Greece, the Persian fleet being now
<iestroyed,whenhe had unsuccessfully attempted to persuade the Greeks to break

down the bridge across the Hellespont, hearing that Xerxes was in full flight,

and thinking that it might be profitable to secure the friendship of the king,

wrote as follows to him :" The more English idiom is :
" When Themistocles had

secured the safety of Greece by the destruction of the Persian fleet, he made

&n unsuccessful attempt to persuade the Greeks to break down the bridge

«icross the Hellespont. Soon afterwards, hearing &c.''

A long suspense that would be intolerable in prose is tolerable in the

introduction to a poem. See the long interval at the beginning of Paradise

Lost between " Of man's first disobedience " and " Sing, heavenly Muse."

iCompare also the beginning of Paradise Lost, Book II.

:

"High on a throne of royal state, which far
Outshone the wealth of Ormuz and of Ind,

Or where the gorgeous East with richest hand

Showers on her kings barbaric pearl and gold—
^ Satan exalted sat.

"

with the opening of Keats' Hyperion :

" Deep in the shady sadness of a vale,

Far sunkenfrom the healthy breath of morn,

Farfrom the fiery noon and eve's one star—
Sat gray-haired Saturn, quiet as a stone."

32. In a long conditional sentence put the " if-clause," ante-

cedent, or protasis, first.

Every one will see the flatness of "Revenge thy father's most unna-

tural murder, if thou didst ever love him," as compared with the suspense

that forces an expression of agony from Hamlet in

—

" Ghost. If thou didst ever thy dear father love

Hamlet. 0, God

!

Ghost. Eevenge his foul and most unnatural murder."
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The effect is sometimes almost ludicrous when the consequent is long

and complicated, and when it precedes the antecedent or " if-elause."

" I should be delighted to introduce you to my friends, and to show you

the objects of interest in our city, and the beautiful scenery in the

neighborhood, if you were here." Where the " if-clause " comes last, it

ought to be very emphatic :
" if you were only here."

The introduction of a clause with " if" or " though " in the middle

of a sentence may often cause ambiguity, especially when a great part of

the sentence depends on " that :
" " Hig enemies answered that, for the

sake of preserving the public peace, they would keep quiet for the present,

though he declared that cowardice was the motive of the delay, and that

for this reason they would put off the trial to a more convenient season."

See (27).

33. Suspense ^ is gained by placing a Participle or Adjective

that qualifies the Subject, before the Subject.

" Deserted by his friends, he was forced to have recourse to those that

had been his enemies." Here, if we write, " He, deserted by his friends,

was forced &c.," he is unduly emphasized; and if we write, "He was

forced to have recourse to his enemies, having been deserted by his

friends," the effect is very flat.

Of course we might sometimes write "He was deserted and forced

&c." But this cannot be done where the " desertion " is to be not stated

but implied.

Often, when a participle qualifying the subject is introduced late in -

the sentence, it causes positive ambiguity :
" With this small force the

general determined to attack the foe, flushed with recent victory and

rendered negligent by success."

An excessive use of the suspensive participle is French and objectionable:

e.g. " Careless by nature, and too much engaged with business to think of

the morrow, spoiled by a long-established liberty and a fabulous prosperity,

having for many generations forgotten the scourge of war, we allow ourselves

to drift on without taking heed of the signs of the times." The remedy is to

convert the participle into a verb depending on a conjunction :
" Because we

are by nature careless, &c. ;
" or to convert the participle into a verb co-ordinate

with the principal verb, e.g. " We are by nature careless, &c., and therefore we
allow ourselves, &c."

34. Suspensive Conjunctions, e.g. "either," "not only," "on
the one hand," add clearness.—Take the following sentence:—"You

•See (30).
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must take this extremely perilous course, in which success is uncertain,
and failure disgraceful, as well as ruinous, or else the liberty of your
country is endangered." Here, the meaning is liable to be misunderstood,
till the reader had gone half through the sentence. Write " Either you
must," &c., and the reader is, from the first, prepared for an alternative.

Other suspensive conjunctions or phrases are partly, for our part; in the

first place; it is true; doubtless; of course ; though; on the one hand.

35. Repeat the Subject when the omission would cause
ambiguity or obscurity.—The omission is particularly likely to cause

obscurity after a Relative standing as Subject

:

" He professes to be helping the nation, which in reality is suffering

from his flattery, and (he ? or it ?) will not permit anything else to give
it advice."

The Eelative should be repeated when it is the Subject of several •

Verbs. "All the pleasing illusions which made power gentle and obedience

liberal, which harmonized the different shades of life, and which, by a bland
assimilation, incorporated into politics the sentiments that beautify and
soften private society, are to be dissolved by this new conquering empire
of light and reason."

36. Repeat a Preposition after an intervening Conjunction,

especially if a Verb and an Object also intervene.
" He forgets the gratitude that he owes to those that helped all his

companions when he was poor and uninfluential, and (to) John Smith in

particular." Here, omit to, and the meaning may be " that helped all his

companions, and John Smith in particular." The intervention of the

verb and object, " helped" and " companions," causes this ambiguity.

37. When there are several Verbs at some distance from a
Conjunction on which they depend, repeat the Conjunction.^

"When we look back upon the havoc that two hundred years have

made in the ranks of our national authors—and, above all, {when) we
refer their rapid disappearance to the {j^uick succession of new competitors

—we cannot help being dismayed at the prospect that lies before the

writers of the present day."

Here omit " when," and we at once substitute a parenthetical state-

ment for what is really a subordinate clause.

In reporting a speech or opinion, " that " must be continually repeated,

to avoid the danger of confusing what the writer says with what others

say.

•The repetition of AuxiliaryVerbsand Pronominal Adjectives is also conductive to clearness.
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" "We might say that the Caesars did not persecute the Christians

;

(fliat) they only punished men who were charged, rightly or wrongly,

with burning Rome, and committing the foulest abominations in secret

assemblies ; and {tJiat) the refusal to throw frankincense on the altar of

Jupiter was not the crime, but only evidence of the crime." But see (66)i

37 a. Repeat Verbs after the conjunctions " than," " as," &c.

"I think he likes me better than you ;" i.e. either "than you like

me," or " he likes you."
" Cardinal Richelieu hated Buckingham as sincerely as did the

Spaniard Olivares." Omit " did," and you cause ambiguity.

38. If the sentence is so long that it is difficult to keep the

thread of meaning unbroken, repeat the subject, or some other

emphatic word, or a summary of what has been said.

" Gold and cotton, banks and railways, crowded ports, and populous

cities

—

the^e are not the elements that constitute a great nation."

The repetition (though useful and, when used in moderation, not

unpleasant) is more common with speakers than with writers, and with

slovenly speakers than with good speakers.

"The country is in such a condition, that if we delay longer some

fair measure of reform, sufficient at least to satisfy the more moderate,

and much more, if we refuse all reform whatsoever—I say, if we adopt so

unwise a policy, the country is in such a condition that we may precipitate a

revolution."

Where the relative is either implied (in a participle) or repeated, the

antecedent must often be repeated also. In the following sentence we
have the Subject repeated not only in the final summary, but also as the

antecedent :

—

" But if there were, in any part of the world, a national church

regarded as heretical by four-fifths of the nation committed to its care

;

a church established and maintained by the sword; a church producing

twice as many riots as conversions ; a church which, though possessing

great wealth and power, and though long backed by persecuting laws,

had, in the course of many generations, been found unable to propagate

its doctrines, and barely able to maintain its ground ; a church so odious

that fraud and violence, when used against its clear rights of property,

were generally regarded as fair play; a church whose ministers were

preaching to desolate walls, and with difficulty obtaining their lawful

subsistence by the help of bayonets,

—

such a church, on our principles,

could not, we must own, be defended."
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39. It is a help to clearness, when the first part of the sen-
tence prepares the way for the middle and the middle for the end,
in a kind of ascent. This ascent is called " climax."

In the following there are two climaxes, each of which has three
terms:

—

" To gossip (a) is a fault (b); to libel (a'), a crime (b') ; to slander (a"),

a sin (b")."

In the following, there are seve];a,l climaxes, and note how they
contribute to the clearness of a long sentence :

—

" Man, working, has contrived (a) the Atlantic Cable, but I declare

that it astonishes (b) me far more to think that for his mere amusement (c),

that to entertain a mere idle hour (c'), he has created (a') ' Othello ' and
' Lear,' and I am more than astonished, I am awe-struck (b'), at that

inexplicable elasticity of his nature which enables him, instead of turning
,

away (d) from calamity and grief (e), or instead of merely defying (d')

them, actually to make them the material of his amusement (d"), and to draw
from the wildest agonies of the human spirit (e') a pleasure which is not

only not cruel (f ), but is in the highest degree pure and ennobling (f)-"

The neglect of climax produces an abruptness that interferes with the

even flow of thought. Thus, if Pope, in his ironical address to mankind, had

written

—

" Go, wondrous creature, mount where science guides;

Go measure earth, weigh air, and state the tides

;

Go, teach Eternal Wisdom how to rule "

—

the ascent would have been too rapid. The transition from earth to heaven,

and from investigating to governing, is prepared by the intervening climax

—

" Instruct the planets in what orbs to run

;

Correct old Time, and regulate the Sun
;

Go, soar with Plato to th' empyreal sphere,

To the first good, first perfect, and first fair.

"

40. When the thought is expected to ascend and yet descends,

feebleness and sometimes confusion is. the result. The descent is

called "bathos."

" What pen can describe the tears, the lamentations, the agonies, the

animated remonstrances of the unfortunate prisoners ?
"

" She was a woman of many accomplishments and virtues, graceful

in her movements, winning in her address, a kind friend, a faithful and

loving wife, a most affectionate mother, and she played beautifully on the

pianoforte."
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Intentional bathos has a humorous incongruity and abruptness that is

sometimes forcible. For example, after the climax ending with the line

—

" Go' teach Eternal Wisdom how to rule,"

Pope adds

—

" Then drop into thyself, and be a fooV

40 a. A new construction should not be introduced without

cause.

—

A sudden and apparently ' unnecessary change of construction

causes awkwardness and roughness at least, and sometimes breaks the

flow of the sentence so seriously as to cause perplexity. Thus, write

" virtuous and accomplished," or " of many virtues and accomplishments,"

not " of many virtues and accomplished ;
" " riding or walking " or " on

foot or horseback," not " on foot or riding." In the same way, do not

put adjectives and participles, active and passive forms of verbs, in too

close juxtaposition. Avoid such sentences as the following:

—

" He had good reason to believe that the delay was not an accident

(accidental) but premeditated, and for supposing (to suppose, or else, for

believing, above) that the fort, though strong both by art and naturaMy

(nature), would be forced by the treachery of the governor and the indolent

(indolence of the) general to capitulate within a week."
" They accused him of being bribed (receiving bribes from) by the

king and unwilling (neglecting) to take the city."

41. Antithesis adds force, and often clearness.

—

The meaning of liberal in the following sentence is ascertained by

the antithesis :

—

"All the pleasing illusions which made power (a) gentle (b) and obedience

(a') liberal (b') .... are now to be destroyed."

There is a kind of proportion. As gentleness is to power, so liberality

(in the sense here used) is to obedience. 'Eow gentleness is the check on

the excess of power ; therefore liberal here applies to that which checks

the excess of obedience, i.e. checks servility. Hence liberal here means
" free."

The contrast also adds force. " They aimed at the rule (a), not at

the destruction (a), of their country. They were men of great civil (b)

and great military (b') talents, and, if the terror (c), the ornament (c')of

their age."

Excessive antithesis is unnatural and wearisome :

—

" Who can persuade where treason (a) is above reason (a'), and mighJt

b) ruleth right{h'), and it is had for laioful{c)whatsoever iapleasurable{c'),aai.
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commotioners (d) are better than commissioners (d') and common woe (e) is

named common wealth (e') ?
"

42. Epigram.

It has been seen that the neglect of climax results in tameness.
Sometimes the suddenness of the descent produces amusement: and
when the descent is intentional and very sudden, the effect is striking
as well as amusing. Thus

:

(1) " You are not only not vicious, you are virtuous," is a climax.

(2) " You are not vicious, you are vice," is not climax, nor is it

bathos: it is epigram.^

Epigram may be defined as a " short sentence expressing truth under
an amusing appearance of incongruity." It is often antithetical.

" The Eussian grandees came to j and diamonds," climax.

court dropping pearls \ and vermin," epigram.

« These two nations were divided (
^°"^ *^^ ^^"^^ remembrance of

by mutual fear
^^•'^"^ ^!'^^^^'" ^^™^^-

\ and mountains," epigram.

There is a sort of implied antithesis in :

—

" He is full of information—(but flat also) like yesterday's Times."
" Verbosity is cured (not by a small, but) by a large vocabulary."

The name of epigram may sometimes be given to a mere antithesis ; e.g.

"An educated man should know something of everything, and everything of

something.

"

43. Let each sentence have one, and only one, principal

subject of thought.

"This great and good man died on the 17th of September, 1683,

leaving behind him the memory of many noble actions, and a numerous

family, of whom three were feons ; one of them, George, the eldest, heir

to his father's virtues, as well as to his principal estates in Cumberland,

where most of his father's property was situate, and shortly afterwards

elected member for the county, which had for several generations returned

this family to serve in Parliament." Here we have (1) the " great and

good man," (2) " George," (3) " the country," disputing which is to be

considered the principal subject. Two, if not three sentences should have

been made, mstead of one. Carefully avoid a long sentence like this,

treating of many different subjects on one level. It is called heterogeneous.

' Professor Bain says : " In the epigram the mind is roused by a conflict or contradiction

between the form of the language and the meaning really conveyed."
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44. The connection between di£ferent sentences must be kept
up by Adverbs used as Conjunctions, or by means of some other

connecting words at the beginning of each sentence.

—

Leave out the conjunctions and other connecting words, and it will

be seen that the following sentences lose much of their meaning :

—

"Pitt was in the army for a few months in time of peace. His
biographer {accordingly) insists on our confessing, that, if the young
cornet had remained in the service, he would have been one of the ablest

commanders that ever lived. {But) this, is not all. Pitt (, it seems,) was
not merely a great poet in esse and a great general in posse, but a finished

example of moral excellence ( The truth is, that) there scarcely ever

lived a person who had so little claim to this sort of praise as Pitt. He
was {undo ubtedit/) a great man. {But) his was not a complete and well-

proportioned greatness. The public life of Hampden or of Somers

resembles a regular drama which can be criticised as a whole, and every

scene of which is to be viewed in connection with the main action..

The public life of Pitt (, on the other hand,) is," &e.

The following are some of the most common connecting abverbs, or

connecting phrases: (1) expressing consequence, similarity, repetition, or

resumption of a subject

—

accordingly, therefore, then, naturally, so that,,

thus, in this loay, again, once more, to resume, to continue, to sum up, infacty

upon this ; (2) expressing opposition

—

nevertheless, in spite of this, yet, stilly

however, but, on the contrary, on the other hand; (3) expressing suspension

—

undoubtedly . ... but; indeed . ... yet ; on the one hand . ... on the

other ; partly .... partly ; some .... others.

Avoid a style like that of Bishop Burnet, which strings together a

number of sentences with " and " or " so," or with no conjunction at all:

" Blake with the fleet happened to be at Malaga, before he made war
upon -Spain ; and some of his seamen went ashore, and met the Host

carried about ; and not only paid no respect to it, but laughed at those

who did." Write " When Blake &c."

45. The connection between two long sentences sometimeB
requires a short intervening sentence, showing the transition of

thought.

" "Without force or opposition, it (chivalry) subdued the fierceness of

pride and power ; it obliged sovereigns to submit to the soft collar ^ of

social esteem, compelled stern authority to submit to elegance, and gave

a dominating vanquisher of laws to be subdued by manners. But now

• This metaphor is not recommended for imitation.
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(all is to be changed :) all the pleasing illusions which made power gentle

and obedience liberal, which harmonized the different shades of life, and
which, by a bland assimilation, incorporated into politics the sentiments

that beautify and soften private society, are to be dissolved by this new
conquering empire of light and reason." If the words italicized were
omitted, the transition would be too abrupt : the conjunction but alone

would be insufficient.
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J BRIDAI. SOirO.

'"TVOST thou linger, gentle maiden,

JL/ At the minster door ?

Dost thou tremble, tender maiden,

On the chancel floor?

Dost thou fear and dost thou falter

When thou kneelest at the altar ?

With the bridegroom by thee now.

Wilt thou take the marriage vow?

"If thy heart, O loving maiden !

Thou hast given away,

Without fear, O trustful maiden

!

Give thy hand to-day;

Leaving father, leaving mother.

Give thy life unto another,

Taking back a dearer life

From his love as wedded wife.

"Let him lead thee, wedded maiden,

From the altar now;

Thou art his forever, maiden,

By that marriage vow;

His in joy and sorrow ever.

None these holy bonds may sever,

Loving, trusting, stand beside

Him who loves thee, happy bride."

HT OWjr SWEET WIFE.

" 'T'HERE is a word of common sound
A That's oft pronounced by high and

low

;

Few liquids make it soft or round

;

And yet there comes a sudden glow

As starting from a dreaming mood
Of careless, uneventful life,

I hear a voice best understood,

Call the charmed name—my own
sweet—wife.

" Whatspell weavesjoyaround that word,

Brighteningthe dullest, darkest hour.

That when, or where, or how 'tis heard

It wields such witching, wondrous

power?

If Eve, when exiled from lost Eden,

Wept the soft ease of that charmed
life,

What need of other gift of heaven

Than to be Adam's own sweet—wife.

" And so my prayer I make to thee,

In joy or sadness, grief or pain.

That always you bestow on me
The name my love would still retain.

Ko sting can sorrrow leave behind,

No fear of anger nor of strife,

No harsh replies, nor thoughts unkind

Can mingle with the term—sweet

wife."
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THE JEWKIi FOR THE BBIDAI. DAT.

THAT is a beautiful custom suggested by
legends of the early times to bestow

on tbe bride the well-set stone appropriate
to the month of the bride's birth.

For every month there is a stone, and for

every stone a motto. Mrs. Julia M. Hader-
man has set these twelve stones in verse,

which cannot fail to charm the readers of
the Home Manuai, :

JANUARY.

By her who in this month is born

No gem save Garnets should be worn

;

They will insure her constancy,

True friendship and fidelity.

FEBRUARY.

The February-born will find

Sincerity and peace of mind,

Freedom from passion and from care,

If they the Amethyst will wear.

Who on this world of ours their eyes

In March first open, shall be wise,

In days of peril firm and brave

And wear a Bloodstone to their grave;

APRir,.

She who from April dates her years

Diamonds should wear, lest bitter tears

For vain repentance flow ; this stone,

Emblem of innocence is known.

Who first beholds the light of day
In Spring's sweet flow'ry month of May,
And wears an Emerald all her Ufe,

Shall be a loved and happy wife.

JUNE.

Who comes with Summer to this earth.

And owes to June her day of birth.

With ring of Agate on her hand,

Can health, wealth, and long life command.

Jui,-?.

The glowing Ruby should adorn

Those who in warm July are bbm;
Then will they be exempt and free

From love's doubts and anxiety.

AUGUST.

Wear a Sardonyx, or for thee

No conjugal felicity;

The August-bom, without this stone,

'Tis said must live unloved and lone.

SEPTEMBER.

A maiden bom when Autumn leaves

Are rustling in September's breeze,

A Sapphire on her brow should bind,

'Twill cure diseases of the mind.

OCTOBER.

October's child is born for woe,

And life's vicissitudes must know;
But lay an Opal on her breast,

And hope will lull those woes to rest.

NOVEMBER.

Who first comes to this world below

With drear November's fog and snow>

Should prize the Topaz, amber hue

—

Emblem of friends and lovers true.

DECEMBER.

If cold December gave you birth.

The month of snow and ice and mirth,

Place on your hand a Turquoise blue;

Success will bless whate'er you do.

HOMK, WHERE THERE'S OKE T»
I.OVE VS.

HOME'S not merely four square walls,

Though with pictureshung and gilded^

Home is where affection calls

—

Filled with shrines the heart hath builded

!

Home !—^go watch the faithful dove

Sailing 'neath the heaven above us

—

Home is where there's one to love !

Home is where there's one to love us

!

Home's not merely roof and room.

It needs something to endear it

;

Home is where the heart can bloom

:

Where there's some kind lip to cheer itl

What is home with none to meet ?

None to welcome—none to greet us

!

Home is sweet—and only sweet

—

When there's one we love to meet us I

—Chari,es Swain.
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THE FA1III.T.

41'T'HE Family is like a Book,

* The Children are the leaves,

The Parents are the cover, that

Protective beauty gives.

" At first the pages of the book

Are blank and purely fair.

But time soon writeth memories

And painteth pictures there.

"I<ove is the little golden clasp

That bindeth up the trust

;

Oh, break it not, lest all the leaves

Shall scatter and be lost."

W

DE TOUT Hour CfEUK.

'T'HE sweetest songs I ever sing

* Are those I sing to you.

The deepest thoughts that I can bring

Are thoughts I never knew

Until your soft eyes questioning

Had made me question, too.

My soul lies open to your sight,

When all the world's away,

I<ike that pale flower that at night,

As ancient legends say.

Unfolds beneath the moon's clear light,

And dies at dawn of day.

—G. H. DUFPIEI<D.

BABT.

HERE did you come from, baby dear?

Out of the everywhere into here.

Where did you get those eyes so blue ?

Out of the sky as I came through.

What makes the light in them sparkle and

spin?

Some of the starry spikes left in.

Where did you get that little tear?

I found it waiting when I got here.

What makes your forehead so smooth and

high?

A soft hand stroked it as I went by.

What makes your cheek like a warm white

rose?

I saw something better than anyone knows.

Whence that three-cornered smile of bliss ?

Three angels gave me at once a kiss.

Where did you get this pearly ear ?

God spoke, and it came out to hear.

Where did you get those arms and hands?

Love made itself into bonds and bands.

Feet, whence did you come, you darling

things ?

From the same box as the cherub's wings.

How did they all just come to be you ?

God thought about me, and so I grew.

But how did you come to us, you dear?

God thought about you, and so I am here.

—GEORGfe Macdonai,d.
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TEN XEARS.

I'T'IS said ten years are tin,

J. Whether or not you win
Knowledge, or power, or fame

;

'Tis always TIN, the same.

With this philosophy

I hardly can agree,

'Tis surely more than this

Unless great thought you miss.

Ten years, foundations laid

With stone of finest grade,

Chiseled and laid in course.

So solid that no force

Can ever make a breach.

Or its warm color bleach.

Ten years, the walls arise

Up t'wards the blessed skies

;

So that e'en now I see

More than mortality.

Behold the wondrous tint

Which Heaven's golden glint

Reveals to our glad eyes

;

A tint that never dies

—

The glory of God's grace

Waving from either face.

Ten years give more than signs

Of deep, exhaustless mines.

No, no,- not mines of tin,

Of rust, and dust, and din

!

But mines of virgin gold

That ne'er were bought or sold

;

Of Christian thought, deed-born,

That richer glows when worn

;

Of doctrine pure and strong

;

The girdle and the song

;

Opening yon pearly gate,

Where royal servants wait,

Till pilgrims thither come,
Their earthly mission done.

Of l,ovE that spreads its breast

Wherever sobs unrest,

And turns a tearful eye

On men condemned to die.

The Rose that never fades
;

The Light that lightens glades

;

The Arm of mighty power
That shields in terror's hour

;

The Lullaby of God,

When smitten by the rod
;

The soul's "Thy will be done,"

Crying when shines no sun.

Rough sea, or thorny land,

" O Father, take my hand !

"

Well, this I have to say.

On this decadal day.

With Bride and Bridegroom here,

And rosy children dear,

If this be tin, when old.

How bright will be the gold

!

ONIiT HAL,F A SCORE.

TEN years have silent swept

With all their train along
;

Time and our hearts have kept

The echoes of their voiceless song.

Their music—that of dreams

—

Floats in upon my soul.

Its silent sweetness seems

To soothe, like distantchurch bells' toll.

Those years ! How bright they seemed

!

With hopes and joys so filled.

Their promise half redeemed

Has left our lives with gladness thrilled.

Ten years have passed, and ten

Or more, or less, are yet.

The memories of the past remain,

And joy in all the rest beget.

—Rev. Frederick B. Puhan.
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THE CRTSTAI. 'WEDDING,

[N olden time, I have been told,

When husband chose a wife.

One wedding served the twain, to hold

Through all their mortal life.

In modem times, if for five years

The bond has holden good,

People are coming, it appears.

To wed again with Wood.

If for ten years the twain abide,

Again the friends come in

To clasp the knot so firmly tied,

In wedding called the Tin.

And yet again the tried and true,

When five years more shall pass,

Are wont to celebrate anew

Their wedding termed the Glass.

Thus Hymen's bond, the people learn,

Grows dear in growing old.

And hence they celebrate in turn

With China, Silver, Gold.

Thus far we've journeyed on the way.

Till fifteen years from starting.

And are not yet prepared to say

That we are bent on parting.

A cordial greeting we extend

To all whose presence bright,

Combines a social joy to lend

On this our Crystal night.

Unitedly we pledge you all.

But not in sparkling wine

;

Oh, may our loved ones never fall

Before its mocking shrine.

Then fill the glass for each to-night

From Nature's crystal tide.

That which has sparkled, pure andbright.
Since Eve became a bride. ,

We know our Lord, 'tis truly said.

Turned water into wine.

And by the power He thus displayed

Proved that he was divine
;

And at the Supper gave command
That we partake the same.

Throughout all time, in every land.

Remembering His name.

An emblem of our Saviour's blood,

Let wine forever be,

Reminding of the crimson flood

That flowed for you and me.

But not fermented, madd'ning wine,

Which hath such ruin wrought.

Of that vile product of the vine

The Word saith "Touch it not"

Then fill the glass for each, to-night,

From Nature's crystal tide.

That which has sparkled, pure and bright

Since Eve became a bride.

How rapidly through all these years.

Life's moments have been fleeting.

Bringing us mingled joys and tears,

Sad parting and fond greeting.

Four children form our little band.

And call us Father, Mother,

While two are in the " Happy Land,
A sister and a brother.
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And thus our God, in giving joy,

Hath not forgotten chiding

;

All earthly bliss hath some alloy,

And may not prove abiding.

Yet all along the light hath shone

Above the fleeting shadows,

Which sometimes settle darkly down
As fog upon the meadows.

And while the rain may fall to-day,

The sun will shine to-morrow

;

And thus our Father hath alway

Dispelled our clouds of sorrow.

Now, grateful for the tender care

Which thus far has been o'er us,

We'll trust our Father to prepare

The way that lies before us.

—Mrs. L. H. Washington.

THE SIIiVER OREETIM^G.

After twenty-five years of wedded life, loved

ones come together with their silver greeting, thus

:

T\EAR friends, we come to greet you
-L' And chant in humble lay,

Your first bright silver crescent

Now waning fast away.

How each unto the other

In plighted faith ye gave.

And in your little life-boat

I<aunched out upon the wave.

" The morning sun beams brightly

O'er life's broad, silvery sea,

As down the smiling harbor

Ye drop confidingly.

And with your heavenly Pilot

Your fragile bark to guide.

Securely float, or safely

Defy the rolling tide.

" Tho' silvery skies may vanish.

Yet many a silver shower

Dispels the clouds' foreboding,

And gilds the dark'ning hour.

While gentler dews descending

In blessings from above,

In sparkling brilliants blending.

Reflect the Father's love."

THE SIL,,TER WEDDIHrO.

A QUARTER of a century

Has rolled upon Time's tide,

Since thou, a yovithful lover, came
To claim thy chosen bride.

How beautiful Life's pathway seemed
In those fresh early years.

Decked all along with buds of hope,

Undimmed by cares or tears !

For it has wisely ever been.

Since Love's first blushing morn,

We grasp the rose without a thought

Of underlying thorn.

And yet to all Life's changing hours

Some cares and sorrows bring
;

Some thorns are placed amid the flowers,

Lest we too fondly cling

To earthly joys, which must decay,

Alas, that they may prove

Reminders of that better life.

Where all is light and love.

liAY THY HAHTD IDT mNE. .

OH, lay thy hand in mine, dear !

We're growing old
;

But Time hath brought no sign, dear,

That hearts grow cold.

'Tis long, long since, our new love

Made light divine

;

But age enricheth true love

Like noble wine.

And lay thy cheek to mine, dear.

And take thy rest

;

Mine arms around thee twine, dear.

And make thy nest.

A-many cares are pressing

On this dear head
;

But sorrow's-hands in blessing

Are surely laid.

- Oh, lean thy life on mine, dear !

'Twill shelter thee.

Thou wert a winsome vine, dear,

On my young tree
;

And so, till boughs are leafless.

And song-birds flown.

We'll twine, then lay us griefless

Together down.
—Gerai^d Massey.
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WHEN THE OI,I> RIIITO WAS ITEW.

The wedding-ring, which has now been
worn twenty-five years, has not been laid

aside a single day, and has grown thin by
use; beautiful, beautiful ring! He who
gave it in tenderness says :

t ("XT'OUR wedding-ring grows thin, dear

1 wife ; ah, summers not a few,

Since I put it on your finger first have

passed o'er me and you
;

And love, what changes have we seen

—

what cares and pleasures too

—

Since you became my own dear wife, when
this old ring was new.

" O blessings on that happy day, the hap-

piest of my life.

When, thanks to God, your low, sweet ' yes'

made you mj' loving wife !

Yom: heart will say the same, I know ; that

day's as dear to you,

—

That day that made me yours, dear wife,

when this old ring was new.

"' Years bring fresh links to bind us, wife,

—

young voices that are here,

Young faces round our fire that make their

mother's yet more dear

;

Young loving hearts, your care each day

makes yet more like to you,

More like the loving heart made mine when
this old ring was new.

"The past is dear ;. its sweetness still our

memories treasure yet

—

The griefs we've borne together, we would
not now forget.

Whatever, wife, the future brings, heart

unto heart still true.

We'll share as we have shared all else, since

this old ring was new.

'And if God spare us 'mongst our sons

and daughters to grow old,

We know His goodness will not let your
heart or mine grow cold

;

Your aged eyes will see in mine still all

they've shown to you.

And mine in yours, all they've seen since

this old ring was new."

—W. Cox Bennett.

THE PliEDQE.

"PROM this hour the pledge is given,

From this hour my soul is thine

;

Come what will from earth or Heaven,

Weal or woe thy fate be mine.

—MOORB.
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FIFTIETH AurnrrvERSARir.

OUR hearts are young as ever, now,

Though fifty years are gone

Since vows were made, and words were said

That of the twain made one.

Our hearts are young as ever, now,

—

That was a happy home
Where first we lit the lamp of love,

Nor thought a grief could come.

Our hearts are young as ever, now,

And God has kindly smiled

On each long year, since that in which

We hailed our first-born child.

Our hearts are young as ever, now,

Though changes we have seen

;

For now the girls are women grown
And all our boys are men.

Our hearts are young as ever, now,

—

See our grandchildren run !

A little great-granddaughter comes
And stands with great-grandson.

Our hearts are young as ever, now,
God hath His blessing given.

We wedded once for earthly bliss.

We now are wed for Heaven.

Our hearts are young as ever, now,

—

Fifty years more gone by.

Our hearts will then be younger still.

There's youth for aye on high.

—

—D. W. Faunce, D. D.

THE OliD HAJr TO HIS WIFE.

JUST fifty years have passed away
Since you and I were wed.

How swiftly since that bridal day

The fifty years have sped.

God's providence on us hath shone,

His gracious hand hath led.

And ne'er in vain before His throne

We've said, " Our daily bread."

Together struggling up the hill

Of life's uneven way.

Our hearts are knit more closely till

We've reached this golden day.

We've known the bliss which joy imparts,

Life's raptures and its tears.

But God has let us youthful hearts

Bring into ripened years.

In children God to us hath given,

We live our youth anew,

Some wait for us to-day in Heaven,

They all to us are true :

And yet by "silver threads " entwined

Among the " threads of gold,"

And furrows down our cheeks, we find

That we are growing old.

Just fifty years ago we wed.

Just fifty years to-day
;

We two are one, the preacher said.

And so we've held our way.

The ties of love which bound us then

To-day are golden thread,

And this will never break, till when

We're numbered with the dead.

—J. Byington Smith, D.D.
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THE H09IE-B0IJND HOST.

THE sound of a host advancing,

Tramp ! tramp! tramp!

Under the windy flicker

And flare of the evening lamp,

Under the steady whiteness

Of tlie clear electric light,

The sound of an army marching

Is in the streets to-night.

Not to the clamor of bugles.

Nor the stormy beat of drums,

Not to the battle's tocsin.

The jubilant army comes.

A sweeter music summons
And thrills along the line.

Though each for himself may hear it,

And make to the next no sign.

The patter of tiny footfalls

That run to an open door.

The mother's tender singing,

Her step on the nursery floor,

The boyish shout of welcome

The girlish ripple of glee.

At the click in the guarded portal

Of the home-bound father's key.

This is the army's music :

Cheerily calls good-night

The merry voice of the comrade

As he passes out of sight

Into the heart of the household

When the day's long work is done.

And wife and bairns are waiting

With a kiss for their dearest one.

Under the windy flicker

And flare of the evening lamp
I hear a host advancing

• With steady and resolute tramp

—

A host of the strong and gentle,

A throng of the brave and true.

Dear little wives and mothers.

Hastening home to you !

IF WE KWEW.

IF we knew the baby fingers

Pressed against the window-pane

Would be cold and stifi' to-morrow

—

Never trouble us again
;

Would the bright eyes of our darling

Catch the frown upon our brow ?

Would the prints of rosy fingers

Vex us then as they do now?

Ah, these little ice-cold fingers.

How they point our memories back

To the hasty words and actions

Strewn along our backward track

!

How those little hands remind us,

As in snowy grace they lie.

Not to scatter thornS'—but roses

—

For our reaping by and by

!

Strange we never prize the music

Till the sweet-voiced bird has flown

;

Strange that we should slight the violets

Till the lovely flowers are gone

;

Strange that Summer skies and sunshine

Never seem one-half so fair

As when Winter's snowy pinions

Shake their white down in the air I

Lips from which the seal of silence

None but God can roll away.

Never blossomed in such beauty

As adorns the mouth to-day;

And sweet words that freight our memory
With their beautiful perfume,

Come to us in sweeter accents

Through the portals of the tomb.

Let us gather up the sunbeams
Lying all along our path

;

Let us keep the wheat and roses.

Casting out the thorns and chafi'

;

Let us find our sweetest comfort

In the blessings of to-day;

With a patient hand removing
All the briars from our way.
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IHT MOTHER.

THE sweetest face in all the world to me,
Set in a frame of shining silver hair,

With eyes whose language is fidelity

:

This is my mother. Is she not most fair?

Ten little heads have found their sweetest
rest

Upon the pillow of her loving breast

:

The world is wide; yet nowhere does it keep
So safe a haven, so secure a rest.

'Tis counted something great to be a queen.
And bend a kingdom to a woman's will.

To be a mother such as mine, I ween.
Is something better and more noble still.

mother ! in the changeful years now
flown,

ySince, as a child I leant upon your knee,
iife has not brought to me, nor fortune

shown,
Such tender love ! such yearning sympa-

thy!

Let fortune smile or frown, whiche'er she
will;

It matters not, I scorn her fickle ways !

1 never shall be quite bereft until
I lose my mother's honest blame and

praise

!

TIRED MOTHERS.

A LITTLE elbow leans upon your knee,
Your tired knee, that has so much to
bear

;

A child's dear ejtps are looking lovingly
From underneath a thatch ofshining hair:

Perhaps you do not heed the velvet touch
Of warm, moist fingers, folding yours so

tight,

You do not prize this blessing overmuch

—

Yon almost are too tired to pray, to-night!

But it is blessedness ! A year ago
I did not see it as I do to-day.

We are so dull and thankless; and too slow
To catch the sunshine e'er it slips away.

And now it seems surpassing strange to me.
That while I wore the badge of mother-

hood,
I did not kiss more oft and tenderly
The little child that brought me only good!

And ifsome night when you sit down to rest,

You miss this elbow from your tired knee;
This restless, curling head from off your

breast,

This lisping tongue that chatters con-
stantl3';

If from your own the dimpled hand had
slipped.

And ne'er would nestle in your palm
agam;

Ifthe white feet into their grave had tripped
I could not blame you for your heartache

then!

I wonder so that mothers ever fret

At little children, clinging to their gown;
Or that the footprints, when the days are

wet.
Are ever black enough to make them

frown

!

If I could find a little muddy boot.

Or cap, or jacket, on my chamber floor

;

If I could kiss a rosy, restless foot.

And hear its music in my home once
more

;

If I could mend a broken cart to-day,

To-morrow make a kite to reach the sky
There is no woman in God's world could say

She was more blissfully content than I.

But, ah! the dainty pillow next my own
Is faever rumpled by a shining head

;

My singing birdling from its nest is flown

—

The little boy I used to kiss is dead 1
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U
BAST'S WIFE.

P in early morning light,

Sweeping, dusting, " setting right,"

Oiling all the household springs.

Sewing buttons, tying strings.

Telling Bridget what to do.

Mending rips in Johnny's shoe.

Running up and down the stair.

Tying baby in his chair.

Cutting meat and spreading bread.

Dishing out so much per head,

Eating as she can by chance,

Giving husband kindly glance,

Toiling, working, busy life :

Smart woman,
Dan's wife.

Upstairs, tossing to and fro.

Fever holds the woman low
;

Children wander, free to play,

When and where they will to-day,

Bridget loiters—dinner's cold,

Dan looks anxious, cross, and old
;

Household screws are out of place,

Lacking one dear, patient face

;

Steady hands, so weak but true-
Hands that knew just what to do,

Never knowing rest or play,

Folded now, and laid away

—

Work of six in one short life :

Shattered woman,
Dan's wife.

Dan comes home at fall of night

—

Home so cheerful, neat and bright

—

Children meet him at the door,

Pull him in and look him o'er.

Wife asks "how the work has gone?
" Busy times with us at home !

"

Supper done—Dan reads at ease,

Happy Dan, but one to please.

Children must be put to bed

—

All their little prayers are said

;

Little shoes are placed in rows,

Bed-clothes tucked o'er little toes.

Busy, noisy, wearing life :

Tired woman,
Dan's wife.

Dan reads on, and falls asleep,

See the woman softly creep
;

Baby rests at last, poor dear.

Not a word her heart to cheer
;

Mending-basket full to top

—

Stockings, shirts, and little frock

—

Tired eyes and weary brain.

Side with darting ugly pain

—

"Never mind, 'twill pass away !

"

She must work, but never play

;

Closed piano, unused books.

Done the walks to cosy nooks,

Brightness faded out of life

:

Saddened woman,
Dan's wife.

I I-OVE YOU.

SHE climbed upon my willing knee.

And softly whispered unto me,
'

' I love you. '

'

Her dainty arms were around my neck

;

Her sunny curls were in my face
;

And in her tender eyes I saw
The soul of innocence and grace.

And like a sunbeam gliding through

The clouds that hide the skies of blue,

Her smile found access to my heart.

And bade the shadows all depart.

O, moment of apocaly-pse.

In which I saw the stately ships.

That erstwhile sailed away from me.

Come riding back across the sea
;

I would you might return and stay

Within my lonely heart alway.

Ood bless the darling little child

Who looked up in my face and smiled.

And wrought into my heart a spell

More sweet than songs of Israel.

O, angels, listen while I pray

That you will make her life as sweet

As that brief moment was to me,

When'er I heard her lips repeat,

"I love you."
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THE BAia.An OF RVBIE BKIil..

HAVE you not heard the poets tell

How came the dainty Babie Bell

Into this world of ours ?

The gates of heaven were left ajar;

With folded hands and dreamy eyes,

Wandering out of Paradise,

She saw this planet, like a star,

Hungin the glistening depths ofeven,

—

Its bridges running to and fro.

O'er which the white-winged angels go,

Bearing the holy dead to heaven.

She touched a bridge of flowers,—those

feet.

So light they did not bend the bells

Of the celestial asphodels !

They fell like dew upon the flowers.

Then all the air grew strangely sweet

—

And thus came dainty Babie Bell

Into this world of ours'.

She came and brought delicious May.

The swallows built beneath the eaves
;

Like sunlight in and out the leaves,

The robins went the livelong day
;

The lily swung its noiseless bell.

And o'er the porch the trembling vine

Seemed bursting with its veins of wine.

How sweetly, softly, twilight fell

!

O, earth was full of singing-birds.

And opening spring-tide flowers.

When the dainty Babie Bell

Came to this world of ours !

O Babie, dainty Babie Bell,

How fair she grew from day to day

!

What woman-nature filled her eyes.

What poetry within them lay !

Those deep and tender twilight eyes.

So full of meaning, pure and bright,

As if she yet stood in the light

Of those oped gates of Paradise.

And so we loved her more and more
;

Ah, never in our hearts before

Was love so lovely born :

We felt we had a link between

This real world and that unseen

—

The land beyond the mom.
And for the love of those dear eyes,

For love of her whom God led forth

(The mother's being ceased on earth

When Babie came from Paradise),

—

For love of Him who smote our lives,

And woke the chords of joy and pain,

We said, Dear Christ

!

—our hearts bent

down
lyike violets afier rain.

And now the orchards, which were white

And red with blossoms when she came,

Were rich in autumn's mellow prime.

The clustered apples burnt like flame,

The soft-cheeked peaches blushed and

fell.

The ivory chestnut burst its shell.

The grapes hung purpling in the grange

;

And time wrought just as rich a change

In little Babie Bell.

Her lissome form more perfect grew,

And in her features we could trace,

In softened curves, her mother's face!

Her angel-nature ripened too.'

We thought her lovely when she came
But she was holy, saintly now :

—

Around her pale angelic brow
We saw a slender ring of flame.

God's hand had taken away the seal

That held the portals of her speech

;

And oft she said a few strange words
Whose meaning lay beyond our reach.
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She never was a child to us,

We never held her being's key,

We could not teach her holy things

;

She was Christ's self in purity.

It came upon us by degrees

:

We saw its shadow ere it fell,

The knowledge that our God had sent

His messenger for Babie Bell.

We shuddered with unlanguaged pain.

And all our hopes were changed to fears,

And all our thoughts ran into tears

Like sunshine into rain.

We cried aloud in our belief,

" O, smite us gently, gently, God !

teach us to bend and kiss the rod.

And perfect grow through grief. '

'

Ah, how we loved her, God can tell

;

Her heart was folded deep in ours.

Our hearts are broken, Babie Bell

!

At last he came, the messenger.

The messenger from unseen lands :

And what did dainty Babie Bell ?

She only crossed her little hands,

She only looked more meek and fair

!

We parted back her sUken hair.

We wove the roses round her brow,

—

White buds, the summer's drifted snow,—
Wrapt her from head to foot in flowers

;

And then went dainty Babie Bell

Out of this world of ours !

—T. B. Aldrich.

Now we maun totter down, John,
But hand in hand we'll go.

And sleep thegither at the foot,

John Anderson, my jo.

JOHN AirDERsour Mir jo.

JOHN Anderson, my jo, John,
When we were first acquent,

Your locks were like the raven,

Yourbonnie brow was brent

;

But now your brow is held, John,

Your locks are like the snaw
;

But blessings on your frosty pow,
John Anderson, my jo.

John Anderson, my jo, John,

We clamb the hill thegither

;

And monie a canty day, John,

We've had wi' ane anither

;

PHiiiip MY Kinre.

LOOK at me with thy large brown eyes,

Philip my king,

Round whom the enshadowing purple lies

Of babyhood's royal dignities

:

Lay on my neck thy tiny hand
With love's invisible sceptre laden

;

I am thine Esther to command
Till thou shalt find a queen-handmaiden,

Philip my king.

O the day when thou goest a-wooing,

Philip my king !

When some beautiful lips are suing.

And some gentle heart's bars undoing.

Thou dost enter, love-crowned, and there

Sittest love glorified. Rule kindly.

Tenderly, over thy kingdom fair,

Por we that love, ah ! we love so blindly,

Philip my king.

Up from thy sweet mouth,

—

vip to thy brow,

Philip my king

!

The spirit that lies sleeping, now
May rise like a giant and make men bow
As to one heaven-chosen among his peers :

My Saul, than thy brethren taller and
fairer.

Let me behold thee in future years ;

—

Yet thy head needeth a circlet rarer,

Philip my king.

—^A wreath not of gold, but palm, one day,

Philip my king

Thou too must tread, as we trod, a way

Thorny and cruel and cold and grey :

Rebels within thee and foes without,

Will snatch at thy crown. But march on,

glorious

Martyr, yet monarch : till angels shout

As thou sit'st at the feet of God victorious

" Philip the king !

"
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T'lNY slippers of gold and green,

Tied with a mouldering golden cord I

What pretty feet they must have been,

When Caesar Augustus was Egypt's Lord!

Somebody graceful and fair you were

!

Not many girls could dance in these

!

When did the Shoemaker make you, dear,

Such a nice pair of Egyptian ' threes.'

^-

f

Where were you measured ? In Sais, or On,

Memphis, or Thebes, or Pelusium?

—

Fitting them neatly your brown toes upon,

Lacing them deftly with finger and thumb

I seem to see you !—so long ago !

Twenty centuries^ess or more I

And here are the sandals
;
yet none of us know

What name, or fortune, or face you bore

!

878
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Tour lips would have laughed, with a

rosy scorn,

If the merchant or slave had mock. _

ingly said : fin

'The feet will pass, but the shoes they ^^
have worn

Two thousand years onward Time's

road shall tread,

And still he foot-gear, as good as new !' t

To think that calf-skin, gilded and

stitched,

Should Rome and her Caesars outlive

;

and you

Be gone like a dream from the world J^--"^ ,

you bewitched !

Not that we mourn you ; 'twere too absurd 1

You have been such a very long while away 1

Your dry spiced dust would not value a word

Of the soft regrets that a verse could say.

Sorrow and Joy, and Love and Hate,

If you ever felt them, are vaporized hence

To this odor—subtle and delicate

—

Of cassia, and myrrh, and frankincense.
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» Of course they embalmed you 1 But not

so sweet

Were aloes and nard as your youthful

glow

Which Amenti took, when the small

dark feet

Wearied of treading our Earth below.

Look^ It was flood-time in valley of

Nile,

Or a very wet day in the Delta, dear!

When your gilded shoes tripped their

latest mile

!

The mud on the soles renders that

fact clear.

You died believing in Horus and Pasht,

Isis, Osiris, and priestly lore
;

And found, of course, such theories

smashed

By actual fact, on the heavenly shorel

What next did you do ? did you trans-

migrate ?

Have we seen you since, all modern and fresh ?

Your charming soul—as I calculate

—

Mislaid its mummy, and sought new flesh.

You knew Cleopatra no doubt ! You saw

Anthony's galleys from Actium come!

But there 1—if questions could answers draw

From lips so many a long age dumb

—

I would not tease you for history,

Nor vex your heart with the men which were

;

The one point to know that would fascinate me.

Is, where and what are you, to-day, my dear !

Were you she whom I met at dinner last week.

With eyes and hair ofthe Ptolemy black.

Who still of this 'find ' in the Fayoum 'rt'ould speak.

And to scarabs and Pharaohs would carry us back ?

A scent of lotus around her hung

,

She had such a far-away wistful air

As of somebody born when the Earth was young,

And wore of gilt slippers a lovely pair

!
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Perchance you were married ? These
might have been

Part of your trousseau—the wedd-
ing shoes

;

And you laid them aside with the
lote-leaves green,

And painted clay gods which a
Bride did use.

,

fi And, maybe, to-day by Nile's bright
waters

Damsels of Egypt in gowns of

i

• Great-great-great-very-great grand-

daughters

—

Owe their shapely insteps to you I.

But vainly I knock at the bars of the Past^

Little green slippers with golden strings I

For all you can tell is that leather will last

When loves and delights and beautiful things-

Have vanished, forgotten ! Nay, not quite that i

I catch some light of the grace you wore
When you finished with Life's daily pit-a-pat,

And left your shoes at Time's bed-room door

!

You were bom in the Old World which did not.

doubt

;

You were never sad with our new-fashioned

sorrow

;

You were sure, when your gladsome days ran out,

Of day-times to come, as we of to-morrow !

Oh, dead little Maid of the Delta 1 I lay

Your shoes on your mummy-chest back again.

And wish that one game we might merrily play

At ' Hunt-the-slipper '—to see it all plain I

Schooner yacht " Hadassah," July, 1888. Edwin Arnold..
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our THE SHORES OF TEimrESSEE.

"tI/TOVE my arm-chair, faithful Pompey,
-Wi In the sunshine bright and strong,

For this world is fading, Pompey,

—

Massa won't be with you long

;

And I fain would hear the south wind

Bring once more the sound to me,

Of the wavelets softly breaking

On the shores of Tennessee.

" Mournful though the ripples murmur,
As they still the story tell.

How no vessels float the banner

That I've loved so long and well.

I shall listen to their music,

Dreaming that again I see

Stars and stripes on sloop and shallop

Sailing up the Tennessee.

"And, Pompey, while old massa's waiting

For Death's last despatch to come.

If that exiled starry banner

Should come proudly sailing home,
You shall greet it, slave no longer ;

—

Voice and hand shall both be free

That shout and point to Union colors

On the waves of Tennessee."

'
' Massa's berry kind to Pompey

;

But ole darkey's happy here.

Where he's tended corn and cotton

For 'ese many a long gone year.

Over yonder Missis' sleeping,

—

No one tends her grave like me
;

Mebbie she would miss the flowers

She used to love in Tennessee.

"'Pears like she was watching, Massa

—

If Pompey should beside him stay
;

Mebbe she'd remember better

How for him she used to pray
;

Telling him that way up yonder

White as snow his soul would be.

If he served the Lord of Heaven
While he lived in Tennessee."

Silently the tears were rolling

Down the poor, old dusky face.

As he stepped behind his master.

In his long-accustomed place.

Then a silence fell around them.

As they gazed on rock and tree

Pictured in the placid waters

Of the rolling Tennessee.

Master, dreaming of the battle

Where he fought on Marion's side.

When he bid the haughty Tarleton

Stoop his lordly crest of pride.

Man, remembering how yon sleeper

Once he held upon his knee,

Ere she loved the gallant soldier,

Ralph Vervair, of Tennessee.

Still the south wind fondly lingers

'Mid the veteran's silver hair

;

Still the bondman close beside him
Stands behind the old arm-chair.

With his dark-hued hand uplifted,

Shading eyes, he bends to see

Where the woodland, boldly jutting,

Turns aside the Tennessee.

Thus he watches cloud-bom shadows

Glide from tree to mountain crest.

Softly creeping, aye and ever.

To the river's yielding breast.

Ha ! above the foliage yonder

Something flutters wild and free !

"Massa ! Massa ! Hallelujah !

The flag's come back to Tennessee !

"

" Pompey, hold me on your shoulder,

Help me stand on foot once more,

That I may salute the colors

As they pass my cabin door
;

Here's the paper signed that frees you.

Give a freeman's shout with me,

—

' God and Union ! ' be our watchword.

Evermore in Tennessee.'

'

Then the trembling voice grew fainter,

And the limbs refused to stand
;

One prayer to Jesus—and the soldier

Glided to that better land.

When the flag went down the river,

Man and master both were free.

While the ring-dove's note was mingled

With the rippling Tennessee.
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THE PICKET-OITARD.

a A LI/ quiet along the Potomac," they

A say,

"Except now and then: a stray picket

Is shot, as he walks on his beat, to and fro.

By a rifleman hid in the thicket.

'Tis nothing—a private or two, now and

then,

Will not count in the news of the bat-

tle

;

Not an officer lost—only one of the men.
Moaning out, all alone, the death-rat-

tle."

All quiet along the Potomac to-night.

Where the soldiers lie peacefully dream-

ing;

Their tents, in the- rays of the clearautumn
moon,

Or the light of the watch-fires are gleam-

ing.

A tremulous sigh, as the gentle night-

wind
Through the forest leaves softly is creep-

ing
;

While stars up above, with their glittering

eyes

Keep guard—for the army is sleeping.

There's only the sound of the lone sentry's

tread,

As he tramps from the rock to the foun-

tain,

And thinks of the two in the low trundle-

bed,

Far away in the cot on the mountain.

His musket falls slack—^his face, dark and
grim,

Grows gentle with memories tender,

As he mutters a prayer for the children

asleep,

—

For their mother—may Heaven defend
her.

The moon seems to shine just as brightly

as then,

That night, when the love yet unspoken,

Leaped up to his lips,—when low, mur-
mured vows

Were pledged to be ever unbroken.

Then drawing his sleeve roughly over his

eyes,

He dashes off tears that are welling.

And gathers his gun closer up to its place.

As if to keep down the heart-swelling.

He passes the fountain, the blasted pine-

tree

—

The footstep is lagging and weary
;

Yet onward he goes, through the broad

belt of light,

Toward the shades of the forest so dreary.

Hark ! was it the night-wind that rustled

the leaves ?

Was itmoonlight so wondrously flashing ?

It looked like a rifle
—" Ha ! Mary, good-

by!"
And the life-blood is ebbing and plashing.

All quiet along the Potomac to-night

—

No sound save the rush of the river

;

While soft falls the dew on the face of the

dead,

—

The picket's off duty forever.
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SHIPS AT SEA.

I
HAVE ships that -went to sea

More than fifty years ago:

None have yet come home to me,

But keep sailing to and fro.

I have seen them, in my sleep,

Plunging through the shoreless deep.

With tattered sails and battered hulls.

While around them screamed the gulls.

Flying low, flying low.

I have wondered why they staid

From me, sailing round the world
;

And I've said, "I'm half afraid

That their sails will ne'er be furled."

Great the treasures that they hold,

—

Silks and plumes, and bars of gold

;

While the spices which they bear

Fill with fragrance all the air.

As they sail, as they sail.

Every sailor in the port

Knows that I have ships at sea.

Of the waves and winds the sport

;

And the sailors pity me.
Oft they come and with me walk,

Cheering me with hopeful talk,

Till I put my fears aside.

And contented watch the tide

Rise and fall, rise and fall.
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I have waited on the piers,

Gazing for them down the bay,

Days and nights, for many years,

Till I turned heart-sick away.

But the pilots, when they land,

Stop and take me by the hand.

Saying, "You will live to see

Your proud vessels come from sea,

One and all, one and all."

So I never quite despair,

Nor let hope or courage fail

;

And some day, when skies are fair.

Up the bay my ships will sail.

I can buy then all I need,

—

Prints to look at, books to read.

Horses, wines, and works of art.

Every thing except a heart

:

That is lost, that is lost.

Once when I was pure and young.

Poorer, too, than I am now,

Ere a cloud was o'er me flung.

Or a wrinkle creased my brow.

There was one whose heart was mine;

But she's something now divine.

And though come my ships from sea.

They can bring no heart to me.

Evermore, evermore.
—Robert Barry Coffin.

CARCASSO]<rNE.
From ike French of Gusiave Nadaud.

['M growing old, I'm sixty years;

I've labored all my life in vain;

In all that time of hopes and fears

I've failed my dearest wish to gain

I've seen full well that here below
Bliss unalloyed there is for none;

My prayer will ne'er fulfillment know^r
I never have seen Carcassonne,

I never have seen Carcassonne

!

You see the city from the hill,

—

It lies beyond the mountains blue,

—

And yet, to reach it, one must still

Five long and weary leagues pursue,

And to return, as many more

!

Ah, had the vintage plenteous grown

!

The grape withheld its yellow store,

—

I shall not look on Carcassonne,

I shall not look on Carcassonne

!

They tell me every day is there

Not more nor less than Sunday gay,—
In shining robes and garments fair

The people walk upon their way;
One gazes there on castle walls

As grand as those of Babylon,

—

A bishop and two generals.

I do not know fair Carcassonne,

I do not know fair Carcassonne

!

The "Vicar's right, he says that we
Are ever wayward, weak, and blind

;

He tells us in his homily

Ambition ruins all mankind

—

Yet could I there two days have spent

While still the autumn sweetly shone,

—

Ah me ! I might have died content

When I had looked on Carcassonne,

When I had looked on Carcassonne

!

Thy pardon. Father ; I beseech.

In this my prayer, if I ofiFend

!

One something sees beyond his reach

From childhood to his journey's end;

Mywife, our little boy Aignan,

Have travelled even to Narbonne,

My grandchild has seen Perpignan,

—

And I have not seen Carcassonne,

And I have not seen Carcassonne !

So crooned one day, close by Ivimoux,

A peasant, double-bent with age,

"Rise up, my friend," said I ;
" with you

I'll go upon this pilgrimage."

We left next morning his abode,

But (heaven forgive him!) halfway on,

The old man died upon the road

:

He never gazed on Carcassonne,

Each mortal has his Carcassonne !

THE RAIHr.

WE knew it would rain, for all the morn
A spirit on slender robes of mist

Was lowering its golden buckets down
Into the vapory amethyst

Of marshes and swamps and dismal fens.

Scooping the dew that lay in the flowers.

Dipping the jewels out of the sea.

To sprinkle them over theland in showers.

We knew it would rain, for the poplars

showed
The white of their leaves, the amber grain

Shrunk in the wind, and the lightning now
Is tangled in tremulous skeins of rain.

—T. B. Al,DRICH.
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AHI>Al.PHO]!r.

HAVE you read in the Talmud of old,

In the Legends the Rabbins have told

Of the limitless realms of the air,

Have you read it,—the marvelous story

Of Sandalphon, the Angel of Glory,

Sandalphon, the Angel of Prayer ?

How, erect, at the outermost gates

Of the City Celestial he waits.

With his feet on the ladder of light.

That, crowded with angels unnumbered,

By Jacob was seen, as he slumbered

Alone in the desert at night ?

The Angels of Wind and of Fire

Chant only one hymn, and expire

With the song's irresistible stress
;

Expire in their rapture and wonder,

J^s harp-strings are broken asunder

By music they throb to express.

3ut serene in the rapturous throng,

lUnmoved by the rush of the song.

With eyes unimpassioued and slow.

Among the dead angels, the deathless

Sandalphon stands listening breathless

To sounds that ascend from below ;

—

From the spirits on earth that adore,

From the souls that entreat and implore

In the fervor and passion of prayer

;

From the hearts that are broken with losses,

And weary with dragging the crosses

Too heavy for mortals to bear.

And he gathers the prayers as he stands,

And they change into flowers in his hands,

Into garlands of purple and red

;

And beneath the great arch of the portal.

Through the streets of the City Immortal

Is wafted the fragrance they shed.

It is but a legend, I know,

—

A fable, a phantom, a show.

Of the ancient Rabbinical lore

;

Yet the old mediaeval tradition,

The beautiful, strange superstition.

But haunts me and holds me the more.

When I look from my window at night,

And the welkin above is all white.

All throbbing and panting with stars,

Among them majestic is standing

Sandalphon the angel, expanding
His pinions in nebulous bars.

And the legend, I feel, is a part

Of the hunger and thirst of the heart.

The frenzy and fire of the brain.

That grasps at the fruitage forbidden.

The golden pomegranates of Eden,

To quiet its fever and pain.

—H. W. LONGBEI,W)W.
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OTER THE RITER.

OVER the river they beckon to me,

Loved ones who've crossed to the

farther side

;

The gleam of their snovyy robes I see,

But their voices are lost in the dashing

tide.

There's one with ringlets of sunny gold.

And eyes the reflection of heaven's own
blue

;

He crossed in the twilight gray and cold,

And the pale mist hid him from mortal

view.

We saw not the angels that met him
there

—

The gates of the city we could not see
;

Over the river, over the river,

My brother stands waiting to welcome

me.

Over the river the boatman pale

Carried another, the household pet

;

Her brown curls waved in the gentle

gale-
Darling Minnie ! I see her yet.

She crossed on her bosom her dimpled

hands,

And fearlessly entered the phantom
bark

;

We felt it glide from the silver sands.

And all our sunshine grew strangely

dark.

We know she is safe on the farther side.

Where all the ransomed and augels be

;

Over the river, the mystic river,

My childhood's idol is waiting for me.

For none return from those quiet shores.

Who cross with the boatman cold and

pale;

We hear the dip of the golden oars.

And catch a gleam of the snowy sail.

And lo ! they have passed from our yearning

hearts.

They cross the stream and are gone for aye.

We may not sunder the veil apart

That hides from our vision the gates of

day;

We only know that their barks no more

May sail with us o'er life's stormy sea
;

Yet, somewhere, I know, on the unseen

shore.

They watch and beckon, and wstit for

me.

And I sit and think, when the sunset's

gold

Is flushing river and hill and shore,

I shall one day stand by the water cold.

And list to the sound of the boatman's

oar
;

I shall watch for the gleam of the flapping

sail,

I shall hear the boat as it gains the

strand,

I shall pass from sight with the boatman pale

To the better shore of the spirit land.

I shall know the loved who have gone be-

fore.

And joyfully sweet will the meeting be,

When over the river, the peaceful river.

The angel of death shall carry me.

—Nancy A. W. Priest.
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AFTER THE BAI.1..

THEY sat and combed their beautiful hair,

Their long, bright tresses, one by one,

As they laughed and talked in the chamber
there.

After the revel was done.

Idly they talked of waltz and quadrille,

Idly they laughed, like other girls,

Who over the fire, when all is still.

Comb out their braids and curls.

Robe of satin and Brussels lace.

Knots of flowers and ribbons, too.

Scattered about in every place.

For the revel is through.

And Maud and Madge in robes of white.

The prettiest night-gowns under the sun,

Stockingless, slipperless, sit in the night.

For the revel is done,

—

Sit and comb their beautiful hair.

Those wonderful waves of brown and
gold.

Till the fire is out in the chamber there.

And the little bare feet are cold.

Then out of the gathering winter chill,

All out of the bitter St. Agnes weather,

While the fire is out and the house is still,

Maud and Madge together,

—

Maud and Madge in robes of white,

The prettiest night-gowns under the sun.

Curtained away fron» the chilly night.

After the revel is done,

—

Float along in a splendid dream.

To a golden gittern's tinkling tune.

While a thousand lustres shimmering
stream.

In a palace's grand saloon.

Flashing of jewels, and flutter of laces,

Tropical odors sweeter than musk.
Men and women with beautiful faces

And eyes of tropical dusk,

—

And one face shining out like a star,

One face haunting the dreams of each.

And one voice, sweeter than others are,

Breaking into silvery speech,

—

Telling, through lips of bearded bloom.

An old, old story over again.

As down the royal bannered room.

To the golden gittern's strain.

Two and two, they dreamily walk,

While an unseen spirit walks beside,

And, all unheard in the lovers' talk.

He claimeth one for a bride.

Oh, Maud and Madge, dream on together.

With never a pang of jealous fear !

For, ere the bitter St. Agnes weather

Shall whiten another year,

Robed for the bridal, and robed for the

tomb.

Braided brown hair, and golden tress.

There'll be only one of you left for the

bloom
Of the bearded lips to press,—

r

Only one for the bridal pearls,

The robe of satin and Brussels lace,

—

Only one to blush through her curls

At the sight of a lover's face.

Oh, beautiful Madge, in your bridal white,

For you the revel has just begun
;

But for her who sleeps in your arms to-

night

The revel of life is done !

But robed and crowned with your saintly

bliss.

Queen of heaven and bride of the sun,

Oh, beautiful Maud, you'll never miss

The kisses another hath won

!

—^NORA PERRY.
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WHAT MY liOVER SAID.

BY the merest chance, in the twilight

gloom,

In the orchard path he met me
;

In the tall, wet grass, with its faint perfume.

And I tried to pass, but he made no room.

Oh I tried, but he would not let me.

So I stood and blushed till the grass grew
red.

With my face bent down above it,

While he took my hand as he whispering
said

—

(How the clover lifted each pink, sweet
head,

To listen to all that my lover said
;

Oh, the clover in bloom, I love it!)

In the high wet grass went the path to hide.

And the low, wet leaves hung over
;

Eut I could not pass upon either side.

For I found myself, when I vainly tried,

In the arms ofmy steadfast lover.

And he held me there and lie raised my
head.

While he closed the path before me.

And he lookeddown intomy eyes and said

—

(How the leaves bent down from the boughs
o'er head.

To listen to all that my lover said.

, Oh, the leaves hanging lowly o'er me !)

Had he moved aside but a little way,
I could surely then have passed him

;

And he knew I never could wish to stay.

And would not have heard what he had to
say.

Could I only aside have cast him.
It was almost dark, and the moments sped,

And the searching ntght-wind found us,

But he drew me nearer and softly said
(How the pure, sweet wind grew still

instead,
'

To listen to all that my lover said
;

Oh, the whispering wind around us !)

I am sure he knew when he held me fast.

That I must be all unwilling
;

For I tried to go, and I would have passed,
As the night was come with its dew, at last.

And the sky with its stars was filling.

But he clasped me close when I would have
fled,

And he made me hear his story.

And his soul came out from his lips and
said

—

(How the stars crept out where the white
moon led.

To listen to all that my lover said
;

Oh, the moon and the stars in glory !)

I know that the grass and the leaves will
not tell,

And I'm sure that the -wind, precious
rover,

Will carry my secrets so safely and well

That no being shall ever discover

One word of the many that rapidly fell

FVom the soul-speaking lips ofmy lover

;

And the moon and the stars that looked
over

Shall never reveal what a fairy-like spell

They wove round about us that night in

the dell.

In the path through the dew-laden
clover.

Nor echo the whispers that made my heart
swell,

As they fell from the lips of my lover.

—HoMBR Greene.
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V^
k̂ WHCir MY SHIP WENT DOWN.

SANK a palace in the sea,

When my ship went down ;

Friends whose hearts were gold to me

Gifts that ne'er again can be

—

'Neath the waters brown.

There you lie, O Ship, to-day,

In the sand-bar stiff and gray !

You who proudly sailed away

From the splendid town.

Now the ocean's bitter cup

Meets your trembling lips
;

Now your gilded halls look up

From Disaster's grip.

Ruin's nets around you weave
;

But I have no time to grieve
;

I will promptly, I believe.

Build another ship.

—Wii,!, Carleton.
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AT THE BIAKINO OF THE HAY.

W:
HEN the whip-poor-wills are calling,

And the apple-blooms are falling,

With a tender tint forestalling

Summer's blush upon the grass
;

Where the little stars are keeping

Watch above the meadow sleeping.

And the jack-o'-lantern's peeping,

I will meet my bonnie lass.

I will seek her. I will find her.

I will slyly steal behind her
;

And with kisses I will blind her

Till she sets the happy day !

And when the barley's heading.

And the summer rose is shedding,

Oh, there '11 be a merry wedding
At the making of the hay !

—Samuel M. Peck.

" OOOD BTi:, GOD BliESS YOU."

I
LOVE the words—perhaps because.

When I was leaving mother,

Standing at last in solemn pause.

We looked at one another.

And I—I saw in mother's eyes

The love she could not tell me

—

A love eternal as the skies
;

Whatever fate befell me

;

She put her arms about my neck,

And soothed the pain of leaving.

And, though her heart was like to break,

She spoke no word of grieving
;

She let no tear bedim her eye,

For fear that might distress me.
But, kissing me, she said good-bye.
And asked our God to bless me.

—Eugene Field.

WHESr BABY WAS SICK.

"IXTHEN the baby wuz sick, I tell yeh the

Fergot 'et they ever could fly,

An' acted right like they wuz clipped i' the
wings.

The way they went crawfishin' by.
An' gran'pappy's clock on the landin', yeh

see

Ez yeh come up the steers fom the hall,
Pelt mean ez the rest o' the fambly an

strek
'Bout like it wuz ready to bawl.

When the baby wuz sick, thar wuz maw an'
paw.

An' sister an' me an' my wife,
Went tip-toein' round with faces ez peak'd
Ez a passel o' ghosts kem to life

;

An' we spoke in the way ye h've heerd
folks speak

In a room whar thar's somethin' dead.
An' the women folks sniffled a heap—an',

well

—

My eyes an' pap's wuz red.

When the baby wuz sick, our old maltee cat.

With the white strip cro.ssin' her face

Picked up an' put out, fer she seemed to

sense
Thar was somethin' wrong on the place.

An' the yeller houn' dog let loose an'

yowled
Thoo the hull of a night—the limb !

—

Tell I jes strek out an' natchelly wiped
The barnyard up with him.

When the baby wuz sick, an' the doctor
would come.

We'd all keepa-scrougin' around,

A-countin' our breaf, while he counted the
pulse,

Watching out ef he smiled or he frowned

;

An' the day when he 'lowed in his gruffy

old voice
Thet the danger wuz over an' done,

We gripped thet old man round the keen
an' we says,

" You're a angel ef ever wuz one !"

—Eva W. McGlasson.
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BATTL,E HYMBT OF THE REPUBI^IC.

MINE eyes have seen the glory of the

coming of the Lord
;

He is trampling out the vintage where

the grapes are stored
;

He hath loosed the fateful lightning of his

terrible swift sword

:

His truth is marching on.

I have seen Him in the watch-fires of a

hundred circling camps

;

They have builded Him an altar in the

evening dews and damps

;

I have read His righteous sentence by the

dim and flaring lamps
;

His day is marching on.

I have read a fiery gospel writ in burnished

rows of steel :

" As he deal with my contemners, so with

you my grace shall deal

;

I/Ct the Hero, born of woman, crush the

serpent with his heel.

Since God is marching on."

He has sounded forth the trumpet that shall
never call retreat

;

He is sifting out the hearts of men before

His judgment-seat

;

Oh ! be swift, my soul, to answer Him ! be
jubilant, my feet

!

Our God is marching on.

In the beauty of the lilies Christ was born
across the sea.

With a glory in his bosom that transfig-

ures you and me
;

As he died to make men holy, let us die to

make men free,

While God is marching on.

—Mrs. Julia Ward Howe.

THE BABY AND THE SOI.DIERS.

ROUGH and ready the troopers ride,

Great bearded men with swords by
side;

They have ridden long, they have ridden
hard.

They are travel-stained and battle-scarred

;

The hard ground shakes with their mar-
tial tramp,

And coarse is the laugh of the men in
camp.

They reach the spot where the mother
stands

With a baby clapping its little hands,
I/aughing aloud at the gallant sight
Of the mounted soldiers fresh from the

fight.

The captain laughs out : " I'll give you
this,

A handful of gold, your baby to kiss."

Smiles the mother :
" A kiss can't be sold,

But gladly he'll kiss a soldier bold."
He lifts the baby with manly grace
And covers with kisses its smiling face,

Its rosy cheeks and its dimpled charms,
And it crows with delight in the soldier'^

arms.

" Not all for the captain," the soldiers call

;

"The baby, we know, has one for all."

To the soldiers' breasts the baby is pressed
By the strong, rough men, and by turns

caressed

;

And louder it laughs, and the mother fair

Smiles with mute joy as the kisses they
share.

"Just such a kiss,'' cries one trooper grim,
" When I left my boy I gave to him ;

"

"And just such a kiss on the parting day
I gave to my girl as asleep she lay."
Such were the words of Oie soldiers brave,
And their eyes were moist as the kiss they

gave.
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WHESr THE FROST IS OUT THE
PUWKIJT.

WHEN the frost is on the punkin and
the fodder's in the shock.

And you hear the kyouck and gobble of

the struttin' turkey-cock,

And the clackin' of the guineys, and the

cluckin' of the hens,

And the rooster's hallylooyer as he tiptoes

on the fence
;

O its then's the times a feller is a-feelin' at

• his best,

With the risin' sun to greet him from -a

night of peaceful rest.

As he leaves the house, bare-headed, and

goes out to feed the stock.

When the frost is on the punkin and the

fodder's in the shock.

They's something kindo' harty-like about

the atmosphere

When the heat of summer's over and the

coolin' fall is here

—

Of course we miss the flowers, and the

blossoms on the trees.

And the mumble of the hummin'-birds and

buzzin' of the bees

;

But the air's so appetizin'; and the land-

scape through the haze

Of a crisp and sunny morning of the airly

autumn days

Is a pictur' that no painter has the colorin'

to mock

—

When the frost is on the punkin and the

fodder's in the shock.

The husky, rusty rustle of the tossels of
the corn.

And the raspin' of the tangled leaves, as
golden as the morn

;

The stubble in the furries—kindo' lone-
some-like, but still

A-preachin' sermons to us of the barns
they growed to fill

;

The strawstack in the medder, and the
reaper in the shed

;

The hosses in theyr stalls below—the clover
overhead !

—

O, it sets my heart a-clickin' like the tickin'

of a clock,

When the frost is on the punkin and the
fodder's in the shock !

—James Whitcomb Riley.

GtTDDI.E DOOBT.

The bairnies cuddle doon at nicht

Wi' muckle faucht an' din.

" Oh, try and sleep, ye waukrife rogues :

Your father's comin' in."

They never heed a word I speak.

I try to gie a froon
;

But aye I hap them up, an' cry,

" Oh, bairnies,- cuddle doon !

"

Wee Jamie wi' the curly heid

—

He aye sleeps next the wa'

—

Bangs up an' cries, " I want a piece"

—

The rascal starts them a'.

I rin an' fetch them pieces, drinks

—

They stop awee the soi:\n'

—

Then draw the blankets up, and cry,
'

' Noo, weanies, cuddle doon !
'

'

But ere five minutes gang, wee Rab
Cries oot, frae 'neath the claes,

"Mither, mak' Tam gie ower at ance :

He'skittlin' wi' his taes.

"

The mischief's in that Tam for tricks :

He'd bother half the toon.

But aye I hap them up, and cry,

"Oh, bairnies, cuddle doon !

"

At length they hear their father's fit

;

An', as he steeks the door,
They turn their faces to the wa'.
While Tam pretends to snore.

" Hae a' the weans been gude ? " he asks,

As he pits aff his shoon.
"The bairnies, John, are in their beds,

An' lang since cuddled doon."

An' just afore we bed oorsels.

We look at oor wee lambs.
Tam has his airm roun' wee Rab's neck,
Au' Rab his airm roun' Tarn's.

I lift wee Jamie up the bed,

An' as I straik each croon,

I whisper, till my heart fills up,

"Oh, bairnies, cuddle doon !

"

The bairnies cuddle doon at nicht

Wi' mirth that's dear to me
;

But soon the big warl's cark an' care

Will quaten doon their glee.

Yet, come what will to ilka ane,

May He who sits aboon
Aye whisper, though their pows be bauld,

"Oh, bairnies, cuddle doon! "

—Alexander Anderson.
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so SHE REFUSED HIM.

LAST night, within the little curtained
,

room
Where the gay music sounded faintly

clear,

And silver lights came stealing through the

gloom,

You told the tale that women love to

hear

;

Yon told it well, with firm hands clasping

mine.

And deep eyes glowing with a tender

light.

Mere acting? But your prayer was half

divine

Last night, last night.

Ah, you had much to offer ; wealth enough
To gild the future, and a path of ease

For one whose way is somewhat dark and
rough

;

New friends—life calm as summer seas.

And something (was it love ?) to keep us

true

And make us precious in each other's

sights

Ah, then indeed my heart's resolve I

knew

!

Last night, last night.

Let the world go, with all its dross and
pelf!

Only for one, like Portia, could I say,

'I would be trebled twenty times myself.;"

Only for one, and he is far away

;

His voice came back to me, distinct

and dear.

And thrilled me with the pain of lost,

delight.

The present faded, but the past was
clear.

Last night, last night.

If others answered, as I answered then.

We would hear less, perchance, of
blighted lives

;

There would be truer women, nobler men.

And fewer dreary homes and faithless

wives.

Because I could not give you all my best,

I gave you nothing. Judge me—was I

right?

You may thank heaven, that I stood th&

test

Last night, last night.

I.AITGHINO IN HER SLEEP.
' CAUGHT my love reclining

Beside the ingle warm,
Her silken tresses twining
About her snowy arm,

A silver rippling murmur,
A dimple half a-peep.

Proclaimed my little sweetheart
Laughing in her sleep.

As she lay there a-dreaming,
Had Cupid crept a-near.

Beside the embers gleaming,
To whisper in her ear ?

Some plan for man's confusion.
Some plot for heartaches deep.

It filled her soul with rapture.
Laughing in her sleep.

Ah, woe betide the morrow
When she shall come to wake ;

My soul is wrung with sorrow
To think how hearts will ache.

For gallant beaux may tremble,
And pitying seraphs weep.

When Cupid talks with Beauty
Laughing in her sleep !

—S. M. Peck.
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"THE NORWAY SHEEP."

THE fierce wind breaking from his bond
comes roaring from the west

;

On every long, deep rolling wave the white •

horse shows his crest,

As if a million mighty steeds had burst
their master's hold

;

For the wild white sheep of Norway are

coming to the fold.

The storm-drum shows its warning sign
;

the sea-gulls swoop and cry
;

The fleecy clouds are driven fast across the
stormy sky

;

Along the sands the fresh foam-gouts in

ghastly sport are rolled
;

For the wild white sheep of Norway are
coming to the fold.

Wistful the fisher seaward looks, out from
the great stone pier,

Wistful he stands, the breakers' call along
the clifls to hear.

To hear across the flowing tide, the cease-
less rock-bells tolled.

While fast and fierce the Norway sheep are
coming to the fold.

'The wife and bairns will get no bread
from yonder sea," he thinks,

As his idle coble by the staithes strains at
its cable's links

;

Small use to bait the lines, or seethe broad,
brown sails unrolled.

When the wild white sheep of Norway are
coming to the fold.

"God guard the ships at sea to-night !" the

j
stern old sailors say,

1 Straining keen eyes across the waste of
fc heaving, tossing spray, •

j!
Recalling many a bitter night of storm and

: dread of old.
When the wild white sheep of Norway

were coming to the fold.

Oh
! there is many an aching heart, here in
the red-roofed town,

As wives and mothers hear the blast come
wailing from the down

;

Who knows what tale of death or wreck
to-morrow may be told?

For the wild white sheep of Norway are
coming to the fold.

TIDES.

IN my innermost soul is a deep, deep sea^

Never furrowed by stately ships
;

Where many a pleasure, many a pain,

In their shotted shrouds for ages have lain

Where the sea-gull never dips.

There are tides to this sea which ebb and
shift

At the wave of Memory's hand
;

And I would I could close my eyes to the:

drift,

Thfe waves with their cruel fingers lift,

And leave, in their flow, on the sand !

There are memories, buried fathoms deep,

Lying, all bare, on the beach
;

There are withered flowers I thought I hadl

hurled

To the uttermost depths of that sunless-

world,

Where the plummet could never reach.

There are bundles of letters, tied with blue,.

Throbbing a faint perfume

Of love which the water could never drown,

Though it plunged their sunny sweetness-

down
To a drear and flowerless tomb.

And the surges which break on that Ivethean.

reach

Leave the seaweed writhing there
;

But the sea-weed that strands on that lonely-

shore

—

Sad flotsam from the nevermore

—

. Is wavy and brown—like hair.

It ***** *

Would God that the croon of this sea might

cease
;

That its billows might sing instead

;

That its tides might sleep forever ;—or yet,.

From its sobbing caverns of dull regret,

The sea might give up its dead !

—Jui,ius Dexter.
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WHITTIER'S CEjrTEJUjriAI. POEM.

THE sword was sheathed ; in April's sun

Lay green the fields by Freedom won.

And severed sections, weary of debates,

Joined hands at last and were United States.

O City sitting by the Sea !

How proud the day that dawned on thee,

When the new era, long desired, began.

And, in its need, the hour had found the
man !

One thought the cannon salvos spoke
;

The resonant bell-tower's vibrant stroke,

The voiceful street, the plaudit-echoing
halls.

And prayer and hymn borne heavenward
from St. Paul's.

How felt the land in every part

The strong throb of a nation's heart.

As its great leader gave, with reverent awe.

His pledge to Union, Liberty, and Law !

That pledge the heavens above him heard.

That vow the sleep of centuries stirred
;

In world-wide wonder listening peoples bent

Their gaze on Freedom's great experiment.

Could it succeed ! Of honor sold

And hopes deceived all history told.

Above the wrecks that strewed the mourn-
ful past,

AVas the long dream of ages true at last?

Thank God ! the people's choice was just.

The one man equal to his trust.

Wise beyond lore, and without weakness
good,

Calm in the strength of flawless rectitude !

His rule of justice, order, peace,

Made possible the world's release
;

Taught prince and serf that power is but a
trust,

Ai;d rule, alone, which serves the ruled, is

just;

That Freedom generous is, but strong

In hate of fraud and selfish wrong.

Pretence that turns her holy truths to lies.

And lawless license masking in her guise.

Land of his love ! with one glad voice

Let thy great sisterhood rejoice
;

A century's suns o'er thee have risen and set,

And, God be praised, we are one nation yet.

And still, we trust, the years to be

Shall prove his hope was destiny,

Leaving our flag with all its added stars

Unrent by faction and unstained by wars

!

Lo ! where with patient toil he nursed

And trained the new-set plant at first,

The widening branches of a stately tree

Stretch from the sunrise to the sunset sea.

And in its broad and sheltering shade.

Sitting with none to make afraid,

Were we now silent, through each mighty
limb

The winds of heaven would sing the praise

of him

Our first and best !—his ashes lie

Beneath his own Virginian sky.

Forgive, forget, O true and just and brave,

The storm that swept above thy sacred
grave

!

For, ever in the awful strife,

And dark hours of the Nation's life,

Through the fierce tumult pierced his warn-
ing word.

Their father's voice his erring children
heard

!

The change for which he prayed and
sought

In that sharp agony was wrought

;

No partial interest draws its alien line

'Twixt North and South, the cypress and
the pine.

One people now, all doubt beyond.

His name shall be our Union-bond

;

We lift our hands to Heaven, and here and
now,

Take on our lips the old Centennial vow.

For rule and trust must needs be ours

;

Chooser and chosen both ate powers

Equal in service as in rights ; the claim

Of Duty rests on each and all the same.

Then let the sovereign millions, where
Our banner floats in sun and air.

From the warm palm-lands to Alaska's cold,

Repeat with us the pledge a century old

!

—J. G. Whittier.
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ACQiTAiNTAiJOR. IntlmaoT, oosnbanoe, oompaniomhip.
AogciKBoii, agree, acoede, auent, oomply, oonsont.
AoQBiKH, get, obtain, attain, prooure, earn, Booure.
AojBlRKMBXT, aooomplishmont, aoquisition, attainmone.
ACQUIT, pardon,_forgive, discharge, get free, clear, atooive.
AoitiMosiODs, stmging, pnngent, acid, sliarp, acrid.

a™.'!!'"'?' ^"'°"'?','^."''''''yi'>»"''neBS, pungency, virulence.

4 J
"vely, sprightly, agile, nimble, brisk, vigilant.ABJOroOir. leave forsake, desert, relln,ni»h, toroM. Aor, do. op.rito, make, POT&^play'ens^t

^^
ABAOTOmu), wicked, reprobate, profligate, corrupt, aepraved. AcnOK, deed, aohiovement. exploit, fettle, engagementJLbahdonuent. leavme, doaertion, ronunoiation. defeotion.
Abab>, lower, humblo^ humiliate, degrade, disKraoe.
Ababeuent, deeredation, degeneracy, humiliation.
Abash, bewilder, disconoert, disoompose, oonfuae, shame.
Abatb, lessen, diminifih, reduoo, deoroase.
Abbbbviatb. shorten, abridge, condense, contraot. curtail,
Abdicate, resign, renounce! forsake, forego.
.Abduct, kidnap, carry off.

Abbt, help, encourage, instigate, incite, stimulate, aid, assist, Additional, extra, added, Bupplemental,

ACTUAL, real, positive, genuine, certain.
ACTUATR. move, impel, instigate, induce, prompt, persttudo.
AOUTB, shrewd, keen, intelligent, penetrating, piercing,
AccTRSKss, acumen, penetration, ingenuity,
ADAOK, saying, mnxim. aphorism, proverb, oy-word.
Adapt, aooommodate, suit, fit, conform.
Addtctrd, devoted, wedded, attached, enven np to, dedicated.
Additioit, inorease, aoeession, augmentation, reinforoement.

Abettor, accessory, accomplice, instigator, associate.
Abetancb, suspense.
Abhob, hate, detest, abominate, loathe.
Abide, stay, dwell, tarry, remain, await, sojourn.
Abidihq, permanent, durable, lasting, constant.
Abiutt, capability, talent, qualification, aptitude, skill.
Able, powerful, skillful, competent, efficient, oapaole.
ABLnTios, oleansing, washing.
Abnormal, anomalous^ unnatural, irregular, unusual.
Abodb, residence, habitation, dwelling.
Abolish, destroy, abrogate, annul, annihilate.
Abouinable, detestable, odious, vile, execrable.
Abokinatr, dislike, abhor, loathe, detest, nauseate.
Abobiqinal, primitive, first.

Abound, to be prevalent, abundant. ^
Abbidor, abbreviate, curtail, restrirt, epitomize.
Abrtdoubnt, summary, synopsis, compendium.
Abrupt, steep, sudden, sharp, harsh.
Abscond, run off, steal away, decamp, bolt.
Absbnt, a, inattentive, abstracted, listless, dreamy
Absolute, unconditional, despotic, arbitrary, imperious
Absolve, acquit, liberate, release, for^ve.
Absorb, engrotts, engulf, imbibe, merge.
Abstain, retrain, forbear, desist, wimhold.
Abstemious, moderate, sober, temperate.
Abbtbact, a. summary, compendium^ abridgment, epitome.
.Abstbaot. e. draw from, steal, purloin, remove.
Abstbusb, recondite, profound, hidden.

Address, taet, skill, ability, dexterity,de'portment,demeanor.
.^dhrrbkcb, attachment, fidelity, devotion, ondearmont.
AoHERKNT, follower, partisan, pupil, disciple.
Adhesiov, adherence, attachment, fidelity, devotion.
Adieu, good-bye, farewell, leave-taking, valediction.
Adjacent, near to, contiguous, bordering, neighboring.
Adjourn, defer, prorogue, postpone, delay.
Adjunct, api)endiige,appurtentLncc,appendancy, dependency.
.\djust, set right, accommodate, adapt, nrrnngo, settle.
Administer, nerve, supply, afford, oontribute.
.^dmirablb, Rtriking, surprising, wondoriul, onto^ilshlng.
Adhonition, warning, notice, caution.
Adopt, take, assume, appropriate, uhoose.
Adorn, beautify, decorate, embollish, ornament.
.^DBOIT, skillful, clever, dexterous, expert.
'Adulator, flatterer, parasite, toady.
.Adulterate, corrupt, contaminate, vitiate.
Advance, brinf: forward, adduce. asHign, allege.
AnvANCEaENT, preferment, promotion, progrtst".
Adtantagb, benefit, good, profit, avail, utility, service.
Adtantaorous, beneficial, profitable, salutarj'.
Advrnturr, incident, occurrence, oauualty, accident, event.
Advbntubous, bold, enterprising, daring, rash, fnolnardy,
A-OVRRSARV, Opponent, antagonist^ enemy, foe.
Advbrsr, contrary, opposite, hostile, repugnant.
Advbhsitt, misfortune, affliction, calamity, disaster.
Advrrt, notice, attend to, regard, observe.
Advbrtish, publish, announce, proclaim, promulgatot

Absued, Billy, fooli^, preposteroua, ridionlouEi, unreasonable.Adtior, ooun.sel, informatioA, reflection, considcmtiou,
.Abundancr, plentv, competency, FuBioiency.
Abundant, copious, ample, plentiful, plenteomt.
.Abuse, v. asperse, vilify, calumniate, slander. ALiparage.
Abusk, *. scurrility, contumely, obloquy, vituperation.
AccEDB. consent, acquiesce, agree, oonour, approve.
Accelerate, hasten, hurry, expedite, quickon, dospatoh.
AccBPT, receive, take, admit.
AocBPTABLR, agreeable, pleasing, gratifying, welcome.
.AcceptATio^r, meaning, eignifioation, significance.
Access, admission, approach, avenue, admittance.

Adtiss, acquaint, inform, communicate, notify, tell.
AdtooatE; counsel, defender, upholder.
Arbial, airy, light, volatile.'.ethereal, empyronl.
Afpabilitt, courteousness, courtesy, urbanity, politcncsii.
Affair. business, matter, question, subject, aonuern.
^TPEfTF, influence, act upon, feign, pretend, asnumc,
AFFBcrriNO, touching, patbette, melting, moving.-
Ajtbction, fondness, attachment, kindness, love, tnndemoM
AiTECTiONATR, loviu^, attached to, fond, kind, tender, filial
ApyiNTTY, relationship, alliance, kin, kindred, relation.

Aocrasiox, increase, augmentation, enlargement, addition. Affirm, swear, assert, OAsovcrato, declare, aver, protest.
.AcciDEXT, casualty, inoident, contingency, adventure, chance Affirmation, asseveration, jprotcstation, declaration.
AcoLAMATioN, applause, shouting, cheering, triumph. Affix, attach, annex, Rubjoin, oonneot. adjoin.

Afflict, grieve, give pain , difttresn, tronlile, torment, ogoniztL
.iFFLiCTiKa, grievous,unhappy.)iainfuI.disa8troua,calHmitou9,
,AfPLUENCR, opulence, wealth, richnn. nlmnHnnno Invitrinnfta

Appord, communicate, bestow, grant, confer, spare. ^

Akprat, brawl, quarrel, contention, alteroatiour contest,

Akprioht, frighten, terrify, appal, overawe, dismay, daunU-
Affront, injiu^ wrong, insult, offense, outrage.

Afbaid, timid, fearful, timorQua, faint-hearted.

Afterwards, hereafter, subsequently, ultiinntcly,

AoB, period, time, date, generatimtt era, opoeli, uoaade.
AdBD, old, elderly, Benilo^anile.
Aqenoy, instrumentality, influence, operation, managomenu
Aograndizk, exalt, promote, prefer, advance, oloviitp.

AooRArATR, irritate, provoke, nottle, exiuiporute, ouiiaDCft

Aggrroatr, «. total, entire, complete, the whrdu.

Agorboatb, 0. heap up, amaus, accumulato. get together,

AoGBESHioN, encroachment, assault, attack, olfuoso, luvuslon.

AoGBiBVK, injure^ wrong, inflict hardsbi)i.

Agile, lively, sprightly, nimble, brisk, uuiclf.siwtpIg.proupCi

Agitate, convulse, disturb, stir. move, snuko. UM'illato.

Acclivity, ascent, rise^ incline.
AcooMMODATR, adapt, adjust, fit, suit, serve, supply, furnish.
Accompany, attend, go with, escort.
Accuuplick, confederate, accoHsory, abettor, asdistant.
.Accomplish, to do, effect, achieve, complete, consummate.
AccoMPUSHMKXT, attainment, qualification, acquirement.
.Accord, grant, allow, admit, eonoede.
-Accost, ualuto, address. Bpeq.k to, stop, greet.
AccotrNT, V. rookon. compute, calculate, estimate.
.Account, t. narration, relation, recital, reckoning.
.Accountable, answerable, amenable, reaponsibic, liable.
AccouTRR, arm, equip, fit oot, furnish with armd.
AccuHULATR. bring to^^er, amass, collect, gather.
AoouMULATiosf, colleution, store, mass, ooncentraUoo.
Accurate, correct, exact, precipe, nice, truthful.
.Accusation, charge, impeaohment. imputation.
Accustom, use, inure, babitiiate, familiarize.
Acerbity, asperity, sharpnesK, aorimony. ,

—

, „, --

AoHiRVB, to do, accomplish, effect, fulfill, exeaute, gain, vIuAgile, lively, sprightly, nimble, brisk,

Achibvrmen't, feat, exploit, attainment, performanre. Agitate, convulse, disturb, stir. movo._c>tunu, wr-< .»|.w.

AcKN-owLEDos, admit, confess, own. ai-ow, concede. Aqitation, perturbation, emotion, trepidiitioii, tliroli, thrill*

•AoqrAiNT, inform, Rppriae^ notify, rommunieato. Agonize, distress, rack, tortarv, Mrithet cxorucnilo, paia,^

399
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Agont» aneuish* pan^, ihroe. pain* distreas, sufferlne.vroe. /lp^oxht, ohsi^, allot, ardiiin. tlepute, prescribe.
Agreb* consentt oRSeat, oocede, aiH^niesoe, coioply* comcide. AppoRTUtK, distribnte^ allot, apiirupriate.
Agrbrable, gratifying.pleasing.amiable.welcome,aecBptabicApposiTB. miitable. apt. fit. proper, meet, relevant, pertinent
Agbbbhbnt. coincidence, compact, contract. couventioUf bor-AppRRriATR, value, reckon, jirize, esteem.

gain, covenant* harmony, unison. Afprriikxd, take, arrest, think, imagine, dread, understand..
AtD( o. help, assist. relieTe* forward, conduce. xaciUtato. Apprisr, a<>i(naint. notify, inform, disclorte.
.-_ _ .. >. — 1. ...««». .„ii«f h«in AppBOBATKtx. approval, concurrence, awpcnt, oonsenL

J\.pPBOPRiATR, V. adopt, assume, armgate, usurp.
Appbopriatb. a. peculiar, particular, exclusire. apt
Approval, assent, approbation, concurrence, consent.

Aid, «. assistance^ support, sustenance, succor, rohef, holp>

AiLiNO. unwell, sickb. diseased, ill.

Am, v. direct, point, level, endeavor to attain.

Aiu^ «. end, purpose, scope, design, intent, tendency.
AtR, look, nuen, aspect, manner, appearance.
Alacrity, agility, quicknesB, activity, promptitude.
Alarv, terror, fright, affright, dismay, consternation.

Albbt, agile, nimble, brisk, quick, lively, sprightly.

AUKNATR. estrange, withdraw from, transfer, a5<sign.

Allay, appease, assnage, soothe, solace, compose, calm.
^

Allbqe. amrm, declare, maintain, adduce, advance, assign. . „,,, , _,, „
Allrviatb, assuage, mitigate, soothe, solace, relieve, abate. Arbanor, place, assort, classify, regulate, dispose, adjust.
Alliance, union, connection, league, confederation. ^ ARBAKTr flagrant, heinona, flagitious, atrocious, monstroiu^
Allot, assign, apportion, appoint, distribute, allow, yicid.ARRAT, «. rank, order, dixposal, disposition, arrangement-

grant, permit, sanction, authorize.
Allowance, pay, wages, ^ant, stipend, salary.

Apt, fit, meet, suitable, putinent, prompt, ready.
Arritkabt. despotic, imperious, domineering, tyrannical.
Arbitrator, arbiter, judge, umpire, roferot*.

ASDEXT, eager, fervid, hot, fiery, glowing, pdwionate.
Above, disousH. dispute, debate.
Arisb. ascend, mount, scale, tower.

,
Arodsr. stir up, awaken, vivify, excite, etimnlate.

Abrat, v. range, place, draw up, marshal, dress, deck out.
Arrbrt, stop, apprehend, withhold, keep hack, restrain.
Arbogakcr. assumption, haughtiness, pride, loftiness.
Art. skill, tact, adroitness, expertness, cunning.
Artipicr, trick, stratagem, deception, cheat, deluiiiion.

Artlrss, fair, honest, ingenious, frank, candid, open.
AacBMD, climb, mount, rise, soar, tower, scale
AsosilDBycY, superiority, influenoe, authority, sway, mastery.,
AsE. request, solicit, beg, claim, invite, question.

.. - AsPEOt, light, view, appearance, air. look, mien.
AuABs.aooumutate, collect. gather, heap up, hoard, store up, Aspebitt, aoeriaity.harshn^is. pungency, tartness. ronghnctia.

Ajhaziitq, astonishing, wondrous, surprising, marveloos. Aspersr, malign, slandori traduce, defame, dij'parage.

AuBiODODB. Cfiuivocal. uncertain, vague, dubious. Assault, v. assail, attack, invade, enoonnter, storm.
Aurlioratb, improve, amend, better. Asrbhrlr. congregate, collect, gather, innstor, bring together.
AuEKABLB, responsible, accountable, answerable for. Assrmblt. group, company, muster, congregation, congress^
Ahend, mend, Detter,^improve. correct^ rectify, ameliorate. diet, council, convocation, meeting.

Allude, refer, insinuate, imply, intimate, sui^gesL

Allure, entice, attract, decoy, tempt, seduce
Alteration, ciiange, variation, transition, mutability.

AltbrcatioNj dispute, dissension, afEray, feud, quarrel.

Altitude, height, elevation.

Autoobther, wholly, totally, entirely, completely, utterly.

Always, continually, ever, constantly, eternally.

A valgahate. join, oompound. mix.

AuBNDS. compensation; recompense, reparation, atonement. Assent, consent, accede, acqaiesoB. oomjily, concur.
AmABLB, loving, pleasmg, enganng. Assert, affirm, declare, aver, protest, vindicate.
AmCABLB, friendly, social, sociable. AssroN , allege, advance, appoint, allot, apportion.
AuPLR, full, wide, spacious, capacious, extensi\-e. Assist, help. aid. co-operate, relieve, sdooor
Ai(FUFiaATiON.enlargement,exegosi8,expanBion,de\-elopuientAssiaTAKT, anxiliary, Delping, conducive, InBtmmental.
AmusbuenT; recreation, pastime, entertainment, sport. Associate, colleague, ally, partner, comrade, companion.
Analogy, similarity, punty. equality, resemblance. Association, company, society, union, fellowship.
Ancestry, lineage, familv. house, race, forefathers Assuaor. compose, calm, pacify, allay, soothe, conciliate*
Ancibnt, old-fashioned, old. antique, antiquated, obsoletu. appease, mitigate, allermt". palliate, mollify.
Anger, v. vox, exasperate, enrage, irritate, incense. Absuhr, pretend to, arrogate, usurp, appropriate, ^eot.
Anorr. «. wra^. passion, rage, iury, indiguation, ire. cholor, Asbpbance, confidence, effrontery, impudence.

exasperation, irritation, resentment, pique. AsTomsHiNO. surprising, wonderxul. stritcing, admirablo.
Angry, passionate, choleric, hasty, hot. moody, inoeniicd. Athletic, stalwart, powerful, brawny, muscular, robust.

enraged, provoked, galled, nettled, piqued, wrathful. Atbociocs, heinous, flagrant, notorious, monsbous.- _ .. ._ .Pi.
Anguish, woe, agony, pain, distress, suEferluf.
Aniuatb. cheer, enliven, inspire, enconntge, inspirit.
Animating, inspiring, exhilerating, inspiriting.
Anihatiun, life, vivacitr, spirit, buoyancy, elasticity.
Animosity, enmity, malignity, hostility, antagonism.
Annals, chronicles, records, registers, historical aocountd.
Annex, add, attach, affix, append, adjoin.
Akxiuilatb, detttroy, annul, extinguish. nu1Ii&.
Announce, publish, advertise, proclaim, report, notify.
Annoy, vex, tease, chafe, molest, incommode.
Annoyanob, trouble^ uneasiness, discomfort.
Annul, revoke, abolish, abrogate, repeat, cancel.
Anomalous, irregular, abnormal, eccentric.

'

Answbrablb, resfionfiiblo, accountable, amenable, suitable.
Antagonisu, hostility, animosity, enmity, opposition.
Antagonist, opponent, adversary, enemy, foe.

Attach, affix, fwpend, subjoin, annex, adjoin, connect.
Atta,oumrnt, affection, devotion, fondness, love.
ATTA.OK, V. assail, assault.
Attaiv, gain, get. procure, reach, arrive at, win, obtain.
Attbupt. effort, exertion, endeavor, essay, trial. experimenU
Attend, accompany^ escort, wait on, heed.
Attentitk. careful, intent, wistful.
Attest, testify, witness, prove.
Attibe. ». dretis, apparel, garments, clothes, habillmenti-
ATTiruDB, posture, gesture, gestionlation, action.
Attract, oraw^to, allure, entice, i^um, wheedle.
Attracting, winning, charming, fosoinatdng, bewltohing,
Attbibitts, quality, property, grace, accomplishment.
Audacious, assuming, forward, presomptnona.
AuGUBNT* increase, enlan;e, extend, stretch ont. spread oat
August, majestic, noble, dignified, stately,pompous.gorgeous*

A.VTAODNISTIO, hostile. Opposite^odvcrso, repugnant, contraty,AiisPiCES, proteotiouT favor, patronage, 'midiienoe, supporU
Antkriob, preceding, antecedent, prior fort^ing. Auapioioua. fortunate, favorable, propitious, lucky.
Anticipate, forestall, foretaste, prejudge. A-USterb, rigid, severe, rigorous, stem, harsh.
Antipathy, dislike, aversion, repugnance, hatred, hostility. ^Authoritativb, commanding, swaying.imperaflve.imperioui^
KsTvt'RYisiA, contrast, opposition.
Anxiety, care, solicitude. attenti___.
Apatiibtio. insensible, impassive, indiffercot.

Ape, mimic, mock, imitate.
AppAL, affright, dismay, terrify, frighten, scare.
Apparent, visible, palpable, clear, plain, ovideat, distinct.
Appeal, refer. Invoke, invocate, call upon.
Apprabakcr, air* look, aspect, manner, mien.
Appeasr, pacify, quiet, calm, compose, twotho.

Appellation, name denomination, cognomen.
Applai'D. praise, extol, commend, approve.
Applause, vn* Acelamation,

__ _ . AuTHOBiSKO, accredited, empowered, eonunissioned.
Anxiety, care, solicitude, attention, Inteutnesti, eugemeiw. Authority, wei^t, force, power, domination, supramaoy.
APATiicTin. insonaibl^. iinnaasive. indlfferctK. AuxiLiABY, assistant, helping, furthering, instmmeutaL

Avail, advantue, profit, use. benefit, service, utility.
Available, profitable, advantageous, nsefuli beneficiaL
AtABIDE, oovetousnesB, cupidity, ffreediness.
AvEBSX, adverse, hostile, relnotant, nnwilUng, backward.
Atebbion, dislike, antipatiby, hatred, repugnancR. distaste*
AvooAnoN, employment, oooopation, profession, trade.
Avow, declare, acknowledge, recognize, own. oou^emb.
Awaken, arouse, etir up, excite, vivify.

^ Award; adjudgCj adjudicate, indge, determine.
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AWARR. known, sanrfhliH consoidua, coffnunnt. Uo-XHT.Klors-, trlumpli, vaunt, bnic.

A^»r"^™CT^T''*;""*'"'*^'^®.'^^.""*^?''''?!^'^**'^ IJovHTixd. vauutinK. OBteiitation.lras, bravado/Awry, crookod, wry, bont. curved, inflooted, obi\,iiio. Bode, portend. anKer, preaaffo. forobo5e;Ktoken. threaten 1

T»AT» «-i»i,».i ^^n n«.«..«j V * 1 t I .
8*»'>l'-Y,oorporaI,ooiT>oreal, material, phyeioal.

8™, ^ A^' r I
••™

«V*1.*
^'Mc™'' PPraioloan. noxlou*. BoisTBROua, violent, impaasionod, impetuouB, tnrbulent

'

BAPFI.B. deftat. dnw-jmflt, bewi der. Boi.n, fearleaa. daunfleaa, brave, Jariw. intrenid ImiuShmt.

ft^L^Jm^f^f.*! '7'»f'-«""««•>• odpriferooR. Borokr, edge. brim.Tim, vor«o. brink, marein. oonftne.

R^vSln «ln^ ;**• •"t^rt'tJnmont- fei-tival. Bousl. limit. ciromnHoribo, confine, rewtrictTrestraft.

r!»«^»'«^ ll'S^Jr^«^ii"^'*^I
don^ion. teariuK. BousDi-Eaa, uniimitod, unbounded, infinite, intenuinable.

B 2« ^{.^J?™*"' "r*^'*
merciloaf., romorsolew. Boostt, muniflcenoe* liberality, generosity charity.Barrlt, hardly, inerelr. «-antily. «ar«ely. Brakd. atiBinatize, denounoe, mark.

"«i «•

BARGAnt, agreement* stipulation, covenant, oontraot. Bbatado, brag, boast, boaatiug, vnuntlng.
gABB, badTlow, mean, gordid. ignoble, vilej oounterfeiL Bbavb, couraeoouu, chiralroug, daring. heroio,valiant.fearler.d.
ATTLR, combat, engagement, action, oonfliot. contest, fight. Brawxy, musouUr, athletic, sinewy, robuut, stalwart.

Bbar. hold np. BUfltaiu, aupi>urt, endure, carn^, maintain, uoa-Brra k. burst, reud, rack, violate, tranBgre8H,demoliah,destroy.
vey. transport, waft, aimer, tolerate, undergo. Brrbd, hatch, brood, incubate, bejfot, generate,

Bkarinq. manner, deportment, demeanor, behavior, condnot Brbvitt. shortnesa, conoiseuera, niooinotneBB.
BBAaTi'T, brutish, brutal, sensual. Brief, short, oonciae, ooinpendiouB, suooinot. Bummary.
Br\t, strike, knock, belabor, thump, oonqner, defeat Brkiht, clear, lucid, brilliant, luminous, radiant
Bkav. sweetheart, wooer, lover, auitor, fop, dandy, ooxoomb Brisk, aotlve, agile, nimble, lively, prompt, alert, vigorous.
BnAUTinrL, elegant, beauteoiu. handsome, fair, pretty. Brittle, fragile, frangible, frail.

BBATTirr, adorUj decorate, embellish, deck, ornament. Broad, wide, large, ample, expanded, extensive.
Bgcovinq, befitting, comely, decent, fit proper, suitaible. Broil, affray, fray, feud, quarrel, brawl, alterc&tion.
Bbu, ask, entreat, crave, solioit, bedee(ui, implore, eupplioate. BROKSN-nBARTRD. aisconaolate, inconsolable, desolate.
BmiN'N'iMa, oommenooment. outset openinir. Brook, endure, suffer, bear, submit to.

BKoriLR, amiue. entertain, deceive, mislead, Impose upon. Brothrrlt, fraternal, affectionate, kind.
''

Bbhaviob, conduct, carriage, demeanor, manner. BRvraR. break, (nush^ squeeze* mlverize. triturate.

Bbuold. see. look, discern, view, desoiy, ob8er\-c. ^Bbvkt, shook, onset, assault attack.
BRLiRr. faith, credence, trust reuance. conviction. Bbdtality, savageness. ferocity, barbarity.
Brlow, nndemeath, beneath, under, lower, inferior. Bbutmh. cruel, inhuman, meroileBS. barbarous, Kivoge.
BtWD. lean, inollue, distort stoop, descend, oondefwond. ^OD, Eprout, germinate, blpsaom, bloom, vhoot forth.

Brnepaotiox, gift donation, alms, charity. Buiu>, erect construct, raise, found.
Bbxbpiobnt. benevolent, bountiful, munificent Bulk, size, dimension, magnitude, greatnexs, bulkineiis.

BK-vRrrr. advantage, good, profit, service, ability, une. Buu.TiKa, blustering, bluff, burly, swaggering, hectoring.
BbnBvoLRXOB. beileficonoe, benignity, kindnexx. generosity. BDUWi.Be. citadel, fortress, fortification, rampart
Bkvios, benevolent kind, griboious, Dland, ^ood. Buotanoy. lightness, elasticity, animation, spirit, vlvaolty.

Bbnt,«. inclination, tendency, bias, propensi^, proneness. Bdrurk. load, onoumber, embarrass.
Bbrbavb, deprive, strip, divpossess, disarm, divest Burdensomb, neavy, weighty, bulky, grievous* onerous.
Bbbrbob. beg* entreet, crave, solicit, implore* supplicate. Burst, break, crack, split, rend.
Bbbbt, surround* encompass. embHrrasa. perplex. Burt, inter, inhume, entomb, immure.
BRTiHGa, early, soou. shortly, ere long. Bt axd Bt. anon, ehortly. ere long. soon.

Bbtorbx. augur, presage, forebode, imrtend. signify. Bystander, onlooker, spectator* beholder. obiK)r\'er.

Bbttbr, Improve, ameud. ameliorate, reform, recufy.
Bewail, waii, bemoan, lament mourn over. CABAL, combination, intrigue, faction, t^uHpIracy. plot.

Bewilder, otmfonnd. perplex, embarroBS. entangle* puasle. Cajolb, coax* wheedle, flatter, fawn.
BBmroH. enohaia. fascinatd. charm, enchant enamor. Ualauitous, disastrous, fatal, unfortunate, unlucky, Ul-fated*

BiAB. bent, inclination, tendency, partiality. Valoulatb, reckon, guess, suppose, compute, eetiiiitite.

BlCBBRrNa, wran^e, dispute, dissension, discord, trtnfe. Call back, retract, recant, reoall, revocate.

BtD* offer, proffer, tender, propose, call, invito, Mimmoo. Call toqethrr, convoke, assemble, muster, oolleot. gather.

BiDB, wait stay, remain, tarry* Call out, exclaim, cry out, ejaculate, announae, publish. '

tiLB. choler* anger, rage, fury. Indignation, p* •^lon. Called, named, termed, designated, denominatod. yclepoiL

IND, tie, restr&m. restrict, connect link, eii|[.i,e, oblige CALLrxo, «. employment, business, avocation, punniit. wcupap
BiNDiNO. valid, obligatory, atringent, constrainiDR. tion, trade, profession^ office, duty.
Bitteb, harsh, pungent poignant, stinging. Oalloub. hard, obdurate, impenitent, unfeeling, insensible,

i

Black, dark, murl^, pitchy, inky, Cimmeiian. Calm. v. allay, appease, hush, pacify, soothe, coidiiohq.

tLAOKEa, defame, calumniate, slander, scandalize, atrpmse. Calm, a, quiet, sereno. componed. tranquil, paoifiu, stul.

LAUABLB. culpable, censurable, reprehensible, reprovable yituusiATB, vilify, malign, slander, defame, disparage.

iBlahr, reprove, reprehend, censure, condemn, reproach. Calummiouis, slanderous, abusive, vituperative.

Blavrlrsr, guiltless* sinless* innocent, spotless. Oaluunt, slander, false aocutfation. aspersion, defamation.

Blaxo. soft, gentle, mild, kind, gracious, benijFD.benlgnaat. Cancel, blot out. obliterate, expunge, efface, wipe out rub

Blask. confused, dumbfounded, nonplussed, disconcerted. out, erase, abolish, repeal, revoke, destroy, nullify.

Blaot, b. blight, wither, shrivel, destroy Oawdid, fair, smccre* honest, open, artleaa, frank, piam.

Bl iTAJiT. noisy, clamorous, braying, bellowing, voolforoua. Oanvabs, disousa, contest, exanune, soIioit. apP'y,f«:
Blrmwh. v. stain, blnr. sully, spot, ruin, spoil, mar. Capablh, able, qualified, competent, ethoient sKiiirui*

Blbmmb. •. flaw, speck, spot. blur; detect, imperfection, fault Capaoioub. roomy, omnle, spMious. ,. . , .

Blbxd, mix. amalgamate, mingle. conimingIe,oompound.fuxB Capaoitt, capabili^, skill, abuity, tocuity, taient.

BLRaBKDXKSh, blifis. happiness* felicity, beatitude. Capeiob, freak, whim, humor, orotchet, lanoy.

Blihd. (.ightlesB. eyeless, unseeing; Captiods, touchy, testy, cross, pet^lant. peevish, fretful.

Bldw, eo*.tacy,felioitr, blessednew. bllsrfulnew. Captitatb, charm, enchant, enmpture. bewitoh, enamon
Bl»thb. go», blithesome, cheerful, mercy, sprightly.vlvaciou. Captivitt. impriBonment confinement bonOMe. slavery.

BuK-hHEAD* duDoe. dolt Captobb. catch, seize, grasp, arrest apprehend.

BuHtDT, gory, sanguinarv. ensanguined, murderous. Carb, onxiety. oonoern, attention, regara, caution.

BiMiDSKKD. oumage, slaughter, butchery* massncrc. Cabbeb* history, co^irse, race, pasBwe, me.
„i«.n™>wiiiat-

BuuiM, blossom, bud. sprout, germinate, shoot foi-th, Caeepul. attentive, anxious, l^w'i^l J?^™®?*? "^^^S^**-
Bu>T, rtain, blur, speck, flawrblemish, defect Caeblbbb, negligent heedlesa, thoughtless. remiSB, listiese.

B^.uT orT,enu&. expunge, oblltorate, canoel. efEaee. Carbsb. fondle, hug, embrace.
Bi-rpf, liluMterintc, burly, swaggering, hectoring, bullying. Cabhaob, butohery, bloodslited, slaughter, masfloore.
Bi-ciiOKR, mistake, error, delusion, hallucination. Carnal, fleshly, sensual, voluptuous, worldly.
IlLL-VT, puintloiw, obtude. edgelet<s, impolite, rough, mde. Cabriaqb, walk, deportment, gait, manner, veblole.
Xt.i"<TBitiyUj Bwaiffttiring, bullyiog. faouturin||. burly, bluff. Cabrt, bear, suBtain, coDvey. transport
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€arrt ok, oondaot, manage, reeralate, Sirect» wage. levy. 'Cloudt, dim, obaoore, flaric, dnskr. myBterious.
Casb, oonditioiit state, plieht, suit, process, caiue. Cluhst, awkward, unpolished, uncourtly, ponderons.
Oast dowk, disoouraged* dejected, dej>rea3ed, mQlonoholy. Clutch, srasp. lay hold on, oatch, Beize, enp.
Cast off, reject, forsake, abandon, discard, renounoe. Coagum.tb, tnioken, concrete, clot, curdle.
CASDALTTr acoidont, incident, occurrence, event, adTentarer Coaution, onion, allianoo, confederacy, leagae, combiaatloo-
Catalogue, list, roll, record, inventory, index. Coaxsh, rough, rude, rugged, gruff, harsh.
Catch, overtake,, grasp, seize, capture, giiii, snatch, arrest. Coax, cajole, wheedle, flatter.

Gatcbino, infectious, contagious, pestilential, miasmatic. Coeval, contemporaneous, c9t8mporary, contemporary.
Cause, a. motive, reason, incentive, effort.

, Coobsiit, forcible, strong, valid, irresistible, resistless.

XJausb, V, occasion, make, induce, onginate, evoke, incite. Coinoidb, agree, correspond, concur, acquiesce.
Caution, care, circmnspeotion, admonition, warning, notice. Coinoidbnce, concurrence, correspondence, agreement.
Cautious, careful, watchful, wary, vigilant, circumspect Colleague, fellow, compeer, companion.
Cavity, gap, hoUow, aperture, chasm, openmg.

^ oxhlUrate. animate, inspirit, enliven, comfort, solace
Ckasb, leave off, desist, discontinue, pause. C^kpulnbss, gaiety, mirtii, vfvaeitr, joviality.
Cede, give up, surrender, relinquisl^ quit, forego.

Chebeless coifortleas. deao ate. forlorn.
Celkbeatb, commend, applaud, laul, extol, magnify, glonfir gSlBfs^oS^TiS.^! n^e. foster, sustain.
Cblebeatkd, famous, renowned, far-famed, illustriona. Po™ ™iir^ii ri,H^^
CELKEiiT. .mioknoss, apsed. rapidity, yoloois. 8wite>|=8. Ch db

JJP[»/^,'^^^' «P^S^"f44„, t,^, „MefW^
CELK3TIA1, heavenly, divme, godlike, seraphic, angelio. n„mok Sirs aeleot option
CSKSUEB, o. blame, roproye, condemn, upbraid. r?n™B' ^efe? sele'o?S call pick
CSRKMONT, form. o\)servance, rite, solemnity. p2S™?;,'^J S^^^ ™m°it«r ' miolP
C.ETAIX, e'nre, nnfailing. seoure. real, actuaS. positive. gf^^cSoi ^^"*»K "iff^^^^ tiresome.

SS™VSf'<.^if^ASK,r^«^J*^" ClKCPMSTAKOE, ituatioB, conditioo, position, faot, incident

ffiirJaaste^..i»^». §™ "iSiSsi=si.?;t.»„. ,*»....«,-<.

CHisTBiiT oSitiao. comet, castigate, punish. Clevbe, riulltul, expert, dexterous, adroit.

«ll;!oLtt7S pralttle, pralte, baBblc iossin. Climb, get np, scale, mount, soar, tower, ascend.

Omui. n. defraud, gull, dupe, triok, ieoeive, delude. S"™;S? J'.™ i^iJi fe^^Jh
Chiat, .. deception, imposture, fraud, artifice, deceit, trick. S""!' ™'' ^f'"'' 5f

»'• o^m™'^
Ohick, curb, restrain, control, chide, reprove, rebuke. Cloak, mask, veil, cover, blind.

„ • t., " \
"

. , 1^ r. c _i I . Clog, encumber, burden, impede, embarrass, fetter.
Chkee, eihilaratej animate, inspirit, enliven, comfort, solace Close, r. conclude, shut, end, terminate, finish.
CHEEEPVLKias, gaiety, mirth, ijvajity, joviality. Cijia%. a. compact, solid, firm, dense.
Cheeeuss, oomforUess, desolate, forlorn. Clothes, garments, vestments, dress, habiliments, appareL
Cbewsk, nourish, nature, nurse, foster, snstam.

^^^^^^_ ^ raiment, vesture, drapery.
Chide, reprove, rebuke, reprimand. Cloudt, dim, obBOure, dark, dusky, mysterious.
Chief, principal, mlin, supreme, leader, head, chieftain. Clumsy, awkward, unpolished, uncourtly, ponderous.
Choice, rare, select, option.

. CLnroH. grasp, lay hold on, catch, seize, grip.
Choose, prefer, select, elect, call, pick. CoAom-ATB, tliioken, concrete, clot, curdle.
Chhokicle, record, register, enroll. Coalition, union, alliance, confederacy, league, combinatiou.
CiEOuiIocs, roundabout, tortuous.flexnous, tiresome. Cqaese, rough, rude, rugged, gruff, harsh.
QlEODLATE, spread, diffuse, disseminate, propagate. (joAX, ijole. wheedle, flatter.
ClEoniiaPECTlOB.oaution, watohfulness,.vigilanoe, wariness. OoBVAt. contemporaneous, ootemporary, contemporary.
Ceodmstakoe. situation, condition, position, faot, incident, coqekt forcible, strong, valid, ii¥eaisfli.le, resistless.
LITB, duote, adduce, summon, call OottOlDB. agree, correspond, concur, acquiesce.

r^ hJl'^- "u^^^"-
""Prteons obliging, urbane, well-bred ComoiDENOE, concurrence, correspoideSoe, agreement.

CiviLizB, polish. huu«nize, cultivate, refine. CoLLEAonE, fellow, oompeer, companion.Claim, e. ask, demand, challenge, call tor. plead.
^v*jkA»u., «..«.,, uumi/oor, uumpuumu.

Clamoe, outory, fnss, noise, hubbub, uproar. J/OMTODxd, «. medley, misoellauy, mUturr., amalgamutloii.
Clandestine, hidden, secret, private. OOMPRRHRsn, embrace, contain, ciiibocly. iu"hidp. conceive.
Glass. «. order, rank, degree, grade, category, caste, trib.- toMPREKEsaioj*. capscity, tapuliilitj', kninvlcdiicinteHigFnce,
Clause, stipulation, proviso, term, article. „ understanding.
Clean, v. cleanse, clarify, purify. Oompekhrssive, extensive, broad, wide.
Clear, n. absolve, acquit, liberate, deliver, release, set fre.*.

Oomprrsh. umideiiae. prena, Squeeze. •

Oleab, o. apparent, palpable, visible, obvious. plain, evident, J^omprisk, contaui. includj>. com^trehi'nd, oiubodj.
manifest, unmistakable, distinct, lucid, transparent tOMPROsrisB, coneedo, ininluiate, involvo, entangle. clllbllr^ll^K

CLEAELT.palpably,obviou3ly,distinctly,expIioitly,uitelliglbly. J;0m;-ui.3iox, eonstramt. fnri'o, roBriiiou.

Clemency, leniency, mercy, mildness, mitigation. Lomputr, catoulato, count, sum, jfcount. rate, moiiMire
Cleveb. skillful, expert, dexterous, adroit Co-mrapr, assouiate, oompnniou, ally.

Climb, get ap. scale, mount, soar, tower, ascend. Concral, hidp. necrete, disguise, dissomblp.
CUNO, hold, stick, adhere, attach- Conoede. give up, delivor, yield, allow, grnut. adnill

I Cup, cut. pare, iieel, diminish. Cokoritro, proud, vain. pgi>ti.4tical.

'Cloak, mask, veil, cover, blind. CoxcBlVE, tnitik of, imagine, supposp, uudurAfaud.
Cloq, encumber, burden, impede, embarrass, fetter Costceptios, notion, idea, tlioiighi, pprouptioii. aniiiTbi>iii.Ion
'Close, V. conclude, shut, end, terminate, finish. Oonoeen, atEair, buainesh. matter, rare, regard. iiium-phI.
Close, a. compact, solid, firm, dense. Con-obb»no, rPbpecting, rpgurding. rplativ to, ahum,
43LOTHE3, garments, vestments, dress, habiliment., apparel

,

Concert, c. contrive, deviKe, dewijm. manage.
attire, array, raiment, vesture, drapery. Concbbtkd. designed, wmiiglit onl. I'tudiptl, clahonitc
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CbsrisB, "brief, short, Pifecinct."'

Coxci'UDE, end, oloae, finish, tiTinitidte.''

j1'o>.-<:li:3IOn. end, upshot. I'VPiit. iufcrenco. doiUiotion.
Coscoiin, concert, chorus, harmony, unity.
Coxco<;ii.-iR, crowd, nonflufucp. cuutliix.

VoN'OUB, ucauieflce, ugrce, coincide.

CosDBMK, blame, reprove, rejiroach, cenfiure, sentence.
CONDENSB, coinpresR. presiK, Fciueezo, concentrate, eplt^imize,
CuNDiTioN. state, pliffht, case, uoveiiant, article, term:
CoxDOLEN'CB, uyiupathy, comnliKerution, cnmpaflsion.
GoyDTJCE, contribute, subserve, Inud. tend, mcline.
'CoxDiTCiVB, iiromotius, anxiliury. helpiuif, in^trumentaL
'Conduct, «. behuvior. carriage, walk, deportment.
Conduct, d. guide, leud, direct, manitge.
CoKt'RDEBATU, r. couihlne, frutemize. leiigno, coalesce.
CoNFBPERATB. «. acPompUce, acdCHnory. nbettor.
OOKFRR, beptow, give, disooun<e, couvorse. '

CoKKKRKNCK. muctiug, ounversntioti. talk, roUoquy, dialogue.
(Mx'KR^iit, Hcknmrlodge, avo», own. reuognize.
OoxKiDR, trust, repose, depend, rely.

''

Co.vFiui^M'B, aiiKuraDce, tru^t, faith. rcIia]i(>L>, hope.
CoNt'iuRNT, positive, absolute, bold, presumptuous, sanguine.

GoNVRNiRNT, oommodiouB, sulta'ble, adopted.
CoNVBNTiON-, assembly, meeting, convocation, eowpany.
CoKVENTiONAL, usudi, ordinary, fashionable.
CoNVBRSA.NT, acquainted with. famiUar.relating to.concertdng;
CoNVKRSATiOK, dialogue, conference, talk, parley, collpqny.
OoNVERSB, «. reverse, opposite, discourse, conversation.
CoNVKBSB. o. apeak, tajk, discourse, commune.
Convert, change, turn, transform.
Convey, carry, transport, bear, take. waft.
Convivial, joyous, festal, social, sociable. '

CoNTOCATiON,.assembly, congregation, meeting, council.
CoNvvLSB, upheave, upturn, shake.
Cool, cold, frigid, calm, undisturbed, composed.
Co-operate, work with, conspire, conduce, contributed
Copious, ample, abundant, rich, affluent, exuberant, plentiful.
Copt, fiiodel, pattern, imitation, fao simjle, duplicate..
Corporal, corporeal, bodily, material, physical.
CoRPULKNT, portly, stout, lusty, plethoric. •

CoRBRCT, u. amend, rectify, better, reform. improTe.~>
Correct, a. accurate, exact, precise, proper, faultleBS.
Correction', discipline, punistament, chastisement. ''

CoRREripuxD, fit, tally, answer, suit.

CoN'FiNE, limit, bound, oircunisoribe, rcfttrict. restrain, shut up, Corhksponuencr, letters, commqnication, commercer^
Confirm, ratify, establish, substantiate, corroborate, settle.

CoNFLirTisd, Jarring, discordant, irrecomtUable.
(^oNFOUJi, agree with, comply with, harmonize.
CuNFOUKD, confuse, disconcert, bewilder, stun.'

OoXFOUNDRD, disconcerted, ahafihed, confused.

'

'CovFrsKD, muddlbd, pmmiHcuons'. dunniReil. dinorderud.

"CoNFUbiON, disorder,' deraugement. chaos, anarchy, uiisrute,

'Confute, refute, disprove, belie.

-CoNnBEQATB, aflscmble, collect, gather. niu<iter, convBUc.
C0NJE<nTrRB, *. guess, surmise, supposition. faypothesLj.

Conjure, v. adjure, beseech, entreat, implore.
Connect, join, link, bind. h
CoNHBCTBD, joiued, related, kindred, relative, cognate.
CiiNNBCTtON, union, alliance, coalition, junction, affinity.

CoRRRspoN'DENT. a. similar, counterpart, answerable, suitable.
Corrupt, x>. defile, taint, pollute, infect, demoralize, deprave.
Corrupt, t. depravod,debased,vitiated,demoralized,prpnigat0
Corruption, pollution, infection, vice, depravity, corruptness.
COHT, price, cnarge, expense. . ,

Costly, expensive, valuable, precious, sumptuous.
Council, assembl;^, company, congress, meeting, diet.
Counsel, advise, instruction, consultation.
Count, calculate, compute, reckon, numberi<Bum.
Countenance, encourage, patronize, support, oonlirm,sanotlon.
Counterfeit, spurious, forged, imitated, supposititious. faUe.
CoflNTERPART.'Converse, reverse, correlative, correspondent.
CouWtlksm, innumerable, numberless, incalculable. \
CouuAnK, fortitude, prowess, braver)', chivalry, boldnesti.

.

CoNQUBR, vanquiah. subdue, overcome, subjugate, surmount. CoyRSK, way. road, route, passage, race, career, process.

Conscious, cognizant, aware, sensible.

-CoNSRCRATE, sauctify, hallow, devote, dedi^iate.

Consent, c. assent, acquiescence, concurrence, approval.
CoNSKQPBNOB. eSect, result, event, issue, ae^uenoe.
Consider, reflect, regard, weigh, ponder, deliberate.

_

CoNBiDRRATK, thoughtful, Teflectivc, deliberate, provident.
-Consistent, oonscmant, compatible, accordant.^
CoNHOLB, solace, comfort, soothe. _ * -.^^
Conspicuous, noted, prominent, eminent, famed.
CoNSTANCr. firmness, stability, steadiness, \ ^.kavk, ucb, umicui., ou.l.w>v. ^^^.v^^^. .«•. , —v.-
CoNSTANTi<Y,ever.always,contiuuaIIy.perT>etually,inee88antly,pg^jjY^ crack-brained, imbecile, foolish, bratnless.

CouRTKOUd, affable, urbane, conciliating, kind.
Cou rteousnkss. urbanity .civility,affability.politeneaSiSnavitK
Covenant, agreement, contract, bargain, stipulation..

Cover, shelter, screen, hide, overspread, overshadow..
Covert, secret, clandestine, hidden. latent. CAbnliatic^

Cov^:T, desire, wish for, long for, aspire to.

CozKS,cheat, gull, dupe, defraud, imix>se upon, deceive.

Craftsman, artisan, mechanic, artificer, workman.
Oraftt, cunning, artful, sly, subtle, wily.

Cravr, beg, entreat, solicit, beseech, implore, supplicate.

Constitute, make, form, compose, mould.
Constitutional, legal, organized, radical, rooted.
Constrain, compel, force, coerce, impel. -

'

Cohstbuct, build, make, erect, compile, constitute.
Construction, interpretation, version, explanation, x
Consult, advise with, take counsel, deliberate, debate.
Consume, absorb, spend, swallow, imbibe, engulf, devonri
Consumption, deca^, decline, waste. _ ^ ^
Contaoioub, infectious, pestilential, miasmatic.
Contain, comprise, include, embrace, hold, embody.'
Contemn, despise, disdain, scorn, scout.

/^

Conteuplate, meditate, muse, think. '^ ^

UUNTBIIPOBARY, CDjitemjioraucous, coeval, simultaneous.^
. CoNTBMPTiBLR, mean, vile, despicable, pitiful, paltry. '

jCoKTBUPTUOUS, disdainful, scornful, supercilious, insoleat.
jCoHTBND. contest, debate, argue, dispute, cope, strive, vie.

CoNTEliTiON, strife, discord, bickering, wrangle, dispute.
Contest, *, conflict, combat, fight, competition.
Contest, v. debate, argue, remonstrate, dispute, contend.
Contiguous, adjjiceut. adjoining, next to. .

-»!•- .-*/-^ ""

EONTINQSNCT, oosualty, incident, occurrence, event.
Continual, incessant, perpetual, uninterrupted, endless.
Continually, always, ever, constantly; incessantly.
CoNTiMOATtONi ooutinuanoe. endurance, duration./^
Contort, distort, *wist, writhe, wrest, wrench, *-V

Contbact, V, abbreviate, curtail, shorten, condense, reduce.
Contract, «. agreement, compact, bargain, covenant.

Create, make, form, cause, produce, generate, engender.
CRKUKxrE, belief, faith, confidence. - .

-•

CREfJENTiAL, missive, diploma, title, testament, seal, warrant,

Crkuit, belief, reijutation, security, honor, pruise.y'

Credulity, gullibility, simplicity. <
Crkst, top. summit, apex, head, crown.
Crimb, offense, misdeed, misdemeanor, felony.'

Crtminal, a. illegal, vicious, iniquitous, sinful, guiltj^

CttiFPLE, weaken, impair, curtail, cramp.,
Crmebios, test.'touchstone.jiroof. -4 . , , j
CaiTiCAt, nice, exact,,fastidious, ticklish, crucial, hazarao.us.

Criticise, examine, scan, analyze, discuRS, anatomize, t^

Cross, fretful, ill-humored, crusty, peevish, fractiousj

Crupr, raw. undigested, harsh, unshaped. unrefined./

Cbl'kl, savage, barbarous, inhuman, malignant./'

Cupidity, meanness, avarice, stinginess.f'

Curb, restrain, hold, check, moderate. • —-jj-
Curiosity, inquiaitivenesB, interest, rarity, celebrity, oddity.

Curious, inquiring, inquisitive, searching, prj^gjjrarei odd.

Curse, malediction, anathema bane bli^tJ
Cursory,'Bummary, rapid, superficial. i«»»*;*

Custody, keeping, guardianship, conservation care.j

Custom, manner, habit, use, presoription.

Cut, sever, slice, sunder, avoid,- elude. *wJ

!Cu rrisc, sharp, biting, piercing, bitter, sarcastic. ^

Cynical, sarcastic, snarling, sneering, cross-grained.j
vontract, «. agreement, compact, nargain, covenani. , ,. :-''i-C -J'^^-'"-^--rfw->i-= -'•''-' ^ ^h:^*-^ . .

Contradict, oppose, deny, gainsay, controvert.. ' " "*
. ., DAINTY .'choice,'raroj tosty.'exquisite, luSurTous.faatidiouB,

CoNTRABY, adverse, opposite, antagonif^tin, repugnant, ^OflUleii Damage, injury, hurt, loss, detriment, impaimegt./''^
OosTRrnoK. repentance, penitence, remorse. Dan'geb, peril, hazard, risk, jeopardy. ^'^^'W
<jOktrivanck, plan, device, scheme, design, invention.. Darb, venture, face, brave, hazard, risk, ueiy;.^

Control, check, onrb, repress, restrain, govern. ' •** <Dabk, black,' dusky. Bable,_ swarthy, opaque, obscure, blina.

CoNTRovRRHY, debfiite, contest, ^scussion, disaiiisition: \
- ignorant, dim, sombre, joyless, mournful, sorrowful.

Cui!iiNjt,_convft|tc]&aaBembIe, oonse^te, mufltfiiy Dash. huri. cast, throw, drive, rush, send, flir^ speed, course.
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OAUNTLKBfl. valiant; gftllant. tenrlew. is^pld.
Pvws, gleam, beein, rise, open, break.

ij*i«.-
Pbvd» deceased, departed, inanimate, hfeless. spiritless.

Dbap, disinolined. averao. inexorable, inaensiibie.

Dkath, demise, deceahe, dissolution, mortality, expiration.
UU.TH, QBiiiww, uwo»Bo, ¥'^''--""^"1—~~ -Z^nf ftiiov DiK. oxpire, depart, periBh, lanffbian, wane, BinK, tade, ai

Drbafb, degrade, lower, depresa,
JfP"tr;i^?ihSSe ouestion Diet food. viotaalinutriAiont. snatonanco faro, cheer.

Debate, contend, dibpute. argne. discu^ dehber^^^^ S SwSS?™ SS^ecment. diacord. estrangement, Tari<

Detotrd, attached, fond, absorbed^, Jf^dipat^d, siven.

Devotion, piety, reliffionsness. dedication, love. attachmenL.

Dbvoue, eat, oohBome. swallow, cf^rco. bolt-

Dktatk. prompt, vug^ert, enjoin. «>raor. cnmmand.
Digtatobiau imperative, dominpering, arbitrary.ovcrbearuig;.

DiK» expire, depart, perish, langtiiao, wane, Bink. fade, decay.

Debatablb, dubioub. doobthU. uncertain. nroblemaUoal,

Dkbiutt, weakuesa, feebleneas. lassitude, languor.

Debt, liability, default, obligation.

Decay, decline, wane, dwindle, waste, ebb, decrease.

DsrATED. rotten, corrupt, unsound, deuomponed, fadeu.

SBCEiT, cneat, imposition, trick, delusion, guile, sham.
eceive. trick, cheat, beguile, dfUude, betray, entrap.

Dkcidr. determine, settle, adjudicate, terminate, resolve.

DEniPUXR, read, ^ell, interpret, tfolve.

Decision, determination, conclusion, resolution. nrmnesK.'

Declaim, spuak, debate, harangue, recite.
_ , . » i/i«h», ««u, uu.., uuoaj. i-.-^, w™ , ,

Drclamatiox, oratory, elocution, harangue, effusion, debaCe. ^[plouatio, judicious, Euowin?, wise, prudent, iSBatuons.

DirrRBENOE. disaKrecment. diacord. estrangement, variety.

Jivrvtnwr. hard, intricate, involved, i>cipi'>xing, obscure.

DiTFirsE, disonrsive, prolix, diluted, oopioua.

DiOBST, V. sort, arrange, order, assimilate.

DiONiFT, aggrandize, elevate, invest, exalt, advance, promote-

DiLAFlDATiON. miu. dooay. disintegration, demolition.

Dii,ATR, stretch, widen, expand, distend, enlarge, deiwant.

DiLATORT. tardy, behindhand, la^pdne, dawdling.

SIUQBNCE. care, auidni^p attention, heed, mdnabr.
niRNBiox, measurement, size, configuration, dolmcatioiL

DiuiNisH, lessen, reduce, contraot, curtail, retrench.

eiNGT, dun, dull, dusky, rusty, obscure, dead, sombre.

Declahatiok, avowal, maniftistation, statement, profession.

Declivity, descent, fall, slope, incline.
Decoruu, seemliness, propriety, dignity order.
Dbcbkabe. diminish, lessen, wane, decline, curtail, reduce.

Drcrre, decision, law, edict, order^manifesto, verdict.

DRDirATR, devote, consecrate, offer, aet, assign, separate.

Deed, act, action, commission, achievement, document.
Deem, judge, estimate, consider, think, suppoae, conceive.

Deep, profound, subterranean, submerged, abatruso.

DRrACE, mar. spoil, injure, disfigure.

Default, lap:«e, forfeit, omission, absence, want, failure.

Dkfeat, conquer, overcome, worst, rout, frustrate, baffle.

Drfbct, imperfection, flaw, fault, blemish.
Defense, oxouse, plea, vindication, bulwark, rampart.
Dbfrr, delay, postpone, put off. prorogue. ^adjourn.
Defrrbnce. respect, regard, honor, attention.

DRFiciEN"r. short, wanting, inBdoq,uate, scanty, incomplete.
Defile, o. pollute, corrupt, sully.

Drfinitb, precise, exact, correct, fixed, determined.

DiBABiLiTT, nnfitnau. incapacitjr.

DiBOBRN, descry. obserFo, recognize, see, separate, perceiTa.-

DiscRRKiBLE, Tisiblo, conspiouous, manifest, palpable.

DiSOEBKHRNT, penetration, observation, sagacity.

DisciFLiNK. order, striotneas, training, punishment.
Disclose, discover, reveal, confess, detect.

BISCOMFORT, disquiet, vexation, annoyance, trouble.

IBCONCRRT, abash, confuse, up.iot, baffle, derango, fruKi-rate.

DiscoxsoLATiL. sod, forlorn, unhappy, desolate, woefoL
DiBCOTEB. make known, find, invent, contrive, expose, reveal>

DiscBKDiT, If. dUbeliove. distrust, disgrace, dishonor.

DiRCRKDiT, «. disgrace, disrepute, diiihonor.

Discreditable. Hnampful,disgraceful,scQndulou5,di(trepntabla»
Discreet, ouutioub, prudent, waiy, judicious-

DiscRiMiNATiox.aouteiiewi, difoemmont. jiitlsraont, caution.

Dinci'sH. argue, sift, debate, examine.
Disdain, contempt, scorn, haughtinoss, di-^refmrd.

Dirxask, complaint, malady, disorder, ailment, aioknesri.

DEFORMrTfuriinesa, diafigarement. hideousness, monstrosity. R;^""^"*-!- feSi!^nSSTdnftm'j.°d^^^^^
"^"""^

DRGRirRRATRrdeteriorate, decline, retrograde. DiaGRACR,.?..deba8.e. dcgra4e,dpfame. discrMit.

Deorre, grade, extent, mark, range, amount, limit.

Dejected, dispirited, gloomy,^ melancholy, desponding
Drlibrratb, 0. consider, meditate, oonsult. ponder, debate.

Disgust, dislike, dista^ite. loathing, uboininution. abhorrenoa.
DiSHO!ncST. unjust, fraudulent, deceitful, cheating. wrongfuL.
Dishonor, v. disgrace, shame, degrade, ravish, pollute.

Deubebatr,' a. pu™MVd,Tnto^ioiii,"desikSed. dVterminod. R"""- §!^**°^'^ *r'il??'!rj'i^„K''t"^^^
Delicacy, nicety, dainty, refinement, tact, softncas, modesty., Dismal, dreaiy.. gloomy, doll, melancholy, sad.

Deuoht, pleosur;. happiness, transport, gladness, rapture. D«mat, v temfy, fasten, scmj^ daunt, appal, dishearten.

Deliyee, liborato, free, rescue, pronounce, hand to, give. Rif"*/' o-^i «ff 5?!^:™ Ai^fSi K„n:«h
Druonstrate, prove, stow, exhibit, illustrate. Dismiss, send off. disohargc. discard, banish.

Deny, refuse, reject, withhold, negative, contradict. Disordkr, diFease. malady,oomnlaint.confu8ion,derangemont«

Depam, leave; quiC bo, decamp, start, retire, remove, vanish. Disorderly, irregular, confused, lawless, imruly.

Sbpartmest. section; division, office, fcranch, province. Disows. renoimoo.,deny, discjmm, ignore.

Deprive, strip, bereave, despoil, rob. divest.
IDRPrTR, appoint, cha^e, entrust, delegate.
iDrrisiun, scorn, contempt, contumely, disrespect.

Derivation, origin, source, beginning,-etymology, root.

Describe, draw, portray, explain, illustrate, denue. picture.
'Drsbcrate, profane, secularue. misuse, abube, pollute.

^Desrrt. «. wild, waste, wildemes<i. solitude, void.
Drhrrvb,' merit, earn, justify, win.

iDEniON, a. delineation, sketch, drawing, cnnning, Hftfulness.
'Desiraule. expedient, advisablo, proper, judioion», good.
Drsikk, fl. longing, affection, craving.
Desist, eeai>e.Btop. diaonntinne, drop, abstain, forbrar.
Desolate, bereaved, foiwakpn. wnttte. bore, bleak, lonely.
Despair, «. hopelesaneaa, deMponiient.T. desperation.
Desperate, wild, darine, audocinu'^ determined, reoklosit.

Dbstine, purpose, intend, design, devote.
Destination, purpose, deuign, object, end. fate, aooiio, aim.
Destiny, fate, decree, doom, end.
Drstruciivb. detrimental, hurtful.noxionslnjurioub.baneful
Desultory, rambling, discursive, supez^oial, erratic, fitfuL

Detail, particularize, enumerate, specify.
Drtbot, discover, descry, unmask, expose.
Deter, warn, dissuade, dispirit, discourage, terrify, scare.
Detract, lessen, deteriorate, deprecate, diminish.
Detbimrxt. loss, harm, injury, deterioration.
Drtrimsntau injurioub, hurtful, pemioions.
Dbtrlop, enunciate, amplify, expand, enlaise'
Drtiob. •• artifice, expedient, contrivance
Drvious, tortuous, oirouitous, roundabont. di&t6Fted.
Devoid, void, wanting, destitute, unendowed; unprovided.
DrvolvBi impoee, ^loce, I'harge. commission,.befall, fall oa

DiSFEi., scatter, drive away, dlapome. dbt^ipate.
Display show, spread out, exhibit, exput^e.
Displease, offend, vex, anger, provoke, irritate .

Dispose, atraoge. place, order, icivc, bestow.
Dispute, v. ai'gue, contest, contend, ouestiou, impugn^
Dispute, « argument, debate, quarrel, disagreement.
DiSRROABD. V. slight, neglect, dospitie. dLspurHse.
Dissent, disagree, differ, vary.
DiBSOLVi:, melt, break up, dispemo. separate, divide.
Distinct, clear, plain, obvious, different, separate.
Distinguish, perceive, disoem, mark out,divide,discnminatfl^
DiSTiNGUiBiiKD. fainous. noted, illutitrious, eminent.
Distract, disturb, perplex, bewilder, inaddun.
Disthrss, trouble, pain, afflict, grieve, take, seize, distrain.
Distribute, allot, share, dispense, apportion, deal.
District, (<ountry, region, quarter, clime.
Disturb demnge, roase, annoy, trouble, vex, worry.
Divert, please, gratify, amuse, entertain.
DiTiDR, part, separate, distribute, deal oat. sever, sunder.
Docile, tractable; teachable, manageable, tame
Doctrine, tenet, articles of belief, creed, doffma, teacliinff.
DoLKTUL, dolorous, woebegouo. rueful, dismal, .piteous
Doou, c. sentenoe. verdiot. judinnent, fate, lot, destiny.
Dotibt. «. uncertainty, saspen^e. hcsitation.acruple.ambiRuiiy*
BowNCAST. dejected, dispirited, cast down, diacouramd.Draw. pull, haul, drag, attract, inhide. sketch, dosonbe.Urrad. «. fear^rror, terror, alarm, dismay, awe.Drra Dr dl, fefu^. frightful, shocking, awful, hoirible. horrid:.Dregs, scum, refuse, sediment, (frouuda. drou.
Dress, »• clothing, attire, appnrel. jrarraents.008tume. garb
URin.j.ui^o«e, meaning, scope, aim. tendency, direction.
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DEnx, train, teach. dlmiplinB. pBrforate. bore. 'Ektitlkd. namea. a«8iKiiai<;d. dcnmiiiiintoTt. «tyl«IDBrvs.
J.

foroo, ureo. nresn. ooinpol.ini de. .llreot Enteasok. .. entry, InTetrinOTe™? nor S Jorful
Bkoi-l, funny, ImghabU. com.o. whimsical, nneep. araualnic. Ektka.ick. r. oho?i, euciai"?r;..&, l.cw tJh. euwlvato.

SsoTBT, sleepy, heavy, dcay. botbeat, beg, onvo, loUelt, beseech, Implore, snppUoata.
Det, a. arid, parched, lifelesa. doll, tedioua, unlntorestinit. S^H"*?*!?'.™" over, relate, narrate, pooount.

Dull, owing to, ttttrihutablo to, iu«t. fair, proper, debt, right. ', w!!7 ' "nrtdioosneM. jealousy, suspicion, gmdeing.
Bmx, stupid. Bloomy, sad. dismal, oommonplaoe. '

gf'roMB, abndement, compendium, abstract, summary.
Dope, o. trick, beguile, pill, oheiit, deceive. iSS ?" '• teUovr, oollea«UB, companion, peer, compeer.
DBEAW.«i lasting, permanent, abiding, continuing.

JsqBAi, o. eiinablo, evan, uniform, alike, sufficient, e<ittiT».

BnripUL, obedient, siibinissii-e. resneottul. ir„„ ™S.™P"l"f': i. j , ,.

BWEU., stay, stop, abide, sojourn, linger, tarry. S2V"j ^^" "^•'' '""• eyen-handed, honest, Impartial, nprigW.
BwiKDM. pine, waste, diminish, decrease, fall oB. S»h. "**'.• u'l VP?*' f"™' I"nnt. dstc, nEo.

UBASR, soraten out, blot out, oxpuniie. efface, raneel.

BAflEK, hot, anient, impassioned. «or\7ard. Impatient. SS™;'"'-""' }?"/• e!eva,te, construet, wtabliah, found.
BiatT, soon, by and by. shortly ere long. -anon, betimes. ISJ!,. 'J^iffK . ("""'"ft a v „ , ., .
Saen, acquire, obtain, win, gain, achiei-e. ff=J?J; ""''?''?' '"U'^' Mnndor, hallucination, fault.

Eaekest, ardent serious, grave, solemn, warm, pledge. KiJ,';,^- °'A °'!°'',°-
„

Eaetblt, sordid. selBsh, venal, mercenary, terrestrial.
gaPEOiALLV, particularly.specially ,mainly,prlnoii)ally,ohlcto.

Ease, v. calm, allay, mitigate, appease, pacify, rid. pf!i3;.';, ""'' *""• endeavor, effort, tract, treatise.

EOCESTEIO, anomalous, singular, odd. abnormal, strange. KiSf-^,""'
"eoessary, indispensable, rcqm.itc, vital.

BcursE, r. shade, overcast, cloud.
Kstabubh, t>. institute, found, organize, ••ouflrm, settle, Jx.

BoosomOAI., saving, provident, thrifty, fmgal, niggardly. S?""' domain, demesne, lands, propi-rly. possosaions.

Edge, border, brink, rim, brim, margin, verge. v^^iF^V ^°''"°* '<"'""'"^^- respect, regard, reyeronoo.

Eppacb, blot out, eipunge, obliterate, wipe out. cancel, erase. S?™''."' ™!?°- "neMure. compute, calculate, appraise.

Epveot, .. consenuenoe, rosnlt, issue, event, operation. wl.^.^
endless, infinite, perpetual, immorbil, undying.

Bppeot, accomplish, fulfill, roaliie, aohieve. exeoDte. operate oJ*°'; °'S?J?f" °'°?V'""^°°'''*''''!™"°'"?i-v,
EppEiniTE, efficient, operative, Berviceablo. »JJv .„'„„i

^ subterfuge prevarication .luibble.

Eppeotb, goods, chatteli, furniture, movables, property. pj™i^'"% "V ™ ' ""'*°™- 'n""'''.. P'a'u, level.

Bppectdal, efficacious, energetic, valid, binding, stringent. bJ™ 'nii™?. 'l
occurrence, accident, issue, oonsetiuence.

Eppioaot. ifficiency, energyTageney. instrumentality. - |"?: j'",'l"' °'?,KS,''^;SJ?L"'°"-
'^ ""• ""=<«™'MJ'-

Eppioiect, effectual, effective, competent, capable, able, fitted SlS?i»™"V.?^™i^™'^;- _.,. i , .-
IJECT, thrust out, cast out. expel, oust, dislodge. tSlrow ont. il °™"'' if^Sj}*^; i?. it""' "T''

•l"?'"™'"""- „^
TlLABOEATB, labored, studied. HJ SS»S Aui? S S^ ';^^„if'

°7"'°"- '''""•™ltr?'«' exeroDlify.

IIlapse laose elide nass KviDEKT, clear, plain, manifest, apllare^^ obvious, visible.

Bu><!UENO«, oiitory. rhetoric, deilamatlon. pX. "efc? fi^ft'i . ,m™^ "r-ii'""''''^"'''
«'»"«""'«'»

ILOTIDATE, make plain, explain, clear np. UluBtrate. Ev?^' J i;,?,l\'l'lJl- 'TTS;,°,» I ^ ' r. i
•

"Kl nna evnda esnane Avoid nhnn gXACT, o. aouurate, correct, definite. preel,'0, literal, moo.

BiE!BE!X«™lS!eSSnglS.d£tress, trouble. BxiST™i'^°;lra'^^i^i^lif^'Z°£',^iS"°'''•
£?'"*"*•

Embbujbb, adorn, decorate. bedeck, beautify, deck. Illustrate I""' "'""i 'I'Jfi.'f- f„'!?,V„ ™S;ih*°''J^;H^°°'''°•
BuBOLnES, animate, encourage, cheer, urge, imbel. stimulate fft"L^t'^'."""°°* "niuiry. researoh, serutmy.
^uDuLo,*.,, >.u.u,..,c, cuvuuiusc', w"cBi, «*H„. »",i,o». o«*™» "'^iiXAMPLB, pattern, sample, model, specimen, copy, instance.
EiiBEACE, clasp, hug, cprnprise. contain, include, embody. Bxaepeeate, irritate, inBame. incense, onkintUe, provoke.
Emixbst, distinguished, noted, prominent, lenowneJ, famoua.gxcKEU, excel, surpass, transcend, out^o.
Ebit, give out, throw out, exhare, disebarge, vent. Exceedinoi,t, highly, by far, immeasurably. Inoomparably.
Ebotios, perturbation, agitation, tremor, mental conflict. Biobi,i.e.vcb, superiority, perfection.
BiiPMY, occupy, busy, Uke np with, engross. Kxcevt, unless, save, savmg. but.
Emplotmest, busmess. 1 1 ade, profession, calling, VAiatiou. Bxoesb, suporfluitv, redundance, rcdnndancy.
EHPTT.e.evaeuate, oxhi. list, drain, draw out.

_ Excessive, exorbitant, unreasonable. immoderato.inordinate.
Ebptt, o. void, devoid, hollow, nnalled. unoeenpied. Bxoha.noe, v. change, barter, truck, interchange, reciprocate.
BECHASTEn, charmed, spell-bound, entranced, wrapt. Bxchakoe, «. barter, dealing, trade, traffic.
BiroiBCLE, enclose, embrace, enoompass, gijtl, environ, beset. Excitable, irritable, susceptible.

lr/X-,'ef»efr;»'e°Siriie'-;t.inve.t. te"i""Jfforro;.r'c'.^'';t^„?iti
*'"'"•• ''"'"''•'•

B^0OOSTEE atfaok. eonffict, combat, assault, battle, action. Ij2^™- S J,""'; 'jSh Sjeffl^^^lnH.
Bkcoueao,: .sanction, foeter, cherish, embolden, animate IJ^SbTve. »'e?oify°,''.YonT°'"'''''

'°°'"*°

B»nf.!!Sm^S&n^. result, upshot, close, -e^uel. &"S. I'Saorbt've'n^fil.

te?oI'aSZit J^'^lv" rtrivfi-iT'"'' B='™»«. "• i«J''»«=- >nitieat^. »«^nit. WUfy. absolve.disponse.

&fi.f^™tei: *^t^T:.f^IflwiJ^ „„,l.l„„ !n«nu.. ExcnsB,.. plea, justification, pretense, pretext, protons on.

fcfA'° ' 'mS P°n2,''^l?!i*''"'"''''^'''*-'°*"''° ElEOEABLK,abominable,deteBtable,hatoful,ace!iijed,eupBea.

k!^ ™^^'i^. ; ^Kh ^£,» • Execute, accomplish, fulfill, realize, achieve, complete, finish.
Eedue, endow, invest, enrich, store. Eiemptiox. freedom, immunity, privilege.

lirSSxSHfSr*''''-''"''- i^lI«™;Srifc&-r?;ori'rkt, representation.

I 'S^EkK^^ &EB^r&faJ^l^lfaa^Sc"r»e,,e.icve,ju»tlfy.
ffv»t».Thi,l^,:w^,^i?,;i ,!l™S^^S:JSS^ifi;,~,l,,. BxoBBlTANT,exceSHive,extortionate.unreaBonablo.immoderale
jEshroks, absorb, take up, busy, occupy, engage, monopolize. ij„4„„ spread, diffuse, extend, en\arge, unfold, develop.
Exniap, dbsorb, submerge, bury, entomb, overwhelm. Expecta.tov, e.-cpcotation, hope, antiolpation. trust,
fcjora, order, ordain, appoint, prescribe. Expedikxt, ^t, necessary, eaaoi.tial, requisite.
fejOTMEOT, pleasure, gratifieation. ExpEmTV,, Lccclerato, qufoken. hasten, facilitate, foiwaril.
EjtAlioB, increase, extend, augment, broaden, swell. j, ^ ^ „j„„t, dispossess, dislodge, oust.
Ekliohtem, illumine, illuminate, instruct, inform. cCo^vn ur.o,,ll w,i«fo disburse lav out
BsilvEB, cheer, vivify, stir np. animate, inspire, exhilarate. fe""i°vT co4lWeir va?TOb'le^umntaou«
KsMiTT, animosity, hostility, ill-will, malioiousness. feiCi^ri^'l etneiiment W^ nrcot to^^^^

fcr'J-P^f- r'T^^^T- ™'"- "^""°- ''"^'^°"'' ExJSr;': cle"'r Txte^S,'i^rSWS't, skillful.
ExoooK, sufficient, plenty, abundance. Eipibatiox, end. completion, close, termination.
EsBioED, mfuriated, raging, wrathful. ptpll!. die n«S«h depart
EXEAPTBEE, enchant, fascinate, charm, captivate, bewitch.

Ejn,"^^i%°j'JJ,tind.intSriSkt, elucidate, clear up.
jiSTANOLE, perplex, embarrass, ini-olvc, ensnare, entrap. SC„, . v.TmKn/Jmi.Vit desoriiitlon detail relationAWaiBB. .Aventnr,, undertaking, eftorf. attempt. gS^c1i.Txp™.?plLte?dSnit vS ^.ItwJ. detemlnate.£™"""'"•

,*"'™'™i
pastime, sport. f«te, banquet.

ExpliiiT. Mhlevemont. feat, deed, acoompiishnieut.

sSSi^'M"' ""h "^"i '""T "•.T'"';
'•" ""''• ExpouJS, explain, interpret, unfold, elucidate, clear up.

&S i'te I!i',^?i;i'°j:;^»l".";„KV"''- Expek»». ... expUdt, plaln, positive, definitive. dnermlnaUi.
iWTlBE, Whole, oomplete, perfect, total. Kxpbki*,. ». declare/ enunciate. uUer. sigiilly. testify.
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tlxRRBSiVK, HKnifioanl. energetic, cmpoatio.
KxpUNUis, blot out, itfipe out, obliterate, efface, ci!ase,

ExQUiaiTKLY, pre-eminently, superlatiVjely. oonsuminately.
fixTEN'D, enlarge, amplify, expand, increase, augment.
BxTRNSiVR, comprehensive, wide, lartfe, expuusive, diffusive.

ExTEEiOR, outward, outer, external.
ExTBRUtNATK, eradicate, root out, annihilate, extinsuiEb.

Extort, exact, wrest, wripg, draw from*
Extract, draw out, elicit, pump.
ExTR.iOBDiN'ARTg remarkable, signal, eminent, uncommou.
ExTBAVAGAST, prodigal, lavish, profuse, excessive.

ExTRKMK, utmost, farthest, most dintaut.,

ElxTRicATe, free, di'^neajfe, di:'entaii£le.diEembarrass,Iiberate.

GxuBRRANT, plentiful, luxuriant, abundant, profuse, rich.

ExultATioNftransport, joy, triumph.

FiincAL,foppish, spmce, dandyish.

PiNiTB. limited, bounded, terminaDlo.

f rSTsS, robnat, sturdy, fast, steadfast, stably, ^oUd.

fImt. prinuW. primitive, pristine, primeval, original.

Fit. v. suit, adapt, adjust, equip, prepare, quality.

Fit ait, suitable, meet, befitting, becoming, decent, decorous..

fS^l.fiS unstable, nnsteadfast, versatile, restless.

FiTTBD, suited, competent, adopted, cmalihed.
j„fi„a

fSw. faaten, tie, fink, enlink, attack. sUck, settle, define.

Flag, v. decline, droop. languish, pine.
»„„,i„

Flashy, showy, ostentatious, gaudy,.pompous.tewdrT.

Flat, level, even, insipid, dull, tasteless, lifeless.

Flattery, adulation, servility, cajolery.

Flavor, taste, reli8h,,savor. , _ , ^ ,

Flaw, blemish, spot. blur, speck, defect, cradk-
... ^

,

PT.Kirrnso. temDorarv. transient, transitory, shortlivea.Fleeting, temporary, transient, transitory.

FABRIC, edifice, (structure, pile.

Fabbicats, invent, frame, feign, foi^e, coin.
Face, front, confront, eucouutcr.
Facetiolm, jocode. jocular, pleasant.
Facile, eany, pUablo, flexible.

Fact, reality, incident, cirouiu5>tance.
Faculty, ability, gift, talent, endowment. _c • . u n
Failing, imperfection, weakuct-s. frailty, foible, miscarriage. FLiMaT» li^t; weak^ flu^erfioial, snaiiow.

Failukb, omipaion, neglect, default.
Faint, languid, weak, low.
Faiu, clear, just, honest, equitable, impartial, reasonable.
Faith, belief, assurance, confidence, trust, credit, fidelity.

FAiTHLRUij, unfaitbful, falsehearted, treaoherous.
Fall, drop, sink, droop. j-i.uuu, uqi.ub^/ v^>—'••. -r— ^- j.

Fallaciuds, deceptive, illusive, fraudulent,deceitful,delusive. Flodeish, thnve, prosper, "wave, brana^n.

Fausb, untrue, mendacious.
Falskhuod, untruth, stoi-y, lie, fabrication, fib, falsity.

Falter, halt, stammer, stutter, hesitate.

Fame, reputation, glory, renown, celebrity, honor, credit.

Faued, famous, renowned, celebrated, illustrious, eminent.
Familiar, free, frank, affable, conversant, intimate.
Fauiliaeity. acauaintance. intimacy, fellowship,

Favily, household, house, lineage, ancestry, race.

fleeting, lemporary. trauoioui.. wo-^b*--.^ . ~—-";:-;
FLEETNEsa, oelerity, swiftness, speed, rapidity, velocity .-

Flexibub, flexile, pliant, lithe, sum^le.

Flightinkss, levity, lightness. giddjneR3._

FLiMaT, liriit, weak. superfioiaJ

Fling, oast, throw, hurl, tosa. ,

Flinty, hard, indurate, obdurate, impenitent.

Flippancy, pertneas, saucinesa, lightness.

Fliet, jeer, gibe, scofE, taant.

Flock, throng, crowd, multitude, swaxm, shoal.

Flood, deluge, overflow, overwhelm, submerEe, drown.

Flodeish, thnve, prosper, wave, brandisli.

Flowbey, florid, ornate, embeUished. t,„„„»
Fluctdatk, waver, hesitate, oscillate, scruple, change.

Tlden-t, flowing, glib, voluble, unembarraaaed, reaOy.

Fly, soar, mount, tower. . •
*.

Fob, enemy, opponent, adversary, antagonist.

Foil, balk, defeat, frustrate.

Fold, wrap, envelop. . ,. ,, , , „
Folks, persons, people, indmauala, leliows.

Fanciful, imaginative.ideal.fantasticai.whimaical.capricioua. Follow, suoueed, ensue, imitate, copy, pursue.

Fancy, imagination, notion, conceit, inclination, liking. Follower, partisan, disciple, retainer, pursuer, successor.

Farewell, good-bye, adieu, leavetaking. Folly, silliness, fooUahnesa, unbecility. weakness.

Farming, husbandry, tillage, agriculture, culture, cultivation. Fond, enamored, attached, aflteotionate.

Farther, o. further, forward, advance, promote. Fondness, affection, attachment, kindness, love.

Farthest, most distant, extreme, remotest, utmost, uttermost. Food, meal, repast, viotuals, meat, vmnos, oiet.

Fascinate, charm, enchant, bewitch, enrapture, entrance,

Fashion, v, form, mould, shape, fit.

Fashion,*, custom, manner, mode, practice, form, usage.

Past, firm, solid, steadfast, stable, steady, gay, wild.

Fasten, v. fix, tie. link, stick, hold, affix, attach, annex.
Fat, obese, corpulent.
Fatal, deadly, mortal, lethal, inevitable.

Fool, idiot, buffoon, zany, clown.
Foolery, tooifoolery, folly, absurdity, mummery, buffoonery.

Foolhardy, vent&resome. incautious.haaty.adventurous.rafih.

Foolish, simple, silly, imbecilef crazy, absurd.'ndiculous-

Footstbf, track, mark.
Pop, dandy, beau, coxcomb, puppy, jackanapes.

Forage, v. spoil, pillage, depredate, plunder.

Fatigue, weanneea, lassitude, languor, onervation.exhaustion. Forasmuch, inasmuch, whereM, seeing, since.

Fault, blemish, defect, imperfection, vice, failure, omission. Forbear, abstain, refrain, withhold,
_

Fa\pr, benefit, kindneBs, civility, grace. Force, compel, coerce, oblige, necessitate.

Fkj*, fright, terror, dismay, alarm, dread, apprehen^iion. Force, s. strength, vigor, might, ener^, power, army, nost.

Fkakless, brave, bold, intrepid, ooarageoua, daring. Forcible, strong, vigoroua,energetic,eaective,powernu,oogent-

Fbarful, afraid, timid, ner^'ous, timorous, dreadful, awful. -Foreuode, presage, portend, auger.

frightful, horrible, distressing.

Frast, fSte, banquet, treat, entertainment, festival.

Fkk, charge, bill, account, reckoning.

FoEEOAST, forethou^t, foresight, premeditation.

Forego, quit, relinquish, let go, waive.
Foregoing, anterior, preceding, previous, prior, former.

l-BEB.,E,,voak, infirm, filing, frail, enfeebled, debilitated. |;oE;KUN-™B,her^^^^^
Foresight, forethought, forecast^ i>remeditation.

Foretell, predict, prophesy, au^ur, presage, betoken.
Forfeiture, fine, penalty.
FoRQB, coin, invent, frame,_feign, fabricate, counterfeit.

enervated, impotent.
Feeling, emotion, sentiment, impression, sensatiou.
Frign. pretend, simulate, diasemole. invent, forgo, deviso.
Fklicity. happiness, bliss, blessedness, beatitiide.blissfuliicsa. . . — - i -v^,-—i;,-.-i - -

Fell, cruel, inhuman, barbarous, merciless, pitiless, remorse- Forgetful, unmindful, oblmouff.

less, relentless, savage, ferocious, brutal. FoRGiVB, pardon, remit, abaolvo,Bcqmt, excuse, except.

Fellow, comrade, equal, companion, colleague, mate. Forlorn, forsaken, abandoned, deserted, desolate, w^ie-

FELLowrtiiiP, society, acquaintance, familiarity, intimacy. Forms, solemnity, nte, figtire, shape, fashion, appearance.

i'RRocious, fierce, savage, voracious, cruel, fell, barbaroua. representation, semblance.
Fertile, fruitful, prolific, teeming, pregnant, productive, rich. Form, v. make, create, produce, arrange, fashion, siiapo.

Fervid, glowing, ardent, impassioned, fervent, warm.
Festal, festive, convivial, joyous.
Festival, feast, banquet, f3te, 'treat, entertainment.
Festivity, hilarity, joviality, jovialnesa, gaiety,
Fkud, fray, affray, broil, quarrel, dispute.
Fickle, unstable, restless, fitful, variable, changeable*
Fiction, romance, invention, falsehood, fabrication.
Fictitious, fabricated, invented, suppusititioua*
Fidelity, faithfulness, honesty, integrity.
Fiendish, diabolic, demoniacal, devilish.
FiEEOB, furious,, violent, ferocious, savage.
Fiery, hot, glowing, ardent, fervid, passionate, fervent.
Fight, battle, action, combat, contest, encounter, struggle.
Figure, image, allegory, emblem, tj'pe, symbol, form, shape.
Fill, satisfy, content, store, replenish, glut, gorge, stuff.

Formal, ceremonious, precise, exact. stiff,methodical,aftected.

Former, antecedent, anterior, previous, prior, foregoing.

Formidable, terrible,dreadful, fearful, shocking, homble.
Forsake, abandon, desert, renounce.
Forsaken, abandoned, forlorn, deserted, desolate, lone.

Forthwith, immediately, directly, instantly,instantaneously.^

Fortify, strengthen, garHson, reinforce, intrench.
Fortitude, endurance, resolution, fearlessness, dauntlessness^
Fortunate, lucky, happy, auspicious, prosperous, sucoesaful.

Fortune, chance, fate, doom, destiny, possessions, riches.

Forward, a. onward, progressive, presumptuous, bold.

Forward, p. farther, further, advance, promote, prefer.

Foster, cherish, nurse, tend, harbor, nurture.

fnUL, impure, misty, filthy, dirty, unclean, defiled.

ound. ground, base, rest, build, institute, establish, set up.
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IfouNDATiox, ground, lasis, groundwork, establuhment.
iFoDNTAiN. well, spring, source, origin.
jPRAraous, cross, peliilant. touchy, testy, peevish, fretful.
IfRACTtonsNRSS. snai>pi8hness. peevishness, fretfuiness.
Fraoilk, brittle, frail, delicate, feeble.
Fragmr-vts, -pieces, scmps. chipii, leavings, remains, remnants.
Fragrant, spioy. sweet-scented, balmy, perfumed.
Frailty, weakness, falling, foible, imperfection,fau1t,blemish.
FraHR. o. oonstruot. invent, coin, fot^e, mould, make.
Fraxchisr, right, exemption, immunity, freedom, sufFrage.
Frank, artless, candid, sincere, free, easy, ingenuous, plain.
Frantic, distraoted, mad, furious, ravinr, frenzied.
Fratrrnizk. co-operate, consort, associate with.
Fraud, deceit, deception, duplicity, guile, cheat, imposition. -

Frat, affray, feud, quarrel, broil. altercation, mdlee, coatest.
Free, a. liberal, bountiful, frank, artless, candid, open, un*

confined, exompt._cIear. loose, easy, carelosi^.
FsRR, V. release,' set free, deliver, rescue, liberate, exempt.
Frrrdom, liberty, independence, franchise, exemption.
Frrqurnt, often, common, naual, general.
Frrsh, new, novel, recent, modern.
Frkt, gall, chafe, agitate, irritate, vex.
Frrtful, peevish, petulant, fractious.
Frirndly. amicable, social, sociable.
Fright, alarm, dismay, terror, consternation, panic, dr- ~d.
Frightrn', scare, affright, dismay, appal, terrify, daunt
Frightful, fearful,dreadfuKterrificawful, horrible, horrid.
Frivolous, trifling, trivial, petty.
Frolic, gambol, play, game, sporu prank, spree, lark.
Front, face, confront, encounter.
Froward, cross, untoward, fractious, perverse, peevish.
Frugal, provident, economical, saving.
Fruitful, fertile, prolific, prodnctive, abundant, plentiful.
Fruitlrss, vain, uselesfi, idle, abortive, bootless, unavailing.

Frustratk, defeat, foil, baulk, disappoint.
Fulfill, accomplish, effect, complete.
Fully, completely, abundantly, perfectly.
IFullNkss, completeness, satiety. coptousnc<^, abundance.
FuisouR, coarse, gross, sickening, offensive, rank, obscene.
;Fum-:rkal, dismal, dark, mo -mFal.
Furious, violent, boisterous, frautic. angry, riiging. fierce.
iFuRMTURR, goods, gear, chattels, movables, effects.
FURTHKR, farther, advance, forward, iirnmote.
Furv. madness, frenzy, rage, anger.
FuTiLK, trifling, trivial, frivolous, useless.

fiAIETY, merriment, jollity, mirth, hilarity.
Qaix, a. profit, advantage, bencfi , winnings, cumtng^s.
'GAtN, o. get, acquire, attain, earn, win, reap, realize.
Gainsay, contradict, deny, dispute.
Gallant, brave, bold, gay, showy. iutre|>id. fearless, heroic.
Galla.vtr^. prowess, bravery, valor, heroisra, boldness.
Galling, chafing, irritating, vexing.
Gawkol, frisk, prank, play, spree, caper.
Gamr, nluy, pastime, diversiou. sport, amusement.
Gang, band, norde. company, troop, crew.
Gaf, breach, chasm, hollow, cavity, cleft, crevice, rift, chink.
Garrlr, mutilate, misquote, distort, ]iervert. falsify.
Garland, chaplet, coronal, wreath.
'Garnish, embellish, adorn, beautify, deck, decorate.
Gather, nick, cull, assemble, muster, infer. ruDoct.
Gaudy, showy, tawdry, gay. glittering, bcnpanglcd.

.
Gaunt, skinny, meagre, lank, attenuated, spare, lean, thin.
Gawky, clumsy, uncouth, clownish, awkward.
Gay, cheerful, merry, lively. Jolly, sprightly, blittao.

'Genbratk, form, make, beget, produce.
Gkneration, formation, race, breed, stock, kind. age. era.

'Generous, beneficent, noble, honorable, bountiful, liberal.

Grnial, cordial, hearty, festive, joyous.
Grnius, intellect, invention, talent, taste, nature, character
Gentrel, refined, polished, fashionable, polite, well-bred.

1 Grntle. placid, mild, bland, meek, tame, docile.
Grnuink, real, true, unaffected, itiucero.

Gknus, kind, race, sort, class.
Orru, seed, origin, bud.
Grrhanb, relative, allied, related, pertinent.

' Grsturr, attitude^ action, posture.
'i Grt, obtain, earn, gain, attain, procure, achieve.
Ghastly, pallid, wan, hideous, grim, shocking,

; Ghost, spectre, spright, sprite, ai>parition. sdiade, phaatom.
GiBK, scoff, sneer, flout, jeer, mock, taunt, deride.
Giddy, unsteady, flighty, thoughtless.

\

GiPT, donation, grant* alms, gratuity, present, talent.

I Gigantic, colossal, huge, enormous, vast, prodigious, immentte.
Gild, adorn, beautify, brighten, deck.

1 WRD, begird, engird, belt, encircle, enclose.
iwiTE, grant, bestow, confer, yield, impart.

«LAD,ploMed. cheerful, joyful, glattsomo. gratified. rhoorin£ULARE, o. flare, glisten, glitter, dazzle, gloam.
ULEAM, gjimmer, glance, glitter, shine, flash.
^LEE, gaiety, merriment, liiirth. joviality, jovialness, catch.' i
fcfLiB, voluble, fluent, flowing, ready, flippant.
<3tLiDs:, slip, slide, run, roll on.
Glimmkr, v. gleam, flicker, glitter.
Glimpsk, glance, look, glint.
Glitter, gleam, shine, glisten, radiate, i

^LOOM, cloud, darkness, dimness, blackness, dullness, sadnesi*. JOLOOMY, lowering, lurid, dim, dusky, sad, glum.
WLORJFY, magnify, celebrate, adore, exalt
^LORious, famous, renowned, distinguished, noble, exalted.
ijrLORY. honor, fame, renown, splendor, grandeur.^wwiNQ. hot, intense, fervid, ardent, fervent. Iiery.
«LUT. gorge, stuff, cram, cloy, satiate, block up.
j3to, depart, proceed, move, budge, stir.
(aODLY, righteous, devout, holy, pious, religious.
faooD, benefit, weal, advantage. proGt. boon.
tooDLY. comely, pleasant, graceful, desirable, oonniderablc,"' '

ttooDNEss, value, worth, excellence.
Good, a. virtuous, righteous, upright, just. true.
OORGB, glut, fill, cram, stuff, satiate.
Gorgeous, superb, grand, magnificent, splendid.
GoTERK, rule, direct, manage, command.
GoTERN.MK.VT, rule, cabinet, constitution, state, control, swav.
bRACEKUL, becoming, comely, elegant, beautiful.
Gracious, merciful, kindly, beneficent, courteous, civil.
Gradual, slow, progl-essive.
Grand, niiiiestie, stately, dignified, lofty, elevated, exalted

splendKl, gorgeous, superb, magnificent, Bublimo.pompouF.
Grant, bestow, impart, give. yield, cede, allow, confer, invest]
Grant, pay, wages, salary, stiirend, gift, boon, donation.
Graphic, forcible, telling, picturesque, vivid, pictorial.
Grasp, catch, seize, gripe, clasp, grap|)le.
Grasping, greedy, avaricious, covetous, miserly.
Grateful, agrecj-ble. pleasing, welcome, thankful,
Gratifujatiox, enjoyment, pleasure, delight, reward.
Grave. «. serious, sedate, solemn, sober, pressing, heavy.
Grave,*, tomb, sepulchre, vault.
Great, big, huge, large, majestic, vast, grand, noble, august,
Grkeiunkss, avidity, eagerness, voracity.
Grief, affliction, sorrow, trial, woe, tribulation.
Grieve, moui-n, lament, sorrow, pain, jiurt, wound, bewail.
Grievous, painful, afflicting, heavy, baleful, imhappy.
Grind* cnuh, oppress, grate, harass, afflict.

-Gripe, catch, eeizoj clutch, graap, press, squeeze, pinch.
Grisly, terrible, hideous, grim, ghastly, dreadful.
Gross, coarse, outrageous, unseemly, shameful, iadelicate.
Ground, v. found, rest, base, establish.
Groundless, unfounded, baseless, ungrounded, gratuitous.
Group, assembly, duster, collection, clump, order, class.
Grotrt., crawl, cringe, fawn, sneak.
Grow, increase, vegetate, expand, advance.
Gbowl, grumble, snarl, murmur, complain.
Grudge, malice, rancor, spite, pique, hatred, aversion.
Gruff, rough, rugged, blunt, rude, harsh, surly, bearish.
Grumble, growl, snarl, complain.
GUAEANTEB, V. Warrant, secure, verify.

Guard, v. protect, defend, shield, keep, watch.
O^ARD, a. shield, security, defense, sentinel, watchman.
Guardian, protector, conservator, preserver.custodian,wardet
Guess, conjecture, divine, surmise, reckon, fancy, suppose.
Guide, v. lead, conduct, direct, regulate, manage, superintend.
Guiding, governing, ruling, leading.
Guild, fraternity, corporation, association, company.
GuiLRf deceit, fraud, artifice, trickery.

Guilt, crime, sin, offense. [

Guise, manner, aspect, mien, habit, dress.
|

Gull, dupe, cheat, trick, cosen, deceive, beguile, delude. '

Gumption, shrewdness, address, cleverness, acuteneas.
Gush, stream, flow, rush, spout.
GucT* breeze, blast, gale, squall.

HABILIMENTS, clothes, dress, garb, apparel, vestments.
Habit, manner, custom, usage, way.
Habitation, dwelling, residence, aoodo, domicile.
Habitual, usual, customary, wonted, regular, ordinary.
Hail, greet, salute, welcome, accost, call.

Hale, hearty, robust, sound, healthy, strong.
Hall^iw, consecrate, sanctify, venerate, dedicate, enshrine.
Halt, o. rest, pause, falter, limp, hop. hobble.
Hand, s, operative* workman, influence, agency, palm. Index.

Handlr, manage, use, wield, feel.

Handsomk, pretty, elegant, graceful, ample, beautiful, fine.

Handy, near, convenient, ready, dexterous.
Haplrsr, luckless, unlucky, unhappy, unfortunate.
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'Happen, betide, befall, occur, oontentmcnt.
HA7?iHKB»i fetioity* blisf, prosperityi wellbeins* welfare.

llAPPT. prosperous. succeEsful. lucky, fortunate, glad.

Harass. dUtreBfl, perplex, wenry. tire, worry, vex. fatlguo.

ISabbor. port, huven. asylum, refuffe.

KARBOR, shelter, indulee, foster. oherUn, entertain.

Sard, firm, solid, flinty, unfeeling;, harsh, cruel, diffieult.

HardbnbDi hard, callous, unfeeling, insensible.

Hardihood, audacity, imprudence, effronterj*.

Hardt, manly, brave, heroic, afcout, strong, firm.

Uari(. evil, ill. misfortune, mischief, mishap, injury, hurt.
Harmonious, aymphonious. consonous. aooordant
Saruohizb. accord, tally, agree, adapt.
Harsh, rough, severe, gruff, rugged, blunt, janing, sour.

;Hars|iness, acrimony, pungency, sternness
'Hastbn, press on, accelerate, quicken> expedite, hurry.
JHastt, a. quick, preci^itate, rash, hot, fiery. angr7> slight.

Hatb, detest, abominate, abhor, loathe, dislike.

IDEA, imagination, notion, thought, sentiment, improssioD.
Ideal, fanciful, imaginary, imagnnatiTe.
Idbntical* same, self-samo, particular.
Idlb, lazy, indolent, inactive, unemployed.
Igkomixioub. shameful, scandalous, infamous.
Ignouiky. shame, disgrace, obloquy, infamy, reproach.
Ignorant, nnleamed, illiterate, uninformed, uneducated.
Ill, «. evil, wickedness, misfortune, mischief, boim.
Ill, a. sick, indisposbd. unwell, diseased.
Ill-tbmpbred, crabbed, sour, surly, acrimonious.
Ill-will, enmity, hatred, antipatpy.
Ielbgal. unlawful, illicit, contraband, illc^timate.

'

Xlliuitablb, boundless, immeasurable, unlimited, infinite,
Ilutbbatr, unlettered, unlearned, untaught, uninstmcted.
Illvbss. gfcknesa, disease, disorder, malady, ailment.
Illdsion* fallao/, deception, phantasm.
lK).uaoRT, imaginary, chimerical, visionary.
Tllubtrate. explain, elucidate, clear.

HATEFDUodiooa, detestable, abominable.loathflome,repulai7e.
£u,j;3TBioua, celebrated, noble, eminent, famom*, renowned.

IHatrbd, antipatlv, aversion, repugnance, ill-will:

HAUQHTisfBSS, arrogance, vanity, pride.
IHauht, frequent, resort
Hatoc, destraotion, desolation, devastation.
Hazard, v. perilj jeopardize, risk, dare, adventure.
iHazb, to^, mist, nme.
Hbad, chief, leader, guide.
IHbadstronGi obstinate, dog;^d, stubborn, forward.
Hbal, cure, remedy, reconcile.
IHbaltht, hearty, hale, sound, strong, wholesome,
'Heap, pile, amass, acoumnlate.
Hbar, harken. overhear, listen.
Hbabtbrokbn, disconsolate, inconsolate, inconsolable.
Hbarty, healthy, sound, strong, heartfelt, cordial, sincere.
Hbateklt, celestial, divine, seraphic, angelic.
Heaviness, dullness, gloom, lethargy, torpor.
'. iEAVT, weighty, massive, dull, drowsy, insipid.
. Iebd, mind, attend to, regard, notice.
[right, top. cnsia. acme, apex, climax, zenith.

. iRioUTKyr amplify, exaggerate, raise, enhanee, inoreade.

. Iblp, v. aid. assist, co-operate, succor, relieve, serve.
. {rbgtoporb, formerly, aforetime, long kgo.
. {rroic, courageous, brave, bold, intrenid, fearless, gallant*

' {bsitatb. falter, pause, demur, scruple.
Ibw. cut down, fell, hack, chop.

\ IiODBN, secret, occult, mysterious.
. iiDK, o. conceal, disguise, secrete, cover, screen.
IiDB, «. skin. rind, peel, bark.
IiDBOua, ghastly, grim, grizzly, frightful, horrible, ugly.
IiQH. tall, lofty, elevated, proud, conceited.

lUAGB, likeness, picture, representation, effigy.

luAQiNABT, ideal, fanciful, illuBorr.

IiiAGiNB, 17. conceive, fancy, apprehend, think, presnme.
luBBOiUTV, silliness, senility, dotage.
Imbibb, absorb, swallow up, take in, engulf, consiOne.

Imitate, copy, ape, mimic, mock, counterfeit.

Immaoulatb, unspotted, spotless, unsullied, stainless.

ImmbdiatR, pressmg, instant, next, proximate.
Immkdiatkly, instantly, forthwith.' directly . presently.

Immbnsb. vast, enormous, huge, prodigious, monstrous.
Immrrsb, dipj plunge, douse, souse.

Immunity, privilege, prerogative, exemption.
luHURB, confine, shut up, imprison.
Impair, injure, diminish, deereose.
Impart, reveal* divulge, disclose, dii<oover, beutuw, aSord.
Impartial, just, equitable, unbiaaaed.
Impassionrd, glowmg, burning, fiery, vehement, intense.

lupBAOH. aoouse, charge, arraign, censure.
Impede, hinder, retard, obstruct, prevent.
Impedimkxt. obstruction, hin^ance, obstacle, barrier.

Impel, animate, induce, incite, instigate, embolden.
IvpEKDnt'O, imminent, threatening.
Imperativb, commanding,^authontative, despotic
Impbrfbotion. fault, blemish, defect, vice.

Imperil, peril, endanger, hazard, jeopardize.
Imperious, commanding, authoritative, imperative, lordly.

Impertinent, intrusive, officious, rude, sauc^, impudent.
lMPERViocs,unpassi:J)le,impassablejiiEaGcessible,impenetrablO'
Impbtdous, violent, boisterous, fnnous, vehement, rapid.

&S^'^l^'^r1^!g*S^^^^^ te?Sr?^?;fvenSX.*a1^a,eompromia^^£J^?1"a"™' Blee.,]oIlity. merriment. 3oyiality.
I„pu)re. teg. solicit, beseeoh. crave, suPPHoate, entreatKinder. Uiwart. retard, stop, prevent, impede, obstruct

Bint. v. suggest, allude to, refer to, glance at, intimate.
Hire, •. pay, allowance, salary, wages, stipend.
iHrr, strike, daah, beat, thump.
'Hoard, heap up. treasure, lay up. store.

' lloisT, V, lift, heave, raise up, pull up.
Hold, have, posaeaa, keep, detain, retain.

Hollow, a. vacant empty, void.
Holy, aaored, pious, devout, religioua, divine.
HtisiAOR, respect. defereneCf honor, veneration.
IloMB, dwelling, house, domicile, residence, abode.
Honest, upright, honorable, conscientioua, virtuous.

Imply, involve, comprise, infold, import denote, signify.
Importance, signification, avail, consoquenoe,weight,moment.
Important, pressing, momentous, material, weighty, grave.
Impose, put place, set. fix, lay.
Imposing, impressive, striking:, majestic, august, noble, grand.
Imposition, delusion, cheat deception, fraud, imposture, tax.
Impost, tax. duty, custom, excise, tribute, toll.

Impostor, rogue, deceiver, cheat
Imposture, See Imposition,
Impotence, weakness, incapacity, infirmity, frailty.feeblenedS.
Impotent, weak, feeble; helpless, enfeebled, nerveless, infirm.

,.—.™., „,...=—, --— ,
—---—: . rr--\ „:.,„.. Imprbsnatb, fill with, imbue. saturate, steep, soak, fertilize.

HoNKSTY, integrity.puri^, probity. smcerity. veracity, virtue. Ijjprbss, v. imprint stamp, engrave, fix. instill.
Honor, «. homage, dignityi grandeur. iMPKEasiON. feeling, sentiment senaation.^tamp.
Honor, v. reverence, revere, venerate, respect, dignify, exalt Impressivb, stirring, forcible, exciting, affecting, moving.
Hope, e. expectation, trust, confidence, anticipation. Imprison, inoarcerate. shut up. immure, confine.

Hostility. rmimoBity. enmity, ill-will, hatreS. onpoaition. improtk, amead, bettor, refonn, rectify, employ.

So?SrfPnt,T.Vvae"?b%ng.sIowi„.aatopL^,»^^^^^
House, family, habitation, abode, residence, domicile.

iluGB. vast, enormous, large, great, iminonso, gigantic,.

Humanity, kindness, benevoldnce, tenderness, senaibihty.

lluMBLV,9. lower, debase, degrade, disgrace, humiliate.

Hum BLR, a. lowly, modest, suomissivo, unassuming.
Humiliation, fall,- abasement, degredation, degeneracy.
HuMOB. satire, wit jocularity, temper, mood, frame.

Hurl, o. throw, fling, cast, precipitiite.

Hurricakb, storm, tempest blast, tornado.

Hurry, v. hasten, siieeo, expedite, precipitate.

Hurt, «. harm.-injury, damage, uiischief.

Hurt, v. annoy, pirieve, vex. wound.

Hush, lufl, calm, still, quiet
lIvPOcmsYp deceit, pretense, cant

HPROviDENT, careless, imprudent wasteful, reckless, rash.
mpudbmgb, assurance, impertinence, insolence, rudeness.
hpudent, saucy, brazen, bold, impertinent, rude, insolent.
MPUGN, ^insay. oppose, attack, assail.
MPULSB, mcentive, moitcmenti motive, instigation.
HPULSiTE^ rash, hasty, forcible, violent
HPURB, mixed, adulterated, tainted, foul.
mputation, blame, censure, reproach, charge, accnaatipn.
HABiLtTY, weakness, impotence, incapacity, incapability.
KACTiTB, inert lazy, indolent slothful, sluggish, idle.
NADTBBTBNCY, error, blunder, inattention, carelessnens. .

NANiMATE, llfelcss, dead, defunot inert, extinct.

ii5R;tf,;ne-r?iirouWine:ful.d;iirerioae.no:dousdetrlmen,al^^^^^

NCRNTiVB, moUve. inducement, impulse.
NCRSSAKTLY, alwoys, uuceasingly, continually, perpetually.
NOiDBKTt circumstance, fact, event occurrence, adventure.
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IBOIDKKTAL. BooidenUI, oaBual, oontlngenL Iksolext, rude, eancy, pert, imperfinent, aousive. inHnian-
OTiBiON.cnt,gash.

, ^. , . ._ ,
{Na*"KCT, examme, investigate, overhaul auporvUe"^

jrOTTK. instigate, excite, provoke, stimulate, wge, fanpel. Inspire, animate, exhilarate, enliven, olleer braathn Inliai.
K0I.BUBHOT. harflhness, rwor. intensity^ seventy. Instabilitv, mutability, floklenosa. mutablenesV. waverine
HCUNATiOH, leaning, tendenoy. bias, wish, hking. desire. Install, induct, inaugurate, invest.

tfutoeuik.

NCUNBi V. slope, lean, slant, tend, bend, turn, bias, dispose. Instance, exemplification, sample.
*

. NCLOSB, surround, shnt in, fence'in, cover, wrap. Instantaneous, direct, immediate, momentarv oniok
HOLUDB. comprehend, comprise, contain, embrace, hold. Instantly, immediately, forthwitii, straiehtwav diractlv
Inoorbrickt, loose, incongruous, inconsistent. lNSTiuATB.Htir un. nnr«iiAi1n <inin.»4.» i..^:*. _il. .iri^;
Incomiiodb. annoy, plotfue, molest, disturb, trouble.
Ihcohpetenti incapable, unable, inadequate, insufficient. Institute, establish, found, erect, liegin form onmnize
iHOOiiPLFrB. imperfect defective, unexecuted. jjbtkuot. Inform, teach, educate, enfigliten ifiiti^e '

Ihoonstant, changeable, unstable, fickle, fitful, variable. Instruction, advice, counsel, information.etiuoation mandnta.
IHOOKTENIBNCB, f». incommode, annoy, plague, disturb. wH-pnTTMB-urp. +««! ;».»)..»— * -i.—.-i — _j?__ . * , «*"•«

IifOBBASB. V. extend, enlarge. augmeut.expand,raise,magnlfy,

NSTi«ATB.Btir up,,persuade. animate, incite, urge, stimSate.nstill, implant., inculcate, infuse, insinuate.
»''""'"»"•

nbtrumbnt, tool, implement, utensil, meiiium,chanliel,aeent
N3TKDMBNTAL. oonducivo, assistant, helping, ministerial.

Incbeasr. ff. augmentation, accession, addition, enlargement. Insuppictkncy, inadequacy, incompetency cfefioiencv lack.
Incdloatb. impress, infuse, instill, implant. Insult, affront, outrage, indignity, blasphemy
focuuBKHT. obligatory, morally necessitated. iNsuLTDfO. insolent, rude, saucy, impertinent abusive
Ikoubsiun, inroad, invasion, irruption, aggression. Insurrection, rebellion, mutiny, revolt, sedition
Indeed, truly, veritably, certainly. iNTEoRrrr, uprightness, honesty, probity, entirety
Indbpinite. vague, uncertam, unsettled, loose, lax. Intbli.rct, understanding, brains, mind, ability talent.
iIndicatr, point out, show, mark. iNTnLLEOTUAL, mental, ideal, metaphysical '

iNoicATiON, mark, show. sign. note, symptom, token. Xntbluqencb. advice, mformation, instruction notice reoorL
Ikdippbrrncb. apathy, carelessness, listlessness. insensibill^. Intbllioent, understanding, enli^tened, instructed Imowiii^
Indioenge, want, needinessj penury, poverty, destitution. Intblligible, clear, obvious, plam, distinct.

^^
Indiokation. anger, wrath, ire. resentment. Intbmpbbatb, immoderate, excessire, drunken.
{NDiQNiTT. insult, atErout, outrage, obloqi^, reproach. Intbxd, design, contemplate, moon, purpose.
ndibcbihihate, promiscuous, chance, indistinct, confused. Intense* ardent, fervid, burning, strained, forced exoesslva.'

JifDiBPBNtjABLE, essential, neoessaiy, requisite, expedient. Intent, desig^ purpose, drift, view, aim. meaning
IroiBPUTABLE. undeniable, undoubted, incontestable, sure. Intentional, designed, contemplated, premeditated, studied
Indistinct, uncertain, confused, disputable, doubtful. Inter, buryj entomb, inhume.
Indite, compose, frame, couch. Interokdb. interpose, interfere, mediate, advocate.
Indolent, idle, lasy, listless, inaotivo, indifferent Interooubse, commerce, connection, intimacy, aoqualntanoa,
Induce, move, actuate, prompt impel, instigate, 4irgo. t„™^°^°^*

"'*
j j?

Prohibit, mmoit, proscribe; debar.
ntbrferEj meddle, intermeddle, interpose.
NTRRiOR, mward, inner, inside, internal.
ntrrhrdiatb. intervening, interjacent, between.
.NTB&u INABLB,end]es8,infinite,unlimited,boundleBS,limitless.
ntebmission, cessation, pause, rest, stop, stoppage.

A.NTERNAL. interior, inner, inward, intrinsic,
Intbrposk, intercede, arbitrate, mediate, interfere, meddle.
'Intbbpbrt, explain, expound, elucidate, unfold, decipher.

Inducbubnt, motive, reason, cause, impulse, incentive.
Indulge, foster, chcriHh. fondle.
iHDDSTRipus, active, diligent, assiduoup, laborious.
Ineffectual^ vain, useless, fruitless, abortive, inefEeotive. t»™»..,..™v;: Z£"

• -"«.-«,««..»—»«,
JsBquALrrT. disparity, dissimilarity, unovennesB,.prominence. antbbmisbion, cessation, pause, rest, stop, stoppage.

Inestimablr, invaluable, priceless. Internal, interior, inner, inward, intrinsic,
Inevitable, unavoidable, not to be avoided, certain.

^ '^'"
' >

•-
.

....
iNrAUOus, scandalous, shameful, ignominious, disgraceful. ^ , , , „„, ..„„.„, „w«.t.«,
Infect, pollute, contaminate^ taint defile, corrupt. Intrrpr1<tation, version, rendering, sense, explanation,
Ikpbctiods. oantagious, pestilential, catching. IntrrrupTj disturb, hinder, break, divide.
Inference, deduction, corollary, conrlusion, consequence. Interval, interlapse. space, period.
.Infbriob. secondflTy. subaltern, subordinate. Intkrvkntion, agency, interposition, mediation.
Infernal, diabolical, fiendish, devilish, helUsh. Intiuatb, hint, suggest, insinuate, expre8s,siguify,tmpart.teU.
Infest, annoy, plague, buass, ^stnrb. Intiuidate, alarm, score, appal, daunt, cow, quail.
J.-FIDEUTT, unbelief, distrust incredulily, disbelief. Intolkrablr, insufferable, insupportable, unendurable.

. NFiNiTE, boundless, unbounded, unlimited, immonso. Is'Toxioatbd. drunk, tipsy, inebriated, fuddled, muddled.
„ .NFKM, weak, feoblo, enfeebled. Intrepid, bold, brave« daring, dauntless, courageous, valor-
.HFLAME. anger, irritate, enrage, incense, aggravate, fmbltter. ous. valiant, heroic, gallant, <diivaIrous.

. JfFLBCiioN, bend, crookedness, curvature. Intricacy, difficulty. compIexit;y. involution, perplexl^.
nfuct, lay on, impose. Intrigue, plot, conspiracy, combination, artifice, rube, amour.

. nflubnce, v. bias. sway, prejudice, prepossess. Intrinsic, real, true, genuine, sterling, native, natural.

. NFLUEKCE, a. Credit favor, character, weight sway. iN'TBuDfi'R. present usher, bring in, begin.
NFOKU, communicate, tell, report, apprise, reveolt divulge. IntroDuoTiON,i>refa«e, prelude, exordium, prologue.preamble.
NFORiiATiON, advioc, counsel. instruction, notioe,intelligBnoe. Intkudr, force m, obtrude, trench, infringe, invade,

,
NFBACTiox, mfringement, invasion, breach. Intbcst, confine, commit, consign,
nfrinor. invade, intrude, break, violate. Inundatr, drown,overflow.deluge,flood,Bubmerge,overwhelui.

,
nfuse, instill, ingraft, implant inspire, breathe Into.impart Inuru, habituate, use. train, accustom, familiarize.

, NOENUOUfl, artless, candid, open, frank, plain, sincere. Invade, attack, assail, infringe, trench, intrude, violate.
noratitude, unthankfulness, thonklessness. Invalid, weak, Trorthless, null, feeble, infirm, sick.
NGREsa, entrance, entry, inlet. Invalidatk, quash, cancel, overthrow, vacate, nullify, annul.

Inhabit, dwell in, resido in. tenant occupy. Invasion, incursion, irruption, inroad, aggression, raid. fray.
.NHUHAN, cruel, brutal, savage, barbarous, ruthless, merciless. Invrotivb, abuse, reproach, railing, censure, sarcasm, 8atire«
NiqciTT, injustice, wrong, ^ievance. ItfVENT, devise, contrive, frame, find out. discover, design.

- HJUNCTiON, order, command, mandate, precept Invert, npset. overturn,' overthrow, Subvert, reverse.
irjuRB, damage, hurt wrong, harm, spoil, mar. Invest, surround, besiege, endue, clothe.

- Jmubious. hurtful, baneful, pernicious, noxious, wrongful. lNTEST]OATiox.examination,searcb,inquiry,reBearoh.8omtiiiy
. njdstioe, wrong, iniquity, grievance. Inveterate, confirmed, chronic^ malignant
NLRT, entrance, entiy. ingress. Iktidious. envious, hateful, odious, malimailt
HNocKNT, guiltless, sinless, harmless, Inoffensive, hinoxlonB. Inviooratb, brace, harden, nerve, etrenguien, fortify.
NopFEsaiVE, harmless, innocent innoxious, unoffending. Invincible.- unoonc^uerable, improvable, insurmountable.
nordinatb. intemperate, irregular, disorderly, cxoespive. IxvisiBLB.'unseen, imperceptible, impalpable, nnperceivable.
NQDisiTivR, prying, peeping, cnrious, peering. Intitb. ask. calU bid, request, allure, attract, solicit
NQDiRv, investigation, examination, renpiaroh, Forutiny. Invoke, invooate, call upon, appeal, refer, implore, beseech,

question, query, interrogation. Intolvh. implicate, entangle, compromise, envelop.

TwANE, mad, deranged, delirious, demented. Inwaed. interior, internal, inner,

,

-KSANi^.m^^nc^pn?S"Sation^^ \V^^^i'^ll^{iom!'%'^o^ul\o^
S'?iS'witSriSiin7"'''

'""'"" iSSYrsi«^riri'rSsSe^i^nc.v
°^^^

_ S!St"C ElTtorifeis '^^^^ artful, wily.
Irrational, fooHA, siUy. imbecile brutish.absurd.ridloulous.

WIGHT. diawrnraent^specaS inSospeotion. Irrrgulab, eccentric, anomalous, inordinate, intemperate.

xsivRATv hinf J«*^«..t« r«»«=tV i«^.=« ^ luBRLioious.profane.godless,impioua,8aoriloEious,desenratiniC

Spin dall flnt .^^^:/v^1m^^ Irrfpboachablb, blamoless. spotless, irreprovablo.

SSi%T;s?8t\c^e^ye ui£^'
"»*"*°»*'''- IBRESMTIBLK. Tosistled-, opposclgss, irrepressible.

J^TkI^I en^7ip*'Jec"raIli^?Set entangle. Inveigle.
I^^f-o.-ctk. wavering, un^lotermined. undecided, vacillating.
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fiKsapEOTiTB, indepenHent of.

Irritablb, excitable, irascible, ptaeeptiblif, sensitive.
Irritate, af^ravate. worry, embitter, madden, exasperate.
Ibsus, v. emerge, rise, proceed, flow, spring, emanate.
IsBDB, a. end, upshot, eiEeet, result. oSspriug'. progeny.

JADE, harass, weary, tire, worry.
Janole, wrangle, conflict, disagree.
Jarring, conflicting, discordant, inconsonant, inoonsljitent.

. Jaunt, ramble, excursion, trip.

Jraloqst, suspicion, envy.
Jber. sneer, scoff, mook.
jEOFARDiZB,_imperil. hazard, endanger.
Jeofardt, risk, peril( hazard, danger, chance, venture.
Jilt, coquette, flirt.

Jocose, jocular, jolly, facetious, witty, pleasant.
Jocund, lively, sprighUy, sportive, merry, mirthful.
Join, go with, add,unite,append,aoUoln,oombine,loague!
Jollification, conviviality, revelry, merriment.
JOLLT, stout, lusty, corpulent, obese, merry.
JocRNET, travel, tour, trip, excursion, voyage.
JoviALiTT, hilarity, jolli^, mirth, merriment.
Jot, delight, gladness, cbium, pleasure, ecstasy, rapture.
Judgment, sagacity, sentence, decision, order, award.
Judicious, discerning, wise, sage, thoughtful.
JuiCT, succulent, bibulous, spongy.
Jump, leap, bound, spring.
Junction, union, alliance, connection, ooufederucy.
Just, right, proper, fair, equitable, impartial.
Justice, right, equity, law.
JusTiPT, excuse, clear, exonerate, defend, absolve.
Jut, project, protrude, oulge.
Juvenile, young, youthful* boyish, infantile, childish.

KEEN, sharp, acute, cutting, biting, stinging, sarcastic.
Reef, retain, hold, detain, preserve, maintain, sustainJiindci
Kbt, guid^ explanation, translation, solution.

Lbnqthbx, extend, elongate, protract, prolong.

IjEitaEv, abate, diminish, decrease, lower, subside,

Lettkb, epistle, note, communicatiou.
LnvEL, oven, plain, pmooth, flat.

Levitv, giddiucss, lightneffi, flic^tiness.

Liable, exposed to. subject to. .>

LioERAL, generous,bountiful, boiinteous,munifieeut,plentiCal4
Liberate, pet free, free, deliver, discharge, release, let go.

TjIBEBtt, leave, license, permisBion. freedom.
_

LiCENTloirs. loose, lax, dissolute, rn-kish, unbridled.
Lib, uutmth, falsehood, falsity, fiction, invention, story.

LiPB, animation, vivacity, spirits, history, career, existanoBi

Lu'ELBSb, dead, defunct, inanimate, extinct.

L^, hoist, raise, elevate, erect, exaJt.

LiUATURE, bandage, ligament, tie.

Light, v. illuminate, ulumme. enlighten, Iignten.

LiGHTNEss.Ievity ,flightinesrt.volatility.giddinessonconatfinby-.
band. Likeness, picture, image, eMgy, resemblance, representatioiu

tiKBWiSE, also, too. as well.

imit, a. extent, boundary, bound, border.

Limit, v. bound, circumscribe, restrict, confine, t

Lineage, ancestry, family, house, generation. nV

Linger, tarry, loiter, wait, log, saunter.
Link, tie, bind, join, chain. ,. i.^
Liquidate, clear off, extinguish, pay oS, lessen, aiscnorge*)

List, roll, roster, catalogue, register, inventory.

Listen, list, barken, heed, attend to.

LiSTLKSS, indifferent, indolent, careless.

Literal, actual, real, positive, true.

Literature, books^ letters, learning, scholarship."

Little, small, diminutive, dwarf.
Live, exist, subsist.

Livelihood, living, support, sustenance.
Lively, active, brisk, quick, prompt, buoyant, racy. >

Loath, a. reluctant, backward, unwilling.
' Loathe, v. dinlike, nauseate, abhor, detest, abominate.
Lofty, nigh, tall, elevated, exalted.

Loitsr, wait, linger, tarry, saunter.

fiND, a. species, sort, class, genus, nature, character.
indlb, ignite, enkindle, awaken, arouse, stir up, excite.

Kindred, af&nity. relatives, kinsfolk, related,connectrd,akm.
KiNQLT, royal, impartial, regal, sovereign.
Kinsfolk, kin, relations, relatives, kindred.
Knavb. rogue, scoundrel, rascaL
Knavish, roguish, dishonest, fraudulent.

Look. b. manner, appearance, aspect, feature, glance, peep.

Look, ©. see, witness, viewj eye, inspeot.

Loose, vague, lax, slack, dissolute, licentious, rakish^

Loquacity, talkativeness, volubility, glibuoss, babbling.

Loss, damage, detriment.
Lot, destiny, fate, future, doom.

^;,««A""J"r:»Vi-.r"«.- u:^!"-:;!."
""

i 1.1. » Loud, noisy, vociferous, blustering, riotouu. turbulent.,
Knowledge, learning, schoIarahip,acquiremente,attamment6.

Jovb. endearment, affection, attachment, fondness.

LABORIOUS, indu5trions.diligent,assiduon8,aotivo,toil8ome. Lotelt, charming, amiable, delightful.

Labor, work, task, toil, exertion.

Labored, elaborate, hard-wrought, studied.
Laborer, workman, operative, nand.
Lack, want, need, require.
Laconic, short, brief, concise, curt.
Lao. tarry, linger, loiter, saunter.
Lake, limp, halt, hobble, hop.
Lament, gneve, mourn, regret, bewail, deplore, bemoso.
Lanquaqb. speech, tongue, dialect, phraseology. '

Languid, weak, faint, drooping, pining.
Lank, lean, thin, skinny, meagre, scraggy.
Lapse, elapse, glide, pass, roll.

Larqb, big, great, huge, vsist, extensive, wide.
Lash, scourge, wbip, flog, beat, fasten.
Lassitude, wearineBS, fatigue, languor.
Last, latest, hindmost, utmost, extreme, final, ultimate.
Lasting, durable, abiding, permanent, perpetual.
Latent, nidden. secret, occult, insomtablo.
Laud, praise, commend, applaud, extol, magnifi;, eulogiae.
Laughable, oomicall, droll, mirthful, funny, ludicrous.
Lavish, profuse, extravEigant, prodigal.
Lawful, legal, legitimate, rightful, constitutional.

tAZT, idle, indolent, slothful, sluggish, inactive.
BAD, conduct, guide, direct, induce, persuade, influence.

Lbadinq, a. principal, chief, governing, ruling.
League, alliance, confederacy, combination, coalition.
Lean, a. thin, scraggy, lank, skinny.

;
Lean, v. incline, tend, bend, slope.
Leap« jump, bound, spring.
Learning, knowledge, scholarship.

' Leave, «. liberty, license, permission.
Leave, V. quit, relinquish, renounce, give np, retire.

t
savings, scraps, refuse, remains, remnants, fragments.
bgal, lawful, legitimate, constitutional.

'Legend, fable, myth, memoir, annal, chronicle.
' Legitimate, legal,, lawful, genjime, fair.

Loveh, suitor, wooer, sweetheart.
Low, humble, lowly, base, mean, filthy, foul.

Lower, reduce, humble, humiliate, degrade, debafiV
Lowering, gloomy, lurid, murky, dull.

Loyalty, allegiance, fealty.

Luck, chance, fortune, accident.
Luckless, hapless, unlucky, unprosperons, nnfoitnnate^
Lucre, gain, profit, emolument, money. ,

Ludicrous, laughable, ridiculous, comic, droU. odd> silly^

Lull, quiet, calm, hush, still.

Luminous, light, bright, lucid.
Lure, a, allurement, attraction. e.nticement>

Lurid, gloomy, murky, lowering.
Luscious, honeyed, sweet, melufluons.
Lustful, lecherous, lascivious.

Luster, splendor, brightness, brilliancy, effulgence:

Lusty, stout, strong, able-bodied, stalwart, robust, muscular-

Luxuriant, exuberant, superfluous, redundant, abundant.
Luxury, plenty, profuseness, voluptuousness.

MACHINATION, stratagem, cheat, imposture, fraud, trick-\

Madden, irritate, enrage, exasperate.
,

Madness, mental aberration, insanity, lunacy, mama, frenzy*

Magnanimous, august, dignified, noble, exalted, lofty.

Magnificbnoe, splendor, grandeur, gorgeousneas, pomp.
Magnify, enlarge, extol, applaud, laud.
Magnitude, greatness, bigness, size, bulk.
Main, chief, principal, leading, first.

Maintain, assert, vindicate, hold, support, sustain.

Maintenance, living, livelihood, subsistence.
Majestic, dignified, noble, stately, pompous, grand.
Make, create, form, produce^ mould, shapo.
Malady, ailment, disease, distemper, disorder, sioknesa-

Malediction, curse, imprecation, denunciation, anathema.'
j

Malrpactor. criminal, culprit, felon, convict. _ .

Malice, spite, rancor, ill-feeling, grudge, animosity, lU-wui^
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M.U<moi;£i. vlmlent, iiluli^atft. viuked.
Makact.b^v. Filuiokle, futter, chain.
Manaqk, coutrive, cnAoort. direct.
Maxaukmknt, diroctiont suporintDndcnro, oaro, oc-onomy.
Mam)L.b, tear, lacerute, mutilate, cripple, mnim.
Mama, madness, insanity, lunacy.
MA-vrKEttT, V. reveal, iirove, evince, cxbibit, display, nhovr.
Mavifkht. a. clear, plain, evident, open, apparent, visible.
Manifold, sov.nml. sundry, various, divers, numerous.
]V[anlt, mn^puline, vigorous, eouragcoua. brave, horoio.
Manhrr, habit, custom, way, air, look, appourauce.
Manners, morals, habits, behavior, carriage.
Many, numerous, several, sundry, divers, Tarious. manifold.
Karou. tramp, tread, walk, step, apace.
Margin, edge, rim, border, brink, ver^.
Marinr,' maritime, nautical, naval.
Mark, b. sign, note, token, trace, vestisp. track, badge.
Mark, d. impress, print, stamp, engrave, notice^ show.
Marked, observable, noticeable, remarkable, distinct.
Marriagr, wedding, nuptials, matrimony, wedlock.
Marsh, fen, bog. morass, quagmire, swamp.
Martial, military, warlike, solderlike.

Marvel, wonder, miracle, prodigy.
Marveluus, wondrous, wonderful, amaziug, mirocnlou:*.
Mabodlinb, manJy, virilu, hardy, vigorous, tnurageous, brave.
Mask, vizor, cloak, veil, blind.
Massacre, camaee, slaughter, butchery.
21assivb> moss}', bulky, heavy, weighty, ponderous-

Hastkb, possessor, proprietor, head, owner.
Masterly, skillful, clever, expert, dexterous, adroit.
Mastery, dominion, rale, sway, oseendenoy. sup:-3maoy.
Matohlbss, unrivaled, peerless, inimitable, surpaasing.
Material, a. oorporeal,DodiIy phyMcal.temporal.momentous.
Materials, matter, substance, elements, ground, data.
Matrimony, marriage, wedlock, wedding, nuptials, espousals.
Mattbs. afEalr, business, concern, question, subject, topic.

BIaturr, ripe, ready, mellow, perfect, fit.

Mawkish, msipid, flat, spiritless, vapid.
MAxtM, adage, apophthegm, proverb, saying, byword, saw.
Maze, labj^nth, nncertainty, perplexity, puzzle.
Mkagbe. poor, lank, emaciated, barren, dry, nnintoresting.
Mean. a. stingy, niggardly, low. abject, vile, ignoble, vulgar.
Mean, c. design, purpose, intend, contemplate, signi^.
Mbahino, signification, import, acceptation, sense, purport.
Means, way, manner, method, mode.
Mkchanic, artizan. artificer, operative, workman, laborer.

Mkodlesoub. officious, intermeddling, interfering.
Meditate, ^ink. reflect, musp.
Medium, mediocrity, organ, channel, instrument, means.
Mrdlky, mixture, variety. tV.vcrsicy, miscellany.
Mkkk, unassuming, mild, gentle.
Mektinq, assembly, convocatiun. congregation.
Mklancholt, low-op irited, dispirited, dreamy, sad.
Mkllo^', ripe, mature, soft.

Melody, air. unison, agreement, music, minstrelsy.
Melt. liqaeQr, fuse, dissoKe, moisten.
Memoir, narrative, chronicle, legend, life, history.
MEMORABLE, signal, distinguished, marked.
Memorial, monument, memento, roounemoration.
MuiORY, remembrance, recollection.
Men'acr, ff. threat, threatening, commination.
Mrnd. amend, correct, better, ameliorate, improve, recti^.
Menial,*, servant, domestic, drudge.
"Mi^NTiOH, tell, name, communicate, impart, divulge, verealf
^ disclose, inform, acquaint.
Mrrchandisr, goods, wares, commerce, traffic.

Merchant, trader, tradesman, dealer.
.
Mercikul, lenient, clement, tender, gracious, kind.
Merciless, hard-hearled, cmel, pitiless, remorseless.
Mercy, lenity, mildness, clemency, compassion, pity.
Mrrely, barely, only, scarcely, jmit.
Mekit, worth, desert.
Merited, deserved, condign, suitable, adequate, proper.
MERiTORioua, worthy, deservinv.
Mebrimsnt, mirth, joviality, jollity, hilarity.
Merry, cheerful, joyous, ^ay. lively, blithe, jovial, sportive.
MRsssyoKR, carrier, harbinger, forerunner.
Kbtuod, way. manner, mode, process, order, ruler system.
;UiEN, air, look, manner, aspect, appeuranoo.
MioHTY.jpowcrful, potent.
Mild, soft, meek, gentle, kind.
2I1LITARY, iioldierlike, martial, warlike.
|aiMlo* imitate, apo. mock.
MiHDxn heed, advert to. regard..

MiKD, «. itentiment, oplniob, idea, notiuu.
Mindful, observant, attentive, heedful, thoughtful.
^iNULR, mix, blend, compound, amaleamate.
MwiSTKR. atlminiHter, contribute, supply.
MiKisTRY, tuibinct, udministration, government.
Minute, ch-oumntantial, particular.
Mirth, joy, gladness, joviality, vivacity", gaiety, fim.
MiscELLA.VKOi'H, nromipouous, indisoriminato, inixedU^
M1SCKLLA.VY, meOloy, diversity, variety, mixture, hotoh-potoh,.
MiBOHiKP, injury, harm, damage. 'hurt, evil, ill.

Misconception. inipariprehonaion,misundorstanding, mlsta ke-
MiROREANT, caitiff, villain, ruffian.
Misdeed, ofliensu, trespass, transgrcsBion, crime.
MisKRAiiLR, unhappy, wretched, distressed, afilioted.
MiSEHLY. stingy, niggardly, avaricious, griping.
MiBPOKTUNB, calamity, disaster, mishap, catastrophe.
MiSQGiDR, mislead, dazzle, beguile, deceive.
MlHLBAD. tieo Mi.«gtiido.
MisPEND, waste, disttipato. squander.
Misrule, anarchy, confusion.
Mias, omit, lose, fail, miscarry.
MiRSio^, commission, legation, emboStiy, ernCnd.
MiSTAKu, a. error, blunder, delusion, misundcrstandinff.
Mistake, v. err, fail, misconceive, misapprohend.
Misty, murky, dork, dim, obscure, clouit}-, pbadowy, doaky.
Misuse, a, abuse, perversion, maltreatment.
Mitigate, alleviato, relievo, abate, diminish.
Mix. mingle, blend, intermix, amalgamate.
MoB,.cro\vd. concourse, multitude, thi'ung.
Mock, mimic, imitate, ape, deride, ridicule.
Model, copy, pattern, specimen.
MoDEH.\TE, temperate, abstemious, sober, abfitinent^
MoDRfST, chaste, virtuous, bashful, resorveil.
Moist, wet, damp, dank, humid.
Mold, a. c-ast, form, shape, fashion, mildew.
Molest, annoy, discommode, ve.^, teaso, disturb.
Moment, consequence, weight, importance.
MosiENTuus. important, significant, weighty.
Monotonous, unvaried^ dull, tiresome, undiverslfied.
Monster, ruffian, villam, brute, prodigy,
MoNSTRuiT», shocking, dreadful, horrible.
Mom.'ME\T, inemnrial, record, tenotuph.

Mood, humor, disposition, vein, temper.
Moral, regular, strict, virtuous.
MoRALSt manners, behavior, habits, mbralits'.

Morbid, sick, ailing, sickly, diseased, corrupted.
Moreover, besides, furthermore.
MoRosB, gloomy, sullen, surly, fretful, crabbed, crusty*
Mortal, deadly, fatal, destrui'^tive.

Mortality, humaukind. human race, death.
MoRTiKY) vex, chagrin, grieve, hurt, afflict, annoy.
Motherly, maternal, tender.
Motion, proposition, proi>osal, movement, change, actiou.
Motionless, still, stationary, torpid, stagnant.
Motive, cause, reason, incentive, impulse, spur.

Motley, heterogeneous, diversified, mixed.
Mottled, dappled, dotted, spotted, flecked, speckled.

Mount, arise, rise, ascend, soar, tower, climb, t)cale,ombQilitifa..

MouBNPUL, sad, sorrowful, lugubrious, griovous, doleful.

Mote, impel, induce, prompt, stir, proiml, push.

Moving, afEecting, touching, pathetic, nu-ltiiig.

Muffle, deaden, disguise, conceal, cover, shroud.

Multitude, crowd, throng, host, inob, swai-m.

Munificent, bounteous, bountiful, generous, liberal.

Murder, v. kill, assassinate, slay, massacre, despatch.

Murky, dark, dusky, dim, cloudy, misty, shadowy,
Mvbk.v. meditate.contemplate, thin k, rettcct.cogitate, ponder.-

Music, harmony, melody, symphony.
Musical, tnneful, melodious, harmonious, dulcet, swpot
Mustek, collect, rally, assemble, congrt-eate.

Musty, stale, sour, fetid. _

Mutilate, maim, cripple, disable, disfigure

Mutinous, insurgent.seditions, tumultuous, tm-bnlout.riotous.

MYSTBnious, dark, obscure, hidden, socrot. dim, mytftio.

Myth, &ible, legend, fiction, parable.

NAKED, nude, bare, uncovered, unclothed, roufth. nido.

Name, v. denominate, entitle, stylo, dosisnato, call, christen.

Name. a. title, reputation, character, fame, c-retht, roputc.

Nareatb, tell, r6late, detail, recount, descviho, recite.

Narrow, bigoted, contracted, confined, straislitonod, limited.

Nasty, filthy, foul, dirty, unclean, impure, iuducunt, vile.

Nation, people, communi^, realm, state.

Native, real, geniune, indigenous, vemaoulai, mother.
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TTlATL-RAIii original, retrular* nnrmal, baPtanS. Odious, hatefni. oxeotable. detestable* repalnro.
I^ATURALLY. coDBequentlr, Deo^ivarily, instiuofiTely, Qdob, biuqIU soent, tterfume. fraffmnce.
3Tadbba, qnulm. Bea-eiokneM. disfmst. loathing, avendon. Ofpal, garbaee, xnbbiah, refnoe,
NavticaIj. maritime, pea-£arinff»iiiival^ inarino. OrFKNSR, affront, inault, outniee, misdeed* vrone, injostioe.
Nbar, ueiehborine. clones oontieuouH. intimate. Oftensitk, insnltinic. rnde, suucr, impertinent, obnoxioos.
Nrat. nice, Fiimce.trim, pre^iifo. })ur& Offsb, present, bid. tender, proffer, extend, propose.
Kkckshaky, nouilful, vxpmUent, efxontini, requ1p1t«w Opfiob. bn^inesp, poHt, situation, dut^.charge, benefit, serrioe.

Nbobssitate, r. oompel, force, oblige. Officsr, fnnelionaTr. ofiLoiat, commandant. ^

Xbcbbsity, need, occasion, emergency, nrsrenuy. OFPicioua, obtrusive, buay, mterfenng. meddlme.
Nkbd, ff. neoessity,diatrea8,poTert7. indigence, wantiPemuT. UPFSPunro. issue, progeny, descendants, children.

\2i£D. V, require, want. Oftbn. frequently, recurrently, repeatedly, many times.

Nbbupul, DeQ(^. Teqnisite.esseutial,neoes8aTy,indispeiiBab!e. Old, aged, elderly, ancient, antique, obsolete.

Nbulect. v. disregard, slight, omit, overlook. Oubx, presage, prognostic, foreboding, portont, threateuing.

Nbglbct, a. omission, failure, default, negligence, slis^t. OHissturt. ovcr?igbt, failure, neglect, default.

Nriubbobhood, environs, vicinity, nearness, adiacency. Omit, leave out, miss, overlook.

^ERVB. «. fiber, sinew, tendon, force, pluok. Oke, common, united, single, individual, undivided.

NBRVOU3, timid, timorous, shaky. Okerous. heavy, laborious, oppressive, toilsome.

Nbw. fresh, recent, novel. Onlt, singly, alone, solely, merely, barely, simply.

News, tidings, intelligence, iuCormation. Onset, onslaught, attack, chaise, encounter, assault.

Nice, exact, accurate, ^ood, particular, precise, fine, delicate, wwabo. forward, ahead, progressive.

NiooARDLY, miserly, icnpiag, stingy;PenurionsiFiaving,greedy. OozB. exade, drop, percolate, filter.

Niou, near, close, adjacent, approxmiate. Ofaqvb. antransparent, dull* dark, cloudy.
i^'uiBLB, active, brisk, lively, alert, quick, agile, prompt. Open. a. candid, trank, free, ingenuous, sincere.

Nobility, aristocracy, greatness, gr&ndeur, peerage. Open. v. unclose, unlock, exhibit, spread, expand.
!^OBLB, exalted, elevated, illustrious, great, grand, lofir. OPENnro. breach, gap, rent, chasm, cranny, fissore, chink.

Nocturnal, nightly, gloomy, dark. Opebatb. act, do, make, vork, labpr.

XoiSR. cry, outcry, clamor, row, din, uproar, tumult. OpSBATioir, action, agency, foroe, effort, enterprise.

NoMiNATK, 0. namOf entitle. Ofbbativr. etringent. efEectlve. serviceable, binding;.

KoNSEXdioAL, irrational, absurd, ^Uy* foolish. ^ Opinion, view, idea, feeling, notion, impressioii, theory.
NoTABLB, plam, evident, remarkable^ eunal, striking, rare. Opponent, opposer. rival, adversary, enemy, foe,

Notr, ». token, symbol, mark, sign, mdioation. remark, corn- Offobtune. seasonable, timely, fit, well-timed, proper.
,

ment.
'

. Opportunitt, occasion, chance, fit opening.
?7oTBU, distin^ished.^ remarkable, eiument., renowned. Ofposb, combat, bar, hinder, resist, withstand, coutradicL
NnTiCK, 9. advice, notification, intelligence, inforination. Ofposino, conflicting, jarring, neutralizing.
NoTicB, o. mark^ notcc observe, attend to, regard, heed. Oppositr, adverse, diverse, hostile, antagonistic, InconsiistenL
NoTiuBABbB, striking, observable, remarkable. Oppress, overburden, overbear, overtask, persecute.
NoTinr, 0. publish, oxiquaint, apprise,,inform, declare. Oppression, cruelty, hardship, misery, tyranuy,
Notion, isonceptioa, idea, belief, opmion, sentiment. Oppbessivr, heavy, oruel, hajd, pevore. grinding.
Notorious, noted, well taiown, renowned, tamoiu. OrpROBRioud, abusive, scurrilouit, iusulting. shameful.
Nourish, nurture, -cherish, foster, supply. Opfbobrium, disgrace, odium, infamy, ipaominy, obloquy.
NouBisHUKNT. food, diet, sustcnance, nutrition. Option, choice, preference, election.
Novel, modem, new, fresh, recent, unused, strange, rare. Opulent. Wealthy, rich, afaucut, moneyed.
Noxious, hurtful, deadly, poisonous, deleterious, baneful. Obal, verbal, spoken, parole.
NoLLiPT, annul, vacate, InvoUdate. quash, oiuicel, repeal. Oration. addre.os. speech, harangue, discourse.
Ni'MBKE, V. calculate, compute, estimate, reckon, count. Oratory, rhetoric, eloquence.
Number, * multitude, throng, crowd, swarm, host, figure. Qbb, circle, globe, ball. sphet«.
Nuptials, luarriaKc, wedding. Ordain, appoint, consecrete. order, prescribe, institute.
Nvi'KiTios, food, diet, nutnment. nourishment. Order. «. olasft, rank, degrrec, method, rule, law, precept.

, ,, , ... Order, v. appoint, prescribe, command, dispoiie, organize.
OBDURATE, hard, calloua, hardened, imfeeling,insendiW«, Orderly, regiriar. systematic, methodical, quiet,
Obrdient, compliant, submissive, dutiful, respeotrul. Ordixakck, decree, law, statute, edict, regulation.
I^BRSB, corpulent, fat, adipose, fleshy. Ordinary, common, vulgar, plain, buttled, wonted, uvual.
Obry. v. conform, comply, submit. Organh^ fundamental, radical, rooted.
Object, ». aim, end, purpose, design, mark, butt. Obgaxizb, b. dispose, arrange, regulate, ndjui^t.
OiiJKCT, V. oppose, except to, contravene, impea«h, eprooata* Oripicr. ajierturo. opening.
Oblioatios. duty, favor, engagement, contract, bond. Obioin, onginal, beginuing. ri;*e, source, spring, cause.
Obuoe, oompel, cceroe, oonstrain, force, impel. Original, first, primary, prii<tine. primeYal, pcculior. odd.\
Qbligiku, acuommodating, oivil, courteous. Orioinatr. create, form, spring, ooze, issue, proceed, begin.
Oblitkratb, erase, blot out. expunge, efface. Ornament, t>. adorn, beautify, dock, embellish, ombhuou.
Obloquy, odium, reproach, censure, abuse, shame. OsTKNsinLB, manifest, Ti^ible. outward, colorable, professed.
Obnoxious, hateful, offensive, liable, expotaed. unpopular. Ostentation, display, pomp, show, parade, vauutiiig.boaKting.
-vBscKXB, lewd, foul, filthy, indecent, indelicate, shameless. OsTRNTATioud, showy, vain-glorious, vain.
Obscure, o. dim. misty, cloudy, shadowy, dusky, dark.. Oust, remove, eject, expel, dislodge, evict.
Obsovbb, v. shade, ijim. cloud, darken. Outcast, reprobate, castaway, vagrant, '\'agabond.
OBBEBVANCb, form, etiquette, ceremony, solemnity, rite. Outdo, exceed, excel, surpn-sd, ouUic, tran!<cciid, ocU|>do.
Obhbrvakt, watchful, mindful, attentive. UeedfuL Outkr, outward, outside, external, exterior.
-Observation, remark, comment, notice. Outlandish, strange, foreign, alien, bnrbarous. clownii-h.
OBroRRVB. keep, fulfill, heod, obey, perform, notice, watch. Outlikk, eketah. plan, draft, contour.
Obsolbtb, disuBu. antiquHted. old-fashioned, aufient, old. Outraue. affront, abuse, injury, iusult, offenso. indignity.
Obcitaole. difficulty. stumbliuK-ljlock, barrier, obstruction. Ootbaokous, mondtrouf, flagrant, violent, furious, wild.
OBHTiNATK.firm, do^ed. perverse, Ptuhboni. Outbkt, Pommencr>ment, start, beginninc ODcnine
Om.ntuop, hinder, prevent, impede, clog, choke, interrupL Outward, outer, external, exterior, extrinaio. extoaneou*
URTA-ns, acquire, attain, secure, gain, procure, wm, cam. Over, above, upon, across, more than
Obteudr, trespass, trench, intrude, enoroaoh. Overawe, daunt, intimidate, affright, cow.Oktuhe, stolid, heavy-headed, dull, stupid, uuintnUigenL Overbeahino, blustering, imperious, lordly, domineerinffiObviate, proveut. vredude. hindor, provide n«ainpt. Oykrcomb, overthrow, defeat, crush, oonquor, vanqS-
Obvious*. cleiir, plain, evident, mouifeot, open, vwible. Otbrplow. mundate. submenre, deluee itoo^

hi*««—

OooAsioN,*. necessity, need, event, opening, ground, reiufon. Ovkrklowikg, exuberant, copious diffuse
OroABioKAL, oooidental, casual. inoideutaL Overlook, inspect, survey, excuae, forcive. misdOorupATioN. profession, teuure, busmess, trade. BTooatiou, Overplus, excess, surplus surplusage.

^,.™t!i*"»f'iS ' ''""2i^ ,
Ovbrrkaoh, cheat, outwit, circumvent, coBen.gull. dupo-<)cri'PY, hold, potfdodP, hM, euu.loy. Ovkrrulino, governing, oontroUing. uredommMt.jirruRBENCK, event, affairjinoident. adventure. Ovbrsh;ht, inattentioi neXct. mistake?S^tionOoD, smgular, occeiitrio, strange, comical. droU. Overt, open, public, notorious. manSst. patent.
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Oterthbow, ])ro8&a£e, destroy, ruin, upset, beat. Pbbeuptort« sl^olate. PObUivo, arbitrurj', deBiiotiu, decisive..
OvRBWEELH. drown, overbear, om>ress, Bubdue, onuh. Perennial, nndyine. immortal, endurinK, perpetual.
OvH,o.BQkDOwledge, admit, confess, reoaeuiEe, have, pOBSOH. Pbbfbct, complete, vhole, entire, finiaiied, mature, Hpo.
OwxER. proprietor, poaseasor, nuuter, holder. Pbrfidiuus, faitbless, false-hearted, treachcrnun, insidiouit.
I . Perforate, bore, penetrate, pierce, drill.

PACE, step, tsad, walk, tramp, maroh. Perfobu, do, act, transact, fulfill, realize, uclilove, plitr.

ipACiFio, peaceful, peaceable, mild, gentle, calm, quiet Performascr. act. exploit, work, openttiou. effect.

Pacify, appease, calm, quiet, still. Perpvur, odor, scent, fragrance, aroma, smell, inceniie.

jPaoeahtrt, pomp, splendor, ebow, ma^ifioence'. Peril, daneer, hazard, jeopardy, rick, venture, insecurity.
^AiN.t. anffuish agony, distress, puffenng, pang. grleL pRRiixms, dangerous, nuzardous.
IpAiit, D. agonise, rock, torment, tortnre. Period, time, age, date, era, cycle, epoch, end.
Painful, afflicting, grievous; torturing. Periodically, regularl;^, statedly.

Paint, v. color, represent, portray, delineate. Perish, decay, die, expire^ difwolve, disclose.

tpAiR, two. oonple, brace.
. Permanent, uurable. abiding, Instiii^, stable, eoustaut.

Palatable, tasteful, savory, appetising. ! Pbruibsion, nenuit. leave, liberty, licenKe.

Pale. a. pallid, wan, whitish, sallow, faint. Permit, v. admit, let, consent, ituffer. tolerate. Ubenve.
Palliate, extenuate, varnish, cover, allay, soothe, soften. PBRNiciutis, destructive, ruinous, baneful, hurrPuI.
Pallid, pale. wdn. whitish, sallow, faint. Perprtual, constant, continual, continuous, eudless, cturnul.
Palpablr, dear, distinct, plain, obvious, evident. lasting, incessant, ceaseless.
Palfffatk, v. flutter, pant. throD, pulsate. Perplex, embarrass, harass, coufuse, bewilder, pUKzlc.
Paltry, contemptible, pitiful, mean. »orry, shabby, beggarly. Persevere, continue, perbist, pursue, pruceed.
Pano, tbroe. twinge, agony, anguish, pnin, distress. Persons, men. people, folkii, individuals.
Pant, palpitate, gasp, throb, long. ;ream. Pbrsficdoub, clear, plain, distinct. otelliglblG.
Parable, fable, allegory, simile, eimilitude. Persdadr, exhort, urge, allure, incite, iuHueuee,
Parade, show, ostentation, vain-glory, ^irooeaaion, spectacle. Pert, forward, flippant, aaucy, impertinent. Impudent.
Parallsl, equal, iiarity. analogy, like, similar. Pertain, belong, appertain, relate, concern.
Paralyze, enfeeble, debilitate, prchjtrate, unnerve, benumb. PBRTixAcioDa. obstinate, inflexible, ptubborn, determined.
ParaUount, supreme, principal, chief. pKRTDRB.a^tate, unsettle, vex.
Parasite, flatterer, sycophant, toady. Prrtadr, diffuse, spread, penneate, overspread, fill. %.

pARD0.v. forgive, absolve, overlook, exciue, acquit, liberate. Pervkrbe, awkward, cross, petulant. pecvi><h, Ftubboni.
Pare, peel, akin, clip, diminish. Pervert, corrupt, distort, turn, twist, misrepresent, falsify.

Pabbkt, author, origin, source, cause. Pest, bane, plague, cankerworm^ ruin, pestilonoe, taint.

Pabsimoniods. stingy^ niggardly, miserly. Pestilential. contWious, infectious, miRubiovoui<. peniicioui*.-

Part, v. separate, divide, sever, disunite, sunder* break. Petition, prayer, supplication. entrcatVj retfuept. ttuit. appeal
Partial, biased, prcjudioed, limited, incomplete. Petty, tnning. trivial, frivolous, insiEnilicunt. nmall. liitlo.

Participate, share, partake, join in. Petulant, captious, fractious, cross, peeviuh, fretful.

Particular. slngnUr, exact, nice, punctual, miuute, carefuL Phantom, apparition. spBt-tro, ghoPt,sjtrite.

pABTici'LAKLY,nrimarily. eapeeiaUy. chiefly. Phiu>sophy. science, knowledge.

Parting, separation, leaving, distribution, allotment. Phrase, term, style, sentence, period, iihraueoloffy. dictiou.

Partisan, suuporter. follower, adherent, disciple. Physical, material, corporeal, tungihlo, naiunil, ijodily.

Partition, v.'parcel. di\-ide, apportion, distribute. Pick, pluck, choose, cull, select, gather.

Partner, colleague, associate, sharer, confederate, spouse. Pictorial, picturesque, pfaphio, imasinutive.

Party, faction, combination, detachment, cli'iue. league. Picture, likeness, painting, image, repeinblance, eOig)-.

Passable, tolerable, pretty good, fair. Pibcb, part, portion, section, morsel, firearm, ruii. cannon.

Passage, journey, road, route, avenue, claueie. sentence. Fibbcb, penetrate, perforate, bore, breach, tap, drill.

Pabbiox, anger, rage, fury, vrfiemence, love, afEectiou. Pibbcino, thrilling, ringing.

PAasiONATE,liot, hasty, angry, fiery,vehement,glowing, ardent. Pibtt, religion, sanctity, holir ?ss. devotion, grace, godliness.

PAffiiiVE, unresisting, unopposing, submissive, patient. Pile^ o. heap, accumulate, hoard, aniass, cotleet.

Pastiue, siiort. play, recreation, amusement, diversion File, building, edifice, Ptruoture. thread, filler

Patch, part, pieoe. plot, tract. Pillage, loot, rapine, spoil, plunder, booty.

Paternal, fatherly, careful, tender, hereditary. Pillab, column, shaft, post, anpport.

Path, pathway, footroad. road, way, route, course, ^B^k.. Pilot, guide, steer, direct, conduct
Pathetic, moving, touching, affecting, melting, tender. Pinch, v. press, squeeze, ^pe^ nip. . . j ,.

Patience, resignation, endurance^ fortitude. Pinb. 0. flag, droop.languiah, amk, fode.wither, decay, decline.

.

Patient, passive, submissive, resigned, enduring. Pious, holy, godly, saintly, devout, relinons.

Patronize, befriend, favor, countenance, support. Piquant, pungent, acrid, smart, biting, harsh, racy.

Pattkiin, model, sample, apecimeu, original, precedent, ngore. Piqce, spite, grudge, nmbrage, resentment.

Paupekibu, poverty, penury, indigcmise. want, beggary. Pit, hollow, trench, gulf, abyss.

Pause, demur, hesitate, deliberate, interval, suspense. Pitch, fling, oast, launch, throw,
Pay. m. wages, salary, mre, stipend, recompense. Pith, ^st. Kernel, cream, strength, marrow.
Pkaor, quiet, calm, tranquility, rextose. amity. Pithy, terse, oonuise, forcible, ctrong.

PBAtiKASLR, mild, gentle, friendly. Pitiful, mean, paltry, sordid, contemjfitible, despicable.

Pbaokfitl, qntet. still, pacific, calm, mild, gentle. Pity, «. compassion, sympathy, condolence, mercy.
Peasant, couutiyinan, rustic, bumpkin, olodpole, swain. Plaor. «. situation, post, atation, locality, site. spot, office.

Petoant, erring, guiltgr, criminal, malignant. Place, r. put, act, lay, dispose, order, organize, array, marshal-

Pbodlator. defaulter, delingnent, offender, thief. Placid, caln», peaceful, pacific, tranquil, unruffled, mud.
Peculiar, appropriate, particular, ezoluaive, singular. Plaouk. v. annoy, molest,vex, tease, trouble.harra&s.tormen^

Pbbl, akin, rind, huak. . Plain, even, level, flat, smooth, visible, clear, obvious.

Perrlebs. unequaled. matchleaa, unique, anperlatiye. Plan, deaign, drawing, sketch, achome, projoff, device.

Prrvish, touchy, teaty.'captious, croaa. fretful, cynical. Plaudit, aculamation, applause, exultation, shouting.

Frli.dcid, translucent, luoid. limpid, transparent, clear. Play, «. game, sport, pastime, frolic, gambol, drama.
Pbkal, punitive, retributive. , Playful, lively, merry, gay. racy.

Penalty, fine, amercement, mulct, forfeiture. Plea, apology, defense, vindication, entreaty.

PiQfiiANT, protruding, hanging, pendulous, druoping. Plead, defend, vindicate, exonerate, justify, excuse.

pRxoiNB, depending, eoinuig, undecided. Pleasant, pleasing, agreeable, Kratif:riiig> dellolous*

.

Penrtrate, pierce, perforate, bore, fathom* reach. exquisite^ delightful, jocular, witty, smiling.

Pknitkncb, contrition, repentance, remor!<e. , Plbabe, gratify, satiafy. content, delight, faseinate.

Pensive, thongfatful, areamy, cheerless, drooping. Pleabuxb, comfort, enjoyment, joy, delight, charm.
Penurious, sparing, niggardly, stingy, parsimonious. • Plbbbian. ignoble, vulgar, low-bom.
Pbmurt. poverty, indigence, neggary, want, need, privation. Pledge, #. pawn, earnest, security, surety, guarantee.
Prople, populace, mob, nation, tribe, race. Plentiful, abundant, copious, ample, proliflc.

Pkkokiye. v. see. discern, obaerve. understand, know. Plenty, enough, auffioient. abundance, fullness. ,

Percrption, seeing, sense, taste, aensation. apprehension. Pliable, pliant, flexible, lithe, supple, yielding, docile.

('KRt-nLATRtJittrRto, atrnin. filter, none. Plight, «. security, gage, situation, condition, state.
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PuQHT, o. plecUre, hypotheoafe, tow.
Plot.*. Btrataerein. combination, Bcheme. pliuiv

Plot, t>. conooct. natch, frame, Gontrive. contiplre.

Pluck, courage, snettle* epiritt nerve.
Plunder, pUlaea» booty, loot, spoil, robberyt depredation.
PLU^tGR, dive» dip. dooae, rink.

Ply, practice, exercise, onre.
PoiN'T* V. aim, level, direct, sharpen, uhow, pmictnate.

I Point, «. humor, wit, Eatire, top. apex, aim.

\ Pointed, peaked, sharp, marked. Keen, severe.
PoiBOx, «. banc, pest, venom, virus, infection.

^ Policy, plan, device, stratagem, management.
PoLiiJU, r. brighten, bumiah, glaze, refine.

Polite, refined, pcnteel, civil, accomplif^hed, veil-bred.

poLiTKKKa3. gentility, civility, orbanitT) courtesy.

Politic, political, civil, jndioioua, prudential.

Pollute, r. soil, deLle, taint, infect, corrupt, dopnu-e.

Pomp, parade, display* splendor, show, btato. . . «
PoMPoui*, mnjestio. stately, grand, angnst, lofty, bonu>a8no.

PosDKB. consider, examine, study, mupe, cogitate, reneot,

PoNURROUH, heavy, weighs, ma<isive, balky.

Poor, indigent, needy, penniless, neoesi>itouii.

PoprLACB, people, commonalty; vulgar mob-
PijpuLAR. oommou, general, prevailing, favorite.

Port, harbor, haven, entrance, portal.

PoBTAL, gate, gateway, entrance.
, , , , ,. ^

PoKTKND. forePQow, aufUT, prepare, forebode.betokon .threaten

Portion, part, dirision. share, piece, bit, section.

Portly, majentio, stately, grand, digniBcd, burly. «tont.

PoRTHAY. draw, fkett'h, paint, doiiict, reprepontj dosmbe,
Posixft, puzzling, peiplexing. oenfounding. bewildering.

PosiTiox, place. loDaUty, spot, sito, action, attitude.

PoHiTivR, actual, true, real, certain, sure. Used, flettled.

PoiWRHrt, have, own. hold, occupy.
Po!*rtKrtstos, holding, tenure, occiipiitlon, ownor^jhlp.

PoniJTBLR, practit-able. likely, fcai^ible.

PosisiBLY, perhaps, porudveuture, perphnncc, ha| ly.

PoMT. a. place, position, office, bortli, utako, jiillar.

Prapticai., seivicenhlB, useful, cJCpericnrea. skillful,

PEA<"nrALLY. aotiially, really, in raft, pubftantially.

Prktior, «. custom, habit, uiannor, une, ueago, exorulrP.

pRA(TiSB. V. exercise, triinaact, apply.

Praise, «. approvaJ, eulogv, applause, honor.
Praisr, V. oouimenu, cictal, eulogize, laud, applaud.
Praxk, froliu, gambol, freak, trick, escapade.

Pray, bog, entreat, invoke, supplioato, implore. miIioU. crave.

Pkavrr, petition, fuit. orison, entreaty, devotion.

Pkp.\iiblr, preface, introduction.
pRKCARKiUrt, doubtful, dubious, uncertain, incecur*. peruouti.

Prkcaptiox, caro, fortthonght.
pREPRnR, lead, ^o before, herald.
Pkbordrxck, priority, pre-eminenop.proforonce, outecwlenoe.
Preckpt, mandate, direction, oi-der. rule. law,maiim,doetnne.
pRKCRPTOB. tuaoher. tutor, instructor, school uirt«iter.

pRRcixrTa, bordora. limit*, bondtf, confiiii'sj, dlotricti*.

Prrciouh, valuable, costly, dear, e»tiiiiublo.

Pbkcipitatr, r. hurry, hasten, cast down, expedite.
Prrcipitatr. rt. hartty. hurried, rash, premature.
Prroipitoua. headlong, rash, steep, beetling, abrupfc.

Precise, accurate, correct, particular, exact, nice, formal.
Prboisiox, esactnesii, accuracy.
Prrolude. e. prevent, obviate, binder, debar.
pREOURdORY, preceding, anterior, prior, prefatory.

Predatory, marauding, pillaging, rapaoioiui, greedy.
Predecessor, ancestor, forefather, progenitor, forerunner.
pBBDiOAUENT, situation, condition, state, plight, dilemma.
Predict, v. foretell, prognosticate, prophe&y, for^hadow.
PRRDILBCTIOK, preference, partiality, bias, prejudice.
pRRDOUiNAKT, prevailing, prevalent, ascendant, overruling
Prr-EHikekcr, priority, precedence, anteoodenoe. aupeiiontr.
Prrpacr, prelude, iDtroduction. jireamble, prologue.
Prefer, choose, fancy, select, raise, exalt, promote, farther.

pRBPEREN-CB, ctioioe, priority, precedence.
Prroitastt, prolific teaming, replete, enoetvte.
pRRJlTDirB, Diaf4, partiality, harm, hurt, damage.
Prklimisary, prefatory, anterior, previoud.
PRBMATURK, precipitate. raf<li. hasty, untimely, early.
'pRBMimn, rccompcnfe. reward, bonus, bribe.
Fbrparr, fit, quali&, furniith, adjui^t, arrange.
FREPOsSESiiixa. charming, taking, attractive, winning.
pRGPORTERou^ irrational, foolish, absurd, ridiculous.
Pbrrooativr, privilege, immonity. rifrht, exemption.
PBRnAQB, foresee, portend, augur, forebode, threaten.
jpRRBORiliR. appoint, ordain, decree, enjoin, impose, order.

pRESRXT. a. exiKting, nigh, immediate-lnsfenf. current'

Pbesrxt, c. gift, donation, benofaction.
Present, v, offer, exhibit, give, introduce.
Prbsrbtb, keep, save, defend, uphold, embalm, guard, wpare.]

Fbesidiko, managing, directing, controlling.

Press, cmidi. squeeze, oppress, gall, urge, enforce.

Pbbssurb, urgency, exigency, hurry. crui"hinp. squeezing. >

PRR.-1UVE, suppose, think, infer, believe, opprebend.
Pbesuuptuous. forward, arrogant, bold, rash.

Pbbtense, cloak, mask, ^arb. pretext, excuse, plea. \

Pbeteni>, feign, affect, pimulate. profeds.
Prrtensiox, claim, demand, Bhow, pretentie, eouceit. .

Pretty, beautiful, neat, trim, fine, handsome, elegaut, comely,)

Frbyalexce, infiuonce, custom, power, operation.
Prbvail, «, predominate, obtain, auuoeod.
pREVAiLixo, proper, provalentj ruling, ascendant.
Pbbvext, impede^ thwart, obviate, hinder, obstruct, bar.

pREVioirs, preceding, foregoing, antecedent, anterior, prior.

Pbey, food, viotim, sacriGoe, spoil, booty, ravage.
Price, cost, charge, expense, figure, outlay, value.
Pbicklrss, invaluable, inciitimable.
Prick. t>. puncture, pierce, bore, spur, goad.^
Pride, arrogance, vanity, self-esteem, conceit.
Pbiu, precise, demur, formal, starched, stiff, priggish^

Primary, earliest, primitive, first, original, primeval,
PrihR, primal first, capital, first-rate.

Primitivr, old-fashioned, first, ancient, antiquated, pnmeTBl.
Prikcrly, royal, regal, stately, august, noble, munificent.

Principal, a. chief, leading, first, hi^bcet, supreme, essenllaL

Pbincifle, ground, reason, motive, unpolse, maxim, role.

Print, o. mark, impress, stamp, imprint.

Pbiob, anterior, earlier, previoufl, former, fbregoinff.

PBIORITY, precedence, preference.
Pristine, first, primitive, origindl, old, former, infantine.

Pritaot, solitude, retirement, seolusion, retreat._

Pbivileob, immunity, advantage, favor, exempdon. right.

Petty, secret, private, personal, peculiar.

Pbizb, «. seizure, capture, booty, spoil, loot, plunder, tropin.

.

Prize, v. assesa, value, esteem, rate, appraiRe.

Pbobability, chance, likelihood, appearance, presouption.
Pbobity, rectitude, uprightness, honesty, integrity.
Pbocedubb, prooeeduig, act, process, course.

pBOCRED, move, pass, advancer, arise, issue, emanate.

'

Proceedino, transaction, measure, step, process, course, form.
Procession, train, march, caravan, retinue, cavalcade, oortege.

Proclaim, advertise, announce, publish, declare, rerrart.

Proclamation, decree, edict, ordinance, fiat, notice.

Proclivity, propensity, tendency, bias. Dent, aptitude.

Procrastinate, delay, defer, adjourn, postpono. put off, dally.

Prooubb, obtain, acquire, gain, get, reap, win, earn.
Prodiqal, improvident, lavish, profuse, rooklesd, wasteful.
Prodigioits, nuge, enormous, vast. sorprisiDg, wonderfnL
Prodigy, wonder, miracle, marvel, monster.
Produce, v. yield, give, generate, occasion, realize, show. '

Produce, #. product, profit, result, BfEeot, consequence.
Profess, o. affeot, pretend, feign, own.
Propession. business, trade, occupation, vocation, office.

pROPEEB, volunteer, offer, propose, tender.
Pbopicient, adept, master, expert.
Pbofit, gain, emolument, advantage, benefit, service, use.

PBOPUGATR, abandoned, dissolute, depraved, vicious, corrupt.
Profound, deep, fathomless^ penetrating, solemn.
pBOFCSR. extravagant, prodigal, lavish, improvident, copious.
Pbogbkt. children, descendants, race, offspring, issue.
Progress, advancement, growth, movement, march.
Prohibit, hinder, debar, prevent, disallow, forbid, interdict.

Pbojbot, 8. design, nian, scheme, contrivance, device.
Fbojbct, v. shoot, discbarge, throw, hurl, jut, protnide, bulge '

Prolific, jproductive, generative, fertile, fruitful, teeming.
Prolix, diffuse, long, prolonged, tedious, tiresome, wordy.
Prolong, protract, lengthen, extend, oontinne, delay, retard.
Prominent, eminent, oonspienous, marked,important,leading.
pROUisonous, mixed, nnafranged, mingled, indiscriminate.
Promise, «. word, enga^ment. osanrance, pledge.
Pbouotb, enoonrage, aid. further, advance, forward. ^
Pboupt, v. incite, animate, ui^e. impel.
Fbompt, a. quick, alert, agilo, active, brisk, readv. 8nt.\

P^MPTiTrnR, roadinev, quickness, activity. briskues8.\
Promuloatp^ r. publish, announce, proclaim, declare.
Proxr, a. inclining, prostrate, flatf-tending. apt
PRONouNrE. speak, utter, deliver, express, declBn. affirm-i
Pboop, evidence, testimony, trial, experiment, test.
Prop, v. maintain, sustain, supitort. stay.
Propagatr, spread, circulator diffiue. extend. incrotae»j
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7itoPKXSiTT, inolinationt bias, tendenosTTbent, predileotidn.

.

Propkr, legitimate, rieht, jast* fair, equitable, honeBt, miit-
able, fit, befitting, decent, pertinent, approiiriate. y

Frofraty, goods, wealth, estate, qaality.
Fbophkbt, V, foretell, predict, prognosticate.
Fbofitiatk, conciliate, reeonoire.

FROPrnous. fortxmate, ijromisinff, favorable, aaspioious?
Peoportiox, rate, ratio, degree. •

FRoroBTiONATK, adeaaate, equal, commensurate. /
Proposal. ofEer. tender, overture, proposition.
Pboposk, mtend, mean, move, design. Did.

Propsirtor, possessor* owner, master.
Pbofriety; expediency, fitness, justneas,deoomm. correctness.
Proroqub, adioum. postpone, delay, defer.

Proskcute, continue, pursue, pemevere. ftrraign.

Prosfgct» view, landscape, scene, promise, hope.
Prosper, flourish, succeed, grow nch, thrive, advance.
pROSPEBTiY, well-being, weal, welfare, happineaR. good luck.
Pbostratr, oppressed, trampled on, abject, paralyzed.
Protect, defend, vintCcate, guard, fortify, save, secure.

Peotbction, shield; defense, preservation, guard, shelter.

PsorraT, assert, amrm, declare, predicate, aver, assure.

Protract, extend, continue, delay, differ, retard.

Pbotrddb, jut, project, bulge, shoot out, suspend.
Proud, stately,viun, lofty, boastfuL grand, assumlnR.haughty.
<PsovR, examine* evince, demonstrate, establish, confirm.
¥rov8Rb, adagOt miudm, aphorism, saying, byword. t<u^r.

Trovidb, procure, prepare, furnish, supply, collect.

Frovidrkt, careful, cautious, thrifty, prudent, discreet.

Provision, food, supplies, clause; duty, function.
Pbovokr, «. irritate, incite, lOuse, excite, anger, vex.
Prowess, bravery, valor, eourage, heroism, fearlessness.
Proximatr. next, iromedJaternearest, closest.

FBOzmrrv. nearness, vicinity, nei^borhood.
Proxy, agent, representative, substitate, delegate, deputy.
Fbudbncb, carefulness, judnnent, discretion, wisdom.
Pburient, itching, craving, nankering, lon^ng.
Pby, scrutinise, peep, peer, look into,,search.
Public, common, general, open, notorious.
Publish, proclaim, announce, declare, divulge^ reveal, issue.

PuERaB, yonthfol, juvenile, boyish, childish, trifling, weak.
Pull, draw, haul, gather, drag, tug.

PuKCTtLious, triflingly, nice, particular, formal, precise.

PuHCTUAL, exact, precise, nice^ particular, prompt, timely.

FuNOENT, acrid, acrimonious, piqunnf. smart, keen, stin^ng.

PcKiSH, chastise, castigate,-correct, chasten, scourg^whip.

Puny, pretty, weak, tiny, dwarfish, trivial, trifling, fnvolons.

FoPiL, seholaT. disciple, learner, student, ward, tyro.

Pupilage, nonage/ minority, boyhood^
_

ToRCHAFiB.buy, acquire, procure, bargain.
,, ,. , ^

Tors, unmixed, unsullied, real, genuine,spotless, ifumstoulate.

PcR[VY,'-clarify, clear, cleanse.
FuRiiOrx, steal, pilfer, filch.

_ _i ^ ** • '^
Purport, tenor, sense, meaning, import, drift, spirit.

Purpose, ». object, design, intention, view, aim, drift, eno.

FuRPosR, V. propose, intend, mean.
FufisuK, chase, hunt, track, follow, prospouto.

JuBH, thrust, impel, urge, press, drive.

IPuTATivBi supposed, reputed, credited, deemed* reporteo.

FtTTBHFY, rot, decompose, corrupt, decay.
FuzZLK, p. perplex, confound, embarrass, bewilder, myatitj'.

QUACfK, impostor, pretender, charlatan, empiric.

QuAaMiRK, bog, morass, marsh, fen. swamp, slottgh.

Quail, o. daunt, dismay, intimidate, flincii, quake.
GuAiKT, ai-tful, curious, fonoiful. odd.
QuAKj!, quail, shake, tremble, shudder, quiver.

Qualify, «. fit, competent, adapts suit, abate, modift", soften.

fiuALiTY, property, attribute, rank, fashion, character. ,

Quantity, amount, sum, deal, porti6n, part, division, share.

'UuAERRL,alt6rcation,brawl.broil,tumultjfeud.atEniy,wrangle.
<QuABBBLS0MK, irritable, hot, fiery, irascible.

Quarter, territory, district, lobality, region.
QuAsn. V. annul, nullify, cancel, vacate, crush.

Queer, quaint, whimsical, odd, Btnmge* eccentric, singular.

w-LL, crush, calm, subdue, repress, suppress, overpower.

I

Quench, extinguish, imt out, stifle, check, destroy, slake, cool.

'UUKBuix)D3, coiuplainiug. fretting* repii^iig.
WRRY, question, inquiry, interrogatory. , . ,,

vuiWTiON, ask, interrogate, subject, iioint. doubt, dispnte.

VUKHTiONAnLR, doubtful. unoertiiiu, disnutabie, problematical.

WBRLb, cuvil, evade, equivocate, shufllc, prevaricitte. ,

Quick, lively, ready, prompt, alort, uimble. active, brisk,

adroit^ fleet, rapidiLbw ift.

tnicEBN,accelei'ate,haston.e)cpedUe.despatch.animafe,re\'ive.
(uiBT, v. calm, still, hush, lull, pacify. , r"

luiBT, «. ease, rest, repoRc. quietude, calm, tranquility^

tUiT, rolinquiah, leave, forego, resini, cede. \ A
iniTR, altogether, completely, wholly, entirely, totally. ,

iurvER, 1}. quake, shake; tremble, vibrate, shudder, Shiver.
[uixoTio, romantic,, wild, frea,kish.

Quota, share, contingent, proportion, rate.

'

IjcoTE, note, repeat, cite, adduce.

RABID, mad, furioos, ragine, fruitio'. ^ _^. .. „
Rage, course, matoh^ pursuit, career, family, clan, anoestry.
Rack, agonize, wring, torture, exctuoiate, distress, harass.
Raoy, spicy, pungent, smart, spirited^ lively, vivacious.
Radlanob, splendor, brightness, brilliance, luster, glare.
Radiate, shine, gleam, glisten, sparkle, curusoate, glare.
Radical, organic, innate, fundamental, original, inherenf,

complete, entire. >r

Rage, «. anger, indignation, oholer. fury, passion, frenzy.
Raqe, v. storm, rave, fret, chafe, fume. '

Rail, censure, bluster, soold,' \

R.A1SIKKT. clothes, garments, attire, garb, dress. apparelA
Raise, hoist, heave, heighten, lift. cXalt, erect, levy.'

Kakr. libertine, debauchee, scrape, gather. .

Rakish, dissolute, licentious, libertine, loose.\ ^^
R.U.LY. banter, mock, ridicule, deride, assemble, congregate
RauuI'B. 8. excursiou. tour, jaunt. '

i

Rauulk, v. wander, stroll, roam, rove, range, expatiate, stray.
RAMBLns'G, discursive, roving, desultory, incoherent.
Rampant, prevalent, overruling, imperious, rank, frisky.
Rampart, bulwark, defense, security, fort.

Rancmi. fetid, rank, stinking, scTur, tainted.^
Rakcor. malignity, hatred, hostility, enmity, spite.

Ra.vok, r. oIhss, jplace. rank, roam, ramble, rove. - ^ .

Raxgk. «. row, Imd, tier, mnk, kind, sort, scope, compass.
Rank, order, degree, dignity, nobility, consideration.
Ransack, rummage, pillage. overbauJ, explore, plunder.
Ransom, emancipate, free, unfetter Z'

Rant, bombast, fustiau, caut. v
_

*

, Rapaciou!*, ravenous, voracious, greedy, grasping.'*^^ ^_.

RiAl'iDiTY, swiftness, speed, velocity, fleetqess, activity.

RAriNK, spoliation, depredation, robbery, pillage, plunder.
Rapt, ecstatic, transported, ravished, entranced, chariued.
Rapture, ecstasy, transport, delight, bliss.

Rare, scarce, singular, uucouunou, uniiiue.

Rascal, scoundrel, rogue, kuavo. sciimp. vagabond.^ ^.

Rash, hasty, precipitate, fuolhurdy. adventurous, heedless,
rockleiis. careless. '^

Rashnkss, temerity, precipitation, hastiness, indiscretion.

Rate, tax. assessment, import.,duty, value, worth.
'.Rate. v. value, compute^ appraise, estimate, chide, abuse.
Ratify, confirm, establish, substantiate, sanction. k.

BATiONAL,reasonable.sagaclons.judioious,wise,sensible,sound.
Ravage, «. desolatiou, havoc, waste, pillage, plunder.
,Bataqx^ v. overrun, overspread, desolate, despoil, destroy.
Bavbnour. rapariouH, greedy, voracious.

Batino, distracted, frantic, mad, furious, angry., violent.

Ravish, enrapture, enchant, charm, delight^ abuse.
Raze, demolish, destroy, overthrow, ruin, dismantle.

Beach, touch, stretch, attain, gain, arrive at.

Bbadihehs. promptness, alacrity, aptness, hnaok, willmgness.
Bkadt, prepared, ripe, apt, prompt, adroit, handy.
Real, oottuu. literal, practical, positive, certain, genuine, true.

Bhauzs, accomplish, achieve, efEeot, gain. get. acquire.

Realm, kingdom, state, nation, empire, province.

Reap, gain, get, acquire, obtain. ^ . _ -,

Bkab. lift, elevate, erect, breed, raise, train. ^

Bbasok. 8. motive, design, end. proof, cause, ground, purpose.

Reason, p. deduce, draw from, trace, infer, conoiudo.

Reasonable, rational, wise, honest, fair, right, just.

Brbellion. insurrection, revolt.

Bbboond. o. recoil, reverberate.

Rbbdpp, repel, repulse, rebuke, reprove, check, ijcold.

RkOALL, revoke, reclaim, call back, annul, cancel.

Bkoant. recall, abjure, retract, revoke.

Recapitulate, repeat, recite, rehearse, enumerate.

Bkobdb, retire, retreat, withdraw, ebb.

Receipt, reception, admission, discharge, vouuhor.

Bkcritb, accept, take, admit, entertain.

Recent, fresh, late, new, novel, modern. ^ ^

Reception, receiving, levee, receipt, admission.

Bkcess. retreat, depth, niche, vacation.

Rbcifbooai.1 mutual, alternate, interohangoablc.
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gBOiTAL. OToount, narratiTe. detail. Ftatemeat
ROlTBt relate, toll, repeat, renearopi recapitulate.

Bkoklrs!!, hoodless, careless, indiffcreut. heftjiFtrone,
imprudent, wild.

Reckon, oompute* cmint. number, think, rapposf.
Bbokonino. account, bill, charge, suoro.

Reclaim, recall, reform, regain, recorer.
Recline, lean. rest, repose, lie.

Recoonizb, acknowledge, o\rn, confess, arow, oouoode.
Bbcoil, d. rebound, roll, reverberate, Bhrink from, start. fllnoh<

gEooLLGGT, bear in mind, remember, think of, recall,

BcoHUBND. Dee commeud.
Brooupbnbe, v. indemnify, compensate, repay, redeem.
Becoupbnsb, «. indemnity, compensation, reward.
HecomoilaBlb, placable, forgiving, consistent.
Rrconcilb, conciliate, pacify, propitiate, barmontze.
Record, v. enroll, note, register, minnte. chronicle.
Rbcobd, «. ohroniole. register, note, trace, vestige, mlnntu.
Rboords, 9. annals, mouuments, srchives.
Rboodnt, ff. relate, rehearse, narrate, detail, dusorilie. Btate.

Rrcovrb, regain, repossess, repair, recruit, restore, rally.

Rborrant. cowardly, base, dastardly, craveo, tearful, timid,
false.

Rborbatios, sport, pastime, play, amusement, game, fun.
Recruit, repair, replenish, renew, refresh, restore, replace.
Rbctipt, correct, redress, amend, better, mend, reform.
Rbctitude, justice, nprlgntness, integrity, virtue, equity.
Rrcumbbhi, leaning, lying, resUng, reposing.
Rrovb, resort, betake, return, revert.
Redrbx. ransom, recover, rescue, deliver save, free.

Rbdolbnt. odorous, aromatic, fragrant, odoi^erous.
Rbdodho, v. tend, conduce, contribute, add.
RRDBE3S,

f.
remedy, repair, remission, abatement, relief.

Rkducb, abate, lessen, decrease, lower, shorten, conquer.
Kbdum>akt, superfluous, unnecessary, excessive, luxuriant
Br-eoho, resoimd, repeat, ring, reverberate.

SRRL, stagger, totter, falter, roll.

eprr, appeal, allude, advert, relate, belong.

tBFBKBB. umpire, judge, arbitrator, arbiter.
BFRRENOB. regard, relation, hint, allusion.

Refrrrinq, respecting, regarding, relating to, oonoemiuR.
Rbfikbd, polite, courtly, polishedi genteel, purified.

Rbklrc>t, o. oouHider, cogitute, Uunk, ponder, mu^e, censure.

Brporji, amon^, oorreot, better, restore, improve.
Rbpormation, improvement, reform, amendment.
Rbfbaotort. unruly, perverse, obstinate, stubborn.
RByuAiM. restrain, govern, abstain, forbear, refuse.
BRpRRdH, revive, enliven, cheer, renew, vivify, regale, feast.

Refuqr, asjrlum, protection, harbor, shelter, retreau
Rrfukd, reimburse, pi^ back, repay, return* restore.

Rbfusb, v. deny, reject, repudiate, decline, withhold.
Refvbr, *. dregs, dross, scum, rubbish* leavings, remains.
Rbpitcb. disprove, falsify, negative.

: Regain, recover, retrieve, get back.
Rbgal. Bee Royal.
,Rbqalb, feast, entertain, delight, refresb. gratify.

Regabc, v. mind, heed, notice, behold, view, consider, respect
REQARDiNa. See Referring.
RBOARDLEas,indifEorent,oareIo58,heedless,unmiiidful,reoklesM.
RROidTRR. See Record.
Reorrt, «. grief, sorrow, lamentation, repentance, remorse.

' Rbovlab, orderly, uniform, customary, ordinary, stated.

Reovlatr. methodize, arrange, adjust, organize, govern, rule.
• Rrhbarsb, narrate, repeat, recite, recount, tell, relate.

Reiuburhe, refund, repay, satisfy, indemnify.
Rein, restrain, moderate, govern, control, check.
Rritbratb, repeat, reproduce, renew.
Rrject. repel, renounce, decline, refuse, repudiate.
Brjoics, V, deUght. joy, gladden, oxult. reveL
Rkjoindbr. retort, parry, reply, answer, replication.
Rrlatr. report, tell, recount narrate, detail, desoribo*
Rrl.\trii. cognate, connootod. kindred, akin.

Kblatiox, narration, recital, detail, afflnlty, kinsman.
I Rbl.vx, abate, slacken, loosen, soften, relent
' RrlbabRi v. free, extricate, disengage, liberate, loosen.
. Relent. See Relax. i

I
Relevant, fit. proper, Huitable, appropriate, pertinenti apL

,
Rrlianur, trust, hope, dciiendenoe, confidence.

' Rru^p, succor, -aid, help, redress, alleviation.
Rrligious, pious, godly, holy, devout, saorod, divine.

' Kblinquibii, forsake, resign, surrender, quit, leave.
Rrlihh. «, ta:sto. flavor, piquancy, gusto.
KRLroTAXT, unwilling, averse, loth, disinclined.
Rbuaix, stop, tarry, halt, abide, stajr, await wait, —

Rbuatndeb, restdne, resl, remnant.
RbmarKj note, heed, comment, observe.

Kbu ikkablb, nnuBuol, rare, notaworthr* obsertable. striking^

RsafRDlAL, hoalinf. curative, mitigating, sanatory.

Rbmrdt. help, relief, redress, cure, specific, reparation,

REumRRS* recall, reoollect, mind.
Rrvembrarcx* token, eouvenir, memory, relio, traoe.

RBMiaSt slow* tardy^ negligent, heedless, careless, thoueJitltes.

Rrupt, forego, abate, relax, lessen, absolve, pardon, forgive,

.

Reunant. Bee Remainder.
Rbmonstratr, objeot, protest, expostulate.

_

Rbuorsb, self-condemnation, anguish, penitence.

RRMoRBELRrtd, pltilcss. relentless, cruel, ruthless, merciless.

RuuoTR, distant far, peoluded. indirect.

Rkuutb. disploco, dislodge, withdraw, suppress, eject, onvL
Rbuuvgration, repayment, pay. salary, wages, reward.
Rbxd, tear, disunite, split, lacerate.

Rbxdbr, present restore, return, reauisite.

Rrsbw, restore, furbish, revive, renovate, refresh.

Rbxoitxob. reject abjure, quit forego,abandon,forf)ake.reijlgn,

Rbnowx. diatmotion. reputation, fame, glory, celebriti-

Rrpair, mend, retrieve, recover, restore.

Rkpat, reimburse, reward, refund, return, requite.

Rbphal, abolish, revoke, rpoall* reverse, rei<oind.

Rrpbat, recite, relate, reproduce, recapitulate, reneai^e.

Bbpbatedlt, again and again, frequently, often.
Repbu reject, refute, deter, repulse, beat back.
Rbpbntanob. self-reproach, penitence, contrition.

Rrpinb, grumble, fret, grieve, murmur, complain.
Rrpla^r, reinfitate. refund, restore.

RrplT, response, answer, rejoinder, replication.

Report, «. annoance, notify, tell, oommunicaltf, rolatit

Rbpobe, • quiet, quietude, peace, ease, rest sieen.

Rrposr, 0. rest recline, lie, w>ttie, confide.

Rrprrhrndi blame, reprove, censure, elude, reprimand.'
Rbpbrsent, paint, sketoh, nortray. delineate, play.
Rkpbesb. quell, crash, i<ubaue. check, onrb, rci'traln.

Rbpribvb, jinrdon, acquittal, respite.

Rbfriuand, chide, check, reprove, rebnko, eoold.

Refruach. blame, taunt, upbraid, rebuke, reprove.

Reprob-itb. m. villain, ruffian, misurouiit castaway.
RRpRoniroB. propagate, imitate, reprcnont copy.

.Refrovr, uhide, rebuke, reprimanil, seold.

Rbfddiatb, disown, disoaro. disavow, ronouuoe, dlaolainL

Rbpulbivr, forbidding, odious, ugly. dir*agreoable. revolting-

Rbputablr, oreditable, estimable, uouomble, retqiGctable,

Rrqdrst, deiire, bog, a^k, bci>occh. entreat, demand.
Requite, reward, compensate, repay, puuiKU. revenge.
Rrsoind, revoke, repeal, annul, rocaJL, reverse, canoeL
RieaoirB, save, preserve, reoover, recapture, retake.
Rbbbaboh, inquiry, lore, learning.
Rebehi!, resist op|>oso.' repel. rebeU
B^bntment, ire, mdignatiou, antccr, umbrage, aniuiosltf

,

Rbsbbvb. shyness, modesty, ooyness, reservation.
RRarDE, dwell, sojourn, abide. live.

Reaidbnt, k. occupant, dweller, tenant luhobftant.
Rbsidvb. Boo Reiuainder.
Rrhign, relinquish, leave, abandon, abdicate, forego.

Rb^^ist, withstand, oppose, check, thirart, binrter.

RRBOLnTR. steadfast, constant pcri*evQrhiR, unfliueMsK,^
Rb.<3obt, v. fly to, retreat, rotlro, mpair, eow
Rrbobt. «- haunt retreat recourse.
Rrbovhd, eoho. ro-ocho. ring, renponrl, reverberate.
Rkhprot, regard, prefer, voncmto, dotiT.
Kbspectablr, gocKt worthy, otitocDicd. decent fair.

Rrbfitb, reprieve, interval, stop, paivc.
Rrrfond, reply, nnnwer, rejoin. corroi>]}ond. tally, aooord'

Best, repose, slumber, quiet, peaue, remainder, roriidue.

Rrstiti'TION, return, reparation, amends, rontoration.
Brbtivr, obntinate, stubborn, impatient uueoKV.
Rrhtokation, ronewalr return, recovery, revival,
Brbtrain, repress, check, stop, limit hinder, withhold.
Bebolt, s. end, termination, conclusion, efEoot issue.

Bebitub, reoommonce, begin again, renew.
Betaik, Keep, hold, restrain, retard, detain, engage* Ure.^
Brtaliatb, reiiay. revenge, requite, retort
RRTARn, olog, impede, obstruct, detain, defer, delay.
Rrtirb, leave, depart, recede, retreat, withdraw.
Rbtirrmrnt. seclusion, privacy, retreat, sfiUtude,
Rrtort, reply, rejoinder, answer, repartee.
Rbtbaot, recall, revbke, recant abjure, unsay, renounce.
Retreat, retirement asylum, t^elter* refuge, hannt, den*
Rbtrrnch, reduce, diminish, curtail, wontract, lessen.
Brtrirution, penalty, punishment, reqtutal.
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KRTRfETBi reoover, rescue, resain, restore, repair. Sapikst, s^acioaa. diHoeminfliritnowlnff, sago wmo.

»

Kktbospbct, roviow, reminisoenoe. Hurvey. Sarcasm, satire, trony, ohaff, ridicule, mockery.
Return, c. reappear, reoor, revert, repay, requite, yield.* S-^TiATU,^ug. Koree, satisfy, surfeit.
Bbvbax, disclose, show, divnlge. expose, publish. Satire. See Sarcasm.
Retku feast, carouse, luxuriate, banquet, wallow. Satisfaction, componsatioa, amendB. remuneration, eoatent-^
Bbvengb, vcneeanoe. retaliation, requital, retribution. _ u^ei^t.

Rktenqeful, unfor^Lviuff. spiteful, resentful, vindiodve- Satisfy, please, gratify, convince, satiate, glut, gorge.
RKVE.'fTtB, produce, income, miits, proceeds, wealth. Saturate, stee^, soak. Imbue.
Reverbxck. ff. honor, awe, veneration, adoration. • oaucy. unpertinent.fxide, impudent.in8olent,flippant,fonrard.
Reverse, v. repeal, revoke, overturn, overthrow, subvert. oauntkr, ramblo, stroll, loiter* linger.
Revert, rcturu, recur, refer to. oataqe, oruel. inhuman, brutal, barbarous* feroolous.
Review, rotroaroct. survey, revisal, revision, criticism. Sate, rescue, keep, husband, redeem, spare, economize.
Revile, vilify, calumniate, asperse, slander, reproach, abuse, g-^^^*''^< tasty, piquant, tasteful* palatable.
Rrvitr, revioiT. reconsider. a ^' *'™'**'' proverb, maxim, byword, saying.
Revive, retresh. renew, reanimate, vivify, cheer, comfort. Hcalk, «. gamut, layer, flake, balance.
REvoKB.repcail, retract, rescind, annul, cancel, quash, destroy BCAxnALizR. shock, vilify, traduce, defame, slander.
Revolt, v. rebel, resist, shock. Scakty, bare, pinched, insufficient, plcnder, meagelr,
Rkvoltiku. Khooking, disgusting, frightful, horrible. Scarce, tare, singular, uncammon. unique, wanting, unnsual.
Revolve, turn, circulate* whirl, twirl, wheel, rotate. Scarcity, dearth, famine, lack, want.
Reward, recompense, oompensation, remuneration, pay. Scare, v. terrify* af^ight, fngbten* alarm, intimidate, (Usmay.
Rich, wealthy, af&uent, ample, abundant, fertile, goweoua. ScArrBR, strew, fling around, dissoininato. dbperse, dispeL
RiDiuuLB, V. laugh at, deride, mock, lampoon, rally, ohafiE, iScexk, spectacle, Bhuw, sight, exhibition, view.
Ridiculous, ludicrous, droll, absurb. prenoaterOua* laughable. Scheme, «. design, plan, project, theory, intrigue, plot.
Rifle, v. pillage, plunder, sack, strip, roB. Scholar, disciple, ijupil. Htudent, savant.
Right, a. lawful, correct, true, direct* proper, fit, suitable. SciBxaR, knowledge. learuing. scholarship.
RiQHT* ». claim, privilege, exemption, equity* justice. Scoff, jibe, jeer, sneer, deride, taunt, twit.
RiQHTEDDti, godly, upright, just, fair, honest. Tirtaoua. bcoFE* range, purpose, intention, aim. design, view, purport
RiOBTFiTL. legitimate, tniOj lawful* fair. Scorn* contempt, disdain, mockery. Emocr.

,

BiQiD, Stiff, inflexible, unyielding, stem, harsh, aevere. Scraggy, lean, bony, thin, skinny, gaunt.
BiOT, tumult, uproar, row, disturoanoe, ooafosion, fray. Scrap, bit* fragment, crumb, piece, morsel.^
BiPE, ready, mellow, complete. mature. Sgreex. cover, hide. ;thieId,h>rrbor. lodge, conoeal. oIoak.^
Rise, v. arise, mount, asoend, climb. Scribe, penman, writer, scribbler scrivener, oopylet.
Rise, b. origin, source, fountain-head, asoent, inoreaM. Scbuplb. v. hesitate, doubt, wavor.
Risible, laughable, ludicrous, comical, funny. Scbupulous, strict, nice, couciontious, iirecise.

^
Risk, v. hazard, stake, chance, endanger, dare, venture. Sobutinize, examine, tuift, InveEitigate. inquire into.
Rite, ceremony, observance* solemnity. SouRRlLOtrs. abusive, oifensive, ^oss. vile, foul.

^ ,

Rival, b. antagonist, opponent, competitor. Sxarcu. b, exploration. i«cnitiny, inquiry.examination.pursuit*
Road, way, highway, route, oourse, path, pathway* Season. «. time, period, occasion, term, ppell.

Boau, ramble, rove, wander, stray* stroll. Sbasonabl'E, timely, lit, opportune, convenient, suitable.
Roar, thunder, peal, howl. Tell. Tociferate. Seclusion, privacy* retirement. !<ccrecy, retreat, solitude.^
Robbery, theft, plunder* pillage* larceny* depredation. Secondary, second* subordinate ^minor. unimportant'.
RuiiDrfT* strong, lusty* sinewy, sturdy* able-bodied. Sbcrbt, clandestine, concealed, hidden,sly,underhand.privafe.
RoouB. ccamp, knave, rascal. Villain, scoundrel, swindler. Bkculab. worldly, temporal, civil, lay. profane,
Ro[,L, V, revolve, wheel, trundle* wallow. peal. Secure, certain, sure. safe. tnnt. fixed, snng. sheltered.
Roll, «, list, scroll, schedule, register, catalogue, inventory. Sboubitt. deposit, guarantee, bulwark, safctniard. safety.''

P.coH, hall, chamber, apartment, space. Sedate, settle, grav^, composed, calm, placid, serene, staid.

BoDOH, nnoven. shaggy, ragged, blunt, rude, gruff, harsh. Sediuent, dregs, dross, refuse, lees, grounds.
RocND* circular, entire, spherical, complete, plump. Sedition, insurrection, rebellion, revolt, mutiny, tumult, not.
Roube. awaken, stir np. excite, provoke, animate* kindle. Seditious, factious, tumultuous, turbulent, rebellious.

Roi-T, D. discomfiti beat, defeat, overthrow, scatter. Sbduce, allure, attract, decoy, entice, abduct, inveigle.

RorjR. road, oourse. march, way, jonmoy, path, directioa. SkduI/UOus. assiduous, diligent, industrious, persevering.

RovK, wander, stroll, ramble, roam. See, behold, witness, descry, discern, understand, observe.

Row, tumult, commotion, riot, disturbance, bivil. affray. Seek, look for. search, explore, examine, find out. ask.

Royal, regal, kingly* mujestic. miporb, magnanimous. Sbeu* look, appear.
- 3 .. j „ 1

Rubbish, fragmenti", debris, litter, wreck, droat. refuse, trash. Seemly, fit, suitable, becoming, decent, decorous, comely.

RuDB, rouKh. unpolish. faursh. impertinent, impudent. Seize* capture, catch, grasp, snatch* take, arrest.

RuKi-uL, woful, piteous, doleful, sorrowful, mournful. Seldom, rarely, infrequently. ,

Ruogbd, uneven, jagged, rough, gruff, harsh. Select, o. elect, prefer* ohopse, pick, ouU.

Rc[s, «. destruction, wri-ck. havoc, dfxolation, overthrow. Selfish, ^istical. Belf-seeking, sordid, mercenary, greedy.

Rl-ixuvm, dostruotive, hurtful, deleterionn. baneful* wasteful. Sell, vend, dispose of, hawk, retail.

Rvle, law, iitaxim. preoept. guidr, regulation, government. Sexd, transmit, forward, despatch.
RiTLiso, prevalent, predoioinout. ascendant, dominant. SENiOEmr. eldership, superiority, prlortty.

^

RpiuiK* henriiiy, talk. fame, reports bruit, famn. Sensation, perception..sentiment, feeling. ""Fe^sion^
RuHPLK. pucker, crciifo, wrinkle, crumple. SBNBE.discemment.opmion.perception. significance, wisdom,

Rus, floe, scampur, fly, hasten. Senbelesp. n. foolish, absurd, nonsensical, unmeaning, sUiy,

KirpTUBR. fracture, breach, burst, dtMruptlon, hostility. Sensibility, feeling, perception, sensitivenecia. Kurioeptibility.

RtrsR. trivk, RtrntaKein. dodge. Sensible, ». wise, intelligent, reasonable, sound, oonscious.
Rush, stream, swepp. dush, pretw, roll. Sehbu.s.l* carual, fleshly, voluptuous, animal.
Rl'iiTto, rursl. countryman, peasant, clown, I'ourse, oimple. Sbntenoe. decision, judgment, doom, passage* period, phrase.
Rutulksa, cruel, suvace, lueroilens. pitilexs. Sbntiubnt, thought, feeling, sensation, opinion, conviction.

.

Sepvratr, a, distinct, unconnected, detached, severed.
f^ACRED, holy, bRHowed, divine, conxeornterl. devoted. Sbqubl, end. close, termination, oonoluaiun.
Sad. Horrowful. inOHrnful, downcaxt. dejeoted, gloomy. Sbrknr, calm, peaceful* unruffled.
SAVKtSure, secure, certain, subxtuntial. trustworthy, reliable. Rkrik!*. oourse* process, succession, order, rotation.
?.V0ACiut'H. shrewd, diiioerning, suge* dixcrimiautiug. Srrioua, grave, solemn, weighty, solid, earnest.
oaer. account, behalf, purpose, end, regard. Serve, aid* assist, help, work for, forward.
Salary, wages, allowance, pay, stipend, hire, remuneration. Service, advantage, benefit, use.
S.VLIRNT, striking;, remarkable, prominent, projecting, jutting. gBRvif^K, mean, low* abject, sneaking.
b.vLUBRioi-rt, healthy, healthful, healing, sanitary, salutary Set, put* place, lay, arrange.

. - **_ =
^ALUTATiox. greeting, address, welcome, congratulation. Settle, arrange, adjust, regulate. detename.fi:^rati^,oonnrm.
^AUEXRss, identity, oneness, monotony. Seveb, break, disconnect, dissever, separate, detach.

^AHpLK. specimen, model, pattern, example, illiutratlon. Sevrral, sundry, divers, various, maiiy,
Svxativr, healing, sunltar}', remedial, curative.

^

" ' * "* "*" *
*""'

r4>CTioN, confirm, countenance, support, ratify, anthorixe^
Setbbb, harsh, stenit stringent.unmiti»ted,rough,uuyioldinB.
Shade, v. shadow, dim, obscure, aloud.
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Shadowt. dim, obscnre, cloudy, mysterious, uncortaiD.

Shake, tremble, shudder, shirer, quake, quiver.
Shallow, auperfioUI, flimBy, slight.

Shahs, disgrace, dishonor.
Shameful, degrading, scandalous, disgraceful, outracoous.

' Scambless, immodest, impudent, indeoent,indeIieate, brazen
Shape, form, fashion, mold, model.
SaARB, portion, lot, division, quantity, quota, oontincent.
Shaef, a. pointed, niting, pungent, acute,keen.shrewd, shrill.

SHATtBR, BhiTer. derange, disorder.
Shed, pour, efiuse, spread, spill, diffuse.

Shelter, a. asylum, refuge, retreat, cover, haven, security.

8HEi;rEB, V. cover, screen, lodge, protect.
Sbtft, v. transpose, contriye, chaiige, alter, veer.
Shift, b. evasion, expedient* resource, alternative.
Shine, glow, gleam, glisten, glitter, radiate, sparkle
Shiver, shatter, break, quake, shudder, quiver, tremble.
Shock, brunt, clash, blow, collision.

Shock, V. oSend, disgust, appal, dismay, scare, stun, terrify.

, Shocking, disgusting, revoltmg, dreadful, terrible.

Short, bnef, concise, curt, compendious.
Shorten, curtail. cont,raot, abridge, abbreviate, condense.
ShoVp exhibition, sight, spectacle, scene, ostentation.
Sbowt, pompous, gorgeous, £ne, gay, grand.
Shrewd* sharp, acute, sagacious, keen.
Shrovd, veil, cover.
Shuddeb, shakti, tremble, quake, puiver.
Shuffle, equivocate, quibble, c&vi^, evad&.
Shun, avoidj elud?, evade.
Shut, oloset preclude.
Sht, timidj reserved.
BiCKt ill, diseased, disorder, indisposed, unwell, ailing.
Bide, edge, verge, cnarpin, border, party, cause, intercBt.policy.
Sight, seeing, perception, view, \-ision, spectacle, show.
Sign, token, indidauon, Bvnbol. emblem, type, symptom.
Signal, remarkable, notable, eminent, conspicuous.
Signalize, distinguish, exaU, dignify, immortalize.
Significant, exprassivc, indicative, important, momentous.
Signify* express, declare, intimate, imply, denote, meiin.
Silence, a.-Btillness, quiet, calm.
Silenci:, v. gag. refute, hush, stifle.

Silly* simple, imbecile, foolish, witless, unwise, indiscreet.
BiuiLAR, resembling, alike, oorrespondinc.
Similitude, likeness, resemblanue, image, Himile, metaphor.
SiuPLE, sUiyi foolish, elemectary, unmixed, mere, shallow.
Sin. wrong, wickedness, iniquity, crime, ungodliness, evil.
.Sincere* genuine, honest, unaffected, true, frank, candid.
Single, sole, unmarried, singular, particular, individual, only

:
Singular* particular, odd, curious, eccentric, strange, scarce.

I

Sinister, unfair* dishonest, bad. evil, left, unlucky.
^iNK* droop, dd^efid. suppress, conceal, submerge.
! Situation, condition, state, case, site, office, employment.
Size* greatness, btUk, mafrcitude, dimension, extent.
Sketch* p&int, depict, delineate, poHray.
Skillful, clever, expert* apt, dexterous, adroit.
Skill, aptitude, exp^rtness, contrivance.
Skulk* sneak, hide, cover, sink, shroud, shelter, veil.
fLACS, remiss, careless, negligent, backward, looae.weak,alow.

; Slacken* loosen, unbind, relax, abate, fla^, moderate.

I

SLANDER.-defamo. detract, scandalize, revile, vili&. abuse.
' Slaughter, bloodshed, o&mage. butchery.
1 SuAYiBB, drudging, servile, menial, abject.
Slat* kill, murder, ass&ssinate.
Sleek, glossy, shiny, velvety, silken.
Sleepy, sluggish, loz^.somnolent,slumbrous, drowsy*lethargic.
.Slender* small, trivial, slight, fragile, slim, ^in.
Sliuut* a. slender* slim, small, superficial.
.Slight, a, neglect, contempt* e^om. disdain.
, Slippery, smooth, glossy* unsafe, deoeptive, evasive.
.Slothful* sluggish, lazy, inactive, idle, indolent.
Slovenly, loose, negligent, disorderly, untidy.

. Slow, dilatory, tard^, sluggish, tedious, dull, la^isy.

.Slur* reflection, otain, spot, blemish.

.Sly, cunning, astute, crafty, artful* oubtlo, wily, underfaasd.
lShall, little, diminutive* minute, slight, trivial, slender.
.Smart, quick* keei>j sharp, caustic, severe, clever, showy.
JsHARtNESS. keenness, liveliness, doxtecity, cleverness.
;I}MEAR, v. daub, besmear, begrime, varaiab* spatter.
ibUELL. fragrance, perfume, scent, odor.

ham, beat, strike, slay* kill, afflict, chasten, jmnish.
^>^OKE. fumes, vapor* nothing, moonshine, triviality.
{Smooth, a. suave, bland, even, level, plain, itolishcd, flat*
LiiooTH. t?. level, flatten, ease, calm, allav* mollify.
&MOT1IRR, gag, strangle, stifle, suppresd, choke, sufEoeate.

Rnakr, trap* not, gin, spring*
Snatch, pluck, pull, twitch, oatuh, clutch. gni"|t. ctr\p,

Smrak, crouoh, cringe, truckip, i«Unk, nkulk, lurk, fawo.
Snber, h. BOofl[, taunt, jibe, mock.
.'^NL'B, rebuked, reprimand, humiliate. ni|i. oMp. doc-k.

Snug, close, compact, concealed, coinfortablo.

Soak, wot, luoiKton, Pteep, drench, saturate, raticcratw.

Soar. rise, mount, tower, ascend, ospiro.

SoBKH, abatomioua, temperate, di)--passionate, veU-powKe«i>eiL

SoriAL, civil, civic, sociable, convivial.
SociAltLB, sociiil, familiar, companion.ablo, gcniHl. friendly.

Sof'iKTY. association, company, community, frarernity.

Soft, yielding, manageable, gentle, meek, mellow.
SuPTRN, hir.uauize, mollify, mitigate.
Soil. v. stain, nully, tarnish, begrimo,_ defile, boEoul, dirty.

SOJCURN, dwell, refide, lodge, rest, abide, stay, tarry.

SoLACR,ff. comfort, consolation, relief.

SoLR, only, solitary, single, alone, individual; exclusive^
SoLKMx, grave, serious, formal, sacred, reli^ous, devotionaL.
SdLKMNiTY, ceremony, sanctity, eacredncaa, imprei^siveiiesB.

fiouriT, p. Oiik, entreat, implore, supplicate, invite.

Koi-icrTous, apprehensive, uneasy,anxious, oonocruod, earnest.

t)OLiciTUpE, carefulnesd. concern, trouble, anxiety, care.

Solid, hai-d, firm, nubstiintial, oompaot, deupe, strong, valid.

Solitary, sole, only, alone, private, desolate, uninhabited.

Solution, explanation, answer, key, Reparation.
Solve, unriddle, clear up, resolve, explain. uufoUI.

Sourer, dull* gloomy, cloudy, dusky, momful. funereai.

SoNO, ballad, cu^l, ditty, lay, strain, poem, hymn, anthem.
Soon, Portly, curly, quick, quickly, promptly.
Soothe, soften, relieve, compose, calm, quiet, pacify, mitigate.

Sordid, selfish, covetous, greedy, close, foul. vile. base.

Sorrow, affiiotion, distress, grief, trouble, sadncxtt, mourning;.

Sorry, grieved, pained, hurt, shabby, wortlileiiH. pad.

Sort* species, kind, quality* class, genus, nature, character.

Soul, spirit, life, reason, energy, feeling, person, animation.
Sound* a. healthy, orthodox, unimpaired, weighty, valid.

Sound* p. ring, neal. cla^. clang, investigate, gauge.
Sour* a. acid, sharp, tart* harab. pungent, craboed. morose.
Source, origin, spring* fount, rise, beginning, commencement.
Sovereign, a. royal; principal, chief, predominant, effoctnal^

Space, a. room, interval, extent, expanse, field.

Spacious, ample, roomy, extensive, broad, large, wide.
Sparr, o. afford, give, husband* store, forbear.

Spare, a. meagre, scanty, frugal, stinted, lean. thin.
Sparkle, shine, flash, gleam, twinkle, glitter, glisten.
Speak, converse. 'say* tell, talk, discourse* utter* expresd.
Special* exceptional, specific, particular* distino^ve.
Specify, particularize, stiate. designate, mention.
Spkcikbn, model, sample, illustration, example, instance.
Specious, colorable, plausible, showy.
Spectacle, shadow, display, sight, scene, exhibition, pageant.
Spectator, observer* bystander, onlooker.
SpeoulatioNj contemplation* theory* scheme, cdnjocture.
Speech* oration, address.
Speedy, early, quick, fast, rapid, swift, fleet.
Spend, expend, disburse, exhaust, squander* waste.
Spirit, breath, life* esBence,soul.apparition,courage,princIpla.
Spiritrd, lively* racy, animated, \ivaoiou8, buoyant.
Spiritual, divine, religious, incorporeal , ecolesiostle, ghostly.
Spite, spleen, inalice, ill will* grudge, vindictivenesa.
Splendid, magnificent, grand* snowy, superb, glorious, signal.
Split, cleave, break, burst, crack, divide, separate.
Spoil, v. destroy, mar, impair, injure, plunder.
Spontaneous, voluntary, willing, gratuitous.
Sport, amusement, diversion, recreation, pastime, game,play.
Spot, place, site* locality, speck, stain, blot* blemish.
Spbead, extend, expand, diffuse* distribute, disseminate.
Sprightly, gay, lively^ racy, vivarious, agile, alert, brisk.
Spring, a. 'source, origin* rise, fountain.
Sprinq, v. rise, proceed, issue, flow* emerge* leap* bound.
Sprout, e, shoot, germ, twig, stem, scion.
Sprout, v, bud, germinate, shoot forth, eiiring.
Spbuor, a. neat, trim, tidy, foppish, dandified.
Spur, goad, incite* ui^e, stimulate.
Spurious, oountorfeit. fictitious, unauthentic* false, unsound.
Spurn, despise, disdain, scout, scorn.
Spy, v. see, discern, discover, view.
Sqdalid, foul, filthy, dirty, unclean, poverty-strickeu.
Squander* waste, consume, dissipate.
Squeauibh. fastidious, over-nice, scrupulous, chary.
Squeeze* press, pinch, push, grip, cram.
Stable, a. firm, establish, substantial, steady, permanent.
Stagnant* motionless, lifeloiu, tideless. standing.
Staid, steady* nober, demure, grave, sedate.
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StaiH) 8. dye, color, paint, blot* blemish, spot, slur, taint.
£tain, v. color, dye, olot, soil, tarnish.' pollute, injure, spoil.
Stalwart, able-bodied. i>owerful,
£tauher, stutter. -faoEiltate, falter.

Stamp, mark, impress, print, kind. make, mold, type.
Stand, stop, rest, stagnate, endure, halt.
Standard, criterion, measure, enuge, test, rule.

Stanoiko, a. stflKDnnt. |>ermnnent, fixed.

iStakdinq. «. status, ground, station, rank, position.

;Stabted. famished. lean,ill'ted. emaciated.
.

JJTATE. a. condition, predicament, case, plight, province,
'State, v.speoify, say, declare. propound, avow, narrate, recite.

:&tatslt. uignified, majestic, proud, lordly, imposing, grand.
Station; standing, otlice, situation, state, rank, location.

Statiokary. immovable^ fixed, motionless.
.Staukch, steadfast, fast, constaat, reliable, Mnopre.
^AY. staff, prop, support, buttress, sustainment.
.Stat, remain, abide, continue, dwell, sustain, arrest, hinder.
Steadkast. contstanti staunch, firm, resolved.
.Steady, firm, fixed, constant, regular.
Steal, purloin, pilfer, filch, embezzle.
Steep, precipitous, abrupt, hilly, craggy.^
.Step, pane, degree, grade, track, proceeding, action.
:SrERiLE, unfruitful, barren, desert, unproductive.
.S?EBLiKfl, genuine, pure, unadulterated, substantial.
.Stern, barsh. severe, austere, rigid, rigorouii. strict.

Stick, hold, fasten, adhere, attach, fix.

STiPLEi-extinguish. smother, suffooftte, suppress, quench-
Stiuua, mark, brand, infamy, disgrace, blot, stain.

.Still, silent, peaceful, tranquil, serene, pacific, quiet, calm.
Stiuulatr, spur, goad, animate, incite. en{:ourage. arouse.
Stikoy. close, mean, niggardly, sparing.
Stint, v. limit, stop, restrict.

Stipend, remuneration, allowance, pay. waged, salary, hire.
ST1PV.LATE. bargain, contract, agree on. engage, ovenunt.
.Stir, v. budge, move, agitate, distarb, excite, arouse.
Stock, hoard, store, fund, supply, accumulate.
Stolid, obtuse, heavy-headed, doltish, dull, senseles».
Stoop, o, bend, yield, condescend.
.Stop, v. close, seal, arrest, check, hinder, bar, terminate.
Store, stock, fund, supply, hoard, provision, treasury, gamer.
Stokuy, tempestuous, boisterous, blustering, roaring, raving.
'Story, tale, narrative, incident.
Sti/Ut, robust, athletic, vigorous, stalwart, strong, lusty.
Straiqut, right, direot. nndeviating.
Strain, stretch, tighten, exert, filter.

.Strahue, odd. surprising, singulary rare, uncommon, unusual.

.Stranger, foreigner, alien.
Strataoeu, artifice, trick, deception, cheat, plot, device.
iSTBAT.rove, ramble, err, digress, deviate-, wander.
:StreaH, current, tide, drift.

&MENOTH, power., might, authority, forcer vigor-
(~SiRB!rGTBEN, fortify, invigorate, establish, substantiate.
^iBRNUODd. vigorous, zealous, bold, ardent, strong^ resolute.
'Stress, emphasis, fcrm, accent, strain, weight, pressure.
Stbetoh. spread, expand, extend, lengthen, elongate, reach.
'Stbiot, close, accurate, correct, exact, nice, stringent, rigorous.

STBlCTDRB.ceuitare, blame, animadversion, criticism.
Stripe, struggle, contention, discord, disagreement, wrangle.
Stbikr, hit, beat, smite.
Strikino. marvelous, surprising, admirable, wonderful.
Strip, denude, divent. bare, despoil, rob, rifle.
..Stbevk, labor, straggle, aim, contend, vie, contcHt, endeavor
Stro.vo, forcible, cogent, powerful, robust, hardy, firm.
<Stru:^(irk, construction, building, edifice, fabric, pile.
'Struggle. See Strive.
OTUBHOB\, unbending, obstinate, unyielding, headHtrong.
Stuuioith, diligent, thoughtful, careful, attentive, mindful.
Study, thought, consideration, care, attention, application.
^TU.N, Stupefy, confound, bewilder, astonish.
•Mvpiixoovn, astounding, amazing, marvutoud. wondroiu.
bTUPii/, Btulid, dull, obtusi>, heavy-headed.
hTURDY, robust, strong, stalwart, brawny, muscular.
SuvviTY, mildneaa, gontlenes.", urbanity, uweotnew.
-^uKiivp., conquer, overpower, vanquish, tmbjugate, overoomv.
•>uHJbc-T, matter, qucKtiun, material, exposed, liable.
^H'nLruB, grand, noble, raisud, exalted.lofty.elevuted.puiinent.
^^UBURKOR. inundiito, drown, deluge, flood, niuk.
^oi'iiuiMKivR, ubt-dii'nt, compliant, yiidding, docile. Jiumbla.
'»L-BMiT, fi'fuumb. uuinply, yield.
f^uBSKQfh-vi. latur, (lOMtcrlor. following.
M'BHisi, eti»t, bo, h\e, continue.
'&i-UiiT4NTiAi., real.true .!<olid.)'ubstantive.taT\giblo,reKpon>dble.
•SirnsTiriTK. deputy, ri-prpiifiitative, proxy.

Sdrtebpi'oe, evasion, shift,'quirk, subtility. artifice, dodgUL
Subtile, fine, thin, rare, delicate, nico. acute, refined.
Subtle, cunniiig, crafty, astute, sly, wily, artful, shrewd.
Subtract, deduct, withdraw, remove, take.
SuccKBD, flourish, thrive, prosper, follow.
SuccRsa, good fortune, prosperity, victory. Issue, result.
SoccEdSPUL, fDrtunate, lucky, happy.
SuccRtJsiON, order, series, rotation.' lineage, race.
bucciNCT, brief, short, concise, summary.
Succor, v. aid, assist, support, befriend, comfort, help.
SoccuUB, yield, submit, comply, resign, surrender, givo In.
gUDDENcabrupt,quick,unexpeoted,unlookedfor.unanticipated*
Suffer, tolerate, admit, allow, let, permit, bear, endure.
SuFFiciENCT, enough, adequacy, competency, plenty.
Suffocate, smother, strangle, stifle, choke.
SuFPRAUB, vote, voice.
Suggest, hint, allude, refer, intimate, insinuate, propose.
Suit, a. prayer, request, petition, action, process, instance.
SuiT> V, answer, fit, plea.so, serve, adapt, agree, harmonize.
S71TABLE, seemly, fit, apt, becoming, expedient, convenient.
SlTLKT, sullen, heavy, dull, Bluggish. gloomy, morose. frctfuL
Sdu.Yi stain, tarnish, soil, spoil, olemish, mar, bodim,disentcc.
^uu, amount, quantity, total, whole, problem, Bgeregate.
SuMMAKv, 8. abstract, epitome, digest, rcsum^, abridgment.
6uMMA>RY. a. short, brief, concise, compendious, succinct.
SuMuiT,top, height, culmination, acmo. apex, zenith, climax.
ScMMON, call, fetch, cits, hid, challongo, convoke.
Sumptuous, costly, expensive, dear, valuable.princely.Hupcrb.
Sunokr, part, break, separate, divide, sever, disjoin.

Sundry, many, different, several, various, divert.
Superb, princely, grand, splendid, magnificont.
fiu^ERPiciAL, shallow, flimsy, slight,imperfect, external, outer.

SupEUPLUUus, superabundant, redundant, excessive, ncedlcxp.
SuPEuixTKND, supervise, overlook, oversee, control, direct.

SupRRiOR, higher, upper, noble, head.
SuPRKLATiVB. highest, greatest, extreme, supremo. oxquiMtP.
HuPKRXATURAL, miraoulous, preternatural.
SupBRSEDB, overrule, annul, set aside, suspend, supplant.
auPiNR. indolent, sluggish, lazy, listless, dull, apathetic.

Supple, lithe, flexible, pliant, bending, :^ielding, uoiiipliaiit.

SUPPLEUBNT, addition, appendix, postscript.
Supplicate, pray, be^> solici):. beseech, importune, entreat.
Supply, v. furnish, give, grant, aSord, provide, minister.
Support, ff. stay^ ^rop, buttrestj, pillar, uid, help, succor.

maintenance. living, Subsistence, livelihood, influence.

Support, v. sustain, prop, uphold, upbear, maintain, help,

befriend, assist, countenance, patronize, fa\;or. further.

forward, promote, ni^ture, nourish^ chcritih, ciiduro.

SuFPORTRR, adherent, psrlisan, follower. _ _

Suppose, presume, conceive, apprehend, imagine; think.

assume, believe, deem.
Supposition, conjecture, surmise, guess, hypothetiis.^theory.

Supposititious, spurious, couufcerfeit, falite, theoretical.

Su.PPRK.ss, repress, crush, qliell. restrain, put down, Ktifle.

overwhelm, smother, check, stop. .

Supreme, paramount, highest, greatest} principal.

Sure, infallible, certain, indisputable, uumidtakable. doubt-

less, finn, safe, secure, copfidcnt, positive, assured.

Surety, pledge, safety, security, guai*antee, bostaffo. bail.

Si'RPACR, su])crficics, outside, top.

Surfeit, glut, gorge, cloy, pall, satiato.

.Surly, gloomy, morose, sulky, sullen, splenetic, ill-natureu.

Si'RMmK, 0. prcHume, conjecture, guesK, suppose, suapoct.

Surmou.vt, overcome, subdue, vanquish, conquer. surp-.iRi'.

SuKPASn. excel, exceed, outdo, outstrip, surmount.
SuRPLUK, remainder, overplus, residue, excess, balance.

ScRPBiBK, V. astonishi amaze, ^^tartle. alarm.
SuRPRittiNO, striking, admirable, wonderful, astonishing.

SuRBKNDKR. ccdo. givB Up, deliver, yield, relinquish, resic:'.

ScBRKiTiTious, underhand, furtive, stealthy, ctandO))tino.

J'CRiiou.xD, r. environ, encompasf', encircle, inve>>t. besiege.

Survey, v. overlook, examine, Hunitinizo, review, view.inspect.

Suscrptiblk, sensible, sensitive, excitable, teudoc
Suspect, v- fear, surmise, guosa, conjecture.

Su»PE^'SR. doubt, uncertainty, anxiety, solicitude, re^iplto.

Suspicion, misgiving, jealousy, distcust, mistrust.

Suspiciouii, doubtful, questionable, mistrustful.

ScsT .IN. V, i4upport. uphold, stay, nipintainv bear, nourish.

SuuTi£NANrK, Bupport, living, livolibcod, subsistence.

SwAi.N, countryman, peasant, lover, rustic, {lind. clown.

SwAi.ujw, absorb, imoibe, engulf, engross, consume, dovour.

Swamp., bog. fen. morass, marsh, quagmire.
Swarm, shoal, multitude, myriad, throng, crdwd. ho*t.

SwAY.«.infiucnoo,goverumeut>authQrit}-«doiuiniaii,Hui>remaey.
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SwATt V. wield, tfwine, wave, bias, tiifluence. go\ em. Trkurb. a. mild, kind, bland, indulgent. eompassionate^I?

SvKABi decluro, iifTirm, depoao, testify, cu»o, bliispheme. jjentle, meek, piiifiil.

SwRRF, V. bruii^, clean, remove, clu»r, overwholiu, doutroy. TKNiiRByBdii. delicacy, noftne^a. beneficence,bcai^ityjliuman-^
SwKBT, Buerury, tuc>cioua, delicious, pleaslD?, silvery, mild. jty^ sensibility, benevolence, kindness, pity, cleoieney.
SvEix, o. heiive.riye, enlarge.enhancQ.tieightcn.dilato.Pxpaad. Tknkt, doctrine, dofrma, principle, position, opinion, belief,
SwKRVis, diverge, bend, iiicLine, deviate, vunder. litray. persuasion.
fcJwiPT, quick, licet, speed, rapid, prompt, reiuly. euger. Tbhor, meaning, drift, intent, sense, purport.
fcswixDLKR, cheat, impostor, rocue, sharper. Tbnbion, strain, force, tone, stretch, tightness.
Swing, vibrate, dangle, hang, wave. Tkrm, «. boundary, condition, article, proviso, stipulation,.
Sycophaxt, flatterer, partisite, adulator, toady, haiijrur-oti. word, expression, name.
Symbol, representation, sign, token, emblem, figure, type. Term. o. designate, denominate, call, utyle, entitle, cliarae>
Sympathy, commiseration, condolence, pitr, compaadion, terize.

agreement, fellow-feeling, union, concert. Trrmixatr, v. close, end, conclude, complete, finish. Rtop.
Stmptoi;, token, sign, note, mark, suggestion.

^ Terrkstrial. worldly, earthly, mundane, sublunary.
Synod, convocation, assembly, meeting, oongreaa. convention. Tbrriblk, awful, terrific, treoendou:), fearful, dreadfulp-
SYNO-SYMOuii^f like, equivalent, interchangeable, identical. shocking, frightful, horrible.
SYXopfiis, epitome, syllabus. Tkreipy, frighten, horrify, appal, scare.
Sykiem, method, arrangement, regularity, order, rule, plan. Irrsr, neat, smooth, compact, concicio, nueuinct, pitby^^

forcible, energetic,
TABESKACLE, chapel, moeting-house, tent, pavilion, Trst. criterion, standard, ordeal, experience, experiment*
Tacit, silent, implied, understood, impUcit. trial, proof.
Taot, address, adroitnesn, expertnesd, skill, nicety. Testify, depose, declare, swear, attest, witnesn, prove, certify^
Tattics, strategy, policy, diplomacy.

_ confirm.
Taixt, contaminate, defile, pollute, corrupt, infect, vitiate. Testimony, witness, confirmation, attestation, proof, evidence,.
Take, accept, receive, catch, seize, remove, abtftrnct. corroboration.
Tale, anecdote, story, fable, legend, memoir, novel, narrative. TssTY. captious, fraotioua. cross, irritable, petulant, peevish^
Tai.k.\-t, ability, faeultj-, genius, eleTeme3i«, capability, gift. tonchy, fretful.
Talk, convuraation, chat, gotssip, dialogue, di^icoursje. Thaxkfdl, grateful, obliged.
Talkative, garrulous, loquacious, prating, chattering, chatty. Xhankless. ungracious, profitless, ungrateful, unthankful.
Tall, high, lofty, towering, elevated.

_ Thaw, melt, dissolve, liquefy.
Tally, match, puit, correspond, agree, accord, harmonize. Thbatrical. dramatic, snowy, ceremonious, meretricious.
Taue, a. gentle, domesticated, mild, docile, tedious, dull, flat. Theft, robbery, depredation, spoliation.
Tangible, palpable, substantivcj solid, substantial, material. Theme, subject, topic, text, essay.
Tantalize, aggravate, provoke, irritate, tease, vex, frustrate. Theory, speculation, seheme, plea, hypothesis, conjecture.
Tantamolst, equivalent, synonymous, equal to. Thkrrvokr, accordingly, consequently, hence.
Tardy, elow, dilatory, tedious, sluggish. Thick, dense. close, compact,solid. coagulated, muddy.tnrbld,.
Takxisii, stain, blemish, fully, soil, diin,darken,ob5L>uro,taint« mist^, foggy, vaporou?.
Tarry, await, stay, remain, continue, linger, la^. loiter, abide. Thin, slim, slender, slight, flimsy, lean, attenuated, seragnr^
Tart, sour, pharp, keen, aurid, bitter, acrimonious. Thikk, cogitate, consider, reflect, ^nder, contemplate, medi-
Tartkrs£), acrimony, asperity. acerbi^,bittemesit,har6hiieds. tate, muse, conceive, fancy, unogine, apprenendj holdr- .

Ta»k, buHiness. work, labor, toil, ledppn. esteem, reckon, consider, regard, deem, believe, opine.

Tautb, judgmeut. didcernmont, perception, scutiibility, ruli»b. THiNVESii, slendemesa, attenuation, rarefaction, slimness.
gufto, Ecst, nicety, elegance, refinement. Thought, idea, conception, imagination, fancy, conceit,.

Tastkles». flat, insipid, mawkish, vapid, dead, xtale. notion, supposition, care, provision, consideration, opiu-

Tattlr, 1. babble, chatter, prattle, gossip. ion, view, sentiment, inflection, deliberation.
Taunt, r.gihe, jeer; sneer, scoff, mock, twit, deride,' reproach. Thoughtful, considerate, careful, cautious, heedful, diligent.-

Tautouki'V, verbosity, repetition, reiteration. contemplative, refleotive, provident, jpensivo, dreamy,
TAX,toir;duty,rate,a&sessment,impost,eontribution,ou!Jtom. Thouohtlicss, inconsiderB^te, rash, precipitate, improvident*.
Teach, instruct, inform, eduoate,inaocti'inate.inanlcate.train. heedless, idle.

direct, guidp, counsel, advise. Thbaldou, slavery, enslavement, servitude, bondage, t&s-
Trachrk, nchoolmastor, professor, preceptor, ini<tructor, tutor. salage, serfdom, captivity.

Tracuixq, instruction, training, education. Thekat, menace, intimidation.
Trar, rend, break, lacerate, pever, sunder. Threatening, imminent, impending, menacing, intimidttting,.

Trasb, v. vex. plagae, torment, irritate, disturb, provoke. foreboding.
Trdiour. slow, dilatory, tardy, wearisome, irksome, dreary, Xhbifty, sparmg, careful, prudent, economical, frugal,tia\-ing,.

tiresome, prosy, sluggifh. provident.
Tbkmiko, prolific, fertile, pregnant, fruitful, full, fraught. Thrillihu, stirring, enlivening, awakening, arensing.
Tell, number, enumerate, count, ^tato, mention, com- Thrive, flourish, prosper, increase, succeed, grow, fatten.

municiite, apprise, impari, reveal, inform. a.scertaiu, Thhob. palpitate, heave, beat.
signify, acquaint, notify, intimate, report. Throng. conoourt«e. host, multitude, crowd, swarm, hnrde^

Tkmkrity, foolhardiuesB, audacity^ rashness, heedlessnosa. shoal, myriad.
Tbuper, «. heal, irritability, disposition, temperament, con- Throw, propel, ciist, hurl, fling.

'

stitution. spirit, fame, mcrad. Thruht, push, drive, fnrcu, imfiel, arge.
Temper, v. accommodate, modity, qualify, nofton, asKua^c, Thwart, oppose, oppugn, rer.ist, frustrate.

Bootiie, restrain. .
Ticrle. amuse, titillate^ gi-atify.

Temperate, moderate, dober. nb^temioup. abstinent, calm. Tide, current, stream, conme. influx.
cool, sedate.

,
Tioixoi^, news, intelligence, report, advice.

Tempest, blastrgaJe* fquall. ctorm, hurricane, t^trnndo, tnmuU, Tidy, orderly, neat, spruco. clean, cleanly.

I
excitement. Tib, v. bind, res^train, restrict, oblige, secure, antte. join,

J'Tbmfrstuou?, violent, boiisterous, stormy, windy, guuty. Tie. «. band, ligament, ligature.

turbalent. Tight, tense, Htr^tchod. not slack.
Temporal, worldly, terrestrial, mundane, )<eon1at transient. Tiue, duration, season, period, era, age, aate. sR^n, KpelL

fleeting, temporary. Timkly, seasonably, opportune, early, judicious.'
Teupobary. ^ee Temporal. Timid, timorous, feartul, afraid, pusillanimous, uowardly*.
Temporize, fence, manoeuvre, procrostlnatu. dastardly, faint-hearted.

Tbuft, allure, try, test, prove, draw, attract, deeoy, eatire, Tincturk, tinge, dye, color, stain, impregnate.
peduce. TiXflX, flavor, taste, colur, dye.

Temarlb, defQn)<ibIe, sound, reasonable. Tint, shade, tinge, hue„ color, stain, dye. complexion.
Tekacitt, retentiveness, fixity, stubbomnesii. Tiny, small, little, diminutive, wue. lilliDutian.

Trkd, keep, watch, guard, manage, incline, verge, lean. Tip. point, extremity, top. cap.

nurture. «,
Tipplinh, «. fuddling, drunken. drinUng, swiUing, toping^.'

Trscdekcy. inclination, leaning, propensity, proolivity. prone- quaffing.

ness, predibiKisition. scope, drift, aim. oias* ^'^^^* drunk, intoxicated, inebriato. fuddled.
Trxdrk. v. oCEer. profEeCij>rodnoe, bid. j!^'"'* oxhaust. fatigue, bore. weaiT, jade, hamsa, dispirit.

Tisai£B..WAbi fabric,, texture..
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i;nLit, donomination, dcolsnafion, name, appellatlmi, Mtyle.
dvnity. epithet, risht.

TmLR. jot, whit- iotiu sitom, eratn.
I'uiu work, tadk, travail, pain, labor, drqdeer;.
l!oKS!c, mark, pisn, noto, symptom, indication. dlnjnio»Id,

srmbol, badsu.
TOLSRABLR. paMsablo. ordinary, mUJIinf.
Tolerate, allow, admit, receive, sufEcr, permit, 'et, cnduro.

abide.
Toll. tux. custom. Impost, duty, tribute, costribntlon, rato.

assesament, execution, demand.
ToxB, grave, sepulchre.
ToN'h, style, manner, mode, sound, tntonatlon, pitch.
TONUiTR, speech, lanffunse. idiom, dialect, talk, diacour^o.
Tor, summit, apex, heau. crown, surface.

Topic, sabjeot, theme, qnestion, mutter.
TucMRKT, V. torture, tease, worry, persecute, pain, uffcndi

tantalize, plague.
Torpid, benumbed, numb, dull, stupid, slus^isb. inert.
Torpor, heavinesR, lethargy, dulness, laziness. ^

ToRRin. burning, hot, parclimg. scorching, sultry.
TuRTuotrs, twisted, winding, crooked, indiroot.
ToRTCRB, torment, anguish, agony.
ToKs, pitch, cost, hurl, Fhake, rock, bnffct.
Total, sum, grosti, whole, aggregate, entire, complete,
ToTALLT, entirely, quite, altogether, fully, wholly.
Totter, £iilter, reel, rock, tremble, shake, stagger.
ToDCii, 0. affect, move, impress, handle, feel.
ToDCHixo, tender, affecting, moving, pathetic,
ToucHT, testy, irritable, cross, peevish^^ctulant, fretfuL
TncGH. strong, hard, firm, leathery, difficult
XoDR, excursion, ramble, trip, jaunt, onting.
Tow, draw, drag, haul. pull.
Toy, v. pliy, sport, frolic, trifle.
Tbacb, v. derive, deduce, follow, pursue, tnick.
Track, way^ roarl. puth. mark, trace, footprint, trai3.
Tr-vot. distoict, region, qnarter. plot, et°!>n.v, pamphlet.
Tractablr. docilo, manageable, amenable.
Tradk, tr^o, commerce, dealing, occupation, employment,

office.

TBADiTinsAi,, oral, nnfiertaiii, transmitted.
Tbaddck, slander, asperse, calumniate, malien. decry.
TRAPfic. triide. exchange, commerce, intercourse.
Traordt, disaster, calamity, adversity, affliction, catastrophe.
Tbaqic, fatal, calamitous, moumful. sorrowful.
Tpalv. m. suite, retinue, attendants, procession, cortege.
Zraix, v. educate, instruct, discipline, drill, iuurc.
Trait, characteristic, line, feature.
'TBAlTOSOl.'si. treacherous, false, faithle^f, per&dioui<. treason-

Qble.

Tramuri,, •. fetter, shackle, clog, bond, chain, impediment,
hindrance.

TRA.vqDiL, still, unruffled, peaceful, quiet, husbed.
fRAXquiLlZR. appease, pacify, quiet, allay, assuage, soothe.
TRAXSArT, perform, conduct, manage, negotiate, treat.
Trassactios, negotiation, occurrence, proceeding, affair.
Tbasscrxd, surmount, overften, exceed, surpass, excel.
X£A.\scRyDR.vT, Consummate, snrpas^ng, nnrivaledt unex-

ampled.
Transcribe, copy, transfer.
Trassker, make over, convey, remove, copy, transmit.
Traxrpoksi. change, metamorphose, transfigure, transmute.
U'BAN-SGREss, pa£s«oxcced,violate, infnnge.contravene, offend*

Transgressor, offender, siniiA:.
xbaxsient, fleeting, passing, traziBitory, temporary, fhort-

lived.

Traxsition, change, shifting, variation, transmutation.
Tbaxbuit. remit, despatch, convey, send, forward
Traxspari:xt, clear, limpid, lucid, obvious.
Traksport, «. bliss, ectitacy, rapture, carriage, conveyance.
Iraxsport.p. ravishi delighU enrapture, bear, carry, convey,

remove, banish.
Transportation, banishment, expatriation, expulsioiz.
Trakspose, change, reverse, shift.
Trap, snare, ambush, stratagem, pitfall.
Jkappings. gear, ornaments, tackle, harness, paraphernalia.
iRASH.nonaenpe, twaddle, trifles, dross;
AKAVKL, trip, ramblot peregrination* excursion, journey,

toui, voyage.
Traverse, cross, pn«s, thwart, obstruct.
ABEACHEROus, traitorous, disloyal, treasonable, faithleaa.

, fal&e-hearted. pertidiot3B. sly. false.
^TREAsoN.Jreachery, dUloyaUy, disaffection,

Trraburk, a. rlchps, wealth, ptook, ptore, rnservo.
Trrat, negotiate, barcain, uutertaiu. feast.
Tbeatisb, essay, pamphlet, brochure, tract.

Treaty, convention, negotiation, acrreement, contrail.

Trerle, acute, sharp, sopra.no. triple.

Teemam, quake, shake, quiver, shudder, totter.
Teemkndous. awful, fearful^ frightful, terrible.
TREsiv-Lnufs, trembling, jarrinB. quivering, vibrating, shaking.
Trrxch, fi. drain, sewer, ditch, fosse, moat.
Trench, u. encroach, infringe; invade.
Trenchant, cutting, sharp, severe, sarcastic.

Tbbkd, incline, diverge, bend, tend, stretch.

TRRPinATioiT. emotion, flutter, fright, excitement, tremor,
trembling, agitation.

iTrkspass, f. violation, infringement, transgression, encroach-
ment.

ffiiAL, experiment, test, gauge, proof, ordeal, essay, trouble,

temptation, affliction, cause, action, suit.

TEiBtTLATJON, affliction, grief, distress, trouble, misery, woe.
Tbibdtr, tax. impost, suosid^, duty, ohaige, custom, offenng,

contribution.
TRrrs, fraud, cheat, artifice, stratagem, guile, juggle, decep-

tion, imposition, freak, antio. vagary.
Trtflb, «. bauble, toy, gewgaw, kickshaw, bagatelle.
Triplb, ot toy, play, dally, wanton.
Triplino. slight, silly, triviali pet^. frivolous, unimportant,

light
Trim, compact, snug. neat, nice, tidy, clean, spruce.
Trip, miptake, erri^r, blunder, excursion, tour, ramble, jannt.

Tritm, Ftalu. old. ordinary, commouploce, hackneyed.
Tbtumpii. achievement, ovation, victory, conquest, jubilation.
Tan'MPHAST, elated, victorious, exultant.
TuiviAT,, trifling, petty. t^maU, frivolous, unimportant, (milgQU

ficaiiL
Troop. as>embla^. multitude, gang, hand, horde, companj'.
Troublr, r. afflict, distress, agitate, annoy, tease, noraifs,

perplox, di.<!turb, grieve, oppress.
Trouble, nffllrtion, distreso, grief, tribulation, adverxity,

calamity, disaster, misfortune, anxiety, iiurrow, luisery.
plague, torment.

TEboublrsome. tirefome. Irksome, sore, grlovouH, unliiuu^,
laborious.

Troublous, trying, troublesome, agitated. afflictiv*».

Truant, a. idling, loitering, vagabond, phirkinK, vagrant.
Trdob, armistice, rest, cessation.
Truce, v. exchange, barter, deal.
Tbucklinc, time-serving, uneaklng. servile, flert'c, favagf,

cruel, ruthless.
True, genuine, actual, iiincere. unaffected, trnp-bcarted,

honest, upright, veritable, real, vornciotii*, authentic,
exact, accurate, correct.

Truly, sincerely, surely, unfailingly,
Tuumpkky, trivial, worthlcns, tawdir.
Trunk, Ptem, stalk, body, proboFcirf, chesit, box.
Trust, c. believe, credit, hope, expect.
Trust, 0. belief, faith, conlidonce, hope, expectaiiou, cluirge.

deposit, Gommisftion, duty, credit.
TRUSfT, faithful, reliable, strung, firm.
Truth, fact, reality, veracity, verity, faithfuIn^Ms, fidelity,

exactned:s, precision.
Trt, attempt, endeavor, strive, stmggle, teHt. exumiuo.

prove.
Trying, experimental, testing, proving, afflicting.

Tuo, haul, pull, draw, drae, struggle, strive.

Xl7ittcin, duoipUne, training, HoliouUng, education, Imftruc-
tion.

Tuuiu.K, fall, topple, drop, rumple, disturb, derange.
Tumid, high-flown, tur;;ul. i^wnlling. stilted, grandiloquont.

/

inflated, bombastic, pomponn.
TuilULT, ferment, outbreak, brawl, fray, turbulence, uproar,

<«ommntion. hubbub, di.iturbanre, riot. i

TuMl'LTUots. turbulent, riotoo;*, di«ordtfrIy, diflturbt'd. con-
fuHcd, unruly. '

Tukb, tone, nir. melody, strain.

TuRBiOf foul, thick, muddy, itapure, uimottled.
Turbulent. Bee T,\uuultuou.-«.

TuRP. clod, sward, peat, und, hur*>e-racing.

TuiutntL^ tumult, Rgitatinn, conimotinn, huatlo, hurry, fx-r-

plpxity. di^lruflinu, i'(»ufli*-t.

Turn, 0. revolvog circulate, wMrl. twirl, wheel, incllni;, inflect*

deviate.
' Turn, «. spiral .maze, labyrinth.meander, cunt.btind. tendency,

character, tone, manner, round, bout, form, fashion.

Tubxcoat. renegade, trimmer^ deserter, recreant.
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TtiRPiTiFDR, depravity, vilenoua, baseness, wickednese. Gin.

TirrORi teacher, preceptor, instructor, sruardian. Kovomor.
TwiXR, twist, wind, embrace, entwine.
Ttv'ibl, turn, whirl, re'volve, wind.
Twit, taint, mock, jeer, gibe, sneer, scoff.

Ttpr, emblepi, symbol, figure, sigu, kind, sort, letter.

Tyraknical, cruel', severe, absolute, Jirbitrary. despotic
Tyrant, despot, autocrat, oppressor, persecutor.
Tyro, novice, beginner, learner.

" UGLT, unsightly, plain, homely, ill-fuvorcd, liidcouif-

UI'TEBIOR, farther, more, distant, beyond, succeeding.
Ultimate, farthest, lost, Intest. final, erentunl.
Umbrage, offense, dissatisfaction, disfileasurc. resentmenL
Umpire, referee, arbitrator, judge, arbiter.
Unakiuitt, accord, agreement, uni%. concord.
Unadvised, thouebtIes!<, indiscreet, impruduut.
Unaffbctkd. genuine, sterlinf;, sinuore. real, unshaken.

unmoved.
UvALTERable; immutable, unchangeable, iuvarmblv, chunce-

less.

UHANSWESABLt. indispntable, unnnestJonnble. undeniable.
Unanimous, agreeing, likc-niindcu.
Unbelief, disbelief, distrust, fidelitj% free-thinking, incre-

dulity, r

UHftrND, loosen, untie, nnfoj'ten, sot frcei.
]

Unblemished, pure, spotless, unspotted, unsullied.
Unboundrd, boundless, excessive, infinite, unsparing,

unstinted, interminable.
Unbridlku, wuutou, licentious, dissolute, loose, lax.
UncbaSinu, endless, continual, coutiuuou;!, jtui-pcLuiil, inces-

sant, everlasting, ctcmnl.
Uncertain, doubtful, dubious, aaestionable. fitful, equivocal,

ambiguous, indistinct, variable, fluctuating.
Uncivil, rude, discourteous, disrcspeotful, disobliging^.

Unclean, dirty, foul, filthy, sullied.
Uncomuon, rare, strange, scuruu, singular, choice, unique,

unusual.
Unc(incernei>, citrcleris, indifferent, apathetic.
Uncouth, strange, odd. clmntiy. ungainly.
Un'COvee, re^'oal, strip, exjio.-ie, lay bare, divest.
Under, below, underneath, beneath, subordinate, lower.

inferior.
Unueroo, besr, suffer, cndurfi. suptain, experipnce.

"Understand, know, comprehend, apprehend.
Understanding, knowledge, intellect, intelligence, faculty,

comprehension, mind, reason, brains.
Undertake, engage in, embark in, afree. promise.
Ukdertaking, enterprise, adventure, attempt, effort,
TTNDlsnjRBED, quiet, still, tranqnil, placid, peaceful.
TJn.do, annul, frustrate, untie, unfasten, destroy
uneasy, restless, disturbed, unquiet, stiff, awkward.
Vnkqual, uneven, not alike, irregular, insufficient.
TTkequai^ed, matchless, unique, novel, now, unheard of.
Unfair, wrongful, disiionest, unjust.
Unfit, a. improper, unsuitable, inconsistent, untimcl.v

incompetent.
Unfit, v. disable, incapacitate, disqualify.
Unfold, unravel, disclose, unbosom, divulge, display, rc^oal.

declare, develop, explain.
Unfortunate, calamitous, ill-fated, unlucky, wretched,

unhappy, miserable.
Unfounded, false, groundlen:', baseless.
Unfriendly, inhospitable, ungonial, unkind, didobligine.
Ungainly, clumsy, awkward, lumbering, uncouth.
Unhappiness, misery, wretchedncs^i, distress, woe.
Unhappy, miserable, wretched, distressed, afflicted, painful,

disastrous, drear, dismal".
Uniform, regular, symmetrical, equal, even, alike, unvaried.
Uninterrupted, continuous, perpetual, unceasing, incessant,

endless.
Union, junction, combination, alliance, confederacy', league,

coalition, agreement, concert.
Unique, unequal, uncommon, rare, clioice^ matchless.
Unison, barmony, concord, agreement, union.
Unite, joiti, conjoin, combino, concert, add, attach, incur-

po/ate, embody, cicnuh, merge.
Unity, oneness, concord, .uniformity, agreement.
tFNiVERSAL, general, all. entire, total, catholic.
Unlimited, absolute, undefined, boundless, infinite.

Unreasonable, foolish, silly, absurd, preposterous, ridiculous.
Unbiuhteoch. wrongful, unjust, unfair, unequitable.
Unrivaled, unequaled, unique, unexampled, incomparable.

matchless.

Unsoll, unfold, open.idiscover.
Ukrulx, ungovernable, unmanageable, refractory.

Unseemly, unbecoming, indecorous, unsuitable, unfit, unbfr*

fitting. . ^
Unseen, invisible, nnnoticed, unperceivcd.X
Unsettle, disturb, derange, displaced, ruffle.^

Unsteady, wavering, unstable, variable, fickle, restless^

fitfai.

Untruth, lie, falsehood, fib, fiction, fabrication, deception.

Unitsdal, rare, nnwonted, singular, uncommon, remarkable^
sirange, exUaordinary.

Upbraid, blame, reproach, taunt, reprove, rebnke, clude»
censure. .

Uphold, maintain, defend, sustain, support, vindicate.

Upright, vertical, perpendicular, erect,- just, equitable, fair;

pure, honorable.
Uprightness, honesty, integrity, fairness, goodness, probity*

virtue, honor.
Upboab, tumnit, row. riot, distorbance, brawl, noise, clamor.

Uproot, eradicate, exterminate, weed out.

Upset, overturn,, overthrow, overbalanco, subvert.
Urbanity, politeness, courtesy, courteousnesa, affubility.

refinement, suavity.
Urge, incite, impel, push, drive, instigate, stimulate, press.

induce, sctlicit.

Urgent, pressing, important, imperative, immediate, senous,
wanted.

Usage, custom, fashion, practice, prescription.

Use, «. usage, practice, habit, custom, avail, advantage,
utiUty, benefit, application.

Use, v. employ, exercise, occupy, practice, accustom, inure.

Useful, advantageous, serviceable, available, helpful, bene-
ficial, good. . '

,

Useless, nnserviceable, fruitless, idle, profitless.

Usual, ordinary, common, accustomed, habitual^ wonted*
customary, general.

Usurp, arrogate, seize, appropriate, assume.
Utility, benefit, advantage, profit, servico, avail, usefulness.
Utmost, farthest, remotest, uttermost, greatest.

Utter, a. extreme, excessive, sheer, more, puro.
Utter, v. speak, articulate, pronounce, express, issue.

Utterly, totally, completely, wholly, quite, aito:;sther„

entirely.

VACANCY, chasm, hollow, cavity, opening.
Vacant, empty, unfilled, unoccupied, thoughtless, unthinking.
Vagrant, a. wanderer, beggar, tramp, vagabond, rogue.
Vague, unsettled, undetermined, uncertain, pointless, inde-

finite.

Vain, useless, fruitless, empty, worthless, infiotcd, proud,
unreal, i^availing.

Valiant, brave, valorous, courageous, gallant.
Valid, weighty, strong, powerful, sound, binding, efficient.

Valor, courage,gallantry, boldness, bravery, heroism.
Valuable, precious, costly, dear, expensive, estimable.
Value, v. appraise, assess, reckon, appreciate, osTiimnte, prizer

esteem, treasure.
Vanish, disappear, fade, melt, dissolve.

Vanity, emptiness, conceit, self-conceit, affoctedncss.
Vanquish, defeat, conquer, pvhdue, surmount, oveniome.

master, rout, discoinfit.
Vapid, dull, flat, insipid, stale, tame.
Vapor, fume, smoke, mist, fog, steam.
Variable, changeable, unsteady, inconsistent, shiftingi

wavering, restless, fitful.
^

Variation, change, alteration, diversity, deviation, dis-,
crepancy^ difference.

Variance, disagreement, dissension, jarring, quarrol.
variety, difference, diversity, change, diversiQcation, mia-

ture, medley, miscellany.
Vary, change, alter, modify, diversify, variceate. differ^

Vast, spacious, boundless, mighty, enormous, immense,
eoloBsal, gigantic, huge, prodi^us.

Vaunt, boast, bray, puff, hawk, advertise, flourish, parade.Vehement, funona. ardent, fervid, burniug, raging, eager.
impetuous, forcible, vigorous.

-«i
*.# -* »

Veil, ». mask, visor, cloak, blind, screen, curtain, shade.
V EiL, V. screen, hide, intercept, mask, conoeal. cover, disn^'ss.
velocity, Bwittncss. quickness, fleetness, csleritr, c^ccd.

rapidity. -^j .-

Vend, sell, retail, dispose of, hawk.
Venerable, grave, sage, wise, old, revcreuJ.
VENTAL.jjardonable, excusable, justifiable
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Tkhom, poisoDt Virus, spite,' malice, malignity. fervid, Blowing.
Vent, opening, touoh-holo, outlet, utterance. Warmth, urdor* fervency, fervor, cordiality, vehemence.
Venture, «. speculation, chance, peril, stakes heaf. glow.
Vbn'ture, v. dare, adventure, risk, jeopardize. Wabxinq, notice, caution, admonition.
VRNTUR0D3, venturesome, intrepid, daring, rash, foolhardy. Warrant, guarantee, insure, assure, secure, justify.
Vkracitt, truth, truthfulness, credibility, accuracy. Wary, careful, cautious, circumspect, guarded, watchful,
Vbrhat., oral, spoken, literal, parole, unwritten. heedful, prudent, vigilant.

/

Verdict, judgment, finding, decision, answer.
^

Wash, olean, rinco, wet, moisten; stain, tint. i

Verge, border, edge, rim, brim, brink, margin, rod; staff. Waste, o. squander, dissipate, lavish, destroy, decay, dwindle* I

mace. . wither. •

VsESATrLEi unsteady, changeable,' unfixed, wavering, inoon- Waste, a. desolate, stripped, bare, dreary, unproductive,
Btant, fickle, restless, manifold. , wild, uncultivated.

Versed, skilled, practiced, conversant, olever, proficient. Watohfttl. alert, vigilantj attentive, cautious, heedful.
Version, interpretation, reading, rendering. observant, oiroumspect.

'

Vex, provoke, tease, torment, • harass, plague, tantalize. Water, v. hesitate, scruple, flnctuate, vacillate.

annoy, pester, bother. Watering,unsteady,unsettled, fluctuating, changeable,incon-
Vibbate, oscillate, swinf , sway, wave, undulate, thrill. stant. variable.
ViCBt«.vilenes3,corruption,depravity,BolIution, immorality. Wat, method, plan, system, means, manner, mode, form.

wickedness, guilt, iniquity, crime. fashion, course, process, road, route, track, path, habit.

Vicious, corrupt, depraved, debased, bad, contrary, unruly, practice.

demoralized, profligate, faulty. Wavwabd, forward, obstinate, stubborn, unruly, perverse,

Viotim, sacrifice, food, prey. Bufferer. dupe, rnill. disobedient.
, i.-, 3 , v.,. , i. 1

VICTUALS, viands, bread, meat, provisions, fare, food, repoat. Weak, feeble, infirm, enfeebled, debilitate, powerless, nelp-

ViKW,«. thought, notion, sentiment, opinion, landscape, pur- less, emaciatedj. prostrate, thin, watery, diluted, flimsy,.

V,En:i«r/eL?'c^nSfete!^^^^^ eye. observe, scan. WElK^N^n^^^^^^^^ paralyxe, emaciate.

VioSS?!-circumspeet. watchful, wakeful, observant, -"v^'^-^SIU^ote

VaEf&WM abiect, sordid, mean, ^-;,\^- -^SV^f^^^^^^^^^ . .

ViLS?rd^b^neISr'Bla^aer, decry, defame, upbraid, "^^^Sfelo^rTnoyVlT^^
'*^°"'"' tedious, fatigumg,.

Vi.Snsfe*i^^t°^^^^^^ knavish, shocking. l^^r^^,^iSHtv^tt^^%.., moan, cry, sob.^
iniEUnOUS. . larrmnt

vZ«™E,^™uSLnefe*?«VSSi:n^^^^^^^ . ^ W..GBT. hea™e». pressure, oppression, burden, loed. eon-

l,'^^:i^A^^S^^'S^n.^!^^;.^^l W..^.1l'.n5S:ifi.^rw°^n-bein.. prosperity, happiness,

_JtH.^?rH;1id^Sden, Birl. damseL WHlS?ioa==. cajole, flatter, entice, decoy, humor, court.

\teJroDsS 0?riJht!iSral,ctaste,pnre. WHKEBiS. seein?. 8 nco, inasmuch as. forasmuch as.

Vtrtow RiEht ffhost annarition, phantom, delusion, dream. fantastic, fantastical. ^„*„

?E3ffliib^"^rrrTfe. ^ v^^^Y'^-i^-^^nc^i^^-z^^^& -in.

^oTi;^!fKT'p^;5^S;rfai.S2''Me".Yist°eri^^^^^^^^

VoiUMB, book, scroll, bulk, size, capacity, nr JS™ ^;?^i '.t.^.i.t irraliirious uneodly. godless, pr*.,

VoltotIey. free, spontaneous, unconstrained, dehberate. WlCKEn, M. m.
'3»^„'™d' ffi'k.^?k fiul. atrociSus,'

^SSn^llrnrgeirS'^oiular. ordinary, rude, coarse '^Tain?Spor= monstrous, outrageous, proii.gate.

y^Iil^i. assailable, weak, exposed, tender. ^'SF^ei'esrt'uSSSe. »^pS;&^^&.
WAFT, transport, bear, convey.. w,„'^'CS»5°?f^nfe'fSee*exnanded, diffuse, extensive.

^lSl^Ta!la';^"fi5L?"aiir/SX"^d:t^^ remuneration, ^SS '4^^^^^^^Wages, salary, hire, allowance, stipend, pay
earnings.

. ,, _ _^
- Waggish, frolicsomo,.funny. jocular., sportive, merry,

unruly.

Waggish. frolicsome,.funny.jocular,spomye.n.orrj, »•-»-.
ii"-£"^""aVsiinedl7. PiOTOsely m |

Wait, await, abide, bWe, stay, remain, tarry.
wnMi^LTyolunffiy. spontaneously, gratuitously.

llS=-*S^''"alXn'''Ll4Si. stir up, excite, kindle. ^Sl^r^bSS P?ocure. effect, realize, accomplish.

WA^twary. sleepless, watchful. vlgih.nt..observant. ^ Wm^rioU. t»ine. wreath, turn, bend, curve, twist,

Wahdbe, stroll, ramble,. gad, rove, roam, ranee, stray, err. ™^ ""?•«•
mo^mt. asoend, soar, tower. . ., t-

„ deviate, swerve. « „. ,. . WiNKiNO, attractive, charming, fascmatmg. bewitching.
IWandeeiho, vagrant, ro^e, strolling., discursive.

.

onchantinE, dazzling, brilliant. , . , »
Waht,!?. need. la«k.ret[uire. desire, wiah. crave for. „ WisnoiJ. sense, knowledge, learning, prudence, judgment,

Wamt... poverty, penury, indigence, destitution, privation, "
"ig^oiliEence, sagacity. .. , j- »

necessity, need, scarcity. . , u.j ,11,1. Wise intelligent, learned, skilled, judiciousjational.disoreet,

Wastoh. liientious, liberfipe. unrestrained, uncurbed. di»- WlB^ttmgent.ieBrn ,

solute, loose, lax. ... ,,. ... Wtqr desire, long for, yearn, hanker, covet.
. .-

WABLirB, bellicose, martial, military, soldier-hke. wS mind; intellect understanding, genius, imagmaUon.
Waed, t.. avert, parry, fend, repel, turn asidej^L"™'A!?°r "

fiumot. satire, irony, mirth.
Waem. afEecttonate. attiuigd,, devoted, ardent, fervent, numoi, ..i.ui..
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POPULAR SYNONYMS.'

Withdraw, go back, retreat, retire, recede, recall, regress,
take back.

"WrrHuui.D. keep 'back, restrain, arrest, liinder, abstain.
refrain, keep from, forbear, desist from, refuse, retain,
reserve.

WrrHSTAND, oppose, resist, thwart, confront.
WtTKBSS. V. attest, testify, evidenoe, prove, certify, vouch,

see, behold, view, observe.
"WiZABD. juggler, magician, conjurer, neoromancer, sorcerer.
'Woe, distress, sorrow, atulction, disaster, trouble.
WoNDBR. amazement, surprise, astonishment, admiration,

miracle, marvel, prodigy, curiositVi rarity.

WoNDERPDL, marvelous, wondrous, amazing, astonishing.
striking, admirable.

Wondrous, wonderful, amazing, marvelous, stupendous,
miraculous.

Word, term, expression, promise, engagement, uccoant.
- tidings, message, order, command, signal.

Work. «. employment, ' business, occupation, performance,
. production, toil, task, labor.

Work, v. labor, toil, drudge, strive, exert, ply.
Workman, artisan, mechaniCi craftsman, artificer, band

jomeyman,. operative.
'Woreuanship, handiwork, handicraft, manipulation.
'Worldly, terrestrial, mundane, temporal, secular, carnal,

earthly.
Wq,rbt, plague, tease, torment, vex, annoy, irritate, fret.

"Worse [make], aggravate, exaggerate, impair, deteriorate,
. injure, damage.
WOHSHip, o. 'adore, revere, venerate, reverence, deify, idolize,

honor, respect.
Wo[iTH, price, value, rate, desert, merit, virtue, excellence.
WoRTDLEss, useless, valueless, frivolous, corrupt, libertine,

dissolute, licentious.
>y<jETHY, excellent, deserTing,eligible,preferable,meritoriou&,

estimable, laudable.
Wrap, muffle, envelop, fold, encase.
Wbatp, passion, anger, ire, rage, exasperation, indignation.

choler, futy.
'WbatupuT', angry, ireful, enraged, infuriated, raging, exas-

perated.
"Webathb, v. turn, twist, interweavej enfold.

Wreck, d6brifl, ruins, havoc, rubbish.
Wbest, wrench, twist, distort, writhe, wring, pervert
WRBrnHGD, deplorable, miserable, unhappy, distressed

j

afflictedj afflicting, unfortunate, disastrous, calamitoui*,
drear, dismal.

Wbetchkdness, misery, woe, distress, misfortune, calamity,
disaster, affliction.

Wring, c twist, wrench, wrest, distort, squeeze.
WniTBR, Bcijbe, penman, author, scribbler. amai^ieTisia.

Writhe, ». distort, ooncort, twist, wrest, wrench, wring,
wriggle.

Wbono. a, bad, evil, incorrect, erroneous, unsuitable, im-
proper, unjust,

Wbong. v. abuse, injure, Jnaltreat. oppress, aggrieve.
Wbongfih., unjust, unfair, dishonest, iniquitous.
Wby, twisted, distorted,, awry, crooked. ^

YAWN", gape, open wide.
Yearn, banker after, long for. desire, craved
Ybarlt, annually, year by year, per annum.
Yell, bellow, cry out, scream.
Yellow, golden,-safEron-like. i

YeIjP, bark, sharp cry, howl. '

Ybt. besides, nevertheless, notwithstanding, however, still*

ultimatelj^, at last, so far, thus far. ;

Yield, bear, give, afford, impartf communicate, confer.bestow;
give up. abdicate, resign, cede, surrender, relinquisfa.
relax, quit, forego, let go, waive, comply, accede, assents
acquiesce, succumb, submit.

^ ,

Yielding, supple, pliant, bending, compliauf,' submissive,
unresisting.

Yoke. v. couple, link, connect. ^

Yore, long ago, long since.
YouNO, juvenile, inexperienced, ignorant, youthfuL
Y'ouTH. boy. lad, minority, adolescence, juvenility. "

YonTHFUL. young, juvenue, boyish, girlish, imerile.'

ZEAL, energy, fervor, ardor, earnestness, enthusiasm, eace^
ness.

Zealous, warm, ardent, fervent, enthufiiastic, anxious.
Zbst, relish, gusto, flavor.

WORDS COMMONLY MISPRONOUNCED.

Abdomen, ab-dymen, not at/do-men.
Acada, a-kS'shi-a, not a-ka'shi-a.

AccUmate, alc-kli'mit, not akHcll.

i&ccompsnlment, ak-kum'pa-ni-
iitcnt, not ak-kumpt'ni-nicnt.

t&ccompUali, ak-kon/plish, not ak-
kuii/plisli.

Acooiuc, a-kow'stik, not a-koo'stik,
Acnmeii, a-kC'mcn, not ak'u-mea.
Addrug, ad-circs', not adMres.
AdonlB, a-du'nis, not a-don'is.
'Aeronaat, a'£r-fi-nat, not a-er'S-nat.
Albumen, al-bfi'men, not al'bu-men.
AUuU, al'ka-li. preferred to al'ka-K.
AUopathlat, al-foi?a-i

uath-ist.

Ally, al-Ii', not ani nor alii.

thist, not aKIo-

, a'liiund, not al'iuuiidl,

Alpine, al'pin or al'pin.

Altercatton, -al-t£r>k&'t>hun, not gl-
ter-ka'shun.

Att«mate, al't£r-n3t, not i)l't£r-nat.

Amenable, a-me'na-bl, not a-men''
' a-bl.

Anchovy, an-chS'vI, not an'kS-vL
Apotheoils, ap-o-the'o-sis, iwt ap-o-

thc-6'sis.

Apparatus, ap^pa-ra'tus, not ap-pa.
ra'tus.

Apparant, ap-pAi'ent, not ap-pai'ent
* nor ap-pi'rent. /-

'

Apricot, a'pri-kot, not ap'ri-kpt.
Arab, ar'ab, not ^rab. ^C
/fctlc, ark'tik. not Sr'dk.
J^l'ld, aKid, not fi'rid.

Aaplrant. as-pir'ant. not as'pl-rant.

it, as-sSl'ani, not a-sal'ant.
Altbma, ast'ma, pre/erred to az'ma.
Aureola, g-rc'S-la, not a-re-o'-Ia.
Aurora Borealia, ^-rd'ra bO-re-a1is,
not a-ryni b&-re-al'is.

Ay, Aye [yes], i, not a.
Aye [always], a, not I.

Azare, a'zhur or azh'ur.
Badinage, ba'dc'n^h'. hii/ badln-aj.
Balloon, bal-loon', not balloon.
Balmoral, bal-mor'al.no^bal-ind-ral'.
Banana, ba-nS'na or ba-na'na, not
ba-nan'a._

Bayon, bi'oo. not bl'6 nor bS'you.
Benzine, bcn'zin, not ben-zen'.
Bestial, best'yal, not besi'yal.
Bicycle, bi'bi-kl, not bT-si'kJ.

Blograplier, bi-og'rs-r^, not be-og''.
ra-fer.

Bomb, bum, nta bom.
Bosporoa, bos^pQ-rus, »«i/'bos-p6'rus.
Bouqnet, buVka' or boo-ka', not bfr-

Bonrgeola [a citLEcn], boorzh'wa', not
bur-jois',

Bonrgeola Ltypc], biir-Jols', '. not
boorzh'wa'.

Bravado, li'ra-va'dO, net bra-vH'da.
Bronchlus, bran^-ki'tis. not bron-

ke'tis.

Brooch, brOch, not brwbcK
Boreaq hm-rif. pre/erred to bu'rS.
Byzanune [noun], bizfan-tin; [adjec-
,

live], biz'an-tin, biz-an'tin, or tiz-
an'tin, not biz-an'teni'

Cadqne, ka-sek', not kS'stk.
Calo. Colqne, ka-Sk', not ka'ek.
Calliopa, kal-ll'o-pe, not kani-op.

Camellia, ka-meW-a. not ka-moKya.
Campanile, kam-pa-neOa, not kam.

pa-nel'.

Canaille, ka-nal', not ka-ncK.
Candelabmm, kan-de-la'brum, not
kan-de-U'b^m.

Canine, ka-nm', not ka'nin.
Caontchouc, koc/chS&k, -*(o/ ka'oo-
chobk.

Carbine, karTiin, not karOiin.
Carmine, kaKmin, not kar'niin,
Cancaalan, kS-ki'shan, not kS-ka'

shan.

Cement [noun], sem'ent, not se-
meni*; fverb), se-ment'.

Cerebral sii'e-bral. not se-re'braL
Cerement, sei'ment, not ser'e-ment.
Chagrin, sha-gren'wsha-grin'. [The
weipht of dictionary authorily is

in wvor of the first pronunciation,
common usage of the second.]

Chamellon, ka-meOe-on, not ka-mel'-

Chanl^ chint, not chant. -

Chastuement, chas'tiz-ment, not
chas-tiz'ment.

Chicanery, shi-kan'ir.i, not chi-kan'-
er-i.

Chiffonnler, shif-fon-er'CEne. pro.];
tnoffou-shcTon'nya' [Fr. pro.].

niere [shiPfou'ne'ar^ Is the fem.
fonn m the word, meaning a rag
Ricker, and is sometimes incorrect

r used for the piece of furniture.
CnineM, chf-nez', not chi-nes'
Clangor. klang');6r, not klang'ir.

Clematis, 'k1em'a-t7s, not k1em4'^-
Cocaine, kaTta-in, not k6Tcen.
Codldl, kodl-sil, not k^di-sir.
Cognomen, kc^-n6'mcD, not kog'no-
mcn.

Coiffure, koiPRir, not korfwr.
CoIlHtmi, Coloaseun, kol-i-se'um,
not ko-los'se-uiii.

Comatose, kVoia-tes, not kom'a-los.
Combatant, kum'ba-tant or kou'ba-

tant.

Comely, kumli, not kftmOi.
Commnalst, kom'man-ist, no/ kom-

miVntst.
Comparable, kom'pa-ra-bl, not kom-

par'a-bL
Comrade, kom'rid or kum'.-id, not

kom'rad.
Condolence, kon-dei'ens. not kon'-

dol-cns.
Conjnrer, kunOer-4r, not kon-jO'rir.
Connoisseur, konls'sflr* or kon'is'-

sfir'.

Contents, kon-tents' or kon'tents.
Contour, kon-toor', not kon'tobr.
Contnmely, kon'tu-me-Ii or kon'tu-

mf-li, not kon-tam'e-U.
Coupon, koo'pon', not kiVpon. [A in-

dicates the sound of tnt French
nasai vowel, formed by the combi-
nation Ufa voinel and n or in. To
acquire this sound the organs of
speech should be kept in the same
position as when uttering the siin-

^ pie vowel that is to be nasalized ;

the back part of the tongue being
raised enough to dose the pas^a^c
between the mouth and the nosc?l
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Al, Jr.| or Jna. — Junlcm

Xaa. or Kl. — Kansao,
*,»— Knlaht of ihB Bath I Klne-s

J^BBREVIATIONS USED IN WRITING, Etc. B:aB.-KniehtComn,«,d«,of,h«
Bnth.

^ gca- "Kj;- — Kontucfcy.

ft- ? "Z n-n'irht of the Uirter.
K. 0. a B. — Knlriit of iho Grand
Crn&n or the Datli>

K. a P. — Knlelit of the Golden
riccce.

Cat. ~ Knlffht

time,
?rox. (proslfflo). — Kext
?. B. (post cciipttun). — Poittetlpb''
P. X. (L — i'lcnse uirn over.

Q. or Qn.— Queslloii
t quoiy.

4. d. itiuasl dlcat). — Aa fie shoutd
•ay.

-A 1.— First class, .

A. B. or B. A. (Artltim Baccklaa-

I
Tiiu). — Bachelor of Arts.

Ab.— Abbreviated,

ChrUt.
A. D. (Anno Domini).— la tlio year

of our Lord,

A, IX 0>^ Aide-de-«anip,

Ad Ub. — At pleasure,

JBt, (Mtatla). - Aged.
/I, ot Alft. — Alabniiia,

A.M.orU.A. (ArUnia Uiglitar).
—Manter of Arts.

A. M. — Before mid-dajb
A. U. (Anno Kondi). — In tho year

of the world.

Anon. — Anonyinous.

App. — Appendbc
Arx, — ArKonuE.
Arp, —Arrived.
A. B. A,— AcMClatfl of the Roynl
Academy.

-.A. B. B. A.— Aooclate of the Royal
Scottuti Academj^

A. B. B. S. (Antaatuuiomm regln
BOCletatlil locliu}. — Fellow of Uio

Royal Society of Antiquaries.

A.S. — An^Io Saxon,
Aist.— Assistant.

Jl n. C. (Anno urbil condita or An-
no &b nrbe condlta). — In Iha yrar
of or from the buikUng of the city

(nf Rome).
Jivolr.— Avoirdupois.

3.A— Bachelor of Arts.

BorL orBt, ^Baronet,
B. C. — Before Christ

Bp. —Bishop,

C— Centlerado.

C Ct, or Cent. — A hundred.

C or Cm, — Chapter.

0. A —Chartered Accountant
CoL— CnlifomEa.

Cam. or Cusb. — Cambrid^

Cantab. fCmtabrlglearis)—OfCom-
l)rld|r«(

- Capt — Ca) Uln.
-CaUL.— Catholic.
0. B. — Companion of the Bath.
O.E.-> Civil Hneineor 1 ConiidaBatt
Celt -Celtic

' C£ or Gont —Compare.
• Ch. —Church,
,
G. J. — Chief Juallca.
C.ll,-Common metroi

'i!o.— Company I county
• CoL— Colonel.
'ColL— CnllefTO.
Com. — Coniiaonder | comnL-.dore 1

committee.
Conn, or Ct.— Connoctlcut;
Cor. Uem.—Correspen llnrrMan-rer
Cop. Sec— Correspondmg&ai.reuiry,
'Cos.— CcMhie.
'Crla. Con. "Criminal convrruulont

or adultei j .

C. P- 8.— Keei-eroftha Privy Seal
Cr. — Cre lit e creditor.

Ct.-Connocti<.iit.
Cur orcurt. — Current-, this month.
-Cwt,—A hundrol wci;;hE.

X. (denarliu). -• A penny or pence t

"B-ft— Dorloi of Divinity
Bet— Dejrree.
DtL — DoIawnrOk
Del (dellnlavlt). — " Ila drew It,"—
meaning Die drawer or paiatei;

'Baa— DoputyA Ov JDal gratU). — By the grace of

1)0. (ditto). ~ Tho some
Box. •- Dozea
Br. — Debtor t doctor t dram.
B,T, (Dao volente), —Cod willln)^

-dwt— A pennyweijjlii.

E. -Bast.
EccL — Ecclesiastical.

Ed,— Editor t edition.

Bdin.— Fdinburgh.
E.E. — Errors excepted.

E. 0. (ozempll gra,tla). — for warn,
pick

S. lon^ — £ast loR^rtude.
£inp. — Einpero^ ; HniprcM.
X.irB. — East-narthcast.
Eng. — England
Engr, — Engineer.
E.B.E. — Eaat-southeasL
Esq. or Eoqr. — Esquire.
Etc; or Ac. — And so forth.
Et wq.— And the following
E^ — Exnmple 1 exception.
Exec. — Executor.

Palir. — Fahrenheit.
P. A. B.— Fellow of the Society of

Arts.
Pep. — Foolscap.
Pec. — He did it.

Plor. or Pis — Florida.
P. U. — Field Marshal.
Po. or foL — Folia.
P.P. — Fi«.plu-
pp.— Franco crPrench.
P. R. A. 8. — Fellow of tho Royal As-
tronomical Society.

P. R. 0. S, — Fellow of the Royal Col-
lege of Ijurpeons,

P. £ 0. & —Fellow of tho Royal Ce.
o^auhical Society.

F. B. H. S.— Fellow of the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society.

P, R.a—Fellowofiho Royal Society.
P. B. A. — Fellow of the Society of

Antiquaries, ^r Art&
Pt. — Foot er feet,

P. Z. S. — Fellow oftho Zoological So-

OmL — C^eilc.
Oall.— Gallon.
0. B. — Great Britain.
0. C B, — Grand Cross of the Bath.
Gen. — CeneraL
Qent. —Gentlemen.
Oooi .— Georgia.
Gov. — Governor.
Q.S.O. — General Post Office.

Gp. — Grains *»-Fro=3,
Gtt (gnttB). — Uropa.

H. B. Q. — Hudson's Bay Company.
Hf.-bd. — H.iir-bound.
B.J.B. (hie Jacet aepultni). — Here

lies buried.
K. H. — Hin 0f- Her Mnjesty.
H. U. S. — Hisor Her Majesty's Ship
or Service.

Hon. — Honorable.
H. B.— House of Representatlv ea.

H. R. E, —- Holy Komaa Empir&
H. R, L P. — Here rests In peace
H.B.B.— His or Her Royal Hi^h-

ness.

B. S. K —His or Her Serene Hi»-h-

Ttid. — Indiana,
lb. (ibid). — In the same place.

Id. — The snine.
L e. — That is.

L H. ^. CJesos Hominttm Salvator

;

properly llie initial letters of (lie

n^nA Jesus, In Craeki,— Joitua the
Saviour of Mou.

HL— Illinois.

Imp. — Imperii.
Incog, (IncognltiA —Unknown.
In lac. (In loco), — In its place.

Inst, — Instant 1 tlie present month.
Int.- Interosb

' lo. — Iowa.
X 0. 0, P. — Independent Order of

Odd FcHows.
I. 0. IT. — I owe you.
I. Q, (idem ouodf. — The same as.

La. — Louisiana.
Iftfc — Latitude t Latin.
lb, Oibpa).— A pound vretght
1. 0. (loco citato). — Jn Oie place

quoted ; lower case.
Lib, (liber). — A book.
Zdent. — Lieutenant.
Lit — Literally,
LL.B. — Doctor of Laws,
Lon. or long. — Longitudek
Loo. jloquitar). — Speaks,
L. g (locuaalgltll). fiace ofthe Seal

V ":. *"?:?' "»"*"/ denarii). -
Pounds, shillinEB, and penca

H. —Roman numeral for xpoo.
H. A. — Master of Arts ; MlUtarj
Academy,

Mad— Madaim
Hus. — Massachusetta
Math.— Mathematics.
IC C — Member of Congress.
U. B. — Doctor of Medicine.
Ud.— Maryland.
MdUe. or Mile.— Mademobclla
M. E.— Mining Engineer.
Mem. — Memorandum.

— Gentlemen.
Messrs; Messieurs.

Mo. -Missouri; month.
Mons. or U.— Monsieur.
M. P>— Member of ParliamenL
Mr.— Mister.
Mm.— Mistress.
MS.— Manuscript
MBS. »- Manuscripts.
Mt. ; Mti. — Mounti mountainfL

H. — Korth.
H.Bl— North Britain i North British ;

New Brunswick,
K. B. (nota bene).— Koto well ; take

notice,
V. C. — Xorth Carolina ( Now church.
H.E.— N orthcasit.

Heb.— Nebraska.
Hem. con. (nemina oontradlcente).-
No one coneradiet Ine.

IT, F. — Newfoundlnno.
H. &. — Now Hampshire.
H. J. — New Jersey.
N.H E. — North-northeast.
N.H.W.— North-norlhwcKt.
No. (nnmero), —.Number
Hon seq. (non oequltnr). — It does
not fiillow.

Moa. — Numbers.
H. B. — New Style t Nova Scotiib

H. T. — New Testament.
H-W. — Northwest.
K T.— New York.

Ob. (Oblit). — Died.
Otn. — OMolcte.
0. U. — Old Measurement.
O.B.— Old Style.

0, T. — Old Tehtament.
Onoa. (OzonlaJ. - Oxford.
Oa. — (- jnc«t

?j pp — Pago] pap-en.

a. or Penn.^.— Pennsylvania
Pap. — I'.-iragrnph,

Pd.— raid.

Per aiL V By the year.

Per cent. — By the hundred.
PlL D.*- Doctor of fhJloBophy.

Pln^ or int. (plnxit). — Uo or sho
painted ix.

P. aL (poet meridian^ — Artcrnoon.

P.U O. — Postinaster-Ccncriil.

P. 0. — Post Office,

p. P. a (pour prendre cong^). — To
take leave. (Fr.)

Fres.— President

ProL — Professor.

Fro tem. (pro tempore).— For the

(qnoderatd ^™^
^Vhlch was to be demonstrated,

q. L (quantiun libet). — As inuchu
you please^

Q. M. a. -^ QuartermastcT'CeneraL
qr. -Quarter ! quire,
qn. — Quarters ; quires.

q. . (quantum sufflclt), —Enough,
qt— QuarL
q. V. (qaod vide).— IVhlch Eee.

R. (Bex; Reglna).— ICInr; Queen.
Bev. — Reverend.
R.L— Rhode Uland.
R. L P. (reqnlescat In pacfl).— May

he or she rest in peace,
R. M. - Royal Mailt Royal Mariner.
R. H. — Koyal Navy.
Rt.— RiL'ht,

B. V.— Rifle Volunteers.

S. — South.
Bo. or Sea (scilicet). — To wit

;

namely..
Be. (sculpill). — He <»• she engraved

8. 0, —South CaroUiub
8.E.— Southeast.
Sec — Secretary.
Sep. or Sept.— Septua^nt.
Beq. (sequentei or uquentia.— The

followln'.;.

Berg, or Bergt. —Sergeant.
Sol.- Ben.— Soltclior-General.
8. P. C, K.— Society for Promoting

Christian Knowledge.

B. P. Q. B. (Beuatiu Popalaaqne Ro-
mums).— The Senate and peoyle
of Rome. '

88.— Steamship.
8.B.B.— Somh-boutheasL -,

8.B.W,— South-southwest.'
St.— Safnt.

8, T, K (Bacra IheoloRla Frofesspr)i,— Professor ofTheology.

Tenn. — Tennessee.

U. 0. —Upper Canada.
mt. (idtlmo)— Last.
Univ. — University.

IT. F. — United PresbytcrhttL
U. B. — United States.

U. I.— Utah Territory.

V,— Numeral for five.

V. (versos).— AgainaU
V, (vide).— See.
Va.— Virginia.

V. C.— Vice-ChanceUor.
Ven, — Venerablia
Ver,^ Vermont.
ViflO.— ViscounL
Viz. — Namely ; to wib
V. B,— \'ictDna Retina.
V. S. — Veterinary Mirgeou.
VoL— Vulgate.

W.— WesL
W. 0.— West Centre.
W.I.— West Indies.
Vis. — Wisconsin.
W.H.W.— Weat-northwEit.
W.S.W.— Weslrsouthwest.

^— Numeral for ten.

X. or Xt. —- Christ.
Xm., Zmas., or Znu.— Christmas.
Xd. or Xtlon.— Christian.
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LIST OF WORDS, PHRASES, Etc.

IfROM THE LATIN, FRENCH, AND OTHER LANGUAGES.

WITH TRANSLATIONS.

TL.. Latin j Fr., French i
It., Italian i Sp., Spanish [ Gr., Greek j

Ger., German.]

Abu. Down I down with I TPr.]

Ab extra. From without. [L.]

opponent*, own principlca {lit. an argument to the man). tL.]

Ar^eSn ad IffHOPWltUin. An argumert addressed to the Ignotance-

_ ofanadverwry. (LI
^ . „t.i..s „„«=!. tn i™ t««finJ'

Ab Initio. From the beginnmg. P-1 ,_ -

A boa droit. Justly ; according to reason. [Fr-J

A bon niarcbA Cheap. [Fr]. '

Ab orlglDfi. From the beeinninar. [L.]

Ab OVO. From the bcginnmg {W. from the cgE). Ij-l ^,,^, .u —

~

Ab OVO uwiiift ad m^a. From the beginning to the end (Jit. from the eps

to Iho apples). tL.]
Abl^K^I. AbrldEnnent [Fr.]

, , t. t, . rr i
Ab nno dlBCO omuea. From a single Instance you may inrer the whole, i l-.j

Abarbecoadltft(A.ir.O.). Fromthebuildineof thecity(^«. of Rome). [L-J

A compte. In part payment Uit. on accountjC [Fr.]

AcouvertB. .Undercover. [Fr.]

A cmoe salu. Salvation fron>.Hie cross. [L.]

Ad apertarain. Wherever a book may be opened, [L.]

Ad arbltrlum. At pleasure. [L.] „ ,
Ad cutandnm valgoi. To catch the rabble. LL.]

Ad cxlremnm. At last. [L.]

Ad flnem. To the end. [L.]

Ad OrscU kalendaa At the Greek calends KUe. never}. LL.]

Personal (lit. to the n-an). [L.]

Ap^iSntam^ invldiU. An arcument which appeals to low pallor

ApgnrnMitiun ad Jodictiun. An appeal to common mmr [L.1

AjSSStam ad ioptHnm.. An appeal topopular prejudice. [Ul IArgmnentnm ad populnifi.

Argumenttim ad vencnndlBJiLJlXKIUUaUUIUU BOM, iwi «..•.. --;- t^r---

Aniire pras^e. A mental teservation. [Fr.J

Ar« lonsa. vita brovlfc Art la long, hfe is_she

X
peal to popular prejuoice. \t^\ ii_i

n appeal to respect Tor some authority.
[Ul-

Ari ibnga,' Vita brbvli. Art la long, life is short. fL.]

S?1b eS^elare artenu The perfection of an is to cgnceal nrt. IL.]

Artinm maglster. Master of arts. tU] .. , , -
AanUDpilt. An action on a verbal promise. Ll-1 l-a*-

A tort «t i trawTB. Without consideration i at random. [Fr.l

An conrant. Perfectly acquainted with. [Fr.]

Aitdi alteram portam. Hear the other party; hear both sides; [L]
An fait. Expert \ skilfhl. [Fr.][Fr.]

thirst for gold
one. ri_f
die. IL.1

Ad Inflnitnm. To infinity. [L.]

Ad Interim. Meanwhile. [L.]

A diacrdtion. Without any restriction (/tf. at discretion). [Fr.]

Ad llbitnOL At pleasure. [L.] ,„ j »,-.«. ^.. #
Ad majorem Del glorlam. To the greater glory of God. [L.] Motto or

the Jesuits.

Ad nanMam. To disgust [L]
. . ^ . „ ,

Ad patres. Dead ; to death (/>/. to the fntherp). [L.]

Ad qnod damnum. To what damacrc [L.]

Ad referendnm. Per further conBidcration. [L.]

Ad rem. To the point Klit. to the thl;ig). [L.]

A droit. To the right. [Fr.l
„ „ ,

Adicriptns glebn. Attached to the soli. iL.]

Ad ongoem. To a nicety {Jit. to the nail). [L.l

Ad imnm omnei. All to a (tit. one) man. [L]
Ad valorem. According to the value. [L.]

j „^ r . vt --
Ad vltam ant colpam. Till somo misconduct be proved (/iV. for life or

fault). [L.]]

Ad Vivom. To the life. [LJ rr i w »Aqnam Hrvara mentem. To preserve an even temper. IL;] Motto.

2qao anlmo. With an even or equable mind. [L.] Motto

Affaire d'amonr. A lovo affair. [Fr.]

Allaira d'honnonr. An affair of honor. [Fr.]

Affaire dn cosur. An affair of the hc.irt [Fr.l

A fond, TKorouglily («. to the bottom). [Fr.J

A fortiori With stronger reason. [L.]

A gancbe. To the left. [Fr.l

A^ qaod aglB. Attend to {lit. do) what you are doing. tl-J

A srandl trail. At great expense, [FrJ .„ . , tr,, %

Aide-tol, le Clel falSera. llclp yourself and Heaven will help you. [Fr.]

A I'abandon. At random ; little cnred for. [Fr.l

A la bonne henre. Well-timed. [Fr.]

A I'abri. Under shelter. [Fr.]

Aladteobie. By stealth. [Fr.]

A la mode. Accordmc to the fashion. [Fr.]

Alea est Jacta. The die is cast j the step Is taken. [L.]

Al fresco. In the open air. [It.]

Alias. Otherwise. [L.]

A rimpTOVlste. Uaawares. [Fr.]

Alma mater. A benign mother. IL.]

Al'outrance. Tn the uttermost. [F'O

Alter Idem. Another exactly similar. [L.]

Alter Ipse amicua A friend is a second self. [L..J

A main armie. By force of arms. [Fr.]

Amende honorable. Satisfactory hdoIok/ l
reparation. [Fr.J

Amensft et thoro. From bod and board i divorced. [L.J

A merveille. To a wonder. [Fr.]

Amor patrifc. The Iwe of jrur country. IM
Amonr propre. Vanity ; self-love. LFr.]

An pll aOer. At the worst, [tr.]

An reste. For the rest [Fr.J

An revolr. Farewell till we meet again. [Fr.]

Anri eaera famea The acci'rscd appetite or thirst for gold. [L.J

Ant Ossar, ant nnlliu. Either Co^sor or no one^ "
Ant vlncere ant morL Either to conquer or die.

Anx armes^ To arms. [Fc]
Avant propotf. Prefatory matter. [Fr.]

A verbu ad verbera. From words to blowa [T_]

A vinculo matrimonlL From the bond or tie of marriage. [L.]

A TOtre laiitd. To your health. [Fr.]

Bai Wen. A blue stocking; [Fr.]

Bean monde. The fashionable world. [Fr.]

Beanx eeprlts. Men of wiL fFr.]

Bel esprit. A person of genius; a brilliant mind. [Fr.]

Sen trovato. well invented. [It]

Bate nolr. An eye-snre ; a bugbciT (lit. a black beast). [Fr.]

Billet donx. A love letter, [rr.]

Bla dat qtli clto dat. He gives twice who ^ves quickly. [L.]

Bonft fide. In good faith; m reality. [L.] ' [Fr-l'

Bon clilen chaaM de raca —Children have the qualities of tbeir parrnts.

Bon gri, mal gri Whether willing or not [Fr.]

Bonhomie. Good nature. [Fr.]

Bon Jonr. Good da^ [Fr.J
Bonne. A nurse. [Fr.]

Bonne boache. A delicate moracL [Fr.]

Bon Boir. Cnod evening. [Fr.

)

Bon ton. The height orfasliion. [Fr.]

Bon vivant. A good liver. [Fr.]

Brevetd. Patented. [Fr.]
Brevl maniL Olfhand ; summarily {fit. with a short hand). [L.]
Brevis esse laboro, obscnma &o. wJion laboring to 'be concise, t become-

Obsnure. fL.]
Bmtum folmen. A harmless thunderbolt. [L]

>bllni TL.

Angllcb. In English. [L.]

^gnlalnherbl A snake in the grass. [L.]

AnnoDomlnL In the year of our l-ord. IL I

AnnomnndL In tiie year of the world. 1-.]

Annus mlrabDla. Tlio year of wonders. Ll-l

Ante meridiem. Before mid-day. lU]

i";^ aJ ^SS^'bi™! .h= ,™„ or ...»,. [F,.i

The nrbrtralor of elegances ; the niautcr of the

ceremonies. [L.] ^_. .

Oacoijtbefl ecrlbendl. An Itch for scrlhblln.r.

OacoSthes loqnendl. An itch for talking. [L.,
Campne Martina ,V place of military exercise (lO. field of Mais). [L.]
Canaille. The rabbU. [Fr.l
Cap-&-ple. From bead to foot. [Fr.]
Oaplaa Awrit to nuthoHzo the saizura of a defendant's petson. [L.] Law.
Capnt mortnnm. The worthless remains. [L.!
Garpe diem. Make a good use of the present [L.]
Gasua bellL A causo for war. [L.]^
Cava canem. Be\v.ire of the dog. TLJ
Cavendo tntns. Snfo by caution. [L.] Motto.
Ce n'eit que le premier pas qnL cofite. It is only tbe first step Oiatlt-

dilTicult (lit. costs). [Fr.]
Certiorari. To ordur the record from an Inferior to a superior court. [L.].

Coat nne autre chose. That *s nnother mntter. [Fr.]
Ceteris paribus, other things t^in^ equal. [L]
Ctacon a son goflt. Every one to his taste. [Fcl
Charge d'afiaires. A subordinate div^Iouiatist [Fr.]
Chef de cnlslue. A head cook. M-r.J
Chef-d'oeavre. A iiiahtDrpiccc. fFr. J
Ohemlu de fer. The iron way 5 Ihe railway. [Fr.]
Chevalier d'indnstiis. One who lives by persevering fraud (liL a knjglit

of industry), [Fr.J *
Ci-devant. Former. [Fr.]
Ci-gIL Here lies. fFr.-l

Circnlns in prohando. Bcggingthe qiicsdon (O/, sclrcle bi the proof). [L.l
Claquenr. Uiie hired to applaud. [Fr.]
Clarlor e tenebria.- The brighter from the obscurity [L ]Clanmi et venerablle uomen. An illustrious and honored name. [L.]
Coglto, ergo som. I think, therefore I am. JL.]
Comme il fant. As it should be. [Fr.]
Conunnne bonum. A common good. t.L.]
Commonl conscnstL By commoa consent. [L.]
Gompagnon de voyage. A fcllow-travcUu'. [Fr.]
Compos mentis. Uf sane mind. [L.l
Compte rendiL .\ report : an account [Fr.l
ri»_ AA-.... Airr..!. 1^..- . ^ -. . ''

*!

lergy. [L.J

Oonfrtre. A hrotlicr monk or asloclate. [Fr.]
Cong^ d'«lro. A leave to elect (Fr]
Conullo e^ Binlmle . By ceumiei and courage. [L.]
Contra bonos mores. Airniniit gond niorahi. [1..]
Contrarla contrarlia ctirantnr. C<mtriiricii am cuied,by contraries [L.|f

Con amore. With love ; caniebtly. [lt.1

COBMdo ad clerum. An nddross to the cli

Contre-t«mpS. A Misthanco. [Fr.l
Cordon bleo. A skilful cook (A>. a blu • ribbon). [Fr.]
Corps diplomatique. The diplomatic body. [Fr.J
CorDus del^ctL The body of tlie 'offence. (L.] Law.
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WORDS COMMONLY HISPRONOUNCED.

le^i'^us-nes ofltaitf-

. yus-n
Chwnatorltam, kreiB-a-ta'ri-um, not

kra-ma-t<yri-uin.

Colna. kwe'rns', not kfl-ras'.

Onldue, kwg'zen', uot kfi-zen'.

OnUnary, kftlirv^-n, not kul'In-a-rl.

-CycluneD, !iik1a>men, hd^ si'kla-men.

XJuf, dtt. not def.

DAmt, da'bb', not dS-bSa'. [Sef
note\underiD«%w/,p. 30.}

DitcoUeU, dSOcoI'le^ta', Ni?/dek-D-let'.

Se&dt, acPi-sit, tiot dc-fJB'it.

Demoutrate, da-mon'Btra^ net
dern'on-strat,

Depot, dc-po' or dS'p&
DeMit [uounl dez'irci [verb]. de>

zftrt*.

OeBMrt, dez-zirf, no/ dez'^rt.

Stoceun, dl-oi/e-sati.ftaf dl-ok'e-snn.

Si^thuu, dip-the'ri-a or dif-the'-

ri>a.

Divuit dl-van\ not dl'vao.

Docile, dos*!]. not dd'ul.

Dromeduy, druio'e-da-ri, not drom'-
e-da'ri,

DDGftt, duk'at, US/ doHcAt
IhrjULinlte, din'am-It, not di'nam-Tt.

.IWebster alone eives dl'naiu-lL]

mix, i'km'. »<)/ e-klii'.

Snisrvftta, e-n£rv^t, no/ en'ir-vSt.

EnTelOM, en've-16p or an've-Iup, not
eu-vel'up.

Epooh. ep'ok, not e'pok.

Bqnibu, fkwn-bl, not ek'wa-bl.

BiQIllinAll, eVkl-mS, not esHci-inaw.

Bzunpla, egz-aiiypt ti^f eks-aii/pl.

fixtiMuUoB, egz-hftst'yun, not clcs-

^Kyun.
Suutrtor. egz-hort'er, not eks-oit'ir.

SshortatlOO, eks-hor-ta'shun, not
cf^-or-ta'shun.

BsqnlBltfl, eks^wl-zit, not eks-kwiz'-

,___, eks-tem'po-re, net eks-

tem'pBr.
nuade, fa-sSd' or fa-sad'.

IWnr, fi'ri. not fa'ri.

FRiduon, f^'chun, Mirf faKshun.

Falconer, ft)'kn-£r, no/ faKkon-ir.
Tuinft, fa-n'na, not fa-re'na.

Fucat, f^'aet, not fhs'et.

Famtnel^, fem>iii-e'i-ti,0rFeiiiliilii<''

Ity, tein-f-nin^i-d.

FaUd, fefid, H<rf fe'tid.

FImic^ fS'iin'sa'. not lE-ans'.

FUUUtv fi-deri-tl. not f{-del^i.
Ijgure, fig'flr tWcb.], fig'gir [Wor.]
iFuaoca, n-nans', not fi'nans.
[Fltuuicter, fMiatMcK, not fi-iuin-sei'.

Flaccid, flak'sid, ««/ flas'sld.

Flageolet, fla'jel-et, »«/ fUOe-o-let.
Florist, fll/rist, ho/ flor^sL
Forbade, iat-h^&\.not for-bad'.
Foreery, ftrj'6-ri. «<>/ for'iA-ri.

Forione, fortiln or foit'yoon. ,

Pranchlae, fran'chiz. not fran'chra
FttmltnrB, Ki'nl-tflr, not fir'ni-chaor.
Oallantry, ^aKIant-ri, »o; eal-lant'ri.

Oalloffa, gid'lu& not ^^\'\Sz
Ounln, ^a'mah', no/ gam'in. [See
note under Coupon^

OarrcUty, ear^^ori-ti. no/ fra-rul'i-H.

Oaunoster, gai-om'et-ir, w>t gaa-o-
mo'tir.

Outatlet, eSntlet, not g^ntlcL
Genliu [laftntlj jcn'yus, not je'nl-ii^
Senioi [a spintj, je'ni-us, not Jen'-

Ouclett (rla.s'j-dr,.»o/ gla'zhdr.
BladlObu, Elad-I'o-lus, no/ glad-I-a'-

lus,

Glunonr, gta'mir or gla'nioar, not
glan/mir.

Gondola, gon'dd-1a, no/ gon-dfiOi-
Bruary, gran'a'ri, ho/ gra'iia-ri.

'Brimace, Kri-mis', no/ ^rim'as.
Gtioyi grrml, mo/ grinrmi.

' aslUoUne, gll-lo-ten' mo/ glllo'^ln.
> Harem, ha'rem, not har'cni.

. Hearth, hiirth, not h&rth.
Helpit, hit, not hijhth.

'.. Hncnleau, h£[-ka'le<aii, not )i6r-ku-
^IPan.

.
- Renlim, her'a-Izm, not he'ro-bm.

.4 Homaie, hom'^), not om'iij.
' BmaiBopatbltt, hG-ine-op'a4bl8t, no/

r ' _ha-me-S-patIi^t

I
Rnul, httVri, ffo/ hoa'rl.
Hrdnngea, hl-dran'Jo-a, no/hl-drfin'-

• ]e-a.

Bymuiul, hl-mHie'al. net hlme'.
ni-oL

^poetlqr. bl-pok'ri-sl, no; hl-pokf.

Hyiterlo, hra-t*'ri-,i, not hl-Kierf-a.
Ignoramu, ig-nS-rS'inua, not w-vA-

ra'nigs.
*

Xlltutntor. Il-lus'trSt-ir. HO/ H-Iub-
trartr.

Xmploai, Im'pt-us. not fm-rl'us.

^^'ff*?!"' »"-pIS'ka-bl, not Jm-

Uuunonta, ta-o-mo-ra'ta, not fn-a-
mo-ra'ta.

fiDcomparabls, In-kora'pa-m-bl, not
in-koin-par'a-bl.

^dlcatlve, in-dik'a-tiv, not in-dl-k?'-

Iligailoits, In-ien'yus. not In-Je'nl-us.
ingenuoiu, in-Jen'a-mi. not in-jen'yus.
Inqoiry, in-kwi'r], not [nOcwi-ri.
IntesraL In'ie-gral, not n-ieg'ral.
ZUTaUd [adjective and nouot ln'va<

led, eontmonly in'va-Ud.
Ibvugla, in.vS^I, not in-vi'cL
Iodine, fod-in, not KA-din.
Arefnurablo, ir-rePra-ga^bl, not ir-

bolate, iz'o.ISt, not Vao-lnt.
Italian, i-tar'yan. not t-taKyan.
Jannlna, jaz'Diin, not jas'min.
Jeui. Jan, not jen.
Jocoae, J6k-«s% »of Jok'S&
Joeond. Jok'und, not JO-kundl
Jonit, Just, not joust.

not 6-le-o-mHrTa.rtn.
Onerona. on'4r-uB, not Vnir-ui.
Onyx, 4'nika, not on'lks.
Oroheatral, or'kek-tral, not or.kea'>

tra!.

Ordeal, or'dS-nl, not or-dS'al.
Ozalla, oks'a.lifi, not oka-al'is.
Oyer, Vyir. not oi'tr.
Paseant, paj'ont, not pil'Jent.
Pafacfl, pal'as, not pal'is.
Pantbeou, pon-the'on [Eng. pro.]

pan'the-on [Classical pro.].

Pantomime, pan'to-mlm, not pan't
to-meni.

Papa, pa-pS', net ps'pl
Parent, par'ent, not par'ent nor pSf-

rent.
Patent, pat'ent [There Is good au^

thority also for^n'/rM/.]
Fatrlouam, pS'ui-ot-izm, not pat'rl'

ot-izin.

Patron. pS'tron, not pat'ron.
Pedal [adjective], pe'dal j [nounl

"

ped'aL
Penelope, pe-nel'O-pe, no/ pen'e-lfip.
Perempto^, pei'eup-to-ri, not per-

en/to-rl
Pbarmacentlit, fSr-ma-satlst, net

lar-ma-kCt'tisL

Fharmacopoeia, fSr-nia-ko-pe''yn, not
rar-ma-kAp'i.a.

Piaolst, pi-an'Lst, not pS'sn-lst.
Plano-iorte, pe-a'ufi-l&r'ti, not pe-

a'nO-fBrt '

Placard, pla ,. ,,,.

Placne, plat;, not pteg,
Pomard, poi * '

Web. and Im.
Syrle slelson, kT'ri-€ e-li'son (ac
cording to English usage].

Lamentable, lam'ent-a-bl, not lo-
men'ta-bt.

Latent, la'tent. not la'tent.
Lanndreea, tan'dres, not Un'dres.
legend, le'Jend or leJ'endT
Legendary, lej'end'a-rl, not le^Jend-

a-ri.

Laleore. IS'zhur. not le'zhur.
Lenient, te'Di-ent, not ]e'ni-«nt.
Llebn, nOcen. not lich'en.

Uterau, lit-^r-a'ti. not lit-er-S'tL

Lltbeome, li/Vsum, not lith'suni.

Livelong, livlong, not livlong^.
Lozengea, loz'enj-es. not ]os'en-J£rs.Maelafrom, mSI'stnim, not tnal'struni,
Uday, ma-Ia", $iot mala.
t*«wi«w

^
ma-init', not .xaaat'a.

Hamiaffliu, man-da'mus, ujt man'-
da-mus.

Iffi"^? '^", inan-da>ren'i not man'da-

VaJasy, man^I, not man^t.
Uuitinie, mar^im, not mar^tjm.
WtlrBfi IIaiifT ni^r'ttaKyaz'- not mar*

sel-Iez'.

M^^-*", Riat^in, nof ma'tln.
Matricide, mat'ri-dd, not nil'trirsld.

Matron, ma'tron, not taatftoru

Manve, ni6v, nal mjiv.

Hayonnalae, nii.'oa'a^t not nd-on-
oz'.

Hedleral. med-i-e'val, net m£-di-£'-''

vai:

Helte. mail', not mt^ef.
Mentur. mem'wor or niein'wor.

Meningitis, men-in-JI'Ms, ho/ men-In-
Je'lis.

Surcantlle, mir'kan-tll, no/ m£r-kan-
tel'.

Milan, m!l'an,/r^/trr«//oniMan'.
Mlsuithropet mis'an-thiOp, not mis-

ai/thr6p,
MlacUevons, mis'chiv-us, not luis-

chev'us.
Misconstrue, nils-kon'strS&, not mis-
kon -Stroc/.

Honad, moa'ad, »o/ infi'nad.

Mongrel, isun^'grel, not mon'grel.

Morphine, mor'ni., not mor'fen.

Uytnology, mith-ol'fi-Jl, not nu-thoK-
6-|i.

Na'Jvettf. oS.'Sv'a', not niiv'ta.^

national, na'shun-al, not na'shun-al.

Hatnre, na'tdr' [Im. and Slormonth],
naeyoor [Web.], nat'yir fWor.].

Nicotine, nik'A-tin, not nik'd-ten,

Momad, nom'ad, Ho/nVmad.
Rnptlal, nup'shal, not nup'chsL
Octavo, ok-t3'v5, not ok-ta'vO. '

Oleomargarine, o-le-o-miir'i^-rin.

Placard, pla-kKrd' or plak'Srd.
"•

Hag. not pleg,
.-.»«.», pon'yard, not poln'yard.
Precedence, pre-sed'ens, not pre'bS>

dens.
Precedent [nonn], pres'e-dont, ho^

pre-se'dent.

,
Prelnde [noun], prefad or pi£iad j

[verb]. pre-Ifld'.

Prescience, pre'shl-ene, no/pre'shenq.
Presentiment [previous conception],

pre-sen'ti-nient, not pre-zenl'ment.
Prestige, pres'tij [Eng. pro.]; pras'.

lezh' [Fr. pro.].

Pretence, pro-tens', not pre'tens.
Pretty, prlt'ti. not pret'tl
Prlatllie, pris'tin, nat pris'tin.

Probity, prob'i-ti, not prybi-lL
ftvlogoe, prol'og or pr&tog.
PTdnanctatlon, prS-nuo-she-S'shun,

' not pro-nun -si-a'shun.
Protestant, prot'es-tant, not prfi'tes*

tani.

Pumpkin, pump'kin, not pun'kln.
Qainlne, km-nln' or kw^nin, not kS-

Keceptivlty, res-ep-tiv'141, not rS-
Gcp-tivl-tu

Recess, re-ses', not rS'ses.
Resplraton, ro-splr'a-to-ri, not resft-

pi-ra-to-rr
Romance, rfr-mans', not rVmans.
Burlleglotu, ak-rl-le'Jua, not sak*

Scenic, senlk, not si'nlk.

Bepnlture, sep'ul-tflr, not se-pul'tflr.

Sbelk, shek, not shek.
BUun, si-am', «o/ si'ain.

Blmiutaneons, al-mul-ta'ne-us, nof
Bim-ul-l&'ne-us.

Sonorous, so-nyrus, not son'or-us.

Bongli, suf. net sow.
Spermaceti, sper-ina-se'U, not sper*

ma-set'i.

Bqnalor, skwJllor, not skwn1'6r.
Stalwart, st^fwert, not sial'wirt
Strategic, sua-tej'ik, not slra-tqj'-

ik.

Strychnine, strik'nTn or strik'nln,

Bnavl^, 8^vav'i-li, not swgvl-tL
Bnbtlle, Bub'til, not sut^.
Subtle, Eut'l. not sul/tH.

Snpple, sup'I, not sin/pl.
SiirrelUanoe, sir-valVaus. nu/ sir'-

Table d'hflte, tSfbVAO^.
Tatterdemalion, tnt-tir-de-nial'yun,

no' tat-t6r-de-nial'yun.

Tenet, ten'ct, not tiPnet.

Terpslchorean, t£rp-5i-ko<ra'an, nof
t^rp^-kfir'^-an.

Tate^tete, iSt'S'iSt'.

Tiny, U'ni, not tinO.

Tirade, ti-rad', not tl'riid.

Tonsllutla, ton-sil-l'tis, not ton-sil-IS'*

. tis.

Toor, tSbr, not towr.
Trio, tol'fl or tre'fl. [AH authorlttea

'Ivo tri'S the preference, but Wet
he Im., and Stonnonih give trfS

s an allowable pronunciation ]
Traculence, Uoo'kfi-lens, not Iruk'O-

lens.

Tmffle, tre&'Q, not truf'fl.

Truth, tr^tli, not troo/A.
lAlguent, ung'i;wcnt, not un'Jcnt^
Vagary, va-ga'ri, not va'ga-rj.
Vebemenee, ve'he-inens, not ve-ltE'*

mcn^
Violoncello, vS-A-lon-cliello er vb-&.

lon-sclia, not vI-6-lon-Hena.
Vli-4-vls, viz'S've', net vii/a-vls.

Visor, viz'ir, not \i'xir.

WclgeUa, wT-geni-A, net wl-leli-ft.

[The name is derived from iTtitrtl,.
a Cemian naturalist.]

Weird, wcTd, no/ w£'erd.
Wistaria^ wi!i.ta'ii-&. not wte-ta'd-A.

r,\

KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION.

VOWELS.
5 loH£r ••••••>•• Sle, fate, Uce, Sid.

a xAort at, add, an, have.

A ioMSr b^ore t fflre, beflr, shSre.

a ilatian Irm, t&i, cfilnu

6 intermediate, bettuetn a and & . . . &sk, f&at, gr&ss.

3 broad fjill, tglk, w^nn.

e iottg me, fEar^ ivc.

e thort ....; •• met, men. check, sell.

fi like A <..... th£rc. whfire, h^Ir.

h thort attd obscure * . htt. ttta, virge.

I /onf •.« Ice, pTne, mile, fire.

1 ehort pin, fill, miss.

fi lensr •••••'' ^I(Ii o'^te, ISaf, Bfire.

o short odd, not, on.

5b tons • • • • noon, food. boot.

d& short ' yiSo\, foot, wdtid.

a long .•.*••••••••• tAbe, flse, sQra.

u short , • us. tub, hut.

fi French ew (W (it few.-

.ol a/ /« . .
oo'"*

ou M round.

ow " cow.
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uoup d eataL Tin* anempt. fFr-l

Coup da mIcU. Sun-stroke. [Fr.J

Coup it'4Ut A sudden nrolce afpollcv. [Fr.J

Coup da tbdttn. Theatrical effect fVO
-Coup de graCB. The finisliini; slroke. LFr.]

-Coup d* aMhL A bold effott. (Fr.J

Conp-d'nlL A FapSd glance of the «y^ ™'"JL_,
CouTun wu penr. Courage vithout fcar« XFrj
Coflte que coflto. l^t it cost what it niay. iFi-J

€iil bODOT To what good, (l-l
Cnlqae sanm. His own to eveiy one. ll-.i

Cul ia uc. A street or lane that has no outlet iFr.) . _ ,
Cum graau BalU. With a ^rain of salt (*. e. with some aUomiiceit [U. j

Cum prlvUeglo. With privilege. [l-J

-Corrento cuamOi. With a running peiu IL.]

CutM rotalomm. The keeper of the loUs. |

Ex uumo. From the soul ; heartily. tV-1, ,. «
Bx CfttuedrL Prom the chair ; with auinorltr. ll—J

BzeeUor. Still faigher. [L.1
. , » «

toptlo protat MpOam. Ybe exception proves the rule. P-^
Ex conceno. Admittedly. [L.]

Ex cuillk Out or court (l..]

Ex daUctO. From the crime. pi.J
ExeiBpIi gw-tia. By way of exanijile, q-] ^
Ex mero motiL From o '

Ex offlcto. By

e's own free wilL [l-J
__

luces nc*'

[L-l

Sb bonno gr&Cfl. Witii i^d grace : wou
Seceptto nmi. Opticarillusion. fL.]
X>fl die In dlniL From day to day. LI-~]

Do laeta In point of facL [L.1
IMgag^ Free and unrestrained. [Fr.}

Ex PUte. On one part or side. [L.]

Ex Sda Hercalem. Wo judge of the sue of the statue or t

(OOt. [L-l ... ^ FT -1

Bxpwimeatum crndi. A decisive experiment, ii-j

Expeito creda. Believe one who has had »atpencnce.

Ex port facto. After the event [L-'

Ex profeoo. Like one who knows! [L.]

Extra muroi. Beyond the walls. IL.]

Ex nngae leooem. The lion may be known by his claw. iL~i

Ex tout dlace omnes. From one judge of alL 1,1..]

Da'ffuitlbn* non dlsptttandum. There Is no disputing abotit tastes. [L.] Fabar ana tffrtanx. The maker of his own fortune. [L.]

Da Jura. By right. [L,. _
Salectando pantonnu monendo. By Imparting

Padlli ert deicensua AvvnL The descent to hell is easy j

once pleasure and In- road b ait easy one. [L.} j™j.i„„ i/..^ j„ ,v.
«^urtiQn

"
[L.l

' Tac ilmUe. An en^nived lesemblance of a mans handwriting (ttt do the

Delenda est Carthago. Car-hage must be destroyed. [L..! like), [L-l ,. ,
Ba mortula all nWTttmHUi. iSst nothing be said of the dead but what Is rMtotom. A man of all work (//i do everything). lU]

favorable. [L.J Palnfant Do-noihinp. LFr-

J

DanlllUo nlhllUt From nothing nothinff Is pnjduced. [L.] Fait accomplL A thing already dont [FrJ

So novo. Anew. [L.! Parti rt na&atl dlea. Xucky and unlucky days. tL.]

Beo graUas. Thaifts to Cod p-l r»t* obrtant The fates oppose it. Ll-j

Dao lenoto. To the unknown God. tl_l Faux paa A false rtep. Im.J

Deojavante. With Cod's helpt [I-l Podt He did u. 0-1
Bflo Tolente. With Cod's will. [C.1 Palo de je. A suicide. O-.] Lf*- -

Sa prottuuUa Out of the depths. IL-l Ponma da cbambra. A chambrnnaiO. l*-r.j

Dernier t«i«iTl A last resource. (Fr.) Pertina lonte. Hasten slowly. [UJ
Bflilderatvni. A thing desired, but regretfully wantii® IL.J PeU ctaampStra. A rural feast. Itr.J

Detour. A circuitous march. [Fr.J p,„ ^a jol^ X firing of guns in token ofjoy. [Fr.J

Be trop. Toomuch. [F'-l „ Fl»t JortltU, mat ctelum. l^tjusuco be done, though the heavens should

Blea BOB. A day when there is no coutt. rL.1
fait in. Il_l

Bleu et mon droit God and my right. iFr.) * r.™™ Plat lux. Let iliere be light (L.)
Die Wacht am Eheln. "The watdh o« the Rhino.- [Gcr.] A German

|J3;| ^,,^,0^. Defend 'r or the iSill

n»tioiial son,;. _
* pldas Pi^ca. Punic faith ; treachery, ^-.^

Tldna Actiatea The faithful Achates ; a trusty fnend. [L.]

IPlllns snUina The son of nobody. IL.]

TlUoa tarrm. A son of the earth ; one low boiiL [L,]

rule de ctaambre. A chambermaid. IFr.]

FlUadeJoia A woman of pleasure. l^'-\^
Plnla coronat opoa. The end crowiB tbe wtfic IL~J

Piagranta bcllo. During the war, [L.\

Phurranta delicto. In the very act. LL.] „ , ,, _
Pomter rt recta. Courageously and honorably. [L.] MotOj.

Portlter In re. With finuness m action. I L.1

Fortuna tovet fortlbna Fortune favors tlie bravo. [L.]

Fortooa mulUs dat pt»"«niw, nnlll satis. To many fortune ffva too

much, 10 none enougn. [L.]

i,„ ».»— ftousehold gods. IL.]
DLUecta membra. Scattered reitiaina. fL.!
BIstinraA Distinguished; eminent. IFr.]

Blrtralt Absent m mind, [Fr.]

Bivido rt Impara. Divide and govern. [I-L ,

Bocendo ditcunu. We learn by teaching. LL"]

Boica tar nlente. Sweet idleness. Jit}
Domlnna provldeblt The Lord wiU provide. fL.]

Bomna rt placeai cxor. Thy noose and pleaalug wirer [l-j

Double anteiidra. A double meaning \"'}
Double aatanta. Double signification. [Fr.)

Bramatla panoua Characters reprcsenttsd. I.L.]

Droit del gem. The law of nations. [Fr.)

Bnlce domntn. Sweet home. IL.]

Balca ert dealpote In loco. It b p
Bnlca et decomm ert pro patrla morL

fc]

iraice aomiuD. awcci iiuini.- i."-i » . . . ,i._ _„n»i(inia rr 1 Fortuna ssQiiattir. Let fortune Tollow. lU.] Moticx

Balca ert dMipota In loco. " » t*'*^"' J? J=" ^"1''' PJ?P^''™t .J d|„ PrS^ MB flectai. You may break, but you will not bend me. [L.]
TmlH at daeornm ert Dro oatrla mori It Is sweet and glorious 10 tiie lf^e»^_r._ -.... -ru— ^ -„ «,«i.,™ . • ^

Dnm iplro. aparo. While I brtaihe. 1 hope. JL.] ^Motta

t pro pat

W?ille 1

1

Bnm ^vlmna, rtvamtu. Let us live while we livi

Durante vltL During life. [L.]

B contra. On the other hand. IJ-.I

Ecca homo I Behold the man I iL.1

£ eontrarto. On the contrarr. IL.] _j,.i™-r. h™v IP»1
Edition da loxa. A splendid and expensive edition oTa boot Ihr.j

EdlUo pil&eeps. The original edition, [L.]

Ego at rex nena 1 and my king. LL.}

Elolgnetnent. Estrangement [?'-]„ , , , j_ » .

Emerltua. One retired from active oflicljd dudea. P-J

Fron^ nulla fides. There is 00 trusting to appearances. IL.]

Pagit irreparabllfl tempu. Irrecoverable tuns is ^mg aivay. [L.]

Fnlinna We have been. [L.] Motto.

Fuit ninm. Troy was, [L.]

Furor loqaendL A rage lor speaking; IL.]

Faror acnbaadl. A rage for writing. [L.]

OaIat4 de csur. Cayety of heart. [Fr.]
DalUcfc. In French. [L.J
Garoon.
Garde i a. [Fr.]

y.n attendant. In the meantime. TFr.l

Sn famlUe. In a domestic slate. [Fr.]

EnfRna de famille. Children of the f.unii'y JFr.!

Tfnf»«« perdna The forlorn hope (ftl tost children). lF^]

Eafimt §M. A spoiled child, [^r.l

Enfant trODvd A foundling. [Pr.J

En foide. In a crowd. [Fr.]

]Sa grud taBUe. In full dres& [Fr.] f

£a maeaa. lo a body. [Fr.l

Ea paasaat. By the way. [Fr.]

£b rapport. In relation 1 in conneetloOa [Fi,]

En rfcgla According to rules. [Fr.]

En roate. On the way. IFr.]

£n nilte. In company. [Fr.l

En toorage. Surroundings. [Fr.]
Cntre nous. Between nurselves [Fr.]

£n virilA. In truth, ll'r.j

£rru:fl hnnianum est. U n human tn err. LL.]
Espirance ea Diem Hope in God. [Fr.]

Xiprlt do corpa Snlnt of brotherhood or a corporate body, tPr.J

Giae qnam vlderl To ho raiher than to bcem. [L.]

.Est nadna lo retaoa. There is a mean in everything.. [L.]

Krto perpetna Let II be perpetual, [L,]

Et hoc genua omna. And evcryihinfof tmsfcina. iL.J
El tu. Brute. And j-ou. Brutus. [LJL
y,x abmpto. Wuhoui prciMratlon. iL.]

A help to the coropodtion of dassiG poetry. [L.]

A boy s a waiter. [Fr.]
_. chevaL Mounted guard.

Oarda dn corpa A body guard. [1

Oardes blen. Take care. ^Fr.] Motto,
Oardec la foL Guard the faith. [Fr.) Motto.
Oandeamn^ Let us have a joyful time. [L.]
Oena de condltioB. People of rank, [pr.]
Gens d'^Use. Churchmen. [Fr.)
Bans da gnemi Soldiers. [Fr.J
Oeni da uttraa Literary people. JTrO
Gennanlct. In German. [L,]
Glbler de potenca. A gallows-bird. [Fr.l
Gloiiii in excelds. Glory 10 God in the highest [L.]
Gloria Fatrl Glnry to the Father. [UJ
Bonta 4 gonta. Drop by drop. [Fr.J
Oradna ad Pamaanun. A ' '

Gratia For nothing. [L]
Guerre i mort. War to the death. [Fr.]
Guerra i ontranca. War to the uMermost [Fr.]

Bee ollm t"T"'^'™ Juvaldt. It will be a Joy to us to recall this some
day. (Ul

Hannibal ante portaa. The enemy at the gates. [L.]
Baud paasibas aqula. With unequal steps. [L.]
Baureaa. 1 have found Et out [Gr.]
Bio et none. Here and now; [U]
Hie et nbiqua. Here and everywhere. [L.]
Blc Jacab Here lies. [U]
Blnc UUa lachrynua. Hence these teara. [L.]

Hoc genna omaa All persons of that kind. [L.]
Hoc optit hlc labor aab This is a work, this i&a toIL [L."*Homme dea affaires. A business maa [Fr.J"" d'eiprlt, A witty man. [KrJ
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Semo vnliu llDri A man of one oook. IL.1 Lax icrlDta. Thestnti.Ml... n t
Honl Kit q«l miJ r puim. Evil be to htn tW cil thinks. [Fr.] Roynl lei mJ3|. TlieKfreSlleS [L.!

HoS'STcomtot. Ootoreonditlont"«Eht [Fr.] L'toc™'™M..™Th'Sh™rt^bl'r^='H
HltellevUle. A to»n hall. [Fr.] lite pendiSa DiiS ,h. i 'f''^ „ ,

_. . ^l:]
^ ^_ „, Lurunitnm A mon...o3lty ; aSofH„. fL 1

JSa fol. My fnlth. [Fr.]

EiiotBa pep ignotlM. fhB°unknown by the otfU more unknown. [U1 !5?Sl?*Mifef-'' -.IIl!-""!'.^^"'^ ^°- ^^'^
. ,

Su'l. ni Cucfiacl dpWon.^Jle has neither wit nor couraifa (/«i ho liM j^^^ Srt TOitufrt if^^nS^blt.^''""-
*^' * '^'"'^ ^?''"-!: f-V'^ .

prevail [L.]

Xd Ht That b. L-..I , _ ,
Id gwOM oinue. Alt persons ot thai nescnptlon. |i..j

LRU btau. A deceivini; light ; a " WlU-o'-ibe-wisp. [L.]
SP... . *._. fj,g „ .- .-.--..--... ..—

_jwon.
neither mouth nor spur). [Fr.]

n penierosh The peiis.vo man. [It,]

Impwlaxn la Impeno. A Kovemmcnt within a government. iL,}

&nprlmatnr. Let It be printed, [!-] ^

In ntemiUB. Forever, t L.]
, _, ^ „ ,

Xn wtlcalo mortii. At tne point of death. [t»]

la aui*. In the court, IL.] .

&1iIbx UEptiiKatorlat. An expurgated index. [L«]

Xa eueTln being. (L.]
tfuir -•

[1-3

Truth ia powerful, and will ultiniatolr

Uaenl nomlDla Tunbnu Thoaliadow oraereat name. LL.1
MKgnant bonom. A eroat grood. [I^]
Magmun opm. A great work. [L.,1
Magniu Apollo. A {rreat oracle. (L.T
Halaon da unW. A mad-houae. jFrJ

At full IcnsTh. tU]
In extremis. At the point ofdeath. rL.1

Jn fonnft panperli. As a poor man. [U]
Xa hoc li^o Tlncei. By iliis sign thou shalt conquer.

Xa loco parentii. In the place or a parent [L.]

la medlu res. Into the midst of things. [L.)

Za medio virtnt. Virtue lies in the mean, [L.]

la. memoriAin. To the memory of [L.]

to nuWbna. In the clouds. [L.]
, r. i

la purilhns InfldeUnia. In unbcheving countries. [L.]

J3k praientL At present. [L..]

Xn propiiS persoii&. In person. II-1

Xa poiu natarallbcs. Stark naked., [U.]

la re. In the matter of. [L,]

la rerun n&ttira. In the nature of things. rL.]

In iscola cacttlomm. For ages and ages ri-.J

la dttu In it& original situation. VL.]

Xn statu qoOw In the state in which it vras. [L.J

Malsoa de vUle. A town-house, rtr.f
Maitro d'hataL A house^teward. LFr.l
UaUuiie da pays. Mome^sickness. LFiH
Mala fide, t fa bad faith, [ij]

"*

VLaXJ, propofl. Ill-timed. [Fr.l
Mandamtu. We order t a law writ. [U] Law.

and feet). [L, |

considerations of advantage.

Inter aliC Among other matters^ J.I..]

In vacno. In empty space. [L
- -

Tfho ' — "^

InUr noa. Between ourselves. JL.,

Za traa^tn. In passing [L.1

In vacno. In empty space. LL.1

Inter pocola. .

Xn terrorem. As a wammg. ,

btra mnros. Wii'iiin the walls.

Uanige. Riding-house ; horsemanship. [Fr.]
Manlbus pedlbiugae. With might and main (hi. with
Mana propria, with one's own hand. [L.]
Mariogo OO ConTsnoncci. A marriage Itoiu

[Fr:]
Materia medlea. SubsUnces used (n medicine ; therapeutics, [L.)
Matlnda. A morning recital or performance. [Fi.]
UanTals go&t Bad taste. [Fr.]
ManvalM honte. False modesty; excessive boshAiIoess. [Fr,]
Manvals nget, A worthless fellow. [Fr.]
Mea calpb By my fault. [L.]
Ma JadlCfl. I being Judge ; in my opinion. [L.l
Memento moil Kemembcr you must die. [LJ
Memorabilia. Things to be remembered, [L.)
M^nage^ Housekeeping. [Fr.]
Mens consda rectL A ->Ind consclcus of rectitude. (L-l
Menu una In corpora s .?. A sound mind in a suund body. [L.]
MrisalUancB. A mnrriag. v.'i^h one of lesser rank. [Fr.]

Menm et tnnin. Mine and thine. [L.1
Mezzo tannine. A middle course. [ItTI

MInntla. Trifles ; minute parts. [L.1
Mlrablle dlctn. Wonderful to telL [L.]

Mors no. After his own manner'
^
[L.1

Mors omnibus conunnnls. Death i^ common to dSL [1-~]

Mot de gnet Watchword. [Fr,]

Hots d'usa^e. Phraiea in common use. l.Fr.1

Mnltnm la parro. Muchin-Iittle. [L,]
' Mutatis matandls. After making the necessary changes. (L.1

Mutata nomlce, de ie hbnla narrator. Change llie name, and the story-

will apply to yourself. [L.]

ITatnram ezpellaa fbrcft, tomea tiaqne recnrret. Yon moy drive out no-

J by violence ifie. with a pitchfork^ but she will ever —».."-

Ipse dixit
nslislata
&n facto

Xn ItaroF brevla est. An^er Is a short madness. [L.]
Ita lax est scrota. Thus the law is written. [L.J

Jaota est alea. The die b easL (!-]
Js no Is qnoL I know uot whab [Fr.]

Jet d'ean. K jet of wntur. [Fr.]
Jan de m^n. A practical Jolce. [Fr.]
Jea ds mots. A play on words, or pun. [Fr.]
Jea d'esprit. A winicism. [Fr.l
Jen de tn^&tre. A stage trlclc: TFr.]
Jure dlTlno. By divine law. [L.J
Jure hnmaao. By human law. LL.1
Ju dvlle. The civU hw. [Ul
Jns dlvlnnnL Divine law. [LD
Jtu et norma loqneadL The law and rule of language. [L,]
JllS geatlnm. The law of nations. I L.1
Juste mUlen. The goldua mean. [Fi.J

GrsctB. Never. [L.] Sea jiii Grteeas Kaietui-t,

Laborare est orare. To labor Is to pray. [L,]
Lahore et bonore. By lalvir and honor. [L.]
Z>abor Ipse TOlnptas. Labor itself is pltabure. [L.l Holto.

diffiS" ^r 1
' difficile. Criticism to easy, and -rt L jg^ pj^, ^jj,^ ^yhat cannot be tufpohM-dj perlecti

lalsser fftlra. To let things alone and take their Course. [Fr.]
L'allegTO. The merrv man. lit.]

La muadle sans maladle. Hypothnndrla. [Fr.J
Lapsns calami A slip of the pen. [L].
laptni llngna. A slip of the tongue. [L.]
Lapsns memorla A slip of the mem/ry. [L,]
Lares et penates Househol 1 goda. [L.]
Laos Den Praise to Uod. [L.J
L'avenlr. The luture. [Fr.]

Legatnajt latere An extrnoralnaiy Papal Dmbaiisador.

iishing

Le grand monarqae. Louis XIV., the gran 1 monarch [rr>]
Le pas Precorlence m ^laca or rank, [rr.1

Le roi et I'tftat. The king and the ntate. iPr,]
La rol le vent. The king wills it [Fr.]
Lei affiilres font les bonunes BuBuiesb makes men ^Pi.]
Le savoir &ire. The knowing how to act. [Fr.]

La savoir nvre. I'he knowiuj; how to live, [^r.]

Use nuuflste. High treason [Pr ]
le tont ensemble. Thf ii-liolu together, f I-r.

)

Lattres de cachet Private b>ialed letteis from the king. [L.]
• Lix non senpta -IJie conuiion Ihw. [L>i

back again. [L.]
Kec Decs Internt, nisi dlgnnB vlndlce nodns. Let not a god be Inti^

duced, unless the difficuTiy be worthy of such Intervention, [L.]

Hocepsltaa aoa babet legem. Necessity has uo law. [L.]

Vte placlda contenttu ooleta est. Nor is ho contented with quiet ret-ose
[L.] Motto. IL.|»

Reo scire in est omnl& The goda do not permit us In know everything.
Ni, w. ; H<e, /««. Horn. [Fr.J

*^
' [l!]

He Japlter dmdem omnlbns placet. Noteven Jupiter i^leases everybody.
Hem. con. Kb\xa\\aiioa{ot tiemtiteeotilruelieenU, without opposition. IL.I
Hem. dls. Abbreviation for netnine ditsentt'pnti , without opposition. ILi]
Nemo ma Impnne lacesfdt. No one annoyb ma with impunity. [L.] Motto

of Scotlanrt.

Nemo mortallum omnlbns borls aaplt. J?o man Is wise at all timci. [L.]
He plos ultra What cannot be feurpobst-di perlection {^liU no moru btv

yond), [l.]
He sator mtra crepldam Lbt not tha shoemaker go beyond his last [L.^
Hlbil ad rem. Nothing to the purpose. LL.]
Jfil admlrarl To wonder at nothing. [L.]

HII desperaodum Never dusuair* [L.J
H'lmporta It matters not. [rr.1

Hlsl prius. Unluvs before t a judicial writ. tL.1

Hoblesse oblige. Rink has Its obligation.. [Ft.]

Nolens vdens. Wheihur he will or not. II—

j

Noli me tangerb. Touch me nou [L.]
Nolle prosequi To bo unwilling to tJ'oceel. [L.1
Hem 00 gnerre. An assumed ndinc. [hr.l

Horn de plume. Assumed nanio of an aiithoi'. [Il.l

Hon asinmpslt. He did not assume (a legal plea). [I_]
Hon compos mentis Not sound in mind. [C]
Noa est vlvere, sed valere vita. Life Is not mere exlstouee, but the

enjoyment of health. [L.]
Nan geaeront oquUn columbos. Eagles do not bring forth pigeons. [L.],

Motto.
Hon multa, sed mnltnm. Not mnnv things, but much. [L.]
Hon lequltur It dnoi not lollow. [L.]
Hon sibi..seil patrve. .Net for himiieir, but for his country, [L.] >1ottD.
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IIIOflAttiir ex floclla. Jle is known by his eompanloM, ILTI
ITota baoa. Mark well. LUJ
Hfltro Suna. Our Lady. IFr.]
Hoiu avou tibfngi tout eel*. We hava chaoEed all that. C^r.t
Moaa verroiu. We «hall ace, [Fr.l
Hovhb homo. A now man i a man risen from obscurity. [L.)
HalU lecoadOB. Second to none, f L.]
HnUns dies >laa Unsft. No day without Dmethlnj! done. [L.]
Himo tax nonqnam. Now or never. (L.]
Kuaqtiam allnd satura. allad sapientU dlclt Nature never tqys oo«

ihing, and visdom another. (.L.]

rNnnqnam non paratui. Always ready. [L.J Motto. "

[L.]

vice* once art now manneni.

Obita prlnclpUa, Rc«Ut the bet;lnnlngs. [L.! [I_]
Odl profannm vitlgus, et orceo. 1 loathe ana repulse the profane vnl|;ar.
lOdlnm theologlcnm. Hatred omone theologians. [L.1
•(EU da bnof. BuIJ'i eye. IFr.]

•Onma ^notom pro magnulcQ. Everything unknown is thought to bo
magnificent, [l-]

'Omna trlnnm perfectam. There la a threefoldncss or trinity In everything
perfect. [L-]

4himla Tlncli amor. Love conquers all things. [I—]
•Omnia Vlnclt labor. I.abor conquers all things, t^.-!
•On dlb They uy i a Bying rumor. [Fr.] ^_ _. _
On oa donna rlen d Ubdralament qna aai conieUa. Men give nothing Q°ot bomlnea. tot lenteDtls. So nuny

so liberally as their advlct IFr.]
""""^ *"• " -'• —

* "'
Onna probaadL The weleht of proof. [!_]
-Ora «t labora. Pray and labor. IL-.]

Ora pro nobla. Pray for us. L^J
•On rotnndo. With full round voice. [L.]
-OrigD malL The origin of the evlL [L.]
•O B alo omnia. O that ho had always spoken or acted thus I [L.]
O tampora, moret I O the times and the manners I LL.]
Otlam com dlgnltate. £ai>e with dignity. IL.]
OovrlaA. Artisans. IFr.]

Pro tanto. As. far as It goes. [U]
Pro tempore. For the time being. [L.1
Panlea OAbm. Carthaginian faith j treacherr.

fberont vltia, mom nmt.' What were .

itt ait upara. How valuable Is wisdom. [Ul [l_l
ttum. How much. [L.]

*

itnm Itbet. As riucr cs yoa pleAs^ [L.1
bntam mttctt. As much aa Is aufficient. [L-1
Id sovlt What newst [U]
Id Ililno t Mr hat now I a juvvsmonrcr. [L.]
Id prodait t What is the use t [L.]
Id pro quo. One thing for another. [L.1
Id rldeiT Why do you laugh t [L.1
Viva? Who goes there t (Fr]

load hoa To this extent [L]
10 anlmo T With what purpose or Intention t [1.1
lod erat demonatraudtmi. Which waa lo he proved. tL.1

. lod erat Ikciendnm. Which was to be done. rL.1
laod tcrlpil, scilpaL Wh-' I have written. I have written. [LI
-Od Vide. Which see. (i,.J

'

_ .ondun. Former. [L.]
Qnoa Deu'volt perdero, prlu dementat. Those whom Cod bos a mtnd

*- destroy, he first depr -es of their senses. [1_1.__.. _ BO many opinions. [I.]
Quo warranto ? By what warrant t [L-J a legal writ.

Ballon d'dtat. Area' .«fst«e. [Fr.]
BalflOn d'Stre. Peason for a thlnff's existence. [Pr.]
Bar* arta lu tenia, nigroqna dmllllma crnno. A rare bird In the eartH,

and very like a black swan t " fPf-and very like a black swan t a prodigy. iL.l
Rdchanfl^. Heated a^aln J stale. [FrT]
Becti et naTitar. j ^stly and mOdly, [L-l h

Pace toa. With your leave. [L.]
Pacta oonventa. Terms agreed on. [L.*] _ .

Palmun qnl meruit feraL Let hlln who has won the palm bear It [I-l
, Tteniei. Funds bearing Interest ; stocks. [Fr.l

Palma non aiiu palvere. The palm u not gained without labor. LL.] ^^te vtafffcn. An annuity [Fr.]

J— _.j, ^^,, Motto.
Bocnler poor mlenx gauler To ^ back in order to leap the better. [Ft]
Bcdnctlo od abmrdtmL A reducing a position to an absurdity. [L.1
Beyium donnm. A royal grant. (L.)
Item aca tetlglatL You have bit the nail on the head {/ft touched It with

a needlepoint). [L.]

Motto.
"Par excellancB. By wav of eminence. [ Fr. 1

Pari paan. with equal steps or pace. [L]
far noblla fratnun. ([roiilcallyj a noble pur of brothers. [L.]

ParUoeps crlmliiii. An accoDipiice. [L.]
Tanlm. Everywhere. [L.]
Taaae-partoat. A master key. [Fr.]
.Pater *""*" The father of the family. [L.1
Pater patrla. The father of his country. [L.J
PatlftDce pane ideiiee. Patience surpasses knowledge. [Fr.J Motto.
Patrla cara, carior llbertaa. My country la dear, but Lbcrty ia dearer.

[U] Motto.
Panca, ud bona. Few, but good. [1..]

Pax In bello. Peace In war. [L.] Motto.

Paz voblsctun. Peace be with vou. [L.]

FeccavL I have done wrong, (l—l

-Fade pmna ctando. Punishment follows crime with a slow foot [L.]

Peine forte et dors. Strong and severe pain. [Fr.]

Penie A bien. Think for the best. [Fr.] Motto.

Per contra. Contrariwise. [L.]!

Per diem. By the day. [L.J
Par fai et neiaa. Through right end wrong. [L ]

Per mare, per terra*. By sea and land. [L.]

Per ealtlUL By a leap. [L.]
Per u. By itself. [L.]
Pemveranda By perseverance. [L.] Motto.

Afoi •-

The rustic waits tlU the river

[Fr.l
Itre vieo

Rcntler.^One who enjovs an income. [Fr.)

Beqnleacat In pace. May he rest In peace. [L.]

JLeM angnita domi. Narrow circumstances at homcb [L.J

Rea geita. Exploits. IW]
Bel Judicata. A case alre:idy decided LL.j
Rcapubllciu The commonwealth. [L.]
Rcsurgam. I shaU rise ogain. [L,]

Bevenoni a nos montoni. Let us return tp our subject [Fr.]

Blon n'eit bean que le vraL Nothing so lovely as truth. [Fr.]

Rnie contre mae. Diamond cut diamond. [Fr.]

Rtue de guerre. A stratagtm. [Fr.]

Bus In nrbe. The country In town. [L.]
Rc9ticiu axpectat dnin deflnat amnu.

flow by. [L.]

flal attlctnn. Wit {Uf. Attic salt) [L.]
fialui popnU auprema eit lex. The supreme - law is the welfare of the

people [L.]
Bancttun aanctonim. The holy ofliolles. [I-]
Bang frold. Int^fTerence ; apathx. [Fr,]

Sans changer. Without changing, [Fr.] Motto.

fiani IHen rlen. Nothing without God. [Fr.] Motto.
pmw penr ot aaai reprtHhe. Without fear nnd without reproadk [Fr.]

Bans ioacL Without care ; free and ea.'^v. [Fr.]

Bartor resartns. The tailor patched. [L.}PeUt-tnaltre. .—,.. l- • . u re i whw^ w»>"~ -•>" r~' -—
Ion de gana sarent Itre vieux. Few persons know how to be old. [rr.] g^tls nperqne. Enough and more. [L.1«—..: ij !_._j .. rr 1

^ Batls Terbomm. Enough of words. iLj_

Pleno Jure. With full authority. [L.]-— '
• '-^y little. [It.T

,t. Nature, not study, forms the poet [L.]

Point d'appnL' Point of support j a rallying point. [Fr.]
- .. . _ n

'-St, not by number. [1_J

Poaia comltatfla The civil forc^of the

Pondere, non nnmero. By weight, not by number. [L.,

Pons tuuomm. The asses' bridge. °r

Bauve qui pent. Save himself who can. [Fr,]

BavolrXaire. Tact [Fr.]

Bavoir vivr& Good mannCTs. [Fr.]

Beenndum artSDL According to rule. ^-1
Semper fldelis. Always faithluL [_L.]^ Motto,

Semper Idem. Always the same.

country. [L.] ^v ««»• —
able because they think they arc geriatlm. In a series. [I-.]

Motto.Semper paratui. Always ready. [_., ------ „, , ,, ,
So son • vero, « ben trovato. If not true. It is well Invented, [It]

Berlatlm. In a series. [I«]

Bembo fldem. I will keep faltK [L.] Motto.

So everywhere. [L.]
gloria mnndL Thus passes away th.e glory of the world.

Sio vos non VoUa. Thus you do not labor for yourselves. [L.]

BtmUls aimlllbUB eurantur. Like things are cured byllke. [L.]

tL-l

fOBiiu: quia pOBoe vldentar. They t

o. [L.]
Poite roitanta To remain nnlll called for. [Fr.]

Post-mortem. After death. [L.]
Postolata. Things rcquir^. [L]
Poor paasor le temps. To pass tho time. [Fr,] _____ .^__ __-_. - — _ , . -.

Pour prendre congi To uke leave. l^Fr.] 61 monnmentnm qwarls, clreomsplce. If you seek hit monument, look

Framonltus, prumnnltus. Forewarned, forearmed. [L.] _. around. IL.| l-_ i.j rri

Ws.^'«c.»iui. Rjj'-.Vrf«m. pr.] Mo,.» SI dtV™>»at, If «="f !>« prud.n^. ^L.] M«B.
Freoz Gl»v,ller. A bravo knieht. [Fr.l BiMU, viator, btop. trnveller. lUJ
KffiS oi.h.K,l".for.pS.ran=i.-IL.] 61 rti p«em »r» toUuB. Ityou wish poic, prep,,, for ™. [L.]

Prlmnm moUle. Th« main .prlni .
iS. (ir.i.liiipiOw. tL.1 K'^^Jv. ^'iS^. 'v^i.''.' i i»....Miu. Ill «„».mmn. lalor p«0I. Fir.t ..SonI k. equal, or pa.ri tl-) goU nobUlUs vlrtm. V,m.e .lono b Bus noblUty. [1.1 Motto.

Pro »rl. OJ focll For our altar, and oJr li.arthi [L.J Both. TO.;.. In an uujiortono. (It.l
^

Irob»t«mMt. It ha. bacu pro.ad. [L.1 • Bp«li«!iiil wmdo. Lot n. bo trioi by our acdom. [U] Mono.

Tro bono publico. For ili. public jJU [L.1 Spapo BOllopl. I hooo for bottor tlmoa. II.] _Motto.

Probom nm pcoill«t. Hon..ty ropont, nnu [L.] Motto. |I^£!*," ? "1?- . ^ ''°^'' 'f/^ "-'
»roo»»T.rb«l A «ritton utatomoni. [Pr.J SplrltlMl. IiitoUoctuJi witty. [Fr.]

Pro X>M ot ocoleala. For God and tho Church. [L.] SpoUft oplmA. The richest of the apolL [L.]
Fro ot com For and aKftinst. I L.1 BSMU pedo In mo. Wh" " '

Fro hu Tic.. For this tline^ IL.1 BtfttUB quo. Tho state h

Motto.

Frojet do loL A leel.latlvt

Pro pfttrbk _For our country (L.1M
ichest of the spolL [L.] ... *
While standing on one leg (f. e. eiaily executed), rl-l

te in which the thing la; as things were before. [L.1

,nm. Theatate la which both uartlea were bofon tinBtatos ano ante biil'«^w- Theatate ia which both partlea were

\L.l
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:8tet. Lot It stand. tLJ
Sii& enlqas Talnptki. Itverv man hu hli own pleuure^ [L.]
.'Soavlter la modo, lOrtltar In re. Uentld la the muuier. but V

the deed, [U]
Sub Jodlce. under con«Ideratton. L^l
;8ab poana. Under a ponotty. L£_]
^nb rosa. Under the row ; privately. [L.]

Uentld la the manner, but vfgoroiu In

OCit

ce. lUI
[L.3

Fn Jund. tL.]
;BaIvez raiaoa. Follow reasion, lhr.1 MotI— ' ood. \U].

AMotta
I

Sno Uarte. By hli own exertion. [U.
flumm cordk. Keep up your heart. [L.]
4anm colqaa. Let eveiy man have hla own.

n which statues c pictures I represented by"Tablcftn vlvant. A scene
living pereona, [Fr.]

labia o'ndta. A, common table tor

fabnU ran. A smooth or blank ta .

'T&cliB MU tiche. A work without stain. [Ft.}

Tan Marts qnam UlnerrL As much bv hU courage as eenliui [L..1

'Tanta molli erat. It was such a usk. [UJ
Tant mlaox So much the better. [Fr.]
'Tant pi& So much the wone. [Pr.J
Tcl tnftltre, tel valet. Like master, like maiL [Pr.1
Tempni edaz remm. Time thst devoun all things [U\
Tempiu ta^t. et awuiaun renrtlttiT. Time flle!.,and never letiUTU. [L.]
Tempu omnia revelat. Time dUcIoses all thinei. [U]
Terei et rotimdiu. Smooth and round. IL.]
Tendlntu a qno. The starting-pojiit. Ll„]
Tbrra flUoi. A son of the eatth. IL.) ^

'Terra ineosnlta. An unknown country [U1
T8te.j^tate. Face to face ; a private conversatlnn. [Fr.]
'Hbu ta toy. Preserve thy faith, [nid Fr.] Motta
'nwa ^tat. The third estate ; the commona. [Fr.l
Wrer Is dlaUe par la qaene. To pull lUe devil py the tali t to take the

hull by the horm LFr.]
Toga vmlla. The gown of manhood. [L.]
Tot homluei, tot aententla. So many men, ao many opinions. [L.^
Totldsm Terbli. In so many word^ LL.1
Totlea miotlea As often as. [L.]
Tato colo. Dy the whole heavens ; as wide xs the poles anmder. [L.1
Tour ds force. A feat of streneth or skilL [Fr.]
Tovmer caaaqne. To tarn one's coat ; to change tldea, [Fr.l
Tout-i-aitTQiilte. [Fr.l
Tost Ufln on rlon. The whole or nothing. [Fr.] Motto.
Troja fnlt Troy was. TL.]
Tn BB cede nalli. Yield not to mbfortune. [L.]
Tnqaoqaal You too! [L.]

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION

SEVERAL MODERN LANGUAGES,

_ _ ., .._ e mentioned. [L.T
Ultima raUo regnm. The last reasoning of
VIA npra. hero above , ^

kii^rs (/. A arms). [L.1

im. The last of the Romans. [L.]
Ultra vires, lleyond the powers or riffhts possessed. [L.]
ntlmu Soi

The four European lanffuages most frequentlymct are French, German,
Italian, and Spanish i and therefore we give the rules which apply to these
only, premising that the Dutch, Swedish, and Danish very much resemblo
t^ie German In pronunciation and otherwise, as the Portuguese does the
Spanish.

FRENCH WURDS.
The vowel a. In French, has two distinct sounds : the first long, found In

^tu, as In the English word yar; the second short, found in 6a/, as in Aaf,
The circumflex d, however, has a sound broader than a In /as, being Inter*
mediate between that inyarand that iny&tt

B has three sounds i the first short and acute, like e in mef, as /t// the
econd open and more prolonged, like a in Aate, as f^te; and the third
obscure, like t In hatlery, as retour,

1 is distinguished by two sounds : the first found In |7, nearly as In th»
£ng]lah word^f ,- the second (n exil, hko if in Jle/d.

has three sounds i the first in /rana, sounded nearly as In robe; tfie

second In parole^ sounded as in »v«/ the third In corps, sounded as in lord.
n, which has no precise equivalent in English, takes nearly the vocal

sound of ueiaJTue/ although with the nasal h, as In uh. It takes the sound
of line:

y b similar to the French A
al fslike^ors.

an Is like a.

el U like A
en Is similar to the sound of i( In tui, only more prolonged, and naarlr

resembles k \njiir.

lo is like ee In English, or t.

01 usually sounds like wit/ e. g. »I0^ Is pronounced mw& or mwifht >

on sounds like oo in English.

1>, e, d, f, k, p, t, V, and Z sound the same as In English,

g before a, a, and n fs hard, as In the English word ffXf ; before e, i, and
^ It Is soft, having the stfimd of^A, or of/ iafleamre. ,

go sounds like^hardi ihm ffuf, guide, are pronounced ^rt. fAiwA

Ii Is never pronouffced in French so forcibly as in English. Some

ortho£pists say that A has no sound In Frencli, ,

J sounds like softg in French, or eh in English.

1 has usually the same sound as In English ; but when It ends a word

preceded by i, or when U follows i, in any situation, it usually has what Is

called its liquid sound. This may be said to answer nearly to the sound of

Ui In millioH, the sound of / in such cases being blended with that of jr

(consonant)! k. ^. pnpitlon is pronounced /i'-Zw/V*''.' Chantilly, th&n^-

teet-y^, etc

m and n, when followed by a vowel or when double, have the same sound

as in English j but when at the end of a word, not immediatefy followed by

another word beginning with a vowel, or when followed by another conso-

nant In the middle of a word, they have what is termed the naial sound,

which resembles that of *Vi« '» '""f^- /""J"- «"=• *>"' ^ somewhat softer.

Thus M and m are nasal in such words as comparer, conUntt, but have their

natural sound Ui suclr as rotnmuiie, coitnit,

q or qn la French generally wiunds like * ,• e, g. (fw/lspronounced 4rf,-

aui, kte t etc

r is like the English r. but is trilled more strongly, especially when it

precedes another consonant, or stands at the end of a word, as in vertxh

tiitatt £ihu"5baUt iriSlSk"
' Nod,i.«"<Wr«Ut valor and arms. [L.] punir: in similar cases the English r Itself b but very slightly sounded,

MottoT^ , when single and between two voweb, sounds Ukc*,- in other cases it is

^nrtnld non armla lido, I trust to virtue and not to arms. [L.] Motto. ^^ ^^^^^ ;„ English.
^rtntls amor. The love of virtue. [L.] Motto, ^ eenerally has the same sound as It has In Englbh, but lb sometimes
^rtrria Opposite; face toface. [t'-l

sounded like S: e.g. In six. pronounced sets, and Bruxtiles (Brussebk

vivo la bagatelle. Success to trifling. [Fr.] ,_ , ch U like sh In English ; ih Is like A
. . , ^

Tlva la TMiAUqne. Long live the republic. [Fr.] _, .^y^^ ^^^ „ ]„ (ho Italian) has n sound which blends that of n and y

^'m^L^''& "Th« ^-quS'Lther matter. [Fr] (con«>na«t), or. In other words^ Is equivalent to the sound of ui In minion.

Tola non valBO. I am willing but unable. [L.] Motto. Thus -^wTjpww Is pronounced fl*-wmy<w*r.
„„.„, ^

Vox St pniterea nlhlL A voice and nothing more. [L,] The vowel e at the end of a word, when not marked with an accent, ta

Tu popoU, vox DoL Tlio voice of the people U the voice of WXL l^'
layarjably mute, e.g. in/«r&, wHtoito.

The French consonants, when occurring at the end of a word, are gen.

erally not pronounced, unless they are Immediately followed by a word tr

ginning with a vowel : as la eoHttfU. BortUanx, detilt. If. however. .-

Vnl vocB, With one voice : unanimously. [L.]
Tnnm ot Idem. Une and the same; [L.]
TTrld et orU. For the Rome {Ht. the city) and the world. [L.J
Utque ad naoseam. To utter dlsgusL [1-]
Hals dold. The useful with the agreeable.
Ut Infra. As below. [L.]
Ut lapr^ As above stated. [L.]

Tade In pace. Go In peace. [L.]
Tads- mecnm. Co with me : a coubtant companion. [L.]
Tada retra AvaunL [L.]
Tb vlctla I Woe to the vanquished r tL.1
Tanltaa vaaltatniiL Vanity of vanides. tL.J^
Tarlorun nota. Notes of various authors. (Xj

\ a Utenfiin. Word for word, anJ letter Jor letter. [1^1
• - - in. S^i

TeaL vidl, vlcL I came, 1 saw, I conquered.
Tenna Hcnndla. With favoring winds. [L.]~ ' ~ ' tt'ft point d'ornllei. A hungry belly

ud letter loi

A hungry belly has no ears. [Fr.]

Tsrba volant, acripta nanent words fly, writings _
,, ,.

'Terbnia dat aaplentt. A word b enough to a wise man. [L.]
VMM aans pour. Truth without fear. [Fr.] Motto. _
Vutlgta atlUa retrorsom. There are no ua:-es, or steps, backward. [l>

Motto,
^a media. A middle course. [L.]
'Vice, In place a£ [L.]
nee venL The terms being nged, [L]

_j , _, force and arms). [L.]
inadt amor patrla. The love of^our country prevails, [L.]
^ et armla. By main force {M. by force and arms). [L.1

'^rtBt* et llde. By virtue end faltti. [L.] Motto.

a predldlt He has lost his pune. [L.]

a iolvtre. To unloose the virgin rone.
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are followed by mLte t, or any other vowel, they must always be articu-
lated, e.

Ef.
eoHltiilt, tUntt, etc.

It may be observed that iho French language has no accent In the sense
In which we employ this term. The marks called aeeetiU that arc placed
over the different vowels, servo only to Indicate some pnrtlcular sounds of
these letters. Thus (he accent over the * In ^ar// serves to show that ihia
vowel has Its first French sound, and at the same time d<stln^l&hes It fruin
farU. anittier form of the same verb. la which the * Is muta The circum-
flex Imparts to the vowels over which It Is plat-ed a lon^'cr and desper
Bounri than ordinary; e.g. in Arffr, tempfte, gtte, and aj>itre.

GERMAN WORDS.
a, in German, urually sounds as In the English voider, thoueh It some-,

times approximates tlie a \jtyat.

e, wbenloni;, sounds like a In y^£r/ when short, like fin t/ui; frequently-'

however, it has an obscure sound, lllce e [n battery.

t long, sounds tike i lu ntarine, or et in HngUsfa ; i, short, sounds like i

la pa.
O, long. Is like that in no ; o, short, like that In on.

«, long. Is like oo in mckoo ,• u, short, is like co In £Vod.

J sounds like the German £,

M, or K, Is dmllar to the Ceman r, or to the English c la/iite.

M, or d, nearly resembles the eu In French, but haa no paraUel sound in

English i the sound in our language nearest to It la that of* in Aer, or u la

yiir : the German poets often rhyme It with « (d or £).

tie. or il. Is like the French w.

an Is equivalent to the English ati fn our.

ftd and e^ resemble In sound the English of, as In m't,

ft and 67 have the sound of t in mint,
Bi Is Himllar to the preceding, but scrocwbat broader. I

Hi sounds like So-t,

la is equivalent to re In English.

Tho con.<ionant3 f, k, 1. m, n, p. q, t. and Z. are pronounced as in Englbh.
b and d, at the beginning of a word, have the same sound as in Engltsb i

•t the end of a word, b Is pronounced like'/, and d like t

e, before a, e, and u, sounds like Jt/ before «, i, and^, like tt.

Ch has B sound unknown in our language, and which, consequently, can

be learned from an oral Instructor only. It somewhat resembles that of our
A, with a strong aspiration ; after a. o. and u, it Is guttural i for example.
In the word aeh. When It follows t, i, S, it, 0, ifu, or tu, it seems to be
sounded more In the palate, as In A-A.

g, at the beginning of a word, sounds as In the English word gtt. In
otiier situalbns it should be pronounced like the German ch. In some
German dialects^ however. It is sounded In all cases nearly like fhard in

English.

1l is pronounced only when it begins a word.

B and bi occurring after a vowel, lengthen Its sound ; e. g. hi Tap, Z&ht,
FUh, etc. When g and h omuf in the middle of a compound word, they
bave the same sound as when they are mitlat.

J has the sound of the English jr (consonant):

q Is used only before m. and sounds as hi the English word futt.

r Is proaouaced lUu rr In the English word tarror, but somewhat more
Itiongly.

B; at the beginning of a word, or between two vowelsk b like Mi io other
cases It Is sharp, as In this, aa is always sharp,

Bch sounds lll:e the English th ,- B, like ai.

tb is pronounced like t.

V sounds llkey hi English, except when betweoD two vowdi ; It la tboa
usually pronounced like our v.

W resembles our sf / but In pronouncing It the upper teeth should not be
allowed to touch the lower lip, a& la done In uttering tbe finglisti i^

I ud ti sound like U.

ITALIAN WORDS.

a, hi Italian, Is like the English a ia/itr^ thoufrh Us sound vortu som»
what In different situations.

-^

e har two sounds i first close, as a In/bJSr/ second open, like c In meC.
1 la like e In me, or / \njtff.

has two sounds i first close^ as in natt t second open, similar to « In AmV
but rather broader.

n is like <M in English.

01 and an, in Italian, are ^ro/tr diphthongs. Accordingly Cairo la to
b« pronounced ii'-ro, and Mtua, ot^-ti, etc

The consonants b, d, f, 1, m, n, P, q, i, t, and are similar to the English.

k. w, x, and 7 ore not used by the lullans, except hi spelling foreign

words.

e and oc, before a, 0, and ». are sounded like A/ before e, t, andj^, ]lk»

eh or tt/i. 'w-
As e, when Immediately before a, t, or n. Is never pronounced like c^

In order to express this sound In such cases, the vowel / Is Inserted ; dim,
' Kta, do, eiM, are pronounced thS, eho, choe. •

^' Cb Is employed to express the sound of A before t and /•

gTbefore 1, o, and u. Is hiird, as in the English word ffel ; before r, f, osA^
jf. It sounds like the "Eaz^U^ J; gta. gio. ^u are pranouneed^,^.>to^

gh Is used to express the sound of hard£ before c atid /.

gll has tSe sound of C\h nqufd I <\),atoi Ula vtUlian .- thua Soglio \^
pronounced bol^'yn.

ga has the same sound as In French t or. In other words. Is Uka the 5pao>'
tsh /I ,- e. g. Bologiia Is pronounced b^otu'-^-ik,

h Is never sounded In Italian.

J rt the beghining ofa svUable Is like the English y (cor-.soDant) 1 at ths
end of a word It Is eaulvalent to rf (Italian).

r lesemfales the French, but Is tHIled enmewbat more strongly,

c, before e and t. Is like the English tk ; e. g. Scia is pronouncr-d th^-o^
Z has commonly the sound of </a In English ; *m is pronounced like it.

SPANISH WORDS.

The Spanish a sounds as In the English wordTtrr.- • like a bi ale ; 1 like.

s in tnefe; O as in English ; n like 00 / and 7 Ul:e Spanish i.

al and ay are like loag t In English, an sounds like en la our. si and
ey are pronoueeed A'-a

The consonants t, I (single), tn. n, p. t, t; and T are pronounced nearly
as in English.

b at the beginning of a word sounds as in English ; but when It occur*

between two vowe!s. !ls sound resembles that of v, with this difference, — v

b p'onounced with the upper teeth placed against llie under lip, while tho

sound of the SpanUh ft Is formed by bringing tlio lips loosely or feebly into-

contacL This sound sccmi. to be between that of • and the English at

c, before a, c. and w, is pronounced as in EngUsh ; be>"ore e and i, it hss-

tlie sound of fli in the word Ihitu In the Catalan dialect it is the same as in

tngiish.

ch has the same sound as In EngUsh, except In the dialect of Cataloniftf

where it Is pronounced like k.

d, a\ the beginning of a M-wd. Is sounded very nearly as in Engliiih, bul-

ls pronounced with the tip of the tongue against the upper teeth, while in

pronouncing the English d the tongue is made to touch the roof of the

mouth.

g, before e and /, and J before every vowel, are pronounced like a strong

guttural A. similar to the German eh In ach,

g, before a, 0. and ti, is bard, as in EngUsh.

goa and gno Go:-nd somewhat like £VjJi, gtoe, but the ^f is so soft that it

,

is scarcely perceived ; so that in these cases th^ sound of g^i seems to ap.|

proximate very nearly that of the EngUsh vf. gn, before e and i, is- usually

sounded like^ hard j thus, Gtti^na is pronounced fAe-f>i'-A.

h. in Spanish. Is never pronounced, except In words beginning with Xut,

and then very slightly.

U {now sometimes written /) has a sound which combines that of /and jr-

(consonani), and Is similar to the liquid / in French ; e. k- viiia, or v%ta, is-

pronounced veef-yti ; IJtreita, iyi-rd^-ii/t.

I n, In e siniilar manner, unites the sounds of n and y^ and is Uke pi in

< French 1 thus, ftiia is pronounced pati^-ylt,

q. In Spanish, Is always followed by rt. qn. before n and a, Isaounded

as In English ; or. In other words, equivalent ta kvt : before t and 1 It is pro-

;

nounced like k, unless the u be marked with a dixresis, in which cose it It'

like kv,.

r Is similar to the French, but Is triiled more strongly.

t ta to be pronounced by putting the tip of the tongue agzoDSt the upper-

teeth. '

X Is usually sounded like the Spanish J^ which letter, occoriUng to iKo

prcsant mode of spelling, has been generally substltutecTfor It : thus, instead^

of the old spcUlng, JCtmeurs, JCuear, etc, wa now see Jimena, Ju*ar-J
etc'-

~~'
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quintlty. The unit may be used in measuring value, extension, time, weif^ht,

or aoy other quantity.

MONEY.

1I0I187 fs the eonimodtty adoptsd to serve as the measure of value of all

other coDunodities.

0(da is metal stamped with a die to give It a legal, fisted value, for the
purpose of circulating as money. Coins con^t of gold, silver, copper, and
nickel

UNITED STATES MONEY.

s

called Fetierat iSottey.

TABLE.
10 mlUa (m.) make z cent (ct \.

10 cents " s dime id.).

ID dimes " 1 dollar («).

ID dollars " I eagle.

dimes and cents being named as cents, eagles ahd dollars as dollars. The
inUI Is not coined.

The gold cciut are the double-cagle, eagle, half-eagle, quarter-eagle,
' three^oUar, and one-dollar pieces.

The siivef coint are the dollar, half-dollar, quarter-dollar, twenty-cent,

and ten-cent pieces.

The tiick^ eoftu are the five-cent and three-cent pieces.

The irenjre coin is the one-cent piece.

The trade dollar Is designed solely forpurposes of commerce>
GmertwKtilStattdard.— By Act cf Congress, Jan. i8, 1837. all gold and

silver cohis must consist of 9 parts (.900} pure metal, and i part (.100) alloy.

The alloy for gold must consist of equal parts of silver and copper, and the

•Doy for silver of pure copper.
The nickel coins are 75 parts copper and 95 parts nickel

Canada Money.

The currency of the Dominion of Canada is decimal, and the denomina-
tions are the same as th^se of the United States Money. The currency was
made uniform July i, 1871.

Thefvtf RMJtr used are the British sovereign and half-sovereign ; worth

(4.86^ and |a.43j4, respectively.

The silver coins are the fifty-cent, twenty-five-cent, tenfcent, ana five-

cent pieces. The twenty-cent piece Is no tonger made.
Tne broitxe coin Is the cent.

English Money.

iBgUA or Sterling Bloney Is the currency of Great Britain. The unit
Is the pound sterling.

TABLE. '

4 farthings (qr.) make z penny {d,).

S3 pence ........ " z shilline js.).

. " X pountf {£)

equivalRKt table.

Farthings are generally expressed as fractions of a penny.
The old yr the origin^ abbreviation for shillings, was formerly written

between shiuings and pence.andd., the abbreviation for pence, was omitted.
Thus, as. 6d. was written z/B. A straight line is now used in place of they^
and shillings are written on the left of it and pence on the right Thus,
s/6, 10/3, etc

1^ Tliie^/i/»AiJ are the sovereign (=;£z) and half-sovereign («- 10 s.).W " The titver coins are the crown, half-crown, florin, shuling, six-penny,
four-penny, and three-penny pieces.

The e^per and broiise coins are the peony, hal'^ienny, and farthinBT.

\
The guinea (a SIS.) and the half-guinea \=^ los. bd. sterling) areola gold

coins, and are no longer coined.
The pound is worth #4.86^.
The shilling is worth io.34}^,

FRENCH MONRY.

The currency of France is decimal The franc IsJhe unit, and Is worth
19-3 cents.

TABLE.
10 mllllmes (m.) make i centime {e.\

10 cendmes " i decime (d-^"I franc (fr.).

EQUIVALENT TABLE,

fr. d. c. m.
Z b: 10 n 100 IDQO

1 B 10 B 100
z - 10

ftJ^"" """ °" "" '""y-franc, lwei.ty.(i«,c. tCT-fr.nc, .nd live.fr.no

CBltto. ^"S."*" "° "" '""•'"•"' li™-"nllni., lw«.ntlm., and ont.

GERMAN MONEY.

100 pfennfee (Pf.) make i mark (RM,).

The mark (or relchsmark) la worth 33.8 cents.

_ . .
MEASURES OF EXTENSIOJf.

^ ia&r£rd£Sr-liSXS"^ri.h,ekae„.
LONG OR LINEAR MEASURE,

-»efeS??SrySdTor tt^S""^ "'""'='* ^= ""' " «"'« °«»

TABLE.
xa inches (in.) . . . maker foot. . , (ft).

3,, '«*• ..... •' z yard . . (yd.).
SH yards, or\ .. ,
i6iiktt / • " z rod. . (rd.).

*° "ds '< , furlong . (fur.lL
8 furlongs .... " i mile , ! (mi >

EQUIVALENT TABLE.
ml. rd. yd ft. („.
I - 330 « 1760 - 5280 - 6336a

X - SJ< - , l6Ji - 198
1 - 3 « 36

The following are also used :

—

" "
3 barieycoms make z inch, used by shoemakers.

4 inches . . " z hand,-f|}*=**
w measuring the height of

,„ . „ 'ChorsesdirecElyover the fore feet
9 mcnes. . " z span.
3 feet. . . " z pace.
6 feet... •• X fathom, used in measuring depths at sea.

f.uS£,e°Bh?S^Sd°L?e=S';°^
"°* " """ " """'"', '»'» ""l"^

SURVEYORS' LINEAR MEASURE.

coiSsterf'S^lS?^
'"^** ^^ '*"'* surveyors, is 4 rods or 66 feet iOng, and

TABLE.
7.93 inches (in.) make i link (1.^

as Imks . " I rod rd.).
4 rods, otT
6£ feet / " » cfialn (ch.).

ft> chains " x mUe (mi.).

EQUIVALENT TABLE.

4 " 100 79a

The denomination rods is seldom used In chain measure, distances
being taken in chains and links.

SQUARE Measure.
A S4^are is a figure having four equal sides and four right angles.
Area is the space or surface included within any given hues ; as, the area

of a square, of a field, of a board, etc.

Sqnan Heantre Is used in computing areas : as of land, boards. Daiot-
ing, plastermg, paving, etc

TABLE.

144 square inches (sq. in.) make i square foot (sq. ft.).

»,. " *«*• • ''I " yard sq. yd.).
3oS( ' yards ... ' i " rod (sq. rd.

.

160 rods ... "I acre . . (A.).
**> acres " I square mile (sq. ml.).

EQUIVALENT TABLE.
sq. ml. A. sq. rd sq. yd. sq. ft. sq. In.

I -<• 640 - 10340a =3 3097600 — 27878400 — 40Z44S9600-
z - z6o = 4840 - 43560 - 6373640

I " 30U - ayaJl - 39304
I - 9 -< 1390

Workmen estimate as follows :—
Glazing and stone-cutting, by the square foot.
Fainting, plastering, paving, ceiling, and paper-hanging, by the sqnarv

yard.
Flooring, partitioning, rooGiig, slating, and tiling, by the square of zoo

square feet
SURVEYORS' SQUARE MEASURE.

This measure to used by surveyors in computing thq area or contents of
land.

TABLB.
fe5 square links (sq. 1.) . . . make z pole . , . IP.).

16 poles " z square chain (sq. ch.).
zo square chains " i acre . , . (A.).

640 acres " z square mile (sq, ml),
36 square miles (6 mlled square) " z township . {Tjbji
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'^sq. L
EQUIVALENT TABLE.

'Tp.^*»q. mt A. sq. ch. P.

I — 36 — 93040 — 930400 • 3686400 "
A 040 -• 6400 — 10940D —

X ~ 10 260 ^ lOODOO

X — 16 • zoooo
X " 635

A square mUe of tand b also called a section.

Can^ and railroad engineers commonly use an ensrineers* chain, which
' consists aS 100 links, each 1 foot long.

The contents of land dre conunonly estimated in stiuaro mllea, acres, ana
tuindredtha i the denomination rooti is rapidly going into dlsbse.

CUBIC MEASURE.
A OnlM Is a body having six equal square sides or faces.

, The cubic or solid contentsof a DOdy are found by multiplying the length,

Ineadth, and thickness together.

CqUo UeaBttre, also called solid measure. Is used In computing the con-

sents of timber, wcwd, stone, etc
TABLE.

1798 cubic Inches (cu. In.) . * make > cubic foot . (cu. n.).

feet " I Cubic yard. jcu. yd.).

I cord foot • (cd. ».>

8 cord
138 cubic

"}••
I cord foot • (cd. n.).

1 cord of wood (Cd.).

A cubic yard of earth is called a load.

A pile of wcod 8 feet long, 4 ieet wide, and 4 feet high, contains i cord

;

and a cord foot is t fcot in length «f such a pile.

A perch of stone or of masonry is i6>i feet long, i}i feet wide, and X foot

high, and contains 34^ cubic feel

MEASURES OF CAPACITY.
/ Oip&citT signifies extent of space.

Keunuraa 01 Ckpactty are all cubic measures, but solidlhr and capacity

are referred to dltferent units, as will tie seen by comparing the tables.

Measures of capacity are subdivided into two classes, measures of liquids

and measures of dxy suobtances. *

'Liquid or wine Measut-e.

Uqold Meason Is used in measuring liquors, molossej^ water, etc The
unit is the galloc table.

4 Elils(ffl-t make I pint . . (pt.).

3 pints
* I qunrt . qt.).

4 quans i fialiof • \m\
31X gallons "X oa"el 1&1>'-).

a barrels. or\ .. , hogshead (hhd.).
t^ gallons /

EQUIVALE^n^ tablh.
.hhd. bbL gaL qt. pt. gi.

s _ z — 63 — 052 - 504 — sois

X - Si*^ — xa6 — 953 V xooS
*,' _ 4 - 8 - »

,X — B — 8
I - 4

Mhe following denominations are also In use :
—

43 gallons m^e t tierce.

9 hogsheads, or > .... " 1 pipe or butt.
X36 gallons
a pIpeK, or

.}•

The denominations barret and hogshead are used in estimating the

capacity of cbtems, reservoirs, vats, etc In Massachusetts the barrel is

estimated at 33 gallons. The tierce, hothead, pipe, butt, and tun are also me
names of casks, and do not express any fixed or definite measures. They
ore usually gauged, and have their capacities In gallons narked on them.

BEER MEASURE.
Boer Koanr* is a species of liquid measure used in measuring beer, ale,

end milk. The unit b the gallon.
TABLE.

B pints (pt.) "iiake i quart . {qt}.

56 gallons
1% Barrels, or\

j4 gaUons / I hogshead (hhd.^

''WEIGHTS.

ValgU b the tneanire of the quantity of matter a body eont^iu, detefr

mlnedby the force of gravity. Weighing consbta hi f««"F^'Wj5» *''|r5

with sonie conventional standard. Three scales of weight are uaed ID the

United States; namely, Troy, Avoirdupois, and Apothecanes.

Trov Weight.

TroT WfiffTi* b somethnes called goldsmith's weight 1: U used to

wei|?hiriif roWTsaver, and Jeweta i In philosophical experiments, and gener-

ally where great accuracy b required. The unit b the pound.

table.

94 gralna (gr.) . . make i pennyweight tpwt) or (dwt).

so pennyweights . " i ounce . . (of-)- »•

xa ounces .... " i i>ound . . (ID-J.

EQUIVALENT TABLE.

lb. OA pwt 87-

X • xa M a^o " 57*0
J _ 30 - 4B0

I - a4

AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.

Avolrdopoll Weight b used for all ordinary purposes. The unit b the

pound. TABLE.
iS ounces (ox.) . . make i pound • • JJM.

xoo pounds .... "I hundred weight (cwtj.

so hundred weight, or\ „ j ton ... . (TJ. '

Booo pounds
EQUIVALENT TABLK.

cwt IbL 02

The lone or cross ton, hundred weight, and qnartet were formerly in

common use i butihey are now seldom used except m 7"'»f''"ff E"?^
eoods at the U.S. custom houses, in freighting and wholesali^ coal jrom

tbe Pennsylvania nJnes, and in the wholesale Iron and plaster trade.

LONG TON TABLE.

s8 pounds (lb.) ......
4 quarten " xi3 'b- •

so hundred weight ~ vatp lb. .

The weight of the bushel of certain grains and roots has been fixed by
statute in many of the States ; and these weights must govern in buying and
selling, unless specific agreements bq made,

TABLE OF AVOIRDUPOIS POUNDS IN A BUSHEU
Atprtteribed by statute in the several Slates nanttd.

make x quarter . . . fqr.).

" x hunored weight (cwt.).

" X ton .... (T.).

EQUIVALENT TABLE.

hhd. bbL gaL qt.

.

pt
X — Xj< — 54 " «'* " 4ia

J -36-144-888
X - 4 - •

t — s

•TUb measure Is not a standaid, and Is rapidly falling loto dL^usc.

DRV Measure.
Dry ISaaECire b tued in measuring articles not liquid | fiS gialo, U

^t, roots, ashes, etc. The unit b the ousheL

TABLE.

a pints (pt.) make x quart (qt.).

8 quarts . ., "1 peck (pk.l.

4 pe^^ " X bushel (uu.) or (bush.).

EQUIVALENT TABLE.
bu. pk. qt pt
x - 4 - 33 - 64
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'ApoTHECARiear Wbicht.

ApOttumlN' Wd^ fa joad Id ccmpoundln? medleinn, but medl-

imm bought md aud by ftvoirdupoU weight. The unit ii. tha pound, ^

•0 sntau {gt.)

3 smiplBs . ,

8 dEAins • *

u ouncea. . .

s I Bcnipla (sc.) or Q).

X dnun (dr.) or | 3 )•

X ouncB (as.)or<3)-
\

t pound Ob.) or (S)}.

EQUIVALENT TABLE,
oz. dr. Bc

> U — 96 — 388 -
Vr-

APOTHBCARIES' FLUID MRAfSURB.

for fluids, u adopted by apothecaries In the United Siatei,

n compounding medicines, are given in the foUovdng table :—
TABLE.

Co ndalmantl) • • make i fluid drkchm (f 3 ]k

vi>-
10.).

(Colg.V

X fluid ounce

X pint

s gallon

8 fluid drachms

16 Buldouncea .

8 pints . .

EQUIVALENT TABLE.

Cont O. ff f3 ""l
I — 8 « laS — «»4B —

'

6144D

s M t6 ~ xa8 ~ 7680
I - a - 480

Diamond Weight.

SbUBOnd Wslght la used in weighing precioua stonen.

16 parts — I carat grain — .793 Troy gralna.

4 carat grains — t carat — 3.16B " **

Thla cant b dlfTerent from the aaaay carat used to Indicate Iha Jinmess
at Eotd. By gold aaid to be 10 many .carats fine, ia meant gold ao many
twenty-fourths pure.

MEASUTIE OF TIME.
flUM li the measure of duration. The unit la the day.

, ... _..iperor, < . ,
of 3&S daya 6 hour* ; that the 6 hours should be disregarded for 3 aucees.
lira yeara, and on entire day be added to every fourth year. This day waa
Inserted in the calendar between the 34th and 95th days of February, and is

called the inlereaiary day, Aa the Romana counted the dnya baclcward
from the flnt day of the following month, the a4th of Febtua^ was called by
fhem ttxto eaUmtas Atartititho aixth before the calenda of March). The
fattercolor/ day which followed thU was called btstextit mitnitat Martti,
oenco the name bintxttle.

In isSa the error In the calendar as established by Jullna Cisaar had In-
creased to 10 days. To correct this errbr. Pope C'egory decreed that 10
entire daya should be stricken from the calendar, and that tlie day following
the 3d day of October, isss, should be the I4tli.

The year as established by Julius Cicsar Ja sometlmea called the yuliat*

rir, and the period of time In which It waa in force, namely, from i& yeors
C. to xsSa, h called the yttiian Period. . . _.^'

I The year a: eatablluhed by Pope Gregory Is called the Cneorinn :ittr,

nd the calendar now used Is the Gregorian CalniHar.
Most Catholic couiitries adopted the Gregorian Calendar copn after It was

eatabllahed. Great Britain, however, continued to u»e the Julian Calendar
until 175a. At this tune the civil year t-as 11 days behind the solar year.

'To correct thla error, the British Government decreed that 11 daya should

be atricken from the calendar, and that the day following the sd day of

September, 1753, should be the 14th,

Time before tiie adoption of the Gregorian Calendar Is called OM S^lt

e.
S.}, and since, Nem StfU (N.S,), In Uld Style the 'year couuiiencea*

arch as, and In New Style It commences January i.
'Di.-^ft. e*iii frH^ifnitn tiinM Ki. t^A Q»vT#, r\^ |]|g JuiUin Colcndar ) hence

MEASURE OF ANGLES.
areolar Meamra Is used principally In surveying, navigation, astrono-

my, and geography. Eve^y birae is <:i visible into iho same number of eaual

paiW; as quarters, called quadrnnta; twelfths, colled stgnt ; 36ot!ls, called

dtgrewtt etc. The unit la tlie degree.

Co aeconda (sac.)

Co minutes . . .

34 hours. . . .

7 daya ....
365 daya ....
3fi6 day
13 cafe

100 years .

TABLE.
. make i minute . . fmln.K

*' X hour ... ih.].
** X day ... |da.>.
• I wertt . . . (wk.).
" I common year (yr.).

X leap year . Grr.).

• - vp-y-
I century . . (C).

BQUrVALENT TABLE.
h. min. sec

flTfio -. 5356ua — srssfiooo

8684 — 537040 -• 310^3400
IBS — 10060 — 604800

34 - a+io - 86400

I _ 60 — 36a)
t - 60

I

In moat buslnesc tranaaetiona 30 daya ore called 1 month. The efvU day
bqriM and ends ar 13 o'clock, midnight The ttttroneiiiieat day, used by
utrooomers in dating events, begins and ends at la o'clock, noon. Tl»
civil year b compoaul of civil days.

Bissextile ok Leap Year.

The p'erlod of time required by the sun to pass from one vernal equinox

fo snothor, called tha vernal or tropical year, is 363 da. 5 h. 4^ "^'u- 49-7 aec
Thii it the true year, and ii exceed* the common yc-ar by 5 h. 48 mtn. 46.4 aec

If 3G3 doyi ba rcckancd as i year, the time lost In tlio calendar will be,

la I year, 5 h. 48 mln. 4fi.4 sec. 1 In 4 y-:ar«. 93 h. 15+ uiln.

Tha time tims lout in 4 years will lack only 44 mln' about of 1 ent're day.

Hence, if every Ibunh year be reckcned ou leap year, Ihe time ffttOitd In the

calendar will be.

In 4 years, 44 mln. about ; ta too years (— 35 X 4yr.)*Bh.37 oin. about

The tliiia thus gained hi too years will lack enlv 5 h. oa mln. g» sec of i

Jay. Hence, If every fi;urt:> year be reckoned as leap year, the centennial

jjtan excepted, the itmo iojl m tlie calendar will be.

In 100 years, 5 h. s9 mln. ; In 400 years, 31 ti, 31 mln.

ThotJmo thus lost In 4'* years lacks only a h. 39 mln. of i day. Hence,
ff every fourth year bo reckoned as lenp year, ^ of every 4 eontonniol yeara

eiBCptcd, the tuna gatntd In the calendar will bo,

In 400 years, a b. eC min. about ; in 4000 years, 04 h, aliout.

The Ibllowln^ rules will, therelbro, render the calondor correct to within

' day, Ibr a peiiu.t of 4000 yearn t—
;

I. Every year that Is exactly divisible by 4 la a lenp yoor, centennial yeora

ttKpted.
- K tveiy centennial year that la exactly divUlbte by 400 la a leap year. _

to seconds CO ^

30 degrees ....... "
1 signs, or > ,.

EQUIVALENT TABLE.
360 degree!

TABLE,
, . . . make i minute O,
- . . . "1 degree CS-

. . . . "1 sign . (S.).

• X circle (C).

300 Slfi07 —
1800 —

£0. -

Minutea of the earth's circumference arc called geographic or nautical
miles. The denomination tigua Is confined axcIuHivt>Iy to OKtronDniy. A
degree has no fixed linear extent. When applied to any circle It la olwayn
x-^oth part of the circumreronce ; but etrictly speaking it i* not any part of

circle, go* make a quadrant or right-an>rle. od* make a aextant or ^ of a
circld

M1SCEL.LANBOUS.
IN COMPtfTATION. OF PAPER.

13 unlta . , make i dovcn. 94 sheets . . mako x quire

I groas.

BO units .

X great groaa.
SO quirea

Op Books.

The Xena* MiOf ouarto, octavo, dHodtdmo, etc., Indlc-ato the number of

Icavaa li;tQ which a bneet of paper ii ' '

'
-'

A sheet folded in

s folded.

I leaves Is called a folio,

f " "a quarto, or 4to.

\
" " on cptavo, ur Svo,

FRENCH STANDARDS.

Tha French standard linear unit ii the mitra.

The French standard unit of area b the are, which la a unit 10 uetres
square, and contains 100 square nietres,

^

Tlio French standard unit of solidity and ca^achy Is the Mre, which la

the cube of the tenth part of tho metro.

sta:jdard of Weight.

The French Stan'lord unit of weight Is the gramme, which h dutflrir.lnod

as fellows I— The weight in vacuum of a cubic deciniuire or Hire of dUtllleu

water, nt Iti inaxlMuni donalty, waa cpllud 8 idoffratuuie, and tho thKU*an(tlh

port of this was callud a grdiAmr, a.id wuu doclarurl to bo tha unit of weight.

NOMBNCLATUkC OP THE TABLES.

The tables are on a dDcIinol scale. Tko names of the mulilplos bring
formed by e-aploving die prcftxes drtr <ten}, Meefo (hundred), ki7o (thouaand),

and uiyrta <tun tliouhaiid), t.-iknn from the tJritolc nuim-rals t and the nauius

of the dlvlHors by employing the prefixes rfro' (tenth), ««/» (hundredth), miVH
(thoiiMndth), from tha Lotin umiierola.
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measures:

FRENCH LINEAR MEASURE.
TABLE.

10 mllllmeh-es make i centimetre.
10 centimetres " i decimetre.
lo decimetres , " x metre.
10 metres " i deec'tetre.
10 decametres I " i hectometre.
10 hectometres. ..... " i lulomctre.
10 kilometres " i myriametre.

The metre is equal to ^.3685 Inches, the standard rod of brass oa which
Ihe former is measured bemj; at 33* Fahrenheit, at fia".

French square Measure,
TABLE. *

foo square metres or ccntiares (10 metres square) make i are,

JOD ares {10 ares square) " t hectare.

FRENCH LIQUID AND DRV MEASURE.
TABLE.

10 decilitres mtfke x litre.

xo litres " I decalitre.

10 decalitres " 1 hectolitre.

10 hectolitres " i kilolitre.

A HtK Is equal to 6i.533()4 cubic inches, or x.oGssa quarts of a U. S. liquid

gaSloat
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1 Come, my bestfriends, my books ! and lead me on Cowley.

My Name is
'.

and I Think

I. That Poetry .

3. That my Favorite Poets are,_

3. That History ^__

4. That the Greatest Historians are.

5. That Fiction

6. That the Novelists I prefer are_

7. That a Country Life

, 8. That a Town Life..

i-HJf-

—?A-- -That the Finest Painters and Sculptors are

.

437

12. That the most Delightful Composers are_

13. That the Fine Arts

9. That the Greatest Living Statesmen are

10. That my Favorite Heroes and Heroines are.

11. That Music i

JK



ft . ffl-

There's music in all things, if men had ears.—^Byron. 2

15. That Reading..

16, That my favorite Books are

.

17. That Love

18. That Marriage.

19. That Dress..

20. That my Favorite Pursuits are..

21 That mj Favorite Amusements are

22. That my Favorite Flower is

23. That my Favorite Fruit is

24. That I would like my Friends to be

.

25. That the Wittiest Saying I know is_.

26. That the Finest Passage of Poetry I remember is »..

ft •
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I Come, my best friends, my books I and lead me on.—Cov/vey.

MY Name is And I Think
I. That Poetry

a. That my Favorite Poets are,.

3. That History.

4. Tnat the Greatest Historians are_

5. That Fiction

6. That the Novelists I prefer are.

7. That a Country Life :

8. That a Town Life..

.9. That the Greatest Living Statesmen are

10, .That my Favorite Heroes and Heroines are.

11. That Music

12. That the most Delightful Composers are,

13. That the Fine Arts

14. That the Finest Painters and Sculptors are

1#" ^



^ . —.

There's music in all things, if men had ears—Byron.

15. That Reading ^

16. That my favorite Book^ are .

17. That Love

18. That Marriage.

19. That Dress.

20. That my Favorite Pursuits are

21 That m} Favorite Amusements are

22. That my Favorite Flower is

23. That my Favorite Fruit is

24. That I would like my Friends to be

.

25

.

That the Wittiest Saying I know is..

26. That the Finest Passage of Poetry I remember is.

$ ^
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I Come, my best friends, my books;/ and lead me on.—Cowley.

My Name is .....And I Think

I. That Poetry .

a. That my Favorite Poets are..

3. That History.

4. That the Greatest Historians are.

5. That Fiction

6. That the Novelists I prefer are.

7. That a Country Life

8. That a Town Life..

9. That the Greatest Living Statesmen are

10. That my Favorite Heroes and Heroines are..

11. That Music

12. That the most Delightful Composers are,

13. That the Fine Arts

14. That the Finest Painters and Sculptors are..
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^
There's music in all things, if men had ears.—Byron.

15. That Reading..

•IN

16. That my favorite Books are ..

17. That Love

z8. That Marriage.

19. That Dress.

20. That my Favorite Pursuits are

21 That mj Favorite Amusements are.

22. That my Favorite Flower is

23. That my Favorite Fruit is

24. That I would like my Friends to be

.

25. That the Wittiest Saying I know is_.

26. That the Finest Passage of Poetry I remember is

.

-Ht-
442
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I Come, my bestfriends, my books ! and lead me on Cowlev.
»

My Name is And I Think
I. That Poetry

3. That my Favorite Poets are. \

3. That History.

4. Tnat the Greatest Historians are,_

5. That Fiction

6. That the Novelists I prefer are_.

7. That a Country Life

8. That a Town Life..

9. That the Greatest Living Statesmen are

10. That my Favorite Heroes and Heroines are.

11. That Music

13. That the most Delightful Composers are,

13. That the Fine Arts

14. That the Finest Painters and Sculptors are. _ ^

1 1 f



There's music in all things, if men had ears.—Byron.

15. That Reading

.

-IK

16. That my favorite Books are

.

17. That Love

18. That Marriage.

19. That Dress..

20. That my Favorite Pursuits are..

21 That mj Favorite Amusements are

22. That my Favorite Flower is

23. That my Favorite Fruit is

24. That I would like my Friends to be

.

25. That the Wittiest Saying I know is_.

26. That the Finest Passage of Poetry I remember is.

Ht-
444
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IT "t:

' **
I Come, my best friends, my books! and lead me on Cowley.

4. That the Greatest Historians are.

L 5. That Fiction

MY Name is And I Think

I. That Poetry

3. That my Favorite Poets are

3. That History.

6. That the Novelists I prefer are_.

7. That a Country Life

8. That a Town Life

9. That the Greatest Living Statesmen are

10. That my Favorite Heroes and Heroines are.

11. That Music

12. That the most Delightful Composers are_

13. That the Fine Arts

1-4.

* 14. That the Finest Painters and Sculptors are.,
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There's music in all things, if men had ears—Byron.

15. That Reading

.

16. That my favorite Books are
.

17. That Love

18. That Marriage.

19. That Dress

.

20. That my Favorite Pursuits are

21 That m) Favorite Amusements are

22. That my Favorite Flower is

23. That my Favorite Fruit is

24. That I would like my Friends to be

.

25

.

That the Wittiest Saying I know is_.

26. That the Finest Passage of Poetry I remember is.

--*
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' I Come, my bestfriends, my books ! and lead me on —Cowley.

My Name is And I Think

I. That Poetry „„

2. That my Favorite Poets are..

3. That History.

4. That the Greatest Historians are_

5. That Fiction

6. That the Novelists I prefer are__

7. That a Country Life

8. That a Town Life..

9. That the Greatest Living Statesmen are

10. That my Favorite Heroes and Heroines are.

11. That Music

12. That the most Delightful Composers are.

13. That the Fine Arts

I 14. That the Finest Painters and Sculptors are.

\r
'
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^
There's music in all things, if men had ears.—Byron.

15. That Reading

16. That my favorite Books are

.

17. That Love

18. That Marriage.

19. That Dress

.

20. That my Favorite Pursuits are

21 That m) Favorite Amusements are

22. That my Favorite Flower is

23. That my Favorite Fruit is

24. That I would like my Friends to be

.

25. That the Wittiest Saying I knqw is_.

26. That the Finest Passage of Poetry I remember is.

**
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I Come, my bestfriends, my books / and lead me on.—CovfhE.Y.

MY Name is And I Think

I. That Poetry

iH-

a. That my Favorite Poets are._

3. That History.

4. That the Greatest Historians are.

5. That Fiction

6. That the Novelists I prefer are_

7. That a Country Life

8. That a Town Life..

t

g. That the Greatest Living Statesmen are.

10. That my Favorite Heroes and Heroines are

11. That Music

12. That the most Delightful Composers are.

f
, 13. That the Fine Arts

il 14. That the Finest Painters and Sculptors are..
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There's music in all things, if men had ears.—^Byron.

15. That Reading

16, That my favorite Books are

.

17. That Love

18. That Marriage.

19. That Dress

_

20. That my Favorite Pursuits are..

21 That mj Favorite Amusements are.

22. That my Favorite Flower is

23. That my Favorite Fruit is

24. That I would like my Friends to be ..

25. That the Wittiest Saying I know is

26. That the Finest Passage of Poetry I remember is.

-*-
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III

I Come, my bestfriends, my books ! and lead me fl«.*-CoWLEY.

MY Name is And I Think

I. That Poetry „^ ,

2. That my Favorite Poets are.,

3. That History....

4. That the Greatest Historians are.

5. That Fiction . .

6. That the Novelists I prefer are.

7. That a Country Life

8. That a Town Life..

9. That the Greatest Living Statesmen are

10. That my Favorite Heroes and Heroines are.

11. That Music

12. That the most Delightful Composers are,

13. That the Fine Arts

14. That the Finest Painters and Sculptors are..

451
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There's music in all things, if men had ears.—Byron. 2

15. That Reading.

16. That my favorite Books are .

17. That Love

18. That Marriage.

19. That Dress

.

20. That my Favorite Pursuits are

21 That mj Favorite Amusements are

22. That my Favorite Flower is

23. That my Favorite Fruit is

24. That I would like my Friends to be

.

25. That the Wittiest Saying I know is..

26. That the Finest Passage of Poetry I remember is

.
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ANUARY.

When icicles hang by the wall,

And Dick the shepherd blows his nail,

And Tom bears logs Into the hall.

And milk comes frozen home In pall,

* * » « *

When all aloud the wind dolh blow.

And birds sit brooding in the snow.

Lmgi Labour's Loet, Act v. Sc.

Jammry 1.

In the great hand ofGpd I stand.

Uadbelh, Act ii. Sc. 3.

January

God shall be my hope.

My stay, my guide, and lantern to my feet.

Secomi Part of Henry VI, Act ii. Sc. 3.

Jarmary S.

Pleasure and action make the hours seem short.
\

Othello, Act n. Sc. 3.

January 4-

Sure, He that made us with such large discourse,

Looking before and after, gave us not

That capability and God-like reason

To rust in us unsued.

Hamlet, Act iv. Sc. 4.

Jam/aarg 5.

Let our old acquaintance be renewed.

Second Part of Henry IV, Act III. Sc. 2.
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Jarouary S.

He hath, known you but three days, and already

yon are no stranger.

Tweifth mghi, Act 1. So. 4.

Lay aside life-harming heaviness,

And entertain a cheerful disposition.

.
,,

-
Eichard II, Act n. So. 2.

January 8.

The Lord bless you

.

God prosper your affklrs ! God send us peace I

Second Part itf Henry IV, Act in. Sc. 2.

• Jamuary 9.

The life is dear ; for all that life can rate

Worth name of life in thee hath estimate,

Youth, beauty, wisdom, courage, all

That happiness and prime can happy call.

AU's WeU that Ends WeU, Act ii. So. 1.

- Jamtary 10.

Your gentleness shall force

More than your force move us to gentleness.

As You Like It, Act ii. So. 7.

• Janvxvry 11.

Here cornea a man of comfort, whose advice

Hath often stilled my brawling discontent.

Measurefor Measure, Act iv. Sc. 1.

- January IS.

Love, give me strength I and strength shall help

afford.

Botneo and JuHet, Act iv. Sc. 1.
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Janvary 13.

A man of good repute, carriage, bearing, and esti-

mation.

Love's Labour's Lost, Act i. Sc. 1,

— January I4.

I cannot hide what I am.

Much Ado about Nothing, Act i. So. 8.

- January 15.

Kindness in women, not their beauteous loolcs,

shall win my loTe.

Taming of the Shrew, Act v. Sc. 2.

January 16.

Happy thou art not

;

For what thou hast not, still thou strivest to get.

And what thou hast, forget'st.

Measure for Meaxme, Act in. Sc. 1.

- January 17.-

Why should a man be proud ? How doth pride

grow?

I know not what pride is.

Troilus and Orestida, Act 11, Sc. 3.

- January 18. -

What stature is she of?

Just as high as my heart.

As You, Like It, Act iii. Sc. 2.

•January 19.'

Well, I am not fair ; and therefore I pray the

Gods make me honest.

As Yam Like H, Act in. Sc. 3.
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Jaimary SO.

Heaven bless thee I

Thou hast the sweetest face I ever looked on.

Benry VIII, Act iv. Sc. 1.

-January SI.'

You do so grow in my requital

As notlilng can unroot jaa.

AW» WeU that EruU WeU, Act v. Sc. 1.

January BS.-

The dearest friend to me, the kindest man,

The best condition'd and unwearied spirit

In doing courtesies.

merchant of Venice, Act ui. Sc. 2.

~ January SS.'

He will keep that good name stiU.

Henry V, Act in. Sc. 7.

- January S4. '

I swear he is truehearted, and a soul

None better in my kingdom.

Benry VIII, Act v. So. 1.

• January S5..

Men at some time are masters of their fates

:

The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,

But in ourselves.

Julius Cseaar, Act i. Sc. 2.

- January S6.-

But I'll endeavour deeds to match these words.

Troilua and Oreasida, Act rv. Sc. 5.
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January H7.

Be to yourself

As you would to your iiiend.

Bemry YIII, Act i. So. 1.

I haye heard of the lady, and good words went

with her name.

Meaxwrefor Measure, Act m. So. 1.

As much good stay with thee as go with me.

Stehard II, Act i. Sc. 2.

January SO.-

Ton have deserved
High commendation, true applause, and love.

As Ymi Like It, Act i. Sc. 2.

January SI.

His years but young, but his experience old

;

His head nnmellowed, but his judgment ripe.

Two Gentlemen of Verona, Act ii. Sc. 4.
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EBEUAEY.
The seasons alter : hoary-headed frosts

Fall in the fresh lap of the crimson rose,

And on old Hlems' thin and ley crown

An odorous chaplet of sweet summer buds

Is, as in mockery, set : the sprang, the summer,

The chlldlng autumn, angry winter, change

Their wonted liveries, and the mazed world,

By their increase, now knows not which is which.

Mtcixwrnm^ Nigfit's Dream, Act II. Sc 12.

•February 1.

For there is nothing either good or bad, but

thinking makes It so.

Bandet, Act ii. So. 2.

'February S.'

If reasons were as pleutifal as blackberries, I

would give no man a reason upon compulsion, I.

First Part ofHenry IV, Act II. Sc. 4.

February S.

Constant you are.

But yet a woman, and for secrecy

No lady closer, for I well believe

Thou wilt not utter what thou dost not know.

First Part qfHenry IV, Act n. Sc 3.

•February 4-

O ye gods, render me worthy of this noble wife.

JvZius Csssar, Act ii. Sc. 1.

She taketh most delight in music Instrtunents,

and poetry. ^
Taming of the Shrew, Act i. Sc. 2.
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Fdyrwary 6.

A double blessing Is a doable grace.

Hamiet, Act i. Sc. 3.

February 7.

Our contentment is our best haying.

Henry VIII, Act n. Sc. S

'February 8.-

Tet I do fear thy nature,

It is too roll 0' Vie milk of human kindness. •

Macbeth, Act i. Sc. 6.

• February 9.

One t<?^cl^ of niflxe makes the whole world kin.

rroaus and Oreaaida, Act in. Sc. 3.

- February 10.

let myself and fortune

Tup 4<r the time to ^ome.

WinUr'a Tale, Act IV. Sc. 4.

- February II,-

Thc«e friends thou bast, and their adoption tried,

Granjjle them to thy K3ul with hoops of steel.

BamM, Act i. Sc 3.

-February 1^.-

X will cMde nobreather in the world but myself,

'^Mnst 'wivxa I know most faults.

M You, Like M, Act ni. Sc 2.
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February IS,

She's a good creature.

Herry Wives qf Windsor, Act n. Sc 2.

• Febraary 14-'

(St. Valektinb.)

. . . Sleep in peace and wake In joy

;

Good angels guard thee.

Biehard III, Act v. So. 3.

• February 15.-

Be sure of this,

What I can help thee to thou shalt not mlsB.

AWs Wea thai Ends Well, Act 1. Sc 3.

-Fdmiaryle.-

She is a woman, therefore may be woo'd

;

She is a woman, therefore may he won.

Tilus Andnmieus, Act ii. Sc. 1.

17.~

I remember him well, and I remember him

worthy of thy praise.

Ifefrchant qf Venice, Act i. Be. 2.

-Fehnmry 18.-

O, this boy

Lends mettle to us all I

First Part ofHemy IV, Act T. So. 4.

. February 19.

Look, what is best, that best I wish tn thee.

Sonnet, xxxvii.
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February HO.

Her whose worth makes other worthies nothing.

She is alone.

Two GenUemen qf Verona, Act ii. So. 4.

February SI.-

God in heaven bless thee

!

Bmneo arid Juliet, Act ii. So. i.

- February i

Frank Nature, rather cnrlous than In haste

Hath well composed thee.

AWs WeU thai Ends WeU, Act i. Se. 2.

-February's.

Do as the heavens have done, forget your evil

With them forgive yourself

Winter's Tale, Act v. Sc. 1.

February ^4''

All places that the eye of Heaven visits

Are to a wise man ports and happy havens.

Richard JI, Act i. Be. 3.

- February '5.-

It never yet did hurt

To lay down likelihoods and forms of hope.

SecoTid Part of Benry IV, Act I. Sc. 3.

Nothing do I see in you

That I can find should merit any hate.

King John, Act ii. Sc. 1.
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Say Gerves not light more faithful than I'll he.

Peridet, Act i. So. 2.

And those about her

From her Bhall read the perfect ways of honour.

Semy VIII, Act V. Sc. 5,

Let men take heed of their company.

Second Part qfHenry IV, Act v. Sc 1,
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AECH.

When daflTodils begin to peer,

With heigh I the doxy over the dale,

Why, then comes in the sweet of the year

;

For the red blood reigns in the Winter's pale.

Winter's Tale, Act iv. So. 3.

March 1.

Joy, gentle friends I joy and fresh days of love

Accompany your hearts \

Midsummer MgM's Dream, Act v. So. 1.

March B.

Exceeding wise, fair-spoken, and persuading.

Henry VIII, Act IV. Sc. 2.

March 3.

The gentleman is full of virtue, bounty, worth

and qualities.

Two Oentlemen of Verona, Act iii. Sc. 1.

March 4.

Valiant as a lion.

And wondrous afTable, and as bountiful

As mines of India.

First Part ofHenry IV, Act in. Sc. 1.

March 5.

In thy face I see

The map of honour, truth, and loyalty.

Secani Part of Henry VI, Act iii. Sc. 1.
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March 6.

I pray thee sort thy heart to patience.

Second Pari ofHemry VI, Act ii. 8c. 4.

March 7.

Since this fortune falls to you,

Be content and seek no new.

Merchant of Venice, Act iii. Sc. 2.

March 8.

Ill blows the wind that profits nobody.

Third Part of Henry VI, Act ii. Sc. 5.

March 9.

I have a man's mind, bnt a woman's might.

JvZius Cxsar, Act II. Sc. 4.

March 10.

Honour, riches, marriage-blessing,

Long continuance, and increasing.

Hourly joys be Btill upon you I

Juno sings her blessings on you.

Tempest, Act iv. Sc. 1.

God be wi' you, with all my heart.

TroUus and Cresaida, Act iii. Sc. 3.

March 11.

Sir, I praise the Lord for you and so may my
parishioners.

Love's Labour's Lost, Act iv. Sc. 2.

March IS.

But there's more in me than thou understand'st.

Trcyilus and Cressida, Act iv. Sc. 5.
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March IS.

465

sir, I am a true labourer, I earn that I get, get

that I wear, owe no man hate, envy no man's

happiness.

A» You lAke It, Act in. So. 2.

March 14-

' I do beseech you—
Chiefly that I might set it in my prayers—

What is your name 7

Tempea, Act ni. Se. 1.

March IS.

How poor are they that have no patience I

What wound did ever heal but by degrees?

Othello, Act II. Sc. 3.

March 16.

What touches us onrself should be last serred.

Juliua Csaar, Act in. Sc. 1.

March 17.

(St. Patkick's Day.)

'Tis not enough to help the feeble up,

But to support him after. Fare you well,

All happiness to your honour

!

Timon ofAthens, Act i. Sc, 1.

March 18.

Women will love her, that she is a woman
More worth than any man ; men, that she is

The rarest of all women.

WirUesi's Tale, Act v. Sc. 1.

March 19.

When love begins to sicken and decay,

It useth an enforced ceremony.

There are no tricks in plain and simple faith.

Juliua Cseaar, Act iv. Sc. 2.
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March W.

For I profess not talking ; only this—

Let each man do his best.

Hrtt Part qf Henry IV, Act v. Sc. 3.

March SI.

Firm of word,

Speaking In deeds and deedless in his tongue

;

Not soon provoked, nor helng provoked soon

calm'd;

His heart and hand both open and both free.

TroUut and Cressida, Act IV. Sc. fi.

: March 2S.

My bosom is full of kindness.

Twelfth Night, Act ii. Sc. I.

March 2S.

He reads much

;

He is a great observer/ and he looks

Quite through the deeds of men.

Juiiv* Cseear, Act i. Sc. 2.

March S4.

If he serve God,
_,

We'll serve Hiin too, and be his fellow so.

Richard II, Act iii. Sc. 2.

March 05.

The gentleness of all the gods go with thee.

TweVth NigM, Act ii. Sc. 1.

March Z6.

Truth shall nurse her,

Holy and heavenly thoughts still counsel her

:

She shall be lovedi and feared : herown shall bless

her.
Henry VIII, Act v. Sc 5.
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March g7.

The world ia full of rubs.

Richard II, Act iii. 8e. 4.

March ^&

Many days shall see her.

And yet no day without a deed to crown it.

Benry VIII, Act v. Sc. 5.

March 29.

There's little of the melancholy element in her

!

JfucA Ada about Nothing, Act ii. Sc. 1.

March SO.

And now am I, if a man should speak truly,

little better than one of the wicked.

lira Part of Henry IV, Act i. So. 2.

March 31.

Not fearing death, nor Bhrinking for distress,

But always resolute in most extremes.

FlTsl Part ofHemy VI, Act iv. Sc. 1.
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PEIL.

When proud-pied April, dress'd in aU his trim,

Hath put a spirit of youth In everything

Sonnet xcvni.

April 1.

He is a very man 'per <e, and stands alone.

TroU/m and Creesida, Act i. Su. 2.

Truth needs no colour—Beauty no pencil.

S(mn€t, CI.

AprU S.

I embrace this fortune patiently,

Since, not to be avoided, it falls on me.

First Fart ofHenry IV, Act v. Sc. 5.

AprU S.

Full of wise saws and modern instances.

As You Like It, Act ii. Sc. 7.

April 4-

Every time serves for the matter that is then

bom in it.

Antony and Cleopatra, Act it. Sc. 2.

April 6.

All the courses of my life do'show ^

I am not in the roll of common meh:

Fira Part of Henry IV, Act III. Sc. 1.
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AprU 6.
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All happiness bechance to thee I

Two QenOemen af Verona, Act i. 8c. 1.

April 7.

Who is It that says most? which can say more

Than this rich praise, that you alone are you?

Sonnet, Lxxxiv.

April 8.

A learned spirit, of human dealings.

OOuUo, Act m. Sc. 8.

April 9.

God's benlBon go with yon ; and with those

That would make good ofbad, and friendsof foes

!

Uaebeth, Act ii. Sc. 4.

April 10.

lam not lean enough to be thought a good

student

!

Ttaeyih Night, Act IV. Sc. 2.

April 11.

A merrier man,

Within the limit of becoming mirth,

1 never spent an hour's calk withal.

Love's Labam'a Loit, Act n. Sc. I.

April IS.

Uore is thy due than more than all can pay.

Macbeth, Act i. Sc. 4.
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AprU IS.

I cannot flatter ; I do defy

The tongues of sootheia ; but a bravei place

In my heart's love hath no man than yourself.

First Part of Henry IV, Act rv. 8c. 1.

April 14.

Fair thoughts and happy hours attend on you

!

Merchant of Venice, Act in. So. 4.

April IB.

What cannot be avoided,

'Twere childish weakness to lament or fear.

Third Part qf Henry VI, Act v. Sc. 4.

April 16.

This above all, to thine own self be true,

And it must follow as the night the day,

Thou canst not then be false to any man.

Hamlet, Act i. Sc. 3.

April 17.

Most prudent, of an excellent

And unmatched wit and judgment.

Henry VIII, Act n. Sc. 4.

April 18.

He was a man, take him for all in all,

I shall not look upon his like again.

Hamlet, Act i. Sc. 2.'

April 19.

Our kindred, though they be long ere they are

wooed, they are constant being won.

TroUus and Cressida, Act iii. Sc. 2.
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April 20.

4T1

He was a scholar, and a lipe good one.

Henry VIII, Act iv. So. 2.

April m.

.... I know tbe gentleman

To be of worth and worthy estimation,

And not without desert so well reputed.

Two Qtntkmen qf Verona, Act II. Sc. 3.

April n.

What's in a name? That which we call a rose,

By any other name would smell as sweet.

Bameo and Jiiliet, Act n. Sc. 2.

April ZS.

(St. Gkokgk's Day.)

But here's the joy, my friend and I are one.

Sonnet, XLii.

April H4-

And I feel within me

A peace above all earthly dignities,

A still and quiet conscience ....
My hopes in heayen do dwell

Henry VIII, Act m. Sc. 2.

April S5.

Certainly a woman's thought runs before her

actions.

As You lake It, Act IV. Sc. 1.

April H6.

Remember this,

Grod and our good cause fight upon our side.

Richard III, ActV. Sc 3.
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She was the sweet marjoiam of the salad, or

rather, the herb of grace,

AlCi Wea OuU Ends WeU, Act iv. Sc 5.

April S8.

Sleep that knits up the ravell'd sleeve of care.

The death of each day's life, sore lahour's bath,

Balm of hurt minds, great nature's second course,

Chief nourisher in life's feast.

Macbeth, Act n. Sc 2.

April S9.

Out life, exempt from public haunt.

Finds tonguesin trees,booksIn therunningbrooks,

Sermons in stones, and good in everything.

As You lAke It, Act ii. Sc 1.

April SO.

The April's In her eyes : It is love's spring.

And these the showers to bring it on.

Anttmy and Cleopatra, Act iii. Sc. 2.

APRIL SHOWERS.
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May 6.

The elements be kind to tbee, and make

Thy spirits all of comfort I

XwUmy and Cleopaira, Act m. Sc. 2.

May 7.

The God of heaven

Both now and ever bless hei 1

Bemy YIII, Act v. Sc 1.

May 8.

Old &slilons please me best ; I am not so nice.

To change true rules for old Inventions.

Taming of the Shrew, Act m. Sc. !•

May 9,

Shall we serve Heaven

With less respect than we do minister

To our gross selves ?

UeaxmeSor Meamre, Act n. Sc 2.

May 10.

Holy, fair, and wise Is she

Two Gentlemen of Verona, Act iv. Sc 2.

May 11.

The good I stand on Is my truth and honesty

:

.... I fear nothing

What can be said against me.

Eeiay VIII. Act v. Sc 1.

May 12.

Comfort's In heaven; and we are on the earth,

Where nothing lives but crosses, cares and griet

Eichard II. Act n. Sc. 2.
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May IS.

What poor an instrument may do a noble deed I

AnUmy and Cleopatra, Act y. Sc. 2.

May 14.

'Bow gieen yon are, and fresh, in this old ivorld I

King John, Act in. Sc. 4.

May 15.

.... Welcome ever smiles,

And farewell goes out sighing.

TtoUus and Cressida, Act ni. Sc. 3.

May 16.

He hath a dally beauty in his life.

OOieOo, Act y. Sc. 1.

May 17.

Thou art as wise as thou art beautiful.

mdsiimmer NiglU's Dream, Act iii.,Sc 1.

May 18.

You are very welcome to our house.

Merchant of Venice, Act v. Sc. 1.

May 19.

One of the noblest note, to whose kindnesses I

am most infinitely tied.

dfmbeUne, Act i. Sc. 6.
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May go.

His woTth is warrant for his welcome hither.

Two OeiMemen of Verona, Act ii. So. 4.

MoAj SI.

Were man but constant he were perfect.

Two OenUemen qf Venma, Act Y. Sc. i.

May SB.

But Heaven in thy creation did decree

That in thy face sweet love shovUd ever dwell.

SoniKt xcni.

May SS.

The hand that made you fair hath made you good.

Measurefor Measure, Act ni. Sc. 1.

MayS-f.

His better does not breathe upon the earth.

Richard III, Act I. Sc. 2.

May SS.

The Lord In heaven bless thee I

Benry V, Act iv. Sc. 1.

MaySe.

Fair thoughts be your fair pillow I

Troilua and Cresgid*, Act III. Sc. 1.
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There is no darkness but ignorance.

Tweifth MgJU, Act iv. So. 1.

He has my heart yet, and shall have my prayers

While I shall have my Ufe.

Senry VIII, Act ill. So. 1.

May S9.

My salad da3rs,

When I was gjeen in judgment.

Antony and Cleopatra, Act i. So. 5.

May 30.

0, what may man within him hide,

Though angel on the outward side

!

Measurefor Measure, Act ill. Sc. 2.

May SI.

Love thyself last.

Henufy VIII, Act in. So. 2.
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UI^E,

I KNOW a bank where the wild thyme blows,

Where oxUps and the nodding ylolet grows.

Quite over-canopied with luscious woodbine,

With sweet musk-roses and with eglantine.

Hideummer Night's Dream, Act n. Sc, 1.

June 1.

O 'lis the sun that maketh all things shine,

J/mi» Labona's Lost, Act iv. Be. 3.

Jun£ S.

A noble life before a long.

Oariolanus, Act III. Sc 1.

June 3.

I will be the pattern of all patience : I will say

nothing.

King Lear, Act in. Sc. 2.

June 4-

Fiay that the light may thiive.

King Lear, Act v. Sc. 2.

June 5.

And having sworn truth, ever will be true.

Twelflh Night, Act iv. So. 3.
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June 6.

i Is young, and of a noble, modest nature.

Beary VIII, Act IV. Sc'U.

Jjine 7.

He is simply the rarest man i' the world.

Cmidlanux, Act it. Sc. 5.

Jtme, 8.

Bliss and goodness on yon.

Measurefor Meamre, Act in. Se. 2.

-» June 9.

Polmtius. What do you think of^e?
£1710. As of a man faithful and honourable.

Hamlet, Act ii. Sc. 2.

June 10.

All the world's a stage,

And all the men and women merely players.

As You Like It, Act ii. Be. 6.

June 11.

Striving to better, oft we mar what's well.

King Lear, ^ct i. Sc. 4.

June m.

God, the best maker of all marriages.

Combine your hearts in one.

Hemry V, Act v. Sc. 2.
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June IS.

Wise men ne'er altand wall their las,

But cheeily seek how to redress their harms.

TWd Part qfBemy VI, Act T. Sc 4.

June X^

I wonld not wish ecoj companion In the world

butyon.

Tempeet, Actm. Sc. 1.

June IB.

Qolclc Is mine ear to hear ot good towards him.

Richard II. Act ii. Sc. 1.

June 18.

. , , . Spirits are not finely tonch'd

Bat to fine Issues.

Ueasarefor Measure, Act i. Sa I.

June 17.

Be cheerful ; wipe thine eyes

:

Some falls are means the happier to arisen

Oyrnbdiiie, Act iv. Sc 2,

June IS.

Thy truth then be thy dower.

King Lear, Act I. Sc I.

JuTie 19,

Happy in that we are not over-happy,

HanUet, Act n. Sc. 2.
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June SO.

The purest treasure mortal times aflford

Is spotless reputation.

SiehaTd II, Act i. Sc. 1.

June SI,

Happy are theythat hear their own detraction,

and can put them to mending.

Much Ado About Nothing, Act ii. So. 8.

June SS.

Men of few words are the best men.

Henry V, Act in. Sc. 2.

Jrnie SS.

There be many C^esats

Ere such another Julius,

Cymbeline, Act ill. Sc. 1.

Things done well,

And with a care, exempt themselves from fear.

Benry VIII, Act i. Sc. 2.

• June

And He that doth the ravens feed,

Tea, providently caters for the sparrow.

Be comfort to my age I

As You Like It, Act II. Sc. 3.

June S5,

We know what we are, but know not what we

may be.

Hamlet, Act iv. Sc. 6,

June S6.

Be great In act, as you have been in thought.

King John, Act V. So. 1.
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Jiraie ^.

GiveJonow words ; the grief that does not speak

Whispers the o'eifi'aaght heart and bids it break.

UTacbeth, Act iv. Sc 8.

June $8.

For ' tis the mind that makes the body rich

;

And as the sun breaks through the darkest clouds.

So honour peereth in the meanest habit.

Taming of the Shrew, Act iv. Sc. 3.

And creep time ne'er so slow,

Yet it shall come for me to do thee good.

King John, Act ill. Sc. R.

June SO,

Be not too tame neither ; but let your own dis-

cretion be your tutor : suit the action to the word,

the word to the action.

Hamlet, Act ill. Sc. 2.
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ULY.

EBBE'a flowers for you

;

Hot lavender, mints, savory, maijoram;

The marigold, that goes to bed wi' the sun

And with him rises weeping : these are flowers

Of middle summer, and I think they are given

To men of middle age.

Winter's Tale, Act. iv. So. 4.

July 1.

O, how flill of briers Is this working-day world

!

Js You Like M, Act i. Sc. 3.

July

With thoughts so qualified as your charities

shall hest instruct you, measure me.

Winter's Tale, Act ii. Sc. 1.

Jtiiy 3.

Thou art not farther thanmythoughts canst move,

And I am still with them, and they with thee.

Sonnet, XLVii.

Jidy 4-

I have no other hut a woman's reason

;

I think him so because I think him so.

Two Gentlemen of Verona, Act i. Sc. 2.

July 5,

He's truly valiant that can wisely suffer.

Timon oj Athens, Act in. Sc. 5.
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July 6.

Heaven give you many many merry days.

Merry Wivee of Windsor, Act v. So. 5.

July 7.

Let me be that I am, and seek not to alter me.

Much Ado about Nothing, Act I. Sc. 2.

July 8.

'

This day

Shall change all grle& and quarrels into love.

Henry V, Act v. Sc. 2.

Jvhj 9

For truth can never be confirmed enough,

Though doubts did ever sleep.

Pericles, Act V. Sc. 1.

Jviy 10.

Thou bringst me happiness and peace.

Second Part of Henry IV, Act iv. Sc. 5.

July 11.

Truth hath a quiet breast . . .

For gnarling sorrow hath less power to bite

The man that mocks at it and sets it light.

Richard II, Act i. Se. 3.

July 12.

The best wishes that can be forged in'Vour

thoughts be servants to you

!

AWs WeU that Ends Well, Act i. Sc. 1.
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Jvly IS.

For to be wise and love

Exceedsman'smight : that dwells with gods aboye.

TroUws and Creseida, Act iii. Sc. 3.

Jiih) 14.

Nature hath formed strange fellows in her time.

Merchant of Venice, Act i. So. 1.

July 16.

We must take the corrent when it serves,

Or lose our ventures.

Julius Cseaar, Act iv. Sc. 3.

Jidy 16.

True hope is swift,and flies with swallow's wings

;

Kings It makes gods, and meaner creatures kings.

Bichard III, Act v. Sc. 2.

JuLy 17.

Thou art a summer bird,

Which ever in the haunch of winter sings

The lifting up of day.

Secmd Part ofHenry IV, Act iv. Sc. 4.

July 18.

I do love nothing in the world so well as you : Is

not that strange?

Mwch Ada dbmit Nothing, Act iv. Sc. 1.

July 19.

The blessed gods

Purge all infection from our air whilst you

Bo climate here I

Winter's Tale, Act i. Sc 1.
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Jvly W.

I was not Iwm under a ihymlng planet, nor I

cannot woo in festival terms,

JfucA Ado about Nothing, Act T. Sc 2.

JvLy ^1.

A woman's gentle heart, but not acquainted

With shifting change, as is false women's fashion.

iSontteiiXX.

July SS.

There's no art

To find the mind's construction in the face

:

He was a gentleman on whom I built

An absolute trust

Macbeth, Act i. Sc. 4.

Jviy SS.

The setting sun, and music at the close,

As the last taste of sweets, is sweetest last,

Writ in remembrance more than things long past.

Bichard 11. Act n. Sc. 1.

Jidy B4.

My crown is in my heart, not on my head

;

Not decked with diamonds and Indian stones,

Kor to be seen ; my crown is called. Content.

Third PariofHemry VI, Act m. Sc. 1.

Jvly S5.

I know you have a gentle, noble temper,

A soul as even as a calm.

Henry VIII, Act in. So. 1.

July $6.

The sweetest lady that ever I looked on.

much Ado aboiU Nothing, Act i. Sc. 1.
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July ^7.

She is of so

disposition.

e, so kind, so apt, so blessed a

Othello, Act II. Sc. 3.

Jviy H8.

Her voice was ever soft,

Gentle, and low; an excellent thing in woman.

King Lear, Act v. Be. 3.

Jvly S9.

A heart unspotted is not easily daunted.

Second Part of Henry VI, Act in. Sc. 1.

July 30.

He is no hypocrite, hut prays firom his heart.

JfucA Ado about Nolhing, Act i. Sc. 1.

Jvly SI.

The noblest mind he carries

That ever goyem'd man.

Long may he live in fortunes

!

Ttnum of Athena, Act I. Sc. 1.
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UGUST,

^OD sunburnt sickle-men, of August weary,

Come hither Irom the furrow and be merry

:

Make holiday
;
your rye-straw hats put on,

And these fresh nymphs ^counter every one

In country footing.

Tempest, Act IT. Sc. 1.

Augvst 1,

I do profess to be no less than I seem ; to serve

him truly that will put me In trust.

King Lear, Act I, So. 4.

Augvst Z.

O, two such silver currents, when they join,

Do glorliy the banks that bound them in.

King John, Act II. Se.'l.

August 3.

Bid her have good heart.

Antony and Cleopatra, Act v. Sc. 1.

Augvst 4-

But Heaven hath a hand in these events.

To whose high will we bound our calm contents.

Richard II, Act v. So. 2.

Auffuxt 5,

To be merry best becomes you j for, out of ques-

tion, you were born In a merry hour.

ifucA Ado about Nothing, Act n. Sc. 1.
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Aitgvst 6.
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Hope is a lover's staff; walk hence with that

And manage it against despairing thoughts.

Two Qenilemm of Verona, Act in. Sc. 1.

August 7.

Who is't can say ' I am at the worst?

'

King Lear, Act rv. So. 1.

August 8.

You have too much respect upon the world,

They lose it that do buy it with much care.

Merchant of Venice, Act i. Sc. 1.

August 9,

Thrice is he armed that hath his quarrel just.

Second Part of Henry VI, Act iii. So. 2.

August 10.

Ignorance is the curse of God,

Knowledge the wing wherewith we fly to heaven.

Second Part ofHenry VI, Act iv. Sc. 7.

August 11.

Your fair discourse hath been as sugar,

Making the hard way sweet and delectable.

Richard, IT, Act II. So. 3.

August 12.

We will not ftom the helm to sit and weep,

But keep our course, though theroughwind say no.

Third, Part ofHenry VI, Act v. Sc. 4.
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Augwi IS.

Bat He, that hath the steerage of my course,

Dliectmysajll

Someo and JiUiet, Act i. So. 4.

Aitgvst if.

'When foitnne means to men most good,

She looks upon them irith a threatening eye.

King John, Act m. Sc. 4.

August 16.

God bless thee ; and put meekness In thy mind,

Lore, cbatity, obedience, and true duty I

BUAard III, Act n. Sc, 2.

Augmt 16.

She looks as clear

As morning roses newly washed with dew.

Tamils qftheShrem, Act n. Sc. 1.

Auffust 17.

The better part of valour is discretion.

First Part ofHenry lY, Act v. Sc. 4.

August 18.

In the reproof of chance

Lies the true proof of men. . . . Even so

Doth valour's show and valour's worth divide

In storms of fortune.

TraUia ami Oreitida, Act I. Sc. 3.

August 19.

Thou hast a perfect thought

:

I will upon all hazards well believe

Thou artmy fiiend, that know'stmytongue so well.
King JoTrn, Act V. Sc. 6.
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August 20.
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Forman Is a giddy thing, and this Ismy conclusion.

Much Ado about Nothing, Act v. Sc. 4.

A good heart's worth gold.

Second Pari qf Henry IV, Act ii. So. 4.

Take my blessing : God protect thee

!

Into whose hand I give thy life. . . .

When I am In heaven I shall desire

To see what this ehUd does, and pialse my Maker.

Henry VIII, Act v. Sc. 5.

Look, he's winding up the watch of his wit; hy

and by It will strike.

Tempeit, Act ii. Sc. 1.

Aiigvst $4'

Is not birth, beauty, good shape, discourse, man-

hood, learning, gentleness,Tlrtue, youth, liberality,

and such-like, the spiceand saltthat seasonaman 7

. Proaus and Oresdda, Act i. Sc. 2.

Aitgtist 05,

Win straying souls

Cast none away.

Henry VIII, Act v. Sc. 3.

August S6.

Is she not passing fair 7

Two GenOemea o/ Verona, Act iv. Sc. 4.
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August SS7.

Then speak the truth by her ; if not divine,

Yet let her be a principality,

Sovereign to all the creatures on the earth.

Two OerUlemen of Verona, Act n. Sc. 4.

August S8.

The strawberry grows underneath the nettle.

Henry V, Act i. Sc. 1.

August S9.

Every one can master a grief but he that has it.

Much Ado about Nothing, Act in. Sc. 2.

August SO.

The quality of mercy is not strain' d.

It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven

Upon the place beneath ; it is twice blest

;

It blesseth him that gives and him that takes.

Merchant of Venice, Act iv. Sc. 1.

August SI.

There's nothing iU can dwell in such a temple.

If the iU spirit have so fair a house,

Good things will strive to dwell with 't.

Tempest, Act I. Sc. 2.
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EPTEMBER.

EoDGH winds do shake the darling buds of May,

And summer's lease hath all too shoit a date

:

Sometimes too hot the eye of heaven shines,

And often is his gold complexion dlmm'd

;

And every fair from fair sometime declines,

By chance or nature's changing course untrimm'd.

Sonnet, xviil.

September 1.

Is it possible he should know what he is and be

that he is ?

AWs Well that Ends Well, Act iv. Sc. 1.

September ;?.

The time is worth the use on't.

Winter's Tale, Act iii. So. 1.

September 3.

To thee and thy company I bid

A hearty welcome.

Tempest, Act v. Sc. 1.

September 4-

But, In the verily of extolment,

I take him to be a soul of great article.

Hamlet, Act v. Sc. 2.

September 5.
-

You were born under a charitable star.

AXCs Well that Ends Well, Act i. Sc. 1.
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September 6.

My words fly up, my thoughts remain below.

Words without thoughts never to Heaven go.

Hamlet, Act in. Sc. 3.

September 7.

What stronger breastplate than a heart untainted 1

Second Part qf Henry VI, Act in. So. 2.

September 8.

In maiden meditation &ncy free.

iftdsMmmer NighVa Dream, Act ii. Sc. 1.

September 9.

Happy is your Grace,

That can translate the stubbornness of fortune

Into so quiet and so sweet a style.

As You Like It, Act ii. Sc. 1.

September 10.

I am sure care's an enemy to liffe.

TmOSOi Night, Act i. Sc. 3.

- September 11.

Small cheer and great welcome make a merry

Comedy of Errors, Act in, So. 1.

He Is as full of valour as of kindness.

Henry V, Act iv. Sc. S.
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September IS.
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A good man's foitane may glow out at heels.

King Lear, Act ii. Sc. 2,

September 14.

Hast any philosophy In thee, shepherd ?

As You lAke It, Act in. Sc. 2.

September 15.

When remedies are past, the grie& are ended

By seeingthe worst, which lateon hopes depended.

OtheOo, Act I. Sc. 3.

September 18.

I am ashamed that women are so simple

To offer war where they should kneel for peace

;

Or seek for rule, supremacy, and sway.

When they are bound to serve, love, and obey.

Taming of the Shrew, Act v. So. 2.

September 17.

I'll note you in my book of memory.

First Part of Henry VI, Act ii. Sc. 4.

September 18.

I am net merry; but I dobeguile

The thing I am, by-seeming otherwise.

Othello, Act II, Sc. 1.

September 19.

I have bought

Golden opinions from all sorts of people, . . .

I dare do all that may become a man

;

Who dares do more is none.

Macbeth, Act i. Sc. 7.
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September so.

He that l9 thy friend indeed,

He will help thee in thy need.

Sundry Sonnets, xxi.

September 3t,'

I am the very pinlc of conitesy.

Eomeo and Juliet, Act ii, Sc. 4.

September S3.

He tells you flatly what his mind vs.

Taming qftlie Shrew, Act i. Sc. 2.

September S3.

His life was gentle, and the elements

So mix'd in him that Nature might stand up

And say to all the world, ' This was a man !

'

Julius Csesar, Act v. Sc. 5.

September S4.

I to the world am like a drop of water,

That in the ocean seeks another drop.

Ccmedy of Errors, Act i. Sc 2.

Sir, as I have a soul, she is an angel.

Henry VIII, Act iv.

September S6.

Frame your mind to mirth and merriment,

Which bars a thousand harms and lengthens life.

Taming of the Shrew, Act i. Sc. 1.
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September S7.
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The time of life Is short I

To spend that shortness basely were too long,

If life did ride upon a dial's point,

Still ending at the arrival of an hour.

First Part ofEemry IV, Act v. So. 2.

My gentle lady,

I wish you all the joy that you can wish.

Merchant of Venice, Act iii. Sc. 2.

Stpterriber S9.

When I said I would die a bachelor, I did not

think I should live till I were married.

Much Ado about Nothing, Act ii. Sc. 3.

September 30.

Friendship is constant in all other things

Save in the office and affairs of love

:

Therefore all hearts in love use their own tongues

;

Let every eye negotiate for itself,

And trust no agent.

Much Ado about Nothing, Act II. Sc. 1.
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CTOBEE.

T BEHELD the Tiolet past prime,

And saWe curls all sUver'd o'er with white

;

When lofty trees I see barren of leaves,

Which erst itom heat did canopy the herd

And Summer's green all girded up In sheares,

Borne on the bier with white and bristly beard.

Sonnet xn.

October 1.

The air of Paradise did fan the house,

And angels officed all.

Aies WeU that Ends Well, Act iii. So. 2.

October S.

Here is a dear, a true industrious ftiend.

Mrst Part qfHenry IV, Act i. So. 1.

October 3.

Do you not know I am a woman ? When I think,

I must speak.
As You Like It, Act in. Sc. 2.

October 4.

He is a marvellous good neighbour.

Lov^s Labour's Lost, Act v. Sc. 2.

Octobftr 5.

Give every man thine ear, but few thy voice

;

Take each man's censure, but reserve thy judg-

ment.
Hamlet, Act i. Se. 3.
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October 6,
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A kinder gentleman treads not the earth.

Merchant of Venice, Act n. Sc. 8.

Oetoher 7.

God In thy good cause make thee prosperous 1

Richard II, Act i. Sc. 3.

October 8.

Life every man holds dear; but the brave man
Holds honour far more precious dear than life.

Troilua and Creasida, Act v. Sc. 3.

October 9.

A son who Is the theme of honour's tongue.

Amongst a grove the very stralghtest plant.

lira Part of Benry TV, Act i. Sc. 1.

OcKAer 10.

All this day an nnaccustomed spirit

Liftsme above theground with cheerfal thoughts.

Someo and JvlUt, Act v. Sc. 1.

October 11.

Fortune brings In some boats that are not steer'd.

line. Act iv. Sc. 3.

October 13.

Heaven give your spirits comfort.

Meaeme for Measure, Act iv. Sc. 2.
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October IS.

I had rather seal my lips, than, to my peril,

Speak that which is not.

Antony arid Cleopatra, Act v. So. 2.

October IJj-

May the gods direct you to the best

!

Oumbdine, Act in. Sc. 4.

October 15.

Age cannot wither her, nor custom stale

Her infinite variety.

Antony aTid Cleopatra, Act II. Sc. 2.

October 16.

Our doubts are traitors,

And make us lose the good we oft might win

By fearing to attempt.

Meamrefor Measure, Act i. Sc. 4.

October 17

Here's one, a friend, and one that knows you well.

Borneo and JiUiet, Act v. Sc. 3.

Octobei- 18.

There is a kind of character in thy life.

That to the observer doth thy history

Fully unfold.

Measurefor Measure, Act i. Sc. ]

.

— October 19.

We are in God's hand, brother.

Henry V, Act ill. Sc. 6.
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October SO.
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The benediction of these covering heavens

Fall on their heads likedew I

C^/mbeline, Act v. So. 5.

October SI.

There is a tide in the affairs of men,

Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune

;

Omitted, all the voyage of their life

Is hound in shallows and in miseries.

Julius Cssmr, Act iv. Sc. 3.

October SS.

Keep your fellows' counsels and your own.

Much Ado abovt NoVang, Act III. Sc. 8.

October S3.

I will hope

Of better deeds to-morrow. Kest you happy

!

Anlony and Cleopaira, Act i. Sc. 1.

October S4.

- The force of his own merit makes his way.

Henry VIII, Act i. Sc. 1.

October S5.

Of a cheerfiil look, a pleasing eye, and a most

noble carriage.

Mrat Part of Henry IV, Act ii. Sc. 4.

October S6.

I do not think a braver gentleman

,

More active-valiant, or more valiant-young,

More daring or more bold, is now alive

To grace this latter age with noble deeds.

Firil Part of Henry 1 V, Act v. Sc. 1.
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October S7.

Many yeais of happy days be&ll,

Romeo and JvlUl, Act I. Sc, 1.

OiijiAer Z8.

Then Heaven, set ope thy eyerlasting gates,

To entertain my vows of thanks and praise I

Second Part of Henry VI, Act iv. Sc. 9.

October S9.

I count myself In nothing else so happy

As In a sonl remembering my good ftrlendg.

Biehard II, Act n. So. 3.

October 30.

I cannot but remember sach things were,

That were most predons to me.

Macbeth, Act it. Sc. 3.

October 31.

(Hallow E'eh.)

Though fortune's malice overthrow my state.

My mind exceeds the compass of her wheel.

TMrd Part of Henry VI, Act IV. Sc. 3.
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OMEMBER.

With hey, ho, the -wind and the rain,—

Must make content with hia fortunes fit,

For the rain it raineth every day.

King-Zear, Act ni. Be. 2.

November 1.

All the world la cheered by the sun.

Richard III, Act i. Sc. 2.

November 3.

Thou hast mettle enough In thee to kill care.

Much Ado about Nothing, Act v. Sc. 1.

November S.

'Tis beauty that doth oft make woman proud,

'Tig virtue that doth make them most admired,

'Til government that makes them seem divine.

Third Part of Benry YI, Act i. Sc. 4.

November 4-

For I know thou 'rt full of love and honesty.

And weigh'st thy words before thou givest them

breath.
OtheOo, Act III. So. 3.

.November S.

My endeavours

Have ever come too short of my desires.

Benrv YIII, Act iii. Sc. 2.
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This most my comfort be,

,
That 8UU that warms you here shall shine on me.

Richard II, Act i, Sc. 3.
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Novemher 6.

Nanemher 7,

Her that loves him with that excellence

That angels love good men with.

Henry VIII, Act ii. Sc. 2.

November 8.

He is complete in feature and in mind,

With all good grace to grace a gentleman.

Two Gentlemen, of Verona, Act n. Sc. 1.

November 9.

All the gods go with you ! upon your sword

Sit laurel victory ! and smooth success

Be strew'd before your feet

!

ArUony and Cleopatra, Act i. Sc. 3.

November 10.

But men may construe things after their fashion,

Clean bora, the purpose of the things themselves.

Julius Csssarj Act i. Sc. 3.

November 11.

Direct not him whose way himself will choose

:

'Tis breath thou lack'st, and that breath wilt thou

lose.
Bichard II, Act ii. Sc. 1.

November IS.

Model to thy inward greatness.

Like little body with a mighty heart.

Henry V, Act II. C!horus.
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November 13.

Men should be what they seem.

Othello, Act III. Sc. 3.

November

Things at the worst will cease.

UacbeOi, Act it. So. 2.

Novemher 15.

The dews ofheaven fall thick in blessings on hei i

mnry VIII, Act iv. Sc. 2.

November 16.

You bear a gentle mind, and heavenly blessings

Follow such creatures.

Henry VIII, Act II. So. 3.

November 17.

God send every one their heart's desire.

Much Ado about Nothing, Act m. Sc. i.

November 18.

Be checked for silence, but nevertaxed for speech.

AlVi Well that Ends Well, Act i. Sc. 1.

November 19.

I forgive and quite forget old faults.

Third Part of Henry VI, Act iii. Sc. 3.
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November 00.

Onr indlscretloii sometimes serves us well.

When oui deep plots do pall: and that should

teach us
There's a divinity that shapes our ends,

Bough-hewthem how we will.

Samlet, Act v. Sc. 2

November SI.

Xow the fair goddess, Fortune,

Fall deep in love with thee ; and her great charms

Misguide thy opposers' swoids I

OoHolanvx, Act i. Sc. 5.

November SIS,

It is reUgion that doth make vows kept.

King John, Act ni. Sc, 1,

November SS.

Good name in man and woman, dear my lord,

Is the Immediate jewel of their souls : , . ,

Poor and content is rich and rich enough.

But riches flneless is as poor as winter

To him that ever feais he shall he poor,

Ot/ieUo, Actin,Sc. 3.

November Si.

Sudden sorrow

Serves to say thus, some good thing comes to-

morrow.

Second Part qfBmry IV, Act iv, Sc 2.

November S5.

Bosom up my counsel, you'll find it wholesome.

Emry VIII, Act i. Sc. 1

.

November H6.

There is no time so miserable but a man may be

tme.
TLmon ofAthens, Act iv. Sc. 3.
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November g7.
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Full of noble device, of all sorts enchantlngly

beloved.
Ai You, Like It, Act I. Sc 1.

November S8.

Our separation so abides, and flies.

That thou, residing here, go'st yet with me.

And I, hence fleeting, here remain with thee.

AiUony and Cleopatra, Act i. Sc. 3.

November S9.

I'll take thyword for'faith, not ask thine oath:

Who shuns not to break one will sure crack both.

Peridet, Act i. Sc. 2.

November SO.

(St. Akdbew's Day.)

Remember thee I Ay, while memory holds

A seat in this distracted globe.

HamUt, Act i. Sc. 4.
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E C E M B E E.

That time of year thou may'st in me behold

When yellow leaves, or none, or few, do hang

Upon those houghs which shake against the cold

Bare ruin'd choirs, where late the sweet birds sang.

Sonnet Lxxm.

December 1.

Her peerless feature, joined with her birth.

Approves her fit for none but for a king.

J First Part ofHenry VI, Act V. Sc. 6.

December 2,

But we all are men,

In our own natures frail, and capable

Of our flesh ; few are angels.

Henry VIII, Act v. Sc. 3.

December 3.

Be just, and fear not

:

Let all the ends thoii aim'st at be thy country's,

Thy God's, and truth's ; then if thou fiill'st, . . .

Thou &ll'st a blessed martyr.

Henry VIII. Act in. Sc 2.

December 4-

Let's teach ourselves that honourable stop.

Not to outsport discretion.

Othello, Act II. Sc. 3.

December 6.

Silence is the perfectestherald ofjoy : I werebut

little happy, if I could say how much.

Much Ado about Nothing, Act u. Sc. 1.
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Decrmber 6.

I am not of many words, tut I thank you.

Much Ado about Nothing, Act i. So. 1.

' December 7.

In -wmter'a tedious nighte, sit by the fire with

good old folks.

Richard II. Act V. Sc. 1.

- December 8.

Me, poor man, my library was dukedom large

enough.

Tempest, Act i. Sc. 2.

Full of wise care Is this your counsel.

Richard III, Act Iii. Sc. 1.

-December 10.-

I hear, yet say not much, but think the more.

Third Part of Hemy VI, Act iv. Sc. 1.

-December 11.-

Let gentleness my strong enforcement be.

^8 You Like It, Act ii. Sc. 7.

-December 12.-

He hath indeed a good outward happiness

!

Much Ado about Nothing, Act ii. Sc. 3.
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December IS.

There Is some soul of goodness In things evil,

Would men obserrlngly distil it out.

Hemy V, Act it. Sc. 1.

Decemher 14>

He gave his honours to the world again.

His hlessed part to Heaven, and slept in peace.

Henry YIU, Act IT. Sc. 2.

December 15

All may be well ; but, if God sort it so,

'Tia more than we deserve, or I expect.

Mchari III, Act ii. Sc. 3.

December 16.

He's honest, on mine honour.

Bemry VIII, Act V. Sc. 1.

December 17.

For mine own part, I could be well content

To entertain the lag-end of my life

With quiet hours.

First Part of Henry IV, Act v. Sc. 1.

December 18.

You shall hear from me still; the time shall not

Out-go my thinking on yon.

Antony and Oeopatra, Act lu, Sc. 2.

December 19.

Time comes stealing on by night and day.

Comedy of Errors, Act iv. Sa 2.
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December HO.

&11

A viTtuous and a Chrigtian-like conclusion,

To^iay for them that have done scathe to ™.
Eiehard III, Act i. 8c. 3-

December SI.

The web of our life is of a mingled yarn, good
and 111 together.

AWs Well that Ends Well, Act iv. So. -3.

Jog on, jog on, the foot-path way,
And merrily hent the stlle-a

:

A merry heart goes all the day,
Your sad tires in a mlle-a.

Winter'a Tale, Act iv. Sc. 3.

December !SS.

Cease to lament for that thou canst not help,

And study help for that which thou lament'st.

Two OenOemen of Verona, Act in. Sc. 1.

December gS.

O Lord, that lends me life.

Lend me a heart replete with thankfulness

!

Second Part of Henry VI, Act i.Sc. 1.

December $4.

Look, what thy soul holds dear, imagine it

To lie thatway thou go'st, notwhence thou comest.

Richard II, Act i. Sc. 3.

December ZB.

(Chbisthas Day.)

Alas, alas

!

Why, all the souls that were were forfeit once

;

And He that might the vantage best have took

Found out the remedy.

Measurefor Meamure, Act ii. Sc. 2.

December US.

Therefore my age is as a lusty winter,

Frosty, but kindly.

A» You Like It, Act ii. Sc. 3.
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December ^.

Pray you, bid

These unknown friends to 's welcome ; for It is

The way to make us better friends, more known.

Winter'B Tale, Act iv. Sc. 4.

December 38.

.... So we'll live

And pray, and sing, and tell old tales.

King Lear, Act v. Se. 2.

December $9.

We see which way the stream of time doth run.

And are enforced from our most quiet there

By the rough torrent of occasion.

Second Part of Henry IV, Act IV. Se. 1.

December 30.

He sits high in all the people's hearts.

Jvlim Caesar, Act i. Sc. 3.

December 31.

Watch to-night, pray to-morrow.

First Part of Henry IV, Act II. Sc. 4.

Parting is such sweet sorrow

That I shall say good-night till it be morrow.

Romeo and Juliet, Act ii. Sc. 3.

Then let us take a ceremonious leave

And loving farewell of our several ftiends.

Richard II, Act I. So. 8.

God be with you all I

Henry V, Act iv. Sc. 3-
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